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In the name of Allah, the all–Beneficent the all–Merciful

After praising Allah, without whose help and blessing no work would be possible and without whose grace and mercy no sinful creature would walk the face of this earth, and sending salutations on His most beloved Messenger (s), the greatest man to set foot on this earth and the best of role models for the entire humankind, this humble servant presents the following translation that is dedicated to the Master of the Believers, Commander of the Faithful and the Beloved of the Prophet (s) – ‘Ali ibn Abi
Ghurar al-Ḥikam wa Durar al-Kalim is a late fifth or early sixth century work that comprises of the aphorisms and short sayings of Imam ‘Ali ibn Abi Ṭālib (‘a). The sayings, which number more than eleven thousand, contain words of wisdom and advice that can benefit everyone in their daily lives. It is for this reason that we embarked on translating this work. We hope that, God-willing, it will be a source of inspiration to all those who read it.

There are many different extant copies of this book and in one recent edition, the original alphabetical listing of sayings have been rearranged and categorized subject-wise. It is the translation of this version of the work that we present before you.

Translating a work such as this poses numerous challenges. Firstly, this work is comprised of traditions in the form of aphorisms and short sayings, many of which have been extracted from other longer traditions, sermons and letters. As such, in many cases the context of the narration is missing and needs to be investigated.

Another challenge is that in many cases it is evident that there have been changes inadvertently made by the narrators or the scribes and hence other possible forms of the sayings are mentioned in brackets. Here we have translated the other possible forms in parenthesis and have included what we have inferred from the text in square brackets for the sake of clarification and fluidity. Alternative translations and explanatory notes have been included in the footnotes.

In addition, there are certain sayings that are difficult to comprehend and accept. An example of this can be seen in the section on the sayings about women. Here we would urge the readers to refer to what the scholars and commentators have said about such narrations and how they should be interpreted.

The seven volume commentary written by the respected scholar ‘Allāma Jamāl al-Dīn Muḥammad Khwansāri has been helpful in understanding many of the seemingly ambiguous sayings. In cases where we were unable to gain a satisfactory understanding of the sayings, our respected teachers in the ʿawza were more than willing to spare their time in order to assist. For this I thank them and pray that the Almighty reward them amply. Lastly, the classical dictionaries have, as always, been an invaluable resource during the translation.

Though all effort has been made to present an accurate translation of the sayings, we take full responsibility for any mistakes and errors in the translation and seek forgiveness from the Almighty for the same.

In closing, we would like to express our appreciation to Sayyid Muhammad Ridha Shushtari for facilitating this translation and Ansariyan Publications for arranging the typesetting (along with inclusion of the original Arabic text) and publication of this work.
1. Some of these different copies even have some differing narrations (Ref: Nigāhi be Kitābe Ghurar al-Ḥikam, Sayyid Muhammad Raḍawi, Safine, no. 4, Autumn 1383 Hijri Solar).
2. The most common source from which the author has taken sayings is the Nahj al-Balāgha.

The compiler of this work was the great scholar and muḥaddith Qāi Nāsi al-Dān Abu al-Fatḥ ‘Abd al-Wāhid ibn Ṭāhir al-Āmudi al-Tamīmī from the scholars of the fifth century who passed away in 510 AH. He was a contemporary of Sayyid Ra'i, Sayyid Murta and Shaykh Ṭusi.

Some of the great scholars such as Ibn Shahr Āshub, ‘Allāma Majlisi and Muḥaddith Nūri, have praised him and considered his work to be of great value. Many of these scholars have also narrated from him.

There has been some discussion about al-Āmudi’s beliefs because he used the phrase karramallāhu wajhahu (may Allah honour him) for Imam ‘Ali (‘a) in his introduction to this book, and this is the practice of the Sunnis and not the Shi’as. However, the great scholar Jamāl al-Dīn Muḥammad Khwansāri notes that this was either done out of precautionary dissimulation (taqiyya) or was an addition by one of the scribes.

He further mentions some arguments to dispel any doubts about al-Āmudi’s being an Imāmi scholar. These are summarized as follows:

- The fact that Ibn Shahr Āshub mentions him as one of his teachers in his book Ma‘ālim al ‘Ulamā and notes that he was an Imāmi scholar.
- Ibn Shahr Āshub also mentions him again in his other book al-Manāqib and states that he was a Shi’ā scholar.
- Whoever examines this book will notice that many of the narrations have been compiled from other Shi’ā books.
- This book contains certain narrations that can only be narrated by a Shi’ā such as the narrations about the Holy Prophet (s) and his progeny.

Our esteemed teacher and student of the late Ayatullah Sayyid Abu al-Qāsim al-Khui (r), Ayatullah Muslim al-Dāwari (may Allah grant him a long life), argues that the fourth point cannot be considered as proof since many Sunni scholars have mentioned such traditions about the family of the Prophet (s).
further adds that the compiler’s reliability (tawthīq) has not been established even though he was known to be one of the teachers of Ibn Shahr Āshub.

Another important point to note is that there is no chain of transmitters (ṭarīq) for this book so its authenticity and reliability comes into question. This, however, does not mean that the narrations contained in it are all inauthentic and unreliable. Rather, it only means that we cannot be certain about the origins of this work and hence need to ascertain the authenticity and source of each narration before we can attribute it to the Imam (‘a).

Also, since the compiler has not listed the chains of narrators of the narrations, it would be impossible to authenticate any saying that cannot be found in any other source where the chain of transmission has been mentioned and can hence be verified using the normal processes of scrutiny.

A recent effort to expand on the work of al-Āmudi is the book İkmālu Ghurar al-Ḥikam by Mahdi al-Ansari al-Qummiś in which 15,751 more aphorisms of Amīr al-Mu’mīnīn (‘a) have been added to the original title from twenty other ḥadīth sources, both Sunni and Shi‘ī.

1. Or al-Āmudi
2. There seems to be a difference of opinion about the year of his death. Some scholars say it was in 550 AH and others say it was 510 AH.
3. Mirza ‘Abdullah Afandi has also mentioned this explanation.
4. Like the narration where Imam ‘Ali (‘a) says: I am the allotter of hellfire, the treasurer of the gardens [of Paradise], the owner of the pond [of Kawthar]... – see the section on Muhammad (s) and his progeny.
5. This work was published in Iran in 1425 AH.

In the name of Allah, the all-Beneficent the all-Merciful

All praise is due to Allah who led us with His guidance to His path and made us excel above all His servants through [belief in] His Oneness. I glorify Him for all the single and paired bounties, a glorifying the limits of which cannot be comprehended and the magnitude of which cannot be fathomed by the imaginations.

I bear witness that there is no God but Allah, alone, without any partner – the witnessing of one whose tongue speaks veraciously and whose heart is filled up with the truth. And I bear witness that Muhammad is His chosen servant from among the servants and His messenger who called the people to the path of guidance. He sent him while the nations were following falsehoods and treading on misguided ways, one after another.

So Allah, the Glorified, introduced to them, through His prophet (s), the ways of the religion [of truth], and clarified for them the paths of certitude, until the truth became illuminated and gleamed and falsehood was destroyed and perished. May the blessings of Allah be [showered] upon him and his progeny, the pure leaders, and the chosen infallible people of his household, and [on] his selected
virtuous companions, blessings that neither cease in the [late] hours of the night nor [in] parts of the day.

The one who has committed excesses against his soul and is in need of the mercy of his Lord, ‘Abd al-Wāḥid ibn Mu‘ammad ibn ‘Abd al-Wāḥid al-Āmudi al-Tamīmī, said: The thing that motivated me to compile, annotate, and compose this book, was that which Abu ‘Uthmān al-Jāḥidh was successful in doing. He enumerated and wrote down in his manuscript a list of one hundred wise and eloquent sayings that were not widely known, on various topics, from Amīr al-Mu’mīnīn ‘Ali ibn Abī Ṭālib (‘a).

So I said: How astonishing it is that this man who was the most learned of his time, unmatched by his contemporaries, despite his great knowledge and erudition, having ascended to the peak of understanding, with his closeness to the first era, and his possessing a great share and a large portion of virtues and excellent merits; how could he shut his eyes from the luminous full moon and content himself with so little from so much? And is this not but a fraction of the whole, a little of the innumerable and a drizzle from the downpour?

And I despite my covered heart and falling short from the station of perfection, and my acknowledgement of my inability to recognize the excellences of the hearts of the foremost, and my falling short from following in their footsteps and my insignificance in comparison to their greatness – have compiled a small number of of his short aphorisms and a few of his wise sayings which render even the most eloquent ones mute and make the wisest sages despair of matching it.

Allah knows that in this endeavour I am only like a person who takes with his hand from the sea and acknowledges his shortcoming, even if it may seem an exaggeration, but why not? When he (‘a) has drank from the spring of Prophethood and possesses in his heart divine knowledge, as he (may Allah honour him) says, and his words are true and his speech veracious, based on what the narrators have narrated: verily I have much knowledge in my heart; if only I came across someone who could bear it!

I have omitted the chains of narrators from it and have arranged it alphabetically, placing together the aphorisms and sayings that rhyme and exhibit assonance so that it falls more easily upon the ears and is grasped quicker by the hearts and minds, because of the intense inclination of the souls towards poetical speech and their dislike for prosaic form. In this way its readers may easily commit it to memory and it may become a source of joy for those who examine it, having been extracted from its masterpiece with my cutting off most of it out of fear of lengthening [it] and sufficing with that which contains a remedy from hardships and difficulties for the people of intellect and understanding.

And I have named it Ghurar al-Ḥikam wa Durar al-Kalim (Exalted Aphorisms and Pearls of Speech) in the hope of getting reward from Allah, the Glorified, while seeking refuge with Him, the Most High, from every flaw. And my success is from none save Allah; in Him I have put my trust and to Him will be my return.
Parents

1. Being good to parents is the greatest [and most important] duty.

2. Be good to your parents and your children will be good to you.

3. Whoever is good to his parents, his child will be good to him.

4. The death of a father breaks one’s back.

5. One who scorns his parents has diverged from the right path.

6. The affection of parents is [the basis of] the relationship between siblings.

The Camel

1. Seek goodness in the hoofs of the camel when driven away and when coming back.
The Son of Adam (The Human Being)

1) How wretched the son of Adam is! His death is hidden, his ailments concealed, his every action recorded, harmed by the bite of a mosquito, made malodorous by perspiration and caused to die by [something as simple as] choking.

2) Woe to the son of Adam! How heedless and negligent of his salvation he is!

3) Woe to the son of Adam! A prisoner of hunger, prone to overeating, a target of calamities and a successor of the dead.

1. It is possible that a person who possesses [apparent] grandeur is actually the lowliest of the low.

Self-Sacrifice

1. Rūbَّ ذِي أَبَهَة أَحْقَر مِنْ كُلِّ حَقِيرٍ.
1. Self-sacrifice is a virtue, hoarding [wealth] is a vice.

2. Self-sacrifice is the noblest benevolence.

3. Self-sacrifice is a trait of the virtuous.

4. Self-sacrifice is the highest degree of benevolence.

5. Self-sacrifice is the noblest munificence.

6. Self-sacrifice is the highest form of benevolence.

7. Self-sacrifice is the loftiest of noble traits.
8. Self-sacrifice is the greatest worship and the most sublime eminence.

9. Self-sacrifice is the highest level of munificence and the most excellent quality.

10. Self-sacrifice is the best [form of] benevolence and the highest stage of faith.

11. Self-sacrifice is a trait of the virtuous and a quality of the righteous.

12. The most excellent generosity is self-sacrifice.

13. The greatest munificence is self-sacrifice.

14. It is through self-sacrifice that the free become enslaved.
15. It is through self-sacrifice that munificence gets true meaning.

16. By preferring others over yourself, you gain [their] servitude.

17. The best of noble traits is self-sacrifice.

18. It is when they prefer others over themselves that the spirit of noble people becomes evident.

19. The highest of noble traits is self-sacrifice.

20. Self-sacrifice suffices as nobility.

21. Whoever prefers others to himself has reached the height of magnanimity.
22. Whoever prefers others to himself deserves to be called a person of virtue.

23. One who prefers you to his property and wealth has preferred you over himself.

24. From the qualities of the virtuous is impelling themselves to be selfless.


26. One of the most excellent choices is adorning oneself with selflessness.

27. Nobility cannot be fully achieved but by self-restraint and self-sacrifice.

1. Meaning that when one is selfless, others serve and obey him as though they were his slaves.

The Appointed Time of Death

1. The appointed time of death is [already] determined and sustenance is [already] apportioned, so let
not any of you grieve its reduction; for verily greed does not expedite it and self-restraint does not delay it, and it behoves a believer to be patient.

2. The truest thing is death.

3. The nearest thing is death.

4. The reality of death exposes the lie of [false] aspiration.

5. At every moment there is death.

6. The remembrance of [the times of] death has disappeared from your hearts and has been replaced by false hopes and aspirations.

7. Your hearts have forgotten the reality of death and you have been overcome by deception of [false] hope.
8. The one who takes death into consideration values his time.

9. One whose death draws near to him cannot be saved [from it] by his efforts.

10. The passing of time draws one towards death.

11. How is it possible for one to live forever, when there will come a day which he will not pass and a seeker who will quickly bring him to his death, urging him forwards?

12. It is when [the time of] death comes that the failure of [one’s] aspirations become apparent.

13. When death strikes, hopes and aspirations are exposed.

14. Every future [event] is near.
15. How many a person has delayed his work until death came upon him!

16. The appointed time of death is sufficient as a guard.

17. There is a prescribed duration for every term [of life].

18. Death strikes down.

19. Departure [from this world] is imminent.

20. The appointed time of death is a shield.

21. The appointed time of death is an impenetrable fortress.
22. Death cuts hopes short.

23. Death exposes hope.

24. Death is the reaper of hope.

25. When death comes, hopes are exposed.

26. When you reach the end of your hopes, then remember the suddenness of death.

27. The bane of aspirations is the coming of death.

28. The bane of hope is death.
28- آفةُ الأملُ الأجلُ

29. Your death will [soon] come to you, so be moderate in what you seek.

29. سُوفِ يأتيك أجلك فأجمل في الطلُب.

30. Anticipate death, for verily the hopes of people are on the verge of being cut short as death comes upon them.

30. سابِقوا الأجل فإن الناس يُوشِكُ أن ينقطع بهم الأمل في همهم الأجل.

31. Anticipate death and do good deeds; [by this] you will attain felicity through your [hastening to good deeds while you have] respite.

31. سابِقوا الأجل، وأحسِنوا العَمال، تسعدوا بالمَهل.

32. Every moment you come closer to death, so improve your deeds.

32. كُلما قاربت أجالا فاحسِن عملًا.

33. For every appointed time there is an arrival.

33. لِكلٍّ أجل حضور.

34. For every person there is a day that he shall not go beyond.

34. لِكلٍّ أمره يوم لابعدٍه.
35. For everyone there is a driver who drives him towards his death.

36. If the appointed times of death were to become known, the [secret] hopes [of people] would be exposed.

37. If you were to see death and its approach, you would surely hate [false] aspiration and its deception.

38. If you were to think about the closeness of death and its [imminent] arrival, the sweetness of life and its comfort would become bitter for you.

39. Whoever is mindful of his [eventual] death reduces his aspirations.

40. Whoever regards his stay [in this world] as short and temporary, his hope and aspiration gets diminished.

41. One who rides with the reins of his aspiration stumbles over his death.
41. من جرى في عنان أمله عنثر بأجله.

42. How close hope is to death!

43. How severing death is for hope!

44. He who counts tomorrow [to be] from his lifetime has not given death its rightful place.

45. What an excellent cure death is!

46. Each breath of a person is a step closer to his death.

47. No shield is more protective than the appointed time of death.

48. Nothing is truer than death.
49. You are the harvests of the appointed terms and the targets of death.

50. May the mercy of Allah be on the person who understands that his [every] breath brings him a step closer to his death, so he hastens to [do] good deeds and shortens his hopes.

51. May the mercy of Allah be on the person who anticipates [his] death, belies [his false] aspirations, and makes his actions sincere.

52. Sometimes death is [hidden] beneath an aspiration.

53. With the passing of hours, lifetimes perish.

54. Verily there is a shield over me, in the form of my appointed time of death, which protects me; so when my day comes, it relieves itself of me and surrenders me [to death]. At this time the arrow will not miss its target and the wound will not heal.
The Hereafter

1. The Hereafter is the victory of the felicitous.

2. Occupying yourself with improving your Hereafter will save you from the chastisement of hellfire.

3. The [true] winner is one who has sold this transitory life for the [eternal] Hereafter.

4. Wealth and children are the adornment of the life of this world whereas good deeds are the tillage of the Hereafter.

5. The conditions in this world are based on convention whereas the conditions in the Hereafter are based on merit.

6. Surely in front of you is a difficult place of ascension in which one whose weight is lighter is in a better position than the one whose weight is heavier, and the one who moves slowly is worse off than the one who moves swiftly. Verily its landing will lead you to either Paradise or hell.
7. Verily the final destination is *al-Qiyāmah* and this is enough of an admonition for the one who reasons, and [enough of] a warning for the one who is unaware; and after that – what you know of the torment of the Day of Judgment and the frightening terror, and the deafening of the ears, and the turning of the ribs, and the narrowness of the grave, and the intensity of sadness and heavy-heartedness.

8. If you desire success and honor in the Hereafter, then take from the perishing [life of this world] for the everlasting [life of the Hereafter].

9. Verily you are following the path of those who came before you, so put your efforts in [working for] your Hereafter and do not care for worldly gain.

10. Verily you have been created for the Hereafter, so work for it!

11. If you work for the Hereafter, your arrow hits the mark.
12. Verily you are all proceeding towards the Hereafter and will be presented before Allah.

13. The sweetness of the Hereafter removes the pangs of misery of this world.

14. Attain the Hereafter by abandoning this world, and don’t [try to] acquire [the embellishments of] this world by abandoning the faith.

15. The Hereafter is everlasting.

16. Blessed is he who remembers the Hereafter and thus does good.

17. The seeker of the Hereafter finds in it what he hopes for, whereas in this world [only] that which is predestined for him comes to him.

18. You must strive and struggle for the betterment of the Hereafter.
19. I wonder at the one who denies the second genesis while he sees the first genesis.

20. The goal of the Hereafter is everlasting [life].

21. In the Hereafter there is accounting without action.

22. Be from the children of the Hereafter and do not be from the children of this world, for surely every child will join his mother on the Day of Reckoning.

23. One who works for the Hereafter will be triumphant.

24. One who develops his Hereafter achieves his aspirations.
25. One who buys his Hereafter with his worldly life, gains both of them.

26. One who builds the abode of his permanent dwelling is truly wise.

27. One who is certain about the Hereafter turns away from this world.

28. One who improves his Hereafter will be triumphant.

29. One who is certain about the Hereafter does not covet this world.

30. One who is desirous of the Hereafter [and works for it] attains it.

31. Everything in the Hereafter has perpetuity and everlastingness.
32. There is no substitute for the Hereafter; and this world is not the price of one’s soul.

33. He who does not concern himself with improving his Hereafter is not a [true] believer.

34. One who longs for the bounties of the Hereafter is content with little in this world.

35. Who is more at a loss than the one who trades his Hereafter for this world?!

36. One who puts all his efforts for [the betterment of] his Hereafter succeeds in attaining what he looks forward to.

37. Whoever strives for his permanent abode, his action becomes sincere and his fear [of displeasing Allah] increases.

38. One who is certain about his Hereafter thinks no more of this world.
38. من أيَّن بالآخرة سلا عن الدُّنيا.

39. Whoever increases his remembrance of the Hereafter, his transgression reduces.

39

40. One who strives to improve his Hereafter, Allah will improve for him his worldly life.

40

41. One whose efforts are for the Hereafter will attain the best of his aspired goals.

41

42. One who does not work for the Hereafter will not attain what he hopes for.

42

43. One who has three [qualities] will have saved his life in this world and the Hereafter: he commands good and himself follows it, forbids evil and himself keeps away from it, and is careful in following the commandments of Allah, the Mighty and High.

43

44. How great a loser is the one for whom there is no share in the Hereafter!

44
45. The bitterness of this world is the sweetness of the Hereafter.

46. The deceived one who succeeds in attaining the smallest portion of this world [through his greatest effort] is not comparable to the one who succeeds in attaining [the smallest portion] of the Hereafter by exerting his greatest effort.

47. He who works for his Eternal Abode obtains what he desires.

48. Do not sell the Hereafter for this world and do not exchange the everlasting for the evanescent.

49. Never let anything occupy you from working for the Hereafter for indeed the time is short.

50. The Hereafter and this world do not come together.

51. The perishing and the permanent do not go together.
52. No one attains what he wishes for in the Hereafter except by abstaining from that which he desires in this world.

53. It behoves one who is certain about the everlastingness and permanence of the Hereafter to work for it.

54. People do not abstain from anything of their worldly life for the sake of improving their Hereafter but that Allah, the Glorified, recompenses them with what is better than it.

55. Aspire for what Allah has promised the God-wary, for surely the truest promises are His promises.

56. Verily tomorrow is close to today. This day will pass with what is in it and tomorrow will come [soon] following it.

57. The [final] destination is in front of you and time is behind you, pushing you [forward].
58. Verily you have an ultimate destination so move towards your destination, and you have a guide so move towards it with [the help of] your guide.

59. A man may be happy to gain what he was not meant to lose, and [he may be] saddened to lose what he was not meant to gain; so let your happiness be in that which you have acquired for your Hereafter and let your sadness be in that which you have lost from it; and let your concern be for that which comes after death.

60. Let your concern be for your Hereafter and your sorrow be for your soul – for how many of the sorrowful have been led to everlasting bliss by their sorrow, and how many of the distressed have attained their aspiration.

61. Prepare yourselves for the day when the eyes will be glazed, and the minds will lose their sanity because of its horror, and the perceptions will become dull.

62. Beware of the day when the deeds are audited, when earthquakes increase and when young children turn old.
63. Be careful not to be swindled out of the Permanent Abode, the dwelling of the righteous and the virtuous elite, about whose qualities the Qur’an has spoken and whose dwellers it has praised; while Allah, the Glorified, has guided you and invited you to it.

64. Is there nobody who has prepared the provisions for his Hereafter before the coming of [the hour of] his departure?

65. The Hereafter is the abode of your permanent stay, so prepare for it that which will be lasting for you.

66. Place your concern and effort for your Hereafter.

67. Be concerned about your Hereafter and you will become upright.

68. Exert all your effort for your afterlife and your [final] station will be improved, and do not sell your Hereafter for your worldly life.
69. Work hard in preparing the answers for the Day of Questioning and Reckoning.

70. Those who have the greatest share of the Hereafter are those who have the smallest share of this world.

71. I enjoin you to be well prepared and increase your provisions for the day when you will meet with what you have sent forth and regret what you have left behind, and will be rewarded for what you had forwarded [in advance].

72. When you turn away from the transitory world and become occupied with the permanent abode, then your arrow has indeed hit its mark, the doors of prosperity are opened for you and you have attained success.

73. The reward of the Hereafter makes one forget the hardships of this world.
74. Take from what will not last for you and what you will not last for [of this world] for that which you will not separate from and which will not separate from you [of the Hereafter].

75. Partake in the best of actions and befriend the best of friends; for verily every person will get that which he has earned and will be with the one whom he loves in the Hereafter.

76. The Everlasting Abode [of Paradise] is the home of the veracious and the dwelling of the virtuous and righteous.

77. Remembrance of the Hereafter is a cure and a remedy.

78. May Allah have mercy on the person who takes from [his] life for [his] death, from the transitory for the everlasting and from the perishing for the permanent.

79. Seek the Hereafter and the world will come to you belittled.
80. Everything in the Hereafter is greater when seen than when heard of, so be satisfied with what you hear [of it] without seeing [it] and what you learn of [it] without witnessing [it].

81. How can one who is occupied with this world work for the Hereafter?

82. Verily you are in greater need of developing the permanent abode [of the Hereafter] than you are of building the temporary abode [of this world].

83. Verily you have been created for the Hereafter, not for this world, and for perpetuity, not for extinction.

84. Verily you have been created for perpetuity, not for extinction; and you are most certainly in a temporary abode of subsistence and a place which is not suitable for settling.

85. The betterment of the Hereafter is in the rejection of this world.
86. I am amazed at the one who knows his Lord, how can he not strive for the everlasting abode?!

87. One who is certain about the everlasting is uninterested in that which perishes.

88. One who loves the everlasting abode becomes oblivious to [worldly] pleasures.

89. One who hopes to attain the bountiful rewards [of the Hereafter] will not have his hopes disappointed.

90. Would you be happy to meet Allah tomorrow on the Day of Resurrection while He is pleased with you and not angry? Then be indifferent to [the pleasures of] this world and desirous of the Hereafter. And adopt God-wariness and honesty, for these are the consolidators of faith. And accompany the people of truth and emulate their actions – you will become one of them.

91. He whose goal is [attaining] this world will not be successful in [attaining] the Hereafter.
92. The fortunate one who becomes prosperous in the permanent abode by attaining his desires is not like the deceived one who loses the bounties [of the Hereafter] because of his bad choices and wretchedness.

93. Do not be one of those who hopes for the Hereafter without working [for it], and postpones repentance with long hopes; one who speaks in this world with the words of those who are indifferent [to its pleasures] but acts in it with the actions of the desirous.

94. None will be rewarded with the bounties of the Hereafter except those who are patient in the face of the tribulations of this world.

95. There is no benefit in working for the Hereafter while having desire for this world.

96. No one will attain an elevated rank in the Hereafter except through sincerity in action, reducing hopes and espousing God–wariness.

97. Become deserving of what Allah has prepared for you [in the Hereafter] by seeking the fulfillment of His true promise and being wary of the horror of His reckoning.
The Brother, The Friend, The Associate and The Companion

1. Brothers are the best of assets [in times of hardship].

2. The one who assists [you] in obeying [Allah] is the best companion.

3. A Friend is one whose friendship is true [even] in absence.

4. The loss that causes illness (or burns [the heart]) is the loss of loved ones.

5. A companion is like a patch [of cloth], so take one that matches [yours].

6. An associate is like a friend, so choose one who is suitable.
7. A stranger is one who does not have a [close] friend.

7. الغَرِيبُ مِنْ لِيْسَ لَهُ حَبِيبٌ.

8. Brothers in faith have lasting affection [for each other].

8. إِخْوَانُ الْدِّينِ أَبْقَى مَوَدَّةً.

9. The brother whom you benefit from is better than the brother [for] whom you increase [benefit].

9. أَخٌ نَتَسْتَفَيْدُهُ خَيْرُ مِنْ أَخٍ نَتَسْتَزِيدُهُ.

10. Seeking the destruction of a friend stems from lack of conciliation.

10. إِسْتِفْسَادُ الصَّدِيقِ مِنْ عَدَمِ التَّوَفِيقِ.

11. Brothers are an embellishment in times of ease and a [means of] support in times of tribulation.

11. أَلِإِخْوَانُ زِيَّةٌ فِي الرَّخَاءِ وَعَدْةٌ فِي الْبَلَاءِ.

12. Worldly brothers are such that their affection is cut off as quickly as its causes are severed.

12. إِخْوَانُ الْدُّنْيَا تَنْقَطُعُ مَوَدَّتِهِمْ لِسُرْعَةٍ انتِقَاطِ أَسْبَابِهِا.

13. The best of your brothers is he who supports you with his benevolence, and better than him is one who makes you needless of all other than him.

13. خَيْرُ إِخْوَانِكَ مِنْ وَاسَكَ بِخَيْرِهِ وَخَيْرُ مَنْهُ مِنْ أَغْنَاكَ عَنْ غَيْرِهِ.
14. The best of brothers are the most sincere [of them] and the worst of them are the most deceitful.

15. The best brother is one whose brotherhood is not based on worldly gain.

16. The best brother is one whose affection is for the sake of Allah.

17. The best brother is one after whose loss you would not like to remain [alive].

18. The best of your brothers is one who rushes towards good and pulls you towards it, and enjoins you to righteousness and assists you in it.

19. The best of your brothers is the one who exhorts you to speak the truth by his own veracity and compels you to perform the best deeds by his own good actions.
20. The best of your brothers is the one who shows you the path of guidance, makes you acquire piety and prevents you from following your lowly desires.

21. The best of your brothers is the one who assists you financially [in your time of need].

22. Many a brother has not been born to your mother.

23. The friend of an ignorant person is troubled and afflicted.

24. Accompany your brothers with kindness and cover their offences with forgiveness.

25. Accompany the intelligent and you will benefit, turn away from this world and you will be safe.

26. Accompany the intelligent, associate with the learned and overcome your vain desires, [by this] you will join the company of the Exalted Assembly.
26. صاحب الحكمة، وجالس العلماء، وأغلب الهوى، ترافق الملأ الأعلى.

27. Accompany the wise, associate with the forbearing and turn away from this world – you shall dwell in the Garden of the Abode.

28. Association with the wicked leads one to become evil, just like the wind – when it passes by a foul smell, it carries the stench.

29. Accompanying a fool is torment for the soul.

30. Accompanying a wise friend enlivens the soul.

31. The friend of a fool is in distress.

32. The friend of an ignorant person is exposed to harm.
33. Your friend is one who forbids you [from evil] and your enemy is one who entices you [to perform evil].

34. Association with the wicked leads one to have negative thoughts about the righteous.

35. You should accompany the one who is intelligent and devout, for surely he is the best of companions.

36. You should keep ties with brethren of purity, for they are an embellishment in times of ease and a support in [times of] tribulation.

37. You should build a bond of brotherhood with the one who cautions and forbids you [from doing evil] for verily he is aiding and guiding you.

38. One who is amiable towards people is loved by them.

39. The companionship [in this world] is short.
40. A friend is the closest of relations.

41. The friend has been named ṣadīq because he is truthful to you about your nature and faults, so have confidence in one who does this for he is your [true] friend.

42. The comrade has been named rafīq because he encourages you to improve your religion; so whoever assists you to improve your faith, then he is a concerned comrade.

43. As the companionship prolongs, the [mutual] respect is affirmed.

44. If you like to remain safe, then keep away from the companionship of a foolish person.

45. When the sins of a friend increase, the joy of being with him decreases.
46. When your friend takes you as a brother, then be like a servant to him and accord him with true loyalty and perfect sincerity.

47. When the disloyalty of a friend becomes evident, forsaking him becomes easy.

48. Through mutual understanding, companionship lasts.

49. Through good companionship, camaraderie increases.

50. The worst friend is the one who is [easily] fed up.

51. How bad a colleague the ignoramus is!

52. How evil a colleague the enemy is!
52. بِئسَ القَرِينُ العدُوُّ.

53. How evil a comrade the envious one is!

54. Hold on to every friend who is brought close to you by hard times (and who benefits you in times of distress).

55. Be warm-hearted to your friend and he will be warm-hearted towards you, honour him and he will honour you, give him preference over yourself and he will give you preference over himself and his family.

56. A good companion is a blessing.

57. An evil companion is a curse.

58. Sit in the company of the people of piety and wisdom and increase your discourse with them, for if you are ignorant they will enlighten you and if you are knowledgeable, you will increase your knowledge.
58. جَالِسَ أَهْلُ الْوَرَّعِ وَالْحُكْمَةِ، وَأُكْثَرُ مُنَاذِشَتِهِمْ، فَإِذَا كَانَتِ جَاهِلَةً عَلَمْوُكُ،
وَإِنْ كَانَتْ عَالِمًًا إِزَادَتْ عَلَمَاهُ.

59. Good companionship increases the affection of the hearts.

60. The jealousy of a friend is an ailment of [his] friendship.

61. The best choice is accompanying the righteous.

62. The best of those whom you can accompany are the people of knowledge and insight.

63. The best person you can accompany is the one who does not compel you to seek adjudication between yourself and him.

64. The best companion is one who makes you infatuated with the Hereafter, urges you to renounce worldly pleasures and assists you in obeying your Lord.
65. A man’s friend is a sign of his intelligence and his speech is evidence of his merit.

66. The best of all things is that which is newer, but the best of brothers is the oldest of them.

67. The best brother is the most helpful of them in performing good deeds, the most active in doing good deeds and the most affable in companionship.

68. Many a friend may be envious.

69. Many a friend is scorned because of his ignorance, not because of his intention.

70. The beauty of companionship is tolerance.

71. The worst of your brothers is the one who makes you accept falsehood.
72. The worst of your brothers is the one who forces you to compromise and compels you to ask for pardon.

73. The worst of your friends is the one for whom you [always] have to undergo hardship.

74. The worst of brothers is one who forsakes you [in times of need].

75. The worst companion is an ignorant person.

76. The worst brother is the one who keeps ties with you in good times but abandons you in times of difficulty.

77. The worst of your brothers is the one who beguiles you with vain desire and distracts you with this world.
78. The worst of your brothers is the one who flatters you and hides your faults from you.

79. The worst of your brothers is the deceiving flatterer.

80. The worst of your brothers is the one who is slow in performing good deeds and slows you down [from doing good] along with him.

81. The worst and most deceitful of your brothers is the one who entices you with [the pleasures of] this transitory world and makes you unmindful of the Hereafter.

82. The worst companion is the one who changes [his loyalty] quickly.

83. The worst comrade is the one who is very suspicious.

84. The worst affinity is [one that leads to] putting someone into trouble.
85. The condition of companionship is lack of disagreement.

86. A bad companion is [like] a splinter of hellfire.

87. Companionship with the righteous leads one to acquire righteousness just like the wind – when it passes by perfume, it carries the fragrance.

88. Enmity with the honourable is safer than friendship with the wicked.

89. The companionship of a wise person is dependable.

90. Sitting in the company of the virtuous brings honour.
91. Accompanying the wicked brings ruin.

92. Sitting with people of low morals wears out the hearts.

93. Holding back your kindness invites [your companions] to accompany someone other than you.

94. Being in the company of an ignorant person is one of the greatest tribulations.

95. Sitting with the common people corrupts one’s habits.

96. One who accompanies the wicked is like one who travels by sea, if he is saved from...

97. Drowning he will still not be saved from the fear [of drowning].
98. Sitting with worldly people causes one to forget his faith and drives one towards the obedience of Satan.

99. Agreement with companions prolongs the companionship; and showing courtesy in matters makes the means [of accomplishment] easy.

100. Sitting in the company of wise men enlivens the minds and cures the souls.

101. The loneliness of a man is better for him than [having] an evil comrade.

102. By establishing ties for the sake of Allah, brotherhood becomes fruitful.

103. Brotherhood for the sake of Allah is based on advising each other for the sake of Allah, contributing for His sake, helping each other to obey His commands, forbidding each other from disobeying Him, assisting each other for His sake and sincere affection.
104. Pretend to have forgotten the bad actions of your brothers and their affection [towards you] will last longer.

105. The fruit of brotherhood is [in] protecting [the reputation of one’s brother in] his absence and presenting his faults to him [so that he may correct himself].

106. One who fraternizes for the sake of Allah, Gains.

107. One who fraternizes for the sake of this world is deprived [of it].

108. One who has no brothers has no kin.

109. One who [always] argues with his brothers has few friends.

110. He who loses the one who was his brother for the sake of Allah, it is as if he has lost the most important organ of his body.
111. One who preserves [that which is entrusted to him] and is loyal will not be deprived of the benefit of brotherhood.

112. It is from weak personal judgment to break ties with one’s brothers.

113. How numerous are friends during times of prosperity and how few they are during the difficult times!

114. No community has established brotherhood for other than seeking the pleasure of Allah, the Glorified, but that their brotherhood will be counted as a sin against them on the day when the deeds are presented to Allah, the Glorified.

115. Death of a brother is like having wings clipped and hands cut.

116. The order of humanity is based on righteous brotherhood and the order of religion is based on unshakable certainty.
117. Do not sever ties with your brother because of some doubt that you have, and do not abandon him after he has sought [your] pardon.

118. Do not neglect the rights of your brother out of confidence in your close relationship with him, for he whose rights you neglect is not your brother.

119. Do not take as a brother one who hides your positive traits and exposes your shortcomings.

120. Do not seek brotherhood [and friendship] among the uncouth people, rather seek it among the trustworthy and loyal people.

121. There is no good in the one who abandons his brother without [him committing] any offence.

122. There is no good in the brother who does not enjoin on you what he enjoins on himself.
123. The brotherhood of the righteous is to be considered beneficial whereas association with the wicked and sinful is to be avoided.

124. Be careful not to accept the words of a liar, for he will bring close to you that which is far and take far away from you that which is close.

125. Be careful not to drive away your friend in a way that removes all the affection he has for you, and leave some room from your friendship for him so that he may rely on returning back to it.

126. Be careful not to alienate the one who has affection for you in such a manner that he opts to distance himself and prefers to separate himself from you.

127. Be careful not to associate with the one who makes you negligent and deceives you, for he will surely forsake you and destroy you.

128. Be careful not to associate with the sinners, for verily one who is pleased with the actions of a group is like one of them.
129. Be careful not to befriend a wicked person, for he would surely sell his friendship for the most worthless of things.

130. It is better and more appropriate to associate with people of wisdom and intelligence.

131. The best habits are honouring one’s companion and assisting one who seeks help.

132. The noblest of traits is guarding one’s friendship and the best of endeavours is fulfilling one’s promise.

133. Whoever invites you to the Eternal Abode and assists you to work for it, then he is the true, caring friend.

134. The friend in one’s worldly life is like the friend in his faith.
135. Inquire about the companion [on the journey] before the route.

136. The true friend will not turn away from his friendship even if he is treated harshly.

137. Bring yourself to build ties with your brother when he cuts you off, and to be kind and seek closeness [to him] when he turns away from you, and to be near to him when he distances himself from you, and to assume that he has an excuse when he does something wrong to you – to the extent that you are like his servant, and as if he has done some great favor upon you. Beware however, not to do this where it is not befitting or with someone who is not worthy of it.

138. Be sincere in giving your brother advice whether [he finds it] courteous or offensive.

139. Bring yourself to be polite to your brother when he is harsh to you, and to build ties [with him] when he cuts you off, and to be generous [with him] when he is niggardly, and tolerate what he does and keep relations with him.
140. Choose the new of everything but the oldest one from among your brothers.

141. Avoid the company of a liar, but if you are forced to be in his company then do not accept his words as true, and do not let him know that you belie him, for he will readily turn away from your friendship rather than abandoning his habit [of lying].

142. Spare no effort in showing affection to your friend, but do not put your entire trust in him; give him all your support, but do not disclose all your secrets to him.

143. The loss of one’s brothers weakens one’s fortitude.

144. He whom you need to indulge is not your [true] brother.

145. He who forces his companion to argue with him is not a comrade with praiseworthy traits.
146. He who makes it necessary for you to get a judge to adjudicate between yourself and him is not your brother.

147. The embellishment of brotherhood is good companionship and [giving] support despite [financial] difficulty.

148. Good brotherhood increases reward and beautifies praise.

149. The best of brothers are the least hypocritical in giving good advice.

150. The best of brothers is the one who makes it unnecessary for his brother to seek from anyone other than him.

151. The best of your brothers is the one who is stern with you regarding obedience to Allah.

152. The best of your brothers is the one who supports you, and better than him is the one who suffices for you, and when he needs you, he excuses you [if you are unable to assist him].
153. The best of brothers is one who does not scrutinize his brothers.

154. The best of your brothers is the one whose anger at you increases in matters pertaining to the truth.

155. A friend is the better of the two resources.

156. A friend is the better of the two assets.

157. A friend is a better asset and is more lasting in fondness.

158. A friend is a person who is ‘you’ except that he is other than you.

159. The truthful friend is one who advises you of your faults protects your dignity in your absence and
gives you preference over himself.

159. الحازم من تَخْيِر لَخِلَّته فَإِنَّ الْمَرء يُوزَن بَخْلِيْهِ.

160. The wise person is one who selects his friend carefully, for a man is gauged by his friend.

160. أَلْأَصْدِقَاءْ نَفْسٌ واحِدَةٌ فِي جُسَوْمٍ مُتْقَرِّقَة.

161. Friends are one soul in different bodies.

161. الصَّدِيقُ مِنْ كَانَ نَاهِيًا عَنِ الظَّلَمِ والعَدْوَانِ مُعيِنًا عَلَى الْبِرِّ والْإِحسَانِ.

162. The [true] friend is he who forbids [one from] injustice and wrongdoing while helping [one] to perform good deeds and be righteous.

162. إِصْحَابُ مِنْ لَا تَرَاهُ إِلاَّ وَكَانَهُ لَاغْنَاءَ بِهِ عَنْكَ، وَإِنْ أَسَأَتْ إِلَيْهِ أَحَسَنَ إِلَيْكَ وَكَانَهُ المُسِئُ.

163. Keep the company of one whom you find cannot do without you, and if you do something bad to him he responds with good, as if he was the one at fault.

163. مَنْ لَا (أخَا) إِخْاءَ لَهُ لَا خَيْرَ فِيهِ.

164. One who has no brother (or brotherhood) has no goodness in him.

164. مَنْ جَانِبَ الإِخْوَانَ عَلَى كُلِّ ذَنْبٍ فِلَ أَصْدِقَائْهُ.

165. One who turns away from his brothers because of every [small] misdeed will have few friends.
166. One who spoils [his relationship with] his friend has reduced his own number.

167. One who accompanies evildoers will not be safe [from them].

168. Whoever is concerned about you, then he is your [true] friend.

169. One whose company is good will have many companions.

170. One who sits in the company of the ignorant should be prepared for fruitless talk and gossip.

171. One who does not attend to the needs of the one who shows friendship towards him has lost a friend.

172. One who demands too much from his friend will sever his friendship.
173. One who takes his [relationship with his] allies lightly will find the overrunning of his enemies to be heavy.

174. It is through brotherhood for the sake of Allah that love becomes sincere.

175. It is in times of tribulation that the protection of brethren is put to test.

176. It is when power is lost that friend is distinguished from foe.

177. I am amazed at the one who seeks more companions why does he not accompany the wise, pious scholars from whose character he can benefit and from whose knowledge he can get guidance and whose company is an embellishment for him!

178. In every companionship there is choice.
179. In times of difficulty one comes to know who his [true] friend is.

180. It is in times of [financial] difficulty that the value of a friend’s generosity becomes apparent.

181. Good companionship is something friends wish for.

182. Be careful not to become negligent of your brother’s right [over you] while counting on your right over him, for indeed your brother has the same right over you that you have over him.

183. Be careful not to ignore the right of your brother while relying on the bond between you and him, for he whose right you overlook is not your brother.

184. The best assets are reliable brothers.

185. The best of assets are a loyal brother and a righteous sibling.
186. The brother whose friendship is strongest is one who is most supportive of his brother [both] in times of ease and difficulty.

187. The one who journeys in search of a righteous brother journeys the farthest.

188. Your true brother is one who forgives your mistake, fulfils your need, accepts your excuse, hides your [hidden] flaw, removes your apprehension and actualizes your hope.

189. Do not accompany the one who has lost his mind and do not seek good from one who is betrayed by his roots, for the one who is insane will harm you while he thinks he is helping you and the one who does not have [virtuous] roots will do evil to the one who does good to him.

190. Do not accompany anyone but the intelligent and pious; and do not associate with anyone but the knowledgeable and righteous; and do not mention your secret to anyone but the trustworthy and loyal.
191. Do not accompany one who recalls your misdeeds and forgets your virtues and merits.

192. The companionship of the unintelligent is not enjoyable.

193. None accompany the virtuous except those who are like them.

194. Those who sit in the company of the wicked are not safe from the calamities of tribulation.

195. Brothers are eliminators of grief and sorrow.

196. Obey your brother even if he disobeys you, and establish ties with him even if he shuns you.

197. Keep yourself in the company of a virtuous and pious brother and you will remain safe, seek advice from him and you will benefit.
198. Love for the sake of Allah the one who struggles against you for the betterment of [your] religion and covers you with the mantle of certitude.

199. Be courteous to your brothers and don’t expose them to the harshness of your tongue; and let your goodness flow forth for them.

200. Offer your advice to your friend, your assistance to your acquaintance, and to all the people, your cheerfulness.

201. Be cautious of the company of one whose opinion is accepted but whose actions are evil, for surely a person is judged by the company he keeps.

202. Be careful not to associate with an evil colleague, for his association will destroy you and his companionship will ruin you.

203. Do not give preference to an ignoble person over a noble one.
204. Never associate with one who has no intelligence.

205. Do not associate with a fool, for he will embellish his actions for you and want you to become like him.

206. Do not associate with those who love this world, for if you have less they will disregard you and if you have more they will envy you.

207. Do not frequent the company of a wicked person, for if you are bestowed with a blessing, he will envy you and if a misfortune befalls you, he will abandon you.

208. Do not acquire more ‘worldly’ brothers, for if you become incapable of fulfilling their wishes they turn into enemies; and their example is like the example of fire – a lot of it burns and a little of it benefits.

209. Take comfort for yourself in solitude rather than bad company.
210. Be more confident of your intelligent foe than your ignorant friend.

211. Whenever the companionship prolongs, the [mutual] respect is affirmed.

212. For everything there is a bane and the bane of a good person is bad company.

213. For everything there is a vexation and the vexation of your lifetime is [being in] the company of an enemy.

214. One who mingles with the wicked is not intelligent.

215. There is nothing that brings one closer to good and keeps one safer from evil than keeping company with the righteous.
216. One who accompanies the wise is respected.

217. Be careful not to accompany the immoral, the wretched, and those who openly disobey the commandments of Allah.

218. Be just as wary of sitting in the company of the ignorant, as you would be at ease in the company of the intelligent.

219. Be careful not to remain in the company of the immoral, for surely evil clings to evil.

220. Be careful not to be cheated by your friend or to be overcome by your foe.

221. Be careful not to befriend a fool, for he will harm you while trying to benefit you.

222. Be careful not to befriend a miser, for he will hold back [from assisting you] when you are most in need of him.
223. Be careful not to accompany the wicked, for they consider it a favour upon you to keep you safe from themselves.

224. Your brother is your supporter in times of difficulty.

225. If you want to cut off ties with your brother [in faith] then leave some of your friendship for him, so that he may return to it someday if he so wishes.

226. Before choosing a friend, assess him and try hard to find out about him, otherwise you will be forced by necessity to associate with the wicked.

227. Accompanying a person [for some time] is sufficient to evaluate him.

228. [Even] if you have gained confidence and trust in your close friend, safeguard some of your affairs
and conceal some of your secrets [from him], for it is possible that you may regret [revealing them] at some time [in the future].

228. إذا تأكَّد الإخاء سَمَح الْقَنَاءُ.

229. As the bond of brotherhood strengthens, compliments become distasteful.

229. إذا أخَيت فَأَكْرَمْ حق الإخاء.

230. When you [decide to] establish the bond of brotherhood, then honour the right of brotherhood.

230. إذا آخَيت فأَكْرَمْ حق الإخاء.

231. If you are certain of the affection of your brother then don’t be concerned [about what transpires] when you meet him or he meets you.

231. مَن أتَخَذ أخا بعد حسن الاختبار دامت صُحبته وتَأكَّدت مْوَدته.

232. One who takes a brother after successfully evaluating him, his companionship will last longer and his bond will be more firmly established.

232. مَن لَم يُقِدِّمَ في اتخاذ الإخوان اعتبار دفعه الاغترار إلى صحبية الفجار.

233. One who does not investigate before he takes a brother will be misled to association with the depraved.

233. مِنْ لَم يَقِدِّمَ في اتخاذ الإخوان الامتناع دفعه الاغترار إلى مرافقة الأشرار.

234. One who takes a brother without evaluation will be forced by necessity to associate with the wicked.
235. The amity between those who are brothers for the sake of Allah endures because of its firm foundation.

236. True brotherhood is an embellishment in times of ease and a provision in times of difficulty.

237. The brother acquired for the sake of Allah is the nearest of relations – even closer than mothers and fathers.

238. Your brother for the sake of Allah is one who guides you towards rectitude, forbids you from corruption and assists you to improve your Hereafter.

239. Your true friend and brother is the one who protects you with his life, and prefers you over his wealth, his children and his spouse.

240. It is only a few of the brothers who are fair.
240. قَرِينٌ السُوءِ شَرٌّ قَرِينٌ وُدِّعَ اللَّهُمَّ دَافِنٌ

241. An evil companion is the worst of companions; and the disease of ignobility is a concealed disease.

242. Accompany the virtuous and you will become one of them; separate yourself from the evil people and you will be dissociated from them.

243. Be sure to investigate before taking anyone as your brother, for assessment is the gauge that distinguishes the virtuous from the wicked.

244. One who is courteous to his companion will gain his acceptance, and one who is harsh to him will drive him away and get separated from him.

245. One who is not pleased with his friend except when he prefers him over himself, will always be resentful.

246. One whose companionship is for the sake of Allah, his companionship is honourable and his friendship is upright.
247. Be careful of the one whose friendship is not for the sake of Allah, for his friendship is wicked and his company is doomed.

248. One who does not assist you by [his] accompanying you, then his company is [actually] a burden on you, if [only] you knew.

249. One who does not overlook the mistakes of his friend will die lonely.

250. One who seeks a truly loyal friend, seeks that which cannot be found.

251. Do not accompany the one who lacks determination.

252. One whose friendship does not benefit you, his enmity will harm you.
253. Do not excuse one who is insincere in his friendship with you.

254. One of the conditions of faith is [having] good companionship with one’s brothers.

255. Associating with the ignorant stems from lack of intelligence.

256. Never take your friend’s enemy as your friend, thereby making an enemy out of your friend.

257. There is no life for one who is separated from those whom he loves.

258. There is no good in a stingy (or suspicious) friend.

259. A friend is not truly a friend unless he protects his brother in his absence, his misfortune and his death.
260. Do not break off ties with a friend, even if he is ungrateful.

261. Do not trust in a friend before testing him.

262. Do not count one who does not support [you] with his wealth as a friend.

263. Do not rely on your friend until you have tested him, and be extremely cautious of your enemy.

264. One who keeps good ties [and company] with his brothers makes their bond [with him] last longer.

265. One who points out your faults to you and defends you in your absence, then he is your true friend, so protect him.

266. One who has no friend has no provision.
267. One who calls you towards the Eternal Abode and assists you to work for it, then he is indeed a caring friend.

268. One of the bad choices [that a person can make] is accompanying the wicked.

269. Nothing establishes the boundaries of respect like companionship and neighbourhood.

**Good Etiquette**

1. Good etiquette is one of the two distinguishing merits.

2. Good etiquette in a person is like a tree whose roots are the intellect.

3. The noblest of personal merits is good etiquette.

4. The best etiquette is preserving one’s magnanimity.
5. The best etiquette is that [in] which you start with yourself.

6. The best etiquette is for a person to stay within his limits and not go beyond his rank.

7. The best of etiquettes is that which stops you from what is forbidden.

8. The noblest merit is good etiquette.

9. The people of intellect are in need of good etiquette just as the plants thirst for rain.

10. People are more in need of good etiquette than of silver and gold.

11. Good etiquette is the best merit.
12. Etiquettes are renewed vestments.

13. Good etiquette is the best trait.

14. Etiquette is a reflection of the intellect.

15. Good etiquette is the perfection of man.

16. You are gauged by your etiquette so beautify it with forbearance.

17. Indeed you are more in need of acquiring good etiquette than you are of acquiring silver and gold.

18. Through good etiquette brainpower is sharpened.
19. The worst attribute is bad etiquette.

بِالنَّسَبَ سُوءُ الْآدَبِ.

20. The fruit of good etiquette is good character.

نَمْرَةُ الْآدَبِ حُسْنُ الخَلْقِ.

21. Good etiquette covers up bad lineage.

حُسْنُ الْآدَبِ يَسْتَرْ قِبْحَ النَّسَبِ.

22. Good etiquette is the best supporter and finest companion.

حُسْنُ الْآدَبِ خَيْرُ مَؤَازِرٍ وأَفْضَلُ قَرِئٍ.

23. Good etiquette is the best attribute and noblest means.

حُسْنُ الْآدَبِ أَفْضُلُ نَسَبٍ وأَشْرَفُ سَبِبٍ.

24. The value of good etiquette is nobler than the value of lineage.

حَسْبُ الْآدَبِ أَشْرَفُ مِنْ حَسْبِ النَّسَبِ.

25. The best thing that parents can bequeath to their children is good etiquette.

خَيْرُ مَا وَرَثَهُمُ الْأَبَاءُ الأَبْنَاءُ الْآدَبُ.
26. The means of purifying [one’s] character is good etiquette.

27. The seeker of good etiquette is wiser than the seeker of gold.

28. Seeking [good] etiquette is the embellishment of [one’s] honourable lineage.

29. Adopt good etiquette for it is the embellishment of honourable lineage.

30. A little good etiquette is better than many noble ancestors.

31. Everything requires intellect and intellect requires etiquette.

32. Every distinction is limited except intelligence and good etiquette.
33. In order to discipline yourself, it is enough that you keep away from [doing] that which you hate from others.

34. Good etiquette will not be effective until it is accompanied with intellect.

35. One whose etiquette decreases, his vices increase.

36. One who is abased because of his poor etiquette will not be elevated by his noble lineage.

37. One whose etiquette is bad, his honourable lineage gets tarnished.

38. One who is lowered by his lineage is elevated by his good etiquette.

39. One who is held back by his lack of etiquette will not be pushed forward by the weight of his honourable lineage.
40. Whoever is keen about [acquiring] good etiquette, his vices will decrease.

41. One who is infatuated with [good] etiquette has adorned himself.

42. One whose etiquette augments his intellect is like a [lone] shepherd among many sheep.

43. One whose etiquette is not his best quality, his simplest condition will be his destruction.

44. One who is not reformed by the discipline of Allah cannot become reformed through self-discipline.

45. The best companion of the intellect is etiquette.

46. The best attribute is good etiquette.
47. There is no merit like good etiquette.

48. There is no adornment like good etiquette.

49. There is no heritage like etiquette.

50. There is no vestment like good etiquette.

51. There is no honour with bad etiquette.

52. One who has a dirty tongue has no etiquette.

53. There is no rank higher than good etiquette.
53. I consider etiquette to be the pinnacle of the sciences.

54. He who has no etiquette has no intelligence.

55. He who lacks good etiquette and inclines towards idle play does not become a leader.

56. There are three things which one always needs to seek more of: Good etiquette, avoidance of suspicion, and abstinence from all that is forbidden.

Harm and Preventing Harm

الأذى وركف الأذى

1. Harm breeds hatred.

2. One who prevents himself from harming [others] will not be opposed [or hated] by anyone.

3. Preventing yourself from harming [others] reforms the hearts of your enemies towards you.
Eating

1. Eating less is from self-restraint and overeating is from indulgence.

2. Eating less prevents many maladies of the body.

3. How often has [the eating of] one food prevented [the eating of] other foods.

4. Overeating is from gluttony, and gluttony is the worst flaw.

5. Overeating and oversleeping corrupt the soul and bring about impairment.

7. Be like the bee when it eats it eats what is good and when it secretes it secretes what is good, and when it sits on a twig it does not break it.

8. Whoever eats less, his thoughts become pure.

9. One who restricts his eating, his health improves and his thoughts become righteous.

10. One whose efforts are [solely] for [acquiring] that which enters his stomach, his value is [equal to] that which comes out from it.

11. One who eats excessively, his health deteriorates and his expenses become heavy for him to bear.

Allah and His Attributes

1. The knowledge of Allah, the Glorified, tore through the veils of the unseen and encompassed the darkness of inner-beliefs.
Everyone who is called ‘one’ other than Allah, the Glorified, is little; and every honoured one other than Him is inferior; and every strong one other than Him is weak; and every master other than Him is a slave; and every knower other than Him is a learner; and every capable one other than Him is sometimes able and other times unable.

Every hidden thing is apparent for Allah, exalted are His bounties.

Every secret is manifest for Allah.

Whoever contemplates about the essence of Allah, apostatizes.

Allah, the Glorified, does not misguide anyone and Allah is not unjust to the servants.

How great is the clemency of Allah, the Glorified, upon the recalcitrant, and how great is His
forgiveness to the extravagant servants.

7. ما أعظم حلم الله سبحانه عن أهل العنان، وما أكثر عفوه عن مسرفي العباد.

8. Allah, how great is that which we see of your creation, yet how small its greatness is next to what is hidden from us of your might!

9. Allah! How awesome is that which we witness of Your kingdom, yet how negligible is that compared to what is hidden from us of Your grand sovereignty!

10. He is Allah, the One for whom all signs of existence stand witness over the denying heart.

11. Allah, Great is His Majesty, is not perceived by the eyes through the sense of sight, rather He is perceived by the hearts though the realities of faith.

12. How can one whose guarantor is Allah, lose?
13. Allah, the Glorified, has not created anything in vain so that He may be entertained.

14. Allah, the Glorified, does not abandon anything to futility thereby rendering it void.

15. The knowledge of Allah, the Glorified, encompasses the concealed interiors and records the apparent exteriors.

16. Allah, the Glorified, has recorded your traces, known your actions and ordained your death.

17. Allah, the Glorified, did not create the creation on account of loneliness, nor did He command them [to obey Him] in order to gain anything.

18. Allah, the Glorified, has not created you in vain, and has not abandoned you to wander aimlessly, and He has not left you alone in misguidance and blindness.

19. How amazing the human being is! He sees through [a layer of] fat, speaks with a piece of flesh,
hears with a bone and breathes through a hole.

20. About the unity of Allah, the Exalted, he said: The depths of understanding cannot perceive Him and the heights of [intellectual] endeavors cannot reach Him.

21. Faces bow down in front of the greatness of Allah, hearts tremble out of fear of Him and souls are sacrificed for His pleasure.

22. Belief in the oneness of Allah enlivens the soul.

23. Belief that Allah is one means that you should not [try to] imagine [Him].

24. Whoever believes in one God is saved.

25. He (‘a) said about the oneness of Allah: He is near everything but not attached, far from everything
25. And he said (peace be upon him): It is near the things, but not separate.

26. He ('a) said about the oneness of Allah, the Glorified: He is neither inside things nor outside them.

27. If your Lord had a partner, then his prophets would [also] have come to you.

28. One who believes in the oneness of Allah, the Glorified, does not compare Him to the creation.

29. He, the Glorified, was not perceived by the intellects and thus described, rather, He, the Exalted, described himself before the describers [attempted to describe Him].

30. Allah, the Glorified, did not give the intellect knowledge about the limits of His qualities, yet He did not prevent it from gaining the necessary understanding of Him.
31. He, the Glorified, can neither be confined in the intellect, thereby changing through the process of thought [or imagination], nor in the shackles of the mind, thereby becoming limited and the object of alteration.

32. Allah has not settled in anything so that it be said He exists therein, nor is He separated from anything so that it is said He is detached from it.

33. Whoever seeks permission from Allah, He grants it [to him].

1. Referring to fatty tissue that makes up part of the eye.

Matters

1. Matters come to pass by divine decree, not by [the] planning [of human beings].

2. Deduce that which has not happened from that which has transpired, for matters are similar.

3. The most successful matters are those that have been shrouded in secrecy.
3. أنجح الأمورما أحاط به الكَتْمَانِ.

4. Indeed when matters are similar, the latter is judged by the former.

6. Matters are similar [to one another].

7. Matters are subservient to destiny until death (or injustice) enters the plan.

8. Seek in your work the course by which your excuse may be credible, your evidence may be established and your integrity may be restored.

9. The best matters are those which give rise to certitude.

10. The best matters are those which lead to deliverance [from hellfire].
11. The best matters are those which are free from cupidity.

12. The best matters are those that reveal the truth.

13. The best matters are those that are easy to initiate, end well and give praiseworthy results.

14. The best matters are those that give the quickest benefit and the most praiseworthy results.

15. Take of your matter that which makes your excuse credible and establishes your proof.

16. Sometimes matters look grim (or inescapable).

17. The worst matters are those that are the most dubious.
18. Blessed is he who is not unaware of the similarity between matters.

19. Sometimes matters become prevalent (or obscure).

20. One who suffers the severity of matters is destroyed.

21. One who suffers the severity of matters, perishes.

22. One who neglects his [own] affairs is negligent in all matters.

23. The gauge of [successful] matters is [in] their good endings.

24. One who does not safeguard his affairs is destroyed.
25. Do not embark on any matter until you have knowledge of it.


27. Every matter has an outcome.

28. What has not [yet] happened can be deduced from what has transpired.

29. Let the most beloved matters to you be the most universal in justice and the most equitable with [regards to the] rights [of others].

30. Be wary of every matter that degrades the one who performs it when it becomes apparent, and abases him.
31. Be wary of every matter that ruins the Hereafter and improves the worldly life.

Enjoining Good and Forbidding Evil

1. Enjoining good and forbidding evil are the best actions of the creation.

2. Enjoin good and you will be among the virtuous. Forbid evil with your hand and tongue, and make an effort to disassociate yourself from the one who commits it.

3. Submit yourselves to good and enjoin it; keep away from evil and forbid it.

4. Verily enjoining good and forbidding evil neither brings death near nor decreases sustenance, rather it multiplies reward and magnifies recompense; and a just word in the presence of an oppressive ruler is [even] better than this.

5. Whoever observes excesses being committed and people being called towards evil, and disapproves
of it with his heart, is safe and free [from responsibility for it], and whoever disapproves of it with his tongue will be rewarded for it, and he is in a higher position than the former. But whoever disapproves of it with his sword in order that the proof of Allah may remain superior and the word of the oppressors may remain inferior, has found the path of guidance and stands on the right way while his heart is illuminated with conviction.

6. If one of you sees an evil being committed and is unable to forbid it with his hand or tongue and forbids it with his heart, while Allah knows the truth of his intention, then [it is as if] he has forbidden it.

7. When [showing] respect is of no benefit then humiliation is firmer; when the whip is not successful then the sword is sharper.

8. He ('a) said regarding those who enjoin good and forbid evil: From among them there is one who disapproves of evil with his hand, tongue and heart. He is the one who has perfectly attained [all the] virtuous qualities. And among them there is one who disapproves of evil with his tongue and heart but not with his hand. He is the one who has attained only two virtuous qualities but lacks one. And among them there is the third one who disapproves of evil with his heart but not with his tongue and hand. He is the one who lacks the two better qualities out of three and possesses only one. Then, among them there is he who does not disapprove of evil with his tongue, heart or hand. He is just [like] a dead man among the living. All the virtuous deeds, including fighting in the way of Allah, when compared to the act of enjoining good and forbidding evil, are just like drops in the ocean. Enjoining good and forbidding evil does not bring death nearer, nor does it decrease sustenance. And better than all this is a just word in the presence of a tyrannical ruler.
9. Enjoining good [was prescribed] as a reformation for the common people, and forbidding evil as a restriction for the insolent.

10. Be one who invites towards good, dissuades from evil, builds ties with those who cut him off and gives to those who deprive him.
13. You will never be guided to good until you stray from evil.

14. One who enjoins good strengthens the backs of the believers.

15. One who forbids evil rubs the noses of the evildoers to the ground.

16. It is disgraceful for a man to dissuade the people from evil actions and forbid them from vices and sins, and then perform the same deeds when he is alone and not refrain from them.

17. Allah, the Glorified, has not commanded you to do anything but [that which is] good and has not forbidden you from anything but evil.

18. Allah, the Glorified, does not command anything except that He assists [the people] towards it.
19. Allah, the Glorified, does not forbid anything but that He has makes [the people] needless of it.

20. Verily I deem myself higher than that I should forbid people from that which I do not forbid myself, or enjoin them towards that which I have not preceded them in performing, or that I should be pleased with their actions which my Lord is not pleased with.

**Hopes and Aspiration**

1. Many [of those] who hope get disappointed, and many a traveller fails to return.

2. Many a person hopes for what he never achieves.

3. Hope brings death closer and takes aspiration further away.

4. Hope is the dominion of devils over hearts of the negligent.
5. Hope is like a mirage, it deceives the one who sees it and disheartens the one who looks forward to it.

6. Hope is always in denial; and long life is an affliction for man.

7. Belie hope and do not trust it, for it is a deception and he who possesses it is deceived.

8. Belie your hopes and take advantage of your lifetimes to perform your best deeds, and hasten with the hastening of the wise and those endowed with understanding.

9. Be wary of the deceit of hopes, for many a person has hoped for a day that never came and built a house that he never occupied and amassed wealth that he never used, and it may be that he amassed it unlawfully by depriving others of their rights, thereby acquiring what is forbidden and carrying the burden of sin.

10. Be wary of vain hopes, as it is possible for one who starts a day not to end it and for one who is deemed fortunate at dusk to be mourned at dawn.
10. إِنَّكُمْ بِمَسْتَقِبِّلِ الْأَمْلِ قُرْبُ مَوْمَعَ الْأَمْلِ، وَمَغْبُوطُ فِي أَوْلِ لِيْلَةٍ قَامَتُ بَوَائِكِهِ فِي أَخْرِهِ.

11. Be cautious of dashed hopes and seized blessings.

12. Beware of relying on [your] hopes, for this is the trait of fools.

13. The deception of hope corrupts [one's] action.

14. An ignorant person is fooled by the deception of his hope, so he loses the best of his actions.

15. The deception of hope wastes time and brings death closer.

16. In the deception of hopes, lifetimes lapse.

17. Aspirations may deceive.
18. Hopes may beguile.

19. Rarely do hopes turn out to be true.

20. Reduce your hopes, fear the suddenness of death and hasten towards performing good deeds.

21. Decrease your hopes and your actions will become sincere.

22. Reduce your hopes, for your death is indeed near!

23. Reduce [your] hopes, for verily life is short; and perform good actions, for verily little of it is plenty.

24. Reduce [your] hopes, hasten towards [good] deeds and fear the suddenness of death, as the return of lifetime cannot be hoped for like the return of livelihood. Whatever is missed from livelihood today may
be hoped for tomorrow with increase, but whatever is lost from one’s lifetime yesterday, its return cannot be hoped for today.

24. قصرووا الأمل، وياردوا العمل، وخفوا بغنة الأجل، فإنه لن يرجى من رجعة العمر ما يرجى من رجعة الرزق، وما ذات اليوم من الرزق يرجى غداً زيادةً، وما ذات أمس من العمر لم ترجي اليوم رجعته.

25. Every person is seeking his aspirations while [concurrently] being sought by his death.

26. How many a person is deluded by hopes, [and] ends up wasting his actions!

27. Hope is sufficient as a deception.

28. Increased aspirations stem from corruption of the intellect.

29. For every hope there is a delusion.

30. Hopes never end.
31. Hope causes death to be forgotten.

32. Aspirations are incentives for men.

33. Hope is the veil of death.

34. There is no end to hope.

35. Hope is an intimate companion.

36. Hope is a cheater, deceiver, and harmer.

37. Hope corrupts [one’s] actions and wastes [one’s] lifetime.
38. Aspirations blind the eyes of insight.

39. Aspirations beguile you, and in the presence of reality, they abandon you.

40. Verily I am fighting against my hopes and waiting for my death.

41. Verily you will not reach what you hope for and will never surpass death, so be conscious of Allah and be moderate in your desires.

42. If you are deceived by hopes, you will surely be annihilated by the fast approaching death and will have lost [the opportunity to perform] good deeds.

43. The bane of hopes is the coming of death.
44. The bane of hope is death.

45. With the realization of hopes, it becomes easier to overcome [one’s] fears.

46. The worst habit is hoping [for too much] as it wastes one’s lifetime and causes one to lose [the opportunity to perform good] deeds.

47. Keep away from vain hopes, for they take away the delight of the blessings of Allah from you and make them seem small and insignificant, thereby increasing your lack of gratitude.

48. The fruit of hope is corruption of deeds.

49. The product of aspirations is regret (and its fruit is loss).

50. How close death is to hope!
50. ما أقْرُبَ الأَجْلَ مِنَ الأمْلِ.

51. How corrupting is hope for deeds!

52. How severing is death for hope!

53. No one lengthens his hopes except that he [also] curtails his actions.

54. What is the matter with you? You hope for that which you do not achieve, amass wealth which you do not use and build houses which you do not occupy!

55. No one lengthens his hopes except that he forgets death and performs evil actions.

56. The best assistance for action is curtailing hopes.

57. Let aspirations and ploys not deceive you, for this suffices as ineptness.
57. لا تغرِّك الأُماني والخَدع، فَكِفَّي بِذَلِك حُرُقاً.

58. No deception is more misleading than hope.

59. Nothing is more untrue than hope.

60. Aspirations are not loyal to those who rely on them.

61. The smallest of hopes leads to corruption of actions.

62. Be wary of [false] aspirations, for verily they are certain [causes of] deaths.

63. Be cautious not to depend on hopes, for they are the wares of the unintelligent.

64. The most beneficial cure is abandoning [false] aspirations.
65. Aspirations are scattered [and dispersed].

66. Aspirations delude.

67. False aspiration is the trait of fools.

68. Submission to hope corrupts [one’s] actions.

69. It is when death comes that the failure of hopes becomes apparent.

70. I wonder at the one who has no control over his death, how can he lengthen his hopes?

71. The end of hope is death.
72. The farthest thing is hope.

73. Those who have the most [false] hopes are the ones who remember death the least.

74. Those who have the longest hopes are the ones whose deeds are the worst.

75. Verily Allah, the Glorified, hates the one who has long hopes and performs evil actions.

76. Indeed man reaches near [the realization of] his hopes, when the [sudden] approach of his death cuts them short, then – Glory be to Allah! – Neither is the hope realized nor is the hoper spared.

77. Be cautious not to lengthen [your] hope, for many a deceived person has been enticed by his long hope and corrupted his deeds and cut [short] his lifetime, then neither was his hope realized nor was that which he lost regained.
78. Where will the falsehoods of hopes mislead you to?!

79. Where will the mirage of hopes misguide you to?!

80. The most delusive thing is hope.

81. The one who is worst in bargaining and most unsuccessful in striving is he who exerts himself in seeking the realization of his hopes while fate does not help him in his aims, and [as a result] he leaves this world in a sorrowful state and proceeds to the next world where he faces the consequences.

82. Hope is treacherous.

83. Hope deceives and lifetime passes.
84. Hope misleads and transgression strikes down.

85. One who is deceived by hopes is misled.

86. Aspirations are the wares of the unintelligent.

87. Hopes are the delusions of the foolish.

88. Hopes bring death closer.

89. One whose aspirations increase, his satisfaction decreases.

90. One whose hopes lengthen, his actions become worse.
91. One who is deceived by hope is misled by it.

92. One who is deceived by aspirations is belied by death.

93. One who reaches the end of his hopes should expect the arrival of his death.

94. One who follows his aspirations faces increased hardship.

95. One who proceeds on the path of his hopes, stumbles upon his death.

96. One whose aspirations increase, his hardship increases.

97. One who hopes for that which is not possible, his anticipation becomes long.
98. One whose hope is [to reach] Allah, shall realize the fulfilment of his hope and aspiration.

99. Whoever regards his remaining lifetime to be fleeting, his hopes and aspirations become short.

100. One who proceeds on the course of his hopes, stumbles upon his death.

101. One who hopes for anything other than Allah, the Glorified, has given lie to his hopes.

102. One who seeks support from his aspirations becomes penniless.

103. It is foolishness to depending on [one’s] hope.

104. The humiliation of men is in the dashing of hopes.
105. May Allah have mercy on the man who shortens his hopes, anticipates death, makes good use of his time and takes with him the provisions of [good] deeds.

106. Many an aspiration may lie beneath death.

107. Take away from your long hopes and increase your short lifetime, and do not be deceived by your good physical health and yesterday's wellbeing, for life is short and good health is prone to change.

108. The worst poverty is [false] aspiration.

109. Lifetimes are wasted between hope and aspiration.

110. Blessed is he who shortens his hopes and makes good use of his time.
111. Blessed is he who belies his aspirations and sacrifices his world in order to build his Hereafter.

112. One who relies on his aspirations dies without [realizing] his hopes.

113. One who trusts his aspirations will have them severed by death.

114. Whoever shortens his hopes, beautifies his actions.

115. Whoever lengthens his hopes, corrupts his actions.

The Leader

1. A just leader is better [and more beneficial] than heavy rainfall.
2. One who obeys his īmām has obeyed his Lord.

3. A leader needs a wise mind, an eloquent tongue and a heart that is steadfast in the establishment of truth.

Leadership

1. Leadership (īmāmah) is a social order.

2. Leadership is an organizational structure for the society

Granting Refuge to the Fearful

1. Whoever gives refuge to the one who seeks his help, Allah will grant him refuge from His punishment.

2. One who protects a fearful person from what he fears, Allah, the Glorified, will protect him from His chastisement.
The Secure

1. Many a person who is secure gets frightened.

Security


2. By Allah, no one hinders the security of the peaceful or takes away the rights of the people except the disbelieving infidel and the duplicitous apostate.

3. Do not be deceived by [a false sense of] security, for you will surely be taken from your sanctuary.

4. It is not appropriate for an intelligent person to live in fear when he has found a way to [attain] security.
5. There is no blessing better than security.


7. The sweetness of security is spoilt by the bitterness of fear and panic.

8. Many a security turns into fear.

9. The comfort of life is in security.

Feeling Secure From Allah’s Scheme

1. One who feels secure from the scheme of Allah, his sense of security is futile (or his faith is nullified).

2. He from whose evil people are not safe, is not secure from the punishment of Allah.
The Trustworthy

الأمين

1. How few are the reliable, trustworthy people, and how many are the treacherous!

1. ما أقلَّ الْمُؤْمِنَّ، وأَكْثَرُ الخَوَانَ.

Trustworthiness

الأمانة

1. Trustworthiness leads to truthfulness.

1. آَلِمَاَةُ تُؤْدِي إِلَى الصِّدَقٍ.

2. Trustworthiness and loyalty are sincere actions, lying and fabrication are perfidious utterances.

2. آَلِمَاَةُ وَالأَقْوَالِ صِدَقُ الأَفْعَالِ، وَالكِذْبُ وَالإِفْتِرَاءُ حِيَانَةُ الأَقْوَالِ.

3. Return the trust to the one who has entrusted it to you, and do not act treacherously with the one who betrayed your trust.

3. أَدِ الأَمَانةَ إِلَى مَنْ اِنْتَمَكَ، وَلَا تَتْخَنْ مَنْ خَانَكَ.

4. Return the trust when it is entrusted to you, and do not accuse anyone when you entrust something to him, for surely one who is not trustworthy has no faith.

4. أَدِ الأَمَانةَ إِذَا اِنْتَمَتْ، وَلَا تَتْهَمُّ غَيرَكَ إِذَا اِنْتَمَتْهُ، فَأَنَّهُ لا إِيْمَانَ لَمَنْ لا آَلِمَاَةَ لَهُ.
5. The best [form of] trustworthiness is keeping one’s promise.

6. Trustworthiness is [a sign of] faith; cheerfulness is [a form of] kindness.

7. Trustworthiness is preservation [and safeguarding of what has been entrusted].

8. Trustworthiness is a success for the one who observes it.

9. Trustworthiness is a merit for the one who executes it.

10. The bane of trustworthiness is treachery.

11. When you are entrusted with something, then do not betray [the trust].
12. When you entrust anyone [with something], then do not accuse them of treachery.

13. When trustworthiness becomes stronger, truthfulness increases.

14. The cornerstone of faith is trustworthiness.

15. Sound trustworthiness is a symbol of good conviction.


17. Corruption of trustworthiness is submission to treachery.

18. Successful is the one who clothes himself with loyalty and arms himself with trustworthiness.
19. Everything that is not fit to be disclosed is a trust, even if its confidentiality is not specifically sought.

20. One who has no trustworthiness has no faith.

21. One who takes [the] keeping [of] trust lightly will fall into treachery.

22. One who acts with trustworthiness has perfected his religion.

23. The best trust that can be kept is fulfilling [one’s] obligations.

24. There is no faith in one who is not trustworthy.

25. There is no trustworthiness in one who has no religion.
1. Faith is the better of the two trusts (or securities).

2. Faith is acknowledging with the tongue and acting with the limbs.

3. Faith and modesty are linked in one linkage and they do not separate.

4. Faith and knowledge (or action) are twin brothers and companions who do not part ways.

5. Faith is a tree, its root is certitude, its branch is piety, its sunlight is modesty and its fruit is generosity.

6. Faith, sincerity, certitude and piety are [encapsulated in] patience and acceptance of what has been decreed [by Allah].

7. Faith and action are twin brothers and companions who do not part ways; Allah does not accept one without its counterpart.
8. The best [sign of] faith is trustworthiness.

9. The best faith is [based on] complete certitude.

10. The people who are strongest in faith are those who rely the most on Allah, the Glorified.

11. The closest people to Allah, the Glorified, are the ones with the greatest faith.

12. The best faith is [accompanied with] sincerity and good deeds, and the worst traits are cruelty and aggression.

13. The best faith is [based on] complete certitude, and the greatest honour is [in] doing good deeds.
14. Verily the best faith is for a man to act justly with others.

15. Indeed the place of faith is the heart, and the path to it is through the ears.

16. Faith is security.

17. Faith is the path with manifest inner secrets.

18. Faith is an effective intercessor.

19. Faith is free of jealousy.

20. Faith is the loftiest goal.
21. Disbelief is wiped out by faith.

22. Faith is sincerity in action.

23. Salvation comes with faith.

24. Faith is a flame that cannot be extinguished.

25. Faith is free of hypocrisy.

26. Faith is patience in tribulation and gratitude in ease.

27. If you have faith in Allah, your place of return will be secure.
28. It is through faith that salvation is attained.

29. It is through faith that one is guided towards virtuous actions.

30. It is through faith that one reaches the pinnacle of felicity and the zenith of happiness.

31. Faith is salvation.

32. The fruit of faith is success with Allah.

33. The fruit of faith is desire for the Eternal Abode.

34. Three things, if possessed, complete one’s faith: intellect, forbearance and knowledge.
35. Three things, if possessed, perfect one’s faith: that when one is pleased, his pleasure does not lead him towards vice; and when he gets angry, his anger does not draw him away from the truth; and when he is in a position of power, he never takes that which is not his.

36. Three things, if possessed, perfect one’s faith: justice in anger and contentment, moderation in poverty and wealth, and maintaining a balance between fear and hope.

37. Three things are from the treasures of faith: concealing misfortune, charity and sickness.

38. Virtuous chastity and contentment with what suffices are from the pillars of faith.

39. Lowering your voice, casting down your gaze and walking with modesty are from the signs of faith and religiousness.

40. Contently remaining obedient [to Allah], performing good deeds and hastening towards noble traits are from the perfections of faith and the best virtues.
40. دوابُ الطاعات، وفعَلُ الخِيرات، والمبادرة إلى المكرِمات مِن كُمالِ الإيمان، وأفضلِ الإحسان.

41. The embellishment of faith is piety.

42. He (‘a) said about faith: It is nearness [to Allah] for the one who guards [against evil], confidence for the one who trusts [in Allah], comfort for the one who entrusts [his affairs to Allah] and a shield for the one who endures patiently.

43. The embellishment of faith is [in] purity of one’s innermost thoughts [and secrets] and [performing] good deeds in the open.

44. Ask Allah for [strong] faith and act upon the ordinances of the Qur’an.

45. The worst faith is that in which doubt enters.

46. The uprightness of faith is [in] piety and its corruption is [in] greed.
47. True faith and good deeds are the best provisions.

48. Protect your faith from doubt, for doubt spoils faith the same way salt spoils honey.

49. Make your faith sincere, for this is the path to Paradise and safety from hellfire.

50. It is on truth and trust that faith is based.

51. The pinnacle of faith is certitude.

52. The highest degree of faith is befriending for the sake of Allah, having enmity for the sake of Allah, spending on each other for the sake of Allah and establishing ties with each other for the sake of Allah, the Glorified.
53. One type of faith is that which is firmly fixed in the hearts and another is that which shifts between the hearts and breasts [without being firmly fixed in the hearts].

54. Allah, the Glorified, has prescribed faith as a purification from doubt.

55. Faith has made it incumbent on its possessor to establish the traditions of Islam and its ordinances.

56. Strengthen your faith with certitude, for this is the best religion.

57. How can he who resents the truth taste the sweetness of faith?

58. Acquiring faith is [through] adhering to the truth and being sincere with the creatures.

59. He who claims to have faith yet is infatuated by misleading aspirations and false amusements of this world, has lied.
60. The conception of faith is [achieved through] the recitation of the Qur’an.

61. One who entertains doubt in his faith [in one God] becomes a polytheist.

62. One who has no faith has no trustworthiness.

63. One who likes his faith to become perfect should ensure that his love, hate, pleasure and displeasure are [all] for the sake of Allah.

64. One who gives for the sake of Allah, withholds for the sake of Allah, loves for the sake of Allah and hates for the sake of Allah, has perfected [his] faith.

65. The basis of faith is unwavering certitude.
66. One whose faith is true is saved, and one whose submission is complete is guided.

67. There is no honour higher than faith.

68. There is no medium more successful than faith.

69. There is no faith like modesty and generosity.

70. Faith without piety is of no benefit.

71. A servant’s faith is not complete until he loves whom Allah, the Glorified, loves and hates the one whom Allah, the Glorified, hates.
72. The faith of a servant is not true until he is more confident of what is in the Hand of Allah, the Glorified, than what is in his own hand.

73. Nothing that is preserved by human beings is like faith in Allah and good deeds.

74. The faith of a man is deduced by his submission and obedience [to Allah].

75. The faith [of a person] is deduced by increased fear [of Allah], controlling lust and overcoming lowly desires.

76. Faith requires certitude.

77. Faith requires sincerity.

78. One who believes in Allah [and attests to His oneness] is saved.
79. The foundation of faith is total submission to the will of Allah.

80. Have faith and you will be safe.

The Believer

1. A believer is very truthful in [his] speech and generous in [his] benevolence.

2. A believer is [always] alert, waiting for one of the two boons [of this world or the Hereafter].

3. A believer is chaste, contented, free from sin and pious.

4. A believer is one whose love is for [the sake of] Allah, whose hate is for Allah, whose taking is for Allah and whose leaving is for Allah.
5. A believer is thankful in [times of] comfort, patient in tribulation and fearful in affluence.

6. A believer is moderate in [times of] affluence, [and] keeps away from the [pleasures of this] world.

7. A believer is [always] between blessing and wrongdoing, [and] nothing reforms these two except thankfulness and repentance.

8. A believer is dignified, honourable, self-reliant, cautious and sorrowful.

9. A believer constantly remembers [Allah], frequently contemplates, is thankful for blessings and patient in the face of tribulation.

10. A believer is modest, independent, certain and pious.

11. When a believer is asked [for help], he helps, and when he asks [other for help], he is lenient [and does not overburden them].
12. A believer is wary of his sins, always fearing chastisement and hoping for the mercy of his Lord.

13. To a believer, this world is his arena, action is his endeavour, death is his gift and Paradise is his prize.

14. A believer is one who has purified his heart of vileness.

15. A believer is one whose affair is near, whose sorrow is distant, whose silence is much and whose actions are sincere.

16. A believer is eager in [his] obedience [to Allah] and refrains from what is forbidden.

17. The soul of a believer is firmer than a hard rock while he is [himself] humbler than a slave.
18. When a believer observes, he takes lesson; and when he is quiet, he contemplates; and when he speaks, he remembers [Allah]; and when he is given, he is grateful; and when he undergoes hardship, he is patient.

19. When a believer is admonished, he restrains himself; and when he is warned, he becomes cautious; and when he is shown an example, he learns [from it]; and when he is reminded, he remembers; and when he is oppressed, he forgives.

20. The persistence of a believer is [in] his renunciation [of worldly pleasures], his interest is [in] his religiosity, his dignity is [in] his contentment and his striving is for his Hereafter. His good deeds are many, his status is elevated and he has managed [to gain] his freedom and salvation.

21. A believer looks at this world with eyes that derive lesson, and consumes from it only what is necessary, and hears in it with ears of hatred and enmity [towards it].

22. The believers blame themselves and are fearful of their past mistakes; they detest this world, eagerly yearn for the Hereafter and hasten towards [acts of] obedience.
22. The believers safeguard themselves, while the vicious safeguard their world.

23. A believer is one who bears with the harm that people inflict [on him] but nobody is ever harmed by him.

24. The believer is one who safeguards his Hereafter by [sacrificing] his world, while the vicious is one who safeguards his world by [sacrificing] his Hereafter.

25. A believer is faithful to himself and struggles against his vain desires and feelings.

26. Be careful of the opinions of believers, for Allah, the Glorified, effectuates the truth through their tongues.

27. The most honourable of believers is the most sagacious of them.

28. The best of believers in terms of belief is the one whose taking, giving, anger and pleasure are all for [the sake of] Allah.
28. أَفْضِلُ الْمُؤْمِنِينَ إِيمَانًا مِّنْ كَانَ لِلَّهِ أَخْذُهُ، وعَطَاهُ، وسَخَطُهُ، ورِضَاهُ.

29. Believers are indeed compassionate.

30. Verily believers are afraid [of displeasing Allah].

31. Indeed the cheerfulness of a believer is in his face, his strength is in his religion and his sorrow is in his heart.

32. Verily a believer feels ashamed if an act which goes against his faith is committed by him.

33. The goal of a believer is Paradise.

34. The needlessness of a believer is through [his reliance on] Allah, the Glorified.

35. He (the believer) has enlivened his intellect, killed his lust, obeyed his Lord and disobeyed his lower–
35. قد أحيا عقله، وأمات شهوته، وأطاع رباه وعسى نفسه.

36. How many a believer has succeeded through patience and thinking positively.

36. كم من مؤمن فاز به الصبر، وحسن الظن.

37. Be a pious, contented and modest believer.

37. كن مؤمناً، نقياً، متقنعاً، عفيفاً.

38. A believer has a perfect intellect, a pleasing leniency, an inclination towards good deeds and an aversion towards bad deeds.

38. للمؤمن عقل وفني، وحلم مرضي، ورغبة في الحسنات، وفرار من السبئات.

39. A believer has three times: a time for whispering to his Lord, a time for assessing himself (or in another narration: a time for making arrangements for his livelihood) and a time when he freely enjoys himself with what is lawful and pleasant.

39. للمؤمن ثلاث ساعات، ساعة ينادي فيها ربه، وساعة يحاسب فيها نفسه، وساعة يرم فيها معاشة، وساعة يخلئ بين نفسه ولذتها فيما يجل ويجمل.

40. The faith of a believer is not perfected until he deems comfort to be a trial and affliction to be a blessing.

40. لا يكمل إيمان المؤمن حتى يعد الرخاء فتنة، والبلاء نعمة.
41. A believer is never found to be envious, malevolent or miserly.

42. A believer is never anything other than forbearing and merciful.

43. It behoves a believer to feel ashamed if the thought of disobedience crosses his mind.

44. It behoves a believer to remain obedient and to cover himself with piety and contentment.

45. A believer is tested with affliction just like the purity of gold and silver is tested with fire.

46. There are three signs of a believer: truthfulness, certitude and [having] short hopes.

47. A believer is never found to be anything but content.
48. He who is not concerned about improving his Hereafter is not a believer.

49. If I were to strike the nose of a believer to make him hate me he would still not hate me, and if I were to bestow the whole world to a hypocrite to make him love me he would still not love me.

50. One who believes is safe.

51. One who believes increases his certitude.

52. One who believes in Allah seeks [help and] protection from Him.

53. A believer has not [truly] believed until he comprehends.
54. The example of a believer is like that of citronella, both its taste and its fragrance are pleasant.

٥٤. مِثَلُ المُؤْمِنِ كَالإِترَجَةُ طَيِّبٌ تَطَمْعُهَا وَرَيْحَهَا.

55. One who purifies his faith is guided.

٥٥. هَدِىٰ مَنْ أَخْلَصَ إِيمَانَهُ.

56. The concern of a believer is for his Hereafter, and all his efforts are for his place of [final] return.

٥٦. هُمُ الْمُؤْمِنُ لِأَخْرَجُهُ، وَكُلُّ جَدِّهِ لَمَنْقُلْيِهِ.

57. A believer is never satiated while his brother is hungry.

٥٦. لَا يَشْيِعُ الْمُؤْمِنُ وَأَخُوَّهُ جَائِعٍ.

58. A believer never falls short of forbearance and never gets anxious when faced with difficulty.

٥٧. لَا يَقَصِّرُ الْمُؤْمِنُ عَنْ احْتِمَالٍ، وَلَا يَبَعْرُ إِلَّا زِيَّةٍ.

59. A man does not become a [true] believer until he is no longer concerned about what [food] will end his pangs of hunger and which of his two attires he will wear.

٥٨. لَا يَكُونُ الرَّجُلُ مُؤْمِنًا حَتَّى لاَيَبَعْرَ بِماَذَا أَسَدَّ فُوُرَةً جَوُعُهُ، وَلَا يَبَعْرَ إِلَّا قَلِبًا.

60. The cheerfulness of a believer is in his face and his sorrow is in his heart. He has the broadest chest (i.e. has great patience, knowledge and virtue) and is most humble in spirit. He hates high position and dislikes renown. His grief is long, his sorrow is distant, his silence is much and his time is occupied. He
is grateful and patient, submerged in his thoughts [about the Hereafter], sparing in his friendship, easy
going and of soft temperament. He is firmer than a hard rock but humbler than a slave.

60. يُشَرُّ المؤمنون في وجوههم، وحَزْنُهُ في قلوبه، أوُسع شَيء صدراً، وأذل شَيء
نفساً، يكَرِه الرَّفعة، ويَشْتَأِ السُّمعة، طَوِيل غْمَةً، بِعَيْد هَمَه، كثِير صَمْتَه، مُشْغول
وقته، صَبُور شَكُور، مَغْمُور بِفَكْرَتِه، ضَنِين بِحَلْلَه، سَهِلُ الخَليَّة، لِيْنُ العَريَّة،
نفسه أَصْلَب من الصَّلدِ، وَهُوَ أَذل مِن العَبدِ.

61. The beauty of a believer’s face is from the special favour of Allah on him.

62. Verily the certitude of a believer is seen in his actions and the doubt of a hypocrite is seen in his
actions.

63. A believer is sagacious and intelligent.

64. A believer is free from perversion and dissension.

65. A believer is penitent, repentant and remorseful.
66. The nature of a believer is [being] sincere and his trait is suppressing anger.

67. The believers are such that their good deeds are expected and people are safe from their evil.

68. The fear of a believer is in his heart and his repentance is in his admission.

69. Three things are adornments for believers: fear of Allah, truthful speech and returning trusts [to their rightful owners].

70. The beauty of a believer is his piety.

71. The joy of a believer is in the obedience of his Lord, and his sorrow is due to his sin.

72. The integrity of a believer is in his keeping away from what is forbidden and hastening towards virtues.
72. طَرَفُ المُؤْمِنِ تَزاهَتْ عَنِ المَحَارِمِ، وَمَبادرَتُهُ إِلَى المَكَارِمِ.

73. A believer is easy going, polite, approachable and reliable.

74. A believer makes few mistakes and does plenty of work.

75. The demeanour of a believer is characterized by moderation and his conduct is upright.

76. A believer loathes idle play and likes to work hard.

77. When the soul of a believer ascends to the heavens, the angels are amazed and say: It is incredible how he was saved from a place where the best of us got corrupted.

78. A believer is sorrowful in his thoughts [about himself], sparing in his friendship.
79. A believer has a mild disposition and is easy going.

80. A believer does not oppress [anyone] and eschews sin.

81. A believer is fair to the one who is unfair to him.

82. A believer is affectionate, endearing and compassionate.

83. Indeed believers are approachable and soft–hearted.

84. Believers are indeed virtuous.

85. Indeed believers are fearful [of Allah].
86. A believer is [gauged] by his actions.

86. ﺍﻵﻟﻤُوٌﻣُؤُنُ ﺑِﻌَمَٰلِهِﷺ.

87. Believers possess more intelligence [than others].

87. ﺍﻵﻟﻤُوٌﻣُؤُنُنَّ ﻋَظَمَ أَحَلَامًاﷺ.

1. Or, if taken in the context of Q70:27 and other similar verses, this could be translated as: Believers are indeed apprehensive [of the punishment of Allah].
2. Other copies have ‘the best of them’ – and this seems to be more correct.

The Human Being الإنسان

1. The human being is [distinguished] by his intellect.

1. ﺍﻹﻧﺴﺎنُ ﺑِعَقْلِهِﷺ.

2. The uprightness of a human being is in controlling the tongue and doing good deeds.

2. ﺻَﻼَحُ الإنسانِ فِي حَبِّسِ اللِّسْانِ وَبِذَلِلِ الإِحْسَانِ

3. He (‘a) said about the one whom he censured: He does not anticipate any misfortune and does not humble himself in piety. He does not know the door of guidance so as to go towards it, nor [does he know] the door of perdition so as to turn away from it.

3. ﻟَوَاءَ، ﻋَلِيَ السَّلَامُ ﻓِي ﻭَصِفٍ ﻣِنْ ذَمَّةِ: لَأْيُحِبِّسَ رَزْيَةً، وَلَا يُحَشِّشَ تَقِيَّةً، ﻻ يُعْرِفُ بَابَ الْهُدْيَةِ، فِيَتَبْعُهُ وَلَا بَابَ الرَّدِّيَ ﻓِيَصِدُ عَنْهُ.
Intimacy with Allah

1. The fruit of intimacy with Allah is keeping aloof from the people.

2. How can one become intimate with Allah when he has not separated himself from the creation?

3. One who is intimate with Allah keeps aloof from the people.

4. One who keeps aloof from the people, becomes intimate with Allah, the Glorified.

Intimacy

1. The comfort of security is removed by the anxiety of loneliness and the apprehension of fear disturbs the familiarity of society.

2. Intimacy is in three [people]: A compatible wife, a righteous child and an agreeable brother.
3. The most deserving of intimacy among the people is the close friend.

Deliberateness and Acting Unhurriedly

1. Acting slowly is praiseworthy in everything except in opportunities for [doing] good.

2. Taking time [to ascertain] is better than making haste, except in opportunities for [doing] good.

3. Deliberateness is judiciousness.

4. Deliberateness brings about assurance.

5. Deliberateness in action protects against errancy.

6. Through deliberateness, matters become easy.
6. بِالتَّأني تُسُهِّل المطالبُ.

7. Confidence in speech protects from slips and mistakes.

8. THROUGH DELIBERATENESS, MEANS BECOME EASY.

9. Slowly! Darkness is disappearing; as though those who had departed have arrived [at their final destination] and those who hasten will soon join.

10. Bind your haste with your deliberateness, your domination with your friendliness and your evil [traits] with your good [ones]. Help the intellect overcome vain desires and you will possess understanding.

11. You must adopt deliberateness, for indeed one who acts unhurriedly is deserving of success.

12. In deliberateness there is [precaution and] assurance.
13. In deliberateness there is safety.

14. One who acts without haste is saved from mistakes.

15. There is no success for one who has no deliberateness.

16. Deliberateness is a virtue.

17. Deliberateness is success.

**One who Acts with Deliberateness المُنَانِي**

1. One who acts unhurriedly is deserving of success.

2. The one who acts with deliberateness is successful even if he perishes.
3. The one who acts without haste is either successful or close to success.

**Strengthening oneself**

1. Strengthening oneself is [a sign of] judiciousness.

**Misery**

1. How close is misery to felicity, and death to life.

**Stinginess and Avarice**

1. Stinginess is one of the two forms of poverty.

2. Stinginess earns dishonor and makes one enter hellfire.
3. Stinginess in spending from one's wealth that which Allah, the Glorified, has made obligatory, is the worst type of stinginess.

4. Protect yourselves from vehement miserliness, malice, anger and jealousy and prepare for each of these things a contrivance which you can fight it with, like thinking about the consequence, refraining [from] vice, seeking virtue, improving your Hereafter and espousing forbearance.

5. Be wary of stinginess, for it is ignobility and [leads to] vilification.

6. Be wary of avarice, for verily it brings hate, tarnishes [one’s] good qualities and exposes [one’s] faults.

7. I bid you not to adorn yourself with stinginess, for it will disparage you near those who are close to you and will make your hated by your relatives.

8. I bid you to refrain from avarice, for it is the garment of indigence and the bridle that is used to drive one towards every [type of] vileness.
9. I bid you to refrain from stinginess, for the miser is hated by strangers and shunned by those who are close to him.

10. The worst stinginess is withholding money from those who deserve it.

11. Stinginess is [a form of] poverty.

12. Avarice leads to vilification.

13. Making too many excuses is a sign of stinginess.


15. Stinginess degrades its possessor.
15. ـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَـَ~

16. Stinginess earns condemnation.

17. Stinginess gives rise to hatred.

18. Stinginess with what is available [in one’s possession] is thinking negatively of God.

19. Stinginess humiliates its possessor and elevates the one who turns away from it.

20. Through stinginess, vilification increases.

21. The worst trait is stinginess.

22. Excessive avarice sullies chivalry and spoils brotherhood.
23. In avarice there is vilification (and dishonour).

24. Excessive avarice leads to vilification.

25. If you were to see stinginess in the form of a man, you would have surely seen an ugly, disfigured person.

26. If you were to see stinginess in the form of a man, you would have surely seen a disfigured person, from whom every eye would look away and every heart would turn away.

27. One who persists in avarice is deprived of [sincere] advisers.

28. Avarice is one of the most revolting traits.
29. How revolting is stinginess with affluence!

29. ما أُقْبِحَ البُخْلَ مَعِ الإِكْتِارَ.

30. How revolting is stinginess by those who possess nobility.

30. ما أُقْبِحَ البُخْلَ بَدْوِى النُّبُلِ.

31. Nothing brings down the wrath of Allah like stinginess.

31. مَا اجْتَلَبَ سَخَطُ اللَّهِ يِمْثَلُ البُخْلِ.

32. The honourable do not flee from death the way they flee from stinginess and the company of the wicked.

32. مَا فَرَارُ الكَرَامِ مِنَ الْحِمَامِ كَفَرَارِهِمْ مِنَ البُخْلِ وَمُقَارَبَةِ اللَّيْلَيْلَ.

33. There is no vilification like avarice.

33. لَا مَسِبَّةَ كَالشَّحِّ.

34. There is no alienation like avarice.

34. لَا غَرْبَةَ كَالشَّحِّ.

35. There is no magnanimity with avarice.

35. لَا مُرْوَةَ مَعَ شَحِّ.
36. There is no evil trait worse than avarice.

37. There is no evil trait worse than stinginess

The Miser and the Avaricious

1. A miser is stingy towards himself with little of his worldly possessions and leaves all the rest for his heirs.

2. A miser gives up of more of his honour than what he holds of his possessions and loses multiple times more of his religion than what he saves of his property.

3. The farthest of creatures from Allah, the Exalted, is the wealthy miser.

4. The most miserly with his possessions is the most generous with his honour.
5. The most miserly of all people is the one who is stingy to himself with his wealth, and [eventually] leaves it behind for his heirs.

6. The miser is dispraised, the envious is disheartened.

7. The miser is a treasurer for his heirs.

8. A miser hastens poverty.

9. A miser is always disgraced.

10. A miser always comes up with excuses and pretexts.

11. A miser is abased among those who are dear to him.
12. I am amazed at the wretched miser who rushes towards the poverty that is fleeing him and loses the wealth that is seeking him; he lives a life of poverty in this world and is called to account with the reckoning of the wealthy in the Hereafter.

13. The avaricious has no friend.

14. The miser has no close friend.

15. He who is stingy to himself with his wealth is not successful and leaves behind his possessions for others.

16. One who withholds his hand out of fear of poverty has [actually] hastened poverty.

17. One who is stingy with his wealth is abased.

18. One who is miserly with that which he does not [even] possess, has exceeded in meanness.
18. من بخيل بما لا يملكه فقد بالغ في الرذيلة (بالرذيلة).

19. One who withholding his hand from [spending on] his family has only held back one hand from them but caused many hands to be withheld by them [against him].

20. One who is stingy with his wealth towards himself, is generous with it to his wife’s [next] husband.

21. He who is stingy to the one who needs what he possesses, Allah’s wrath upon him increases.

22. He who is stingy with his favours has not fastened his faith [and made it firm].

23. He who is stingy with his favours is not intelligent.

24. While passing by some filth in a cesspit, he (‘a) said: This is what you were competing for yesterday. And in another narration, he said: This is what the misers were stingy with.
25. Woe to the miser who hastens towards the poverty which has fled from him and abandons the wealth that has sought him.

26. Do not be stingy by acting tightfistedly; and do not waste by acting extravagantly.

27. There is no magnanimity in a miser.

28. Nothing holds back wealth except stinginess, and a miser is blameworthy and liable for punishment.

29. A miser is rebuked in this world, and punished and chastised in the Hereafter.

Taking the Initiative

1. Take the initiative to act, belie [false] hope and recall death.
1. بادرُوا العملَ، وأكثِّروها الأملَ، ولاحتِذِروا الأجلَ.

2. Take the initiative to act and fear the suddenness of death, [then] you will realize the greatest hope.


4. Hasten towards [virtuous] actions before debilitating illness or sudden death [overtakes you].

5. Hasten towards virtue, for verily virtuous deeds are an opportunity [to secure your Hereafter].

6. Take the initiative to perform good deeds [now] while the neck is free from the noose and the spirit is unfettered.

7. Take the initiative in your youth before your old age and in your health before your illness.

8. Take the initiative in your affluence before your poverty and while you are alive before your death.
9. Take the initiative while the rest of your life is before you, and you have the ability to act by volition, and have the opportunity of repentance, and the possibility of abrogating your misdeeds.

10. Hasten to act while the bodies are healthy, the tongues are untied, the [cry of] repentance is heard and the deeds are accepted.

11. Hasten to act before [you are seized with] the seizing of the all-Powerful, the Omnipotent.

12. Hasten to act before the narrowness and constriction [of the grave].

13. Hasten to act before the terror [of death] and the departure of your soul [from your body].

14. Hasten towards good deeds before your deaths, and purchase what will remain for you [in the Hereafter] with what will depart from you [of this world].
15. Hasten [to do good] with your wealth before your deaths come upon you, so that it may purify you, set you aright and bring you closer [to Allah].

١٥. بَادِرُوا بِمَوَالِيكُمْ قَبْلَ حُولِ آجَالِكُمْ تَزْكِيْكُمْ وَتَصِّلِحُكُمْ وَتَزْلِفُكُمْ.

16. Hasten towards obedience [to Allah] and you will be felicitous.

١٦. بَادِرُ (بَاَكِرٌ) الطَّاعَةَ تَسَعُّدَ.

17. Hasten towards good and you will be guided.

١٧. بَادِرُ الْخَيْرِ تَأْسِفُتِ.

18. Hasten [to do good] before the coming of the hidden awaited one.

١٨. بَادِرُوا قَبْلَ قُدُومِ الْغَائِبِ الْمُنْتَظِرِ.

19. Anticipate death and its throes, prepare for it before its arrival and get ready for it before it descends.

١٩. بَادِرُوا الْمَوْتَ وَعَمْرَاتِهِ، وَمَهَّدُوا لَهُ قَبْلَ حُولِهِ وَأَعْدُوا لَهُ قَبْلَ نُزُولِهِ.

20. Hasten [to act] in the period of guidance and repose of the bodies, and in your remaining lifetime, and while you have the ability to act by volition.

٢٠. بَادِرُوا فِي قَيْتَةِ الْإِرْشَادِ، وَراَحَةِ الأَجْسَادِ، وَمَهَّلِ الْبَقْيَةِ، وَأَنْفِ المُشْيَةِ.

21. Hasten in performing your good deeds and compete with your deaths, for you will be compensated for what you sent forward, rewarded for what you did beforehand and held accountable for what you left behind.
21. بادروا أعمالكم، وسابقوا أجلكم، فإنكم مدائنون بما أسلفتم، ومجازون بما قدتم، ومطالبون بما خلفتم.

22. Surpass your hope and anticipate the assault of death, for people are on the verge of having their hopes cut short and being surprised by death.

23. Hurry to take advantage of opportunity before it becomes [a cause of] distress.

24. Blessed is the one who hastens to perform good deeds before his means are cut short.

25. Blessed is he who anticipates death, takes advantage of respite and prepares the provision of good deeds [for the Hereafter].

1. Also translated: ...at the first available opportunity when the intention is made.

Cold Weather البرد

1. Be cautious of the cold [of winter] at its onset and embrace it towards its ending, for it acts upon the bodies as it acts upon the branches its beginning scorches and its end causes leaves to grow.
Righteousness and Those Who prevent it

1. The righteous act is an action that reforms.

2. The righteous act is a good deed.

3. Righteousness is the prize of the judicious.

4. Righteousness is the quickest in acquiring reward.

5. Through righteousness the free man is owned.

6. Hastening to perform righteous acts increases [one’s] righteousness.
7. The best benefaction is that which reaches the free.

8. The best righteous act is that which reaches the needy.

9. In every righteous act there is gratitude.

10. One who prevents righteousness is deprived of gratitude.

11. Whoever extends his righteousness, his renown spreads.

12. One whose righteousness is close [at hand], his reputation goes far [and wide].

13. One who follows up one good act with another good act and bears the offences of his brothers and neighbours has perfected [his] virtue.
14. One who is miserly towards you with his cheerfulness will not be generous with his righteousness.

15. One of the best righteous acts is being kind to the orphans.

16. With righteousness, mercy flows forth abundantly.

17. The righteous tongue rejects the foolishness of the ignorant.

18. One whose righteousness increases is praised.

19. Urging the self towards altruism is from the qualities of the righteous.
Insistence

1. One who insists [too much] makes others fed up of him.

The Innocent

1. The innocent one is healthy, the suspicious one is sick.

2. The innocent one is fearless.

3. How courageous the innocent one is and how timid is the suspicious one!

4. No one is more courageous than an innocent person.

5. Every innocent one is well.
Being Cheerful and smiling

1. Cheerfulness is one of the two forms of hospitality.

2. Cheerfulness is [a form of] kindness.

3. Cheerfulness is a trap for [ensnaring] affection.

4. Adopt cheerfulness for it is indeed a trap for [ensnaring] affection.

5. There is no cheerfulness with annoyance.

6. Cheerfulness cools down the fire of opposition.

7. Cheerfulness is the first gift [that can be given].
8. Cheerfulness is the trait of the free.

9. Cheerfulness makes companions affable.

10. Cheerfulness renders goodness without any expense.

11. By cheerfulness and keeping a smiling face, the act of giving becomes virtuous.

12. Your cheerfulness is your first righteous act and your promise is your first gift.

13. Your cheerfulness shows the nobility of your soul and your humility points to your righteous character.

14. Being cheerful is the first gift and the easiest [form of] generosity.
15. Cheerfulness is one of the two glad tidings.

16. Cheerfulness is the disposition of all those who are [truly] free.

17. Being cheerful is one of the signs of success.

18. The cause of affection is cheerfulness.


20. Increased cheerfulness is a sign of benevolence.

21. A cheerful face is better than a serious, frowning face.
22. Cheerfulness is one of the two gifts.

23. Cheerfulness is a delightful countenance and a radiant disposition.

24. Cheerfulness is kindness, frowning is meanness.

25. Cheerfulness is the beginning of righteousness.

26. Keeping a cheerful face is a trait of the free.

27. Cheerfulness is the first gift.

Sight, Observation and Insight

1. Where are the eyes that glance at the [illuminated] signposts of piety?
1. What is the difference between seeing with the eye and seeing with the heart?

2. The most observant person is one who sees his own faults and refrains from his sins.

3. [It is narrated that at one time some people looked at a passing woman with lust, at which point the Imam ('a) said:] Verily the eyes of these virile males are covetous and this glancing is the cause of their lust. Whenever any of you sees a woman whom he finds attractive, he should go to his wife, because she [too] is a woman like her.

4. Indeed the perceptive person is one who listens and then ponders, sees then reflects, and derives benefit from examples.

5. It is through observation [and reflection] that lessons are learned.

6. The loss of eyesight is better than the blinding of insight.

7. Loss of vision is better than looking at something that causes temptation.
8. Sometimes the one who can see [also] loses his way.

9. Loss of eyesight is easier than loss of insight.

10. One who has lost his sight makes wrong judgments.

11. Indeed the secrets have been revealed for people of insight.

12. You are shown if you observe, made to hear if you listen, and guided if you seek guidance.

13. Whoever reflects with astuteness, wisdom gets established for him and he understands the lesson [of the past].

14. Eyesight is of no benefit if insight is blinded.
15. One who does not ponder has no insight.

16. The glance is a pathfinder of infatuations.

17. Many a passion is aroused by a [single] glance.

18. The blinding of sight is better than a lot of gazing [at what is forbidden].

19. How many a passion has been aroused from a [single] glance!

20. How many gazes have led to regret!

21. A person’s glance is the scout of his heart.
21. Look, the man, bent, his regret increases.

22. One who glances [everywhere] freely, his regret increases.

23. Vision is not attained by sight [alone], for sight can fool its possessor.

Wantonness

1. Wantonness takes away blessings and brings chastisement.

Falsehood and assisting it

1. One who is pleased with the action of a group is like one who participates in it with them, and for everyone who participates in falsehood there are two sins: the sin of being pleased with it and the sin of acting upon it.

2. Falsehood is the opposer of truth.
3. Falsehood is a deceptive beguiler.

3. الباطل غُرُورٌ خادعٌ.

4. Falsehood is the weakest supporter.

4. الباطل أضعُفُ نصير.

5. Falsehood [is like a mount that] makes its rider stumble.

5. الباطل يَزَلُّ براكِهِ.

6. Falsehoods hurl one into deviations.

6. الأباطِلُ مُوقِعةً في الأضَلالِ.

7. Collaborating in support of falsehood is vileness and treachery.

7. التُظافِرُ علَى نصر الباطل لُؤم وخيانة.

8. Oppose the one who opposes the truth for falsehood; and leave him and that which he has chosen for himself.

8. خالف من خالف الحق إلى غيره وذَعْه وَما رضَى لنفسه.

9. Seeking assistance in support of falsehood is a serious offence and an act of treachery.

9. طلَب التَعاون على نصر الباطل جنازة وخيانة.
10. One who helps falsehood has oppressed the truth.

11. How can one separate from falsehood when he has not attached [himself] to the truth?

12. Falsehood has a [fixed] circuit.

13. There is no joy in a flash of lightening for one who is immersed in darkness.

14. One who embarks on falsehood, regrets.

15. One whose falsehood increases, his truth will never be accepted.

16. One who rides on falsehood, his mount will destroy him.
17. One who embarks on falsehood, his feet will slip.

18. One whose goal is falsehood will not perceive the truth even if it is more manifest than the sun.

19. One who supports falsehood, regrets.

20. How ugly falsehood is!

21. The one who employs falsehood is chastised and condemned.

22. One who resorts to falsehood does not become powerful.

The Falsifier

1. The aim of the falsifier is [to cause] corruption.
The Stomach and the Private Parts

1. Protect your stomach and your private parts from what is forbidden.

2. Protect your stomach and your private parts, for in these two lie your trials [and afflictions].

3. A man’s stomach is his enemy.

4. How far is goodness from the one whose efforts are [solely] for his stomach and private parts!

5. The most detested servant in the sight of Allah, the Glorified, is the one whose concern (and effort) is [solely] for his stomach and his private parts.

Early rising
1. Wake up early [in the morning] for there is blessing in early rising; and consult each other, for success is in consultation.

Weeping

1. Weeping out of fear of Allah, because of being far from Allah, is the worship of the cognizant.

2. Weeping out of the fear of Allah illuminates the heart and protects [one] from repetition of sin.

3. Weeping out of the fear of Allah is the key to [divine] mercy.

4. Weeping is the trait of the soft-hearted [and those who fear Allah].

5. By weeping out of the fear of Allah, sins get purified.

6. The weeping of a servant out of the fear of Allah clears away his sins.
7. Blessed is the one who is granted success in his worship and weeps because of his sins.

Countries and Homelands

1. The worst of countries is the country in which there is neither peace nor productivity.

2. The worst homelands are those in which the inhabitants are not safe.

3. There is no country (or city) that has a greater right over you than another; the best country is the one that bears you.

Eloquence

1. Eloquence is that which is easy on speech and light on reasoning.
2. Eloquence is to reply without hesitation and [to speak] correctly, without making mistakes.

3. Conciseness can be enough of an eloquence.

4. One who undertakes the rending and mending of speech has attained eloquence.

5. The tools of rhetoric are: an intelligent mind and an eloquent tongue.

6. Sometimes even the eloquent one is left speechless.

---

1. Meaning: eloquence is that which is easily spoken and easily understood.

Attention

1. One whose attention reduces is [taken unawares and] thrown down.
The Umayyads بنو أمية

1. While recalling the [rule of the] Umayyads (he said): It is the spittle from the deliciousness of [this temporary] life; they [shall] taste it for a short while and then spit it all out.

Quadrupeds and Predators البهائم والسَّبَاع

1. Verily the [only] concern of quadrupeds (i.e. animals with four legs) is their stomachs.

2. Indeed the [only] concern of predators is attacking other animals.

Fabricating Lies البَيْهَت

1. There is no shamelessness like fabricating lies.

The House of Allah بيت الله

1. Visiting the House of Allah is a safeguard against the torment of hellfire.
The Treasury

1. Verily this wealth is not for me or you, rather it belongs to the Muslims and [is] for obtaining their weapons [of defence]; so if you participate in their war [with them] then you are a partner in it, otherwise that which their hands have acquired cannot be for other than their [own] consumption.

Trade and Business with Allah

1. Do business with Allah and you will profit.

2. Whoever does business with Allah, profits.

3. One who carries out transactions without knowledge, falls into usury.
1. The merchant puts himself at risk [of doing something that is forbidden].

Earth

1. What a good purifier earth is!

Abandoning for the Sake of Allah

1. One who abandons something for the sake of Allah, the Glorified, is granted something better than it by Allah.

Repentance and Returning (To Allah)

1. Repentance is heartfelt regret, seeking forgiveness with the tongue, abandoning [the sin] with the limbs and a determination never to repeat it again.

2. Be careful not to make haste in sinning and to delay repentance, thereby making your punishment greater.
3. Is there no one who is repentant for his sins before his death comes?

4. Repentance is an eraser [of bad deeds].

5. One who confesses his sins [and feels regret] is repentant.


7. Sincere repentance cancels [one’s] sins.

8. Repentance purifies the hearts and washes away sins.

9. Through repentance, sins are purged.
10. Through repentance, sins are expiated.

11. The fruit of repentance is correcting the excesses of the self.

12. Sincere repentance erases misdeeds.

13. One who repents [with sincerity] has indeed returned [to Allah].

14. One who is granted repentance will not be deprived of its acceptance.

15. How devastating repentance is for the great crimes [one commits]!

16. There is no good in this world except for two [types of] people: the person who makes amends for the sins that he commits, through repentance, and the person who struggles against his lower-self in obedience to Allah, the Glorified.
17. The smallest [amount of] repentance and seeking forgiveness purges sins and repeated misdeeds.

18. It is by returning [to Allah] that forgiveness is gained.

Relying on Allah

1. The foundation of contentment is complete reliance on Allah.

2. Relying on Allah is the strongest hope.

Reward

1. Acquiring [divine] reward is the best achievement and coming close to Allah is the pinnacle of success.
2. Reward is gained in proportion to the difficulty endured.

3. There is no gain like divine reward.

4. There is no provision [for the Hereafter] like reward [for good deeds].

**Garments**

1. Raise your garment (i.e. do not let it be too long) for that is purer for you, safer for your heart and more long-lasting on you.

2. Wear that which neither makes you famous nor degrades you.

**Cowardice**

1. Be wary of cowardice for it is indeed disgraceful and [is] a deficiency.
1. Cowardice is an affliction and impuissance is feeble-mindedness.

2. Extreme cowardice stems from impuissance of the self and weakness of conviction.

3. The best striving is that which is accompanied by [divinely granted] success.

4. You must be diligent even if you are not assisted by [good] fortune.

5. One who is diligent becomes fortunate.

6. Striving has been linked to achievement.
5. One whose diligence becomes weaker, his opponent gets stronger.


7. One who employs diligence arrives at his goal.

8. One who strives with all his effort arrives at the core of his desired objective.

9. Striving is useless without accomplishment.

10. Striving is useless without [divinely given] success.

**Experience**

1. Experiences don’t end.
1. The experience does not contradict the reason of oneself in wisdom.

2. Experiences are beneficial knowledge.

3. Experience bears the fruit of learning.

4. The fruit of experience is making the right choice.

5. Preservation of experiences is the pinnacle of intelligence.

6. The best of what you have experienced is that which taught you a lesson.

7. In every experience there is an admonition.

8. Experiences suffice as educators.
9. One who experiences, increases in judiciousness.

10. One whose experiences increase, his negligence decreases.

11. One who consolidates the experiences [he has had] will be safe from danger.

12. One who discards experiences becomes blind to the consequences [of his actions].

13. Whoever preserves [and learns from his] experiences, his actions become correct.

14. One who lacks experience is [easily] deceived.
1. The experienced person is more proficient than a doctor [who is inexperienced].

Anxiety

1. Anxiety during hardship completes [and enhances] the calamity.

2. Anxiety during adversity is severer than the adversity itself.

3. The adversity is one, but if you become anxious it becomes twofold.

4. Adversity [endured] with patience is the better of the two adversities.

5. Anxiety does not ward off destiny, rather it blocks recompense.

6. Anxiety during adversity increases it whereas patience ends it.
7. Overcome anxiety with patience, for anxiety voids recompense and magnifies the calamity.

8. Anxiety is [a cause of] destruction.

9. Anxiety is one of the assistants of the [difficult] time.

10. Anxiety magnifies the calamity.

11. Anxiety is more exhausting than patience.

12. If you are [one who gets] anxious about all that has escaped from your hands, then be anxious about what has not reached you.

13. With excessive anxiety, the calamity is magnified.
14. Counter anxiety with patience.

15. There is no recompense with anxiety.

16. Whoever becomes anxious, his adversity increases.

17. One who is overcome by anxiety is deprived of the merit of patience.

18. One who becomes anxious has tormented himself, neglected the command of Allah, the Glorified, and sold off his reward.

19. Do not get anxious in the [face of] little that you dislike for it will put you in a lot of what you dislike.

20. Patience and anxiety do not go together.
Requital and Reward
المجازاة والجزاء

1. One who believes in [divine] requital does not choose [to do] anything but good.

2. One who is certain about requital does not choose [to do] anything but good.

3. The reward is proportionate to the tribulation [endured].

4. The grant [of reward] from Allah is proportionate to the [sincerity of] intention.

5. One who is not certain of the recompense [for actions], doubt has corrupted his certitude.

6. Never make haste in reacting harshly and never be quick to punish when there is an alternative, for this causes depletion of the faith and brings closer the transformations [of blessing into calamity].
7. The quickest punishment is the punishment for transgression.

8. Verily Allah, the Glorified, has ordained punishment for committing sins against Him in order to save His servants from His chastisement.

9. The punishment of noble ones is better than the forgiveness of the vile ones.

10. The punishment of the hot tempered, spiteful and jealous people starts from [within] themselves.

11. The punishment of the intelligent is [in the form of] insinuation.

12. The punishment of the ignorant is [in the form of open] declaration.

13. There is no protector for one who is sought by Allah [for punishment].
14. Whoever punishes the one who is apologetic has committed a grave injustice.

15. One who punishes [a person] for [having committed] an offence has no merit.  

16. Not every sinner deserves to be punished.

17. How repulsive is punishment [that is meted out] despite apology.

1. Rather, the merit is in forgiving.

The Body

1. Serving the body is granting it whatever it seeks of pleasures and desires and what it covets, but in [all] this is the destruction of the soul.

2. Physical health is one of the most wholesome bounties.
3. How can one be deceived by the health of a body that is prone to malady?

**Antipathy**

1. Beware of antipathy, for it corrupts brotherhood and makes one despised by Allah and the people.

2. Antipathy is a disgrace and sinning is [a cause of] destruction.

3. Antipathy spoils brotherhood.

**Loftiness**

1. When acts of kindness increase and forbearance becomes strong, loftiness is attained.
Intercourse

1. He (‘a) was asked about intercourse, so he said: [It is] shame that is lifted, loins that are joined and the closest thing to insanity. Persistence in it makes one senile and revival from it brings regret. When lawful, its fruit is a son who, if he lives, subjects [one] to trial and if he dies, causes sadness.

Beauty

1. External beauty is [in possessing] good looks.

2. Internal beauty is [in possessing] a good heart.

3. The beauty of a man is his clemency.

4. The beauty of a man is dignity.

5. Beauty of the freeman is [in] keeping away from dishonour.
6. The purity of beauty is [in] chastity.

The Beautiful

1. One whose beautiful actions increase, the people unite in elevating him.

1. من كثر جميلته أجمع الناس على تفضيله.

Grooming

1. Grooming oneself is an apparent [form of] magnanimity.

1. التجميل مروءة ظاهرة.

2. Self-grooming is a characteristic of the believers.

Moderation

1. Not everyone who is moderate in seeking [his livelihood] is deprived.

1. ليس كل جميل محرور.
1. Paradise is the best place of return and hellfire is the worst place of residence.

2. Indeed, I have not seen any place whose seeker is in slumber like Paradise and any place whose fleer is in slumber like hellfire.

3. Verily the people of Paradise constitute all the believers who are easygoing and gentle.

4. Verily Allah, the Exalted, makes whomever He wishes, from those of his servants who posses sincere intentions and righteous hearts, enter Paradise.

5. Paradise is the abode of peace.

6. If you must be desirous of something, then be desirous of a Paradise, the span of which covers the heavens and the earth.
7. Paradise is the reward of the obedient.

8. Paradise is the abode of the pious.

9. Paradise is the goal of the foremost [in righteousness].

10. Paradise is the most excellent goal.

11. Paradise is the returning place of the victorious.

12. Paradise is the reward of every righteous believer.

13. Paradise is attained through keeping away from sins.
14. Verily you will not enter Paradise until you restrain yourself from misdeeds and stop [committing them]; and deter yourself from sins and desist [from them].

١٤- إنْكَ لَنْ تَلْجَ الجَنَّةَ حَتَّى تَزَدْجِرْ عَنْ عَيْكَ، وَتَنْتَهَيْ، وَتَرْتَدِعْ عَنْ مَعَاصِيكَ، وَتَرْعَوِيْ.

15. If you believe in Allah and abstain from what He has forbidden, He will put you in the Abode of Peace, and if you please Him, He will cover you with [divine] favour.

١٥- إِذَا آمَنتَ بِاللهِ وَاتَّقَيْتَ مَحَارِمَهُ أَحَلَّكَ دَارُ الأَمَانُ، وَإِذَا أَرْضَيْتَهُ تَغْمَدُكَ بِالرُّضَوَانِ.

16. The price of Paradise is good deeds.

١٦- ثَمَّنُ الْجَنَّةِ الْعَمَلُ الصَّالِحُ.

17. The price of Paradise is renunciation of the [pleasures of this] world.

١٧- ثَمَّنُ الْجَنَّةِ الزَّهْدُ فِي الدُّنْيَا.

18. The chiefs of the people of Paradise are the generous and the pious.

١٨- سَادَةُ أُهُلِ الْجَنَّةِ الأَسْحَبِياءُ، وَالمُنَقُّونُ.

19. The chiefs of the people of Paradise are the sincere ones.
20. The chiefs of the people of Paradise are the God-fearing and the virtuous.

21. Seeking Paradise without good deeds is foolishness.

22. Paradise is not achieved [simply] by wishing for it.

23. Neither a swindler nor one who put others under obligation, will enter Paradise.

24. None will be victorious in attaining Paradise except one whose heart is good and intention sincere.

25. Every bliss other than Paradise is derisory.

26. None will be victorious in attaining Paradise except the one who works hard for it.
27. None shall attain Paradise except the one who struggles against his [lower] self.

28. One who yearns for Paradise forgets his [worldly] desires.

29. Paradise is attained through abstaining from sins.

30. One who shuns what is forbidden shall attain Paradise.

31. How impossible! Allah cannot be cheated of His Paradise, and none can attain what is with Him except by His pleasure.

32. The delegation that enters Paradise is constantly showered with blessings.

33. Those who enter Paradise are in perpetual bliss.
Generosity

1. Generosity for the sake of Allah is the worship of those who are close [to Allah].

2. Generosity without fear or hope of recompense is true generosity.

3. Give generously and you will be honoured.

4. The most generous of you is the one who will gain the most.

5. The most excellent of noble traits is generosity.

6. The best generosity is to forgive after gaining the upper hand.
7. The greatest generosity is being open-handed with whatever is available.

8. The greatest generosity is delivering the rights to their [rightful] owners.

9. The greatest generosity is giving despite [facing] hard times.

10. Generosity is [true] leadership, sovereignty is [only] administration.

11. Generosity is a present honour.

12. Generosity is the protector of honour.

13. The bane of generosity is poverty.
14. The bane of generosity is wastefulness.

15. Through generosity, authority is acquired.


17. Through generosity, men gain authority.

18. Through generosity, distinction is established and praise is acquired.

19. Be generous with whatever you have, [and] you will be praised.

20. Be generous and you will gain authority; be patient and you will be triumphant.
21. The generosity of the poor is the best generosity.

22. Be generous with what is available, fulfil your promises and be loyal with the trusts [that have been entrusted to you].

23. The generosity of a poor person dignifies him and the stinginess of a rich person debases him.

24. Be generous with that which perishes and you will be compensated for it with that which lasts.

25. Be generous for the sake of Allah and struggle against your selves in obedience to Him, He will [in return] magnify your reward and increase His favour upon you.

26. Generosity is the practice of the honourable.

27. The highest extent of generosity is giving [from] whatever is available.
28. One who is open-handed does good to others.

29. One who is generous gains authority.

30. One who does not show generosity is not praised.

31. How excellent is generosity when in straitened circumstances!

32. One who does not give generously while he is praised has to give away while he is dispraised.

33. One who does not give generously does not gain authority.

34. The generosity of a man endears him to his rivals and his stinginess makes him hated by his [own] children.
The Generous  الجواد

1. The generous person is loved and praised, even if nothing of his generosity reaches his praiser, and the stingy person is the opposite of this.

2. The one who is generous is praised in this world and felicitous in the Hereafter.

3. Verily the masters of the people of this world (and the Hereafter) are the generous.

4. Be generous with the truth and miserly with falsehood.

5. Be [either] selflessly generous or moderate in giving but do not be from the third kind (i.e. the misers).

Proximity to Allah  جار الله وجواره
1. One who is close to Allah is safe, while [one who is] His enemy is frightened.

2. Proximity to Allah is granted to those who obey Him and keep away from disobedience to Him.

Neighbours

1. The worst of neighbours is the wicked neighbour.

2. A wicked neighbour is the greatest adversity and the most serious tribulation.

3. Be a neighbour to one from whose evil you are safe and whose goodness does not turn away from you.

4. Ask about the neighbour before the house.

5. Being a bad neighbour and offending the virtuous are the worst forms of vileness.
5. سوء الجوار والإساءة إلى الأبرار من أعظم اللوم.

6. One who is neighbourly gets many neighbours.

6- من حسن جواره كثير جيرانه.

7. One who is good to his neighbours gets many helpers.

7- من أحسن إلى جيرانه كثير خدمه.

8. Taking care of one’s neighbour is an act of magnanimity.

8- من المرؤوه تعهد الجيران.

Hunger

1. Hunger is better than the humiliation of subjugation.

1- الجوع خير من ذل الخضوع.

2. Keeping oneself hungry is the most beneficial cure, whereas eating to one’s fill increases maladies.

2- التجوع أنفع الدواء، الشبع يكثف الأدواء.

3. Hunger is better than subjugation.

3- الجوع خير من الخضوع.
4. Complement your food with hunger and discipline yourself with contentment.

5. The best condiment is hunger.

6. How good an assistant of piety hunger is!

7. How good an assistant in cutting down the [desires of the carnal] self and breaking its [bad] habits hunger is!

**High Rank**

1. The alms-tax of high rank [and power] is benefitting others with it.

2. One of the obligations of a person who possesses a high rank is to use it to grant the [needs of] one who seeks from him.
3. One who benefits others with his high rank makes himself praiseworthy.

Struggle (Jihad)

1. Whoever makes an effort to strive in obedience to Allah and His messenger, his soul shall be safe and sound [from the torments of the Hereafter] and his transaction will be profitable and gainful.

2. The first thing which you overcome through Jihad is through striving with your hands, then [if this is not possible] by your tongue, then [if this is not possible] with your hearts; and the one who neither supports good with his heart nor censures evil, is turned upside down (i.e. will face the wrath of Allah).

3. Struggling [in the way of Allah] is the pillar of faith and the path of the felicitous.

4. The doors of the heavens are opened for those who strive [in the way of Allah].

5. If the people who came before me complained about the injustice of their rulers, then today I complain about the injustice of my people; it is as if I am led and they are the leaders, [and] I am restrained and...
they are the restrainers.

5. إنَّ كَانَتِ الرَّعايا قَبْلَيْنَا تَشْكُوْنَ حَيْثُ رُعَايَتَهَا، فَإِنِّي الْيَوْمُ أُشْكُوْ حَيْثُ رُعِيتِي، كَأَنَّي المُقْفُودُ وَهُمُ الْقَادِهُ، وَالْمُرْعَزُ وَهُمُ الْوَزْعُ.

6. The reward for striving [in the way of Allah] is the greatest reward.

6. ثَوَابُ الجِهَادِ أَعْظَمُ الثَّوَابِ.

7. And [Allah has prescribed] Jihād as [a means of preserving the] honour of Islam.

7. وَالجِهَادُ عَزْرًا لِلإِسْلَامِ.

8. Strong determination and lavishness do not go together.

8. لَا تَجْمَعَ عَزْيَةٌ وَولِيَةٌ.

9. The purification of the body is [in] striving and fasting.

9. زَكُوةُ البِدْنِ الجِهَادُ والصِّيَامُ.

Struggling against the Self (Jihad an-Nafs)

1. Indeed Jihād is the price of Paradise, so the one who struggles against his self will acquire it, and this is the greatest reward of Allah for the one who is cognizant of it.

1. أَلَا وَإِنَّ الجِهَادُ تَمْنُونَ الجَنَّةَ، فَمَنْ جاهَدَ نَفسَهُ مَلْكَهَا، وَهُوَ أَكْرَمُ نَوَابٍ للهِ لِمَنْ عَرَفَهَا.
2. The best Ḥiṭḥād is the struggle of a man against his [carnal] soul.

3. The best Ḥiṭḥād is the struggle of the self against lustful desires, and its weaning away from the pleasures of this world.

4. The first thing that you disavow from Ḥiṭḥād is struggling against your selves.

5. The last things that you [should] lose are: the struggling against your selves and obedience to those who have authority among you.

6. Indeed the best Ḥiṭḥād is the struggle of a man against his [carnal] soul.

7. Verily struggling against the self restrains it from sins and protects it from destruction.

8. Verily the one who struggles with his [lower] self, in obedience to Allah and against disobedience to Him, has the status of a virtuous martyr in the sight of Allah.
9. Indeed the one who struggles against his [lower] self, overcomes his anger and is careful in obeying [the commandments of] Allah, is raised by Allah, the Glorified, to the status of the one who fasts by day and stands in prayer by night, and is granted the rank of the patient soldier [who fights in His way].

10. Verily if you struggle against your [lower] self you will obtain the pleasure of Allah.

11. The fruit of struggle [against the self] is overpowering the self.

12. Struggling against the self is the dowry for Paradise.

13. Struggling against vain desires is the price of Paradise.

14. Struggling against the self is the best Jihad.
15. Struggle against your [lower] self and seek repentance, you will be successful in the obedience of your Lord.

16. Struggle against your vain desires, overcome your anger and resist your bad habits, [by this] your soul will become pure, your intellect will become perfect and the reward of your Lord will be complete.

17. Fight against your [lower] self in obedience to Allah the way an enemy would fight his enemy, and overpower it the way a rival would overpower his opponent, for indeed the strongest person is the one who subdues his self.

18. Struggle against your [lower] self and call it to account the way a partner would hold his partner accountable, and demand from it the right of Allah the way an adversary would demand from his foe, for verily the most felicitous of people is the one who undertakes to hold his self to account.

19. Struggling against the [lower] self is the price of Paradise, so the one who struggles against it will acquire it, and this is the greatest reward of Allah for the one who is cognizant of it.
20. Struggling against the self with knowledge is a symbol of intelligence.

21. Fighting anger with forbearance is evidence of nobility.

22. The most excellent Jihād is struggling against the self.

23. The highest form of struggle is for a man to struggle against his self.

24. It is sufficient for you, in your struggle against your [lower] self, that you always prevail over it and fight its vain desires.

25. One who fights his [lower] self perfects his piety.
26. One who knows his self struggles against it.

27. One who does not struggle against his self will not achieve victory.

28. There is no struggle more worthy than struggling against the self.

29. Struggling against the self is a trait of the noble ones.

30. Struggling against the self is a symbol of nobility.

31. Struggling against the self is the best *Jihād*.

32. There is no *Jihād* like struggle against the self.
Ignorance

1. Ignorance and miserliness are bad and harmful.

2. Ignorance in a human being is more harmful than gangrene [is] to the body.

3. Ignorance is a balky mount; whoever rides it stumbles and whoever accompanies it is led astray.

4. Ignorance of merits is one of the grossest demerits.

5. The greatest calamity is ignorance.

6. The worst ailment is ignorance.

7. The greatest ignorance is the ignorance of a person about himself.
8. The greatest ignorance is making enmity with the powerful, befriending the immoral and trusting the traitor.

9. Ignorance is a curse.

10. Ignorance is [a form of] death.

11. People are enemies of that which they are ignorant of.

12. Ignorance is the most harmful foe.

13. Ignorance makes one stumble.

15. Ignorance is the [primary] source of evil.

16. Ignorance is an ailment and a chronic disease.

17. Ignorance attracts peril.

18. Ignorance is the root of all evil.

19. Ignorance is the worst disease.

20. Ignorance corrupts all matters.

21. Ignorance makes one stumble and brings regret.
22. Ignorance causes the living to die and perpetuates misery.

23. Verily you will not attain any goal by ignorance, nor will you achieve any goodness by means of it, nor will you realize any of your wishes in the Hereafter through it.

24. It is through ignorance that every evil is instigated.

25. Many an ignorance is better than forbearance (or knowledge).


27. Too much ignorance is destructive.

28. The worst affliction is ignorance.
29. Counter ignorance with knowledge.

30. The outcome of ignorance is loss; and the joy of the envious does not last.

31. The pinnacle of ignorance is for a person to brag about his ignorance.

32. Many a revered person has been humiliated by his ignorance.

33. Ignorance suffices as ignobility.

34. It suffices as ignorance for a person to be ignorant about himself.

35. It suffices as ignorance for a person to be pleased with himself.
36. It suffices as ignorance for a person to laugh without [a reason for] amusement.

37. It suffices as ignorance for a person to be ignorant of his limits [and standing in society].

38. It suffices as ignorance for a person to be ignorant of his flaw.

39. It suffices as ignorance for a person to be ignorant about his own faults and to malign people for that which he [himself] cannot turn away from.

40. It suffices as ignorance for a person to forbid people from that which he performs himself.

41. The language of ignorance is impoliteness.
42. One who gets uplifted by ignorance has opposed the intellect.

43. One who fights his ignorance with his knowledge succeeds with the most felicitous victory.

44. Being overcome by ignorance is one of the severest afflictions.

45. There is no poverty like ignorance.

46. With ignorance, no path is purified.

47. There is no poverty more severe than ignorance.

48. There is no abomination more disgraceful than ignorance.
49. There is no adversity more severe than ignorance.

50. The cornerstone of ignorance is animosity towards people.

The Ignorant and the Foolish

1. An ignorant person is never found to be anything but falling short or excessive.

2. Neither does an ignorant restrain himself [from wrongdoing] nor does he benefit from good advice.

3. An ignorant person is one who obeys his vain desires in disobedience to his Lord.

4. The ignorant person feels aversion towards that which the wise person feels at ease with.

5. The ignorant person does not understand the learned because he [himself] was never learned before.
6. An ignorant person does not recognize his failure and does not accept the [good] advice given to him.

7. An ignorant person relies on his hopes and is negligent in his actions.

8. The ignorant person is like a rock through which water does not gush forth, and a tree, the branches of which do not become green, and a ground upon which foliage is not found.

9. An ignorant person is [like the] dead among the living.

10. The most wretched of all people is the ignorant one.

11. An unremorseful sinner is the most ignorant person.
12. The most ignorant person is one who is deceived by the praise of a flatterer who makes the ugly look appealing to him and makes him hate the [sincere] adviser.

13. The most hated creature in the sight of Allah is the ignorant person, because He deprived him of what He bestowed on His creation, and that is intellect.

14. Verily the ignorant is one whose ignorance leads astray and whose vain desires entice [towards evil]; so his speech is unhealthy and his action is blameworthy.

15. The ignorant one is perplexed.

16. The ignorant person inclines towards the one who is like him.

17. Man is an enemy of that which he is ignorant of.
18. The ignorant one does not restrain himself [from evil].

19. An ignorant person is a slave to his passions.

20. The ignorant person does not desist [from sinning].

21. An ignorant person seeks to raise himself but ends up abasing himself.

22. The ignorant person is one who is ignorant of his own capability.

23. An ignorant person is dead, even when he is alive.

24. The correctness of an ignorant person is like the mistake of a learned person (i.e. it happens rarely).
25. The ignorant person is deceived by [false] claims.

26. The ignorant person is one who is ignorant about his [own] affair.

27. The ignorant person is one who is deceived by his vain desires and his arrogance.

28. An ignorant person is one who takes his sincere advisor to be a deceiver.

29. When the ignorant one becomes stingy (or denies), he obtains [wealth] and when he obtains [wealth] (or professes belief in one God), he apostatizes.

30. Indeed the ignorant person is one who is enslaved by [worldly] pursuits.

31. When an ignorant person grows older, his ignorance rises.
32. The wealth of an ignorant person is in his worldly possessions and his hopes.

33. The reign of an ignorant person is like a stranger who [soon] moves to another place.

34. Many an ignorant person is saved by his ignorance.

35. The slip-ups of an ignorant person are excusable.


37. The worst person you can accompany is an ignorant one.

38. The correct [action] of an ignorant person is like the slip-up of an intelligent person.
39. The lost item of the ignorant person cannot be found.

39. ضَالَّةُ الْجَاهِلِ غَيْرُ مَوْجُودٍ.

40. Obedience to the foolish is a sign of ignorance.

40. طَاعَةُ الْجَهْوُلِ تَدْلِعُ عَلَى الْجَهْلِ.

41. Obedience to the foolish and being excessive [in speech or action] are two signs of ignorance.

41. طَاعَةُ الْجَهْوُلِ، وَكَثِيرَةُ الْفَضْؤُلِ تَدْلَانِ عَلَى الْجَهْلِ.

42. The habit of the inexperienced [and ignorant] ones is to cut off the elements of favour.

42. عَادَةُ الأَعْمَارِ قَطَعُ مَوَادُ الإِحْسَانِ.

43. The wealth of an ignorant person is in his worldly possessions.

43. غَنِى الْجَاهِل بِمَالِهِ.

44. The ignorant one is deceived by futile absurdities.

44. غُرُورُ الْجَاهِل بِمَجَالَاتِ الْبَاطِلِ.

45. Every ignorant person is prone to temptation.
46. For the ignorant there is loss in every situation.

47. One who is ignorant is disregarded [by others].

48. When one is ignorant, his consideration is reduced.

49. One who is ignorant of [a branch of] knowledge is hostile towards it.

50. One who does not know where he is placing his foot, trips.

51. One who is ignorant makes many blunders.

52. One who is ignorant becomes self-conceited; and his ‘today’ is worse than his ‘yesterday’.
53. It is from the nature of the ignorant to get angry quickly, in every situation.

54. No one antagonizes the learned like the ignorant [do].

55. Woe be to the one who persists in his ignorance and blessed is the one who realizes [his mistake] and finds the right course.

56. There is no independence for an ignorant person.

57. The ignorant one is not seen to be anything but immoderate (or excessive).

58. Nothing restrains the foolish except the edge of a sword.

59. Disobey the ignorant and you will be safe.
1. Or, if taken in the context of Q68:6: Every ignorant person is demented.

Hellfire

1. Hell is sufficient as a punishment.

2. He (‘a) said in his description of hell: [It is] a fire whose burning is intense, its roar is loud, its flames are rising, its blaze is incinerating, its groans are terrifying, its abatement is remote, its fuel is igniting, [and] its horrors are terrifying.

3. He (‘a) said while describing hell: Its inmate cannot leave, its prisoner cannot be released by ransom and its shackles cannot be broken. This abode has no fixed age so that it may perish, nor is there a lifespan for its inmates that they may pass away.

4. Verily all disbelieving schemers are inmates of the fire.

5. He (‘a) also said in his description of hellfire: Its pits are engulfed [with fire], its sides are pitch-dark, its vessels are scorching hot and everything about it is horrid.
6. None will be saved from the fire of hell except the one who abandons its actions (i.e. the actions that lead to it).

7. This tender skin does not have the tolerance to withstand the fire [of hell].

8. One who is afraid of hellfire keeps away from that which has been forbidden.

9. The inmates of hell are eternally tormented.

10. The one who enters hellfire is forever wretched.

11. The fuel of hellfire on the Day of Judgment will comprise of every rich person who was miserly towards the poor with his wealth and every learned scholar who sold his Hereafter for the world.
12. Be wary of the fire whose heat is intense, whose pit is deep and whose ornaments are made of [molten] iron.

13. Be wary of the fire whose tumultuous blaze is ready, its flames are intense and its torment is forever renewed.

14. Hellfire is the final end of the extremists.

Lovers of the Ahlulbayt

1. Whoever loves us with his heart, supports us with his speech and fights our enemies with his sword, then he will be with us in Paradise at our stage.

2. Whoever loves us with his heart and supports us with his speech but does not fight alongside us with his hand, then he will be in Paradise but not at our stage.
3. Whoever loves us with his heart but pretends to hate us with his tongue will go to Paradise.

4. He who loves us should emulate our actions and clothe himself with piety.

5. One who loves us should prepare to be covered with afflictions.

6. One who befriends us should have a thick skin for tribulations [that will befall him].

7. Two types of people are destroyed because of me: the fanatic lover and the extreme hater.

8. If a mountain loved me, it would crumble.

**The Beloved**

1. Losing a loved one leads to forlornness.
2. One who loves you forbids you [from evil].

3. One who loves something speaks about it constantly.

4. Indeed only he who does not flatter you loves you, and only he who does not let you hear [his praise] praises you.

5. Let the most beloved person to you and the one who has the greatest status in your eyes be the one who strives hardest in benefiting people.

6. Let the most beloved person to you be the compassionate adviser.

Evidence

1. The strength of the authority of evidence is stronger than the strength of the authority of force.
The Proof (of Allah)

1. Allah, the Glorified, never leaves His servants without a necessary proof or an established, clear path.

2. Allah, the Glorified, does not leave His creation unheeded, nor does He neglect their affairs.

3. Allah, the Glorified, never lets His servants remain without a divinely appointed Prophet or a revealed book [to guide them].

The Disproved

1. One who is disproved has no right.

The One who Presents an Argument

1. The one who presents a strong argument may get support.
2. One who argues by truth, succeeds.

The Hajj

1. The Hajj is a means of strengthening the religion.

Rage

1. Rage is a bout of insanity because its possessor regrets [afterwards], but if he does not feel regret, then his insanity is firmly established.

2. Repel [your] rage, think about the proof and protect yourself from nonsense – you will be safe from slip-ups.

The Cautious

1. One who is overly cautious may be destroyed.
2. Harm comes to the cautious one from his [own] place of security.

The Warner

1. One who warns you is like the one who brings you glad tidings.

War, Soldiers and Armies

1. Soldiers [who fight for Islam] are the glory of religion and the bastions of [its] leaders.

2. Fleeing at the right moment is equivalent to victory in its time.

3. Soldiers are defenders of the people.

4. The bane of an army is opposing its commanders.
5. One who abandons his army has helped his adversaries.

6. Cast down your gaze in battles, for this will make you calmer and cause your hearts to be more tranquil.

7. Put the armoured man forward and the unarmoured one behind, and grit your teeth because this will make the swords skip off the skulls.

8. He who is frightened by what is in front of him retreats [and flees].

9. Defend [yourselves] with the edge of blades, charge forward [against the enemy] with your swords, give up your lives [for the sake of Allah] and walk towards death with calm.

10. By the one who splits the seed and creates the human being! They did not accept Islam, rather they succumbed to it [to remain safe] and hid their disbelief; and when they found supporters for it, they
brought forth in the open that which they had hidden and made manifest that which they had concealed.

11. I swear by Allah! Even if you run away from the sword of this transitory world you will not be safe from the swords of the Hereafter. You are the foremost among the Arabs and the greatest figures [of the community], so be ashamed of fleeing [from the battlefield], for certainly in it is a covering of disgrace and [a cause of] entry into hellfire.

12. Do not fight against the one who seeks refuge in religion, for one who combats religion is ruined.

13. Do not combat the one who seeks the support of truth, for the one who fights the truth is [always] defeated.

14. Never seek to challenge anyone in combat, but if you are challenged, then respond; for the one who seeks it is an aggressor, and the aggressor is struck down.
15. Do not let the fleeing which is followed by return and the retreat that is followed by attack bear down on you. Give the swords their due right and prepare a place for the fallen [soldiers]. Embolden yourselves to charge with intensity and strike with full force, and silence the voices, as this dispels cowardice.

16. Keep on enduring and remain firm, until the pillar of truth illuminates upon you while you have the upper hand, and Allah is with you, and never will He stint [the reward of] your deeds.

17. Defend your religion with the edge of blades, charge forward [against the enemy] with your swords and seek the help of Allah you will gain victory and [His] assistance.

18. Give up your lives [for the sake of Allah] willingly and walk towards death with ease.

19. The survivors of war grow larger in number and have more children.

20. Many a war is more beneficial than peace.
20. رَبَّ حَرَّب أَعُوُّد مِنَ السَّلَمِ.

21. Sometimes you may be attacked from within your sanctuary.

21. رَبِّما أَتَيْت مِن مَّأْمَنَكِ.

22. The best of arsenals is seeking support [from Allah].

22. أَفْضَلُ العَدَدِ الإِسْتِطْهَارُ.

23. Verily in fleeing [from the battlefield] there is the wrath of Allah, the Glorified, persistent disgrace and lasting shame; and certainly one who flees does not prolong his life, nor does he delay his day [of death].

23. إنَّ فِي الفَرَارِ مَوْجَدَةُ اللَّهِ سُبْحَانَهُ، وَالذِّلِّ اللَّازِمَ، وَالعَارِ الدَّائِمَ، وَإِنَّ الفَارِ عَيْبٌ مَزِيدٌ فِي عُمْرِهِ، وَلَا مَوْخَرٌ عَن يَوْمِهِ.

24. Your intellects have decreased and your judgments have become fatuous. You are thus targets for the archer, morsels for the eater and easy prey for the hunter.

24. خَفَت عُفُوُّكُمْ، وسَفِهَت حُلُومُكُمْ، فَأَتَت مَعَ عِرْضٍ لِنَائِلٍ (عِرْضٍ لِنَائِلٍ)، وَأَكْلَةٌ لَآكِلٍ، وَفَرِيسَةً لِصَائِلٍ.

25. Keep returning to fight and be ashamed of fleeing [from the battlefield], for it is a disgrace for the progenies and [a cause of entry into] hellfire on the Day of Reckoning.

25. عَارُوا الْكَرْ، وَعَارُوا مِن الفَرَارِ، فَإِنْ عَارُ فِي الأَعْقَابِ، وَنَارٍ يَوْمِ الحِسَابِ.

26. Grit your back teeth, for this makes the swords skip off the skull.
26. عَضَّوا عَلَى النَّواجِدِ، فَإِنَّهُ أَنْبَا لِلْسَيُوُفِ عَنِ الْهَامِ.

27. Fleeing [from the battle field] is one of the two humiliations.

27. الْفِرَارُ أَحَدُ الدُّلْيَينِ

28. Be ashamed of fleeing [from battle], for it is a disgrace for the progenies and [a cause of entry into] hellfire on the Day of Reckoning.

28. إِسْتَحْيَا مِنَ الْفِرَارِ، فَإِنَّهُ عَارٌ فِي الأَعْقَابِ، وَنَارُ يَوْمَ الْحِسَابِ

29. Twist the sides of the spears [while attacking], for this makes the spearheads move with more force.

29. التَّحْوُوا فِي أَطْرَافِ الرِّماحِ فَإِنَّهُ أَمْوَى لِلسَّنَةِ

1. Indicating seriousness in battle.

Waging War

المحاربة

1. One who opposes Allah is crushed.

1. مَنْ عَانَدَ اللَّهَ فَصِبِّمَ

2. One who fights against Allah is ruined.

2. مَنْ حَارَبَ اللَّهَ حُرِّبَ

3. Indeed, if you fight against Allah, you will be defeated and destroyed.

3. إِنَّمَا حَارَبَ اللَّهُ، فَأَلْبَسْتُهُ الْخَاتِمَةَ
4. One who fights against the people will be fought and one who considers himself to be safe from plunder will be plundered.

Freedom and the Free

1. The freeman is free even if hardship befalls him.

2. Liberty is free of malice and deception.

3. Sometimes the free man may be treated unjustly.

4. The free man will never become enslaved until distress is removed from him.

5. There is no reward for the free except honour [and respect].
6. Do not be a slave to others while Allah, the Glorified, has made you free, for that which is good is never achieved except by overcoming evil, and ease is never acquired except through difficulty.

The Careful

1. One who is [overly] careful [not to put himself in any harm] is thrown [into it].

2. One whose carefulness increases, his unseen [future] becomes sound.

Greed

1. Greed is a disgrace and a humiliation for the one who espouses it.

2. Greed is the cornerstone of poverty and the foundation of evil.

3. Greed is one of the two miseries.
4. Greed, gluttony and stinginess are the result of ignorance.

5. Greed does not increase sustenance, rather it debases one’s status.

6. Take revenge on your greed through contentment, just as you would avenge your enemy by retaliation.

7. Be cautious of greed, for its possessor is subject to humiliation and suffering.

8. Be wary of greed, for it is a disgrace to the religion and the worst companion.

9. Verily in greed there is suffering.

10. Greed is the riding mount of hardship.
11. Greed is a sign of penury.

12. Greed has blameworthy consequences.

13. Greed is a symbol of the wretched.

14. Greed is [a trait that leads to] disgrace and suffering.

15. Greed corrupts conviction.


17. Greed is [a trait that results in] endless suffering.
18. Greed degrades magnanimity.

19. Greed leads to many flaws (or great sins).

20. Greed and gluttony earn wretchedness and humiliation.

21. Greed diminishes the status of a man and does not increase his sustenance.

22. Verily you cannot outrun your death, nor acquire that which is not for you, so why do you debase yourself O wretched one?! 

23. It is through greed that hardship comes about.
24. The worst companion is greed.

25. The fruit of greed is hardship.

26. The fruit of greed is anguish.

27. Shunning greed severs gluttony and cupidity.

28. Intense greed comes from strong gluttony and weakness of faith.

29. Counter greed with contentment.

30. Yielding to greed corrupts certitude.
31. It is on doubt and lack of trust in Allah that greed and avarice are based.

32. The slave of greed is eternally wretched.

33. In greed there is hardship.

34. In greed there is misery and anguish.

35. Greed has been paired up with hardship.

36. Greed [is a mount that] kills its rider.

37. Reduce your greed and remain [satisfied] with what has been allocated to you of your sustenance, [by this] you will protect your faith.
38. How can there be relief from the suffering of greed for one who has not truly trusted [in Allah]?

39. Too much greed makes its possessor miserable and abases him.

40. Not everyone who seeks, finds and not everyone who turns away, loses.

41. One who is greedy becomes wretched and undergoes hardship.

42. One whose greed increases, his status is lowered.

43. One who clothes himself with greed becomes poverty-stricken.

44. One whose greed increases, his certitude decreases.
45. One who is overcome by greed faces great humiliation.

46. Nothing debases the self like greed and nothing disgraces [one’s] honour like stinginess.

47. How much agony is brought about by greed!

48. One who acts greedily is wretched and dispraised.

49. Do not let greed overpower your patience.

50. There is no [good] health with gluttony.

51. A little greed leads to a lot of cupidity.
The Greedy

1. The one who is greedy is poor, even if he owns the whole world in its entirety.

2. The greedy one is [always] weary.

3. The greedy one is never satisfied.

4. The greedy person is a slave to [his] desires.

5. The greedy person toils for that which will harm him.

6. The glutton is never satisfied.

7. The greedy one is a prisoner of disgrace, never to be freed from his prison.
8. If you are greedy in your desire for that which has been guaranteed to you (i.e. your sustenance) then 
be avid in performing that which has been made incumbent upon you.

9. Many a greedy person has been killed by his greed.

10. I wonder at the one who knows that Allah has guaranteed sustenance and allotted it, and that his 
effort will not increase what has [already] been allotted for him of it, yet he is greedy and unrelenting in 
his desire for [more] wealth.

11. Every greedy person is needy.

12. Many a greedy person has been frustrated and many a contented person has not been disappointed!

13. There is no adequacy for a greedy person.
14. One who acts greedily is not bereft of indignity.

15. One whose greed increases, his wretchedness [also] increases.

16. One for whom greed of worldly possessions is coupled with stinginess has held fast to the two pillars of ignobility.

17. A greedy person has no shame.

18. A greedy person is never found relaxing.

19. Nothing makes one amass wealth except greed, and the greedy is wretched and dispraised.

Vocation

1. The vocation [one undertakes] is based on the extent of deprivation.
2. A [simple] vocation with modesty is better than affluence with immorality.

1. Another meaning could be: To the extent of deprivation there is reward.

The Prohibited

1. The prohibited is illicit.

Deprivation and Frustration

1. Deprivation is abandonment.

2. I wonder at the person who hopes for favour from the one who is above him, how can he deprive the one who is below him [of his own favour]?

3. The anguish of deprivation will not be calmed until acquisition is realized.
4. Do not deprive the distressed even if he is extravagant.

5. Do not frustrate the needy even if he insists [for more].

The Party of Allah

1. Would you like to be among the victorious party of Allah? [Then] fear Allah, the Glorified, and be righteous in all your affairs, for surely Allah is with those who guard [against evil] and those who go good [to others].

Judiciousness

1. Judiciousness means enduring agony until the opportunity [to react] avails itself.

2. The last sources of self-preservation are the first points of caution.

3. Judiciousness is considering the consequences [of actions] and consulting the wise.
4. Indeed, the one who gets involved in matters without thinking about the consequences is vulnerable to grave calamities.

5. The root of determination is judiciousness, and its fruit is victory.

6. Judiciousness is a provision and negligence is a loss.

7. Judiciousness is a skill.

8. Judiciousness is [having] the most pertinent of views.

9. Judiciousness is preserving the [lessons learned through] experience.
10. Judiciousness is [achieved] through weighing the opinions thoroughly.

11. Judiciousness is being extremely cautious.

12. Views are many but foresight is little.

13. Judiciousness is safeguarding that which you have been charged with and leaving that which has been guaranteed for you.


15. Verily judiciousness is only in obedience to Allah and disobedience to the [lower] self.

16. The bane of judiciousness is losing the matter.
17. When judiciousness is coupled with determination, felicity becomes complete.

18. The fruit of judiciousness is wellbeing.

19. Act with judiciousness and cling to knowledge your results will be praiseworthy.

20. The end result of judiciousness is precaution.

21. The perfection of judiciousness is seeking to reform [one’s] opponents and being amicable with [one’s] enemies.

22. One who opposes judiciousness is destroyed.

23. One who acts judiciously is cautious.
24. One who fails to act with judiciousness is reckless.

25. One whose judiciousness is reduced, his determination is weakened.

26. One who is not pushed forward by judiciousness is held back by impuissance.

27. From judiciousness comes strong determination.

28. From judiciousness comes preparedness and readiness.

29. Preserving [the lessons learnt from] experience is from judiciousness.

30. Genuine determination comes from judiciousness.
31. Stopping [and assessing the situation] when faced with doubt is part of judiciousness.

32. From the excellence of judiciousness is being prepared to move and being ready to travel [from this world to the next].

The Judicious

1. The judicious person is one who does not get too preoccupied with the blessing [he has been given] to work for his afterlife.

2. The judicious person is one who is generous with what he has in his possession and does not postpone his work of today to tomorrow.

3. The judicious person is one who is not too preoccupied with the deceptions of his world to work for his Hereafter.

4. The judicious person is one who is amicable with [the people of] his time.
5. The judicious person is one who has been made worldly-wise by experience and refined by calamities.

6. The judicious person is one who gives thanks for blessings that come to him and is patient and thinks no more of it when the blessings turn away or turn back from him.

7. The judicious person is one who delays meting out punishment when [he is] under the yoke of anger and expedites the repayment of favours by taking advantage of the available opportunity.

8. The most judicious of you is the most abstemious of you [from worldly pleasures].

9. The most judicious of all people is one who deems his worldly affairs to be unimportant.

10. The most judicious of people is the one who presumes his inability despite having numerous supporters.
11. The most judicious of people is the one whose inner and outer garments are patience and consideration of the consequences [of his actions].

12. The most judicious of people is the one who fulfils his promise and does not postpone his work of today to tomorrow.

13. Indeed the judicious person is one who does not get beguiled by deceptions.

14. Verily the judicious person is one who occupies himself with struggling against his [lower] self, thereby rectifying it and preventing it from indulging in its vain desires and pleasures, thus he attains mastery over it; and verily for the intelligent one there is a preoccupation in keeping himself away from [that which is impermissible of] this world, its contents and its people.

15. Verily the judicious person is one who restrains his [lower] self by taking it to account, and controls it with rage (or by overcoming it), and kills it by fighting against it.

16. The judicious one is alert, the negligent one is sleepy.
17. The judicious person is one who does not harm others.

18. The judicious person is one who discards [excessive] expenses and luxuries.

19. The judicious person is one who abandons this world for the sake of the Hereafter.

20. The judicious is one who eschews extravagance and loathes waste.

21. Only he is judicious whose preoccupation is entirely with himself, whose concern is entirely for his religion, and whose struggle is entirely for his Hereafter.

22. Many a young person is more judicious than an old person.

23. The weapon of a judicious person is precaution.
24. In every action of the judicious person, there is merit.

25. The intellect of the judicious one acts as a deterrent from every demerit.

26. The judicious one does not become perplexed in times of adversity.

27. He who does not give generously from what he has and does not advance (or save) his work of today for his morrow is not a judicious person.

28. The judicious person never dispenses with a pertinent and superior opinion.

---

1. Meaning that he does not work in this world for his Hereafter.

Grief for what has been Lost

1. Do not grieve for that which is lost.
The Reckoning

1. The reckoning is before the punishment and the reward is after the reckoning.

High Regard

1. There is no beauty like high regard.

Jealousy

1. Jealousy is one of the two torments.

2. Jealousy is the viler of the two depravities.

3. Jealousy is an incurable disease, it does not end except by the destruction of the envier or the death of the envied.
3. Al-husad' dā' ēyā, la-izzūl ʾila biḥlīk al-ḥāsād, ʾaī mawt al-maḥsūd.

4. Jealousy eats away good deeds just like fire consumes firewood.

5. Jealousy is a shameful flaw and a gross deficiency; one who possesses it is not cured except by realizing his hopes about the one whom he envies.

6. Be cautious of jealousy, for it disparages the self.

7. Be wary of jealousy for it is the worst quality, the ugliest attribute and the trait of the Devil.

8. Jealousy is stressful.

9. Jealousy is the worst of diseases.
10. Jealousy is imprisonment of the soul.

11. Jealousy is the principal of [all] flaws.


13. Jealousy emaciates (and exhausts) the body.

14. Jealousy melts away the body.

15. Jealousy gives rise to depression.

16. Jealousy is the great trap of the Devil.
17. Jealousy is an ailment that cannot be cured.

18. Jealousy is the habitude of the vile ones and the enemies of fortunes.

19. When jealousy between the people rains, corruption grows.

20. The fruit of jealousy is wretchedness in this world and the Hereafter.

21. Shun jealousy, dishonesty and malice, for indeed these three [characteristics] disgrace the religion and destroy the person [who possesses them].

22. The cornerstone of [all] depravities is jealousy.

23. The cause of depression is jealousy.
24. The weapon of ignobility is jealousy.

25. The worst thing that can accompany a person is jealousy.

26. Purify your hearts of jealousy, for it is a depressing enfeeble.

27. Just as rust corrodes iron until it causes it to waste away, so too does jealousy corrode the body until it wears away.

28. Jealousy is not from the characteristics of the God-wary.

29. Jealousy towards a friend for the blessing [he has been endowed with] stems from low self-esteem.

30. Woe be to jealousy, how fair it is! It starts off with its companion and then kills him.
31. Do not be jealous of each other, for jealousy eats away the faith like fire consumes firewood; and do not have hatred for one another for this is severing [for the faith].

32. There is no malady like jealousy.

1. Or from weakness and lack of resolve

The Jealous

1. Happiness does not last for the jealous and the spiteful.

2. The jealous one is always ill and the miser is always abased.

3. The jealous one is always sick, even when his body is healthy.

4. The jealous person is always ill.
4. The jealous one is never cured.

5. The jealous one never gains authority.

6. The jealous one is angry at destiny.

7. The jealous one has many regrets and his sins are multiplied.

8. When blessings are openly displayed, the enviers increase.

9. I am amazed at the heedlessness of the jealous about the health of their bodies.

10. The jealous one has no friendship.
12. One whose jealousy increases, his depression becomes prolonged.

13. How little comfort the jealous person has!

14. Because of the favour of Allah upon you, do not be jealous.

15. There is no comfort for the jealous.

16. The jealous person will never be found happy.

17. A believer is never jealous.

18. No life is more miserable than the life of the jealous and the spiteful.
19. The jealous person is never pleased with the one whom he is jealous of except by [his] death or cessation of the blessing.

20. It is a consolation for you that the one who is jealous of you becomes furious when you are happy.

21. For the jealous one, there is no friendship.

22. For the jealous one, there is no cure.

23. The jealous person considers the cessation of a blessing from the person whom he envies to be a blessing upon himself.

24. It is amazing how heedless the jealous are of the health of the bodies!
25. The jealous person displays his affection in his words and hides his hatred in his actions; he has the title of a friend and the attribute of an enemy.

26. The jealous one is happy with disaster [befalling others] and saddened by [their] happiness.

27. Nothing cures the jealous one but cessation of the blessing.

The Envied

1. Every person of high rank is envied.

The Sword and the Steed

1. At times even a good steed may stumble.

2. At times the [sharp] sword becomes blunt.
1. Acquiring of good deeds is one of the best of earnings.

2. For every good deed there is recompense.

3. In every good deed there is reward.

4. Every good deed which is not done with the intention of seeking nearness to Allah, has the ugliness of ostentation in it and its fruit is an ugly requital.

1. Showing kindness to the enemy is one of the two triumphs.
2. Following up one favour with another favour is from the perfection of munificence.

3. Doing good is the nature of the righteous and doing evil is the nature of the wicked.

4. Benevolence from the wicked corrupts just as much as it reforms from the honourable.

5. If a righteous act is not nurtured, it wears away, just like worn out garments and dilapidated buildings.

6. Do good and you shall enthral.

7. Bestow goodness and you shall advance.

8. Do good and you will be thanked.

10. Give and you shall become capable (or be chosen).

11. Give generously and you shall gain authority.

12. Confer favours and you will be praised.

13. Extend your goodness and do no harm.

14. Be good [to others] and good will be done to you.

15. Be good to the evildoer and you will dominate him.
16. Bestow favours on the people and your status will increase.

17. Show kindness to whomever you wish and you will become his master.

18. Confer favours and you will be thanked, fear [Allah] and you will be feared [by the people] and do not crack [silly] jokes such that you are belittled.

19. Seize the opportunity to perform righteous deeds and be careful of your obligations towards your brothers.

20. Start by giving the one who has not asked you, and extend your favour to the one who has sought it, and be cautious never to turn away a beggar.

21. Donate your wealth generously towards righteous works and support your friend[s] with it, for indeed generosity is a more befitting trait for the free.

22. Do good to the one who is under your authority and the one under whose authority you are will do
22. أَحْسِنَ إِلَىٰ مَنْ تَمَلَّكْ رَقْبَهُ، يُحْسِنْ إِلَيْكَ مِنْ تَمَلَّكِ رَقْبِكَ.

23. The best faith is [that which is accompanied by] righteousness.

24. The best favours are those that correspond with divinely ordained laws.

25. The best act is that which benefits the pious ones.

26. The best act is that which benefits those who are deserving of it.

27. The merit of a righteous action is better than the action [itself].

28. The greatest righteous act is establishing ties with near relatives.
29. The most beautiful act of a person in a position of power is conferring of favours [to those under him].

30. The best treasure is a free man who has been reserved [in your friendship because of your kindness to him].

31. The greatest good deed is supporting one’s brothers [financially].

32. The best gift is forgoing obligation.

33. The noblest of favours are the good turns of the munificent [and honourable] ones.

34. The most worthy of giving [to] is the one who feels the least in need of asking [from others].

35. The best grant is that which is given before it is sought.
35. أفْضَلُ النَّوالٍ ما وَصَلَ قَبْلَ السُّوَالِ.

36. The most pleasing kindness is offering [something] without being asked [for it].

36. أُحْلِى النَّوالِ بِذُلٍّ يَغيِّرُ سُوَالًا.

37. The best grant is that which is [bestowed] before the humility of having to ask [for it].

37. أَفْضَلُ العَطَيَّةِ ما كانَ قَبْلَ مَدَلَةِ السُّوَالِ.

38. The best of all people who have preceded you is the one who has preceded you in his good expectation of you.

38. أَفْضَلُ النَّاسِ سَالِفةً عِندَكَ، مَنْ أَسْلَفَكَ حُسْنَ التَّأمِيلِ لَكَ.

39. The most worthy of favour among the people is one who is patient when he is put off, excuses when he is denied and shows gratitude when he is given.

39. أُولَى النَّاسِ بِالإِصْطَنَاعِ، مِنْ إِذَا مُطَلَّ صَبرًا، وإِذَا مُنعَ عَدَرًا، وإِذَا أُعْطِيَ شَكْرًا.

40. Of all people, the most worthy of doing good to others is the one upon whom Allah has bestowed favours and granted with the ability [to do good to others].

40. أَحْقُ النَّاسِ بالإِحْسَانِ مِنْ أُحْسَنَ اللهِ إِلَيْهِ، وِبَسْطَ بِالْقُدرَةِ يَدِهِ.

41. The most worthy of bestowing favours [to others] is the one upon whom numerous favours of Allah have been bestowed.
42. Verily the good act that brings reward quickest is the act of kindness.

43. Verily giving away this wealth is an acquisition [for the Hereafter] and withholding it is an affliction.

44. Verily spending this wealth in obedience to Allah is the greatest blessing and spending it in disobedience to Him is the greatest tribulation.

45. Indeed extending greetings is from sublime morals.

46. Verily Allah, the Glorified, loves everyone who is open-handed and strong in faith.

47. Verily the value of asking is greater than the worth of what is given, so do not regard that which you give as much, for it will never be equal to the humiliation of asking.
48. Verily the little that is from Allah, the Glorified, is more valuable than the plenty [that is gotten] from His creatures.

49. Verily the good turn that you did to one of the people was only a means to ennoble yourself and embellish your honour, so do not seek gratitude from others for that which you did for yourself.

50. Indeed your goodness towards the ones who plots against you from your opponents and enviers is more irritating for them than your trying to do them harm, and it is [also] a means of inviting them to reform [themselves].

51. Verily your munificence does not extend to all of the creation, so aim it towards the noblest of creation.

52. It is not from the practice of the virtuous to delay the bestowal of favours.
53. Benevolence is authority.

54. Benevolence is distinction.

55. Kindness is [a cause of] love.

56. Benevolent acts are loans.

57. Doing good [to others] is beneficial.

58. Benevolence is merit, munificence is nobility.

59. Benevolence is a treasure.
60. The human being is a slave of kindness.

`60. اَلْإِنسَانُ عِبَدُ الإَحْسَانِ`

61. Benevolence is the alms-tax for blessings.

`61. آَلْمَعْرُوفُ زِكَاةُ الْيَمِيمِ`

62. Benevolent acts are the best booty.

`62. آَلْمَعْرُوفُ أَفْضَلُ الْمَغَانِمِ`

63. Kindness is the pinnacle of excellence.

`63. اَلْإِحْسَانُ رَأْسُ الْفَضْلِ`

64. Kindness enslaves (or enthrals) human beings.

`64. اَلْإِحْسَانُ يَسْتَعِيدُ (يَسْتَرِقُ) الإِنسانَ`

65. Benevolence is the most honourable authority.

`65. آَلْمَعْرُوفُ أَشْرَفُ سِيَادَةُ`

66. The evil deed is erased by a benevolent act.

`66. إِلَإِسْتِدْنَأْ يَمْعَاهَا الإِحْسَانُ`
67. Merit is [acquired] with benevolence.

68. Conferring favours is the most excellent munificence.

69. Benevolence is an everlasting reserve.

70. Kindness is a treasure and the munificent is one who obtains it.

71. People are the followers of what they deem to be good.1

72. The good turn done by an intelligent (or an honourable) person is most excellent [in] merit.

73. The favour of an ignoble person is the worst depravity.
74. Rewarding good with evil is [the highest form of] ingratitude.

75. Benevolence is the most thriving cultivation and the best treasure.

76. Doing good to the one who offends you is the most excellent merit.

77. A benevolent act is sullied by repeatedly putting one under obligation through it.

78. Doing good to the honourable ones is the best provision and the noblest deed.

79. Doing good to the one who offends [you] reforms the enemy.

80. Benevolence is a treasure so consider whom you are leaving it with.
81. Righteous work is a provision, so be wary of whom you are placing it with.

82. If you confer favours, you will be served.

83. Verily if you do good [to others] then you are [actually] honouring your own soul and doing good to it.

84. Verily you are more in need of doing good to the people than of accumulating wealth.

85. The bane of giving is procrastination.

86. When you perform a good turn then conceal it.

87. When a good turn has been done to you then publicize it.
88. When you [wish to] give, be quick.

89. When a good turn is done to you, recall it.

90. When you do a good turn [to someone], forget it.

91. If you do good to a vile person, he will wrong you in return for your goodness to him.

92. I am free to choose with regards to the one upon whom I have not bestowed any favour but am bound to complete my favour on the one upon whom I have bestowed it; for if I complete it, I will have preserved it and if I cut it off then I will have lost it, and if I lose it then why did I embark on it [in the first place]?

93. If your bounty falls short of reaching the weak, then [at least] let your mercy reach them.
94. If you find from the needy people one who will carry your provision for you up to the Day of Resurrection and return it to you tomorrow when you need it most, then take the opportunity and give it to him, and increase the provisions that you give him [to carry for you] while you are able to, for it is possible that you may [at one time] seek him but not find him.

95. Through kindness, human beings are enslaved.

96. Through benevolence, gratitude lasts.

97. Through kindness, hearts are owned.

98. Through kindness, freemen are owned.

99. Through kindness and covering faults with forgiveness, eminence increases.
100. Through kindness, people are enthralled.

101. Giving generously is the alms-tax of blessings.

102. Extending the hand in giving is the most beautiful virtue and the most excellent trait.

103. Stretching out the hand in giving increases reward and multiplies recompense.

104. Expediting good turns is the basis of righteousness.

105. Wasting benevolence is showing it to someone who does not comprehend [its value].

106. Do good [to people] and you will be served; be forbearing (or gain knowledge) and you will advance.
107. The completion of benevolence is abandoning [putting one under] obligation by it.

108. The peoples’ expectation of your kindness is better than their fear of your retribution.

109. Adorn yourselves by taking up kindness, stopping transgression, acting upon the truth, being just and impartial, keeping away from corruption and improving your Hereafter.

110. The beauty of benevolence is [in] relinquishing obligation.

111. The beauty of a benevolent act is in completing it.

112. Denying a favour instigates the ugliness of obligation.

113. Denying the benevolence [of others] leads to deprivation.
114. The best good turn is one that benefits the righteous.

115. The best benevolent act is one that is neither preceded by delay nor followed by obligation.

116. The best grant is that which is [given] without being sought.

117. Act with kindness towards your enemy for this is one of the two triumphs.

118. Whoever bestows favours on others, they are thankful for his authority.

119. Whoever shows benevolence, his habit is praised.

120. The pinnacle of kindness is being kind to the believers.
121. The pinnacle of generosity is being expeditious in giving.

122. The pinnacle of faith is doing good to people.

123. The pinnacle of excellence is doing good to the virtuous.

124. The pinnacle of depravity is doing good to the wicked.

125. Nurturing a good turn is better than starting it.

126. Increase your benevolent acts and bestow more favours, for this is a more lasting provision and a more beautiful legacy.
127. The cause of affection is benevolence.

128. Continuous bestowal [of favours] is the practice of the honourable.

129. Ask for good from one who forgets it and do good to the one who recalls it.

130. The worst grant is that which is preceded by delay and followed by obligation.

131. Performing benevolent actions protects one from falling into disgrace.

132. Doing good turns is from the merits of the human being.

133. Performing benevolent actions causes the abundant flow of blessings and wards off calamity.
134. The good turn of wealth ceases with its cessation.

135. Blessed is the one who does good to the servants [of Allah] and prepares provisions for the Hereafter.

136. He who does a good turn to those who are undeserving of it has oppressed it.

137. The one who confers his favours to the honourable ones acquires the most sublime gains.

138. Espouse kindness, for it is the best cultivation and the most profitable merchandise.

139. Be good to the servants [of Allah] and act justly in the lands, [by this] you will safe when the witnesses are presented [on the Day of Judgment].

140. Perform benevolent works, for they are the best provisions for the Hereafter.
141. Perform benevolent acts and do good to your near relatives and neighbours, for these two actions prolong life and make the lands prosper.

142. By successive acts of kindness and benevolence, the free man is enslaved.

143. The habit of benevolence is the source of capability [or power].

144. I am amazed at the one who buys slaves with his wealth, how can he not buy the freemen with his benevolence, thereby enthralling them.

145. In every [act of] benevolence there is kindness.

146. In every good turn there is indebtedness.
147. Sometimes it is better to give in order to fulfil a promise [and not delay it].

148. Send your good turn ahead [for the Hereafter] and you will benefit.

149. Every [form of] benevolence is a favour.

150. How many a human being has been enslaved by benevolence!

151. Increased rendering of benevolent works prolongs life and spreads renown.

152. Doing a lot of good turns raises one’s honour and makes gratitude last.

153. The guarantee of continued affluence and capability [and power] is [in] following up one favour with another favour.
154. Everything has a merit and the merit of the honourable ones is doing good to the people.

155. Let your traits be generosity and benevolence.

156. One cannot show gratitude for blessings in a better way than using them to benefit others.

157. If you were to see benevolence in the form a person, you would surely see him as a beautiful form that surpasses the worlds [in its beauty].

158. One who bestows goodness [to others] is served [by them].

159. One who generously gives [from] his wealth becomes great.

160. One who bestows favours fulfils the right of authority.
161. One who puts others under obligation for his favour, spoils it.

162. One who extends his goodness [to the people] deserves leadership.

163. One who renders a beautiful deed acquires great praise.

164. One who performs a benevolent action gains reward and gratitude.

165. One who cuts off his usual favours, Allah will cut off his present capabilities.

166. One who does not bestow favours will not achieve nobility.

167. One who does not give while he is sitting [in comfort] will not be given when he is standing [in a state of struggle].
168. One who does not give while he is sitting [in ease] will be deprived when he is standing [in adversity].

169. One who favours an ignorant person demonstrates the extent of his own ignorance.

170. One who conceals the favour [that has been done to him] is punished with deprivation.

171. One who withholds favours is stripped of [his] ability.

172. One who does good to a freeman gains a [great] reward.

173. One who does a kind act earns good praise.

174. One whose benefactions are abundant demonstrates his great nobility.
175. One whose kindness is abundant is loved by his brothers.

176. Whoever extends his goodness [to others], more people are inclined towards him.

177. One who accepts your gift has [actually] assisted you in gaining honour.

178. One who perfects his kindness gives generously before he is asked.

179. One who does good to the undeserving has wronged his goodness.

180. One who gives in cases that are undeserving fails to give [the rights] to those who are deserving.

181. One who is ungrateful for a good turn deserves an ugly separation.
182. One who reciprocates a good turn with a better one has [appropriately] repaid it.

183. One whose benefaction increases, his assistants and helpers [also] increase.

184. Whoever extends his benevolence [to others], the hearts become inclined towards him.

185. One who grants generously before being asked, then he is truly honourable and much−loved.

186. One who repays goodness with evil has rid himself of magnanimity.

187. Whoever does good to the people, their love for him lasts.

188. One who fulfils the [debt of] goodness that was done to him in the past has attained true freedom.
189. One who turns to you hopefully has already got a good impression of you, so do not disappoint his expectation.

190. Whoever fulfils the rights of one who does not fulfil his rights has enslaved him.

191. One who is kind to the people, his outcomes become good and the ways [to his goals] become easy for him.

192. Whoever accepts a good turn has made the one who rendered it to him his master.

193. One who accepts your good turn has made his right over you mandatory [on himself].

194. Whoever does good to the one who does evil to him has taken the all-encompassing excellence.
195. One who is not grateful for favours is not spared from deprivation.

196. One who begins giving without being asked and completes good deeds without any obligation has perfected his favour.

197. One who bestows a favour on the ungrateful one prolongs his rage.

198. One who is generous in granting [favours], enthralls the people of this world.

199. One who does not nurture his good turn has indeed lost it.

200. One who accepts your good turn has sold you his honour and magnanimity.

201. One who accepts your good turn has humbled his prestige and honour before you.
202. Whoever does not nurture his favour, then it is as if he did not bestow it.

203. Doing good to others is part of an honourable purpose.

204. One of the greatest afflictions is wasting good turns [on the undeserving].

205. One of the best favours is the favour that is done to the righteous.

206. Nothing earns gratitude like doing good to others.

207. Nothing enthrals people like doing [them] favours.

208. No one has appealed to me with an intercession that is greater in my sight than a favour that I had previously done to him, so that I may nurture it and follow it up with another [favour] like it; for indeed
later refusals cut off the gratitude for earlier favours.

208. ما توسل أحد إلي بوسيلة أجل عندي من يد سبقت مني إليه لأرييها عندك
باتباعها أختها فإن منع الأواخر يقطع شكر الأوائل.

209. The basis of goodness is abandoning obligation through it.

209. ملاك المعروف ترك المن به.

210. With goodness [to others], there is loftiness.

210. مع الإحسان تكون الرفعة.

211. Nurturing a good turn [and completing it] is better than starting it [anew].

211. مرتبة المعروف أحسن من إبتدائه.

212. How good a store [for the future] benevolence is!

212. نعم الذخر المعروف.

213. The best provision for the Hereafter is doing good to the people.

213. نعم زاد المعاد الإحسان إلى العباد.

214. Achievement of glorious feats is through performing noble deeds.
215. Never regard what you give as too much, even if it is plenty, for indeed the good praise [you will get for your generosity] will be greater than it.

216. Never regard what you give as great, even if it is substantial, for indeed the extent of [humiliation undergone through] begging is greater than that.

217. One who does not show kindness [to others] in times of fortune will be abandoned in times of misfortune.

218. Whoever places his goodness with the one who does not deserve it has wasted it.

219. Doing a good turn to those who deserve it subdues the enemy and protects from falling into evil.

220. Never show your benevolence to the one who does not understand its value (or who is not good).

221. Do not do a good turn to the one who is ungrateful for your kindness.
222. Never hold back an act of benevolence, even if you do not find one who understands its value.

223. Do not be ashamed of giving little, for not giving at all is even less than that.

224. Never regard the abundance of what you have given to be much, for you are [in possession of] even more than that.

225. Never hold back from doing good turns and favours thereby being stripped of [your] ability.

226. Do not delay giving the needy to tomorrow, for you do not know what will happen to you or to him tomorrow.

227. Let not your brother be stronger in his iniquity towards you than you are in your goodness [towards him].
228. Never let the paucity of those who show gratitude for your benevolence deter you from it, for you have been thanked by the One who does not benefit from any of it; and more may be gained from the gratitude of the thankful than what is neglected by the ingrate.

229. Do not help [anyone] against the one who has favoured you, for the one who helps against the one who has favoured him is stripped of his ability.

230. Goodness does not thrive with the ignoble.

231. The wicked do not do good to anyone except those who are like them.

232. There is no merit loftier than benevolence.

233. There is no virtue greater than benevolence.

234. There is no benevolence more misused than doing good to the ingrate.
235. There is no virtue in doing good to one who does not know its value.

236. A good turn does not benefit except with one who possesses loyalty and self-restraint.

237. Giving little is better than offering excuses [for not giving].

238. Good turns do not thrive except with the honourable.

239. There is no virtue in the good turn that is reckoned [as a favour].

240. The consequences of kindness are never dispraised.

241. None is praised except the one who shows his kindness.
242. It is enough of a donation to give what is [readily] available.

243. Benevolence is the better of the two treasures.

244. Good turns are shackles that cannot be extricated except through gratitude or requital.

245. Completing a good turn is better than starting it.

246. A benevolent action is not completed except by three things: by taking it to be insignificant, by expediting it and by concealing it; for when you take it to be insignificant, you have made it great; and when you expedite it, you have made it beneficial; and when you conceal it, you have made it complete.

247. Doing a good turn is the best acquisition [for the Hereafter], and generosity is the best ornament.
248. When the kind people become fewer, those who adorn themselves get ruined.

249. By doing good to others, ranks get elevated.

250. By conferring favours, people are enthralled.

251. Through [his] abundant favours, the munificent person is recognized.

252. By conferring favours [to others], [one’s] faults are hidden.

253. Give life to your good deed by killing it (i.e. by forgetting it).

254. Do good whenever possible, and deter the evildoer with righteous action.
255. Extend your benevolence to all the people, for verily nothing can be equated with the virtue of a good turn in the sight of Allah, the Glorified.

256. Give life to the benevolent act by killing it (i.e. forgetting it), for verily the sense of obligation destroys a good turn.

257. The best good deed is coming to the aid of the aggrieved.

258. The loftiest good turn is that which is done to those who deserve it.

259. The best favour of the wicked person is holding back his harm [from others].

260. The ugliest deed of an honourable person is withholding his contribution.

261. Verily the people who do good [to others] are more in need of doing it than those who request it from them.
262. Benevolence is [a means of] servitude.

263. The most profitable wares are the rendering of benevolent actions.

264. The perfection of giving is in expediting it.

265. The human being is not enthralled until he is engulfed by favour.

266. One who is not good at seeking sympathy is faced with scorn.

267. Nothing enthrals the honourable ones like benevolence.

268. The best of treasures are: the good turn that is consigned to (or by) the free and the knowledge that
is learned by the virtuous.

269. Ingratitude for favours leads to deprivation.

270. One who withholds from giving is deprived of (or prevents) praise.

271. Giving after having refused is more graceful than refusing after having given.

272. Whoever does good to the people, Allah covers him with His mercy and places him in His pardon.

273. Give whatever you are giving expeditiously and beneficially, and if you refuse then let it be with politeness and apology.

274. One who finds it easy to give away [his] wealth has hopes directed towards him.
275. One who loves to be remembered with praise should give generously from his wealth.

276. One who gives generously enthrals the people.

277. Nothing spreads renown like generosity.

278. Generosity is the expander of ability.

279. Generosity earns praise.

280. Through generosity, praises are increased.

281. By being generous with blessings, the blessings last longer.
282. Increased generosity is a sign of nobility.

1. Or: People are the children of what they do best.
2. Or: One who does not consider compassion to be good is faced with scorn.

The Good Doer

1. Let not the good doer and the evildoer be equal in your eyes, for will make the good–doer abstain from his benevolence and will encourage the evildoer to continue his evil.

2. The charitable one needs the beggar.

3. Be open–handed but do not be wasteful.

4. The good doer person is one who is benevolent to all people.

5. The benevolent is supported, the malevolent is scorned.
5. The good doer is one whose words are affirmed by his actions.

6. The benevolent one is alive, even if he is transferred to the dwellings of the dead.

7. If you rush towards good whenever you see it, distance yourself from evil when you see it, act obediently [upon the commandments of Allah] and vie to acquire noble traits, then you are righteous and successful.

8. The worst of the benevolent ones is the one who puts others under obligation by his favour.

9. Every good doer is affable.

10. The doer of good deeds does not stumble, and when he does stumble, he finds a support [to hold on to].

11. Every good doer is affable.
12. The good doers are recognized by what the righteous people speak about them, and by their good deeds and virtuous conduct.

Physical Beauty

1. Physical beauty is of no benefit without nobility.

Dyslogia (The Inability to Express Oneself Effectively)

1. The ugliness of dyslogia is better than the harm of talking nonsense.

2. The inability of effective expression weakens the argument.

3. Dyslogia is better than babble.
Fortune

1. The fortune of a person that comes through the ears is for himself and that which is on the tongue for others.

2. Fortune rushes towards the one who does not seek it.

Gaining Favour

1. Favour is gained in the sight of the Creator by yearning for that which is with Him; favour is gained with the creatures by turning away from what they possess.

Digging a Pit for a Brother

1. One who digs a pit for his brother, Allah will cause him to fall in his [own] pit.

2. One who digs a pit for his believing brother will fall into it [himself].
Spite and Malice
الجَفْدُ

1. Malice is from the nature of the wicked.

1. آلجَفْدُ مَنْ طَبَابِعِ الأشْرَارِ.

2. Spite is a fire that is not put out except by vanquish. (It is a raging fire that is not put out by anything other than death or vanquish).

2. الحِجْدُ نَارٌ لاَّ يَطْفَرُ إِلاًّ بِالْظَّفْرِ. (نَارٌ كَامِئَةَ لاَ يَطْفَرُنَا إِلاًّ مَوْتٌ أَوْ ظَفَرُ).

3. Malice wears away [its possessor].

3. آلجَفْدُ يُذْرِي.

4. Spite is the trait of the jealous ones.

4. آلجَفْدُ شَيْمَةُ الحَسَبَةِ.

5. Malice is the motive of rage.

5. الحِجْدُ مَتَازٌ الغضَبِ.

6. Spite is the vilest of flaws.

6. آلجَفْدُ أَلَامُ العَيْبَ.

7. Malice is a painful ailment and an infectious disease.
8. Malice is a vile characteristic and a fatal sickness.

9. Keep away from harbouring grudges against each other, hating each other, quarrelling with one other and not lending a supporting hand to each other, [and by doing this] you will gain mastery over your affairs.

10. The cornerstone of flaws is spite.

11. The cause of discord is malice.

12. The weapon of evil is spite.

13. The worst thing that resides in the heart is malice.
14. Extreme malice stems from the intense jealousy.

15. Purify your hearts from malice, for it is an infectious disease.

16. In times of difficulty, feelings of malice disappear.

17. One who eliminates malice [from his heart], his heart and mind become relaxed.

The Spiteful

1. There is no brotherhood for the spiteful.

2. One whose spite increases, his censure decreases.

3. One who sows hatred reaps tribulations.
4. How miserable is the life of a spiteful person!

4. ما أَنْكَدُ عُيُشَ الحَقُّودِ.

5. The spiteful person has no love.

5. لا مَوْدَةَ لِحقُودِ.

6. The spiteful one has a tormented soul is doubly distressed.

6. أَلْحَقُودُ مَعَدَّبُ النَّفْسِ مَتَضَاعَفُ الْهَمِّ.

7. There is no repose for the spiteful.

7. أَلْحَقُودُ لا رَاحَةً لَهُ.

**Belittling others**

1. Do not belittle anyone until you have heard from him.

1. لَا تَزَدَّرِينَ أَحَدًا حَتَّى تَسْتَنْتَطِقهُ.

**Verification**

1. There is no action like verification.
2. There is no practice better than verification.

The Truth

1. Truth is an incisive sword.

2. Truth is the best way.

3. Truth is the strongest supporter.

4. Truth is the clearest course.

5. The truth is worthier of being followed.
6. Assisting one another to establish the truth is [a sign of] trustworthiness and faith.

7. Truth is a sword [to fight] against the followers of falsehood.

8. Truth is a refuge for every worker (and an argument for every speaker).

9. Through truth, the petitioner gets support.

10. It is by turning away from the truth that misguidance comes about.

11. By clinging to the truth, support is received.

12. There is truth and falsehood, and each has its followers.
13. Truth that harms is better than falsehood that brings joy.

14. Plunge into hardships to [arrive at] the truth wherever it may be.

15. May Allah have mercy on the person who supports truth when he sees it, repels injustice when he sees it and assists his companion by truth.

16. May Allah have mercy of the person who enlivens the truth, causes falsehood to die, fights against oppression and establishes justice.

17. The peak of wisdom is clinging to the truth and obeying the one who stands for the truth.

18. Seeking assistance to establish the truth is [a sign of] faith and uprightness.

19. Cling to the things that necessitate the [establishment of] truth and beware of the things that transpose falsities [to make them seem true].
20. Your return to the truth is better than your persisting in falsehood.

21. Your returning to the truth, even if you get exhausted, is better than your comfort while clinging to falsehood.

22. In adhering to the truth, there is prosperity.

23. Abandon the one who has abandoned the truth for other than it, and leave him and that which he has preferred for himself.

24. Little truth repels much falsehood, just as a little fire burns a lot of firewood.

25. Speak the truth and you will benefit; do not utter falsehood and you will be safe.
26. For truth there is stability.

27. Let your refuge be the truth, for verily truth is the strongest supporter.

28. One who does not act upon the truth will never attain salvation.

29. One who acts upon the truth, gains [from it].

30. One who acts upon the truth, profits.

31. One who acts upon the truth is saved.

32. One who acts upon the truth becomes successful.
33. One who fights against the truth is thrown down.

34. One who speaks truthfully is believed.

35. One who tries to prevail against the truth is overpowered [by it].

36. One who battles against the truth is ruined.

37. One who opposes the truth is killed (or thrown down) by it.

38. One who opposes the truth is seized by powerlessness.

39. One who opposes the truth has taken Allah as his adversary.
40. One who is not saved by the truth is destroyed by falsehood.

41. One who transgresses the truth, his path becomes narrowed.

42. One who seeks honour through truth will be honoured by truth.

43. One who shows his face [in opposition] to the truth is destroyed.

44. One who takes the truth as his reins, the people will take him to be their leader.

45. Whoever acts upon the truth, the creation incline towards him.

46. One who feels ashamed of speaking the truth is really a fool.
47. One who struggles to establish the truth is granted success [by Allah].

48. One who deviates from the truth, his end is dispraised.

49. Whoever surrenders to the truth and follows the rightful [leader] is [considered to be] among the righteous.

50. Whoever makes the truth his goal, difficult things are made easy for him and distant things are brought nearer to him.

51. Whoever weakens the truth and forsakes it is destroyed by falsehood and killed by it.

52. One whose goal is the truth will attain it, even if he is very uncertain.

53. Whoever opposes the truth, it kills him and whoever tries to overpower it, it humiliates him.
54. Whoever helps the truth, benefits.

54. من نصر الحق غنیم.

55. How numerous are those who admit to the truth but do not follow it!

55. ما أكثر من يعرف بالحق ولا يطيعه.

56. One who contends with the truth is defeated.

56. منازع الحق مخصوم.

57. How good a guide truth is!

57. يعم الدليل الحق.

58. Do not hold back from presenting the truth when you find those who are worthy of it.

58. لاتمسك عن إظهار الحق، إذا وجدت له أهلا.

59. Let nothing make you feel at ease but the truth and let nothing make you uneasy except falsehood.

59. لا يؤيسنك إلا الحق، ولا يوحشنك إلا الباطل.

60. Let not your attention towards the rights of a person [who is close to you] prevent you from establishing justice against him.
Falsehood and truth do not go together.

None is patient in the face of truth except the judicious and intelligent one.

There is no messenger more conveying than the truth.

There is no adviser more sincere than the truth.

There is no companion who is dearer than the truth.

One who takes the support of truth is not defeated.

One who argues by truth is not defeated.
68. One who elevates himself by truth is not overtaken (or abased).

69. None is patient with the truth except the one who knows its merit.

70. A man cannot be faulted for taking his right, rather he can only be censured for taking that which is not [rightfully] his.

71. A little truth repels much falsehood.

72. [About the ones who did not participate in the battle]: They forsook the truth and did not assist the falsehood.

73. The truth is illuminated and free from prejudice and hypocrisy.
74. Act upon the truth even if is against your desires and do not sell your Hereafter for this world.

75. Cling to the truth and it will take you to the place of the followers of truth, on the day when judgment will not be made except with truth.

76. Cling to the truth and salvation will cling to you.

77. Recognize the right of the one who knows your right, [be he] young or old, inferior or superior.

78. Indeed, one who is not benefitted by the truth is harmed by falsehood, and one who is not set straight by guidance is dragged down by misguidance.

79. The biggest loser is one who is able to speak the truth but still does not speak it.

80. The best of creation are those who judge more with truth, and the most beloved among them in the sight of Allah are those who are more truthful in speech.
81. One who is overcome [while he is] on the right, is victorious.

82. One who wages war against the truth is ruined.

83. Speaking the truth is better than inarticulateness and silence.

**One who is on the Right**

1. The goal of one who is on the right is [following or remaining on] the right course.

**The Rights of Allah, The Most High**

1. Giving this wealth in order to fulfil the rights of Allah has been made part of generosity.

2. Take out the [rightful] dues from your wealth and share in your wealth with your friend; let your speech
be measured and your endeavour well thought-out, [for by this] you will remain safe from censure and regret.

3. The right of Allah, the Glorified, upon you in times of ease is piety and gratitude, and in times of hardship, [to have] contentment and patience.

Rights of the People

1. Allah, the Glorified, has placed the rights of His servants before His rights, so whoever fulfils the rights of the servants of Allah, then this helps one to fulfil the rights of Allah.

Hoarding and Hoarders

1. The stingy hoarder accumulates for the one who does not thank him (i.e. his heirs) and proceeds towards the one who will not accept his excuse (i.e. Allah).

2. Hoarding is a vice.
3. Hoarding invites deprivation.

4. The hoarder is deprived of his blessing.

5. It is from the nature of the inexperienced [and ignorant] to trouble the people by hoarding.

6. Be solvent (or an assessor), and do not be a hoarder.

7. Hoarding is the practice of the vicious.

The Ordinances of Allah

1. In impelling the servants of Allah to follow (or in their acting upon) the ordinances of Allah, there is the fulfilment of rights and all of kindness.
2. If you were to preserve the bounds of Allah, the Glorified, He would hasten for you His promised bounty.

3. One who neglects the commandments of freedom is made to return to serfdom.

Wisdom

1. Wisdom is a garden for the intelligent and a promenade for the noble.

2. Wisdom does not settle in the heart of a hypocrite except that it departs from it [soon after].

3. Wisdom is the lost property of every believer, so take it even if it be from the mouths of hypocrites.

4. Wisdom is a tree that grows in the heart and bears [its] fruit on the tongue.

5. Fill your heart with wisdom and don the attire of tranquillity for these two are the ornaments of the
virtuous.

5. إِسْتَشْعَرُhtarَ الحِكْمَةَ، وَتَجْلِبَ السَّكِينةَ، فَإِنهُما حَلِيَّةُ الأُبْرَارِ.

6. The beginning of wisdom is abandoning [worldly] pleasures and its end is loathing the transitory.

6. أَوَّلُ الْحِكْمَةِ تِركُ اللَّدَائِقِ، وَآخِرِها مَفْتُ الفَائِئِاتِ.

7. The greatest wisdom is for the human being to know himself and to remain within his limits.

7. أَفْضَلُ الْحِكْمَةِ مَعْرَفَةُ الإنسانِ نَفْسَهُ، وَوَقُوفُهُ عِنْدَ قَدرِهِ.

8. Wisdom guides [one] to the right.

8. الْحِكْمَةُ تُرْشِدُ.

9. Wisdom is protection.

9. الْحِكْمَةُ عَصْمَةً.

10. Wisdoms are the gardens of the noble ones.

10. الْحِكْمَاتُ رِياضُ النُّبَلِاءِ.

11. When you get lost from the wisdom of Allah then stand with His power, for indeed [even] if you do not get of His wisdom that which can heal you, you will not lose of His power that which will suffice you.

11. إِذَا ضَلَّلْتَ عَنِ حَكْمَةِ اللَّهِ فَقُفْ عِنْدَ قَدْرِهِ، فَإِنَّكَ إِنْ فَاتَكَ مِنْ حَكْمَتِهِ مَا
12. Through wisdom, the veil of knowledge is removed.

13. The fruit of wisdom is success.

14. The fruit of wisdom is disdain for the world and infatuation with the Eternal Paradise.

15. The beauty of wisdom is kindness and good amicability.

16. The boundary of wisdom is turning away from the perishing abode [of this world] and being infatuated with the Eternal Abode [of the Hereafter].

17. The wisdom of a lowly person elevates him and the ignorance of a respectable person degrades him.
18. Take wisdom from wherever it may be, for verily wisdom is the lost property of every believer.

19. Take wisdom from the one who brings it to you, and look at what he is said and do not look at who said it.

20. The embellishment of wisdom is being uninterested in the pleasures of this world.

21. The lost possession of an intelligent person is wisdom, so he is more entitled to it wherever it may be.

22. The lost possession of a sage is wisdom, so he seeks it out wherever it may be.

23. Espouse wisdom, for indeed it is an exquisite ornament.

24. The prize of the sagacious is learning wisdom.
25. Sometimes words of wisdom may be uttered by one who is not wise.

26. Wisdom has been paired with protection [from sins].

27. Everything leads to weariness except novel wisdom.

28. How can one be patient in disassociating from the enemies [of his felicity] when he is not aided by wisdom?

29. Every time wisdom grows stronger, lust grows weaker.

30. Acquiring wisdom is [a means of] beautifying speech and employing kindness.

31. One who enjoys the insights of wisdom is not bereft of delight.
31. من تفكيك بالحكمة لم يعدم الله.

32. One who attaches himself to wisdom has ennobled himself.

33. من لهج بالحكمة فقد شرف نفسه.

34. One who is known for [his] wisdom is looked at with reverence.

35. من عرف بالحكمة لاحظته العيون بالوقار.

36. من حزن العيوب تظهر الحكمة.

37. It is part of wisdom to obey the one who is above you, to respect those who are at your level and to be fair to those who are below you.

38. من الحكمة طاعتلك لمن فوقك وإجلالك من في طبقتك، وإنصافك لمن دونك.

39. It is from [the dictates of] wisdom that you should not dispute with the one who is above you; you should not humiliate the one who is below you; you should not pursue that which is not in your ability; you should not let your tongue go against [what is in] your heart, nor let your words go against your deeds; you should not speak about that which you have no knowledge of; and you should not leave the matter when it comes in front of you and seek it when it has passed.
38. Gatherings of wisdom are the plantations of the praiseworthy.

39. Lustful desire and wisdom do not go together.

40. Wisdom does not reside in a heart [that is filled] with lust.

41. There is no wisdom except with safeguarding [from sin].

The Wise

1. The wise are the most honourable of all people, the most patient of them, the quickest of them in forgiving and the best of them in character.
2. The wise person cures the asker [of his ignorance] and is generous with virtues.

3. Sit in the company of the wise and your intelligence will be improved, you will ennoble yourself and your ignorance will be removed from you.

4. A wise person may [at times also] make a mistake.

5. He who complains of his troubles to one who is not compassionate is not a wise person.

6. He who expresses his joy to one who is not his close friend is not a wise person.

7. He who intends to take his request to one who is not wise (or generous) is not a wise person.

8. One who unveils the words of the wise benefits from their hidden meanings.
9. Indeed the speech of a wise person, when it is correct, is a cure and when it is wrong, is a malady.

9. إنَّ كلامُ الحكيمِ إذا كان صواباً كان دواءً، وإذا كان خطأً كان داءً.

**Government and Sovereignty**

1. Obedience is the shield of the people and justice is the shield of governments.

1. أطاعته جنة الرعية، والعدل جنة الدول.

2. The disgrace after being deposed is equal to the glory of sovereignty.

2. أذالُ بعد العزل يوازي عزِّ الولاية.

3. The humiliation of the man being deposed is equivalent to his evil as a sovereign.

3. استكانة الرجل في العزل يقدر شره في الولاية.

4. Be just in that which you have been given authority and thank Allah for that which has been granted to you.

4. إعدل فيما وعليتك، أشكر لله فيما أوليت.

5. Protect your status near your king and be cautious not to be belittled due to [your] negligence in protecting that which elevated you to it.

5. أحرص منزلتك عند سلطانك، وأحذر أن يحطمك عنها التهاون عن حفظ ما رفاك إليه.
6. Direct the people [based] on their practices and religions; let the innocent from among them be safe [from your wrath] and let the suspicious ones be afraid of you, and protect their frontiers and borders.

7. Make the religion your refuge and justice your sword, [then] you will be safe from every evil and will triumph over every foe.

8. Be cautious of inequity and tyranny, for verily inequity invites the sword and tyranny leads to expulsion and hastens retribution and revenge.

9. The most loathsome thing is the tyranny of rulers.

10. Kingship is politics.

11. Kingship spoils brotherhood.
12. Leadership is destruction.

13. Equity is the embellishment of leadership.

14. Haughtiness in sovereignty leads to disgrace in deposition.

15. Sovereignties are the arenas of men.

16. The instrument of leadership is [patience and] large-heartedness.

17. The bane of leadership is arrogance.

18. When you are given a position of authority, [then] act justly.
19. When the vile become sovereigns, the dignified ones are ruined.

20. When the depraved gain authority, hope turns into disappointment.

21. When the wicked become rulers, the honourable are persecuted.

22. The sovereignty of the vile and inexperienced over nations is the cause of their decline and regression.

23. Your haughtiness in sovereignty will be [the cause of your] disgrace in deposition.

24. The stability of nations is through the establishment of the practice of justice.

25. Love for authority is the primary source of tribulations.
26. The embellishment of leadership is bestowing favours.

27. The fall of nations results from the appointment of depraved leaders.

28. The excellence of leadership is [in] good governance.

29. Lack of leaders is easier to bear than the leadership of the depraved.

30. Every nation has its moment.

31. Nothing ever preserves nations like the exercising of justice in them.

32. One who oppresses his people helps his enemies.
33. By the One who split the grain and created human being! If people had not come to me and supporters had not exhausted the argument, and if Allah had not commanded the learned that they should not acquiesce in the excesses of the oppressor and the hunger of the oppressed, I would have cast its rope (i.e. of Caliphate) on its own shoulders and would have given the last one to drink from the cup of the first (i.e. I would have let things remain in their previous state). Then you would have found that in my view, this world of yours is not better than the sneezing of a goat.

The Ruler and Governor

1. The generosity of rulers with booty belonging to the Muslims is [an act of] injustice and betrayal.

2. A predatory animal that is rapacious and tears it prey apart is better than an unjust and oppressive ruler.

3. The worst of rulers is one who is feared by the innocent.

4. One whose rule is oppressive, his regime collapses.
5. One who is haughty in his rule, his disgrace is greater when he is deposed.

6. One who becomes vain in his rule exhibits his stupidity.

7. It is from the right of the shepherd to choose for his flock that which he chooses for himself.

8. It is part of nobility that you [should] be attentive in fulfilling the rights of your subjects upon you and that you disregard any [of their] offences towards you.

9. An unjust and oppressive ruler is better than perpetual strife.

10. There is no oppression more severe than the oppression of a ruler.
False Oaths

1. How can one be safe from the punishment of Allah when he is quick in making false oaths.

2. The swearing of a man increases for four [possible reasons]: something shameful that he knows about himself, or as a means of entreaty by which he may be deemed truthful, or because of his inability to express himself so he takes oaths as verbiage to connect his speech, or because of an accusation that has been made upon him.

3. The thing that brings the quickest punishment is a false oath.

4. Do not habituate yourself to taking oaths, for verily the one who swears excessively is not safe from sin.

The Lawful

1. You should cling to the lawful, and to treating your family with kindness, and to remembering Allah in all circumstances.
Dreams

1. Dreams may [at times] come true.

2. A good dream is one of the two [forms of] glad-tidings.

The Forebearing

1. The first compensation for the forbearing person from his forbearance is that all the people are [ready to be] his helpers against his enemy.

2. The forbearing person raises his determination, in that which he has been oppressed, above seeking an evil retribution.

3. Indeed the best of people is one who is forbearing even when he is strong [enough to exact revenge], is not attached to the pleasures of this world even though he is well–off and is just even though he has power.

4. The forbearing is one who tolerates [the flaws of] his brothers.
5. The forbearing is one for whom it is not difficult to act with tolerance.

6. If you are not forbearing then act forbearing, for verily it is rare for a person who imitates a group not to soon become one among them.

7. Indeed only he is forbearing who is patient when he is offended and forgives when he is wronged.

8. Sit in the company of the forbearing and you will increase your forbearance.

9. Sometimes the forbearing person may get fed up.

10. A person who is not forbearing may at times dress in the garb of forbearance.

11. Be forbearing in times of anger, very patient and courageous in fear, and moderate in your
request.

11- كُن حَلِيماً في الغَضَبِ، صَبْوراً في الرَّهَبِ، مُجَمِّلًا في الْطَّلَّبِ.

12. He who lacks strength and thus remains quiet, only to take revenge when he gets power, is not forbearing; rather only he is forbearing who forgives when he has power and over all of whose affairs forbearance prevails.

12- لَيَسَ الحَلِيْمُ مِنْ عَجَزْ فَهَجِمْ، وَإِذَا قَدِرَ انتَقِمْ إِنَّمَا الحَلِيْمُ مِنْ إِذَا قَدَرَ عَفَا، وَكَانَ الحَلِيْمُ غَالِبًا عَلَى كُلِّ أَمْرٍهُ.

13. One who endeavours to act with forbearance becomes forbearing.

13- مَنْ تَحَلَّمَ حَلَمٌ.

14. One who shows forbearance is honoured.

14- مَنْ حَلَمُ أَكْرِمَ.

15. One who adorns himself with forbearance, his recklessness subsides.

15- مَنْ تَحَلَّمَ بِالْحَلَمِ سَكَنَ طَيْشَهُ.

16. One who does not endeavour to act with forbearance does not become forbearing.

16- مَنْ لَمْ يَتَحَلَّمَ لَمْ يَحْلَمَ.

17. Whoever infuriates you by the ugliness of his foolish behaviour towards you, then infuriate him by the beauty of your forbearance towards him.

17- مَنْ إِنْ فِي عِنْفِهِ يُلْعْبِظُ فَلْيُلْعِبَظْ بِإِشْبَالِهِ يَلْحَمْهُ.
1. Forbearance is one of the two excellent traits.

2. Forbearance during intense rage protects [one] from the wrath of the Almighty.

3. Forbearance puts out the fire of rage and acrimoniousness stokes it.

4. Be forbearing and you will be honoured.

5. Be forbearing and you will be respected.
6. Bear [the actions of others] with patience, otherwise you will never be pleased.

6. أغضّ عَلَى الفَدْحِ، وَإِلاّ لَمْ تُرَضِي أُبّاً.

7. Veil [your] anger with forbearance and ignore misconceptions with understanding.

7. احْتِجِبْ عَنِ الغَضَبِ بِهِلْمٍ، وَغُضَ عَنِ الْوَهْمِ بِهِلْمِهِ.

8. The strongest of all people is the one who overcomes his anger with his forbearance.

8. أَقُوَى النَّاسِ مَنْ قَوِيٌّ عَلَى غَضَبِهِ بِهِلْمِهِ.

9. The best forbearance is suppressing anger and exercising self-restraint despite having power [to exact revenge].

9. أَفْضَلُ الْحِلْمِ كَظْمُ الْغُيُظِّ، وَمَلِكُ الْنَفْسُ مَعَ الْقُدْرَةِ.

10. The most courageous of people is the one who defeats ignorance with forbearance.

10. أَشْجَعُ النَّاسِ مَنْ غَلِبَ الجَهَلَ بِالْحِلْمِ.

11. Verily the best of characteristics of men is forbearance.

11- إنَّ أَفْضَلَ أَخْلاَقِ الرِّجَالِ الْحِلْمُ.

12. Delaying punishment is from the perfection of forbearance.

12- مَنْ كَمَالِ الْحِلْمِ تَأْخِيرُ العُقْوَيْةِ.
13. Forbearance is [like] a tribe [as it protects those who belong to it].

14. Forbearance is the ornament of [one’s] character.

15. Forbearance is the symbol of excellence.

16. Forbearance is the cornerstone of [good] leadership.

17. Forbearance is the fruit of knowledge.

18. Forbearance is a means of silencing the foolish.

19. Forbearance is the embellishment of knowledge.
20. Forbearance is the perfection of intellect.

21. Forbearance (or wisdom) is light, [and] its essence is the intellect.

22. Forbearance is the ornament of knowledge and the cause of peace.

23. Forbearance is the system by which the affairs of a believer are organized.

24. If in anger there is revenge, then in forbearance there is the reward of the virtuous.

25. Verily forbearance is only suppression of anger and self-restraint.

26. The bane of forbearance is humiliation.
27. When you are forbearing with a foolish person, you sadden him; so increase his sorrow by your forbearance towards him.

28. When you are forbearing with an ignorant person, you have given him the best reply.

29. When you hear something hateful that troubles you, then lower your head, taking no notice of it, and it will pass you by.

30. When forbearance brings about corruption [and defiance in the enemy], forgiveness becomes a weakness.

31. Through forbearance, supporters increase.

32. It is through suppression [of anger] that forbearance comes about.

33. Gulping down the agonies of forbearance extinguishes the fire of anger.
34. Gulp down the agonies, for indeed I have not seen any drink that is sweeter than this in outcome, nor more tasteful in effect.

35. Gulp down the pains of forbearance, for indeed it is the cornerstone of wisdom and the fruit of knowledge.

36. The fruit of forbearance is kindness.

37. Virtuous forbearance is a sign of abundant knowledge.

38. The best forbearance is accustoming yourself to act with forbearance.

39. The cornerstone of knowledge is forbearance.
40. The alms-tax of forbearance is bearing patiently [with the bad behaviour of the people].

41. The cause of reverence is forbearance.

42. Espouse forbearance for verily it is the fruit of knowledge.

43. Espouse forbearance for indeed it is a pleasing characteristic.

44. It is when rage and anger prevails that the forbearance of the forbearing is tested.

45. The strength [required] for forbearance in times of anger is greater than the strength [needed] for vengeance.

46. Forbearance is sufficient as veneration.
47. Delaying punishment is from the perfection of forbearance.

48. The best vizier of knowledge is forbearance.

49. The dignity of forbearance is the adornment of knowledge.

50. I found forbearance and tolerance more helpful to me than courageous men.

51. Do not disgrace yourselves in order to alleviate your anger, and if an ignorant person acts ignorantly towards you then let your forbearance prevail over him.

52. There is no virtue like forbearance.

53. There is no supporter like forbearance.
54. There is no forbearance like feigning inattention [and pretending not to have noticed].

55. There is no dignity loftier than forbearance.

56. There is no honour higher than forbearance.

57. No one shows forbearance towards the foolish except the intelligent.

58. One who has no forbearance has no knowledge.

59. The forbearance of a person is evinced from his abundant tolerance, and his nobility [is evinced] from his abundant benefactions.

Praise

1. A Praiser should praise none but his Lord.
1. La-iḥmād Ḥamīd ʾālā-Rabbi.

2. Whoever puts praise [for Allah] as the conclusion of a blessing, Allah, the Glorified, makes it the key for more [blessings].

2. من جعل الحمد ختام النعمة جعله الله سبحانه مفتاح المزيّد.

3. Whoever praises Allah, He makes him free from want.

3. من حمّد الله أغناه.

**The Praiseworthy and the Disgraceful**

1. Try to increase your praiseworthy actions [and traits], for verily disgraceful actions [and traits] are such that very few gain salvation from them.

1. إستكثِّر من المحمدِ، فإنّ المذام قَلّ من ينْجُو مِنْها.

**Muhammad (s) and his Progeny**

1. Be pleased with Muhammad (s) as your guide [and role model] and as the one who will lead you to salvation.

1. إرضْ بِمُحْمَّد صَلَّى الله عليه وَآله وَسُلَّم رَأِيْدًا، وإِلَى النَّجَاةِ قَابِلًا.

2. Follow the guidance of your Prophet for it is the truest guidance, and emulate his practices for they are the most exemplary practices.
2. یَا بُنيِّيَكُمْ، فإنَّهُ أصدٌقُ الهدى واعثنا بِسنتِه، فإنَّها أهِدى السِنَن.

3. Be cautious of exceeding the limits with regards to us; say that we are servants of our Lord, and then you may believe anything you wish about our merits.

4. Indeed we, the household [of the Prophet], are the doors of wisdom, the lights that dispel darkness and the illumination of the nations.

5. Where are you wandering and where are you coming from and where are you straying to and what are you bewildered by while you have among you the progeny of your Prophet – they who are the guides towards right and speakers of truth?

6. أين الذين زعموا أنهم الراسخون في العلم دوننا كذبًا وغياً علينا وحسداً لنا، أن رفعنا الله سببهم ووضعهم وأعطاناه وحرمهم وأدخننا وأخرجهم، بما يستغفر الهدى ويستجلل العمي لا يهم.

7. The most virtuous of good deeds is loving us and the most despicable of evil deeds is hating us.
8. The most fortunate of all people is one who knows our merits, seeks nearness to Allah through us, is sincere in his love for us, acts on that which we have entrusted to him and keeps away from that which we have forbidden, for this person is from us and he will be with us in the Eternal Abode.

9. The nearest of people to us is one who loyally supports us and has enmity for our enemies.

10. Indeed, for [the proclamation:] ‘There is none worthy of worship but Allah’ there are some conditions, and verily I and my progeny are from its conditions.

11. Verily, the beggar is a messenger of Allah, so one who gives to him gives to Allah and one who withholds from him, withholds from Allah, the Glorified.

12. Verily our affair is difficult and arduous, none can bear it except the servant whose heart Allah has tested for [and filled with] faith, and nothing preserves our words except the faithful hearts and discerning minds.
13. To us return the ones who exceed the bounds and the ones who lag behind [come forward to] meet up with us.

14. Verily Allah, the Exalted, made an appraisal of the world and (from it) chose us, and He chose for us followers who would help us, be happy in our happiness and sad in our sadness, and give up their lives and wealth for our sake they are ones who are (considered to be) from us and unto us, and they will be with us in the gardens (of Paradise).

15. Verily our affair is difficult and arduous, rough and harsh, secret, hidden and veiled, none have access to it except the favoured angel, the appointed prophet or the believer whose heart Allah, the Glorified, has tested for faith.

16. Indeed here (and he pointed towards his chest) there is great knowledge; if only I could get someone who would bear it. Yes, I do find some who can understand but cannot be relied upon and would use the tools of religion for worldly gain or would dominate the people through the favours of Allah over His servants and through His authority over His friends; or [I find] one who is submissive to those who bear the truth but has no insight or intelligence, misgivings pierce into his heart at the first instance of doubt.
17. The People of Remembrance (or followers of the Qur’an) are the People of Allah and His favoured ones.

18. I am the allotter of hellfire, the treasurer of the gardens [of Paradise], the owner of the pond [of Kawthar] and the holder of the Elevations, and there is no Imam from among us, the household [of the Prophet], except that he knows those who are his sincere friends [and followers], and this is the meaning of the words of the Most High: ‘You are only a warner, and there is a guide for every people’.

19. I am the brother of the Prophet of Allah, the first to accept Islam, the breaker of the idols, the warrior against the disbelievers and the vanquisher of adversaries.

20. I am the one who turn this world over on its face, gauges it according to its true value and drives it back on its heels.

21. I am the leader (ya’ṣūb) of the believers and wealth is the leader of the wicked.

22. I will be with the Prophet of Allah, the blessings of Allah be upon him, and with me will be my
progeny at the pond (so act upon our words and emulate our actions as we will vie at the pond [of Kawthar]), and we will verily drive away our enemies from it and let our close friends drink from it, and whoever takes a drink from it will never be thirsty after that again.

22. أَنَا معْ رَسُولِ اللَّهِ صَلَّواتُ اللَّهِ عَلَيْهِ وَمَعِي عُتْرِتِي عَلَى الحَوْضٍ (قَلِيلَىَّالْحَوْضِ) أَخْذُكُمُ بِقَوْلِنَا، وَلَيَعْمَلُ بِعَمَلِنَا، إِنَّا لَنُنَافِسُ عَلَى الحَوْضٍ وَإِنَّا لَنَذْوَدُ عَنْهُ أَعْدَانَا، وَنَسْقَى مَنْهُ أَوْلِيَاءُنَا، فَمَنْ شَرَبَ مِنْهُ سَرَبًا، لَمْ يَظْمَأْ بِعَدَّهَا أَبَدًا.

23. I put the chests of the Arab [warriors] on the ground and broke the backs (or the protruding horns) of the tribes of Rabī’ah and Mu

24. ar.

23. أَنَا وَضَعْتُ بَكَلَكُلِّ (بَكَلَكِلِّ) العَرْبِ، وَكَسَرْتَ نَواحِمَ (قُرُونَ) زَيْبَعَةٌ وَمَضْرَ.  

25. I am a witness for you [if you follow me] and a plaintiff against you [if you disobey me] on the Day of Judgment.

24. أَنَا شاهِدُ لَكُمْ، وَحَجِيحٌ يَوْمَ الْقِيَمَةِ عَلَيْكُمْ.

26. I am your inviter towards the obedience of your Lord, your mentor to performing your religious obligations and your guide to that which will save you.

25. أَنَا دَاعِيَكُمْ إِلَى طَاعَةِ رَبِّكُمْ، وَمَرْسَدُكُمْ إِلَى فَرَائِضِ دِيْنِكُمْ، وَدِیْلِكُمْ إِلَى مَا يَنْجِيَكُمْ.

27. My household and I are the [means of] security for the people of earth just as the stars are the [means of] security for the people of the heavens.

26. أَنَا وَأَهْلُ بَيْتِي أَمانٌ لَأَهْلِ الْأَرْضِ كَمَا أَنَّ النَّجْوُمَ أَمانٌ لِإِلَهِ السَّمَاءِ.
28. I am the representative of the Prophet of Allah among you, and the one who will keep you within the boundaries of your religion, and the one who calls you towards the Garden of the Abode.

29. Verily I am standing on a manifest proof from my Lord, insight in my religion and certitude in my affair.

30. Verily I am on the highway of truth and they are surely on the erroneous path of falsehood.

31. Verily it is for the establishment of the proofs of Allah that I argue and it is in order to support His religion that I struggle and fight.

32. Indeed I raise myself such that there should be no need that my generosity cannot encompass, nor any ignorance that cannot be encompassed by my forbearance, nor any wrongdoing that my forgiveness cannot encompass, nor should there be a time that is longer than my time [spent in worship and righteous actions].

33. Whenever I would ask the Prophet of Allah (s), he would give to me and when I was silent and did not ask, he would be the one to initiate [the matter] with me.
34. The example of my presence among you is only like a lamp in the darkness, he who enters upon it receives its light.

33. إنَّما مثلي بِينَكُمْ كَالسِّرَاجِ في الظُّلْمَةِ، يَسْتَضِيِّئُ بِهَا مِنْ وَلَجْهَا.

35. Certainly the Imams are the [only] vicegerents of Allah over His creation and the ones who explain His servants about Him; and none will enter Paradise except the one who recognizes them and is recognized by them and none will enter the hellfire except the one who rejects them and is rejected by them.

36. Indeed the protectors of the religion of Allah are the only ones who establish the religion, support it, surround it from all sides and protect it for the servants of Allah and safeguard it.

37. (In remembrance of the Prophet of Allah (s), he said): He conveyed [the message] from his Lord completely, such that nobody remained with any excuse [for not having accepted the message], he counseled his people as a warner and called [them] towards Paradise as a bringer of glad tidings.

38. Through us you were guided in the darkness, and by us you ascended the peaks [of knowledge and
faith], and by way of us did you break through the pitch-black night [into the light of day].

37. بَنَا اهْتَدَيْتُمْ (فِي) الظَّلَمَاءِ، وَبَنَا تَسْتَمِمْتُمُ الْعَلِيَاءِ، وَبَنَا انفِجَرْتُمْ عَنِ الْسَّرَارِ.

39. Through us Allah opens and through us Allah seals, through us Allah effaces and confirms whatever He wills, through us Allah removes the time of difficulty [or intense thirst and drought] and through us Allah sends down rain; so let not the Deceiver deceive you concerning Allah.

38. بَنَا فَتَحَ اللَّهُ، وَبَنَا يَخْتَمُ، وَبَنَا يَمْحُو مَا بَشَأْ، وَيَبْتَبِئُ، وَبَنَا يَدْفَعُ اللَّهُ الزَّمانَ الْكَلِبَ، وَبَنَا يَنْزِلُ لِلَّهِ الْغَيْثَ فَلا يَفْرَنُكُمْ بِاللَّهِ الْغُرُورَ.

40. Mingle with the people through that which they recognize and leave them in that which they reject, and do not burden them [by compelling them] to follow yourselves and us, for indeed our affair is difficult and arduous.

39. خَالَطْوا النَّاسَ بِمَا يَعْرِفُونَ، وَدَعْوُونَ مَمَّا يَنْتَكُرونهُمْ، وَلَاتَحْمِلُوهُمْ عَلَى أَنفُسَهُمْ وَعَلَيْنَا، فَإِنَّ أَمْرَنَا صَعْبٌ مَّسْتَصْعَبٌ.

41. He ('a) said about the Prophet of Allah (s): He left this world hungry but entered the next world in soundness. He did not lay one brick upon another [to make a house for himself] until he passed away and responded to the caller of his Lord.

40. وَقَالَ عَلَيْهِ السَّلَامُ، فِي ذِكْرِ رَسُولِ اللَّهِ صَلَّى اللَّهُ عَلَيْهِ وَآلهِ وَسَلَّمُ لَهُ خَرَّ مِنَ الدُّنْيَا حَيْمِيْسَأ، وَوُرِثَ الْأَخْرَاءَ سَلِيْماً، لَمْ يَضْعَ حَجَّرًا عَلَى حَجَّرٍ حَتَّى مَضْىٍ لِسَبْيِهِ، وأَجَابَ دَايَيْ رَبِّهِ.

42. The caller is calling and the guardian is watching over you, so respond to the caller and follow the guardian.
43. Ask me [about what you need to know] before you lose me, for verily I am more aware of the ways of the heavens than you are of the ways of the earth.

44. Ask me before you lose me, for by Allah, there is no verse in the Qur’an but that I know about whom it was revealed and where it was revealed, in the plains or on the mountains, and indeed my Lord has gifted me with an intelligent heart and an eloquent tongue.

45. Remembering the Prophet of Allah (s), he ('a) said: His practice was moderation, his action was right guidance, his speech was distinguishing [of truth from falsehood], his judgment was just, his words were articulate and his silence was the most eloquent speech.

46. Attach yourselves to the one who is between you and Allah, [and] you will be felicitous.

47. Establish your bond with the one who is between you and Allah, [and] you will be felicitous in your final place of return [in the Hereafter].
48. Remembering the Prophet of Allah (s) he said: [He was] a physician who moved about with his remedies, having readied his salves and warmed his instruments. He used these whenever needed for curing blind hearts, deaf ears and dumb tongues. He would take his cures to the places of negligence and sites of perplexity.

49. You should love of the progeny of your Prophet, for this is the right of Allah over you and this will obligate your right upon Allah. Do you not see that Allah has said ‘Say, I do not ask you any reward for it except love of (my) near relatives.’

50. You must obey your Imams, for they are witnesses over you today and intercessors for you with Allah tomorrow.

51. It is the duty of the Imam to teach the people who follow him about the boundaries of Islam and Imān (faith).

52. The [leader and] guide must be truthful to his followers and must employ his intellect; and he must be from those who are inclined to the Hereafter, for it is from there that he came forth and to it will be his return.
53. The riser has risen, the dazzler has dazzled, the apparent has appeared and the crooked has been straightened. 4

54. He said while remembering the Messenger of Allah (s): He belittled this world, took it lightly and treated it with disdain; he knew that Allah willed to keep it away from him while He bestowed it to others as a trial.

55. Whenever I asked the Messenger of Allah (s), he would give to me and when I held back, he would be the one to initiate [the matter] with me.

56. For our hatred there are waves of wrath from Allah, the Glorified.

57. I have patched this shirt of mine so much that I am now ashamed of [taking it again to] the tailor. Someone asked me: Will you not discard it? I replied: Get away from me! Only at dawn do people speak highly of the [arduous] night journey.
56. لَقَدْ رَقَعَتُ مِنْ رَعْتِي هَذَهَ هَيْئَةً نَحْشًا، فَقَالَ رَأْبُ عَنْي، عَلَى الْصُّبْحَاءِ يَحْمَدُ الْقُوْمُ الْسُّرِّئِ.

58. This world will incline towards us after having been refractory just like the wild camel inclines towards its young.

57. لَتَعْطِفُنَّ عَلَيْنَا الْدُنْيَا بَعْدَ شَمَاسُهَا عَطْفَ الْضَّرْوُسِ عَلَى وَلَدَهَا.

59. I am not, nor have I ever been, intimidated by battle or frightened of being struck [by swords].

58. لَقَدْ كَنَّا وَمَا أُهْدَدُ بِالْحَرْبِ، وَلَا أُرَهْبُ بِالْضَّرْبِ.

60. If the veils were removed, my certitude would not increase.

59. لَوْ كُشِفَ الْغِطاءُ مَا ازْدَدَتْ يَقِينًا.

61. If my feet were to rest firmly on these slippery areas, I would surely change [many] things.

60. لَوْ اسْتَوْتُ قَدْمَائِي مِنْ هَذِهِ الْمَدَاحِضِ لَغِيَّرتُ أَشْيَاءً.

62. If we had done as you did, no pillar of the religion would be left standing and no plant of faith would grow.

61. لَوْ كُنَّا نَايِتَيْ مَا تَأَوُّنَّ (آُنِيْتُمْ)، لَمْ حَمَّلْهُمُ الْأَرْمَامُ، وَلَا أَخْضَرَ لِلْإِلَهَامِ عُودً.

63. If I wished to inform every man from among you of where he has come from and where he is going to and about all his affairs, I would do so, but I fear that you will take me and abandon the Messenger of Allah, peace and blessings of Allah be upon him. However, I will convey it to the selected ones who are safe from that [fear]. By the One who sent him with truth and chose him above the creation, I do not speak save the truth. He (the Prophet) has informed me about all this and about the destruction of those
who are destroyed and the salvation of those who are saved (and the consequences of this matter [of
the caliphate]). He left nothing that I would encounter except that he put it into my ear and informed me
about it.

62. Lo! You are destroying a man from the caliphate, and the salvation of those who are saved and
the destruction of those who are destroyed. He did not leave anything that I would encounter except
that he put it into my ear and informed me about it.

64. We have a right [to it] if it is given to us, otherwise we ride on the hinds of camels even if the night
journey is long.

65. We have the right of obedience and love over the people, and for them [for this] there is a goodly
reward from Allah, the Glorified.

66. Whoever clings to us will join us.

67. Whoever turns away from us will be annihilated.
68. One who follows our commandments advances.

69. One who boards other than our ship, drowns.

70. They (i.e. the Imams) are the trustees of the secrets of the Messenger of Allah (s), the protectors of his mission, the container of his knowledge, the sanctuary of his wisdom, the caverns of his books and the mountains of his religion.

71. They are the gems of faith and the treasures of the Most Merciful. When they speak, they are truthful and when they remain silent, they are not surpassed.

72. They are the treasures of faith and the sources of virtue; when they judge, they do justice and when they debate, they overcome.

73. They are the foundation of religion and the pillar of certitude; to them return those who have exceeded the limits and those who are behind [come forward to] join them.
74. They are the lamps in the darkness, the springs of wisdom, the sources of knowledge and the loci of forbearance.

75. They are the life of knowledge and the death of ignorance. Their forbearance (or wisdom) is conveyed to you from their knowledge, their silence from their speech (and their apparent from their hidden); they do not go against the truth (or the religion) nor do they differ in it, for it is among them as a silent speech and a truthful witness.

76. Do not stray from the truth and its people, for verily whoever opts [to follow] other than us, the household [of the Prophet], perishes and loses in [both] this world and the Hereafter.

77. The world is never devoid of an establisher of the proof of Allah, either [as an] apparent and known [person] or [as a] hidden and unknown [person], so that the proof of Allah and His message does not become void.

78. No one from this nation can be compared to the progeny of Muhammad, peace and blessings of
Allah be upon him, and no one who has benefitted from their blessings (i.e. the blessings of their knowledge and wisdom) will ever be equal to them.

77. لا يُقاسُ بِ آل مُحَمَّد صَلَوات الله عَلَيْهِمْ مِنْ هَذِهِ الْأُمَّةِ أُحْدَى، ولا يَسْتَوِيُّ (ولا يُسْتَوِيُّ) بِهِمْ مِنْ جَرَّاتِ نَعْمَتِهِم عَليَّهِ أَبْدًا.

79. People! There is no proof of Allah, the Glorified, on His earth greater than our Prophet, Muhammad (s), nor is there any wisdom more manifest than His book, the Glorious Qur’an and Allah, the Exalted, has not praised anyone from among you except he who holds fast to his rope and follows His prophet; and only he perishes, who perishes when he disobeys Him, goes against His commands and follows his vain desires. This is why the Almighty says ‘… let those who disobey His order beware lest an ordeal should afflict them or a painful chastisement befall them.’

80. The one who looks with the insight of the wise sees his path of guidance (or goal) and knows its valleys and its peaks.

81. We are the callers to truth, the leaders of creation and the speakers of truth, he who obeys us acquires [success] and he who disobeys us is destroyed.

82. By Allah! I have never hidden a single word nor have I ever spoken a lie.
83. By Allah! I do not hate the sudden coming of death to me, nor is it an event that I reject. I am but like a traveller who has come to his destination or a seeker who finds what he is looking for.

84. By Allah! If I were to spend a sleepless night on the thorns of al-Sa’dān or be driven shackled in chains as a prisoner, it would be more acceptable to me than meeting Allah and His Prophet as an oppressor over any [of His] servants, or a usurper of any worldly possessions. And how can I oppress for the sake of the body which is fast moving towards destruction and is going to spend a long time [buried] in the earth?

85. The devout companions of the Messenger of Allah (s) know that I never disobeyed Allah, the Glorified, or His Prophet for even a moment; and I supported him in situations where the valiant ones retreated and when the feet were slow in moving forward with courage – Allah honoured me with [all] this. I spared no effort in his obedience, may the blessings of Allah be upon him, and I fought his enemies with all my might, and I put my life on the line in order to protect him, and he divulged to me from his knowledge that which he did not divulge to anyone other than me.
86. Knowledge has led them to real understanding and they have acquired the spirit of conviction. They take easy what the easygoing regard as hard. They are comfortable with that which the ignorant are repelled by. They live in this world with their bodies but their spirits are in the higher realm. They are the vicegerents of Allah on His earth and the callers to His religion. Ah, ah! How I yearn to see them.

87. They are the supports of Islam and those entrusted with its protection. Through them the truth is restored in its rightful place and falsehood is removed from its position with its tongue is severed from its root. They have understood religion through reflection and contemplation, not by mere hearsay and [blind following of] what is narrated.

88. Verily we are the masters of speech; in us its offshoots (or veins) are fixed and its branches hang over us.

89. The chain of delusion will never be severed until the rising of the [Imam of the] avenger of the age.

90. We are the door of 'Ḥiṭṭah' which is the door of peace; one who enters it is safe and secure, whereas one who turns away from it is destroyed.
91. We are the middle cushion which is joined by those who remain behind and to which those who have exceeded the limits return.

92. We are the trustees of Allah over His servants and the establishers of truth in His lands. Through us the friend [of Allah] is saved and by us the enemy is destroyed.

93. We are the [family] tree of Prophethood, the station of revelation, the ones upon whom angels descend, the fountains of wisdom and the sources of knowledge. Our helpers and lovers await mercy while our enemies and haters await wrath.

94. We are the nearest ones [to the Prophet (s)], the companions, the custodians [of the treasures of Paradise] and the doors [of knowledge and wisdom]; and houses are not entered but through their doors, and whoever enters them without going through their doors is [considered] a thief and is not spared punishment.
95. Far be it! If there was no command of piety, I would have been the most cunning of all the Arabs.

96. I have never rejected Allah from the time that I came to know Him.

97. I have never doubted in the truth since the time it was shown to me.

98. I have never lied nor have I been accused of lying.

99. I have never strayed [from the right path] nor has anyone gone astray because of me.

100. No verse [of the Qur’an] was revealed but that I knew the occasion of its revelation and where it was revealed, [whether] in daytime or night, on a mountain or a plain; and my Lord has gifted me with an intelligent heart and an eloquent tongue.

101. We have established the pillar of truth and vanquished the forces of falsehood.
1. This tradition falls under the subject of giving charity.
2. Surah al-Ra’d [13]:7
3. A male bee which is followed by the other bees.
4. Part of the sermon was delivered after he became the Khalifa.
5. Because he had already reached the peak of certitude.
6. An expression that conveys humility as it was only slaves and prisoners who would ride on the hinds of camels.
7. Al-Noor [24]:63
8. This is a plant with sharp prickles.

**Foolishness**

1. Foolishness is occupying oneself with the superfluous and accompanying the ignorant.

2. Foolishness is an ailment which cannot be remedied and a sickness that cannot be cured.

3. The worst indigence is foolishness.

4. The most harmful thing is foolishness.

5. The height of foolishness is being beguiled [by the pleasures of this world].
6. The greatest foolishness is exaggeration in praise and censure.

7. The greatest foolishness is being conceited in [the state of] poverty.

8. Foolishness is a disgrace.

9. Foolishness is the most harmful companion.

10. Foolishness is the worst ailment.

11. Foolishness leads to superfluity.

12. Foolishness is from the fruits of ignorance.
13. Foolishness makes one a stranger in his own hometown.

14. How bad an ailment foolishness is!

15. The poverty of foolishness is not alleviated by [material] wealth.

16. Being conceited in poverty is the height of foolishness.

17. Establishing brotherhood with the vicious is from the greatest [acts of] foolishness.

18. Being audacious in front of the king is an act of foolishness.

19. From the signs of foolishness are: being audacious without any means and boasting without [possessing] any nobility.
19. من دلائل الحمَق دالَة غَيِّر آلة، وصلَف غَيِّر شَرف.

20. With foolishness, what is sought is not achieved.

21. There is no ailment worse than foolishness.

23. There is no poverty more severe than foolishness.

24. Foolishness is wretchedness.

The Fool

1. The fool is a stranger in his [own] hometown, [and is] humiliated among his near ones.

2. A fool does not improve by abasement and he is does not separate from fault and loss.
3. Be wary of the fool for verily, being amicable with him will bring you hardship (or exhaust you), agreeing with him will destroy you, disagreeing with him will cause you suffering and keeping his company will be [like] a curse upon you.

4. The most foolish of all people is the one who thinks that he is the most intelligent of all people.

5. The most foolish of all people is the one who prevents good deeds and [then] seeks gratitude, and does evil and [then] expects the reward for [doing] good.

6. The most foolish of all people is the one who censures others for a vice while he [himself] performs it.

7. The fool does not improve by being disgraced.

8. The remoteness of a fool is better than his nearness and his silence is better than his speech.
9. The foolishness of a person is recognized by [his] cheerfulness in times of blessing and increased abjectness in times of tribulation.

10. The foolishness of a person is recognized in three things: in his talking about that which does not concern him, [in] his answering that which he was not asked and his recklessness in [his] affairs.

11. Cutting off [ties with] the fool is judiciousness.

12. Be cautious of the fool when you are in his company, of the vicious when you associate with him and of the oppressor when you deal with him.

13. For the fool there is an oath with every statement.

14. Be careful not to love the fool, for he will surely harm you while he thinks that he is benefitting you and will annoy you while he thinks that he is pleasing you.
15. Keeping silent is the best response for a fool.

16. Increased fickleness is from the signs of a fool.

17. Putting up with a fool is a torment for the soul.

18. Never show respect to a fool, even if he is [apparently] great.

1. i.e. he swears with every statement that he makes.

Tolerance

1. Tolerance is proof of intelligence and a symbol of excellence.

2. Tolerance is the ornament of companionship.
2. Tolerance is the embellishment of politics [and leadership].

3. Tolerance dignifies one’s status.

4. Tolerance is a beautiful quality.

5. Tolerating meanness (or annoyance) is from nobility of character.

6. By bearing the burden of provision (for the people), praises increase.

7. Through increased tolerance, one’s merit (or intelligence) increases.

8. Through tolerance and forbearance, people become your helpers and supporters.
10. The forbearing one is recognized by his increased tolerance.

11. Be tolerant, [and] your status will become lofty.

12. Adopt tolerance, for verily it is [a means of] concealing faults.

13. One whose tolerance increases becomes noble.

14. One who does not bear the burden of providing for the people has prepared his power for its transference.

15. It is part of honour to tolerate the wrongdoings of [one’s] brothers.

16. Tolerate that which comes your way, for indeed tolerance is a [means of] concealing faults and verily
the wise one is half [the time] tolerant and half [the time] feigning negligence.

16. إحتِمَلُ ما يُمْرِ عَلَيْكَ، فَإِنَّ الْإِحْتِمَالَ سَتْرُ الْغَيْبَ، وَإِنَّ الْعَافِلَ نَصْفُهُ إِحْتِمَالًا، وَنَصْفُهُ تَغَافُلٌ.

17. Continually bearing the liabilities [of others] causes loftiness [of character].

Vehemence

1. It is to the extent of one’s vehemence that one is protective of his honour.

1 - عَلَى قَدْرِ الحَمْيَةِ تَكُونُ الغِيْرَةُ.

2. Allah! Allah! I warn you servants of Allah, against feeling proud of your bigotry and boasting over your ignorance, for indeed these are the fertilizers of enmity and the bellows of Satan.

2 - قَالَّهُ اللّهُ عِبَادُ اللّهِ فِي كِبْرِ الحَمْيَةِ وَفَخْرِ الْجَاهِلِيَّةِ فَإِنَّهُ مَلَاقِحُ الشَّيَاتِ وَمَنَافِجُ الشَّيْطَانِ.

3. There is no vehemence in one who has no sense of honour.

3 - لَاحْمَيْةً لَمْ يَأْنَقَهُ لَهُ.

1. In the sense of protecting one’s dignity and integrity.

Abstinence [From Food]
1. Fitness of the body is [in] abstinence from [harmful] foods.

2. One who cannot patiently bear the agony of abstinence [from food], his sickness will be prolonged.

Fulfilling Needs

1. Verily the needs of the people that are addressed to you are a blessing from Allah upon you, so take advantage of them and do not be weary of them, lest they should turn into [divine] wrath.

2. Do not delay granting the needy to tomorrow, for you do not know what will happen to you and to him tomorrow.

3. You must seek the fulfilment of your needs through people of honourable dispositions and origins, you will be successful [in getting what you need] with them, without any delay or any sense of obligation.

4. You must seek your needs from those who are honourable and of good origins, for they are more likely to fulfil them [quickly and without obligation] and they are purer in your eyes.
5. I am amazed at the person who is approached by his Muslim brother in need and refuses to fulfil it, not deeming himself worthy of [doing] good; so assume that he does not desire any reward nor does he fear any punishment. Do they lack interest in [acquiring] noble traits?

6. Not having your needs fulfilled is better than seeking them from those who are not worthy.

7. Being generous with power [and fulfilling the needs of the people with it] is the alms-tax of power.

8. Expediting the release [of the needy from his need] is [a means of] success.

9. The fulfilling of needs is not made righteous except by three things: by considering it to be small such that it becomes great, by hiding it such that it is made apparent [by Allah] and by expediting it such that it becomes felicitous.
10. Everyone who has been given time [to do good before his death] gives excuses for postponement [of good deeds].

11. Turning away the needy is the cause of diminishment of affluence.

Expressing Your Needs

1. Express your needs to whomever you wish and (you will) become his captive.

2. When you express your needs to someone, you abase yourself before him.

3. One who seeks his needs from you, his obedience to you will be to the extent of his need from you.

4. When someone turns to you with his needs, it becomes obligatory upon you to help him.
How are you?

1. (When he was asked ‘how are you O Amīr al-Mu‘minīn?’, he replied: ) How would he be whom life is driving towards death, whose state of health can be changed to sickness at any moment and who can be approached [by death] from his place of safety?!

1. (وَقَيلَ لَهُ عَلَيْهِ السَّلامُ ـ كَيْفَ تَجَدُّكَ يا أمِيرُ المؤمنين؟ فقال: كَيْفَ يَكُونُ (حالُ) مَن يُفْقِنِي بِبَقَائِهِ، وَيُسْقِمُ بِصِيْحَتِهِ وَيُؤْتِي مِنْ مَأْمَنِهِ؟!)

The Perplexed

1. It is possible for the one who is perplexed and bewildered to be excused.

1. قد يُعَدُّ المَتَحَيْرُ المبِهِوْتُ.

Recourse

1. Subtlety in [seeking] recourse is the most advantageous of all ways.

1. أَتَلْتَلَفُ فِي الْحَيْلَةِ أَجْدَى مِنَ الْوَسْيِلَةِ.

2. For everything there is recourse.

2. لِكُلِّ شَيْءِ حَيْلَةَ.

3. One who neglects his recourse (or natural disposition) is made to rise [towards it] by tribulations.

3. مَنْ قَعَدَ عَنْ حَيْلَتِهِ (جِبَلَتِهِ)، أَقَامَهُ الْشَّدَايْدُ.
Life and Being Alive
الحيّ والحياة

1. The living one is never satisfied [and always seeks more].

1- أَلَحَيٌّ لَا يَكْتَنَّ وَيْلٌ.

2. The fruit of long life is illness and senility.

2. نَمَرَأُ طُولَ الْحَيَاةِ السَّقْمُ وَالْهَرَمُ.

3. The end of [this] life is death.

3. غَاْيَةُ الْحَيَاةِ الْمُوْتُ.

4. How close is life to death!

4. مَا أَقْرَبُ الْحَيَاةُ مِنَ الْمُوْتِ.

5. How near is the living one to the dead because he will soon join him!

5. مَا أَقْرَبُ الْحَيِّ مِنَ الْمَيْتِ لِلْحَاقِهِ بِهِ.

6. How far is the dead one from the living by his separation from him!

6. مَا أَبْعَدَ الْمَيْتُ مِنَ الْحَيِّ لِإِنْقِطَاعِهِ عَنْهُ.

Modesty and Shame
الحياء
1. Being ashamed in front of Allah, the Glorified, protects [one] from the punishment of hell.

2. The most modest among you are the most forbearing among you.

3. The best of religious attires is modesty.

4. The greatest modesty is your being ashamed in front of Allah.

5. The best modesty is your being ashamed of yourself [in front of Allah].

6. Verily modesty and chastity are from the characteristics of faith, and they are the traits of the free and the qualities of the virtuous.

7. Modesty is beautiful.
8. Modesty is preventive.

8. ﺍﻟْﺣَيَاءُ ﻣَﺣْرَمَةَ.

9. Shame prevents livelihood.

9. ﺍﻟْﺣَيَاءُ ﻋَدَدُ ﺍﻟْرَّزْقِ.

10. Modesty is the key to (every) good.

10. ﺍﻟْﺣَيَاءُ ﻣَفْتَاحُ (كَلِلِ) ﺍﻟْخَيْرِ.

11. Shame is accompanied by deprivation.

11. ﺍﻟْﺣَيَاءُ ﻣَقْرُونُ بِاﻟْحَرْمَانِ.

12. Modesty is the lowering of one’s gaze.

12. ﺍﻟْﺣَيَاءُ ﻏَضُرُ ﺍﻟْطَرْفِ.

13. Modesty is the perfection of honour.

13. ﺍﻟْﺣَيَاءُ ﺗَمَمُ اﻟْكَرْمِ.

14. Modesty is the partner of chastity.

14. ﺍﻟْﺣَيَاءُ ﻗَرْينُ اﻟْعَفافِ.
15. Modesty is a beautiful quality.

16. Modesty is a pleasing characteristic.

17. Modesty is the perfection of honour and the best of traits.

18. Modesty prevents one from ugly actions.

19. Being ashamed in front of Allah effaces many of the sins [that one has committed].

20. Dress yourself with modesty, wear the armour of loyalty, safeguard brotherhood and reduce your conversations with women, [if you do all this] your eminence will become complete.

21. The fruit of modesty is chastity.
22. Three things that are not to be ashamed of are: for a person to serve his guest, and for him to stand up from his place for his father or his teacher, and [for him] to seek the right even if it is little.

23. The shame of person feels from himself is the fruit of [his] faith.

24. The source of chastity is modesty.

25. Espouse modesty, for it is the symbol of nobility.

26. The pinnacle of modesty is for a man to feel ashamed of himself.

27. Shame has been paired with deprivation.
28. The increased modesty of a person is the sign of his faith.

29. One who is shy is deprived.

30. Whoever has no modesty has no good in him.

31. One whose modesty is reduced, his piety is [also] reduced.

32. Whoever is clothed with the garment of modesty, his faults are hidden from the people.

33. One who does not fear facing the people [after having been caught doing evil] does not fear Allah, the Glorified.

34. One who is not ashamed of the people will not feel ashamed in front of Allah, the Glorified.
35. That which is not appropriate for you to do in the open should not be done by you in private.

36. The best partner of generosity is modesty.

37. The best partner of faith is modesty.

38. There is no [good] trait like modesty.

1. Here shame is used in the negative sense of excessive bashfulness, timidity etc.

**Narration and Transmission of Information**

1. Do not relate that which you have no knowledge about.

2. Never transmit information except from a reliable person otherwise you will become a liar, and if you transmit from other than him then surely telling lies is [a cause of] disgrace and dishonour.
3. Do not hasten to the people with that which they dislike so that they [begin to] speak about you that which they do not know.

4. Analyze the information when you hear it with the analysis of understanding (i.e. in order to understand it), not the analysis of narration (i.e. in order to narrate it to others), for indeed the narrators of information are many but those who consider it carefully are few.

5. Reports will never be accepted as true until [they are] verified by the eyes.

Gauging People

1. Accompany [people] so that you may gauge [their true nature].

2. One who gauges [the people] detests (or keeps away from) [them].

3. Being at ease with every person before gauging [them] is from lack of intellect.
4. One who feels at ease [with people] before gauging them, regrets.

Deception and the Deceitful

1. Beware of [engaging in] deception, for verily deception is from the qualities of the vile.

2. He who makes his intelligence follow deceptions has deluded it.

3. One who tries to deceive Allah is [himself] deceived.

4. The deceiver has no religion.

The Servant

1. Beat your servant when he disobeys Allah but forgive him when he disobeys you.
The One who is forsaken by Allah

1. From the signs of being forsaken by Allah is considering that which is evil as something good.

2. One of the indications of being forsaken by Allah is taking the rights of [one’s] brothers lightly.

3. Abandonment is a support for ignorance.

4. The forsaken is he who has to ask for something from the ignoble.

Muteness

1. Muteness is better than lying.
Ineptness

1. Ineptness is opposing [others’] views and having enmity with one who is capable of causing harm.

2. Be cautious of ineptness for it is disgraces [one’s] character.

3. The ugliest thing is ineptness.

4. The worst thing is ineptness.

5. Ineptness is a disgraceful attribute.

6. Ineptness is the worst quality.

7. How bad a quality ineptness is!
8. The height of ignorance is ineptness.

9. One whose ineptness increases is scorned.

10. How many an elevated person has been degraded by the ugliness of his ineptitude!

11. It is from ineptness to make haste before [having] ability, and to act slowly after getting the opportunity.

12. Increased ineptness is an abomination.

13. It is from ineptitude to let go of an opportunity when one is able to take it.

14. Ineptness is not in anything but that it tarnishes it.
15. There is no quality more disgraceful than ineptitude.

15. لا خُلُق أشیان مِن الخُرْق.

16. There is no attribute more belittling than ineptitude.

16. لا خُلُق أزری مِن الخُرْق.

The Loser

الخاسر والخسران

1. Many a person who gains is [actually] a loser.

1. رُبّ رابح خاسر.

2. The biggest loser from among you is the most unjust from among you.

2. أخْسَرْكُمُ أظلمكم.

3. How great a loser is he for whom there is no share [of reward] in the Hereafter!

3. ما أخْسَر مَن لَيسَ لِهِ فِي الآخِرَةِ نَصِيبٍ.

Submissiveness and Humility in front of Allah, The Most High

الخشع والخضوع لله تعالى

1. When you are guided to your goal then be most submissive in front of your Lord.

1. إذا أنتَ هُديت لِقصَدِك فَكنِ أخْشَعُ ما تَكونُ لَرَبِّكَ.
2. Everything is humble in front of Allah.

3. Everything is submissive in front of Allah.

4. One whose heart submits, his limbs [also] submit.

5. Whoever is humble in front of the majesty of Allah, people become submissive to him.

6. The best form of obedience is submission and humility.

7. How good a supporter of supplication submissiveness!

8. There is no worship like [that which is accompanied by] humility.

The Foe of Allah

1. One whose enemy is Allah, the Glorified, his proof is refuted and he is punished in this world and in his Hereafter.

2. One whose enemy is Allah, his proof is refuted and Allah wages war with him.

Writing

1. Put cotton in your inkpot, keep the nib of your pen long, leave space between your lines and keep the letters close to each other, for this makes the writing more beautiful.

2. Open the sharpened nib of your pen, thicken its point [so that it does not break easily] and cut the edge on the right side so that your handwriting becomes good.
3. Writing is the tongue of the hand.

Ideas

1. The imbuement of ideas is through deliberation.

The Daring

1. The daring risk-taker charges towards danger.

Mistakes

1. Making many mistakes points towards excessive ignorance.

Sincerity and Devotion

1. Sincerity is in grave danger, until it is seen what it concludes with.
1. َآلِّإِلْخَلَاصُ شَخْصُ عَظيمٍ حَتَّى يُنظَرَ بِهِ يُخْتَمُ َلَهُ.

2. Be sincere and you will attain [success].

3. Let your action, your knowledge, your love, your hatred, your taking, your leaving, your speech and your silence [all] be [sincerely] for the sake of Allah.

4. Adopt sincerity in secret and in the open, fear [of Allah] when unseen and seen, moderation in poverty and wealth, and equity in satisfaction and anger.

5. Be sincere when you perform an action [and do it only for the pleasure of Allah].

6. Sincerity is the goal [of worship].

7. Sincerity is [a means of attaining] success.
8. Being sincere is the best of actions.

9. Sincerity is the fruit of worship.

10. Sincerity is the attribute of the most excellent people.

11. Sincerity is the highest [form of] success.

12. Sincerity is the worship of the Near Ones [to Allah].

13. Sincerity is the goal of religion.

14. Sincerity is the most honourable end.
15. Sincerity is the fruit of certitude.

16. Sincerity is the foundation of worship.

17. Sincerity is the highest [level of] faith.

18. Sincerity in action stems from strong faith and righteous intention.

19. If you are sincere, you will be successful.

20. Through sincerity, deeds are raised (i.e. are accepted).

21. Through sincerity, the doers of good deeds contend for excellence.
22. The true sincerity of a person makes his nearness [to Allah] greater and his reward abundant.

23. Blessed is one who anticipates his death and makes his actions sincere.

24. Blessed is he who makes his knowledge, his actions, his love, his hatred, his taking, his leaving, his speech and his silence sincere for [attaining the pleasure of] Allah.

25. Blessed is he who proceeds with sincerity, acts with righteousness, acquires the reserves [for the Hereafter] and eschews [the disobedience of Allah] cautiously.

26. You must espouse true sincerity and complete certitude, for these two are the best forms of worship of the Near Ones [to Allah].

27. The goal of sincerity is [attaining] deliverance [from the punishment of Allah].
27. غايةُ الإخلاصُ الخلاصُ.

28. It is for making actions sincere that the people of intellect and understanding contend.

29. How can one be capable of sincerity when he has been overcome by vain desire?

30. One who devotes himself sincerely to Allah gains support for his life in this world and his Hereafter.

31. One whose action is not accompanied with sincerity, [his action] is not accepted.

32. With sincerity, deeds are raised (i.e. accepted).

33. No one preserves his reward except the one who makes his action sincere.

34. There is nothing better than making action sincere in [accordance with] its true intention.
34. ٣٤. لا شيء أفضل من إخلاص عمل في صدقي نبئيه.

35. The sincere one is worthy of getting [his prayers] answered.

35. المخلص حري بالإجابة.

36. One who makes his actions sincere, attains his hopes.

36. من أخلص بلغ الآمال.

Sucession

1. How strange it is that the succession [to the Prophet] is [decided] by companionship [only] and not by companionship and kinship.

1. واعجبنا أن تكون الخلافة بالصحابه ولا تكون بالصحابه والقراه.

The Caliphs [Uthman and..]

1. With Allah, the Glorified, lies the clear verdict between the appropriator [Uthman] and the protestor [who was responsible for his assassination].

1. لِلَّهِ سَبِيحَانُهُ حُكْمٌ بَيْنَ في المُسَتَأثِرٍ والجازِع.

1. Part of sermon no. 30 of Nahj al-Balāgha.

Disagreement

1. Disagreement wrecks [good] ideas.
2. Organized affairs are disrupted by disagreement.

3. The cause of disunity is disagreement.

4. With disagreement there is no harmony.

5. From disagreement stems repulsion [and hatred].

6. Too much disagreement is discord.

7. Disagreement is the motive for wars.

8. Disputes demonstrate the foolishness of a person and do not increase his claim.
1. Another possible translation as mentioned by 'Allāma Khwānsari (r) is: From opposition (to vain desires) loftiness is achieved.

**Good Character**

1. A refined character is one of the two blessings.

1. الخُلْق السَّمِيح أحد النَّعمتينِ.

2. The best thing is [good] character.

2. أَحْسَن شَيْء الْخُلْقَ.

3. The most honourable distinction is [good] character.

3. أَكْرَم الْحَسَب الْخُلْقِ

4. The best of qualities is honourable ambition.

4. أَحْسَن الشَّيْم شَرْفُ الْهَمَّ.

5. The most beautiful qualities are forbearance and chastity.

5. أَزْيَن الشَّيْمُ أَحْلَمُ والْعَفَافُ

6. The purest of all people in lineage is the best of them in character.
6. أظهر الناس أعراضًا أحسنهم أخلاقًا.

7. The most pleased of all people is one whose character is agreeable.

7. أرضس الناس من كانت أخلاقه رضية.

8. The best eminence is [in possessing] a beautiful character.

8. أحسن السِناء الخلق السُجُيح.

9. The most honourable quality of the noble one is his feigning inattention [and ignorance] about that which he is aware [regarding the negative traits of others].

9. أشرف أخلاق الكَرِيم تفاغله عمما يعلَم.

10. The best of qualities are generosity, chastity and tranquillity.

10. أفضل الشَيْم السُخاء والعِفة والسكينة.

11. The best of morals are those which drive you towards noble deeds.

11. أحسن الأخلاق ما حملك علَى المكارم.

12. Verily Allah, the Glorified and Exalted, loves the person who is approachable [and courteous], of tolerant disposition and prompt in getting things done.

12. إن الله سبحانَه وتعالى يحب السهل النفس، السمع الخليقة، القرب الأمر.
13. Verily it is from nobility of character to build ties with the one who cuts you off, to give one who deprives you and to forgive one who wrongs you.

14. Noble traits are [acquired] through difficulties.

15. A praiseworthy character is one of the fruits of intelligence.

16. He (‘a) said about those whom he praised: When they speak, they are truthful and when they are silent, they are not surpassed. When they look, they take lesson and when they turn away, they are not distracted. When they talk, they remember [Allah] and when they are quiet, they contemplate.

17. If you must compete with each other, then vie for [acquiring] desirable qualities and praiseworthy traits.

18. One whose character is bad, his death is [considered a time of] happiness.
19. When the character is good, the speech becomes gentle.

20. When there is an admirable quality in a man, then expect from him other such qualities.

21. When the Qur’an calls you towards [acquiring] a beautiful quality, then compel yourself to adopt [a quality] like it.

22. With good character, life becomes pleasant.

23. By [adopting] good character, sustenance becomes abundant.

24. Opting for the truth and keeping away from untruth is the most beautiful quality and the best etiquette.
25. Compete in acquiring [a] desirable character, great forbearance and lofty ideas, [and] your reward will become great.

26. You should be zealous for praiseworthy qualities like protecting the [rights of the] neighbour, fulfilling the sureties, obedience to virtue and opposition to arrogance; and beautify yourselves with excellent traits.

27. Choose for yourself the best from every character [trait], for indeed virtue is a habit.

28. Good character is [an embellishment] for the soul and good appearance is [a beautification] for the body.

29. Adopting a good character is the best [means of following the] religion.

30. Good character is the best companion and self-conceit is a hidden ailment.
31. Good character is from the best allotment and the most virtuous of qualities.

32. Good character is one of the two bounties [of Allah].

33. Good character is proof of an honourable ancestry.

34. Good character increases sustenance and makes companions feel at ease.

35. Good character is the cornerstone of all virtuous acts.

36. Good character brings about adoration and strengthens love.

37. The best character is the one that is furthest from obstinacy.
38. The best of qualities is the most agreeable of them.

40. The best of all qualities is truthfulness in speech and noble actions.

41. The foundation of belief is [adopting a] good character and adorning oneself with the truth.

42. I had, in the past, a brother-in-faith and his view of the world as something insignificant made him great in my eyes. He was above being controlled by the needs of his appetency and thus he never craved for what he could not get nor would he ask for more of what he got. He was silent most of the time but when he spoke, he silenced the other speakers and quenched the thirst [for answers] of questioners. He was [apparently] weak and feeble but at the time of battle he was like the lion of the forest or the serpent of the valley. He would not put forth an argument unless it was decisive. He would not accuse anyone in an excusable matter until he had heard his excuse. He would not mention any suffering except after recovering from it. He would do as he says and not say that which he does not do [himself]. Even when (or if) he could be exceeded in speaking, he could not be excelled in silence. He was more eager to listen than he was to speak. When two things came before him, he would see which of the two was closer to vain desire and would oppose it. You should [all] adopt these qualities, thus acquire them and compete with each other in them. And if you cannot acquire them, you should know that acquiring a little is better than giving up plenty.
43. Nothing gets constricted with good character.

44. One whose character is noble, his sustenance is increased.

45. One whose qualities are good, his companionship is pleasant.

46. One whose character is good, his ways become easy.

47. One whose character is good, more people adore him and feel at ease with him.
47. من حسن خلقه كثر محبوه، وأنسنت النفوس به.

48. Allah, the Glorified, does not give a servant anything from the good of this world or the Hereafter but because of his good character and his good intention.

49. The best distinction is good character.

50. The best trait is [having a] good character.

51. The best [form of] faith is a beautiful character.

52. The hidden aspects of [one’s] character are uncovered by [companionship and] social interaction.

53. The pinnacle of knowledge is distinguishing between character traits, manifesting the praiseworthy among them and suppressing the blameworthy among them.
54. The adornment of [all] traits is being careful [in fulfilling] the sureties.

55. Six things are used to gauge the character of men: [their behaviour in times of] happiness and anger, security and fear, deprivation and desire.

56. You must adopt a good character for this will earn you adoration [of others].

57. In good character, there are treasures of [blessings and] sustenance.

58. Everything is possible except [changing and] transferring of natural dispositions [of character and personality].

59. How many a lowly person has been elevated by his good character!

60. Whoever does not make his character good, his companion will not benefit from him.
61. One whose attributes are not good, his [methods and] ways will not be praised.

62. There is no companion like good character.

63. There is no life more satisfying than [one lived with] good character.

64. When you see in others a quality which is objectionable, then keep similar qualities away from yourself.

65. Verily your natural disposition invites you towards that which you are familiar with.

66. Indeed these natural dispositions are different, and the best of them is the furthest of them from evil.

67. Verily only the dispositions of the virtuous are dispositions that have the potential of supporting good,
so whenever they are laden with it, they carry it.

68. He (‘a) said about the one whom he censured: If he falls sick he regrets having abandoned the work and if he is healthy, he feels secure and delays the work. When he is called to cultivate for this world, he works and when he is called to cultivate for the Hereafter, he is lazy. If he becomes wealthy, he turns arrogant and falls into vice and if he becomes poor, he despairs and becomes weak. If a favour is done to him, he is ungrateful and if he does a favour, he lengthens it and makes it seem like a great favour and an obligation. If an evil deed presents itself to him, he commits it with the excuse of seeking repentance [for it later] but when he decides to repent, he delays it and persists in sinning. If he experiences wellbeing, he assumes that he has repented. If he is distressed, he thinks ill of Allah and doubts [in Him]. If he falls ill he devotes himself and turns repentantly to Allah but if he regains his health, he forgets and returns to his evil ways and becomes emboldened in his injustice towards the servants [of Allah]. When he is secure, he is allured by the temptations of this world, so he forgets the Hereafter and is negligent of the Resurrection [on the Day of Judgment].

69. When you see in others a quality which is objectionable, then keep similar qualities away from yourself.

70. The worst quality is treachery.
71. A person’s distance from vice is [the source of his] magnanimity.

72. Keep away from miserliness and hypocrisy, for these two are from the most reprehensible qualities.

73. Keep away from the worst of every character trait and struggle with yourself in keeping away from it, for indeed evil is obstinate.

74. Two attributes never come together in the heart of a believer: bad character and miserliness.

75. Bad character is inauspicious and offending a benefactor is wickedness.

76. Bad character is the worst companion.

77. Bad character alienates the near one and repels the distant one.
78. Bad character makes life bitter and is a torment for the soul.

79. The attributes that lead to evil are lying, stinginess, injustice and ignorance.

80. Bad character alienates the soul and removes amiability.

81. The worst qualities are dishonesty and hypocrisy.

82. The worst of habits is lying.

83. A vice may debase [the one who commits it].

84. Every malady has a cure except bad character.
85. One who is rude by nature, his surroundings are deserted.

86. One whose character is bad torments his [own] soul.

87. One whose character is bad, his [own] family becomes fed up with him.

88. One who is of bad character is detested by his companion and associate.

89. One who is of bad character lacks friends and associates.

90. It is from bad character to be stingy and abusive in demanding your right.

91. Be wary of jesting, playing, excessive joking, [excessive] laughing, and vain talks.
92. Be cautious of the bellows of arrogance, the dominance of zealotry and the bigotry of the age of ignorance.

93. Beware of a wicked heart, corruption of intention, embodying vice and the deception of [false] aspiration.

94. The most detestable of morals is treachery.

95. The most wicked characteristic is spite.

96. The worst of morals is adorning oneself with vices.

97. A dispraised character is from the fruits of ignorance.
98. How detestable are the traits of the vile and how good are the qualities of the honourable!

99. Being close to the people in their morals [and habits] is a safeguard from their malice.

100. There is no good in a character that is not adorned with forbearance.

101. There is no good in the trait of arrogance, haughtiness and pride.

102. There is no life for the one who has a bad character.

103. There is no loneliness worse than [that which is brought about by] bad character.

104. The one who has a bad character is very impetuous and has a bitter life.
105. A bad character is one of the two torments.

106. One who makes his character bad, torments his [own] soul.

107. One whose character is bad, his [own] family becomes fed up with him.

108. One whose character is bad, his sustenance is restricted.

109. One who does not affirm his past (i.e. the good character of his forefathers) with his present (i.e. his own good character), disgraces his predecessor and betrays his successor.

Creation

1. Every creation is moving towards that which it has no knowledge of.
Seclusion

1. The cause of immorality is seclusion.

2. Remaining in seclusion (when it is required to safeguard faith) is the habit of the righteous.

Wine

1. Abandoning the drinking of wine is [commanded as] a protection for the mind.

Five Bad Qualities

1. Five [types of people] are worthy of being humiliated: The one who interferes between two people when they have not involved him in their affair, the one who issues commands to the owner of the house [while] in his house, the one who approaches a dining table when he has not been invited to do so, the one who continues talking when nobody is listening and the one who sits in the place where he has no right to sit.

2. Five qualities are detested from five [people]: Excessive licentiousness from scholars, greed from sages, stinginess from the wealthy, shamelessness from women and from the elders, adultery.
Anonymity

1. Verily in anonymity [and lack of fame and prominence] there is peace of mind.

Fear

1. Fear [of Allah] is the imprisonment of the self from sins and its impediment from vices.

2. Fear of Allah in this world makes one safe from fear of Him in the Hereafter.

3. Fear [Allah] and you will be feared by the people.

4. Fear [Allah] and you will be feared; and do not act jokingly such that you are belittled.
5. The most fearful [of Allah] among you are the ones who know [Him] the most.

6. Fear [of Allah] is security.

7. Fear of the punishment of Allah is a quality of the God-wary.

8. Fear [of Allah] is the gown of the Gnostics.

9. Fear [of Allah] is the distinguishing feature of the believers.

10. When you fear the Creator, you flee towards Him.

11. The fruit of fear is security.
12. Fear your Lord and seek His mercy, He will save you from that which you fear [in this world] and will bestow [upon you] what you hope for.

13. Fear [Allah] and you will be safe, and do not [wait to] be safe so that you may fear [Him].

14. Fear your Lord with a fearing that distracts you from hope of His mercy, and have hope of His mercy with the hoping of one who does not feel safe from His fear.

15. The best action is striking a balance between hope [of His mercy] and fear [of His wrath].

16. Fear Allah with the fearing of one who busies his mind with contemplation, for indeed fear [of Allah] is the best place to find security and is a restraint for the self from vices.

17. Fear of Allah is the consolidation of faith.

18. Fear of Allah brings security for the one who is filled with it.
19. Fear Allah and He will protect you, and do not feel safe from Him [to the extent that you begin committing sins] so that He punishes you.

20. Many a fear turns into security.

21. There is many a frightening thing that you are not cautious of.

22. Blessed be the one who is careful of [not disobeying] his Lord and afraid of his sin.

23. Blessed be the one who enjoins upon himself the fear of his Lord and obeys Him in secret and in the open.

24. Blessed be the one who fills himself with fear [of Allah], belies [false] hopes and eschews missteps.
25. Blessed be the one who fears Allah and thus becomes safe [from chastisement in the Hereafter].

25. طَوْبِي لِمَنْ خَافَ اللَّهَ فَأَمِنَّ.

26. I am amazed at the one who knows Allah, how can his fear [of Him] not become intensified?!

26. عَجِبْتُ لِمَنْ عَرَفَ اللَّهَ كَيْفَ لَا يِقْصُدُ خَوْفَهُ.

27. I am amazed at the one who is incapable of warding off that which comes upon him, how does he feel safe from the one whom (or the thing which) he is afraid of?!

27. عَجِبْتُ لِمَنْ يَعْجُزُ عَنْ دَفْعِ ما عَرَاهُ كَيْفَ يِقْعُ اللَّهُ الأَمْنَ مَمَّا يَخْشَاهُ.

28. Fear [of Allah] is sufficient as knowledge.

28. كَفِى بِالْخَشْيَةِ عِلْمًا.

29. Just as you hope, fear.

29. كَمَا تَرْجُو خَفٌّ.

30. One who fears [Allah] is safe.

30. مَنْ خَافُ أَمِنًّ.


31. مَنْ خَافَ أَدْلَجَ (أُدْلَجَ).
32. Whoever fears Allah, his knowledge is complete.

33. Whoever fears Allah, his [other] fears are reduced.

34. One whose fear [of Allah] increases, his affliction is reduced.

35. One who fears Allah does not quench his anger [by taking revenge].

36. One who fears his Lord refrains from being unjust [to anyone].

37. One whose fear [of Allah] reduces, his affliction increases.

38. One who does not truly fear Allah will not gain His security.
39. One who fears Allah is protected by Allah, the Glorified, from everything.

40. The best form of worship is fear [and awe] of Allah.

41. The best barrier from sins is fear [of Allah].

42. The best means of [arriving at] security is fear [of Allah].

43. Let no fearful one fear anything other than his sins.

44. Do not fear anything other than your sins.

45. There is no knowledge like the fear [and awe] of Allah.
46. Fear [and awe] of Allah is the attribute of the felicitous.

46. آللخشيَّةُ شيمةُ السعادة.

47. One who fears the threat of Allah [to the evildoers] brings close to himself that which is far.

47. مَنْ خاف الوعيد قرب على نفسه البعيد.

48. Fear [of Allah] is a backing.

48. الخوَفُ إسْتِظْهار.

49. One who fears [divine] punishment desists from evil actions.

49. مَنْ خاف العقاب انصرف عن السياط.

1. Or in another reading: Fear [Allah] and you will be cautious [not to disobey Him].

Fearing Other than Allah الخوَف من غير الله

1. Whenever you fear the created [as opposed to the Creator], you flee from him.

1. إذا خافت المخلوق فررت منَهُ.

2. When you are frightened of something then jump into it, for indeed the difficulty of safeguarding yourself from it is greater than [that of] entering into it.

2. إذا هبَت أمراً فقع فيه، فإن شدة توقيه أشد من الوقوع فيه.
3. He (‘a) said about the one whom he censured: ...he has made his fear of men ready currency while his fear of the Creator a mere guarantee or promise [to be carried out later].

4. One who fears the people, Allah, the Glorified, makes him afraid of everything.

The Fearful

1. The fearful one has no life.

2. How many a fearful person has been taken to a place of safety by his fear.

3. One who fears, fails.

Frightening Others

1. One who does not frighten others will never be frightened [by anyone].
2. One who frightens you [from committing sins] in order to protect you [from punishment] is better than one who gives you a [false] sense of security on order that you may become frightened.

The Frustrated

1. For the frustrated and hopeless one there is the anguish of ruin [and loss].

Good

1. Good does not perish.

2. Good is easier [to do] than an evil action.

3. The bane of goodness is an evil companion.
4. When you make the intention of doing good, then execute it.

5. When you witness [a] good [deed] then take to it.

6. Three things consolidate that which is good: bestowing favours, guarding [one’s] sureties and keeping ties with near relatives.

7. Consolidation of good is in acting on that which lasts and making light of that which perishes.

8. Reform the evildoer with your good actions and guide [others] towards good by your beautiful [and kind] words.

9. Do good and do not consider any of it insignificant, for verily little of it is plenty and its doer is happy [in the Hereafter].

10. Increase your gladness for that which you have sent forth of good deeds and [increase] your sadness for that which you have missed from it.
11. The good deed that brings the quickest reward is piety.

12. Verily that which you send forth of good actions will be preserved for you and that which you delay [or postpone] will benefit other than you.

13. Indeed the best of good deeds are giving charity anonymously, being good with your parents and keeping ties with near relations.

14. Do good and do not commit evil acts, for the one who performs a good deed is better than it and the one who commits an evil act is more evil than it.

15. Do good deeds as much as you can, for better than the good deed is the one who does it.

16. Indeed, the most perceptive of seers is one whose gaze penetrates into good actions.
17. The consolidation of good is in seeking advice and acting upon words of the sincere adviser.

18. The consolidation of good is in making friendship for the sake of Allah and making enmity for the sake of Allah; [in] loving for the sake of Allah and hating for the sake of Allah.

19. Consolidation of good is in [performing] virtuous actions.

20. Sometimes good may come upon you from where you least expect it.


22. One who does good has [actually] started with [gaining its benefit] himself.

23. One who plants good, reaps reward.
24. Whoever does not know how to distinguish good from evil, then he is [actually] from the beasts.

25. One who does not know the benefit of a good action will not be capable of performing it.

26. One who sends forth a good deed will find it [in the Hereafter].

27. One who is falls short in performing good deeds, loses and regrets.

28. From the signs of goodness is refraining from harming others.

29. The good deed that is followed by hellfire is not a good deed.

30. Never count as evil that through which you realized good.
30. لاتعْدِنْ شَرًا ما أدرَكْتُ بِهِ خِيرًا.

31. Do not perform any good action in order to show off and do not abandon it out of shame.

31. لاتَعْمِلْ شِيئًا مِنَ الخَيرِ رِياءً، ولا تَترُكْهُ حَيَاءً.

32. None of you should ever say: ‘indeed there is one who is more worthy of doing the good action than me,’ for it will, by Allah, become that way. Verily for good and evil there are adherents, so whenever you leave it, its adherents perform it in your place.

32. لا يقولُنْ أحَدُكُمْ إِنَّ أحَدًا أُوْلِي يَتَّعَلَّ الخَيْرِ مِنِّي وَيَقُولُ اللَّهُ أَنَّكَا إِنَّ لِلْخَيْرِ والشَّرِّ أَهْلًا فَمَهِمْهَا تَرْكُتُمُوهُ كَفَاعِمُوهُ أَهْلُهُ.

33. That which you send forth of good deeds is [preserved] with the One who does not diminish [its] reward and that which you commit from evil actions is [preserved] with the One who is not incapable of [meting out] punishment.

33. ما قَدْمَتْهُ مِنْ خَيْرٍ فَعِنْدَ مَنْ لا يَبْخَسُ النَّوَابَ، وَمَا ارْتَكَبْتَهُ مِنْ شَرٍّ فَعِنْدَ مَنْ لا يَعْجِرُهُ العِقَابُ.

34. The essential prerequisite of good action is taking the initiative in [performing] it.

34. مَلاَكُ الخَيْرِ مُبَادَرَتُهُ.

35. The basis of every good deed is obedience to Allah, the Glorified.

35. مِلَّاَكُ عَزَّ خَيْرٍ طَاعَةُ اللَّهِ سُبُحَانَهُ.

36. The key to goodness is renouncing evil.
37. An evil [action] that does not last is better than a good [deed] that does not last.

38. The one who seeks goodness through evil action, his mind and senses are corrupt.

39. He who seeks good will triumph by it.

40. The determination to do good extinguishes the fire of evil.

41. The planter of the tree of good reaps the sweetest fruit.

42. You will never realize good until you renounce evil.

43. There is nothing better than [a] good [deed] except its reward.
43. ليس بخير من الخير إلا توابه.

44. Goodness is not in having more wealth and children, rather goodness is only in possessing more knowledge and greater forbearance.

45. One who advances good, gains.

46. The doer of [a] good [deed] is better than it.

47. The good action is a lasting store and a pure fruitage.

48. Send forth good actions and you will gain [in the Hereafter]; purify your actions [by performing them sincerely for Allah] and you will be felicitous.

49. Indeed, being a follower in good is [much] better for you than being a leader in evil.
50. Nobody will ever be given the reward of a good action except the one who performs it.

**Good of this World and the Hereafter**

1. Four qualities are such that whoever they have been given to has been given the good of this world and the Hereafter: truthful speech, fulfilling the trust, abstinence from consuming what is forbidden and good character.

2. Three traits are such that whoever possesses them has been bestowed with the good of this world and the Hereafter. They are: being satisfied with what has been decreed [by Allah], patience in the face of hardship and thankfulness in times of ease [and prosperity].

**Seeking What is Best**

1. Seek what is best and do not chose what you want, for how many a person who has chosen what he wanted and found his own destruction in it!

2. When you embark on something, seek what is best from it.
3. He who seeks what is best [in his actions] does not regret.

The Virtuous

1. The practice of the virtuous ones is polite speech and spreading peace.

Choice

1. One whose choice is bad, his results become ugly.

2. Some bad choices are seeking to overpower one’s equals and making enmity with people.

3. One of the best choices is accompanying the virtuous.

4. Some of the bad choices are fighting [and seeking to overpower] one’s equals, unveiling an enemy
and showing hostility towards one who is able to do harm.

4. من سوء الاختيار مغالبة الأكفاء، ومكاسفة الأعداء ومنىواة من يقدر على الضرار.

5. One of the most excellent choices and best precautions [and supports] is for you to be just in your ruling (or judgment) and to carry it out among the special and the ordinary [people] equally.

6. From the best of choices is adorning oneself with selflessness.

7. From the good choices [one makes] is keeping company with the virtuous and keeping a distance from the wicked.

8. The worst choice is being satisfied with deficiency.

The Choice of Allah

1. Whoever does not get reformed by that which Allah has chosen [for him] will not be reformed by what he chooses for himself.
Treachery and Disloyalty

1. Keep away from treachery for it is [a cause of] turning away from Islam.

1. جانبَوا الخيانة فإنها مجاننة الإسلام.

2. The cornerstone of hypocrisy is treachery.

2. رأس النفاق الخيانة.

3. The peak of ingratitude is disloyalty.

3. رأس الكافر الخيانة.

4. The highest form of treachery is the treachery of a beloved friend and the breaking of pledges.

4. غاية الخيانة خيانة الخل الورود ونفض العهود.

5. One who acts with treachery has done injustice to the trust [that was entrusted to him].

5. من عمل بالخيانة فقد ظلم الأمانة.

6. From the most grievous forms of treachery is being treacherous with trusts or deposits [that one has been entrusted with].

6. من أفحش الخيانة خيانة الودائع.
7. Do not act treacherously towards one who trusts you, even if he is disloyal with you, and do not disgrace your enemy, even if he disgraces you.

كَ إنْ ﺷﺎﻧَﻚَ وإنْ ﺧﺎﻧَﻚَ، ولَا تَشْيَنُ عَدوُّكَ وإنْ شَانَكَ.

8. Treachery and brotherhood do not go together.

ةُ ﻓَإنْ ﺷﺎﻧَﻚَ، واﻻ ﺗَﺸَﻤَـاﯨَّﻦَـﻣَـاً ﻻ ﺗَﺨُـﻦَ.

9. Keep away from treachery for it is the worst offence, and verily the treacherous one is surely punished with fire for his treachery.

إِيَاكَ وَالْخَيانَةَ، فَإِنْ هَا شَرْ ﻣَعْصِيَّةٍ، وَإِنَّ الْخَائِنَ لَمَعْذَبٌ بِالْنَّارِ عَلَى خَيْانَتِهِ.

10. The worst treachery is treachery against the nation.

أَعْظَمُ الْخَيْانَةِ خَيَانَةُ الأَمَةِ.

11. Treachery is betrayal.

الْخَيَانَةُ غَدْرٌ.

12. Treachery is the brother of dishonesty.

أَخُوُّ الدُّونِسَةِ ْخَيَانَةُ.

13. Treachery is the double of deceit.

الْخَيَانَةُ أَخُ الْكِذِّبِ.

14. Treachery is the cornerstone of hypocrisy.

15. Treachery is an indication of lack of piety and absence of religiosity.

16. When treacheries (or offenses) become manifest, blessings are taken away.

17. Unwelcome are the faces that are not seen except in every evil situation.

**The Treacherous**

1. The treacherous person is one who busies himself with other than his self and his ‘today’ is worse than his ‘yesterday’.

2. The enticer [towards deviance] and the treacherous one are alike.
3. The treacherous person has no loyalty in him.

3. أَلْخَائِنُ لاَ وَفَاءًا لِهُ.

4. From the signs of being forsaken [by Allah] is considering the treacherous to be trustworthy.

4. مِنَ عَلَامَاتِ الْخَيْدَلَانِ اِبْتِمانُ الْخُوَّانِ.

1. Or in another reading: The discloser [of secrets] and the treacherous one are alike.

The Diligent and the Hardworking

الدائم والكاذب

1. Many a diligent person also loses (or causes loss).

1. رَبُّ دَايِبٍ مُضَسَّعٍ.

2. Many a person toils for the one who is not grateful to him.

2. رَبُّ كَاذِبٍ لِمَنْ لَايَشْكُرُهُ.

Following up Matters

استذكار الأمور

1. One who follows up [and thinks about] matters [that have passed], gets perplexed.

1. مِنَ اسْتَذْكِرِ الأَمْوَرِ تَحْيَرُ.

One who Turns Back and the One who Moves Forward

المدير والمقبل
1. Never hold on to one who turns back and do not separate from the one who moves forward.

2. It may be that sometimes the one who turns back moves forward and the one who moves forward turns back.

Planning

1. Little [done] with planning is more lasting than a lot done with wastefulness.

2. The most manifest sign of abundant intelligence is good planning.

3. Planning comes with consideration and consideration comes with contemplation.

4. Planning is half of the assistance.

5. Planning before action saves one from regret.
6. Planning before action saves one from error.

7. Good planning and keeping away from wastefulness are from good politics.

8. Good planning makes little wealth grow while bad planning causes abundant wealth to perish.

9. The cause of ruin is bad planning.

10. Bad planning is the key to poverty.

11. One whose planning is bad, his ruin in hastened.

12. One whose planning is delayed, his destruction is expedited.
13. One whose panning is bad, his estimation is nullified.

14. One whose planning is bad, his destruction is in his planning.

15. There is no wisdom like planning.

16. There is no benefit in the planning of one who is not obeyed.

Desertion and Abandonment

1. Keep away from abandonment, desertion and severing of ties with near relatives.

Turning Backward

1. It is seldom that one who turns back [and retreats] returns to the front.
1. One who enters into a place of evil is [suspected and] accused.

2. For everyone who enters [into an unfamiliar place] there is consternation and perplexity.

3. From the signs of turning backward is thinking ill of the one who gives you good advice.

4. Turning backward is evinced by four things: bad planning, foul extravagance, lack of consideration and too many excuses.

5. The merits in advancing forward are the demerits in turning backward.
3. For everyone who enters there is [a feeling of] consternation, so begin with salaam1.

4. Everyone who arrives has [a feeling of] perplexity, so make him comfortable with [kind] words.

Gradually Drawing Closer to Destruction

1. Of all people, the person who needs to be most careful is the one who is most safe from abrupt changes [as this may be a means of gradually being drawn to his destruction].

2. How many a person is gradually drawn to his destruction through the good that is done to him.

Study

1. One who does not continue his study does not acquire deep understanding [of his subject].
Rectification and Making Amends

1. One who makes amends is on the brink of righteousness.

2. Rectify at the end of your life that which you have neglected [and lost] earlier on and you will make your place of return a happy one.

3. Proper rectification [of one’s mistakes] is the symbol of righteousness.

4. Successful is the one who reforms his current actions and makes amends for his past mistakes.

5. One who makes amends [for his past mistakes] reforms [himself].

6. One who rectifies his [past] mistakes reforms [himself].

7. How far is making amends [for something] from [its initial] loss!
Amicableness

1. Be amicable with the people and you will be secure from their tribulations and will remain safe from their sly plots.

2. Be amicable with the people and you will enjoy their brotherhood; meet them with cheerfulness and you will cause their malice to die away.

3. Be courteous to your enemy and be sincere with your close friend, [by this] you will protect [your] brotherhood and safeguard [your] magnanimity.

4. The cornerstone of wisdom is being amicable with the people.

5. The soundness of life is in being amicable [with people].
6. One who is amicable with people remains safe.

7. One who is not improved by the virtue of amicableness becomes improved by the evil of retribution.

8. One who is amicable with the people is protected from their plotting.

9. He who is not amicable with the one who is above him will not realize his goal.

10. Being amicable with people is one of the best actions

11. Being amicable with a fool is one of the most severe difficulties.

12. Being amicable is the most praiseworthy attribute.
Supplication and the Supplicant

1. Supplication for a beggar is one of the two charities [that one can give].

2. The most piercing arrow is the supplication of the oppressed.

3. The most incapable of all people is the one who is unable to supplicate.

4. The kindness of Allah does not annul His wisdom; it is for this reason that not all supplications are answered.

5. Verily Allah, the Glorified, has wraths and chastisements, so if [any of] it descends upon you, repel it with supplication; for indeed nothing can repel tribulation except supplication.

6. Supplication is the weapon of the close friends [of Allah].
7. If any one of you wishes that he should never ask Allah, the Glorified, for anything but that He grants it to him, then he should lose hope in people and should not have hope in anyone other than Allah, the Glorified.

8. When you have any need [that you wish for] from Allah, the Glorified, then start by sending salutations on the Prophet (s) and then ask Allah for your need, for Allah, the Most High, is too generous to fulfil one of the two supplications that are made to Him and refuse the other.

9. Through supplication, tribulations are repelled.

10. Sometimes you may ask for something but you are not granted it, rather you are given [something] better than it.

11. The weapon of a belier is supplication.
12. Ask Allah for forgiveness, well-being and good success [in carrying out His ordinances].

13. Make your supplication sincere, for this makes it more worthy of a response.

14. Not every supplication is answered.

15. One who is given the [opportunity of] supplication will not be deprived of the response.


17. The one who is afflicted by severe tribulation is no more in need of supplication than the one who is doing well but is not secure from tribulations.

18. What a good weapon supplication is!
19. Do not reckon that your supplication is being answered [too] slowly while you have obstructed its path with [your] sins.

20. Never get disheartened by a delayed answer to [your] supplication, for indeed that which is granted is commensurate with the intention, and sometimes the answer might be delayed so that it may result in a greater reward for the seeker and a more bountiful grant for the recipient.

21. Whoever asks Allah, He grants to him.

22. There is nothing more beloved to Allah, the Glorified, than being beseeched.

23. Do not ask [from anyone] other than Allah, the Glorified, for indeed if He grants [your wishes to] you, He honours you [at the same time] and if He withholds from you, He does it for your own welfare [and benefit].
24. Allah, spare our lives and their lives, restore the ties between us and them, rescue them [and guide them] from their misguidance, until those who are ignorant of the truth may recognize it and those are persistent in sinning and disloyalty [and in their enmity towards us] may desist from it.  

25. Whoever knocks on the door of Allah, it is opened for him.

26. The one who supplicates without action is like a bow without a bowstring.

---

The Call

1. Deaf is the ear that does not hear the call [of guidance].

2. Two calls never differ but that one of them leads to misguidance.

The Guide
1. Deviation of the guide is the destruction of the seeker of guidance.

2. ١ـ ضَلَالُ الْدَلِيلِ حَلَكُ المُسْتَدِلِّ.

Seriously Ill

1. How many times has a seriously ill person been saved while a healthy person died!

2. ١ـ كَمْ دَنِفَ نَجَا وَصَحِيحُ هَوْى.

The Despicable

1. One who comes near the despicable is accused.

2. ١ـ مَنْ قَرَبَ مِنَ الْدَنيَا أَنْتُهُمَ

Loathsome Actions and Traits

1. Disassociating oneself from loathsome actions and traits subdues the enemy.

2. ١ـ مَباَيَنَةُ الدَنَايَا تَكْبِتُ العَدُوَّ.

This World

1. This world is neither clean for any drinker [to drink from] nor is it loyal to any owner.
1. الدُنيا لا تُصَفُّ لِشَارِبٍ، ولا تَفِي لِصاحِبٍ.

2. This world is filled with tribulations [and] stricken with tragedies and calamities.

3. This world is fleeting and perishing; [even] if it remains for you, you will not remain for it.

4. This world is smaller, more lowly and more insignificant than for one to keep grudges in [and because of] it.

5. This world is a prison for the believer, death is his gift and Paradise is his [permanent] abode.

6. This world is a Paradise for the disbeliever, death is his dispatcher and hell is his [permanent] dwelling.

7. This world is a deal of the [one who has been] defrauded and human being is defrauded by it.
8. If this world unfolds, it opens up and when it disperses, it departs.

9. This world takes turns, so be moderate in seeking it, and be patient until your turn comes to you.

10. This world is a present offering, [both] the virtuous and the vicious partake of it, but the Hereafter is the Abode of Truth wherein a [wise and] powerful king rules.

11. This world is [like] the shadow of clouds and the dream that is seen while asleep.

12. Reliance on this world, despite what is seen of its vicissitudes, is ignorance.

13. This world is full of misfortunes. It afflicts with disasters and adversities.

14. The conditions of this world are based on convention whereas the conditions of the Hereafter are based on merit.
15. This world is [made up of] agonizing hardships, painful deaths and sharp lessons (or drastic changes).

16. This world is a trap for the souls and settling place of every detriment and misery.

17. This world is a hindering deception, a vanishing mirage and a bent pillar.

18. The times of this world, even if they prolong, are short; and its enjoyments, even if they are many, are few [when compared to the Hereafter].

19. One who desires it (this world), it troubles him and makes him wretched.

20. The winner is one who sells his world for his Hereafter.
21. Put all your effort and endeavour in gaining salvation from the place of wretchedness and punishment and deliverance from the place of tribulation and chastisement.

22. Reject this world as a dispraised thing, for it has rejected one who loves it more passionately than you.

23. Remove [the love of] this world from your hearts before your bodies [are made to] leave it, for in it you are tested and for other than it have you been created.

24. Draw near to the one to whom this world has yielded [itself], for indeed he is more worthy of prosperity [than the one who follows this world and its allure].

25. Flee from this world and divert your hearts from it, for it is the prison of a believer – his share of it is little and his mind is sickened by it and his sight is dulled in it.

26. Look at this world as those who are uninterested in it would look at it, having diverted themselves from it, for it will, by Allah, shortly turn out its inhabitants and cause grief to the one who is living in luxury.
and the one who feels safe.

26. أنظروا إلى الدنيا نظر الزاهدين فيها، الصارفين عنها، فإنها والله عمّا قليل
تزيل الثاوي الساكن، وتفعّج المتفرّف الآمن.

27. Be wary of the deception of this world, for it always takes back that which it beguiles with from its charms and drives away the one who feels at ease and is settled in it.

27 - إنّهُ غُرُورُ الدنيا، فإنها تَسْتَرْجَعُ أبّاً ما خَذِلَتْهُ بِمِنَ القاطنين، وترعجُ المطمّنَينّ إلّيها والقاطنين.

28. Reject this world which will [shortly] abandon you even if you do not like to leave it, and which will make your bodies [grow] old even if you would like to have them rejuvenated.

28 - أَرْفَعُوا هَذِهِ الدُّنْيَا، فَإِنَّها تَسْتَرْجَعُ أبّاً ما خَذِلَتْهُ بِمِنَ القاطنين، وترعجُ إلّيها والقاطنين.

29. Be cautious of the vanishing desirable and the perishing beloved.

29 - إِحْذِرُوا الزَّائلَ الشهيّ، والفاني المحبوب.

30. Be cautious of this world, for it is the net of the devil and the [place of] corruption of faith.

30 - إِحْذِرُ الدنيا، فإنها شَبِكَةُ الشَّيْطَان، ومفسدة الإيمان.

31. Keep away from love of this world, for it is the root of every misdeed and the source of every affliction.

31 - إِبَاكَ وَحْبَ الدنيا فإنّها أصل كل خطيئة، ومعدن كل بليّة.
32. Be careful that death does not descend upon you while you are a fugitive [who has run away] from Allah in your seeking [the pleasures of] this world.

33. Beware of selling your share from your Lord and your rank with Him for the worthless vanities of this world.

34. Do not be infatuated with this world, for it brings you wretchedness and tribulation and impels you to sell the eternal for the transient.

35. Beware of letting your [lower] self overwhelm you in that which it presumes [of this world] while you do not overcome it in that which you are certain [of the Hereafter], for indeed this is from the gravest of evils.

36. Do not be deceived by what you see the people of this world inclined towards and what they rush greedily after, for Allah has informed you about it and has exposed its faults and evils for you.

37. Do not let this world get the better of you, for indeed its present is bitter and its future is distressful.
38. Verily this world is an abode where no one remains safe except by renouncing its pleasures and none is saved from it by anything that is part of it.

39. Is there no freeman who would forsake this leftover for those who deserve it?

40. Verily this world has elapsed and is on the verge of expiry; its good has been shunned, its novelty has become old and its fat has become lean.

41. Indeed, what must one who has been created for the Hereafter do with this world? And what can one do with wealth when it will be taken away from him shortly while its accountability and consequences remain with him?

42. Verily today is the time for preparation and tomorrow is the race; the prize is Paradise and [at] the [other] extreme is hell.
43. Verily that which was advancing towards this world has turned back from it, and that which had turned back has advanced towards it; and the righteous servants of Allah have decided to depart and have sold the little of this world that does not last for the abundance of the Hereafter that does not perish.

44. Do you not see the people of this world passing the evenings and mornings in different states? The dead being mourned and the living being condoled, the victim being afflicted and the visitor visiting him [to ask about his condition], and another who is sacrificing himself; and the one who is seeking this world while death seeks him; and the one who is heedless but not neglected; and those who remain behind continue to follow the footsteps of the those who preceded [them].

45. The gravest of errors is loving this world.

46. The gravest of afflictions and wretchedness is [caused by] infatuation with this world.

47. The people of this world are the target of calamities, the dispersal of afflictions and the spoils of adversities.
47. أهل الدنيا غرَّض النوائب، وذريَّة المصائب، ونهب الزَّارَاء.

48. The most felicitous of all people is one who abandons the perishing pleasures [of this world] for the lasting pleasures [of the Hereafter].

49. The happiest of all people with this world is the one who abandons it and the happiest of them with the Hereafter is the one who works for it.

50. Verily the interior of this world is dead and its exterior is sick.

51. Verily today there is action without accounting and tomorrow [in the Hereafter] there is accounting without action.

52. Verily the seriousness of this world is jest, its honour is disgrace and its height is lowliness.

53. Verily this world is the abode of troubles, plague, termination and transition; its pleasures do not equal its displeasures, its fortunes do not equate to its misfortunes and its risings do not substitute its collapses.
54. Verily the one who sells the Garden of the [permanent] Abode for this transient world, his effort will be futile and his transaction will have made a loss.

55. Verily this world is passing you by in its normal fashion, and you are connected to the Hereafter.

56. Verily this world is the corruptor of faith and the dispossessor of certitude; it is the source of [all] troubles and root of tribulations.

57. Indeed the similitude of this world and the Hereafter is like a man who has two wives, when he pleases one of them he angers the other.

58. Verily the one whom this world has deceived through unfeasible aspirations and cheated with false hopes is made to lose his eyesight and get covered by blindness, and it cuts him off from the Hereafter and makes him enter into places of destruction.
59. Verily Allah, the Glorified, has an angel who calls out every day: “O people of the world, procreate for death, construct for destruction and gather up for departure!”

60. Verily those who are pleased with this world tomorrow are the ones who run away from it today.

61. Verily the one who is more possessive of this world than of the Hereafter and is more overwhelmed by the affairs of this world than those of the next, has sold the everlasting for the transient and has exchanged the eternal for the temporal; he has destroyed his soul and has accepted for it the perishing and short-lived while causing it to deviate from the clear path [of guidance].

62. Verily this world is the abode of pain, annihilation, vicissitudes and lessons, and the place of trials and tribulations.

63. Verily this world is the abode of adversities, one who is hastened in it [and dies earlier] suffers the agony [of death] himself, and one who is granted respite in it suffers the pain [of losing] of his loved ones.
64. Verily this world has turned back and announced its departure, and indeed the Hereafter has advanced and is about to emerge.


65. Verily this world is inverted [and] reversed, its pleasures are [causes of] embitterment, its gifts cause distress, its life is [full of] pain and its continuity ends in annihilation. It defiantly runs away from its seeker, it causes its rider to fall, it betrays the one who trusts it and disturbs the one who is content with it. Indeed its accumulation leads to separation and its attachment leads to severance.


66. Verily it is from the abasement of this world before Allah that He is not disobeyed [anywhere] except in it and that which is with Him cannot be attained except by abandoning it.


67. Verily this world is like a snake, its feel is soft [but] its venom is deadly, so turn away from that which appeals to you of it for the little time that it is with you, and be most cautious of it when you are most inclined towards it.


68. This world of yours is more lowly in my view than the [decayed] bone of a pig in the hand of a leper and more inferior than a leaf in the mouth of a locust; what does ‘Ali have to do with bounties that will perish and pleasures that will not last?
69. Verily this world is like a ghoul, it misguides the one who follows it and destroys the one who responds to it. It is quick in its disappearance and imminent in its transference.

69. إنَّ الدنيا كَالْقُوْل، تَغْوِي مَنْ أطَاعَهَا، وَتَهْلِكُ مَنْ أَجَابَهَا، وأَنَّهَا لَسَرِيعَةُ الزَّوَالِ، وشَيْكَةُ الانتِقال.

70. Verily this world approaches as a seeker would approach and turns back as one who flees turns back, it arrives as the kings arrive and departs as the hasty departs.

70. إنَّ الدنيا تَقْبِلُ إِقبالَ الطَّالِبِ وَتَدْيِرُ إِذْبَارِ الهاَرِبِ، وَتَنْصِلُ موَاصِلَةُ المَلْوُكِ وَتَفَارِقُ مَفاَقَةُ العَجُولِ.

71. Verily this world is an abode unfit for permanent residence, and is not the house for foraging. Its good is trifling, its evil is ready at hand, its authority is snatched away and its habitation faces desolation.

71. إنَّ الدنيا مَنْزِلُ قَلَعَةٍ، وَلَبِسْتُ بِدَارُ نُجُوعٍ، خَيْرُها زَهِيدٌ، وشَرُّها عَنْيَدٌ، وِلْكُهَا يُسْلَبُ، وعَامِرُها يَخْرُبُ.

72. Verily this world is ungrateful and stubborn, abandoning and disavowing, attracting and distracting; its condition is [constantly] changing, its calmness is shaking, its honour is disgrace, its seriousness is jest, its abundance is deficiency, its height is lowliness, its people are moving and following, reaching and departing. It is the abode of war, plunder, pillage and destruction.

72. إنَّ الدنيا لَيْبِي الْكُنْدُونَ العَنْوُدُ وَالصَّنَدُوعُ الْجَحْوُدُ، والِحَيْوُدُ الْمَيْوُودُ حَالَهَا انتِقالٌ، وسَكُونُها زَلْزَالٌ، وعِزُّها ذَلٌ، وَجِدْهَا هَرُّ، وَكُتَبْهَا قُلْ، وَعِلَُؤُهَا سَفَلٌ، أَهْلُهَا عَلَى سَاقِ وسَياقٍ، وَلِحَاقٍ وَفِراقٍ، وَهَيْ دَارُ حَرْبٍ وَسَلَبٍ وَتَهْلٍ وَعَطْبٍ.
73. Verily this world is a hindering deception, a disappearing shadow and a bent pillar, it connects bounty with calamity and aspiration with death.

74. Verily the life of this world is short, its good is little, its approach is deceptive, its turning away is agonizing, its pleasures are transient and its consequences are lasting.

75. Verily this world is an abode, the beginning of which is pain and its end is annihilation. In its lawful there is accounting and in its forbidden there is punishment. One who is wealthy in it is tested and one who is poor in it is sorrowful.

76. Indeed this world is an abode of departure and a place of discomfort. Its resident has to depart and its dweller has to leave; its glitter is deceiving, its speech is untrue, its wealth is looted and its valuables are plundered. Beware, this world attracts and then turns away, it is unruly and stubborn, it cheats and betrays.

77. Verily this world is the abode of tribulations and the place of trials, whoever seeks it is evade by it and whoever keeps away from it, it advances towards him; the one who looks at it gets blinded by it and the one who looks through it, gets enlightened by it.
78. Verily this world brings the appointed terms closer, takes aspirations further away, causes people to perish and changes circumstances. One who tries to overcome it is overpowered by it and one who struggle against it is knocked down by it, whereas it follows the one who renounces it and comes to the one who forsakes it.

79. Verily this world wears out the bodies, renews hopes, brings death near and takes aspirations far away. Every time its inhabitant becomes contented and pleased with it, it sends him back to adversity.

80. Verily the good of this world is insignificant, its evil is ready at hand, its pleasures are little and its regret is long. Its bounties are connected with misery, its happiness is linked with misfortune, its benefit is joined with harm and its sweetness is mixed with bitterness.

81. Verily this world is a deceiving beguiler, it gives and takes back, clothes and then unclothes; its comforts do not last, its hardships do not cease and its calamities do not end.
82. Indeed this world is like a net that becomes twisted around the one who desires it and retreats from the one who turns away from it, so don’t incline towards it with your heart and do not turn to face it such that it catches you in its net and flings you into its destruction.

83. Verily this world gives and takes back, yields and spurns, forsakes and shows friendship, entices and disheartens; the felicitous turn away from it while the wretched desire it.

84. Indeed this world is an abode known for [its] tribulation and fraught with disloyalty. Its states do not last and those who inhabit it do not remain safe. Life in it is dispraised and security in it is non–existent.

85. Verily this world is [like] the shadow of clouds, the dream that is seen while asleep, the joy that is linked with sadness and the honey that is mixed with poison. [It is] the despoiler of bounties, the devourer of nations, the bringer of [divine] retribution.

86. Neither is this world faithful with any companion nor is it clean for any drinker [to drink from]. It bounties shift and its circumstances change, its pleasures perish and its consequences remain; so turn away from it before it turns away from you, and substitute it [for something better] before it substitutes you.
87. Verily this world sometimes advances towards the ignorant by convention and turns its back on the intelligent despite [his] merit, so if something of it comes to you with ignorance or you lose something sought with intelligence, then do not let that push you to desiring ignorance or being uninterested in intelligence, for that will degrade you and destroy you.

88. Indeed one of the troubles of this world is that it does not remain in its [present] state and is not free from alteration. One part is rectified by the corruption of another part and one party is [made] happy at the expense of [another] party. So being in it is a danger and trusting it is a risk, remaining in it permanently is impossible and reliance on it is misguidance.

89. Verily this world is quick in changing, frequent in moving, intense in treachery and persistent in craftiness, its situations are altered abruptly, its bounties change, its comfort is insufficient, its pleasures become bitter, its seeker is humiliated and its rider stumbles.

90. Indeed this world is sweet and fresh, surrounded by [lustful] desires; it delights with little, and is
adorned with hopes and embellished with vanities. Its exhilaration does not last and its afflictions cannot be avoided. It is very deceitful, harmful, volatile, evanescent, perishing, transient, devouring and destructive.

90. إن الدنيا حلوة نضرة، حقت بالشوارع، ورائت بالقليل، وتحلت بالآمال، وتزينت بالغور، لا تدومن حبرتها، ولا تومن فجعتها، ضرارة، حائلة زائلة، نافية بائدة، أكالة عوالة.

91. Verily the outer appearance of this world delights while its reality annihilates. It has been adorned by vanities and entices by its embellishments. It is an abode which is lowly before its Lord, so its lawful has been mixed with its forbidden, its good with its evil and its sweetness with its bitterness. Allah has not cleansed it for His friends nor has He withheld it from His enemies.

92. Indeed, with every drink of this world there is choking and with every food eaten in it there is blockage of the throat. No blessing is obtained from it except by separation from another [blessing], and a person does not come to a [new] day of his life except by leaving behind another for it, and no sign of him is left alive in it but that [another] sign of him passes away.

93. Verily this world is the abode of truth for the one who believes it [to be transient], the abode of wellbeing for the one who recognizes it [as such], the abode of riches for the one who takes provisions from it [for the Hereafter] and the abode of good counsel for the one who takes advice from it. It has announced its separation and proclaimed its departure. It has declared its own [impending] death and [the death] of its inhabitants. It exemplifies for them, by its tribulations, the tribulation [of the Hereafter] and creates desire in them, by its pleasures, for the pleasures [of the Hereafter]. It brings ease in the
evening and brings grief in the morning through desire, apprehension, alarm and warning. People dispraise it on the morning of their regret [on the Day of Reckoning] while others praise it. It reminded them [of the next life] so they remembered it. It related to them [things of the next life] and they believed. It admonished them and they took advice from it through [its] changes and lessons.

93. إنَّ الدنيا دارٌ صِدِّيقٌ لَمْ يَحْزَنَ عَنْهَا، وَدارٌ عَاشقٌ لَمْ يَفْيِمَ عَنْهَا، وَدارٌ غَيْنَ لِمَنْ ُتَزَوَّدُ مِنْهَا، وَدارٌ مُوَعْظِثٌ لَمْ يَتَفَهَّمَ بِهَا، قد أَذْنَتْ بِبِيْنَهَا، وَنَادَتْ بِفِرَاحَهَا، وَتَعَلَّمتْ نَفْسَهَا وأَهْلَهَا، فَمَتَّعْتُنَّ مِنْ بَلَائِهَا الْبَلَاءِ، وَشَوَافُهَا بِسُرُورِهَا إِلَى السُّرُورِ، رَاحَتْ بِعَافْيَةِ، وَتَبَكَّرَتْ (ابْكَرَتْ) بِفَجِيَّةِ بِرْيَبِيْةَ وَتِرْهِبِاَ، وَتَحْمَوْفَ زَا وَتَحْذِيرَ، يَفْقَدُهَا رُجُلَا غَدَاةً الْبَلَائِمُ وَحَمْدَا هَا أَخْرَىَنَّ، ذَكَّرُهُمْ فَذَكَّرْوَا، وَحَدَّثُهُمْ فَصِدَّقُوا، وَوَقَعُّنَّهُمْ فَأَتَعْطَوْنَ مِنْهَا الْعِيْرَ وَالْعَيْرَ (بِالْعِيْرِ وَالْعَيْرِ).

94. Indeed this world is the limit of the sight of the blind person who sees nothing that is beyond it, while the one endowed with insight sees through it and knows that there is an abode beyond it. Thus the discerning one wishes to depart from it while the blind one wishes to remain in it; the discerning one takes provisions from it while the blind one accumulates provisions in it.

95. Verily this world has people who possess preserved treasures that are disparaged and cast away by you. The religion is opened up by them just as one of you would open the lid of his cooking pot. They stick together like [a swarm of] locusts and destroy the tyrants of the lands.3

96. Indeed this world and the Hereafter are two unequal enemies and two separate ways, so whoever loves this world and befriends it, hates the Hereafter and takes it as an enemy. They are like the East and the West and one who walks between the two, such that whenever he comes closer to one [direction], he distances himself from the other. After all, they are both like fellow–wives [seeking to pull
97. Verily this world is a means of distraction from the Hereafter. Its companion obtains nothing from it except that it opens for him [the door of] greed for it and attachment towards it.

98. Indeed Allah, the Exalted, has made this world for that which comes after it, and in it He has tests its inhabitants so that He may know who among of them is best in conduct. We have not been created for this world and we have not been commanded to strive for it, rather we have only been placed in it in order to be tested and [so] that we may work in it for what is [to come] after it.

99. Verily this world is a place for which destruction has been ordained, and departure from it has been destined for its inhabitants. It is sweet and green [for the one who desires it]. It hastens towards its seeker and attaches itself to the heart of its gazer. So depart from it with the best provision that is available for you, and do not ask in it more than what suffices, and do not seek from it more than what you require.
100. This world was neither created for you as a permanent abode nor as a place to settle, rather it has only been made as a passage for you so that you may acquire from it the provisions of good deeds for the abode of [permanent] settlement. Therefore be alert and do not let its temporary pleasures deceive you or its temptations beguile you.

101. Safety in this world is not acquired except by its renunciation. People are tested in it through tribulations so those who have taken from it for its sake will be removed from it [by death] and will be made accountable for it. And whatever they have taken from it for the other world, they will go to it and will stay in it. For the wise one this world is like a shade at one moment it expands until [the next moment] it shrinks and extends until it diminishes. And Allah has left you with no excuse by forbidding from it, and he has warned and cautioned you about it so He has apprised you of it.

102. This world betrays.

103. This world humiliates.

104. This world is limited [in duration], the Hereafter is eternal.
105. When lastingness is not found, then bounties are short-lived.

106. Perpetuity is not granted to [any] one who loves [and wishes for] it.

107. Inclination towards this world despite what is seen of its fickleness is [a sign of] ignorance.

108. Every perishing thing is insignificant.

109. Do not elevate the one who has been elevated by this world.

110. people of delusion [who have been deluded by this world], what has made you attached to an abode the goodness of which is trifling, the evil of which is ready at hand, the bounties of which are snatched away, the peaceful of which are fought against, the owners of which are slaves and the heritage of which is abandoned.
111. world, O world! Get away from me! Is it me that you present yourself to? Or is it I that you are eager for? May your time never come! Deceive some other person. I have no need for you. I have divorced you thrice, after which there is no reunion. Your life is short, your significance is little and your hope is worthless. Alas! How meagre the provision, how long the way, how distant the journey and how great the destination!

112. servants of the world and those who work for it! When you are selling and buying in the day time and tossing in your beds and sleeping at night, and all the while you are oblivious to the Hereafter and postpone [good] actions, then when do you think of guidance and prepare your provisions, and when do you become concerned about the affairs of the Hereafter?

113. people! Renounce the pleasures of this world, for indeed its life is short and its goodness is insignificant. It is a house of [inevitable] departure a place of discomfort. It brings closer the appointed terms and cuts short aspirations. Indeed it turns away and shuns [those who are after it], it is unruly and stubborn, it cheats and betrays.

114. This world misguides.
115. This world harms, the Hereafter delights.

116. This world is a loss [for those who seek it].

117. This world is [obtained] by convention, the Hereafter is [gained] by merit.

118. This world is [filled] with hope.

119. This world is transient.

120. This world is a waning shadow.

121. This world is a market of loss.
122. This world is the plantation of evil.

123. This world is a laugh for the one whose tears flow [in sadness] (or for the one who is deluded by it).

124. This world is the abode of tribulations.

125. This world is the abode of the wretched.

126. This world is the corridor to the Hereafter.

127. This world is the divorcée of the sagacious.

128. The transient world is the desire of the filthy.
129. Being pleased with this world is foolishness.

130. Being dazzled by this world [and being proud because of it] is stupidity.

131. This world deceives, harms and passes by.

132. This world is the place of catastrophes.

133. The one who is attached to this world is cut off [from Allah].

134. This world is the aspiration of the wretched.

135. The transient world is the delusion [or the deluder] of the unintelligent.
136. This world is the place where the intellects fall.

137. This world is the place of vicissitudes.

138. This world is the abode of tribulation.

139. This world is the prize of the unintelligent.

140. Being occupied with the transient is a waste of time.

141. Longing for this world brings about hatred.

142. This world is like the day that has passed and the month that has elapsed.
143. This world is the abode of strangers and the dwelling of the wretched.

144. Infatuation with this world is the greatest trial.

145. Just as [wealth and] authority comes towards you, it turns away from you.

146. Just as this world mends, it [also] breaks.

147. The means of this world are discontinuous and its loans (i.e. things that human beings are bestowed with temporarily like status, wealth etc.) are [to be] returned.

148. This world is a dream and being deceived by it is [a cause of] regret.

149. This world is a poison that is ingested by the one who does not know it.
This world is the source of evil and the place of deception.

If you have understood your affair or have been able to recognize yourself then turn away from this world and be uninterested in it, for it is the abode of the wretched and not the abode of the felicitous. Its splendour is spurious, its beauty is deceptive, its clouds are scattered (i.e. its sources of abundance are scarce) and its bounties are taken back.

If you are after [abundant] bliss than free yourselves from the abode of wretchedness.

If you love Allah then remove from your hearts the love of this world.

If you make your [life in this] world a means of following your religion, you will have saved [both] your religion and your world, and you will be among the successful in the Hereafter.
155. Verily I have divorced this world thrice uncompromisingly, [such that] there is no return to it for me, and I have released it completely.

156. Indeed, if you approach this world you have turned your back [from the Hereafter].

157. Indeed, when you turn your back on this world, you have approached [the Hereafter].

158. Verily you have not been created for this world, so renounce it and turn away from it.

159. If you work for this world, your transaction will have made a loss.

160. Verily you will never meet Allah, the Glorified, with an action more harmful to you than love for this world.

161. Indeed, if you crave after this world, you will waste your lives for that which you will not remain for and that which will not remain for you.
162. Indeed, this world is only a trap into which those who do not recognize it fall.

163. This world is only [a place of] varying circumstances, changing situations and marked targets.

164. This world is only a corpse and those who establish bonds of brotherhood for [acquiring] it are similar to dogs, such that their brotherhood does not prevent them from harming each other for it.

165. The people [who seek] of this world are just like howling dogs or starving predators growling at each other. The mighty among them eat the meek and the big among them crush the small. Some are like tied cattle and some are like untied cattle that have lost their wits and are running in every direction.

166. You are only like the standing [and ready] riders who do not know when they will be ordered to march.
167. This world is only an enjoyment for a few days, then it will disappear like the mirage disappears and pass by like the clouds pass by.

168. Indeed, the only share of the earth for every one of you is the length and breadth of his own stature, [of the grave] wherein he would lie on his cheeks covered with dust.

169. Indeed this world is only the abode of passage and the Hereafter is the abode of [permanent] residence. So take [provisions] from the abode of passage for the abode of residence and do not tear your veils in front of the one who knows your secrets.

170. The example of those who have known this world is like a group of travellers who abandon a drought-stricken place and set off for a fruitful and fertile place. Then they endure the difficulties of the path, the hardships of the journey and the coarseness of the food in order to reach their fields of plenty and the place of their [permanent] residence.

171. Indeed man (in this world) is only a target that is struck by [the arrows of] death and a booty that is rushed towards by tribulations and calamities.
171. إِنَّمَا الْمَرْءُ (في الْدُّنْيَا) عَرَضٌ تَنْتَضِلُهُ الْمَنَابُ وَتَهَبُّ تَبَادِرُهُ الْمَصَاصِبُ والِحَوَادِتُ.

172. The bane of the soul is being infatuated with this world.

173. When this world comes towards a servant, it covers him with the merits of others and when it turns its back from him it snatches away his [own] merits.

174. When something of this world slips away from you then do not despair, and when you do good, do not put others under obligation.

175. This world ends with annihilation.

176. By preferring the love of this transient world, one ends up in an unpleasant state in the Hereafter.

177. How bad an abode this world is!
177. بِنَسَ الدَّارُ الدُّنِيَا.

178. The worst choice is exchanging the everlasting with the transient.

178. بِنُسَ الاختِيَارُ التَّعْوُضُ بِمَا يُفْتَنِ عَمَّا يِبْقَى.

179. Your remaining [in this world] is towards annihilation and your annihilation [from this world] is towards eternity.

179. بَقَاوْكُمْ إِلَى فَنَاءٍ، وَفَنَاوْكُمْ إِلَى بَقَاءِ.

180. Sell that which perishes for that which remains and exchange the wretchedness of this world for the abundant bounties of the Hereafter.

180. بِعُمِّا يِبْقَى، وَتَعَوَّضْوا بِنِعَمَ الْآخِرَةِ عَنْ شَقَائِ الدُّنِيَا.

181. When you are deprived of something in this world, take comfort in the fact that it would have been with you [only] for a little while.

181. تَعَزِّ عَنِ الشَّيءِ إِذَا مَعَهُ، وَبِقَالِهِ مَا يِصْحَبْكُ إِذَا أُوْتِيَهُ.

182. The fruit of infatuation with this world is great tribulation.

182. نَمَرَةُ الْوُلْهِ بِالدُّنِيَا عَظِيمُ المَحَتَةِ.

183. The one who seeks refuge in this world is ruined and the one who takes his fill from it is destroyed.

183. جَآرُ الدُّنِيَا مَحْرُوبٌ، وَمَؤْفَّوْهَا مَنْكُوبٌ.
184. The bounty of this world is transient, its comfort is [marred by] trouble, its soundness is destruction and its gifts are taken away.

185. Love of this world is the source of every misdeed.

186. Love of this world is the source of trials and the root of tribulations.

187. Love of this world gives rise to avarice.

188. Love of this world corrupts the intellect, preoccupies the heart from listening to [words of] wisdom and leads to a painful chastisement [in the Hereafter].

189. The sweetness of this world leads to the bitterness of the Hereafter and an unpleasant ending.

190. The sweets of this world are like myrrh, its foods are poisons and its means are worn-out [and weak] ropes.
191. The living of this world are prone to death and its healthy are prone to sicknesses and the target of [the arrow of] death.

192. Wretchedness, annihilation, destruction and ruin have been decreed for the people of this world.

193. This world has been surrounded with lustful desires, liked for its immediate enjoyments, embellished with deceptions and sweetened with aspirations.

194. Wage war against yourselves for [keeping away from] this world and turn yourselves away from it, for it vanishes quickly, quakes frequently and transfers soon.

195. Neediness has been decreed for those from among the people of this world who seek to increase their wealth while those who get along without it have been assisted with comfort.

196. The good of this world is [a cause of] sorrow and its evil is [a cause of] regret.
196. خَيرُ الدُنيَا حَسَرةٌ، وَشرُّها نَدمُ.

197. The good of this world is insignificant and its evil is ready at hand.

198. Take from that which will not last for you for that which will last for you and will not separate from you.

199. Take from the little of this world that which suffices you and leave from its abundance that which makes you transgress.

200. Take from this world that which comes to you and turn away from that which turns away from you, but if you don’t do this then [at least] be moderate in what you seek.

201. Mingling with those who are attached to this world is the primary cause of affliction and corruption of piety.

202. Mingling with those who are attached to this world tarnishes religion and weakens certitude.
203. The significance of this world is little, its product is inferior, its delight is false and its bounties are illusory.

204. The aspiration and pursuit of one whose hope and desire is [acquiring felicity in] this world, is frustrated.

205. It is an abode which is fraught with tribulations and known for its treachery. Its circumstances do not last and its dwellers are not safe.

206. It is an abode which is lowly before its Lord, so its lawful has been mixed with its forbidden, its good with its evil and its sweetness with its bitterness.

207. It is the abode of transience, the resting place of the sinners, the residence of the wretched and the transgressors (or the repulsed and those who exceed the limits).
208. Allah, the Glorified, called you to the Eternal Abode and the permanent residence, and great blessings and proximity to the Prophets and the felicitous, but you sinned and turned away; whereas this world called you to an abode of wretchedness and the place of annihilation and different types of tribulations and hardships, but you obeyed it and quickly rushed [towards it].

209. Recalling [the pleasures of] this world is the worst of all maladies.

210. The humiliation of this world is the glory of the Hereafter.

211. Leave that which is little for that which is abundant and that which is limited for that which is vast.

212. The cornerstone of calamities is infatuation with this world.

213. Many an adviser from this world may be suspected by you.
214. Many a person who is truthful about this world is considered a liar by you.

215. Many a thing which one should be cautious of in this world is not taken into consideration by you.

216. You desire for the unachievable is [a sign of] ignorance.

217. Your being content with this world is from your bad choices and your wretched endeavours.

218. Increase in [one’s desire for] this world corrupts the Hereafter.

219. The ornaments of this world corrupt weak minds.

220. The cause of wretchedness is love of this world.
221. The cause of corruption of the mind is love of this world.

222. The sovereignty of this world is disgrace and its loftiness is lowness.

223. The joy of this world is deception and its enjoyment is destruction.

224. One’s seeking tranquillity in [the delights of] this world is from the greatest deceptions.

225. The worst of tribulations is love of this world.

226. The worst of afflictions is love for this world.

227. The health of this world is [fraught with] sicknesses and its pleasures are [fraught with] pains.
228. Adultery has become the key to lineage in the world (or among the people), chastity is rare and Islam is worn the wrong way up like fur.

229. Divorcing this world is the dowry for Paradise.

230. Seeking this world is the primary cause of tribulation.

231. The one who seeks this world through religion is chastised and condemned.

232. Seeking to join this world with the Hereafter is from the deceptions of the self.

233. The seeker of this world misses [the opportunity to work for] the Hereafter and death comes to him unexpectedly, and he does not get from this world except what has been apportioned for him.

234. He who turns away from the embellishments of this world gains the joy of the glad tidings [of
234. ظَفَرْ بِفَرْحُةِ الْبَشَرِ ٍ مِّنْ أَعْرَضٍ عَنْ زَخَارِفِ الدُّنْيَا.

235. I am amazed at the one who builds his transient abode and abandons his Eternal Abode.

236. The servant of this world faces continuous afflictions and calamities.

237. The end of this world is annihilation.

238. The deception of this world strikes [a person] down.

239. World, deceive the one who is ignorant of your tricks and for whom your traps of deceit are concealed.

240. He ('a) said about this world: It is deceitful – that which is in it is illusory; it is perishing all that is upon it perishes.
240. And he said upon the peace upon him: This world: Gröra, Glorifying it, there is nothing for her, nothing for it.

241. It is deceitful, harmful, volatile, evanescent, transient and perishing.

242. The foods of this world are poisons and its means are worn-out [and weak] ropes.

243. In being averse to this world there is attainment of prosperity.

244. In the vicissitudes of this world there are lessons to be learnt.

245. In this world there is action without reckoning.

246. This world is what the wretched desire.

247. The two that are attached to each other may get detached and the two groups that are united may
get separated.

247. قد يتفاصَل المُتْواثِلان (المُتْواثِلان)، ويَشَّت جَمِع الأليِفَينِ.

248. Indeed, that which was sweet of this world has become bitter, and that which was clean of it has become dirty.

249. Indeed this world has embellished itself with its deception and it deceives [its inhabitants] with its embellishments.

250. Little of this world takes away a lot of the Hereafter.

251. The little of this world does not last and its abundance is not safe from calamities.

252. The mainstay of this world is by four [groups]: A scholar who acts on his knowledge, an ignorant person who is not too proud to learn, a wealthy person who is generous with his wealth to the needy and a poor person who does not sell his Hereafter for his worldly life. So when the scholar does not act on his knowledge, the ignorant one refuses to learn; and when the wealthy is miserly with his wealth, the poor one sells his Hereafter for his world.
253. Every gathering is [headed] towards dispersion.

254. Every profit of this world is a loss.

255. Everything that passes [away] is as if it never was.

256. Every ease of this world is difficulty.

257. Every provision of this world is trivial for the contented and the chaste.

258. Everything in this world [is such that it] seems greater when heard than when seen.

259. All the circumstances of this world change abruptly and its ownership is taken away and transferred [to others].
260. Every moment of this world is [taking it] towards the end and every living thing in it is [moving] towards its death and annihilation.

261. How many a person who relied upon this world has been made to suffer by it!

262. How many a person who had confidence in this world has been struck down by it!

263. How many a person who possesses grandeur has this world abased!

264. How many a person who possesses high standing has this world returned to humility!

265. That which has passed from this world suffices as an informer of what remains of this world.

266. The abundance of this world is paucity, its grandeur is humiliation, its embellishments are
misguiding and its gifts are a trial.

66. كثرة الدنيا قلها، وعْرُها ذلة، وزخارفها مضيئه،ومواهبها فتنه.

267. Be in this world with your body and in the Hereafter with your heart and your actions.

268. Be most cautious of this world when you are most at ease with it.

269. Become uninterested in this world and be infatuated with the Hereafter.

270. Be among those who recognize the transience of this world so they renounce it and know about the eternity of the Hereafter so they work for it.

271. Be a community that understands that this world is not their [permanent] abode so they exchange it [for the Hereafter].

272. Be from the children of the Hereafter and do not be from the children of this world, for every child will cling to his mother on the Day of Resurrection.
273. Whenever a person becomes more preoccupied and infatuated with this world, it makes him enter paths [of danger] and fall into places of destruction.

274. Whatever does not benefit, harms, and this world with its sweetness, becomes bitter whereas poverty with [seeking] sufficiency through Allah, never harms.

275. Every time something of this world slips away from you, it is an advantage [and a blessing].

276. Just as the sun and the night do not come together, similarly love for Allah and love for this world do not come together.

277. He who claims [to have] certitude in the eternal while he is still attached to the transient, has lied.

278. For every abundance [in this world] there is paucity.
279. For everything in this world there is expiry and annihilation.

280. For the one who finds delight in the pleasures of this world there is distress [and regret in the Hereafter].

281. Indeed, this world has unveiled the cloak [of its disloyalty] and notified you all equally.

282. Verily this world of yours is more lowly in my view than the [dry] bone of a pig in the hand of a leper.

283. It is not a [good] trade to consider this world to be a price for your soul and a substitute to that which is for you with Allah.

284. For love of this world, listeners turn a deaf ear to [words of] wisdom and hearts become blind to the light of insight.
285. Nobody gains any joy from this world but that it is followed by tears [of sorrow].

286. Allah, the Glorified, has not cleansed this world for His friends nor has He withheld it from His enemies.

287. Nobody gets the comforts of this world internally but that he has to face its hardships externally.

288. One whose effort was for this world did not earn any recompense [for it] nor did he fulfil any obligation.

289. No person in this world is covered by the light rain of ease but that the heavy rain of distress pours upon him.

290. If the people of the world understood [the truth about it], this world would surely be ruined.
291. If this world was praiseworthy in front of Allah, He would have reserved it for His friends, but He turned their hearts away from it and expunged its desires from them.

292. If this world was to remain with one of you, it would not have reached the one in whose hands it is now.

293. One who strives for this world is eluded by it.

294. One who holds back from this world is sought by it.

295. One who wrestles this world is knocked down by it.

296. One who disobeys this world is obeyed by it.

297. One who turns away from this world is approached by it.
297. من أعترض عن الدنيا أنتَه.

298. One who knows [the reality of] this world, renounces it.

299. One who thinks little of this world, it comes to him humiliated.

300. One who is owned by this world falls down often.

301. One who is delighted by the embellishments of this world is owned by [its] deceptions.

302. One who buys his Hereafter with his world, gains both of them.

303. One who sells his Hereafter for his world loses both of them.

304. One who seeks less of this world gains more of that which keeps him secure [in the Hereafter].
305. One who seeks more of this world gains more of that which will ruin him.

306. One who builds his world destroys his place of return [in the Hereafter].

307. One who is deceived by this world is deceived by [his] aspirations.

308. One who is pleased with this world is eluded by the Hereafter.

309. One who is greedy for this world is destroyed.

310. One who is not content with the little [he has] of this world will not be satisfied with the much that he accumulates from it.

311. Who is more at a disadvantage than the one who sells the eternal [Hereafter] for the transient
312. Who is more at a loss than the one who exchanges the Hereafter for this world?

313. One who seeks from this world that which pleases him, his crime (and sinfulness) increases and his transgression prolongs.

314. One who relies on the deceptions of this world considers himself safe from its perils.

315. Whoever keeps back from seeking this world, it rises towards him.

316. One who exceeds the limits in seeking this world dies a pauper.
318. One whose heart is attached to the love of this world catches three things from it: worry that never leaves him, greed that never abandons him and hopes that are never realized by him.

319. Whoever is attracted by the dazzle of this world, it blinds both his eyes.

320. One who desires the adornments of this world is eluded by the sought after eternal bliss [of the Hereafter].

321. One who has been overcome by this world is blind to that which is in front of him.

322. One who builds his world corrupts his religion and ruins his Hereafter.

323. One who loves [to acquire] the prestige of [both] this world and the Hereafter must detest prestige in this world.

324. One who humbles himself for the children of this world takes off the garment of piety.
325. One who fixes his gaze on the children of this world is blinded from the path of guidance.

326. One who seeks something from this world is eluded by something greater from the Hereafter than what he seeks [from this world].

327. Whoever seeks [the profits of] this world through the work of the Hereafter, it takes him further away from that which he seeks.

328. One who is glad to relinquish the bounties of this world [for the sake of the Hereafter] has certainly perfected his intellect.

329. Whoever gains possession of something of this world loses much more of the Hereafter than what he possesses [of this world].

330. One who knows [the reality of] this world is not saddened by that which befalls him [in it].
331. One who recognizes the deceptions of this world will not be deceived by its impossible dreams.

332. One who triumphs in this world becomes troubled and one whom it eludes gets distressed.

333. One in whose eyes this world is grand and in whose heart its position is great, prefers it over Allah and devotes himself to it and becomes a slave to it.

334. One who becomes infatuated with this world, it fills his heart with a sadness which keeps alternating in the black part of his heart, a distress that worries him and a grief that causes him pain, until its suffocation [of death] overtakes him and he is flung in the open while both the arteries of his heart are severed. It is easy for Allah to cause him to die and he becomes too far for his comrades to meet him (or to remain with him).

335. One who relies on this world is indeed wretched and deprived.

336. Whoever serves this world, it exploits him and whoever serves Allah, the Glorified, it (this world) serves him.
336. من خُدُمِ الدُّنيا إِسْتَخْدَمَتْهُ، وَمَن خَدَّمَ اللَّهُ سَبِيحَهُ خَدَّمَتْهُ.

337. One whose concern [and effort] is for this world, his wretchedness and misery will be prolonged on the Day of Resurrection.

338. One who does not think about the bounties of his world becomes powerful.

339. One of the troubles of this world is the spoiling of union by separation and happiness by distress.

340. It is from the lowliness of this world in front Allah is that He is not disobeyed anywhere except in it.

341. From the [signs of the] contemptibleness of this world in the sight of Allah is that one does not gain that which is with Him except by abandoning it.

342. Nothing corrupts the faith like this world.
343. How will the offshoot remain after the root has gone?

344. This world of yours which endears itself to you is not better than the Hereafter which is made to appear ugly by your negative perception [of it].

345. That which you send forth from this world is for your own benefit and that which you leave behind from it is for your enemy.

346. That which [one] increases in this world, [he] diminishes in the Hereafter.

347. That which [one] diminishes in this world, [he] increases in the Hereafter.

348. Do not be overjoyed by that which you obtain in this world and do not despair with sadness for that which eludes you from it.

349. What is good in a house that falls down like demolished construction and in a lifetime that expires as [its] provisions get exhausted?
350. What is the matter with you? You are delighted with the little of this world that you obtain while you are not saddened by the abundance of the Hereafter that you are deprived of?!

351. This world has not deceived you, rather through it you have been deceived.

352. The transient world has not beguiled you, rather through it you have been beguiled.

353. What is [the matter] with you that which, if you acquire it [the wealth of this world], its improvement [and seeking something better than it] preoccupies you from enjoying it, and if you enjoy it, it spoils it [the enjoyment] for you with the victory of death over you.

354. The deceived person who gains success in this world through its smallest portion is not like the other person who is gains success in the Hereafter by exerting his greatest effort.
355. How close this world is to departure, old age is to youth, and doubt is to uncertainty!

356. The bitterness of this world is the sweetness of the Hereafter.

357. One who accompanies this world is a target of calamities and mishaps.

358. The similitude of this world is like your shadow, if you stop it stops and if you seek it, it moves further away.

359. The similitude of this world is like the snake, its feel is soft but it has deadly venom in its fangs. The inexperienced and ignorant one reaches towards it while the wise and intelligent one is cautious of it.

360. The wares of this world are [like] broken orts that cause epidemics, therefore keep off the grazing land which is more beneficial to migrate from than to peacefully stay in, and that of it which suffices for subsistence in it is purer [for the soul] than its riches.
361. Destroyed is one who finds reassurance in this world and makes his religion its dower, so he turns towards it wherever it turns, having taken it to be his [only] concern and his deity.

362. Take it easy, for indeed the matter is near, the companionship is short and the sojourn is brief.

363. It (this world) is obstructive and obdurate, deviating and swaying, deceiving and ungrateful.

364. Those who are pleased with this world are destroyed on the Day of Resurrection and those who are disheartened by it are saved.

365. Do not desire anything that perishes and goes away, for this enough of a detriment.

366. Do not desire this world thereby losing your Hereafter.

367. Do not desire that which perishes, and take from the transient for the eternal.
367. لا تَرَغِبِ فيما يَقْطِنُ، وحَدُّ مِنِ الْفَنَاءِ لِلْبَقَاءِ.

368. Do not jostle for the bounties of this world, for indeed its bounties are trifling.

369. Do not give your religion as dower for this world, for indeed whoever gives his religion as dowry to this world, it brings to him wretchedness, pain, hardship and tribulation.

370. Do not sell the Hereafter for this world and do not exchange the eternal with the transient.

371. Do not let this world tempt you, and do not let your vain desires overpower you, and do not consider your stay in this world to be long, and do not let your hopes deceive you, for indeed hopes are not part of religion in any way.

372. Let not the greatest thing that you achieve in this world be the attainment of pleasures and the quelling of rage, rather let it be the enlivening of truth and the annihilation of falsehood.
373. Do not be tempted by good loans [and temporary pleasures], for the loans of this world are returned and you remain with that which you have accumulated of the forbidden.

374. Do not let the transient world deceive you with its false amusements, for indeed its amusement ceases while the vices which you have acquired remain with you.

375. Let not any of you pine the way a servant girl pines, for that which has departed from him of this world.

376. Do not solicit this world by the work of the Hereafter and do not prefer the transient over the eternal, for this is the trait of the hypocrites and the character of the apostates.

377. Never be deceived by the condition of the people of vanities [and what they enjoy of this world], for indeed it is an extended shadow [which lasts] until a fixed time.

378. The deceptions of this world do not excite the learned.
This world does not protect the one who seeks refuge in it.

People do not abandon anything from their religion for the sake of this world but that Allah opens for them that which is more harmful for them.

The delights of this world do not continue and its joys do not last, and there is no security from its afflictions.

It behoves the one who recognizes this world to renounce its pleasures and to turn away from it.

It behoves the one who recognizes the transient abode to work for the Eternal Abode.

It behoves the one who knows how fleeting this world is, to renounce its pleasures.
385. It behoves a person to seek a cure from the ailments of this world just like a sick person seeks treatment, and he should avoid its lusts and pleasures just as a sick person avoids certain foods.

386. Little of this world corrupts the faith.

387. Little of this world suffices and plenty of it destroys.

388. Little of this world is better than plenty of it, and that of it which suffices for subsistence in it is better than that which destroys.

389. Slaves of desire, cut them short! For indeed, the one who leans on this world gets nothing out of it but the grating sound of hardship.

390. One who works for this world makes a loss.
1. The literal translation of lumādhah is the food that remains on one’s lips after eating and is licked off by the tongue.
2. Possibly referring to the fact the interior of the earth is the place of the dead and the exterior is the place of sickness and afflictions.
3. Jamāl al-Dīn Muḥammad al-Khwānsari says that it is possible that this is referring to the companions of the 12th Imam ('a) (Ref: Sharhe Ghurar al-Ḥikam vol. 2 pg. 656).
4. Or: This world makes one submit.
5. Or: Indeed if you approach this world, it will turn its back towards you.
6. Or: Indeed if you turn your back on this world, it will come towards you.
7. Or: Nobody gets the comforts of this world before him but that he has to suffer its hardships afterwards.
8. In Nahj al-Balāgha the converse has been mentioned i.e. the vain person who is successful in this world by exerting his greatest effort is not like the other who is successful in the Hereafter by gaining its smallest portion. (Saying no. 380)

Remedy and Ailment
الدَّواءُ والدَاءُ

1. Many a remedy brings about an ailment.

1- رَبّ دَوَاءُ جَلَبَ دَاءً

2. Many an ailment turns into a remedy.

2- رَبّ دَاءُ إِنَاقْلَبَ دَوَاءً

3. Sometimes the remedy is [itself] an ailment.

3- رَبّاً كَانَ الدَّوَاءُ دَاءً

4. Sometimes the ailment is [itself] a cure.

4- رَبّاً كَانَ الدَّاءُ شِفَاءً

5. One whose ailments are many, his cure will not be known.

5- مَنْ كَثَرَتْ أَدْوَائُهُ لَمْ يُعْرَفْ شِفَاءُهُ
6. One who does not bear the bitterness of the remedy, his pain persists.

7. There is no remedy for the one who is fond of his ailment.

8. There is no cure for the one who hides his ailment from his doctor.

9. I am amazed at the one who knows the remedy of his ailment yet does not seek it, and if he finds it he does not apply it [to cure his ailment].

10. For every living thing there is an ailment.

11. For every sickness there is a remedy.

12. Walk with your ailment as long as you can.
1. Meaning one must try to bear the ailment without using any medication for as long as he can.

Alternation of Power and Sovereignty

1. The signs of alternation of power are the creation of stratagems.

2. One of the signs of alternation of power is vigilance in safeguarding affairs.

3. The sovereignty of the honourable is one of the most beneficial gains.

4. From the indicators of alternation of power is decrease of negligence.

5. Nothing protects empires like justice.

6. The decline [and imminent fall] of empires is evinced by four things: neglecting the principles [and core values of justice and equity], clinging to vanities, promotion of the wicked and demotion of the virtuous.
7. The sovereignty of scoundrels is founded on oppression and corruption.

8. The sovereignty of the great (or honourable) people is one of the best of bounties.

9. For every empire there is a period [after which it falls].

**Flattery**

1. Do not flatter each other thereby letting flattery plunge you into sin.

**Debt**

1. The worst collar is the collar of debt.

2. Too much debt makes a truthful person a liar and an honest person dishonest.
3. Debt is one of the two bondages.

4. Debt is bondage, repayment is freedom.

**Religion and Sharia Law**

1. Religion is the more honourable of the two lineages.

2. Religion and good manners are a result of intelligence.

3. The foundation of religion is returning trusts [to their owners] and fulfilling pledges.

4. Know that the beginning of religion is submission and its end is sincere devotion.
5. Indeed the codes of religion are one and its ways are straight, so the one who follows it arrives [at the destination] and gains [success], and the one who stands away from it strays and regrets.

6. Where are the different paths taking you?

7. Where is the darkness misleading you and [how are] the falsehoods deceiving you?

8. Where are your minds straying and your souls deviating [to]? Do you seek to substitute facts for lies and exchange truth for falsehood?

9. The greatest felicity is [in] the uprightness of religion.

10. Little religion is better than plenty of worldly possession.

11. The most religious of all people is one whose religiosity is not corrupted by [lustful] desire.
12. The best religion is cutting short [false] aspirations, and the highest worship is being sincere in your action.

13. Verily Allah, the Glorified, grants this world to [both] the one whom He loves and the one whom He does not love, but He grants religion only to the one whom He loves.

14. Verily Allah, the Most High, does not give the religion except to His chosen ones and the elite from among His creation.

15. Indeed the best religion is loving for the sake of Allah, hating for the sake of Allah, taking for the sake of Allah and giving for the sake of Allah, the Glorified.

16. Indeed the religion [of Islam] is like a tree, its roots are certitude in Allah and its fruits are befriending for the sake of Allah and having enmity for the sake of Allah, the Glorified.
17. Verily Allah, the Glorified, has illuminated the path of truth and has clarified its ways, so [there is] either inescapable wretchedness or eternal felicity.


19. Religion exalts, this world humiliates.

20. Religion is [the path to] joy.

21. Religion is light, certitude is joy.

22. Religion is the greatest pursuit.

23. Religion is the strongest pillar.
24. The Sharī'ah is [for] disciplining the self.

25. The Sharī'ah is for the benefit [and reformation] of mankind.

26. Religion is a treasure and knowledge is a guide [to it].

27. Religion is a tree whose roots are submission and contentment.

28. Religion deters [one] from the unlawful.

29. Religion is not reformed except by the intellect.

30. If you make your religion follow your worldly desires, you will have destroyed your religion and your [life in this] world, and you will be among the losers in the Hereafter.
30. إن جعلت دينك تبعاً لدنياك أهلكت دينك ودنياك، وكنت في الآخرة من الخاسرين.

31. The fruit of religion is trustworthiness.

32. The fruit of religion is strong conviction.

33. Three things are the disgrace of religion: lewdness, treachery and betrayal [of trust].

34. Three things are the consolidators of religion: chastity, piety and modesty.

35. Three things are the perfection of religion: sincerity, certitude and contentment.

36. The steadfastness of religion is through the strength of conviction.

37. The consolidation of religion is in sincerity of action, cutting short [false] aspirations, doing good to
others and refraining from ugly deeds.

37. جَمَاعُ الْدِّينِ فِي إِخْلاَصِ العَمَلِ، وَتَقْصِيرِ الْأَمَلِ، وَبِذْلِ الْإِحْسَانِ، وَالْكَفْرِ عَنِ الْقَبِيحِ.

38. The beauty of religion is piety.

39. The excellence of [one’s adherence to] religion stems from the strength of [one’s] certitude.

40. Preserving the faith is the fruit of cognizance and the peak of wisdom.

41. Safeguard the religion through [the means of] this world and do not safeguard this world through the religion.

42. The best course of religion is piety.

43. The sign of a servant’s faith is his piety.
44. Defend the religious laws, protect the borders of the Muslim lands and safeguard your religion and your trust through your impartiality towards yourself and acting justly among your subjects.

45. The cornerstone of religion is acquiring good deeds.

46. The adornment of religion is intelligence.

47. The adornment of religion is patience and contentment.

48. The cause of piety is soundness of faith.

49. The uprightness of religion is through virtuous piety and certitude.
50. The safety of religion is in seclusion from the people.

51. The safety of [one’s] religion and worldly life is in being amicable with the people.

52. Six things are used to test the faith of a man: the strength of his religion, the truth of his conviction, the intensity of his piety, his overcoming vain desires, the paucity of his [worldly] inclinations and his being moderate in what he seeks.

53. The pinnacle of religion is patience, certitude and struggling against vain desires.

54. There are six fundamentals of faith: sincerity of conviction, giving advice [and guidance] to [fellow] Muslims, establishing the prayer, paying the zakāt [alms-tax], performing the Hajj [pilgrimage] and renouncing the pleasures of this world.

55. The rectitude of religion is [through] piety.
56. The rectitude of religion is through strong conviction.

57. Make religion the fortress of your state and [make] gratitude the protection of your blessings, for every state that is surrounded by religion will not be defeated and every blessing that is protected by gratitude will not be taken away.

58. Make religion the shield of your life and piety the preparation for your death.

59. A person’s preservation [of himself from sin] is to the extent of his religiousness.

60. Safeguard your religion through your worldly life and you will gain both of them, and do not safeguard your worldly life through your religion thereby losing both of them.

61. Safeguard the faith through [the life of] this world and it will save you, and do not safeguard [the life of] this world through the faith otherwise it will destroy you.
62. Blessed is he who acts upon the teachings of religion and follows the footsteps of the Prophets.

63. You must cling to religion, piety and certitude, for these are the best of virtues and through them the lofty stations are attained.

64. One’s religiousness is proportionate to his intellect.

65. The height of religion is faith [and conviction].

66. The height of religion is satisfaction [with the decree of Allah].

67. The height of religion is enjoining good, forbidding evil and upholding the boundaries [of Islamic law].

68. The one who lacks religion falls into disbelief and misguidance.
68. فَاعَدُ الدُّنِيَا مُتَرِدًا فِي الكَفَرِ والضَّلَالِ.

69. This world is the corruptor of religion.

70. The basis of religious law is enjoining good, forbidding evil and upholding the boundaries [of Islamic law].

71. Just as a body and its shadow do not separate, so too religion and success do not separate.

72. For every religion there is a character and the character of faith is kindness.

73. One who becomes religious fortifies himself.

74. One who is stingy with his religion [and does not give it up for the sake of this world] becomes exalted.
75. He who has no religion has no magnanimity.

76. One who becomes learned in religion increases [his prosperity].

77. One whose religiousness is sound, his trustworthiness is stronger.

78. One who corrupts his faith corrupts his Hereafter.

79. One who is endowed with religion is endowed with the good of this world and the Hereafter.

80. One who considers his religion to be precious, [the hardship of] this world becomes easy for him [to bear].

81. One whose faith is strong is certain about the reward [he will get for his good actions] and is satisfied with whatever has been decreed [for him by Allah].
82. One who has no religion has no salvation.

83. One whose observance of religion is thorough, his position in the Hereafter will be exalted.

84. One who is careless in his religion becomes lowly and one who fights with the truth, is forced to yield [to it].

85. Whoever takes the religion of Allah as idle sport and play, Allah, the Glorified, will put him into the fire for eternity.

86. One who is cautious [and concerned] about this religion is safe from destruction.

87. Nothing undermines religion like abandoning the upholding of Allah’s religion and neglecting the obligatory [actions].
88. The basis of religion is piety.

89. The basis of religion is opposing vain desires.

90. What a good companion religion is!

91. Keep your religions unsullied by uncertainties and safeguard yourselves from situations of destructive doubts.

92. The structure of religion is [based on] opposing vain desires and keeping away from [the unlawful pleasures of] this world.

93. The structure of religion is [based on] two qualities: your impartiality towards yourself and supporting your brethren.

94. Guided is the one who puts on the garment of religion.
95. In describing the religion of Islam [he ('a) said]: It is the brightest of all paths, the clearest [and most illuminated] of all passages; it is an elevated land, [with] a lofty peak.

96. Guard your religion by seeking help from Allah.

97. Do not be neglectful of your religion and eager for your world by seeking more of that which will not last for you and less of that which will last for you, for this will lead you to severe chastisement [in the Hereafter].

98. Religion does not remain safe with avarice.

99. Religion does not surrender the one who takes refuge in it.

100. The religiousness of a man is deduced by the virtue of his God-wariness and the truth of his piety.
The Savings

1. The best savings are good actions.

2. The best of (all) savings are good actions.

3. The best of (all) savings is knowledge that is acted upon and good that is not followed by obligation.

1. The literal meaning of this word is: a thing that is stored or reposited for a time of need.

Remembrance [of Allah] and the Reminder

1. Remembering [Allah] is the better of the two gains.

2. Remembering [Allah] comforts the soul, illuminates the heart and brings down the mercy [of Allah].
3. Remembering [Allah] is the light of intellect, the life of the souls and the polishing of the hearts.

4. Sitting in the masjid from after dawn up to sunrise in order to remember [and praise] Allah, the Glorified, is quicker in making sustenance [more easily] obtainable than travelling to different parts of the land [in order to earn one’s livelihood].

5. A beautiful remembrance is one of the two lives.

6. A beautiful remembrance is one of the two lifetimes.

7. Remembering [Allah] is not from rituals of the tongue nor is it from the passing of thoughts rather it is first from the remembered and then from the rememberer.

8. Fill your solitude with the remembrance [of Allah] and accompany blessings with gratitude.
9. Be abundant in your remembrance of Allah, for it is the best remembrance.

10. Be constant in your remembrance [of Allah] for it illuminates the heart and is surely the best [form of] worship.

11. The most deserving to be remembered by you is the one who does not forget you.

12. Remember the disperser of gatherings, the dasher of hopes, the bringer of death[s] and the announcer of disunion and separation.

13. The basis of reformation of the heart is occupying it with the remembrance of Allah.

14. Verily Allah, the Glorified, has made [His] remembrance a polishing for the hearts, to see with after blindness and listen with after deafness and to become submissive with it after obduracy.
15. Verily there are those who hold on to the remembrance of Allah and have taken it in lieu of this world and thus neither trade nor business has preoccupied them from [His] remembrance. They spend the days of their lives with it and shout it in the ears of the negligent [in order to remind them].

16. Remembrance is being in the company of the beloved.

17. Remembering [Allah] is the key to intimacy [and nearness with Him].

18. The remembrance [of Allah] is a light and guidance.

19. The remembrance [of Allah] is the delight of the lovers.

20. Remembrance of Allah brings comfort [and delight].

21. Remembrance of Allah is the polishing of visions and illumination of the inner selves.
22. Remembrance [of Allah] is the guidance of the intellects and the enlightenment of the souls.

23. When you see that Allah is making you comfortable with His remembrance, then [know that] He loves you.

24. When you see that Allah is making you comfortable with His creation and isolating you from His remembrance, then (know that) He dislikes you.

25. It is through the remembrance of Allah that mercy descends.

26. Through the constant remembrance of Allah, heedlessness is dispelled.

27. The fruit of remembrance [of Allah] is illumination of the hearts.
28. The best means by which you achieve success in [all] matters is the remembrance of Allah, the Glorified.

29. Constant remembrance [of Allah] illuminates the heart and mind.

30. Remembrance of Allah is the light of faith.

31. Remembrance of Allah is a means of driving away Satan.

32. Remembrance of Allah is the practice of the Near Ones.

33. Remembrance of Allah is the polishing of the breasts and the tranquillity of the hearts.

34. The remembrance of Allah is nourishment for the souls and [being in] the company of the [most] Beloved.
34. ذِكرُ اللَّهِ قُوَّةُ النُّفْسِ ومَجَالَسَةُ المَحِبَّوبِ.

35. Remembrance of Allah illuminates the visions and comforts the consciences.

36. The remembrance of Allah is what makes matters successful and inner selves illuminated.

37. Remembrance of Allah is the cure for the maladies of the souls.

38. The remembrance of Allah is a dispeller of hardships (or maladies) and misery.

39. Remembrance of Allah is the [principal] asset of every believer and its profit is safety against Satan.

40. The remembrance of Allah is the pillar of faith and a protection against Satan.

41. Remembering Allah [at all times] is the trait of every good-doer and the quality of every believer.
42. Remembrance of Allah is the joy of every God-wary person and the delight of every possessor of certitude.

43. The one who listens to the [remembrance and] glorification of Allah is [himself] a glorifier.

44. You must espouse the remembrance of Allah for it is surely the light of the heart.

45. In the remembrance of Allah there is life for the hearts.

46. Whoever remembers Allah, He remembers him.

47. One who remembers Allah is gains insight.

48. Whoever is preoccupied in remembering the people, Allah, the Glorified, cuts him off from His
remembrance.

49. Whoever is preoccupied in the remembrance of Allah, Allah makes his remembrance good.

50. Whoever fills his heart with the constant remembrance of Allah, his actions become good [both] in secret and in the open.

51. Whoever remembers Allah, the Glorified, Allah enlivens his heart and illuminates his intellect and his mind.

52. One whose remembrance [of Allah] increases, his mind becomes illuminated.

53. Constant remembrance [of Allah] is the quality of the friends [of Allah].

54. The constant remembrance [of Allah] is nourishment for the souls and the key to righteousness.
55. Do not remember Allah, the Glorified, in a state of inattentiveness, and do not forget Him by being distracted [with the amusements of this world], and remember Him perfectly such that your heart is in agreement with your tongue and your inward is in accordance with your outward; and you will never remember Him with the befitting remembrance until you forget your ego in your remembrance and lose it in your affair [because all your attention is towards Allah].

56. There is no guidance like remembrance [and glorification of Allah].

57. The one who remembers Allah is in His Company.

58. The one who remembers Allah is His intimate friend.

59. The one who remembers Allah is from the successful ones.

60. One who reminds you [of Allah and the Hereafter] is has surely warned you [against evil].
1. Meaning one who is fondly remembered after his death is like one who is still alive.

Vices and Those who commit them

الذُّنُوب والمعاصي وأهلها

1. Vices are a disease, and its remedy is seeking forgiveness, and its cure is not repeating [the vices].

1. الذُّنُوب الدَّاءُ، والدَّوَاءُ الإِسْتِغْفَارُ، وَالشِّفَاءُ أَن لَا تَتَّخِذَ.

2. Taking a sin lightly is worse than committing the sin.

2. تَهْوُينُ الذَّنُوب أعْظَمُ مِن رَكْوبِ الذَّنُوبِ.

3. Giving up sin is difficult, but giving up Paradise is [going to be] more difficult.

3. تَرُكُ الذَّنُوب شَدِيدً، وأَشْدُ مِنْه تَرُكِ الجَنَّةِ.

4. Things come to us that seem to be much when we amass them but which we consider to be less when we divide them.

4. تَأْتيَنَا أَشْيَاءٌ نَسْتَكْثَرُهَا إِذَا جَمَعْنَاهَا، وَنَسْتَقْلِلُهَا إِذَا قَسَمْنَاها.

5. Be careful of the sins that lead you to deep trouble the vices that bring the wrath of Allah.

5. إِحْذَّرُوا الذَّنُوب المُورَطَةَ، وَالْعَيْبَاتِ المُسْخِتَةِ.

6. Refrain from desecration of the sacred, for indeed this is the practice of the wicked and the people of depravity and vice.
6. إِبَاكَ وَإِنْتِهَاكَ الصَّحَابَةَ، فَإِنَّهَا شَيْمَةُ الفَسَاقِ وَأُولِي الْفَجْرِ، والعَوَائِيَةُ.

7. Refrain from persistence [in committing vices] for it is surely the gravest of great sins and the worst of offences.

8. إِبَاكَ والإِصْرَارُ، فَإِنَّهُ مِنْ أَكْبَرِ الْكَبَائِرِ وأَعْظَمِ الْجَرَائِمِ.

8. Refrain from exposing [your] sins, for this is one of the worst of offences.

9. إِبَاكَ والمُجَاهِرَةَ بِالْفَجْرِ، فَإِنَّهَا مِنْ أَشْدَدِ الْمَآمِ.

9. Refrain from vices, for the one who sells the eternal Paradise for a vile sin from the sins of this world is indeed wretched.

10. إِبَاكَ المَعَصِيَةُ، فَإِنَّ الْكَفُوْنِ (الشَّقِّي) مِنْ باَعُ جَنَّةِ الْمَأْوَى بِمَعَصِيَةِ دُنْيَةِ مِنَ المَعَصِيَةِ الدُّنْيَا.

10. Do not take the committing of vices lightly, for verily it will cover you with humiliation in this world and earn you the wrath of Allah in the Hereafter.

11. إِبَاكَ أَنْ تَسْتَهِلَّ رَكُوبَ المَعَصِيَةِ، فَإِنَّهَا تَكَسُّوْكَ فِي الدُّنْيَا ذَلَّةً، وَتَكْسِبُكَ فِي الْآخِرَةِ سَخَطَ اللَّهِ.

11. Verily wrongdoings are [like] wild horses that carry their riders on their backs while their bridles have been thrown off, so they take them [straight] into the fire of hell.
12. The greatest misdeed is recommending the vicious.

13. The worst misdeed is refusing to accept an excuse [that is valid].

14. The worst of sins in the sight of Allah is the sin upon which its doer persists.

15. The gravest of sins in the sight of Allah, the Glorified, is the sin which is taken lightly by the one who commits it.

16. The vice that brings the quickest retribution is oppressing the one who does not oppress you.

17. The vilest of sins is cutting off ties with near relatives and impiety [with one’s parents].

18. The gravest of sins is the sin upon which the sinner persists.
19. Verily the vice with the worst of consequences is error [and misguidance].

20. Verily Allah, the Glorified, hates the one who is insolent and bold in committing sins.

21. Indeed one who disobeys Allah is the enemy of Muhammad (s), even if he is the nearest of his relatives.

22. Verily the clemency shown by Allah, the Most High, despite [your] acts of disobedience has made you bold and has driven you to [do things that will] destroy yourself.

23. Persistence [in sinning] is the practice of the depraved.


25. The one who openly declares his sin is an advertiser [of his disobedience to Allah].
26. Disobedience [to Allah] is the negligence of the vicious (or the weak).

27. Sin prevents the one’s supplication from being answered.

28. Persistence [in sinning] is the worst of ideas.

29. Persistence [in sinning] is the gravest of sins.

30. Persistence [in sinning] is the trait of the doomed.

31. Retribution is the fruit of misdeeds.

32. Al-muṣṣābiḥa tma‘un al-ajāba.

33. Disobedience [to Allah] brings retribution.

34. Returning to sin [and repeating it] is persistence [in sinning].

35. Persistence [in sinning] is the gravest sin and the quickest in [bringing] retribution.

36. Keeping away from vices is more important [and better] than earning good deeds.

37. If you must, by all means, be pure, then purify yourselves from vices of the hearts.

38. If you must, by all means, be clean, then clean yourselves from the filth of flaws and vices.

39. If you purify yourselves from vices, Allah will love you.
40. Verily if you keep away from vices you will attain elevated ranks.

41. The bane of obedience is insubordination.

42. When you commit a sin then be remorseful for it.

43. It is through disobedience [to Allah] that wretchedness comes about.

44. Through disobedience [to Allah] the [gate of] hellfire is closed for the aberrant [and they are unable to escape it].

45. How evil an action disobedience [to Allah] is!

46. Avoid disobeying Allah and you will be successful.
46. بِئسَ العَمْلُ المَعْصِيَةُ.

47. Guard yourself against sins and restrain yourselves from them, for indeed, wretched is the one who gives them free rein.

47. تَوقُّ مَعْاصِيْ اللَّهِ تُفْلِحُ.

48. Exalted is Allah, the Mighty, [yet] how lenient is He! And you are lowly and weak yet how bold you are in your disobedience to Him!

48. تَوقُّوا المَعاصِيْ، واحْبِسْوا أنفَسْكُمْ عَنْهَا، فَإِنَّ الشَّقِّيَّ مَنْ أَطْلَقَ فِيْهَا عَنَانَهُ.

49. The sweetness of sin is spoilt by the pain of retribution.

49. تَعَالَى اللَّهُ مِنْ قُوَّيْ مَا أَحْلَمَهُ، وَتَوَاضَعَتْ مِنْ ضَعِيفِ مَا أَجْرَأَكَ عَلَى مَعاصِيْهِ.

50. The outcome of sins is loss [and destruction].

50. حَلاوَأَةُ المَعاصِيْةِ يُقَسِّدُهَا أَلِيمُ العَقوُبَةِ.

51. Many a great sin of yours is deemed by you as [being] small.

51. حاصلُ المَعاصِيْ النَّفْلُ.

52. The one who embarks upon sin, his [final] abode is hellfire.

52. رَبُّ كَبِيرُ مِنْ ذَنِبِكَ تَسْتَصَغْرُهُ.
53. Submission to sin is the trait of the doomed.

راکبُ المَعْصِيَة مَثَواعُ النَّار.

54. I am amazed at the person who knows the severity of Allah’s retribution and [yet] he still continues being persistent [in sinning].

طَاعَةُ المَعْصِيَة سَجِيَةُ الهَلْكِ.

55. The companion of vices is the hostage of [his] misdeeds.

عَجِبْتُ لِمَنْ عَلِمَ شَدَّةَ انتِقامِ اللَّهِ مِنَهْ وَهُوَ مَقِيمٌ عَلَى الإِصْرَارِ.

56. For every evil act there is punishment.

قَرِينُ المعاصي رَهِينُ السِّيِّئاتِ.

57. For the one who is bold in [committing] sins there are retributions from the chastisement of Allah, the Glorified.

لَكُلِّ سَبَيْتَةَ عَقَابٍ.

58. If Allah, the Glorified, had not forbidden that which He has ordained as unlawful, it would have [still] been mandatory for the intelligent one to keep away from it.

لِلَّمُجَنِّرِ عَلَى المعاصي نَقِمَ مِن عَذَابِ اللَّهِ سُبُحَانَهُ.

59. Rejoicing in vices is uglier than committing them.
60. Is there any place of protection or shelter, or any sanctuary or asylum, or any place to flee or return back to?

61. Do not persist in that which is followed by sin.

62. Do not tear your veils [of innocence] in front of the One who knows your secrets.

63. Do not undertake acts of disobedience to Allah, the Glorified, and act with obedience to Him, as this will be a provision for you [in the Hereafter].

64. Never belittle the small sins, for they are indeed dangerous [and destructive]; and one who is surrounded by his belittled [sins] is destroyed by them.

65. Those who remain behind [in this world after others have passed away before them] do not stop from committing sins.
66. There is no vice greater than persistence [in sinning].

67. There is no vice greater than rejoicing in acts of depravity.

68. One who is persistent in his sin shows audacity in front of the wrath of his Lord.

69. Whoever takes pleasure in the disobedience of Allah is made to suffer utter humiliation by Allah.

70. One whose sins increase, his disparagement becomes necessary.

71. Neither are blessings taken away from you nor are you deprived of any comforts of life but because of the sins that you commit, and Allah is not unjust to the Servants.

72. None of the acts of disobedience to Allah, the Glorified, come about except in [the garb of] desire.
73. Constant sinning cuts [one's] sustenance.


75. We seek refuge with Allah from the evils of the intellect (or from evil actions) and the ugliness of errors, and from Him do we seek assistance [against all this].

76. Far be it! You have not feigned ignorance except because of what has passed before you of mistakes and sins.

77. Every disobedient one is a sinner.

78. Whoever disobeys Allah, his status gets lowered.
79. Woe be to the sinner, how ignorant he is and how much of his share he has relinquished!

79. من عصى الله ذل قدره

80. Woe to the one who is afflicted with disobedience, deprivation and abandonment.

80. ويِح ال交流合作 ما أجهله وَعَن حَظِيه ما أُعْلِه

81. Rushing into vices causes [one to face] the chastisement of hellfire.

81. ويِل لمن بلي بعصيان وحِرَمان وِخَذَلان

82. When committing sins, recall how the pleasures will [soon] end and the consequences that follow will remain.

82. التَّهِجُّ عَلَى المَعاَصِي يُوجِب عَقَاب النَّار

83. Be wary of the sins done in seclusion, for indeed the Witness (to it) is the Judge.

83. أذْكِرُوا عِنَدَ المَعاَصِي ذَهَاب اللَّذَات وَبَقِاء التَّبَعَات

84. Caution, caution O listener! Strive, strive O intelligent one! None can inform you like the One who is all-aware.

84. اَتْقُوا مَعاَصِي الخَلَوات فَإِنَّ الشَّاهِد هُوَ الحَاكِم

85. I am amazed at the one who avoids the food that could harm him, how does he not avoid the sin that would bring painful chastisement?!
86. Vice is the endeavour of the filthy.

87. How bad a leash is the leash of vices!

88. In every evil act there is retribution.

89. The one who sins knowingly does not deserve pardon.

90. Denial [of sin] is persistence [in it].

91. The one who sins without knowing is free from sin.

92. The weapon of the sinner is repentance.
92. ألمُذنب عن غيّر عِلم بَريء من الذَّننِ.

93. A sinner who confesses his sin is better than the obedient one who is proud of his action.

94. Do not dishearten a sinner, for how many a person who is occupied with his sin ends up being forgiven, and how many a person has embarked on a virtuous action which he corrupts at the end of his life and winds up in the fire of hell.

Divulgence [of Secrets]


2. Divulgence [of secrets] is the practice of the others [and not of the believers].

The Compassionate
1. What an excellent person the compassionate one is!

Opinions and the Opinonated

1. Restrict your opinion to that which is necessary and you will be safe; avoid entering into that which does not concern you and you will be honoured.

2. Churn the opinion [like] the churning of a water-skin, and the outcome will be the most pertinent of opinions.

3. The closest of opinions to reason will be the furthest of them from vain desire.

4. The ones who possess most pertinent opinions are those who have experience.

5. The person with the best opinion is he who does not consider himself needless of the counsel of an advisor.
6. The best opinion is one which neither causes opportunities to be wasted nor brings about distress.

6. أفْضَلُ الرَأْيِ مَا لَمْ يُفْتَ الفُرْصَ، وَلَمْ يُورِثِ الرَغْصَ.

7. Indeed your opinion cannot encompass everything, so leave it for the important [issues].

7. إنَّ رَأِيكَ لَا يَتَضَعُّ لِكُلٍّ شَيْءٍ، فَقُرِّعْهُ لِلْمُهْمِ.

8. The [right] opinion is [acquired] by protecting secrets.

8. الرَأَيُ يَتَحْصِينُ الأَسْرَارِ.

9. Through correct opinion (or prudence), ones judiciousness is strengthened.

9. بِإِصْبَاحَةٍ (بِأَصْلَةٍ) الرَأَيُ يَقْوُى الحَرْمَ.

10. The best of opinions is the furthest of them from vain desire and the closest of them to pertinence.

10. خَيْرُ الَآرَاءِ أَبْعَدُهَا عَنِ الْهَوَى، وأَقْرَبُهَا مِنَ السَّدَادِ.

11. Hidden opinions are revealed through consultation.

11. حَوْافِي الَآرَاءِ تُكَشِفُهَا المُشاوْرَةُ.

12. The opinion of an elderly person is more beloved to me than the fortitude [and bravery] of a youth.

12. رَأَيُ الشَّيْخِ أَحْبَبْ إِلَيْيْ مِنْ جَلْدِ الْعَلَامِ.
13. A person’s opinion is the gauge of his intelligence.

14. The opinion of an intelligent person saves.

15. The opinion of an ignorant person destroys.

16. The opinion of a person is in accordance with his experience.

17. Erroneous opinion annihilates the kingdom and heralds destruction.

18. The most evil of opinions is that which goes against the laws of Islam.

19. The validity of an opinion is [measured] by the sincerity of the adviser.
20. Correct opinion saves [one] from errors.

21. Correct opinion [and decision] comes with [the coming of] power and it vanishes with its disappearance.

22. Correct opinion is [derived] through careful consideration.

23. Misguided opinion corrupts the goals.

24. Determination [and resolve] is proportionate to the strength of one’s opinion.

25. Indeed the lone opinion [without any consultation] may be erroneous.

26. Indeed one who thinks his opinion is sufficient [and does not seek advice] has taken a [huge] risk.
27. One who is ignorant of the different opinions is incapacitated by ruses [and is unable to decide on the correct course].

28. One who fails to apply the [correct] opinion becomes disconcerted.

29. One who acts on the [correct] opinion, benefits [from it].

30. One whose opinions are weak, his enemies become stronger.

31. One who is impressed by his [own] opinions is defeated by his enemies.

32. One who admires his [own] opinion is overwhelmed (or destroyed) by incompetence.

33. Do not become opinionated [and headstrong], for the one who is opinionated is destroyed.
34. Do not use opinion [and conjecture] in that which is neither perceived by sight nor penetrated by thought.

35. One who is not obeyed has no opinion.

36. One who is content with his [own] opinion is indeed doomed.

37. When one is opinionated, it becomes easy for his enemies to defeat him.

38. One who takes the different opinions into consideration recognizes the points of error.

39. One who is opinionated has endangered and imperilled [himself].

40. The opinionated one falls into error and blunder.
41. Indeed the opinionated one has made an error [by not considering the other opinions].

42. One who is opinionated [and headstrong] slips.

43. Being opinionated will make you slip and will cause you to fall into an abyss.

44. How bad a disposition opinionatedness [and arbitrariness] is!

1. Literally translated as: one who stubbornly holds on to his own opinion without considering the opinions of others.

Showing Off

الرياء والمُرائي

1. The outside of the one who shows off is beautiful but his inside is sickly.

2. Work without seeking to show off or for the sake of renown, for indeed the one who works for other than Allah is left by Allah to the one whom he worked for.
3. Showing off is [a form of] ascribing partners [to Allah].

4. The bane of worship is showing off.

5. The smallest amount of showing off is polytheism.

6. The words of the one who shows off are beautiful, but in his heart there is an internal disease.

Profit and Gain

1. Many a profit turns back into loss.

2. The gainer is one who has sold this world for the Hereafter and has exchanged the transient for the eternal.
Hope in [The Mercy of] Allah and [in] others

الرجاء من الله وغيره

1. Keep all your hope for Allah, the Glorified, and do not have hope [in] anyone other than Him, for indeed no one has hoped in other than Allah, the Exalted, but that he has been disappointed.

2. The greatest affliction is the severance of hope.

3. Hope in the mercy of Allah brings more success.

4. Verily, if you have hope in Allah you will attain your hopes, but if you have hope in other than Allah then your hopes and aspirations will be frustrated.

5. Many a hope leads to deprivation.

6. Many a frustrated hope is brought about by a false aspiration.
7. Be closer to that which you do not hope for than [you are to] that which you hope for.

8. For every absence, there is a return.

9. At times the distant may come close and the close may become distant.

10. When one has hope in you, [then] do not disappoint his hope.

11. When one is not known to have a generous nature, [then] do not have hope in him.

12. Who would have hope in your kindness when you have cut off ties with your near relatives?!

13. Whoever makes Allah, the Glorified, the refuge of his hopes, He will suffice him in his religious and worldly affairs.
14. When one takes himself to be lowly, [then] do not expect [or hope] for any good from him.

15. One who does no evil to others, [then] expect good from him.

16. Do not have hope [or expectation] except from your Lord.

17. Do not hope in that which will cause you to receive rebuke for your hope.

18. Do not risk anything with the hope of getting more than it.

19. Never have hope in the favour of one who makes you feel obliged, and do not rely upon the fool and the traitor.

20. Aba Dharr! Indeed you got angry for the sake of Allah so have hope in the One whom you got angry for. Indeed the people feared you in the matter of their world while you feared them for your faith. Then leave to them that for which they are afraid of you and get away from them with that which you feared them for. How needy they are for that which you dissuade them from and how needless you are of that
which they deny you. Even if the skies and the earth were closed to an individual and [then] he feared Allah, Allah would most certainly open a way for him in them. So let nothing give you comfort but the truth and let nothing distress you except falsehood. If you would have accepted their world [and its attractions] they would have loved you, and if you had shared in it they would have given you asylum.

 Mercy and Compassion

1. By showing compassion, [divine] mercy descends.

[Arabic text]

2. Being compassionate to the weak brings down [divine] mercy.

[Arabic text]

3. Showing compassion to one who does not show compassion [to others] prevents [divine] mercy, and sparing one who does not spare others destroys the nation.

[Arabic text]

4. I am amazed at the one who hopes for the mercy of one who is above him, how can he not show compassion to the one who is below him?!
4. If you wish to bring mercy, then how will you bring mercy in a world devoid of mercy?

5. Make your heart feel compassion for all people and [show] kindness towards them, [and] do not oppress them or terrorize them.

6. The most deserving of [showing] mercy among the people is the one who is most in need of it [himself].

7. The best thing that draws forth mercy is having compassion for all people [in your heart].

8. When you are incapable of helping the weak [and needy] then let your compassion encompass them.

9. Just as you show mercy, mercy will be shown to you.

10. One who shows no mercy will be shown no mercy.
11. One who shows no mercy to the people, Allah will withhold His mercy from him.

12. One in whose heart there exists no mercy, meets less of it (mercy) when he needs it.

13. One who shows mercy is shown mercy.

14. It is by the honourable that mercy is shown.

15. One of the surest means of intelligence is showing mercy to the ignorant.

Near Relatives and Keeping or Cutting off Ties with Them

1. By keeping ties with near relatives, blessings flow forth [abundantly].

2. By cutting off ties with near relatives, [divine] retributions are brought down.
2. بِقَطِيعَةِ الرَّحْمَ تَسْتَجِلَبُ النِّقَمُ.

3. The kindness of a person towards his near relatives is a [form of] charity.

3. بِرُ الْرَّجُلِ ذَوِي رَحْمَهِ صَدَقَة.

4. The protection of blessings is in keeping ties with near relatives.

4. جِرَاضَةُ النِّعَمِ فِي صِلَةِ الرَّحْمِ.

5. The descending of [divine] retributions is in cutting off ties with near relatives.

5. حُلُولُ النِّقَمِ فِي قَطِيعَةِ الرَّحْمِ.

6. Many a near relative is farther away than one who is distant [or unrelated].

6. رُبَّ قَرِيبٌ أُبَدُ منْ بَعِيدٍ.

7. Many ties are better to cut off than to keep.

7. رُبَّ مُوَاصِلَةَ خَيْرٌ مِنْهَا القَطِيعَةُ.

8. Sometimes [certain] ties may result in heavy burdens [and obligations].

8. رُبَّ مُوَاصِلَةَ أَدَّتْ إِلَى تَثْقِيلٍ.

9. Keeping ties with near relatives makes blessings flow forth and repels calamities.
10. Keeping ties with near relatives is one of the best practices.

11. Keeping ties with near relatives makes the numbers grow and multiplies the blessings.

12. Keeping ties with near relatives hurts the enemy and protects one from falling into evil places of destruction.

13. Keeping ties with near relatives produces wealth and delays death.

14. Keeping ties with near relatives brings about love and restrains the enemy.

15. Keeping ties with near relatives increases [one’s] lifespan and makes wealth grow [and multiply].

16. Keeping ties with near relatives is a means of increasing wealth and a raiser of [good] deeds.
17. Keeping ties with near relatives is from the best practices of the honourable ones.


19. Keeping ties with near relatives makes the numbers grow and results in eminence.

20. One who is neglected by the near one is [made dear to and] supported by the distant [unrelated] one.

21. One who wrongs his near relative has indeed disgraced his honour.

22. Part of honour is keeping ties with near relatives.

23. In keeping ties with near relatives there is the safeguarding of blessings.
23. في صلِّة الرحم حِرَاسةُ الْيَعَمَ.

24. In cutting off ties with near relatives there is the coming down of [divine] retributions.

25. Keeping ties with near relatives is a means of growing the numbers.


27. Cutting off ties with near relatives is one of the ugliest practices.

28. Cutting off ties with near relatives causes the cessation of blessings.

29. There is no increase [in wealth] with cutting off ties with near relatives.

30. No one is considered close by the one who cuts off ties with his near relatives.
31. It is not part of honour to cut off ties with near relatives.

32. Honour your family, for indeed they are your wings by which you fly, and your origin to which you return, and your hand by which you attack [the enemy].

33. Honour your near relatives, revere the forbearing from among them, be patient with the foolish among them and lighten the burden for the poor among them, for verily they are the best means of support [and assistance] in times of difficulty and ease.

34. The best practice is keeping ties with near relatives.

35. Indeed when near relatives are in contact, they become kind to each other.

36. Verily keeping ties with near relatives is from the obligatory acts of Islam, and Allah, the Glorified, has commanded that they should be honoured, and He, the Most High, keeps ties with the one who
keeps ties with them and cuts off ties with the one who cuts off ties with them and honours the one who
honours them.

36. إن صلة الأرحام لمن موجبات الإسلام، وإن الله سبحانه أمر بإكرامها،
وإنّه تعالى يَصِلُّ من وصلها، ويَقْطِعُ من قطعها، ويَكْرِهُ من أكرمها.

37. Making false accusations is the first step in cutting off ties.

38. Beware! None of you should ever abandon [any of] his near relatives whom he finds in [a state of]
poverty and [neither should he] desist in helping them with that which will not increase if he withholds it
nor will it decrease if he spends it.

39. False accusation is the messenger of severance of ties.

40. He who cuts off ties [with near relatives] does not believe in Allah.

41. How ugly is cutting off ties after establishing them, and alienation after brotherhood, and enmity after
goodwill, and the disappearance of affinity after it had been strengthened.
42. Who will ever trust you when you are disloyal to your near relatives?

43. Many a distant one is closer than every near one.

_Ease_ 

1. When the circle of affliction tightens, ease follows.

2. The excellence of gratitude is in times of ease.

_الارتداع_ 

1. One who does not restrain himself [from evils and excesses] is ignorant.
Depravities

1. By keeping away from depravities, you are saved from disgrace.

1. ﺑِتَجْبِيْبِ الرَّذَآئِلِ تَنجُوْ مِنَ الْعَابِ

2. Do not make yourself needless through depravities such that your value is dropped.

2. لَاتَغْنِ بِالرَّذَآئِلِ فَتَسْقَطْ قِيمَتُكَ

3. He who delights in depravities will never succeed.

3. لَا يَفْلُحُ مَنْ يَتَبَجْجُ بِالرَّذَآئِلِ

4. It is sufficient of a depravity for one to be pleased [and impressed] with himself.

4. كَفَى بِالمَرْءِ رَدِيْلَةٌ أَنْ يُعْجِبَ بِنَفْسِهِ

5. Decline into depravities easily destroys.

5. أَلْانِجْطَاطٌ إِلَى الرَّذَآئِلِ سَهْلٌ مُرَدٌ

Sustenance and One Who Seeks It

1. Make sustenance come down by [giving] charity.

1. إِسْتَنَازُوا الرَّزْقَ بِالصَّدَقةِ
2. Verily Allah, the Glorified, dislikes to put the sustenance of his believing servants except [in places] from where they least expect it.

3. Assistance comes down from Allah to the extent of the provisions [that are required for sustenance].

4. Your sustenance is seeking you, so spare yourself the trouble of seeking it.

5. He who seeks sustenance from the wicked has accepted deprivation.

6. The sustenance of every person is predetermined just as the end of his life is predetermined.

7. The sustenance of a person is proportionate to his intention.

8. That which has been decreed for you will come to you, so take it easy in your earning.
9. All of you are the dependants of Allah, and Allah, the Glorified, takes care of His dependants.

9. كُلُّكمُ عِيالِ اللَّهِ وَاللَّهُ سُبُحَانَهُ كَافِلُ عِيالِهِ.

10. For every sustenance there is a means, so be moderate in your seeking [it].

10. لِكُلِّ رَزْقٍ سُبْبٌ، فَأَجْمَلُوا فِي الطَّلَبِ.

11. No [other] seeker will ever overtake you in [acquiring] your sustenance.

11. لَنْ يَسِبُقَكِ إِلَى رَزْقِكَ طَالِبٌ.

12. Nobody will ever overcome you in getting that which has been decreed for you.

12. لَنْ يَغْلِبَكَ عَلَى ما قُدِّرَ لَكَ غَالِبٌ.

13. That which has been apportioned for you will never escape you so be moderate in what you seek.

13. لَنْ يَفْتَقِكُ ما قُسِّمَ لَكَ فَأَجْمَلُ فِي الطَّلَبِ.

14. That sustenance which has been decreed for a soul shall not escape it.

14. لَمْ يَفْتَ نَفْسًا مَا قُدِّرَ لَهَا مِنَ الرَّزْقِ.

15. If sustenance was bestowed based on understanding and intellect, the animals and foolish ones would not live.

15. لَوْ جُرِّتْ الأَرْزَاقُ بِالأَلْبَابِ وَالْعُقُولِ لَمْ تَعْشِ البَهَائِمُ وَالْحَمَّامُ. 
16. One who is [too] concerned about his next day’s sustenance will never be successful.

17. One of the most pleasant blessings is abundant sustenance.

18. What a good blessing abundant sustenance is!

19. Do not let seeking that which is guaranteed for you be more important to you than the action which has been made obligatory upon you to perform.

20. Do not let the worry of the day which has not come upon you bear on the day which has [already] come upon you, for indeed if it will be from your lifetime, [then] Allah, the Glorified, will grant your sustenance in it and if it is not from your lifetime then what worry do you have for that which is not for you?!

21. Sustenance is not acquired by toiling [for it].
22. No one possesses the ability to withhold sustenance or to bestow it except the Sustainer.

23. Your sustenance seeks you with more intensity than you seek it, so be moderate in what you seek.

24. Be moderate in what you seek, for how many greedy people have been disappointed and how many who are moderate have not been unsuccessful!

25. Sustenance seeks the one who does not seek it.

26. Sustenance is not acquired by greed or by being sought after.

27. Indeed I will complete my sustenance, and struggle with my [lower] self and will end with my [allotted] portion.

28. Verily you will acquire your share – your sustenance is guaranteed and that which has been decreed for you will be fulfilled, so spare yourself the trouble of the wretchedness of greed and the humiliation of seeking [from others]; trust in Allah and take it easy in your earning.
28. إنَّكَ مُدْرِكٌ قُسْمَكَ، ومَضْمُونُ رَزْقَكَ، ومُسْتَوْفِ المَا كُتِبَ لَكَ، فَاْرْحَ نَفْسَكَ مِنْ شَقَاءِ الحُرْصِ، ومَدْلَةِ الطَّلْبِ، وَقُبْ بَالِهِ، وَخَفْفِضْ فِي المُكْتَسِبِ.

29. Be satisfied and you will be relaxed.

29. إِرْضَ نَسَرِحْ.

30. Be satisfied with that which has been apportioned for you and you will be a [true] believer.

30. إِرْضَ بِمَا قُسِّمَ لَكَ تَكُنْ مُؤْمِنًا.

31. Be satisfied with the sustenance that has been apportioned for you and you will live a life of prosperity.

31. إِرْضَ مِنَ الرَّزْقِ بِمَا قُسِّمَ لَكَ تَعْشَ غَنِيَّاً.

32. The sustenance has been apportioned; the greedy has been deprived [of what he seeks beyond his share].

32. الرَّزْقُ مَقْسُومٌ، الحَرْيِصُ مُحْرُومٌ.

33. One who seeks more [than what has been apportioned for him], falls into loss.

33. مَنْ طَلَّبَ الزِّيَادَةَ وَقَعَ فِي النَّقصَانِ.

34. The deprived may [also] be granted sustenance.

34. قَدْ يُرْزَقُ الْمَحْرُومُ.
35. Neither you overtake your death nor will you get the sustenance that is not [decreed] for you, so why are you making yourself miserable O wretched one?!

1. Rather it is granted by Allah and provided by Him in accordance to His allotment.

Confiding in others

1. One who confides less in others is safe.

2. One who confides a lot in others regrets.

3. Confiding less in people [and not telling them your secrets] is more judicious.

The Messenger and His Message

1. By the intelligence of the messenger and his etiquette, the intelligence of the sender [of the message] is gauged.
2. A person’s messenger is the interpreter of his reason, and his written message is more conveying than his speech.

3. You messenger is the interpreter of your intellect, and your tolerance is an indication of your forbearance.

4. Your messenger is the gauge of your nobility, and your pen is the most eloquent thing that speaks on your behalf.

**Rectitude and Right Guidance**

1. Indeed the intelligent one who is heedless strays from the path of right guidance and the one who strives with seriousness [to find it] gets it.

2. You will never know rectitude until you know the one who has abandoned it.

3. One who seeks right guidance becomes knowledgeable [about it].
4. One who seeks right guidance from the deviated, goes astray.

4. مَنْ اسْتَرْشَدَ غَوْيًا، ضَلَّ.

5. One who opposes his reason follows his desires.

5. مَنْ خَالفَ رَشْدَهُ تَبعَ حَوَاهُ.

6. The best of paths is [the path of] right guidance.

6. أَفْضُلُ السَّبْلُ الرُّشْدُ.

7. It is possible for the seeker of right guidance to attain it.

7. قَدْ أُصَابَ الْمُسْتَرْشِدُ.

8. One who is truthful to you about yourself has indeed guided you aright.

8. مَنْ أَصَدَقَكَ فِي نَفْسِكَ، فَقَدْ أَرْشَدَكَ.

9. There is no going astray with right guidance.

9. لَا ضَلَالَ مَعَ إِرْشَادٍ.

10. One who is successful in his [attaining] rectitude acquires provisions for his Hereafter.

10. مَنْ وُفِقَ إِرْشَادِه، تَرْوَىَ لِمَعَادِهِ.
Being Pleased and Satisfied

1. One who is pleased with the decree [of Allah] is at ease.

2. The thing which is most befitting of true faith is being satisfied [with what has been decrees] and total submission [to Allah].

3. Satisfaction is abundance while disappointment is agony.

4. Satisfaction dispels sadness.

5. Satisfaction [with the decree of Allah] is the fruit of certitude.

6. Satisfaction with the decree of Allah makes great calamities easy [to bear].

7. If you have made a covenant [to believe in Allah] then be satisfied with that which has been decreed against you and for you, and do not have hope in anyone other than Allah, the Glorified, and await that which is brought to you by [divine] decree.
8. Indeed if you are pleased with the decree [of Allah], your lives will become enjoyable and you will attain prosperity.

9. When what you want does not happen, then do not fret about how you were [and be satisfied with the decree of Allah].

10. By satisfaction with the decree of Allah, the strength of [one’s] certitude is evinced.

11. Seek the pleasure of Allah and fear His displeasure, and let your heart become unsettled by [your] fear of Him.

12. Seek the pleasure of Allah by being satisfied with His decree.

13. Seek the pleasure of Allah, and keep away from His displeasure, for indeed there is none who can save you from His retribution and there is nothing that can make you needless of His forgiveness, and there is no refuge for you from Him except with Him.
13. بِﻚَ ﻋُﻨَّ، وَلَا ﻏَﻪِﺘِ، ﻓَﺈِنَّهاُ ﻟَا يِدَّ(ِ) ﻟُكَ يِنْقِمَتهُ، وَلَا ﻣَغْفِرَتهُ، ﻭَلَا ﻣَلْجَأُ ﻟُكَ ﻣَنْهُ إِلاً إِلَّهِ.

14. The fruit of satisfaction is prosperity.

15. The pinnacle of worship is satisfaction [with the decree of Allah].

16. The cornerstone of contentment is satisfaction [with the decree of Allah].

17. Remain satisfied in times of difficulty and ease.

18. Whoever is pleased with [Allah’s] decree, his life becomes pleasant.

19. One who is satisfied with the decree [of Allah] takes the changing circumstances [of his life] lightly.

20. Whoever is satisfied with what has been decreed, his certitude is strengthened.
21. One whose satisfaction with what is decreed is good, his patience in [times of] tribulation will be good.

22. One who is pleased with the share allotted to him by Allah does not grieve for that which escapes him.

23. One who is satisfied with what Allah has allotted for him does not become sad about what others possess.

24. Whoever is not satisfied with the decree [of Allah], disbelief seeps into his religion.

25. From the most excellent faith is being pleased with whatever [divine] decree brings.

26. Allah, the Glorified, does not pass any decree for the servant who is satisfied with it but that there is benefit in it for him.
27. Allah, the Glorified, does not repel any of the afflictions of this world and chastisements of the Hereafter from the believer except because of his satisfaction with His decree and his good patience in the face of His trials.

28. What a good companion of faith satisfaction is!

29. What a good expeller of sadness satisfaction with [divine] decree is!

30. He who is satisfied with the decree [of Allah] has acquired abundance.

31. There is no submission like satisfaction [with what has been decreed].

32. Nothing takes away poverty like satisfaction and contentment.

33. It behoves one who is pleased with the decree of Allah, the Glorified, to rely upon Him.
34. The pleasure of Allah, the Glorified, is the nearest goal that can be achieved.

35. The pleasure of Allah, the Glorified, is linked to His obedience.

36. The sign that Allah, the Glorified, is pleased with His servant is his (the servant’s) satisfaction with that which He, the Glorified, has decreed for or against him.

37. The highest goal is in [attaining] the pleasure of Allah.

38. How can the heart that is inclined to this world be capable of being satisfied [with what has been decreed]?!
40. Whoever prefers the pleasure of the All-Powerful Lord, then let him speak with words of justice in the presence of the tyrannical ruler.

41. Whoever seeks the pleasure of Allah at the expense of displeasing the people, Allah will turn his dispraiser among the people into his praiser.

42. One who hastens towards the actions that please Allah, the Glorified, and delays acts of disobedience to Him has indeed perfected [his] obedience.

43. Allah! Grant us your pleasure and make us needless of having to stretch out our hands to other than you.

44. Whoever seeks the pleasure of people by displeasing Allah, Allah will turn the one who praises him among the people into one who dispraises him.

45. How great is the wrongdoing of the one who seeks the pleasure of the creation by angering the Creator.
46. One who is pleased with what has been decreed becomes content with little.

47. One who is satisfied with his portion will not be angered by anyone.

48. One who is pleased with his state will not be affected by jealousy.

49. The one who is pleased with the action of a group is like one who participates in it with them, and for everyone who participates in falsehood there are two sins: the sin of being pleased with it and the sin of acting upon it.

50. Every satisfied one is at ease.

51. Be pleased [with Allah’s decree] and He will be pleased with you.

52. Always be pleased with what is brought by [divine] decree.
52. كُن أبداً راضياً بما يأتي به القدر.

53. One who is satisfied with his [allotted] portion is at ease.

Desire And Longing

الرغبة

1. Desire is the key to difficulty [and hardship].

1- الرغبة مفتاح النصب.

2. The fruit of desire is hardship.

2- ثمرة الرغبة التعب.

3. Your longing for the one who has no interest in you is a humiliation.

3- رغبتك في زاهد فيك ذل.

4. One who desires your company when you advance [in rank] wishes to keep away from you when you fall.

4- من رغبك فيك عند إقبالك زهد فيك عند إذبارك.

5. One who desires that you remain alive has clutched on to your cord.

5- من رغبك في حياتك فقد تعلق بحبالك.
6. One who desires that which is with Allah, his prostrations and bowings increase.

7. One who desires that which is with Allah makes his actions sincere.

8. One who desires that which is with Allah attains his hopes.

9. Indeed if you desire [closeness to] Allah, you will become prosperous and will be saved, whereas if you desire the [attainment of this] world, you will be at a loss and will be destroyed.

1. Some commentators say that this means that just by wishing that someone remain alive, a link is established with that person.

Leniency And Gentleness

1. Leniency is the key to rightness and the trait of the people of understanding.

2. Leniency makes difficulties bearable and eases the harshness of situations.
3. Leniency is the infusion of goodness and the symbol of success.

4. Be lenient and you shall gain success.

5. The best thing is gentleness.

6. The greatest [form of] piety is gentleness.

7. Leniency is the key to success.

8. Leniency is the key to rightness.

9. Gentleness blunts the edge of opposition.
10. Leniency is the symbol of nobility.

11. Leniency is the symbol of aptness.

12. With leniency there is auspiciousness.

13. Leniency leads to peace.

14. Gentleness is the brother of a believer.

15. Being lenient with one’s subjects [and dependents] stems from an honourable disposition.

16. When you punish, be lenient.
17. When leniency is unsuitable, then harshness is lenience.

18. Through leniency, magnanimity is completed.

19. Through gentleness, goals are achieved.

20. Through gentleness, difficulties become easy [to bear].

21. Through gentleness, companionship lasts longer.

22. The pinnacle of knowledge is leniency [and compassion].

23. The cornerstone of politics is employing leniency.
24. The gentleness of a person and his generosity endear him to his enemies.

25. Adopt leniency, for indeed it is the key to rightness and the quality of the people of understanding.

26. Adopt gentleness, for whoever is gentle in his actions, his matters will be [successfully] completed.

27. How many difficulties are made easy with gentleness.

28. Let the most favoured of people in your sight be the one who is the most lenient in his actions.

29. Be gentle with the one who is harsh with you, for he will soon become gentle with you.

30. One who acts with leniency, prospers.
31. One who treats others with gentleness, gains success.

32. One who employs leniency, prospers.

33. Whoever employs gentleness, the hard becomes soft for him.

34. One who proceeds with leniency in his matters, acquires his objectives from them.

35. One who employs leniency causes sustenance to flow [in abundance].

36. Gentleness does not exist in anything but that it beautifies it.

37. What a good companion leniency is!
38. The best quality is employing leniency.

39. The best policy is leniency.

40. There is no regret for the one who is very lenient.

41. Violence and gentleness do not go together.

42. There is no quality more honourable than leniency.

1. Meaning that it never separates from a believer.

Self-Scrutiny

1. May Allah have mercy on the servant who scrutinizes his sins and fears his Lord.
Mode Of Transport

1. A comfortable mode of transport is one of the two comforts.

The Souls

1. [In the Hereafter] the souls are held at ransom by the weight of their sins and have become certain of their unseen fates. Neither can good acts be added [to their record] nor are they given warning about their evil deeds [rather, the harsh punishment of hell awaits them].

Peace Of Mind

1. Peace of mind is in abstinence from worldly pleasures.

2. How close is peace of mind to hardship [and discomfort]!

The Intended Objective

1. Sometimes the intended objective may be acquired.
Discipline

1. That which infuses discipline is the study of wisdom and overcoming [bad] habits.

2. Discipline is not beneficial except in a woken soul.

Restraint

1. He who has no desistance has no restraint.

Charity


2. And charity [was prescribed as] a means of sustenance.
3. One who pays his zakāt is protected from the greediness of his soul.

Lapses

1. Whoever looks at his own lapses, the faults of others seem trivial to him.

2. Whoever is blind to his own lapses, the errors of others seem great to him.

3. Lapses are a cause of regret.

4. The lapse of one who is [evidently] pious is the worst of lapses and the sickness of ignobility is the most repulsive of sicknesses.

5. The slip of the foot is the easiest to recover from [unlike other lapses].
Adultery
الزنا

1. The most despised of creatures in the sight of Allah is the old adulterer.

۱- أَبْغَضُ الخَلَائِقِ إِلَى اللَّهِ الشَّيْخُ الزَّانِي.

2. The abandoning of adultery is [prescribed] for safeguarding the descendants and the renouncing of homosexuality is a means of increasing the progeny.

۲- وَتَرْكَ الزِّنَا تَحْصِينًا لِلنَّاسِ وَتَرْكَ الْلَّوَاطِ تَكْثِيرًا لِلنَّسُكِ.

3. A dignified person would never commit adultery.

۳- مَا زَنِى عَيْبُ قَطْ.

4. A chaste person does not commit adultery.

۴- مَا زَنِى عَفِيفٌ.

The Wife
الزوجة

1. A righteous wife is one of the two [lofty] acquisitions.

۱- الْزَّوْجَةُ الصَّالِحَةُ أَحَدُ الْكَسَبَيْنِ.

2. An agreeable wife is one of the two comforts.

۲- الْزَّوْجَةُ الْمُوافِقَةُ إِحْدَى الْرَّاحِتَيْنِ.
3. The worst of wives is the one who does not comply [with her husband’s wishes].

4. The death of one’s wife is the sadness of the hour.

Provision

1. Indeed, you have been commanded to decamp and have been shown your provision [for the journey], so take from this world the provisions that you can hold on to (or that will protect you) tomorrow.

2. Verily the wasting of provisions is from corruption.

3. Take provisions from the days of transience for the everlasting [abode], for you have been shown your provision and commanded to decamp and [have been] driven upon the course.

4. Take from this world the provisions that you can hold on to (or that will protect you) tomorrow and take from the transient for the everlasting.
5. The provision of a person for the Hereafter is piety and God–wariness.

6. You must be well prepared and ready, and increase in your provision [for the Hereafter].

7. I am amazed at the one who knows that he will surely be moving away from his world, how can he not acquire a goodly provision for his Hereafter?!

8. Every person is approaching that which he has sent forward and will be recompensed for his actions.

9. As you send forth, so you shall find [waiting for you in the Hereafter].

10. As you sow, so shall you reap.
11. Let your provision be God-wariness.

11. ليِكُنْ زَادُكَ التَّقوى.

12. Wasting of provision is from corruption.

12. مِنَ الْفَسَادِ إِضَانَةُ الزَّادِ.

13. That which you send forth today is what you shall come upon tomorrow, so make arrangements for your arrival and send forth [provisions] for your day.

13. مَا قَدْمَتَ الْيَوْمَ تَقُدِّمَ عَلَيْهِ غَدًا، فَأَمْهَدْ لِقَدْمِكَ، وَقِدْمِ لِيَوْمِكَ.

Renunciation Of Worldly Pleasures

الزَهد والزاهدين

1. Renunciation of worldly pleasures is the better of the two comforts.

1. أَلْزَهَدُ أَفْضِلُ الراحتين.

2. Renunciation of worldly pleasures is the attribute of the God–wary and the quality of the repentant.

2. أَلْزَهَدُ شِيَمَةُ المَتْقينَ، وسَجْيَةُ الأَوَابِينَ.

3. Renunciation of worldly pleasures means cutting short [one’s] aspirations and performing actions with sincerity.

3. أَلْزَهَدُ تَقْصِيرُ الآمالِ، وِإِخْلاصُ الأُمَالِ.
4. Renunciation of worldly pleasures is rarely found among the people and is the loftiest thing that is observed; it is praised by everyone but left unpractised by the majority of people.

5. Renounce the pleasures of this world and [divine] mercy will descend upon you.

6. Turn away from your [vain desires in this] world and you will be happy with your place of return [in the Hereafter] and will reform your [final] abode.

7. Renounce [vain] pleasures in this world and Allah will show you its flaws, and do not be negligent, for you are not neglected.

8. The best act of worship is renouncing worldly pleasures.

9. The first step of asceticism is renouncing worldly pleasures.

10. The best [form of] renunciation of worldly pleasures is concealing [one's] asceticism.
11. The best garment (or better than wearing the garment) of this world is renouncing it.

12. The one who is most deserving of renouncing worldly pleasures is he who knows the flaws of this world.

13. Verily the renunciation of ignorance is proportionate to the desire for [knowledge and] intelligence.

14. Verily the renunciation of a tyrant’s reign is to the extent of the desire for the reign of a just ruler.

15. Verily, renunciation of worldly pleasures means shortening aspirations, being grateful for blessings and keeping away from that which is forbidden; and if this [practice] leaves you then let not the forbidden overcome your patience and do not forget to be thankful for your blessings, for Allah, the Glorified, has left no room for excuse through manifest and clear proofs and books that are open and unambiguous.

16. Renunciation of worldly pleasures is affluence.
17. The root of renunciation of worldly pleasures is the desire for that which is with Allah.

18. Renunciation of worldly pleasures is the fruit of religion.

19. Renunciation of worldly pleasures is the fruit of certitude.

20. Renunciation of worldly pleasures is the root of religion.

21. Renunciation of worldly pleasures is the foundation of certitude.

22. Renunciation of worldly pleasures is a profitable trade.

23. Renunciation of worldly pleasures is a quality of the sincere.
24. Renunciation of worldly pleasures is the key to goodness.

25. Renunciation of worldly pleasures means shortening aspirations.

26. Renunciation of worldly pleasures leads to asceticism.

27. Renunciation of worldly pleasures means not seeking that which is absent until that which is present [and available] perishes.

28. Renunciation of worldly pleasures is the greatest comfort.

29. If you desire the eternal, then renounce the pleasures of the evanescent world.

30. If you renounce worldly pleasures, you will be free from the wretchedness of this world and
prosperous in the everlasting abode.

30. إنَّ كُنْتُم رَهَدُتم خَلْصَتُم مِنْ شَقاَءِ الدُّنْيَا، وَفُرُّتُم بِدارُ الْبَقَاءِ.

31. Through renunciation of worldly pleasures, wisdom is brought forth.

31. بِالزُّهْدِ تَثْمِرُ الْحِكْمَةُ.

32. The fruit of renouncing worldly pleasures is repose.

32. ثَمَرَةُ الزُّهْدِ الْرَّاحةُ.

33. Complete renunciation of worldly pleasures is from the best [act of] faith while desire for this world corrupts conviction.

33. حُسْنُ الزُّهْدِ مِنْ أُفْضَلِ الإِيمَانِ، والرَّغْبَةُ فِي الدُّنْيَا تَقْسِدُ الإِيقَانَ.

34. The foundation of generosity is renunciation of worldly pleasures.

34. رَأسُ السَّحَاءُ الزُّهْدُ فِي الدُّنْيَا.

35. Your renunciation of this world will save you and your desire for it will cause you to fall into destruction.

35. زُهِّدْكَ فِي الدُّنْيَا يَنْجِيكَ، وَرَعْبِكَ فِيهَا تَرْدِيكَ.

36. A person’s renunciation of that which perishes is proportionate to his certainty about that which is everlasting.
37. Restraining the soul from the pleasures of this world is the praiseworthy asceticism.

38. Espouse the renunciation of worldly pleasures, for indeed it helps the religion.

39. How can one who does not know the value of the Hereafter renounce worldly pleasures?!

40. How can one who has not killed off his lustful desires reach the essence of asceticism?!

41. Let your renunciation be of that thing which perishes and disappears, for indeed neither will it remain for you nor will you remain for it.

42. He who renounces worldly pleasures will never become poor.

43. Whoever renounces worldly pleasures, tribulations become easy for him [to bear].
44. One who renounces pleasures in this world fortifies [and protects] his religion.

45. Whoever renounces this world, it will not elude him.

46. By renouncing worldly pleasures, the fruit of wisdom comes forth.

47. Never renounce anything until you know what it is.

48. There is no asceticism like refraining from that which is forbidden.

49. There is no benefit in the asceticism of one who does not renounce avarice and adorn himself with piety.

50. Verily the hearts of those who renounce worldly pleasures weep even when they laugh, and their
sadness intensifies even when they are [apparently] happy, and their self-loathing increases even though they are [apparently] delighted with what they are given.

51. When the one who renounces worldly pleasures flees from the people, seek him out.

52. When the one who renounces worldly pleasures seeks people, flee from him.

53. Be one who renounces that which the ignorant ones desire.

54. Blessed be the ones who renounce pleasures in the world and desire the [bounties of the] Hereafter. These are the ones who have taken the earth as their carpet, its dust as their beds, its water as their perfume, the Qur’an as their inner garment and supplication as their outer garment, and have subscribed themselves to the ways of the Messiah, Isa son of Maryam (‘a).

55. One who neither despairs over the past nor becomes overjoyed with the future has taken asceticism from both its sides.
56. One who renounces [the pleasures of] this world makes light of the tribulations [he faces in it].

57. One who renounces [the pleasures of] this world frees himself and pleases his Lord.

58. One who renounces [the pleasures of] this world will be delighted by the garden of the abode [of perpetual bliss in the Hereafter].

59. One who does not renounces [the pleasures of] this world will not have a share in the Garden of the Abode.

60. Repose is in renouncing worldly pleasures.

61. Look at the world with the eyes of the abstinent, parting one and do not look at it with the eyes of the adoring, attached one.
62. Renounce the pleasures of this world and turn away from it, and be careful that death does not descend upon you (while you are a runaway from your Lord in its pursuit thereby becoming wretched or) while your heart is attached to anything of it as a result of which you are destroyed.

1. Zuhd is a term that means being uninterested in and indifferent towards worldly pleasures, material wealth etc. and it is considered to be one of the qualities of the pious people.

Visiting

الزيارة

1. Visiting [one’s brothers in faith] on a regular basis is protection from lethargy.

2. Visit those who are obedient to Allah for His sake and take guidance from those who have been vested with His authority.

3. Visit each other for the sake of Allah, sit [and mingle] with each other for the sake of Allah, give for the sake of Allah and withhold for the sake of Allah.

4. One whose visits increase, his cheerfulness decreases.
1. Adornment is in righteous probity, not in elegant clothing.

2. Begging weakens the tongue of the speaker, breaks the heart of the courageous hero, puts the free honourable one in the position of a humbled slave, takes away the radiance of one’s face and wipes out one’s sustenance.

3. Begging is the collar of humiliation, it takes the honour away from the honourable and the stature away from the noble.

4. Humiliation [and disgrace] is in asking from people.

5. Begging is the key to poverty.

6. The bane of asking [others] is lack of success [in getting what one asks for].
5. أَفَّهَ الطَّلَّب عَدْمُ النِّجَاحِ:

6. If you want to be obeyed [or your request to be granted] then ask for that which is feasible.

6. إذا أرَدت أن تطاع فأسأل ما يُستطعُ.

7. Let your request be for a thing, the charm of which will last for you long after the negative consequences [of your asking] have ended.

7. لِيَكُن مَسَأَلَتَكَ ما يَبْقَى لَكَ جَمالَهُ وَيُنَفَّى عَنَّكَ وَبَالْهُ.

8. One who asks properly is aided.

8. مَن أَحْسَنَ المَسَأَلَة أَسِعِفَ.

9. Whoever asks [from] other than Allah deserves to be deprived.

9. مَن سَأَل غَيْرِ اللَّهِ إِسْتَحقَّ الْحَرِّمَانَ.

10. One who increases his requests from people is humiliated.

10. مَنْ أَكْثَرَ مَسْئِلَة النَّاسِ ذَلِ.

11. One who asks for that which he does not deserve is faced with deprivation.

11. مَن سَأَل مَا لَا يَسْتَحقُّ فَوُجِّبَ بِالجِرْمَانِ.

12. One who repeats his request to the people, they get irritated by him.

12. رَمَّانِ بِلِحُقَّة الْكُثْرِيْلَ وَبَالجِرْمَانِ.
13. One who asks for that which is above his rank deserves to be deprived.

14. When one does not protect his dignity from [the humiliation of] asking you, then preserve your honour by not turning him away.

15. Your countenance is like frozen water that is melted by asking; so [be careful and] consider whose presence you are melting it in.

16. Do not ask the one from whom you fear deprival.

17. Never turn away the beggar, even if he exceeds the limits.

18. Do not turn away the beggar and safeguard your magnanimity by not depriving him.
19. There is no humiliation like asking [for something from others].

20. There is nothing more tormenting than having to ask from the ignorant out of desperation.

21. Verily you are in greater need of the reward for that which you give than the asker is [in need] of that which he takes from you.

22. Verily you will gain more joy by [the reward of] what you have given than the one who seeks from you gains in what he has received from you.

23. Give the beggar before he asks, for indeed if you make it necessary for him to ask, then you will have taken from his dignity that which is greater than what you have given him.

24. Give your wealth generously to the one who has sacrificed his self-respect for you, for indeed the sacrificing of self-respect cannot be matched by anything.
25. Give generously when you are asked.

26. Seeking one’s need from he who is not worthy [of being asked] is harder than death.

27. What an evil trait importunity is!

28. Sacrificing one’s dignity by begging is greater [in value] than the extent of one’s need, even if it is great and even if it is granted.

29. Sacrificing one’s dignity in front of the wicked is the greatest death.

Question And Answer

1. Make your address polite and you will hear a polite reply.
2. One who hastens to reply does not arrive at the right [answer].

3. Giving correct reply is an evidence of merit.

4. A discourteous reply stems from a discourteous address.

5. When one is asked about that which he knows not, he should never feel ashamed to say: I do not know.

6. Do not use harsh words [or foul language] even if you are unable to reply.

7. Never ask about that which has not [yet] happened, for in that which has already come about there is enough knowledge [that one can gain].

8. Do not be offensive in your address thereby being offended by the rudeness of the reply.
9. One who abandons the words “I don’t know” comes upon his [place of] destruction.

10. The person most prepared to [give a] reply is one who does not get angry.

11. Ask and you will learn.

12. When you ask, ask in order to learn and do not ask in order to embarrass [the one whom you are asking]. Indeed the ignorant one who learns is similar to a learned person and verily the learned one who is oppressive is similar to an ignorant person.

13. If you are ignorant then learn, and when you are asked about that which you do not know then say: Allah and His Prophet know better.

14. Too much asking leads to restlessness.
15. One who asks, learns.

16. One who asks, benefits.

17. One who asks properly, learns.

18. One who asks in his young age, answers in his old age.

Causes And Means

1. The means by which an incapable person achieves his goal is the same one (means) that makes the powerful person incapable to achieving what he seeks.

2. The firmest rope that you can hold on to is the rope between you and Allah.

3. For everything there is a cause.
4. The strongest means [of gaining success in this world and the next] is having excellent [qualities and] merits.

5. The best means [to achieve closeness to Allah] is refraining from anger and keeping away from the humiliation of asking [others].

Competition

1. If you must be competitors, then compete with each other in establishing the ordinances of Allah and in enjoining good.

Prostration And Bowing

1. The physical prostration is putting the foreheads on the earth and placing the palms and knees on the ground along with the toes of the feet, with complete submissiveness of the heart and sincerity of intention.
2. The spiritual [aspect of] prostration is emptying the heart of [love for] that which perishes, proceeding with firm resolution in endeavouring towards the everlasting, removing pride and fanaticism, cutting off worldly ties and adorning oneself with the etiquettes of the Prophet.

3. What good forms of worship Prostration (sujūd) and bowing (rukū') are.

Prison السجن
1. The prison is one of the two [types of] graves.

Displeasure السخط
1. One whose displeasure is much, his pleasure is not known.
2. One whose displeasure is much is not admonished.
3. How ugly is displeasure and how nice pleasure is!

4. Displeasure is enough of a suffering.

5. Whoever is displeased with what has been destined, adversity befalls him.

6. Do not be upset by the displeasure of the one who is pleased with falsehood.

7. Be wary of the displeasure of the One aside from whose obedience nothing can save you, and aside from whose disobedience nothing can destroy you, and aside from whose mercy nothing can accommodate you; and turn to Him and trust in Him.

Generosity

1. Generosity earns love [of people] and adorns one’s character.
1. The sakkah (generosity) is the love of the hearts, and the other two are the intellect.

2. Generosity is one of the two felicities.

3. Generosity clears away sins and attracts the love of the hearts.

4. Generosity and courage are honourable instincts which Allah, the Glorified, puts in the one whom He loves and has subjected to trials.

5. Generosity means being open-handed with your [own] wealth while being cautious with the wealth of others.

6. Generosity is that which one gives [himself], for if he gives after being asked, then it is [a result of] shame and embarrassment.

7. Generosity is the fruit of the intellect and contentment is the evidence of nobility.
8. Generosity and shame are the best characteristics.

9. The most courageous of people is the most generous of them.

10. The most honourable of qualities is generosity, and the most universal in benefit is justice.

11. The best [form of] generosity is for you to be open-handed with your wealth while being cautious with the wealth of others.

12. Verily the generosity of keeping oneself away from that which others possess is better than the generosity of giving.

13. The best thing by which praise is gained, is generosity; and the thing that draws forth the most abundant, lasting benefits is charity.

14. Generosity is a [righteous] trait; honour is a virtue.
15. Generosity is a [virtuous] quality.

16. Generosity is the adornment of a human being.

17. Generosity sows [the seeds of] love.

18. Generosity is the most honourable habit.

19. Generosity is a quality of the Prophets.

20. Generosity bears the fruit of [spiritual] purity.

22. Generosity earns praise.

23. Generosity is the symbol of magnanimity and nobility.

24. Through generosity, actions become beautiful.

25. Through generosity, faults are hidden.

26. Adorn yourself with generosity and piety, for these two are the embellishments of faith and the most honourable of your traits.

27. The best generosity is that which corresponds to the situations of need.

28. Generosity is the cause of adoration.
28. سبب المحبة السخاء.

29. The cause of ascendancy is generosity.

29. سبب السيادة السخاء.

30. The disgrace of generosity is extravagance.

30. شين السخاء السرف.

31. He who holds back from giving has oppressed generosity.

31. ظلّ السخاء من منع العطاء.

32. Espouse generosity, for indeed it is the fruit of the intellect.

32. عليتك بالسخاء فإنه نمرة العقل.

33. Espouse generosity and good etiquette for verily these two [traits] increase sustenance and bring about adoration.

33. عليكم بالسخاء وحسن الخلق، فإنهم يزيدان الرزق، ويوجبان المحبة.

34. One’s generosity is proportionate to one’s magnanimity.

34. على قدر المروءة تكون السخاوة.

35. Cover up your faults with generosity for it is indeed a covering for faults.
36. In generosity there is affection.

37. Verily the generosity of keeping oneself away from that which others possess is better than the generosity of giving.

38. The best thing by which praise is gained, is generosity; and the thing that draws forth the most abundant, lasting benefits is charity.

39. Generosity is a [righteous] trait; honour is a virtue.

40. Generosity is a [virtuous] quality.

41. Generosity is the adornment of a human being.
42. Generosity sows [the seeds of] love.

43. Generosity is the most honourable habit.

44. Generosity is a quality of the Prophets.

45. Generosity bears the fruit of [spiritual] purity.

46. Generosity covers up [one’s] faults.

47. Generosity earns praise.

48. Generosity is the symbol of magnanimity and nobility.
49. Through generosity, actions become beautiful.

49. بالسخاء تَزَان الأفعال.

50. Through generosity, faults are hidden.

50. بالسخاء تَسْتَر العيوب.

51. Adorn yourself with generosity and piety, for these two are the embellishments of faith and the most honourable of your traits.

51. كلاً للغضع والأمن، فهما حليّة الإيمان وأشرف خلك.

52. The best generosity is that which corresponds to the situations of need.

52. خير السخاء ما صادف موضوع الحاجة.

53. Generosity is the cause of adoration.

53. سبب المحبة السخاء.

54. The cause of ascendancy is generosity.

54. سبب السئادَة السخاء.

55. The disgrace of generosity is extravagance.

55. شَيْب السخاء السرف.
56. He who holds back from giving has oppressed generosity.

57. Espouse generosity, for indeed it is the fruit of the intellect.

58. Espouse generosity and good etiquette for verily these two [traits] increase sustenance and bring about adoration.

59. One’s generosity is proportionate to one’s magnanimity.

60. Cover up your faults with generosity for it is indeed a covering for faults.

61. In generosity there is affection.

62. Abundance of generosity increases [one’s] friends and reforms [one’s] enemies.
63. If you were to see generosity in the form of a man, you would surely see him as a handsome person, pleasing to look at.

64. When there is neither generosity nor shame in a person, then death is better for him than life.

65. What a good trait generosity is!

66. There is no merit like generosity.

67. There can be no generosity with nothingness.¹

68. Generosity is showing affection to the beggar and giving open-handedly.

¹ Meaning one has to possess something in order to be generous with it.
1. One who acts aptly, acquires [success].

 Mirage

1. One who strives in seeking a mirage, his hardship is prolonged and his thirst increases.

2. One who hopes to quench his thirst from a mirage, his hope will be dashed and he will die of thirst.

3. One who is deceived by the mirage [of this world], the means [of attaining prosperity in the Hereafter] are cut off for him.

Dismissal

1. Dismissal with kindness is one of the two reliefs.

Inward Thoughts And Feelings

1. One who acts aptly, acquires [success].
1. The goodness of inward thoughts is evidence of the soundness of insight.

2. Blessed is the one whose inward thoughts are good, whose outward [character] is righteous and who does not harm the people.

3. When the consciences are being reformed, the hidden rancour becomes evident.

4. When the outward gets corrupted, the inward also get corrupted.

5. One whose inward [feeling] is good, his outward [character] is righteous.

6. One whose inward [feeling] is good [and honourable] is not afraid of anyone.

---

Secret And Confidential Discussions

1. Protect your affair and do not give away your secret in marriage to whoever proposes!
1. Keep your secret to yourself and neither entrust it to a judicious one who may err nor to an ignorant one who may betray [your trust].

2. انفرَد بسرك، ولا تودعه حازماً فيزل، ولاجاهلاً فيخون.

3. The best secret discussion is that which is founded on religion and God-wariness, and is based on following the path of guidance and opposing vain desires.

4. Man is more protective of his secret.

5. Divulging [secrets] is the trait of outsiders [not that of believing Muslims].

6. Divulging the secret that has been entrusted to you is a [form of] betrayal.

7. Three people are not to be trusted with a secret: the woman, the telltale and the fool.
8. Your secret is a source of happiness for you if you conceal it but if you divulge it, it is your destruction.

9. He who divulges his secrets does not remain safe.

10. Your secret is your prisoner but if you divulge it, you become its prisoner.

11. Be stingy with your secrets and do not divulge the secret that has been entrusted to you, for indeed divulging [it] is betrayal.

12. Every time the keepers of secrets increase, [chances of] its divulgence becomes greater.

13. One who conceals the secret [that has been entrusted to him] is loyal and trustworthy.

14. If a person were to use his intellect, he would protect his secret from the one who has revealed [another’s secret] to him and would not inform anyone of it.
15. One who reveals your secret has ruined your affair.

16. One who conceals his secret has the choice [of doing as he wills with it] in his hand.

17. One who entrusts his secret to an unreliable person has forfeited his secret.

18. One who divulges a secret that has been entrusted to him has betrayed [a trust].

19. Whoever is weak in keeping his own secret, he will be even weaker in keeping the secret of others.

20. One who is too weak to protect his [own] secret will not be strong enough to protect the secret of others.

21. One who safeguards his secret from you has actually accused you [of being untrustworthy].
21. من حصن سِرِّه مِنْكِ فقد أنْهَمْك.

22. From the ugliest form of betrayal is divulging a secret.

23. I have never blamed anyone for divulging my secret when I was more unaccommodating of it than him [by revealing it to him in the first place].

24. The basis of a secret is its concealment.

25. Do not entrust your secret to one who has no trustworthiness.

26. Do not confide in the one who would divulge your secret.

27. Do not inform your wife and your servant about your secret as they will [use it to] subjugate you.

28. Do not confide in the ignorant one with any secret that he is unable to conceal.
28. لا تسر إلی الجاهل شيئًا لا يطیق كنمانه.

29. One whose breast cannot accommodate his secret has no preservation (or prudence).

29. لا حرز (لاحزم) لمن لا يسع سره صدره.

30. The speech of every gathering is [supposed to be] rolled up with its carpet.

30. حديث كل مجلس يطول مع باسطه.

31. If you gain confidence in your close friend then safeguard some of your affairs and conceal some of your secrets [from him], for it is possible that you may regret [revealing it all to him] sometime in the future.

31. إن استنمت إلی ودوك فأحرز له من أمرك واستبق له من سيرك ما علتك أن تندم عليه وقتنا ما.

Happiness And Putting Joy In The Hearts

1. Happiness opens up the spirit and stimulates vitality.

1. السرور يبسط النفس وينير النشاط.

2. At times happiness becomes roiled.

2. ربما تنقص السرور.

3. Perhaps [the joy of] happiness may turn bitter.
4. Every joy [in this world] turns sour [eventually].

5. No one puts joy in a [believer's] heart except that Allah creates a grace from that joy, so whenever any calamity befalls him, it (the grace) flows over it just like the flowing of water until it expels the calamity from him just as the unfamiliar camel is expelled from the group of camels.

**Extravagance**

1. Extravagance is blameworthy in everything except in doing good deeds.

2. Verily giving this wealth where it has no right to be given is wastefulness and extravagance.

3. The ugliest [form of] giving is extravagance.
4. The refusal of the economizer is better than the granting of the extravagant.

4. إن منع المقتصر أحسن من عطاء المبذّر.

5. Verily the withholding of preserver is more graceful than the giving of the squanderer.

5. إن إمساك الحافظ أجمل من بذل المضيء.

6. Extravagance wipes out the plentiful.

6. الاستِراَف يُفْنِئِي الجَزِيل.

7. Extravagance depletes the abundant.

7. الاستِراَف يُفْنِئِي الكَثِير.

8. Wastefulness is the symbol [and cause] of poverty.

8. التَبنِير عَنوانُ الفاَقة.

9. Wastefulness is a penniless companion.

9. التَبنِير قَرِينُ مُفْلِس.

10. Abandon extravagance by economizing, and recall [your] tomorrow today.

10. ذَرِ الاستِراَفِ مَقتصرِداً، وَاذَكِرَ في اليوم غداً.
11. Eschew extravagance, for neither is the generosity of the extravagant praised nor is his indigence sympathized [with].

12. The cause of poverty is extravagance.

13. You must abandon wastefulness and extravagance, and adopt the qualities of justice and equity.

14. Extravagance is censured in everything except in performance of virtuous acts and excessiveness in obedience [and worship of Allah].

15. Then shun extravagance by economizing, and recall today [what you will need] tomorrow; hold on to wealth [only] to the extent of your necessity and send forth the surplus for the day when you will need it.

16. Wastefulness is enough of an extravagance.

17. Too much extravagance destroys.
18. There is no honour in extravagance.

19. One who takes pride in wastefulness will be humiliated by indigence.

20. That which is above sufficiency is extravagance.

21. There is no ignorance like wastefulness.

22. There is no affluence with extravagance.

23. Woe be to the extravagant! How far he is from reforming himself and setting right his affair!
1. And the shunning of theft [has been prescribed] as a means of instilling virtue.

Aid المساعدة

1. Aid your brother in every situation, and go with him wherever he goes.

Felicity السعادة

1. Felicity is that which leads [one] to success.

2. The signs of felicity are sincerity [of intentions] in action.

3. Having a heart that is free of rancour and jealousy is from the felicity of a servant.

4. Felicity is gained by hastening good deeds and pure [and virtuous] actions.
5. The felicity of a person is [in] contentment and satisfaction.

6. The felicity of a man is in safeguarding his faith and working for his Hereafter.

7. It is enough of a felicity for a person that he be deemed trustworthy in religious and worldly affairs.

8. It is enough of a felicity for a person to turn away from that which perishes and become occupied with that which is everlasting.

9. You will never know the sweetness of felicity until you taste the bitterness of misfortune.

10. It is part of felicity to be granted success in performing righteous deeds.

11. It is from the perfection of felicity for one to strive for the betterment of the [whole] community.
12. Successfully attaining what is sought is part of felicity.

13. From the felicity of a person is his showing benevolence to those who are deserving of it.

14. A person does not attain felicity except through the obedience of Allah, the Glorified, and a person does not become wretched except by disobeying Allah.

15. No one attains felicity except by upholding the bounds of Allah and no one becomes wretched except by disregarding them.

16. It is from the felicity of a person that his good turns are done to one who thanks him and his benevolence is shown to one who is not ungrateful to him.

17. He who makes his brothers miserable does not gain felicity.

18. How close are felicities to misfortunes!
19. How far is repose in ease and inactivity from acquiring felicity!

20. When the presentation [of deeds] in front of Allah, the Glorified, takes place, felicity is differentiated from wretchedness.

The Felicitous—السعد

1. The felicitous is one who considers that which is lost [to him] as insignificant.

2. Felicitous is one who fears the punishment [of Allah] so he has faith, and hopes for divine reward so he does good deeds.

3. Verily the most felicitous of people is one who has an exhorter in himself [that urges him] to obey Allah.

4. Felicitous is one who makes his obedience [and worship] sincere.
4. السّعيد مَن أَخْلَصَ الطَّاعَةَ.

5. If you would like to be the most felicitous of people through what you have learnt, then act upon it.

6. Indeed only he is felicitous who fears divine punishment so he safeguards himself, and hopes for divine reward so he does good, and longs for Paradise so he wakes up [to worship] in the night.

-Striving and Seeking

السعي والإسراع والطلب

1. Rolling up one’s clothes [in preparation] for serious work is from [one’s] good fortune.

2. Seek and you shall find.

3. It is upon you to strive but it is not upon you to succeed.
4. Never will your striving for that which improves you and earns divine reward be wasted.

5. One who hastens his pace arrives at the place of rest [and repose].

6. One whose efforts are good, his place in the Hereafter will be good.

7. Strive to free your necks [from the shackles of this world] before the doors of ransom are shut.

8. Whoever hastens to the people with that which they dislike, they will speak about him that which they do not know.

9. Many a person strives in that which is harmful for him.

10. Many a person is awake so that another can sleep.
11. Many a person strives for one who is seated [doing nothing].

11. رَبّ سَاعَة لِقَاعِدٍ.

Travel - السفر

1. Travelling is one of the two torments.

1. السَّفرُ أَحَدُ العَذَابيَّتَيْنِ.

The Envoy - السفير

1. The lies of an envoy give rise to corruption, cause the failure of the intended objective, nullify judiciousness and invalidate firm resolution.

1. كَذِبُ السَّفَيرِ يُولِدُ الفَسَادَ، وَيَقْوُتُ المُرَادَ وَيَبْطِلُ الحُرْمَ، وَيَنْقَضُ العَزْمَ.

Spilling blood - سفك الدماء

1. Spilling blood without just cause invites the descending of divine wrath and the cessation of blessings.

1. سَفْكُ الدِّمَاءِ يُعَيِّرُ حَقَّهَا يُدْعَوْا إِلَى حُجْوَلِ النِّقْمَةِ وَزُوَالِ النَّعْمَةِ.

Ships of Salvation - سفن النجاة

1. Cut through the waves of discord by [embarking on] the ships of salvation.

1. سَفْنَ النُّجَاةَ
1. Beware of dimwittedness for verily it causes one to be deserted by his friends.

2. Dimwittedness is idiocy.

3. Dimwittedness [and insolence] is an offence.

4. Dimwittedness is the key to ridicule.

5. Dimwittedness attracts evil.

6. Shun dimwittedness, for verily it belittles a person and dishonor’s him.
7. The weapon of ignorance is dimwittedness.

8. Dimwittedness is enough as a disgrace.

9. Increased dimwittedness brings about ill feelings and gives rise to hatred.

10. Dimwittedness is not like intelligence.

---

The Dimwit - السفه والسفهاء

1. The wise person gets most fatigued when he speaks to a dimwit.

2. The most dim-witted of all fools is the one who boasts with foul language.

3. One who enters the circle of dimwits is debased.
4. One who censures a dimwit has exposed himself to insult.

5. Refraining from replying a dimwit is the best reply you can give him.

6. The dimwit does not know the right of the wise one.

7. Nothing corrects the dimwit but bitter [and harsh] speech.

8. Accompanying the dimwit corrupts one’s character.

Maladies-

1. It is from the [good] health of the bodies that maladies originate.

الأسقام-
2. There is no affliction greater than the unrelenting physical ailment.

لا رَزْيَة أَعْظَم مِن دُوَامِ سَقْمِ الجَسَدِ.

3. There is no escape for bodies from maladies.

ليَس لِلأَجْسَام نِجَاة مِن الأَسْقَامِ.

1. Because when one is healthy, he tends to forget that he can fall sick and does or consumes things that make him sick.

Calmness and Solemnity
السَكِينة والوقار

1. Solemnity is the ornament of the intellect.

1- وَقَارٌ حَلِيْةُ العَقلِ.

2. Solemnity supports (or gives rise to) forbearance.

2- وَقَارٌ يَنْجِدُ (نتيجة) الحَلمِ.

3. Calmness is a sign of intelligence.

3- السَكِينة عَنوان العَقلِ.

4. Solemnity is evidence of nobility.

4- وَقَارٌ بَرْهانُ الْثِلَّ.

5. If you act with solemnity you will be honored.
6. Through solemnity, one's reverence increases.

7. Espouse calmness, for indeed it is the best embellishment.

8. Be solemn when among the people and oft-remembering [of Allah and His bounties] when alone.

9. Let solemnity be your trait, for one whose silliness increases is scorned.

10. One who acts with solemnity is revered.

11. One whose solemnity increases, his exaltedness increases.

12. Espousing solemnity protects one from the lowliness of impetuousness.
12. ملازمَة الْوَقَار تَوْمِين دِناَءَة الطَّيِّبِ.

13. Calmness is an excellent quality.

14. Solemnity is an excellent trait.

15. The solemnity of a man adorns him and his silliness tarnishes him.

16. The solemnity of an elderly person is a light and an embellishment.

17. The solemnity of old age is more beloved to me than the vigor of youth.

The Preceding عِهْد

1. Many a thing that has been sent ahead (or has been pillaged) returns back [as it was before].
Salams and Greetings

1. The most miserly of people is the only who is stingy with his Salām.

1- أنْحَلُ النَّاسُ مِنْ نَحْلٍ بِالسَّلَامِ.

2. Offering greetings is one of the virtuous morals and traits.

2. بَذَلُ التَّحْيَةِ مِنْ حُسْنِ الأخلاقِ والسُّجَيِّةِ.

Peace and Reconciliation

1. Peace is the fruit of forbearance.

1- السَّلَمُ ثَمْرَةُ الحَلْمِ.

2. Peace is the cause of security and the sign of steadfastness.

2. السَّلَمُ عَلَّةُ السَّلَامَةِ وَعَلَّةُ الاِسْتِقَامَةِ.

3. Be peaceful with people and you will be safe; work for the Hereafter and you will be successful.

3. سَالِمُ النَّاسَ تَسْلَمْ، وَأَعْمَلْ لِلآخِرَةِ تَغْنِمْ.

4. Whoever is peaceful with the people, his friends increase and his enemies decrease?

4. مَنْ سَالِمَ النَّاسَ كَثْرُ أصْدِقَانِهِ وَقَلْ أَعْدَانِهِ.
5. Whoever is peaceful with the people, his faults remain hidden.

6. One who is peaceful with the people gains security.

7. One who is pleased to live peacefully with the people will be safe from their adversities.

8. I found the reconciliation that does not weaken Islam to be more beneficial than war.

9. There is no outcome sounder than the outcomes of peace.

Islam-

1. Islam means submission [to the will of Allah], and submission means certitude, and certitude means attestation, and attestation means confirmation, and confirmation means execution, and execution means action.
2. Verily Islam has a goal, so strive towards its goal and proceed towards Allah by fulfilling that which He has ordained upon you of His rights.

3. Islam is the most illuminated course.

4. And he ('a) said about Islam: It is an instruction for the resolute, a sign for the one who examines it [carefully], a lesson for the one who takes heed and a salvation for the one who accepts it.

5. The embellishment of Islam is performing righteous actions.

6. Allah has prescribed Islam for you and has made its laws easy, and He has strengthened its pillars against those who wage war with it.

7. The outward side of Islam is radiant and its inward aspect is elegant.
8. The objective of Islam is [complete] submission [to the will of Allah].

غَاِيَةَ الإِسْلَامِ التَّسْلِيمُ

9. Islam [has been prescribed] as a security form dangers.

وَالإِسْلَامُ أَمانًا مِنَ المَخاوِفِ

10. The basis of Islam is truthfulness [in speech].

مِلَاكُ الإِسْلَامِ صِدَقُ اللِّسَانِ

11. There is no fortress better fortified than Islam.

لَامَعْقِلَ أَمْنُعُ مِنَ الإِسْلَامِ

12. Islam is in need of faith.

يَحْتَاجُ الإِسْلَامُ إِلَى الإِيمَانِ

13. Become a Muslim and you shall be safe [in the Hereafter].

أَسْلِمْ تَسْلِيمًا

The Muslims-

المسلمون-

1. The best of all Muslims in practicing Islam is he whose efforts are for his Hereafter and whose fear [of Allah’s wrath] is balanced with his hope [in His mercy].
2. Verily the Muslims (or the believers) are humble.

3. One who accepts Islam [and submits to the will of Allah] remains safe [in the Hereafter].

4. One who practices Islam properly is [truly] guided.

Submission to the Will of Allah

1. Submission means not blaming [Allah for what happens].

2. If you submit your soul to Allah, your soul remains safe.

3. The practice of the righteous people is complete submission [to the will of Allah].
4. Submit to Allah and your Hereafter will be saved.

4. سَالِمُ اللَّهُ تَسْلُمُ أَخْرَكَ.

5. Submit yourselves to the command of Allah and the command of His chosen servant, for verily you will never go astray with submission.

5. سَلِّمُوا لَمْ تَسْلِمُوا، فَإِنْ كُنْتُمْ لَنْ تَضَلُّوا مَعَ التَّسْلِيمِ.

6. The end result of [complete] submission [to the will of Allah] is success in reaching the Abode of Bounties.

6. غَاِيَةُ التَّسْلِيمِ الفَوْزُ بِداَرِ النَّعْيمِ.

7. In submission there is faith.

7. فِي التَّسْلِيمِ إِيَمَانُ.

8. Guided is the one who submits to the guidance of Allah and His Prophet and the one vested with His authority.

8. هَدِيٌّ مَنْ سَلَّمْ مَقَادِيْهُ إِلَى اللَّهِ وَرَسُوْلِهِ وَأَمْرِهِ.

9. There is no faith better than surrendering to the will of Allah.

9. لَا إِيَمَانٌ أَفْضَلُ مِنَ الأَسْتِسْلَامِ.

10. Verily if you submit to Allah, you will be safe and successful.
10. إنّك إن سألْت الله سلمت وفرّت.

11. The root of faith is complete submission to the command of Allah.

11. أصل الإيمان حسن التسليمة لأمر الله.

12. One who submits to Allah remains safe.

12. مَن سالِم الله سَلِيم.

13. Whoever surrenders to Allah will be granted security by Him and whoever wages war with Allah will be destroyed by Him.

13. مَن سالِم الله سَلِيم وَمَن حارَب الله حَريه.

Security

1. One who seeks security remains steadfast [on the straight path].

1. مَن طَلَب السَلامَة لزَم الاستِقامة.

2. One who desires security should adopt moderation.

2. مَن أراد السَلامة فعليه بالقصص.

3. One who wishes for security keeps himself steadfast on the straight path.

3. مَن رغِب في السَلامَة أَلزَم نفسهِ الاستِقامة.
4. One who loves security must prefer poverty [over wealth] and one who loves comfort must prefer abstinence from pleasures in this world.

5. One who has three [qualities] in him, will remain safe both in this world and the next: He enjoins good and follows it himself, He forbids evil and keeps away from it himself, and he preserves the boundaries [and ordinances] of Allah, the Sublime and the Exalted.

6. There is no preservation more averting [of harm] than security [that is granted by Allah].

7. There is no attire more appealing than security [and well-being].

8. Many a person remains safe after regret.

**The One Who Surrenders**

1. Everyone who surrenders [to Allah] is protected.
1. Forgetfulness is the reaper of longing [and desire].

2. One who forgets about what has been robbed from him, it is as if he has not been robbed.

Forgetfulness - السَّلْطَة والْنَسْيَان

1. Forgetfulness is the reaper of longing [and desire].

2. One who forgets about what has been robbed from him, it is as if he has not been robbed.

السلطة والنسيام

1. السّلطَة حاصِدُ الشوَّاقَ.

2. مَنْ سَلَّ به المَسْلُوبَ كَأَنَّ لَمْ يَسْلَبَ.
Condolences and Congratulations

1. He (‘a) consoled a man whose son passed away and [at the same time] was blessed with the birth of [another] son saying: May Allah make your reward great [for your patience] in that which He took away, and may His blessings be with you in that which He has bestowed [upon you].

Arabic:
1. ﴿وَعَزِّىٍ عَلَى الَّسَلَّامِ رَجُلًا مَّاتَ لَهُ وَلَدًا وَرَزَقَ لَهُ وَلَدًا فَقَالَ: عَظَمَ اللَّهُ أَجْرَكَ فِي مَا أَبَادَهُ وَبَارَكَ لَكَ فِي مَا أَفَادَهُ.﴾

Mien

1. How good a guidance having a good mien is!

Arabic:
1. ﴿نَعُمُ الدِّلَالةُ حُسْنُ السِّمَتِ.﴾

Hearing and Sight

1. Allah, the Glorified, has granted you with hearing so that it may heed [and comprehend] that which is concerns it and with sight so that what is dark for it may be brought to light [and seen clearly].

Arabic:
1. ﴿جَعَلَ اللَّهُ سُبُحَانَهُ لَكُمْ أَسْمَاعًا لِتَعِيّ مَاعَناها وَأَبْصَارًا لِتَجْلُوَ مِنْ عَشَاءِها.﴾

Listening and the listener

1. May Allah have mercy on the servant who hears a ruling so he heeds it, is invited to the right path so he approaches it, and holds on to the guide so he is saved.

Arabic:
1. ﴿رَحِمَ اللَّهُ عِبَادًا سَمِيعًا حُكْمًا قَوْعًا وَدُعِيَ إِلَى رَشَادٍ فِدْنِى وَأَخَذَ بِحَجْرَةِ هادِفَ.﴾
2. Knowledge is not ruined except by the miscomprehension of the listener.

3. Listen and you will learn; remain silent and you will be safe.

4. One who listens well benefits quickly.

5. Do not desire for everything that you hear, for this suffices as gullibility (or foolishness).

6. Train your ears to listen well and do not pay attention to that which does not increase anything useful for you by listening to it, for verily this corrodes the hearts and leads to dispraise.

7. The listener is a partner of the speaker.
1. Do not discontinue the good practices that have been [previously] acted upon, and which the people have become familiar with, and which the masses have found suitable.

Doing Wrong to Others-

1. Beware of doing wrong [to others], for indeed it is a vile quality and verily the one who hurts others will surely be thrown into hell because of his wrongs.

2. Verily if you do wrong [to others] then you are only debasing and harming yourself.

3. Counter the wrongs [of others] by doing good [to them].

4. One who is thanked for doing wrong is [actually] mocked for it.

5. One who wrongs his subjects pleases his enviers.
6. One who wrongs others brings upon himself a severe reprisal.

6. من أُساء إجتِلَب سوءُ الجَزَاء.

7. Whoever treats people badly, they requite him with the same treatment.

7. من عامل الناس بالإساءة كافوه بها.

8. One who proceeds in the course of his offences stumbles in his progress.

8. من جرى في ميدان إساءته كبا في جريه.

9. Do not wrong the person who does good to you, for one who wrongs the person who does him a favour will be denied favours [in the future].

9. لا تسي إلى من أحسن إليك، فمن أساء إلى من أحسن إليه منع الإحسان.

10. Whoever wrongs his [own] family, no hope [of any goodness] can be attached to him.

10. من أساء إلى أهله لم يتصلي به تأمل.

**Procrastination**

التسويف

1. How many a person has postponed doing something until death falls upon him!

1. كم من مسَّرف بالعمل حتى هجم عليه الأجل.

2. The one who delays seeking repentance is in the greatest danger of the onslaught of death.
2. مَسَوَّفٌ نَفْسِهُ بالتوتَّةِ من هجوم الأجل على أعظم الخطر.

3. One who procrastinates in seeking repentance has no faith.

Eminence and Eminent

السيّد والسوّد

1. The eminent one is envied and the munificent one is loved and adored.

١- آلسيّد محسود، و الجواد محبوب مودود.

2. The eminent person is one who bears the burdens of his brothers and is neighborly to his neighbor.

٢- آلسيّد من تحمَّل أثقال إخوانيه، و أحَسن مجاورته جيرانه.

3. The eminent person is one who neither flatters nor deceives, nor is he beguiled by greedy ambitions.

٣- آلسيّد من لا يصنع، ولا يخادع، ولا تغُرُّه المَطامع.

4. The eminent person is one who bears the responsibility of providing [for others] and is generous with his assistance.

٤- آلسيّد من تحمَّل المؤونة، وجاء بالمعنى.

5. The completion of eminence is in taking the initiative to do good to others.

٥- تمام السَّود إبتداء الصَّناع. 
6. The eminent among the people in this world are the generous ones and in the Hereafter, the God-wary.

6. سادات الناس في الدنيا الأشخاء، و في الآخرة الأتقياء.

7. The excellence of the eminent ones is in [their] devout worship [of Allah].

7. فضيلة السادة حسن العبادة.

8. Righteous action, aiding the aggrieved and inviting guests [to one’s home] are instruments [and means] of eminence.

8. فعل المعروف، وإغاثة الملهوف، وإقراء الضيوف آلته السياده.

9. One whose brothers have to turn to other than him [for their needs] has not attained eminence.

9. لم يسد من افتقر إخوته إلى غيره.

10. Listening to the complaint of the aggrieved is part of eminence.

10. من السواد الصبر، لاستماع شكوى الملهوف.

11. He who does not grant generously has not perfected [his] eminence.

11. ما أكمل السيادة من لم يسمح.

12. He whose brothers need to turn to other than him [for help] has not achieved eminence.
13. There is no honour like eminence.

14. There is no eminence with vengeance.

15. There is no eminence in one who has a bad character.

16. He who does not support [and provide for] his brothers does not gain eminence.

17. There is no eminence in the one who lacks generosity.

18. Eminence is not perfected except by bearing the burdens [of others] and doing good turns.
1. Be wary of the sitting in the marketplaces, for indeed they are the locations of mischief and the visiting places of Satan.

2. The gatherings of the marketplaces are the visiting places of Satan.

Night Vigil-

1. Night vigil is one of the two lives.

2. Night vigil is the garden of those who yearn [nearness of Allah].

3. Night vigil is the insignia of the pious and the quality of those who yearn.

4. Keeping vigil at night in the remembrance [and worship] of Allah is the devotion of the Gnostics and the delight of the Near Ones.
5. Keeping vigil at night in the worship of Allah is the spring of the friends [of Allah] and the garden of the felicitous.

6. Keeping vigil at night in the remembrance [and worship] of Allah is the prize of the friends [of Allah] and the practice of the God-wary.

7. Keeping vigil at night in the remembrance of Allah is the opportunity of the felicitous and the promenade of the friends [of Allah].

8. Keep vigil at night and make your stomachs lean; and take away from your bodies so that you may be generous with it upon your souls.

9. The best of worship is staying awake at night in the remembrance of Allah, the Glorified.

10. What a good helper of worship night vigil is!
Facilitation

1. Facilitating [and making things easy for others] makes sustenance flow abundantly.

Mode of Conduct

1. The most loathsome mode of conduct is inequity.

2. Through an equitable conduct, the adversary is overpowered.

3. Good conduct is the sign of a good conscience.

4. Good conduct is the beauty of power and the fortress of authority.

5. One whose conduct is evil, his demise makes the people happy.
6. One whose conduct is evil will never be safe at any time.

7. Woe be to the one whose conduct is evil, whose authority is oppressive, and who tyrannizes and infringes upon the rights [of those who are under him].

Administrative Policies

1. The most difficult of administrative policies is the removal of habits [and customs].

2. Tyranny is indeed an evil administrative policy.

3. The beauty of politics is [maintaining] justice in authority and pardoning despite having power [to punish].

4. Good administration is the mainstay of the citizenry.
5. Good administration makes leadership last.

6. One whose administration is good, obeying him becomes obligatory.

7. One whose administration is good, his leadership lasts.

8. One who falls short in administration [and politics] is poor in [and incapable of] leadership.

9. The foundation of administration is justice.

10. There is no leadership like [practicing] justice in administration.

11. Sovereignty is administration.
12. One who aspires to rise to power is patient in the face of the torment of politics.

Youth

1. Two things whose value is not understood except by the one who has lost them are youth and health.

2. The ignorance of a youth is excused and his knowledge is undermined.

3. Are those who are the prime of youth awaiting anything other than the stooping of old age?

4. Youthfulness and senility do not go together.

Overeating and Gluttony

1. Be wary of gluttony, for whoever persists in it, his maladies increase and his dreams get corrupted.
2. Be wary of gluttony, for indeed it causes hardening of the heart, sluggishness in prayer and corruption of the body.

3. Gluttony prevents astuteness.

4. One who is cloyed by gluttony is obstructed by it from astuteness.

5. There is no astuteness with gluttony.

6. Gluttony and astuteness do not go together.

7. Overeating corrupts wisdom.

8. Gluttony obstructs astuteness.
9. Eating to one’s fill corrupts piety.

10. When the stomach gets filled with the permissible, the heart becomes blind to righteousness.

11. What an evil companion of piety overeating is!

12. Habitual overeating leads to a variety of ailments.

13. Overeating brings about insolence and corrupts piety.

14. One who increases his overeating is cloyed by his gluttony.

15. Overeating and performing one’s obligation do not go together.
16. How helpful to sins overeating is!

17. You must avoid habitual overeating, for verily it induces maladies and foments diseases.

Vilification

1. One who informs you of your vilification has [himself] vilified you.

Courage and the courageous

1. Courage is one of the two honours.

2. Courage is a ready support and an evident merit.

3. Courage is an embellishment, cowardice is a disgrace.
4. Courage is present honour, cowardice is evident dishonour.

5. The fruit of courage is a sense of honour.

6. The alms-tax of courage is struggling in the way of Allah.

7. The courage of a man is proportionate to his ambition, and his sense of honour is equivalent to his zeal.

8. It is to the extent of [one's] zeal that courage is shown.


10. The bane of courage is loss of resolve.
Difficulties

1. Be patient in [the face of] difficulties and dignified in [times of] turbulent upheavals.

1- كُنْ في الشَّدَائِد صَبْورًا، و في الزَّلَازِل وفُورًا.

2. It is for difficult times that [the friendships of important] men are preserved.

2- لِلشَّدَائِد تَدْخُرُ الرَّجَال.

3. Be intent on [braving] difficulty when nothing will free you except difficulty.

3- اعْتَزِمْ (اعْتَزِمْ) بالشَّدَة حين لا يغْنِي عَنْك إلا الشَّدَة.

Evil and the Wicked

1. Beware of surrounding yourself with evil, for you will be affected by it yourself before [harming] your enemy and you will destroy your religion by it before conveying it to others.

1- إِيَاك وِمَلَابِسَةِ الشَّر، فَإِنْك تُنِيْلَهُ نَفسٌك قَبْلَ عَدوُك، وَتُهْكُ بهِ دينك قَبْلٌ إِيِّسالِهِ إِلَى غِيرِك.

2. The greatest evil is in disparaging the painful advice of the compassionate, sincere adviser and being deceived by the sweetness of the flattery of the malicious praiser.

2- أَكْبَرُ أَكْبَرِ الشَّرِّ في الإِسْتِخْفاَف بِمَوْلِعَةِ المُشْفِق النَّاصِح وَالإِغْتِرَار بِحَلاوةِ نَناَءِ المَادِحٍ الكَاشِح.

3. Verily in evil there is impudence.
4. Evil is impudence.

5. Delaying of evil is advantageous to good.


7. Evil makes its rider fall.

8. Evil is the ugliest of gates.

9. Evil is pestilent speech.

10. Evil is the symbol of destruction.
11. Evil is the carrier of misdeeds.

12. Evil degrades and strikes down.

13. Evil is punishable and brings dishonour (or is requited).

14. Considering evil to be loathsome impels one to refrain from it.

15. Delaying of evil is a benefit for good.

16. The consolidation of evil is in being deceived by respite [from chastisement] and reliance on [one’s own] action.

17. The consolidation of evil is in association with a wicked companion.
18. The attractiveness of evil is avarice.

19. The consolidators of evil are obstinacy and increased quarrelsomeness.

21. Many an evil may suddenly come upon you from whence you least expect it.

22. Increased wickedness is [a sign of] vileness and abjectness.

23. Counter evil with good.

24. Obedience to the calls of the wicked corrupts the outcome of matters.

25. He who embarks on evil is successful in attaining it.
26. The doer of evil is worse than the evil [itself].


29. None shall be punished for an evil act except its doer.

30. There is nothing worse than evil except its retribution.

31. There is nothing more corrupting for affairs or more destructive to the community than evil.

32. He who does not wear the gown of good has not disrobed from evil.

33. One who plunges into the depths of evil meets with danger [and adversity].
31. من افتتح لِجَحِ الشرور لَقِيَ المَحْذوّر.

34. One who does evil has [actually] transgressed against his soul.

32. من فعل الشر فعلى نفسه اعتدى.

35. One whose evil is too much, [even] his companion is not safe from him.

33. من كثير الشر لم يأمنه مصاحبه.

36. Whoever abandons evil, the doors of good are opened for him.

34. من ترك الشر فتحت عليه أبواب الخير.

37. One who lays the foundation of evil cause has [actually] instituted it against himself.

35. من أسس أساس الشر أسسه على نفسه.

38. One who provokes a latent evil, in it will be his own destruction.

36. من آثار كامن الشر كان فيه عطبه.

39. One who harbor’s evil feelings [and ill will] for others has actually harmed himself.

37. من أضمر الشر لغيره فقد بدأ بالفسه.

40. Whoever strips his heart of evil, his religion is secured and his conviction is confirmed.
41. One who does not know the harmfulness of evil is not capable of desisting from it.

42. One who repels evil with good, triumphs?

43. One who hates evil is safeguarded [from it].

44. One of the greatest deceptions is making evil appear good.

45. The ‘evil’ that is followed by Paradise is not [really] evil.

46. The foundation of evil is avarice.

47. One who is cautious of evil is like the one who does good.
48. Never count as good that by which you attain evil.

49. It behooves the one who recognizes the wicked to disassociate himself from them.

50. The evil of a man is evinced by his increased greed and his intense avarice.

51. How bad a provision evil action is!

52. The most severely punished thing is evil.

53. Evil is the riding mount of greed and vain desire is the riding mount of discord.

54. Evil is the ugliest of gates and its doer is the worst of companions.
55. Evil is concealed in everyone’s nature, so if its possessor overcomes it, it remains hidden and if he doesn’t overcome it, it is manifested.

56. Scythe the evil from the breasts of others be uprooting it from your [own] breast.

57. Efface evil from your heart, [and as a result] your soul will be purified and your actions will be accepted.

58. When you see evil then distance yourselves from it.

59. The one who gains victory by evil is [in actual fact] defeated.

60. Keep away from evil, for verily more evil than the evil [itself] is its doer.
61. It is the habit of the wicked to trouble [their] friends.

62. The habit of the wicked is harboring enmity for the righteous.

63. Every victor who gains victory by evil is [in actual fact] defeated.

64. The wicked person does not think good of anyone because he does not see them except through [the lenses of] his own nature.

65. Be wary of the wicked one during the coming of power [and authority], that he does not cause it to be taken away from you and during its departure [from you], that he does not gather support against you.

66. Be careful not to be deceived by the good act that the wicked one does by mistake.

67. Be careful not to be repelled by the evil act that the righteous one does by mistake.
68. Keep away from the wicked and sit in the company the virtuous.

69. The coming to power of the wicked is the tribulation of the virtuous.

70. The most evil of all is one who is not ashamed of [his actions in front of] the people and does not fear Allah, the Glorified.

71. The most evil of all people is one who boasts about his evil.

**Honor and the honorable**

1. Honor is attained by earnest endeavors not by worn-out bones [of one’s ancestors].

2. The greatest honour is humility.
3. The best honour is good etiquette.

4. The most honourable of honours is knowledge.

5. The best honour is doing good to others.

6. The best honour is desisting from harming others and doing good to others.

7. Honour is a virtue.

8. Honour is doing good to one’s kinsfolk.

9. Indeed honour is only attained by intellect and etiquette, not because of wealth and lineage.
10. The ladder of honour is humility and generosity.

11. The honour of a believer is his faith and his prestige is by his obedience [to Allah].

12. The honour of a man is his integrity and his beauty is his magnanimity.

13. One who knows the significance of his honour safeguards it from the lowliness of his base desires and falsity of his aspirations.

14. Holding on to comprehensive merit (or merits) is from the perfection of honour.

15. Honour is not perfected except through generosity and humility.

16. The honourable person is the one whose attributes are honourable.
17. The peripheries are the sitting places of the honourable.

18. The honourable person is not made reckless by the status he attains, even if it becomes as great as a mountain that is not shaken by strongest winds; and the lowly is made careless by the most inferior position, just as the grass that is moved by the passing breeze.

19. The honourable one never oppresses [others].

1. One should not consider himself honourable just because of his lineage.

East and West - المشرق والمغرب

1. He (‘a) was asked about the distance between the east and the west so he replied: It is a day’s journey for the sun.

Polytheism - الشrk

1. The most harmful thing is polytheism.
1. The smallest amount of showing off is polytheism.

2. Verily the slightest showing off is polytheism.

3. Ascribing partners [to Allah] is disbelief.

4. The bane of faith is ascribing partners to Allah.

5. The cause of destruction is polytheism.

6. Partnership

Partnership

1. Establish partnership with the one to whom sustenance has drawn near, for verily he is worthier of success and more befitting of prosperity.
Voraciousness and the voracious

1. Voraciousness tarnishes the soul, corrupts the religion and debases chivalry.

2. Beware of voraciousness, for verily it is a destructive quality.

3. Beware of voraciousness, for how many a food has prevented numerous other foods [from being consumed]!

4. You must refrain from voraciousness, for indeed it corrupts piety and causes one to enter the fire of hell.

5. Refrain from voraciousness, for verily it is the root of every vileness and the foundation of every depravity.

6. Beware of the vileness of voraciousness and greed, for verily it is the root of all evil, the plantation of disgrace, the debaser of the soul and the exhauster of the body.
7. Voraciousness is [a cause of] ignominy.


9. Voraciousness is the beginning of avarice.

10. Voraciousness is the trait of the filthy.

11. Voraciousness increases anger.

12. Voraciousness is an accumulator of the worst faults.

13. Voraciousness is the foundation of every evil.
14. Voraciousness is from bad morals.

15. Through voraciousness morals are tainted.

16. What a bad character trait voraciousness is!

17. The fruit of voraciousness is rushing towards faults [and vices].

18. The cornerstone of [all] flaws is voraciousness.

19. The weapon of avarice is voraciousness.

20. Counter voraciousness with chastity [and moderation].
21. Voraciousness is enough of a destruction.

22. For everything there is a seed, and the seed of evil is voraciousness.

23. There is no chastity with voraciousness.

24. One whose soul is voracious becomes disgraced despite his affluence.

25. Everything other than voraciousness is chastity.

26. Every voracious one is tormented.

27. The voracious one will never be seen happy.
Satan

1. Be cautious of the enemy that enters the breast stealthily and whispers in the ears secretly.

2. Beware of the enemy of Allah, Iblīs, that he should not infect you with his disease [of evil] or entice you with his cavalry and his infantry, for he has aimed at you with the arrow of [false] threats and shot at you from close range.

3. He (Satan) has made them (the people) the target of his arrows, the ground that he steps on and the handle that he holds.

4. They have taken Satan as the overseer of their affairs and he has made them his partners [in crime], so he hatches [his eggs] in their breasts and creeps and crawls into their laps. He sees with their eyes and speaks with their tongues. He leads them to misdeeds and adorns for them idle talk like the action of one whom Satan has made partner in his domain and speaks falsehood through his tongue.

5. Your Lord, the Glorified, called you but you turned away and fled, and Satan called you so you responded and drew closer [to him].
6. Stand against Satan through struggle and overpower him by opposition, [by doing this] your souls will be purified and your statuses will be elevated in the sight of Allah.

7. The deception of Satan allures and entices.

8. Do not follow the claimants [of Islam] whose dirty water you drink along with your clean one, whose sicknesses you mix with your health and whose falsehood you allow to enter into your rightful matters.

9. Never allot a portion for Satan in your actions and do not give him access to your soul.

Being Occupied

1. Occupy yourself with that which you are answerable for.
2. One who is occupied by the unimportant loses that which is more important.

3. He who puts Paradise and hell in front of him is [always] occupied.

4. He one whose goal is salvation and attaining the pleasure of Allah is [always] occupied.

The Intercessor and the Interceder - الشافع والشانع

1. The intercessor is the wing of the seeker [which helps him attain what he seeks].

2. The interceder of a criminal is his humility in seeking pardon.

3. The interceder of a sinner is his admission (of guilt), his repentance and his apology.

4. The interceder of mankind [on the Day of Reckoning] acting upon the right and adhering to the truth.
**Dissension**

1. With dissension there is aversion.

**Wretchedness**

1. Every wretchedness is [moving] towards ease.

2. Collecting the [wealth that is] forbidden is part of wretchedness.

3. Corrupting one’s Hereafter is from wretchedness.

4. One of the signs of wretchedness is cheating one’s friend.

5. One of the signs of wretchedness is offending the virtuous.
6. It is from the wretchedness of a person for his certitude to get corrupted by doubt.

7. It is from wretchedness for a person to safeguard his world at the expense of his religion.

8. Corruption of intention is from wretchedness.

9. Verily from wretchedness is corruption of one’s Hereafter.

The Wretched-

1. The wretched is one who is proud of his condition and is beguiled by the deception of his hopes.

2. The most wretched among you are the most greedy among you.
3. The most wretched of [all] people is one who sells his religion for someone else’s worldly gain.1

4. How many a wretched person has been visited by his death while he is striving to acquire [worldly gain].

1. Since any worldly gains he has will be transferred to his heirs after his death.

Gratitude and the grateful—الشكر والشاكير

1. Gratitude is one of the two rewards.

2. Gratitude for blessings is a recompense for its past and a source of its [increase in the] future.

3. Gratitude has greater value than a good action because the gratitude lasts while the good action comes to an end.

4. Be grateful and you will increase.
5. Continue being grateful and the blessing upon you will continue.

6. Occupy yourself in being grateful for the blessing rather than being delighted by it.

7. Look frequently at those over whom you have been given superiority, for verily this is one of the gates [and means] of gratitude.

8. Be grateful to the one who favours you and favour the one who is grateful to you, for indeed there is no end to favours when they are appreciated and there is no continuation for them when they are unappreciated.

9. Let the recompense for the blessing which has come upon you be the showing of goodness to one who wrongs you.

10. Be good neighbours to the blessings of religion and this world by showing gratitude to the one who guides you to them.
11. Take advantage of gratitude, for the least of its benefits is increment [of blessings].

12. The best thing that spoken loudly [in order that others may hear] is the gratitude that is publicized.

13. The best gratitude for blessings is favoring others with them.

14. The most deserving of those to whom you do good is the one who does not disregard your good turn.

15. The most deserving of your gratitude is the one who does not prevent you from acquiring more.

16. The first thing that is incumbent upon you with regards to Allah, the Glorified, is being grateful for His blessings and seeking His pleasure.

17. The most effective thing that makes a blessing last longer is gratitude and the greatest thing by which tribulations are overcome is patience.
18. The most deserving of people for an increase in blessing is the most grateful of them for what he has been granted of it.

19. The most beloved of people to Allah, the Glorified, is the one who deals gratefully with the blessings that have been bestowed upon him and the most hated of them to Him is the one who deals ungratefully with His blessings.

20. No one acquires gratitude except by giving [generously] from his wealth.

21. Verily in every blessing there is a right of gratitude to Allah, the Most High, so whoever fulfils it, He increases it for him and whoever does not do so risks losing his blessing.

22. Verily the servant is [always] between blessing and sin, [and] nothing rectifies [or improves] them except repentance and gratitude.
23. Gratitude is [a means of] increment.

24. Gratitude is obligatory.

25. Gratitude is advantageous.

26. Gratitude causes blessings to flow forth abundantly.

27. Gratitude is an embellishment for blessing[s].

28. Gratitude is the fortress of blessings.

29. Showing [one's] affluence is from [the ways of showing] gratitude.
30. Gratitude is the interpreter of intention and the tongue of [one’s inner] conscience.

31. Gratitude is the embellishment of comfort and the fortification of blessing.

32. Gratitude is obligatory upon the people of blessings.

33. If Allah bestows you with a blessing then show gratitude.

34. Verily it behooves those who have been protected [from sins] and have been favored with safety [from misdeeds] to take pity on sinners and other disobedient people; and to make the gratitude for their good state prevail over them and act as a barrier for them.

35. When you are given, show gratitude.

36. When you do good to others with a blessing [that you have been bestowed with], then you have
shown gratitude for it.

36. إذا أعْمِتْ بِالْنِعْمَة فَقَدْ قضِيتْ شُكْرَهَا.

37. When the edges of blessings reach you, then do not repel their peaks by lack of gratitude.

37- إذا وَصَلَتْ إِلَيْكُمْ أَطرَافُ النِعْمَة فَلا تَنفِّرُوا أَقْصَاهَا بِقِلَالِ الشُكْرِ.

38. Through gratitude, blessing lasts.

38- بِالشُكْرِ تَدُومُ النِعْمَة.

39. Through gratitude, more is obtained.

39- بِالشُكْرِ تَثَجِّلُ الزِيَادَة.

40. The fruit of gratitude is increase in blessings.

40- تَمَّرَةُ الشُكْر زِيَادَةُ النِعْم.

41. Showing gratitude leads to increment.

41- حُسْنُ الشُكْر يُوْجِبُ الزِيَادَة.

42. The best gratitude is that which warrants increase.

42- خَيْرُ الشُكْرِ ما كانَ كَافِلاً بِالْمَزِيدِ.
43. Constant gratitude is the symbol of obtaining increment.

44. Increased gratitude and keeping ties with near relative’s increases sustenance and prolongs [one’s] life.

45. The cause of increment is gratitude.

46. Showing gratitude to your Lord is [done] through prolonged praise.

47. The gratitude of one who is above you is through true friendship and loyalty.

48. The gratitude of your equal is through good brotherhood.

49. The gratitude of one who is under you is through generous bestowal.
50. Showing gratitude for blessings is a protection from adversities.

51. Gratitude to the Almighty brings forth abundant blessings.

52. Showing gratitude for blessings results in its increase and leads to its renewal.

53. Gratitude for blessing is a safeguard from its alteration and a guarantee of its sustentation.

54. The gratitude of a believer is manifested in his action.

55. The gratitude of a hypocrite does not surpass his tongue.

56. Gratitude for a past blessing results in the coming of renewed blessings.
57. Showing gratitude for blessings multiplies and increases them.

58. Showing gratitude for blessings leads to its increase and showing ingratitude for it is evidence of its reduction.

59. Gratitude for blessing is a safeguard from the coming of adversity.

60. The gratitude of a scholar for his knowledge is [in] his acting upon it and his sharing it with the one who deserves it.

61. Your gratitude to the one who is pleased with you increases [his] approval and loyalty (or preservation) towards you.

62. Your gratitude to the one who is angry with you leads to reconciliation and his having a favorable disposition towards you.

63. He ('a) said to a man whom he was congratulating for the birth of his son: You have occasion to be
grateful to Allah, the Giver, and be blessed in the gift that you have been bestowed with. May he come of age and may you be blessed with his devotion.

63. وقال: على السَّلَامُ لِرَجُلٍ هَنَاكَ بُوْلَدٌ شَكُرُتَ الواَهِبِ وْبُورِكَ لِكَ في
الْمُؤْهُوبِ، وْبَلَغَ أَشْدُهُ وَرَزُفتَ بِهِ.

64. He who praises his benefactor and mentions him with goodness [and appreciation] has shown gratitude for [his] kindness.

65. You must give thanks [both] in ease and adversity.

66. You must be constantly grateful and ever patient, for these two [qualities] increase blessing and remove tribulations.

67. In gratitude for blessings lies their continuity.

68. In gratitude there is increase.

69. Lack of gratitude removes the desire to do good deeds.
70. Bind the approaching blessings with gratitude, for not everything that escapers comes back.

71. Gratitude is sufficient for increase.

72. The guarantor of increase is gratitude.

73. Be occupied by gratitude for your good state and [your] safety from that which has afflicted others.

74. None is capable of fortifying blessings the way [showing] gratitude for them does.

75. If Allah, the Glorified, had not made a promise [to punish those who are disobedient], it would have still been obligatory not to disobey Him out of gratitude for His blessings.

76. One who shows gratitude deserves more.
76. من شكر استحقق الزيادة.

77. Whoever shows gratitude, his blessing lasts [longer].

78. One whose gratitude increases, his blessings multiply.

79. One who is inspired to show gratitude will not be deprived of increase.

80. One who does not show gratitude for a blessing is punished by its cessation.

81. One who continues showing gratitude makes the goodness [and blessing] last.

82. One who is bestowed with a blessing and gives thanks for it is like the one who is tried with difficulties and bears them patiently.

83. One who shows gratitude for [and act of] kindness has indeed fulfilled its right.
84. When someone thanks you without [your having done him] a good turn, then do not consider yourself safe from his censure without any breach.

85. Whoever thanks the one who favours him has indeed recompensed him.

86. One who does not show gratitude for favours should be counted [as being] from the livestock [rather than being human].

87. One who shows gratitude without any favor, censures without any wrongdoing?

88. Whoever makes the effort to show concern for you, then make the effort to show him your gratitude?

89. One who guards (or mixes) blessings with gratitude is surrounded by more [blessings].
90. One who does not begird [his] blessings by being grateful for them has indeed exposed them to cessation.

91. Whoever thanks Allah, He increases [the blessings] for him.

92. One who feels grateful for blessings in his heart deserves increase [even] before he manifests [the gratitude] on his tongue.

93. One whose gratitude increases, his goodness [and blessing] increases.

94. One whose gratitude diminishes, his goodness [and blessing] comes to an end.

95. One who is granted a blessing has indeed been enslaved by it until he is freed by his show of gratitude for it.

96. One who thanks Allah, the Glorified, has to give thanks twice as it was He who enabled him to give thanks [in the first place] and that is the gratitude for being thankful.
97. One who shows gratitude to you for your kindness (or the kindness of someone else) has [actually] requested you [for something].

98. One who does not show gratitude for blessing is deprived of more [blessings].


100. Nothing shows gratitude for favors like bestowing them on others.

101. Allah, the Glorified, does not open the door of gratitude for anyone and then close the door of increase [in blessings].

102. With gratitude blessings last [longer].
103. Do not forget to show your gratitude when you receive blessings.

104. Be a thankful servant in times of ease and a patient servant in times of adversity.

Doubt and Misgiving
الشك والارتياب

1. Doubt corrupts certitude and nullifies faith.

1.ALSHEKH YEFSEED ALYEQINAOBBILELDIN.

2. Be wary of doubt, for verily it corrupts religion and nullifies certitude.

2. AaYAKAALSHEKHFAANEH YEFSEEDELDINAOBBILELTYEQIN.

3. The most destructive thing is doubt and uncertainty, and the most constructive thing is piety and keeping aloof from sin.

3. AAHELLEK SHEEAALSHEKH ELERTIBAAAOAMELLEK SHEEA晚报ELEJTNAB.

4. Doubt is misgiving.

4. ALSHEKH ERTIBAA.
5. Doubt [in the existence of God] is disbelief.


7. Doubt nullifies faith.

8. Doubt is the fruit of ignorance.

9. Doubt leads to polytheism.

10. Doubt puts out the light of the heart.

11. Indeed doubt was only named 'shubha' because it resembles the truth. As for the close friends of Allah, their illumination in it is [their] certitude and the direction of the right path is [itself] their guide; while the enemies of Allah are called towards it (doubt) by their misguidance and their guide is blindness.
12. The bane of certitude is doubt.

13. By continued doubt [in God], polytheism comes about.

14. The fruit of doubt is perplexity.

15. It is possible that conjecture may [turn out to] be correct.

16. The cause of perplexity is doubt.

17. I am amazed at the one who doubts in the power of Allah while he sees His creation!
18. Acting suspicious is a shame and having an eager desire to backbite is [a cause of entering] hellfire.

19. Everything that is devoid of certitude is [mere] conjecture and dubiety.

20. Every person has a [desire and a] need, so distance yourselves from suspicion.

21. A person will never go astray until his doubt overcomes his certainty.

22. One who falters increases his doubt.

23. One whose doubt increases, his religion gets corrupted.

24. One whose suspicion increase, his backbiting [also] increases.
25. The sincere one is not suspicious and the one who is certain does not doubt.

26. He in whose heart doubt has settled does not believe in Allah.

27. Keeping away from suspicion is from the best magnanimity.

28. Who can be more of a failure than the one who crosses [over] from certainty towards doubt and perplexity?

29. The smallest doubt can corrupt certitude.

30. Nobody more timid than the suspicious one.

31. Suspicion leads to mistrust.
32. When suspicion appears, thoughts [about others] become negative.

33. Abandon that which causes you to doubt for that which does not cause you to doubt.

34. Let your inquiry into doubtful matters be conclusive, for indeed the one who falls into them becomes confounded.

35. The sceptic has no religion and the backbiter has no magnanimity.

36. The suspicious one is never found in a sound state.

37. The most abased of people is the sceptic.

38. The suspicious person is always sick.
39. The sceptic has no religion.

39. المَرْتَابُ لَادِينَ لَهُ.

40. The doubting one has no certitude.

40. أَلْشَاغُ لَايِقِينَ لَهُ.

1. Or: Doing something that makes others suspicious...

Complaining of Distress- شكایة الضرر

1. Whoever complains of his distress to [anyone] other than a believer, it is as if he has complained against Allah, the Glorified.

1. مَنْ شَكَى ضَرْرَهُ إِلَى غَيْرِ مُؤْمِنٍ فَكَانَ شَكَى الْلَّهِ سُبُحَانَهُ.

2. Whoever complains of his distress to a believer, it is as if he has complained to Allah, the Glorified.

2. مَنْ شَكَى ضَرْرَهُ إِلَى مُؤْمِنٍ فَكَانَ شَكَى إِلَى الْلَّهِ سُبُحَانَهُ.

Schadenfreude- الشمانة

1. ne who is gleeful of the mistakes made by others, [then] others will be gleeful of his mistakes.

1. مَنْ شَمِيتْ بِزَلْلَةِ غَيْرِهِ، شَمِيتْ غَيْرُهُ بِزَلْلَتِهِ.
Consultation and Deliberation – الشور والمشاورة

1. Participating in deliberation leads to the appropriate decision.

1 - آل الشّوركة في الرأي تؤدي إلى الصواب.

2. Consult your enemies; you will know from their opinion how much enmity they have [for you] and what their objectives are.

2 - استشر أعدائك تعرف من رأيهم مقدار عداوتيهم، ومواضيع مصاحدهم.

3. Consult your intelligent enemy and be wary of the opinion of your ignorant friend.

3 - استشر عدوك العاقل، واحذِر رأي صديقك الاهل.

4. Compare some opinions with others, from this the right course of action will come to light.

4 - اضْرِبْوا بعَضِ الرأيِ بَعْضٍ يَتَوَلَّد مِنْهُ الصواب.

5. Suspect your intellects, for indeed it is from trusting in them that mistakes are made.

5 - اتِهموا عقولكم فإنّه من الْقِنةِ بها يُكون الخطأ.

6. Consultation is [a means of] ease for you and a difficulty for others.

6 - المِشاوَرة راحة لك وعَبِر لغيرك.

7. The best person whom you can consult is the one with [abundant] experience and the worst person whom you can associate with is the one with [numerous] faults.
8. Consultation is [a means of] seeking [assistance and] support.

9. Seeking advice is the essence [and source] of guidance.

10. The one who seeks advice is protected from failure.

11. The one who seeks advice is on the side of success.

12. Consultation elicits for you the correct opinions of others.

13. Indeed consultation has only been urged because the opinion of the adviser is unbiased while the opinion of the consulter is mixed with bias.
14. The bane of consultation is contradiction of opinions.

15. When you have decided [to do something], then consult [with others].

16. When you proceed with an affair then proceed after deliberation and seeking advice; do not delay your action of today to tomorrow, and perform each day’s action on that same day.

17. Ignorance of the adviser is [a cause of] destruction of the consulter.

18. It behooves the intelligent one to add the opinion of the intelligent people to his opinion and to merge the knowledge of the wise with his knowledge.

19. It behooves the intelligent one to continuously seek the right path and abandon obstinacy.

20. The best among those whom you consult are the people of wisdom and knowledge, and those who
possess experience and judiciousness.

21. Betrayal of the one who submits [to you] and the one who consults [you] is from the most atrocious acts and the gravest wickedness, and leads to punishment in hellfire.

22. Consult before you decide and think before you proceed.

23. Consult the intelligent ones and you will be safe from error and regret.

24. Consult in your affairs those who fear Allah and you will be rightly guided.

25. Being unjust to the one who seeks advice is [the worst form of] oppression and betrayal.

26. You must seek consultation, for indeed it is the result of judiciousness.
27. It is the duty of the one who is consulted to strive in giving an [appropriate] opinion but it is not for him to guarantee success.


29. Consultation suffices as a supporter.

30. One who acts against [good] advice gets perplexed.

31. One who consults an intelligent person acquires [his objective].

32. One whose adviser goes astray, his planning is nullified.

33. Whoever gives sincere advice to the one who consults him, his planning becomes good.
34. Whoever cheats the one who consults him, his foresight is taken away.

35. One who consults the people of intellect is enlightened by the lights of the intellects.

36. One who consults the people of intellect and wisdom attains success and rightness.

37. One who consults with the people shares in their [combined] intellects.

38. One who consults the people of intellect and wisdom, gains success through prudence and aptness?

39. One who persists in consultation does not lack a praiser when the right result is achieved or an apologizer when a mistake is made.

40. One who seeks advice does not go astray.
41. Nothing derives an appropriate outcome like consultation.

42. Consulting the judicious person who is concerned for you is a [means of attaining] triumph.

43. Consulting the ignorant person who is concerned for you one is dangerous.

44. How good a support consultation is!

45. What a good backing [and support] consultation is!

46. Do not consult with your enemy and hide your information [from him].

47. Never consult with the ignorant in your affairs.
47. Do not belittle a noteworthy opinion [even] when it is brought to you by an inferior person.

48. Do not include a miser in your consultation as he will turn you away from the goal and frighten you with poverty.

49. Do not consult the liar, for indeed he is like the mirage that makes the distant seem near and the near seem distant.

50. Never include a greedy person in your consultation as he will facilitate evil [deeds] and glamorize avarice for you.

51. The intelligent one never dispenses with consultation.
54. There is no backing [and support that is stronger and] more reliable than consultation.

55. One who becomes satisfied with his own intellect (or action) has gone astray.

Eagerness and Longing

الشَّوْق والمشتاق

1. Longing [for Allah and the Hereafter] is from the qualities of those who have certitude.

2. Longing [for Allah] is the intimate companion of the Gnostics.

3. One who longs [for Allah] forgets [this world].

Lust-

1. Lust is one of the two causes of deviation.

2. Lustful desires are fatal illnesses, and the best cure for them is acquiring patience against them.

3. Lustful desires are the snares of Satan.

4. Overcome your lust, and your wisdom will be perfected.

5. Turn your back on lustful desires, for indeed they drive you to perform sinful acts and to fall upon evil deeds.

6. Lustful desires are fatal diseases, and the best cure for them is acquiring patience against them.

7. Beware of allowing lustful desires to dominate you, for indeed its immediate result is dispraised and future consequence is detrimental.
8. Beware of letting lustful desires overpower you hearts, for indeed its beginning is bondage and its end is destruction.

9. The beginning of lust is pleasure and its end is harm.

10. Lust entices.

11. Lustful desires are diseases.

12. Lustful desires are lethal.

13. Lust is spoliation [of intellect and faith].

14. Lust is the most harmful of enemies.
15. Lustful desires are lethal poisons.

16. Lustful desires enslave the ignorant.

17. Yielding to lust is the worst disease.

18. Verily if you are controlled by your lustful desires, they will cause you to leap into frivolity and error.

19. When lust tries to overcome you then defeat it by curtailing excesses.

20. By controlling [one’s] lust, one becomes free of every flaw.

21. Abandoning lustful desires is the best worship and the most beautiful habit.
22. The sweetness of lust is made bitter by the shame of ignominy [and humiliation].

23. Repulsing lust is more effective in exterminating it while fulfilling it only makes it more intense.

24. Inhibiting lust and anger is the struggle of the noble ones.

25. Increased lust degrades magnanimity.

26. Beingoverpowered by lust is the cause of evil.

27. The flame of lust induces the impairment [and destruction] of the soul.

28. Counter lust with restraint.
29. Oppose lust as a rival would oppose his rival and fight it as an enemy would fight his enemy.

30. Obeying one’s lust corrupts the faith.

31. Obedience to lust is destruction and disobedience to it is dominion.

32. He who turns away from the lustful desires of this world attains the Garden of Repose [in the Hereafter].

33. The slave to lust is lowlier than the slave of a human being.

34. The slave to lust is a prisoner who cannot be freed from his imprisonment.

35. The heart that is attached to lustful desires is unable to benefit from sincere exhortations.
35. عَيْرُ مُنْتَفِعُ بالعَظَمَاتِ قَلْبٌ مُتَعلَقٌ بالشَّهَوَابِ.

36. Being overpowered by lust is the greatest destruction, and controlling it is the most honourable dominance.

37. Being overpowered by lust nullifies preservation [of oneself from sin] and leads to destruction.

38. Overcome [your] lust before it ferocity becomes strong, for verily if it becomes strong it will possess you and use you, and you will not be able to stand up against it.

39. The comrade of lustful desires is the prisoner of [their] consequences.

40. The associate of lust has a sick soul and a troubled mind.

41. Resist lust by subduing it and you will be victorious.
42. How many a lustful desire has prevented [one from attaining] a lofty status!

42. كِمْ مِنْ شَهْوَةٍ مَنَعَتْ رَتبَتَهُ?

43. How can one who is not aided by [divine] protection refrain from lust?

43. كَيْفَ يُصِبْ عَنْ الشَّهْوَةِ مِنْ لَمْ تَعْنِهُ العَصَمَةُ؟!

44. A servant will never be destroyed until he prefers his lust over his religion.

44. لَنْ يَهْلِكَ العَبْدُ حَتَّىْ يُؤْتِرْ شَهْوَتَهُ عَلَى دِينِهِ.

45. There is no sin that is worse than following [one’s] lust, so do not obey it as it will preoccupy you from [the remembrance of] Allah.

45. لَيْسَ فِي الْمَعاصِي أَشْدَدُ مِنْ أَتِبَاعِ الشَّهْوَةِ فَلَا تَطِيعُوهَا فَيْشَغْلُكُمْ عَنِ اللَّهِ

46. If you had abstained from lustful desires you would surely have been safe from tribulations.

46. لَوْ زَهَدْتِمْ فِي الْشَّهْوَاتِ لَسَلَّمْتُمْ مِنَ الْآفَاتِ

47. Whoever overcomes his lust, his intellect becomes manifested.

47. مَنْ عَلَبَ شَهْوَتُهُ ظَهَرَ عَقلُهُ

48. Whoever is overcome by his lust, his soul will not be safe.

48. مَنْ عَلَبَتْ عَلَيْهِ شَهْوَتُهُ لَمْ تَسَلِّمَ نَفْسَهُ.
49. One who is patient in the face of his lust becomes complete in [his] magnanimity.

50. One who controls his lust is indeed pious.

51. One who kills his lust rejuvenates his magnanimity.

52. One whose lust increases, [the expense for] his provision becomes heavy.

53. One who overcomes his lust, protects his status.

54. Whoever hastens towards lustful desires, afflictions rush towards him.

55. One who is enticed by lustful desires permits his soul to be a target of calamities.
56. Whoever controls his lust, his magnanimity becomes complete and his end becomes good.

57. One who does not control his lust does not control his intellect.

58. One who has not remedied his lust by abandoning it is still sick.

59. Multiplication of sins stems from submission to lust.

60. One who is overcome by lust is more abased than one who is enslaved.

61. One who makes a habit of following [his] lustful desires is overwhelmed by afflictions, is associated with evils and has certainty about the permanence [of this world].

62. Do not exceed the limits in your lust and anger as they will degrade you.
63. There is no reason with lust.

64. Nothing corrupts God-wariness but the dominance of lust.

65. There is no trial [and temptation] greater than lust.

66. How good it would be for people not to desire that which they ought not to [crave for].

The Martyr

1. One who dies on his bed while he is cognizant of the rights of his Lord, His Prophet and the right of his household, has died a martyr and his reward rests with Allah, the Glorified. He is also eligible for the recompense of the good acts he intended to do, as his intention takes the place of drawing his sword [in battle]. Indeed, for everything there is a [limited] term that it cannot go beyond.

2. We ask Allah, the Glorified, for [our inclusion in] the ranks of the martyrs, the fellowship of the felicitous and the company of the Prophets and the virtuous ones.
Testimony

1. And testimony [has been prescribed] as a means of overcoming denials.

2. One who gives false testimony for you will give a similar testimony against you.

3. There is no good in the testimony of the treacherous.

Fame and renown

1. Good renown is a fortification of power.

2. Love of fame is the cornerstone of every affliction.
Grey Hair of Old Age-

1. The grey hair of old age is enough of a warner.

لا يَكُفُّ بِالشَّيْبِ نَذِيرًا.

2. The grey hair of old age is enough of an announcer [of impending death].

لا يَكُفُّ بِالشَّيْبِ نَايِعًا.

3. Change your grey hair [by dyeing it] and do not resemble the Jews.

احْتِلُو الْشَّيْبَ، وَلا تَشْبَهُوا الْيَهُودَ.

4. When you’re black [hair] becomes white, your best [part of life] has passed away.

إِذَا أَبيَضَ أَسْوَدُكَ مَاتَ أَطْيَبُكَ.

5. Grey hair [of old age] is the last of the promises of annihilation.

أْلَشْيَبُ أَخْرُ مَوْعِيَدُ الْفَناءِ.

The Followers (Shi'a)-

1. Verily the People of Paradise will look at the stations of our followers just as a person among you looks at the celestial bodies in the sky.

الشيعة-

1- إنَّ أَهْلَ الْجَنَّةِ لِيُتَرَأَونَ مَنَازِلَ شِيْعَتِنَا، كَمَا يَتَرَأَى الرَّجُلُ مِنْ كُلِّ الكُواكبِ فِي أَفْقِ السَّمَاءِ.
2. Verily Allah, the Glorified, checked the earth and chose for us followers who would help us, would be gladdened by our joy and saddened by our sadness, and would spend from their persons and their possessions in our way – these are the ones who are from us and shall rejoin us [in the Hereafter].

3. Our follower is like the bee. If they knew what was in its abdomen, they would surely have eaten it.

4. Our follower is like the citron, its smell is fragrant and [both] its outward and inward are beautiful.

The Disgrace of a Man-

1. Four things disgrace a man: miserliness, dishonesty, voraciousness and bad manners.

Patience and the patient-

1. Patience is the first prerequisite of proficiency (or certitude).

2. Patience in times of hardship makes reward abundant.
3. Patience is one of the two triumphs.

4. Patience in the face of calamities makes one attain honourable ranks.

5. Patience in the obedience to Allah is easier than patience in the face of His chastisement.

6. Patience in affliction is better than wellbeing in [times of] comfort.

7. Patience is the best trait and knowledge is the most honourable embellishment and gift.

8. Patience is for a person to bear that which befalls him and to suppress [his anger with] that which enrages him.

9. Patience is of two types: enduring what you hate and abstaining from what you love.
10. Patience is the best vestment of faith and the most honourable of human qualities.

11. Refraining from lust is chastity, from anger is courage and from sin is piety.

12. Patience is of two types: Patience in affliction is pleasantly beautiful, but patience in refraining from the prohibited is even better.

13. Patience in poverty with dignity is better than wealth with indignity.

14. Patience in the face of agonizing distress leads to success in attaining opportunities.

15. Be patient [and] you will achieve.
16. Be patient [and] you will triumph.

17. Occupy yourself with patience in adversity instead of being distressed by it.

18. Be patient with the action which will surely bring you reward and refrain from the action the punishment for which you will not be able to bear.

19. Adopt patience, for indeed patience has a sweet end and an auspicious result.

20. Be patient with the bitterness of truth and beware of being deceived by the sweetness of falsehood.

21. Stick to the earth, be patient in trials, and do not move your hands and follow the fancy of your tongues [in order to start quarrels].

22. Espouse patience, for indeed it is the pillar of faith and the basis of affairs.
23. The best patience is longanimity.

24. The strongest resource for [facing] difficulties is patience.

25. The best patience is during the bitter pain of tragedy.

26. The best patience is abstaining from that which is loved [but prohibited].

27. The best asset is patience in difficulty.

28. The action with most praiseworthy results is patience.

29. Verily patience is a virtue except if it is [when others are patient] concerning you, and apprehension is bad except if it is over you; verily the affliction [we suffer] by your loss is great whereas [the hardships]
before you and after you are insignificant [in comparison]. 1

29 - إنَّ الصَّبَر لَجَميلٌ إِلاَّ عَنكَ، وإنَّ الجَزُع لَقَبِيعٌ إِلاَّ عَليكَ، وإنَّ المُصَاب بِكَ لَجَليلٌ، وإنَّ فَيْتُكَ وَبَعْدَكَ لَجَليلٌ.

30. Patience is a foundation [for other good actions].

31. Patience is an elevation; agitation is degradation.

32. Patience is a means of repelling [adversities].

33. Patience is a victory; haste [and impatience] is a danger.

34. Patience fights off mishaps.

35. Patience is the cornerstone of faith.
36. Patience is the shield against poverty.

37. Patience is the fruit of conviction.

38. Patience makes tragedy easier to bear.

39. Patience purges calamity.

40. Patience is the fruit of faith.

41. Patience is an asset for [facing] affliction.

42. Patience is the guarantor of success.
43. Patience is the symbol of [divine] succour.

44. Patience is more repelling for affliction[s].

45. Patience constrains the enemies.


47. Patience is an aide in every affair.

48. Patience is the best of assets.

49. Patience is the strongest vestment.
50. Patience is a riding mount that does not stumble.

51. Patience is the most helpful thing in [facing the hardships of] one’s lifetime.

52. Patience is the best of the believer’s soldiers.

53. Judiciousness and excellence lie in patience.

54. Patience in the face of suffering leads to the gaining of opportunity.

55. Patience descends [in proportion to] to the extent of the hardship.

56. Patience in times of difficulty is from the best endowments.
57. Patience in hardship blunts the edge of the one who rejoices in your suffering.

58. Patience is more repelling for harm.

59. If Allah tests you with some hardship, then be patient.

60. If you are patient, then in [the reward of] Allah there is a restoration [and recompense] from every hardship.

61. If you are patient then things will transpire as ordained and you will be rewarded, and if you are agitated then things will transpire as ordained and you will bear the burden of sin.

62. Either be patient like the freemen or else seek distraction [and forget] like the inept.

63. If you are patient, you will attain the stations of the virtuous through your patience, and if you become agitated, then your agitation will cause you to enter the fire of hell.
64. Either be patient like the honourable ones or else seek distraction like the animals.

65. Verily you will never attain that which you love from your Lord except by refraining from that which you desire.

66. Verily if you are patient in affliction, thankful in comfort and satisfied with the [divine] decree, you will gain the pleasure of Allah, the Glorified.

67. When you are patient in adversity, you blunt its edge.

68. Through patience, adversity is made lighter.

69. Through patience, [one’s legitimate] desires are realized.
70. Through patience, the loftiness of matters is attained.

71. Give glad tidings of success and victory to yourself when you are patient.

72. Dress yourself with patience and certainty, for these two are good provisions in [both] comfort and hardship.

73. The reward of patience takes away the sufferings of tribulation.

74. The reward for patience is the loftiest reward.

75. Good patience is the vanguard of victory.

76. Good patience is the basis of every affair.
77. Good patience is an aide in every matter.

78. Persevering patience is the symbol of success and victory.

79. May Allah have mercy on the person who makes patience the conveyance of his life and piety the provision for his death.

80. The cornerstone of faith is patience.

81. Your patience in [times of] hardship lightens the adversity and brings abundant reward.

82. Your patience in bearing agonies gains you opportunities.

83. Bid yourselves to patiently perform acts of worship and protect yourselves from the impurity of evil
deeds, [as a result] you will find the sweetness of faith.

84. Blessed is the one who makes patience the conveyance of his salvation and piety the provision of his death.

85. Per during patience is the quality of the virtuous.

86. Espouse patience in distress and tribulation.

87. Espouse patience and tolerance; for whoever espouses these two [qualities], adversities become easy for him [to bear].

88. Espouse patience, for indeed it is a protective fortress and the worship of those who possess certitude.

89. Espouse patience, for the intelligent one holds on to it and the ignorant one returns to it.
90. Espouse patience, for the judicious one holds on to it and the agitated one turns back to it.

91. It is during the first blow [of adversity] that the patience of the noble ones is seen.

92. During the descending of hardships and successive adversities, the excellence of patience becomes manifest.

93. In patience there is triumph.

94. In tribulation the excellence of patience is realized.

95. Sometimes patience becomes difficult [to come by].

96. It is seldom that one is patient yet he does not acquire [his objective].
96. قَلْ مَنْ صَبَرَ إِلَّا مَلِكٌ.

97. It is seldom that one is patient yet he does not become powerful.

98. It is seldom that one is patient yet he does not gain victory.

99. How many a lock has been opened with patience!

100. One who is not patient in his toiling [for earning his livelihood] has to be patient in destitution.

101. The patient one is never deprived of victory, even if it takes a long time [to come].

102. None bears the bitterness of truth except the one who is certain of its sweet [and pleasing] aftermath.

103. The affair of the patient one returns to the realization of his goal and reaching his aspiration.
104. With patience, there is no adversity.

105. There is nothing that gives a more praiseworthy result, or a more delightful consequence, or is more repelling for bad etiquette, or more helpful in realizing what is sought, than patience.

106. One who is patient is victorious.

107. One who is patient attains his aspiration.

108. One who seeks relief from patience is relieved by it.

109. Have sweet patience during the bitter affair.
110. The guarantor of succour is patience.

111. For every afflicted one there is [a refuge in] patience.

112. Reward will never be acquired until [the bitter pill of] patience is swallowed.

113. One who seeks relief from patience will never be deprived of succor.

114. One who is patient in the obedience of Allah will be granted [something] better than what he was patient with, by Allah, the Glorified.

115. Whoever arms himself with the shield of patience, calamities become easy for him [to bear].

116. One who remains patient throughout the long harassment [of people] has demonstrated true piety.
117. One who is patient in the trial of Allah, the Glorified, has fulfilled the right of Allah, has feared His chastisement and has hoped for His reward.

118. One who is patient honours himself, attains success with reward and obeys Allah, the Glorified.

119. One who clothes himself with patience and contentment gains power and nobility.

120. Whoever is patient in the obedience of Allah and refrains from His disobedience, then he is [indeed] a patient struggler.

121. One whose patience is prolonged, his breast becomes straitened.

122. One who sets foot upon the vessel of patience gains victory?

123. Patience during hardships is from the treasures of faith.
124. Patience in [times of] calamities is from the best judiciousness.

125. Patience during tribulation is one of the signs of good character.

126. He who is patient is not afflicted.

127. One who adopts patience does not fail.

128. Nothing obtains reward like patience does.

129. That which you abstain from is better than that which you delight in.

130. How good it is for a person to refrain from that which he desires!
131. Afflicted one, what has made you patiently bear your disease, and [what has] made you remain steadfast in the face of your hardships, and [what has] consoled you from weeping over yourself?

132. There is no stumbling with patience.

133. Discomforts are not repelled except by patience.

134. There is no aide better than patience.

135. Patience (or virtue) is not realized except by experiencing the pain of going against what one is accustomed to [and enjoys].

136. With patience, judiciousness is strengthened.
137. The bitterness of patience bears the [sweet] fruit of victory.

138. The bitterness of patience is removed by the sweetness of victory.

139. How good a supporter patience is!

140. How good a succor patience is during tribulation!

141. The one who wears the garment of piety and certitude is [truly] guided.

142. Do not make haste in that which Allah has not hastened for you.

143. There is no faith like patience.
144. Whoever is patient, his hardship becomes easy [to bear].

144- من صبر هانت مصيبته.

145. Whoever is patient, his torment is lightened.

145- من صبر خفت محنته.

146. One who is not saved by patience, is destroyed by agitation.

146- من صبر على النكبة كان لم ينكب.

147. One who remains patient with the bitter harassment [of people] has demonstrated true piety.

147- من لم ينجى الصبر أهلكة الجزع.

148. One who remains patient on the path of al-Khidam to the Oblied has demonstrated the path of the righteous.

148- من صبر على مر الأذى أبان عن صدق التقوى.

1. Imam 'Ali ('a) said this at the burial of the Holy Prophet (s).

Young Children- الصبيان

1. Teach your young children [how to perform the ritual] prayer and make them accountable for it when they reach puberty.

1- علموا صبيانكم الصلاة و خذوهم بها إذا بلعوا الحلم.
1. Good health is the more salubrious of the two delights.

2. Good health is the best blessing.

3. With good health, enjoyment becomes complete.

4. With good health, there is delight in the taste [of food].

5. The alms-tax of good health is striving in the obedience of Allah.

6. Are the people who are enjoying the vitality of good health awaiting anything other than the afflictions of illness?!

7. Good health and gluttony do not go together.
8. Good health is not attained except through a good diet.

The Chest - الصدر

1. The chest is the guard of the body.

Charities - الصدقات

1. Charity is the greater of the two gains.

2. Charity is the better of the two reserves.

3. Charity brings down mercy.

4. Charity repels tribulation and calamity.
5. Verily you are more in need of spending [in charity] that which you earn than [you are of] earning that
which you amass.

6. When you become penniless then do business with Allah through charity.

7. Through charity, death gets deferred.

8. The blessing of wealth is in charity.

9. Safeguard yourselves through charity.

10. The best charity is that which is given most secretly.

11. Foster your faith with charity.
12. Groom yourselves with piety and cure your sick with charity.

13. Charity given in secret expiates wrongdoings and charity given openly is a means of increasing wealth.


15. Give charity and you will be saved from the vileness of parsimony.

16. Expiate your sins and endear yourselves to your Lord through charity and keeping ties with your near relatives.

17. Charity is a treasure.
18. Charity protects one from falling into evil.

19. Charity is the best means of attaining closeness [to Allah].

20. Charity is the best of virtuous deeds.

21. Charity is a valuable treasure.

22. Charity given secretly is from the best righteous actions.

23. Charity protects.

24. Make your weights [of good deeds] heavy with charity.
1. Truthfulness is the strongest column of faith.

2. Truthfulness is the pillar of Islam and the column of faith.

3. Truthfulness is the cornerstone of faith and the adornment of the human being.

4. Truthfulness is the beauty of a human being and the column of faith.

5. Be truthful and you will be successful.

6. Adopt truthfulness and trustworthiness for indeed these are the two traits of the righteous.

7. Espouse truthfulness even if you fear harm may come of it, for indeed this is better for you than the lying from which benefit is expected.
8. Seek benefit from truthfulness in every situation and you will gain; keep away from evil and dishonesty, and you will remain safe.

9. Be truthful in your words, be sincere in your actions and purify yourselves with piety.

10. The most sublime thing is truthfulness.

11. The best honesty is fulfilling your promises.

12. The best honesty is fulfilling your promise and the best generosity is exerting yourself [in helping others].

13. Truthfulness is a means [of attaining success].
14. Truthfulness is trustworthiness; dishonesty is a betrayal.

15. Truthfulness saves [one from hardship].

16. Honesty is a merit; dishonesty is a vice.

17. Honesty is [a means to] success; dishonesty is a cause of disgrace.

18. Truthfulness is an elevation.

19. Honesty is the trust of the tongue.

20. Truthfulness is the brother of justice.
21. Honesty is the language of truth.

22. Truth is the best speech.

23. Truthfulness is the life of God-wariness.

24. Truth is the soul of speech.

25. Truthfulness is the garb of religion.

26. Truthfulness is the garb of certitude (or of the God-wary).

27. Truthfulness is the cornerstone of religion.
28. Truthfulness is a refuge and an honour.

29. Truthfulness is the most successful evidence.

30. Salvation is with the truth.

31. Honesty is the manifested truth.

32. Truth is the noblest (or the best) narration.

33. Honesty is the garb (or the language) of truth.

34. Truth is the best foundation (or the best informer).
35. Truthfulness is the perfection of nobility.

36. Truth is the uprightness of everything.

37. Truthfulness is the most honourable characteristic of one who has conviction.

38. Truthfulness is the best asset.

39. Truthfulness is the trust of the tongue and the ornament of faith.

40. Truthfulness is the correspondence of speech with divine dispensation.

41. Through truthfulness, salvation is attained.
42. Through truthfulness, magnanimity becomes complete.

43. By truthfulness, words become adorned.

44. By honesty and loyalty, magnanimity becomes complete for its possessor.

45. The cornerstone of faith is truthfulness.

46. Two things are the basis of religion: honesty and certainty.

47. The truthfulness of a man is to the extent of his magnanimity.

48. Adopt truthfulness, for it is the best foundation.
49. Adopt truthfulness, for whoever is truthful in his speech, his status is elevated.

50. The end result of truthfulness is salvation and security.

51. Truthfulness has diminished among the people and dishonesty has become abundant; love is been expressed by [people with their] tongue while they hate each other with their hearts.

52. For everything there is an adornment and the adornment of speech is truthfulness.

53. For [the speaker of] truth there is benefit.

54. Let the most trustworthy of people in your estimation be the one who is most truthful in his speech.

55. Let your recourse be to the truth, for indeed truth is the best companion.
56. If things were to be differentiated from each other, honesty would be with courage and cowardice would be with dishonesty.

57. A goodly mention is better for a person than the wealth that he bequeaths to the one who does not praise him.

58. One who speaks the truth becomes successful.

59. Whoever is known for his truthfulness, his lies are [also] accepted.

60. Whoever turns aside from truth, his path becomes narrow.

61. One whose speech is truthful, his loftiness is increased.
62. How truthful is a person’s testimony against himself and what witness is there against him better than his own deeds?! A man is not recognized except by his knowledge, just as a strange tree is not known except when it bears fruit, thus the fruits are evidence of its origins. The excellence of every person is known by his merit, and thus the honourable one is distinguished by his morals and the vile one is disgraced by his wickedness.

63. Do not tell the truth to one who responds to your truth by denying [and belying] it.

64. There is no interpreter clearer than the truth.

65. There is no report better than the truth.

66. There is no way that is more rescuing than the truth.

67. He who argues with [the support of] truth is not defeated.
67. لا يَغْلَبُ مَنْ يَحْتَجُّ بِالصَّدِّيقِ.

68. Truth is the best narration.

69. The truth saves you, even if you fear it.

70. The least of things [required for salvation] is truthfulness and trustworthiness.

1. Or in another reading: Do not believe the one who responds to your truth by his denial.

The Truthful– الصادق

1. Verily the truthful one is honoured and dignified, and indeed the liar is abased and humiliated.

2. The truthful one is honoured and dignified.

3. The truthful one is on the highest rank of salvation and honour.
3. أصداق على شرف منجاة وكرام.

4. Many a truthful one who informs you about [a matter of] this world may be deemed a liar by you.

4. رَب صادِق مِن خَبِير الدُّنيا عِندك مُكَذّب.

5. Be truthful and you will become loyal.

5. كُن صادِقا تَكن وَفِيَا.

6. One who is truthful improves his religiousness.

6. مَن صَدِق أَصْلَح دِينَتُهُ.

7. One who is always truthful will not be deprived of honour.

7. مَن كان صَدوقا لَمْ يَعْمِد الكَرَامَة.

8. One whose language is truthful, his proof becomes strong.

8. مَن صَدِقَت لهَجَته قَوِيَت حَجَتَه.

9. One whose language is truthful, his proof is correct.

9. مَن صَدِقَت لهَجَته صَحِحَت حَجَتَه.

10. One who is truthful is saved.
11. The truthful one achieves with his honesty what the liar cannot achieve with his deception.

12. The truthful one earns three things with his honesty: the virtue of being considered reliable, becoming beloved and being revered.

Change of Circumstances-

1. It is during the change of circumstances that the [real] gems among the people are known.

The Rigid-

1. The rigid [and difficult person or issue] may become soft.

Welfare of the Believers-

1. Devote yourself to [working for] the welfare of the believers and pious ones.
1. One who is dutiful with Allah, the Glorified, does not spoil [his relationship] with anyone.

2. If your zeal for reforming the people becomes heightened, then begin with yourself; for indeed your pursuit for the righteousness of others while you are [yourself] corrupt, is the greatest flaw.

3. How can one who does not reform himself reform others?!
3. How does one encourage for it or not encourage it?!

4. Rectify when you have corrupted and complete [your good act] when you have done good.

Vainglory

1. The worst disease is vainglory.

2. Many a [show of ostentation and] vainglory brings about loss.

Prayer and one who stands for Prayer

1. Prayer is the better of the two means of [attaining] nearness [to Allah].

2. Prayer is a fortress [that protects] from the influences of Satan.

3. Prayer is the fortress of the all-Merciful and the instrument for expelling Satan.

5. When one of you stands to perform prayer, then let him pray the prayer of one who is bidding farewell (i.e. he should assume that it is the last prayer he will perform in his lifetime).

6. And prayer [was prescribed] as a purification from arrogance.

7. How many of those who stand [to perform prayer] have nothing in their prayer but [physical] effort.

8. If the one who offers prayer knew how much divine mercy is descending upon him, he would surely not raise his head from prostration.

9. I am not worried by a wrongdoing in which I am given time so that I can offer two units of prayer [and seek forgiveness].
Silence

1. Silence covers you with dignity and suffices as your provision for seeking pardon.

2. Be silent and you will remain safe.

3. Espouse silence and your thoughts will remain hidden (or will become illuminated).

4. Remain silent in your lifetime and your affair will become lofty.

5. Espouse silence, for the least of its benefits is safety.

6. Espouse silence and you will be accompanied by safety and security; espouse contentment and you will be accompanied by prosperity and honour.

7. Espouse silence and be patient with contentment for the little provision [that you have], [and as a result] you will become great (or your will overcome) in your world and will become great in your Hereafter.
8. The best silence is that which prevents [one] from error.

9. Remaining silent when speech is inappropriate is more praiseworthy than eloquence.

10. Silence is dignity and idle talk is disgrace.

11. Silence is a means of deliverance.

12. Silence is the garden of contemplation.

13. Silence is the sign of forbearance [and judiciousness].

14. Silence is dignity and safety.
15. Silence without contemplation is dumbness.

16. Silence is the sign of nobility and the fruit of intelligence.

17. Silence is the adornment of knowledge and the symbol of forbearance [and judiciousness].

18. If there is eloquence in speech, then in silence there is safety from blunder.

19. Only the one who is capable of giving a reply [but does not do so] can be called ‘silent’; otherwise ‘inarticulate’ is more appropriate a description.

20. When you speak a word, it controls you but when you withhold it, you control it.

21. Through silence, reverence increases.
22. Sometimes silence is more eloquent than speech.

23. The cause of safety is silence.

24. Silence that is results in your safety is better than speech that is results in your reproach.

25. Silence that covers you with honour is better than speech that earns you regret.

26. Silence that earns you reverence is better than words that drape you with disgrace.

27. Silence, the result of which is praised, is better than speech whose consequence is dispraised.

28. Your remaining silent until you are requested to speak is better than your speaking until you are requested to become silent.
28. صمتك حتى تستنطق بأجمل من نطقك حتى تسكت.

29. The silence of the ignorant person is his covering.

29. صمتُ الجاهل ستره.

30. Blessed is the one who remains silent except from the remembrance of Allah.

30. طوبي لمن صمت إلا من ذكر الله.

31. Cling to silence, for it keeps you safe and saves you from regret.

31. علّيك بلزموم الصمت فإنه يلزمك السلامة، ويومك النامة.

32. The veil of wrongdoing is silence.

32. غطاء المساوي الصمت.

33. Increased silence earns you reverence.

33. كثرة الصمت تكسبك الوقار.

34. Be a person of much silence without being inarticulate, for indeed silence is the embellishment of the scholar and the cloak [that hides the ignorance] of the ignorant.

34. كن صمتاً من غير غي، فإن الصمت زينة العالم وستر الجاهل.

35. One who maintains silence is safe from reproach.
36. One who maintains silence is safe from aversion [and hatred of others].

37. Whoever restrains himself from excessive speech, the people bear witness to his intelligence.

38. One who remains silent is safe.

39. How good a companion of forbearance silence is!

40. There is no forbearance like silence.

41. There is no worship like silence.

42. There is no reverence like silence.
43. There is no guardian that is more protective than silence.

44. There is no treasurer [and protector of secrets] better than silence.

45. There is no benefit in remaining silent from wisdom just as there is no good in speaking falsehood.

46. There is no good in remaining silent from the truth just as there is no benefit in speech with ignorance.

47. One who remains safe by being silent is like the one who derives benefit by speaking.

**Hardships**

**المصائب**

1. The severest of hardships is [having] evil offspring.
2. Hardships are the key to reward.

2. المَصَائدُ مِفتاحُ الأَجْرِ.

3. Reward with Allah, the Glorified, is to the extent of the hardship undergone.

3. النُّوابُ عِندَاللّه سُبُحَانَهُ وَتَعالَى عَلَى قَدْرِ المُصَابِ.

4. The hardship of [lacking] patience is the greatest of hardships.

4. المَصِيبَةُ بِالصَّبَرِ أَعْظَمُ المَصَائدِ.

5. Hardships are divided equally among the creatures.

5. المَصَائدُ بِالسَّوْيَةِ مَقْسَومةً بَيْنَ الْبَرَّةِ.

6. Hardship in religion is the greatest of hardships.

6. المَصِيبَةُ بِالدِّينِ أَعْظَمُ المَصَائدِ.

7. The reward for [bearing] hardship is greater than the extent of the hardship [itself].

7. النُّوابُ عَلَى المَصِيبَةِ أَعْظَمُ مِنْ قَدْرِ المَصِيبَةِ.

8. Indeed you are the target of calamities and the object of sicknesses.

8. إنْكُمْ هَدْفُ النَّوَائِبِ، وَذَرِيَّةُ الأَسْقَامِ.
9. At times, tribulation may abase [a person].

10. When you see that Allah, the Glorified, is continuously testing you [with hardships], then [know that] He has woken you [from your slumber of negligence].

11. When hardships distance themselves, solace draws near.

12. When you see your Lord continually testing you [with hardships] then be grateful to Him.

13. When you fear the difficulty of an affair then be firm against it, it will yield to you; and deceive time about its calamities, it will become easy for you.

14. When tribulations come to you then sit and accept them, for indeed your standing up and confronting them will only aggravate them.

15. When adversity takes you by surprise, then seek refuge in patience and in seeking assistance [from
15. If calamity befalls you, treat it with patience and perseverance.

16. Through discomforts, Paradise is attained.

17. Through calamities, happiness is spoiled.

18. The harm that one faces in calamity is to the extent of [the loftiness of] one’s rank.

19. It is with great difficulty that lofty ranks and perpetual bliss are attained.

20. The trial of a man is proportionate to his faith and religion.

21. The tribulation of a man is in his submission to avarice and [false] and hope.
22. Reward descends in proportion to the hardship [that one bears].

23. Three things are from the greatest tribulations: a very large family, an overwhelming loan and unrelenting sickness.

24. The reward for hardship is proportionate to the patience exhibited in it.

25. Continual strife is from the greatest tribulations.

26. Sometimes you may be the cause of your own misfortune.

27. To the extent of the hardship, there is reward.

28. Every time the value of a thing that is competed becomes great, the difficulty of losing it increases.
29. One who does not prepare himself to confront hardships [with patience and supplication], the hardships befall him [while he is unprepared for them].

30. One who starts complaining about the hardship that has befallen him is actually only complaining against his Lord.

31. One who turns his attention away from this world, hardships become easy for him [to bear].

32. One who hits his hand on his thigh in times of hardship has nullified his reward.

33. One who exaggerates small hardships, Allah tries him with great ones.

34. One who faces successive calamities acquires the merit of patience through them.

35. One of the greatest hardships for the virtuous is having to socialize with the wicked.
36. How great is the hardship in this world when accompanied by the severe indigence of tomorrow (i.e. the Hereafter)!

37. A hardship that befalls others and has reward for you is better than the hardship that befalls you while its reward and recompense is for others.

38. A hardship from which good is expected is better than a blessing for which gratitude is not expressed.

39. Be happy with tribulation and pleased with affliction [as you will gain great reward for it].

40. The worst of adversities are those in which there is no reckoning [and recompense].

41. Verily great reward accompanies great trials; so when Allah, the Glorified, loves a community, He tries them.
42. The one who exposes himself to affliction puts himself in danger.

43. Tribulation follows behind ease [and comfort].

44. Many a person is shown sympathy for an affliction that is [actually] his cure.

45. Many a person who is afflicted is made stronger by his affliction.

46. The distress of tribulation [one faces] is proportionate to the blessings [one receives].

47. Tribulation may come suddenly.

48. Every tribulation other than the fire [of hell] is [a means to] wellbeing.
49. For every heart there is anguish.

49. لكلٍّ كبّد حُرِقةً.

50. When you are tested, be patient.

50. إذا أبتلعتَ فاصبرً.

51. How many a person is tested with blessings!

51. كمٌ من مبتلٍّ بالنعمة.

52. How many a person is blessed through tribulation!

52. كمٌ من معنٍّ عليه بالبلاء.

53. Do not consider yourself secure from tribulation in your times of safety and comfort.

53. لا تأمن من البلاء في أمنك ورخايك.

The one who hits the mark and the one who errs - المصيب والخطئ

1. The one who hits the mark, achieves and the one who errs, loses.

1. المُصيبُ واجدٌ، المخْطَئُ فاقدٌ.

2. Being right is [a means of] safety, erring is [a cause of] reproach and haste is [a reason for] regret.
3. To everyone who shoots hits the mark.

Correctness

1. Correctness is [performing] the most appropriate action.

2. Correctness is one of the branches of deliberation.

3. Increased correctness points to abundant intelligence.

4. One who strives for correctness becomes successful.

5. When the answer is overcomplicated, correctness is negated.
Countenance

1. Good countenance is the beginning of felicity.

2. A good countenance is an apparent beauty.

3. A beautiful countenance is the first of the two felicities.

Fasting

1. Fasting is one of the two means to good health.

2. Fasting on the ‘luminous days’ (i.e. on the 13th, 14th and 15th) of every [lunar] month raises the stations and magnifies the rewards.

3. Fasting of the heart from thinking about sins is better than fasting of the stomach from food.
4. Fasting of the soul from the pleasures of this world is the most beneficial fasting.

5. Fasting of the body means restraining oneself from food willfully and by choice, out of fear of punishment and out of desire for reward and recompense.

6. Fasting of the soul means restraining the five senses from all the sins and emptying the heart of all the motives of evil.

7. Fasting of the heart is better than fasting of the tongue, and fasting of the tongue is better than fasting of the stomach.

8. And fasting [has been prescribed] as a test of the sincerity of the people.

9. How many of those who are fasting gain nothing from their fast but thirst!
Giving Examples and using metaphors

ضرب الأمثال وصرف الأقوال

1. In order to derive lessons, examples are given.

2. For people who take lesson, examples are given.

3. For people of understanding speech becomes figurative.

4. Metaphors are given for the people of intellect and insight.

Laughter

الضحك

1. The best [form of] laughter is a smile.

2. The excessive laughter of a man corrupts his dignity.
3. Excessive laughter alienates the companion and disgraces the leader.

4. One whose laughter increases, his reverence decreases.

5. One whose laughter increases, his heart dies.

6. One whose laughs excessively is regarded as being low.

7. Do not show your teeth [in laughter] while you have done such shameful deeds.

8. Never laugh too much such that your reverence is lost; and do not joke [too much] thereby [resulting in your] being taken lightly.

Suffering

1. Sometimes suffering may last [for long].
1. قد يَذًوُم الضرُّ.

2. One who discloses his suffering to the people torments himself.

**Necessities-**

1. The necessities of [dire] conditions lower the necks of men.1

2. The necessities of [dire] conditions take one towards embarking on terrible deeds.

3. The plight of poverty impels one towards a despicable affair.

1. Meaning it causes them to get humiliated.

**Weakness-**

1. When you become weak, then be weak in the disobedience of Allah.
2. Be from among those who are neither overcome by violence nor affected by weakness.

>Error and deviation

1. The most destructive thing is persistent deviation.

2. How many a deviation has been embellished by a verse from the Book of Allah just as a bronze dirham is embellished by a coat of silver.

3. It is enough of an error for a person to command others to do what he does not do [himself] and forbids them from that which he does not refrain from.

4. For every deviation there is a cause.

5. What is there after truth except error?
Inner Consciences

1. Healthy consciences are more truthful witnesses than eloquent tongues.

2. The soundness of consciences is from the best provisions.

3. When sincerity is achieved the consciences are illuminated.

Hospitality

1. Honor your guest even if he is ignoble; and stand up from your sitting place for your father and your teacher, even if you are a ruler.

2. Hospitality is the cornerstone of magnanimity.

Agony
1. For every agony there is a way out.

١. لِكُلٍّ ضَيْقٍ مَّخْرَجٌ.

2. No agony intensifies but that Allah brings its relief closer.

٢. مَا اسْتَنَدَ ضَيْقٌ إِلَّا قَرَبَ اللَّهُ فَرَجَهُ.

Jubilation-الطْرَبُ

1. Many a time jubilation turns into rage.

١. رَبُّ طَرَبٍ يَغْوُدُ بِالْحَرَبِ.

The way and the course-الطريق والطريقَة

1. Blessed is the one who embarks on the way of the honorable and sticks to the highway of illumination [and truth]; and [one who] is infatuated with the Hereafter and turns away from this world.

١. طُوْبِي لِمَنْ رَكِبَ الطَّرَايْقَةَ الْغَرَاءَ، وَلَزِمَّ المَحْجُوَّةَ الْبَيْضاءَ وَتَولَّهُ بالآخِرَةِ، وَأَعْرَضَ عَنِ الدُّنْيَا.

2. Indeed, the highway of truth has been made manifest for those who seek it.

٢. قد وضَحْتَ مَحْجُوَّةَ الحَقِّ لِطَلَّابِهَا.

3. They have indeed been given time to seek deliverance and have been guided to the clear course.
3. One who deviates from the clear tracks ends up following the courses of destruction.

4. One who slips from the highway of the course falls into the perplexity of narrowness.

5. One who deviates from the clear highway drowns in the depths of the sea.

6. Hold back from [traversing] a path when you fear its deviation.

7. Adopt the way of steadfastness, for indeed it will earn you honour and save you from reproach.

8. Take to the highway of illumination [and truth] and follow it, otherwise Allah will replace you with others.

9. Whoever deviates from the truth, good becomes evil for him and evil becomes good, and he gets
intoxicated with the intoxication of misguidance.

10. من زاغ ساءت عنده الحسنات، وحسنات عنده السينه، وسكر السلاطه.

11. Do not permit your selves to take you into the paths of the oppressors.

Food and sustenance-الطعام والقوة

1. Food is eaten and shared with three groups [in three situations]: alongside brothers with happiness, alongside the poor with selflessness and alongside the children of this world with magnanimity.

2. How bad a food the forbidden [food] is!

3. How bad a sustenance consuming the wealth of orphans is!

4. Few are those who increase their consumption of food and don’t fall ill [because of it].
5. Seldom does one increase his consumption of excess foods without getting afflicted by sicknesses.

6. Eating less food is more honorable for the soul and makes good health last longer.

7. Eat citron before food and after it as the progeny of Muhammad (s) do this.

8. Whoever eats less, his aches [and ailments] are reduced.

9. Whoever consumes less, [the burden of] his sustenance is lightened.

10. One who sows in himself the love of different types of food, reaps the fruit of a variety of maladies.

11. Decrease your [consumption of] food and your ailments will reduce.
Feeding Others–الإطعام

1. When you feed [someone] then satiate him.

1. إذا أطَعَمْتَ فَاشْبِعْ.

2. That which you have eaten has gone, but what you have fed to others spreads [like a pleasant fragrance].

2. ما أكْلَتْهُ رَاحٌ، وَما أطَعَمْتُهُ فَاجَ.

Criticism–الطعن

1. Beware of being critical of the people while going easy on yourself, thereby rendering your sin grave and being deprived of reward.

1. إِيَّاكَ أَن تَكُونَ عَلَى النَّاسِ طَايِعاً، وَلَنْنَفِسَكَ مُدَاهِنَا، فَتَعْظَمْ عَلَيْكَ الحُبْوَةَ، وَتَحْرُمْ المُهْبَوَةَ.

Obedience and compliance–الطاعة والانقیاء والمطیع

1. bey [Allah] and you will benefit.

1. أطِعْ تَغْنِمَ.

2. Obey [Allah] and you will gain.

2. أطِعْ تُرِيحٌ.
3. Obey Allah in all you affairs, for indeed obedience to Allah is superior to everything; and espouse piety.

4. Obey Allah, the Glorified, in every situation, and do not empty your heart of His fear and His hope even for a split second, and always seek forgiveness [from Him].

5. Obey the one who is above you and the one who is under you will obey you; rectify your inner self and Allah will rectify your outer state.

6. Obey Allah in accordance with what His Prophets have commanded you.

7. Respond to the calls of the Prophets of Allah and submit yourselves to their commands and be obedient to them, [as a result] you will be included in their intercession.

8. Beware of being missed by your Lord in His worship, or being seen by Him in His disobedience thereby making Him displeased with you.
9. Achievement of goodness is through maintaining obedience.

10. Obedience and virtuous actions are the two profitable trades.


12. The best [act of] obedience is renunciation of worldly pleasures.

13. The one who is the most sincere well-wisher for himself is he who is most obedient to his Lord.

14. The best obedience is relinquishing the [worldly] pleasures.

15. The most beloved of servants to Allah is the most obedient of them to Him.
16. The most deserving of Allah’s mercy among the people are those who are most steadfast in His obedience.

17. The most deserving of obedience is one from whom you cannot find any escape and the one whom you cannot turn down.

18. The most deserving of [obedience from] those whom you obey is the one who orders you to [maintain] piety and forbids you from [following] vain desires.

19. Verily the true friend of Muhammad, peace be upon him and his progeny, is one who obeys Allah even if his close relatives distance themselves from him [because of it].

20. Verily Allah, the Glorified, has made obedience an advantage for the sagacious when the incapable ones fall short.

21. Obedience saves and disobedience destroys.
22. Obedience is compliance.

23. Obedience is the most protective of accoutrements.

24. Obedience is the prize (or endeavor) of the sagacious.

25. Obedience [to Allah] is a profitable trade.

26. Obedience is the longest lasting prestige.

27. Obedience is the prestige of the underprivileged.

29. Obedience is a mark of respect to the Imamate.

30. Obedience extinguishes the anger of the Lord.

31. He who adorns himself with obedience possesses honour.

32. Obedience to Allah is the strongest means [of attaining success in both worlds].

33. Obedience is the most protective (or most reliable) safeguard.

34. Verily I do not urge you to any obedience but that I practice it before you, and I do not forbid you from any disobedience except that I desist from it before you.
35. Verily if you obey Allah, He will save you and make your [final] abode good.

36. When acts of obedience diminish, wrongdoings increase.

37. Through obedience one draws nearer [to Allah].

38. Through obedience there is success.

39. By obedience Paradise is brought closer for the pious.

40. By [their] virtuous obedience, the righteous ones are known.

41. Seek intercession through the obedience of Allah and you will succeed.
42. Hold on to the obedience of Allah and He will bring your nearer [to Himself].

43. The fruit of obedience is Paradise.

44. The reward of Allah is for those who obey Him and His punishment is for those who disobey Him.

45. Devote yourself assiduously to obedience and rush towards performing righteous deeds, keep away from evil acts and make haste towards good acts, and keep away from doing what is forbidden.

46. Stop following [the path of] aggression and obduracy, and follow the path of obedience and submission [to Allah], [by this] you will be happy in the Hereafter.

47. Whoever embarks on [the ship of] obedience [to Allah], his port of call is Paradise.

48. Rush towards acts of obedience and race towards doing righteous actions, but if you fall short, then
be careful not to fall short in performing that which is obligatory.

48. سارعوا إلى الطاعات، وسابقوا إلى فعل الصالحات فإن قصرتم فأياكُم وأن تقصروا عن أداء الفرائض.

49. Blessed is the one who observes obedience to his Lord.

50. Blessed is the one who follows praiseworthy piety and opposes dispraised vain desires.

51. Blessed is he who follows the course of peace by the sight of the one who shows him the way and by obeying the guide who instructs him.

52. Blessed is the one who is successful in his obedience [to Allah], has a good character and safeguards the affair of his Hereafter.

53. Obedience to Allah, the Glorified, is not attained except by the one who strives [for it] and spares no effort [in attaining it].

54. Obedience to Allah is the key to [every] right action and the rectification of [every] corruption (or of
54. سَدَادٌ، وَصَلاَحٌ (كُلٌّ) قَسَّامٌ (مَعَادٍ).

55. Obedience to Allah, the Glorified, is the highest pillar and the strongest accoutrement.

56. The shade of Allah, the Glorified, in the Hereafter is spread out for the one who obeys Him in this world.

57. You must obey the One whom you cannot be excused for being ignorant about.

58. You must show obedience to Allah, the Glorified, for indeed obedience to Allah is superior to everything.

59. You must obey the one who commands you to religion [and the obedience of Allah] for verily he is guiding you and saving you [from chastisement in the Hereafter].

60. Obedience is proportionate to [one’s] intellect.
61. In obedience [to Allah] there are treasures of benefit.

62. The excellence of obedience makes one attain lofty stations.

63. And obedience [to the Imam was made obligatory] as a respect for the Imamate.

64. If Allah, the Glorified, had not given incentives for His worship, it would have still been obligatory to worship Him out of hope for His mercy.

65. One who obeys Allah, has sought [His] assistance (or has seen the truth).

66. Whoever seeks closeness to Allah through obedience, He grants him good gifts.

67. One who follows the path of obedience to Allah attains something greater [than what he would get by
67. من أُتَخَذَ طاعةُ اللهِ سَبِيلاً فَاَزِ فَبِالأَّتِ نِهِ أَعْظَمُ.

68. Whoever takes the obedience of Allah as his merchandise, profits come to him without any trade.

69. One who does not commence with sincere intention in his obedience [and worship] is not successful in gaining rewards.

70. One whose obedience increases, his honor increases.

71. From the best of deeds is acquiring [and performing] acts of obedience [and worship].

72. No adorner can adorn himself with anything better than obedience to Allah.

73. No commandment of Allah, the Glorified, that must be obeyed, comes but that it seems unpleasant [to the carnal soul].
74. Espousing obedience [to Allah] is the best accoutrement [for the Hereafter].

75. How good a means [of attaining closeness to Allah] obedience is!

76. He who has been granted success in obeying [and worshipping Allah] has [truly] gained success.

77. Guided is the one who obeys his Lord and fears his sins.

78. Protect yourselves from the chastisement of Allah by hastening towards obedience to Allah.

79. Do not apologize for an affair in which you have obeyed Allah, the Glorified, for this suffices as a [commendable] virtue.

80. There is no honour like obedience [to Allah].
81. There is no obedience to the creation in disobedience to the Creator.  

82. Every obedient one is honoured.

83. Be obedient to Allah, the Glorified, and delight in His remembrance, and when you are in a state of turning away from Him, picture Him approaching you. He is calling you to His forgiveness and covering you with His kindness.

84. One who obeys his Lord gains authority.

85. One who obeys his Lord gains success.

86. Whoever obeys Allah, his affair becomes lofty.
87. Whoever obeys Allah, his affair becomes elevated.

88. One who obeys Allah will never become wretched.

89. One who obeys Allah, the Glorified, becomes powerful and strong.

90. Whoever obeys Allah, the Glorified, his support becomes powerful.

91. One who obeys Allah, the Glorified, is not harmed by the resentful from among the people.

92. Whoever obeys Allah, He chooses him [to be among those who are close to Him].

1. Meaning that one must never obey anyone if it leads to disobeying Allah.

**Obeying commandments**

1. One who obeys your command has exalted your status.
1. من أطاع أمرك أجل قدرك.

The Tyrant- الطَّاغِي

1. How quick is the downfall of a tyrant!

The Seeker- الطَّالِب

1. A seeker may fail [to achieve what he seeks].

2. Every seeker is [himself] sought [by death].

3. Every seeker other than Allah is sought.

4. How many a seeker is deprived while the one who does not seek is granted [sustenance].

5. For the seeker who achieves what he seeks, there is delight in [his] accomplishment.
6. Not every seeker is granted [sustenance].

7. Whoever seeks a thing achieves it, or part of it.

8. Whoever seeks that which is in the possession of people, they debase him [for it].

9. One who seeks that which is impossible loses his quest.

10. Not every seeker fails.

**Matters that are pursued**

1. At times the matters that are pursued are regarded with displeasure.
2. Sometimes the matter that is pursued and [its] acquisition become difficult.

المطلوب

The sought after

1. At times that which is sought after is attained.

Covetousness

الطَّمْعِ والطَّامِعِ

1. Abasement, disgrace and wretchedness are in covetousness and greed.

2. Covetousness makes one enter [into difficulties and humiliation] but does not make him return from it; and it gives a guarantee but does not fulfil it.

3. The most destructive thing is covetousness.

4. The most harmful thing is covetousness.
5. The ugliest of traits is covetousness.

6. The worst thing is covetousness.

7. The root of avarice is covetousness and its fruit is reproach.

8. He who covers himself with covetousness has degraded himself.

9. The places where intellects become most deficient are under the flashes of greed.

10. Covetousness is harmful.

11. Covetousness is an affliction.
12. Covetousness is bondage.

13. Covetousness is indigence.

14. Covetousness humiliates while piety exalts.

15. Covetousness is the beginning of evil.

16. Covetousness is a besieging (or and evident) indigence.

17. Covetousness is a present humiliation.

18. With covetousness comes humiliation.

20. Covetousness is endless bondage.

21. Covetousness debases the commander.

22. If you give in to covetousness, it will destroy you.

23. Through avidities the necks of men are lowered [in humiliation].

24. How bad a companion of religion covetousness is!

25. The fruit of covetousness is wretchedness.
26. The fruit of covetousness is humiliation in this world and the Hereafter.

27. Abandon covetousness and greediness and cling to chastity and piety.

28. The abasement of men is in the things they covet and the passing away of lifetimes is in [following] the deceptions of [false] hopes.

29. The cornerstone of piety is abandoning covetousness.

30. Sometimes there is a false ambition for an unseen (or lost) hope.

31. Embarking on avidities cuts off the necks of men.

32. The cause of corruption of certitude is covetousness.
32. سبب فساد اليقين الطمع.
33. The cause of corruption of piety is covetousness.
34. Oppose covetousness with piety.
35. The servant of the coveted is enslaved and never gains his freedom.
36. He who instils covetousness in his soul has deceived it.
37. The corruption of religion is [caused by] covetousness.
38. Covetousness has been paired with humiliation.
39. One who trades covetousness for loss of hope [and desire for what others posses], the people will not treat him with contempt.
40. How good an aide of hope ambition is!

41. The trouble for religion is covetousness and its rectitude is [in] piety.

42. We seek Allah’s protection from lowly coveted things and the ambitions that are disliked [by Him].

43. Do not covet that which you do not deserve.

44. Never let covetousness enslave you and be averse [to the pleasures of this world].

45. Never let yourself covet that which is above your needs thereby letting it overcome you with the desire for more.

46. Do not let covetousness enslave you while Allah has made you free.
47. Nothing corrupts religion like covetousness.

48. There is no quality more abased than covetousness.

49. There is no humiliation greater than covetousness.

50. A little covetousness corrupts a lot of piety.


52. Freedom from the captivity of covetousness is [gained] by acquiring loss of hope [in people].

53. Covetousness is one of the two abasements.
54. One who clings to covetousness is deprived of piety.

55. Whoever takes covetousness as his attire, it makes him swallow failure repeatedly.

56. One who entertains the hope of [fulfilment of] false cupidity, the grant [which he receives] belies him.

57. One who does not purify his soul from the lowliness of the coveted has actually abased himself and shall be even more abased and disgraced in the Hereafter.

58. A little cupidity corrupts a lot of piety.

59. Excessive covetousness is the symbol of lack of piety.
60. One who is possessed by covetousness is humiliated.

61. One who clings to covetousness is deprived of piety.

62. One whose covetousness increases, his downfall becomes greater.

63. Every coveter is a prisoner [of his desires].

64. How many a coveter covets pardon.

65. One who covets becomes abased and undergoes hardship.

66. There is none more abased than a coveter.
67. The most indigent of people is the coveter.

68. The most humiliated of all people is the greedy, suspicious, coveter.

69. The coveter is forever abased.

70. The coveter is forever in the shackles of disgrace.

Haughtiness-

1. Whoever is haughty with his brothers, nobody will be sincere with him.

2. Whoever is haughty with people because of his authority, his authority will get stripped away.

3. Haughtiness is the language of error and ignorance.
4. Do not be haughty with the one whom you have not enslaved. 1

1. Meaning that one should not be haughty with those who are not his slaves.

Innermost thoughts - الطّوّية

1. One of the [great] tribulations is [having] evil inner thoughts.

Frivolity - الطّيّش


Victory - الظّفتر

1. Victory is [attained] by prudence, and prudence comes through experience.

2. The sweetness of victory effaces the bitterness of patience.
3. The alms-tax of victory is benevolence.

4. He who has been vanquished by sin has not gained victory.

6. The key to victory is remaining patient.

7. Never become vain because of [your] victory, for indeed you are not safe from the victory of time over you.

8. There is no victory for the one who has no patience.

9. Victory is the intercessor of the guilty.
Injustice and Oppression

1. In times of injustice, remember the justice of Allah with you and when you are powerful, [recall] the power of Allah over you.

1. أَنْذِرُ عَنْ الظَّلْمِ عَدَلَ اللهِ فِيكُ، وَعَنْدَ الْقُدرَةِ قُدُرَّةَ اللهِ عَلَيْكُّ.

2. Beware of oppression, for verily it brings [divine] retribution, dispels blessings and causes changes in circumstances.

2. إِنْقِوا الْبَعْجِيٍّ فَإِنَّهُ يَجِلِبُ النَّقَمَ، وَيَسْلُبُ النَّعْمَ، وَيُوجِبُ الغَيْرَ.

3. Distance yourselves from injustice, for indeed it is the greatest of wrongdoings and the biggest of sins.

3. أَبْعَدُوا عَنْ الظَّلْمِ، فَإِنَّهُ أَعْظَمُ الْجَرَائِمِ، وأَكْبَرُ الْمَآثِرِ.

4. Keep away from injustice for whoever acts unjustly, his days are abhorred.

4. إِيَّاكَ وَالظَّلْمِ، فَمَنْ ظَلَّمَ كَرَهَتُ أَيَامُهُ.

5. Keep away from injustice, for indeed it will depart from the one whom you oppress and will remain upon you.

5. إِيَّاكَ وَالظَّلْمِ، فَإِنَّهُ يُزَوِّلُ عَمَنْ ظَلَّلَهُ، وَيَبْقَى عَلَيْكَ.

6. Keep away from oppression, for verily it hastens one’s downfall and causes tears [of regret and sorrow] to flow from the one who acts upon it. 1

6. إِيَّاكَ وَالبَيْعِيٍّ، فَإِنَّهُ يَعْجِلُ ّالصِّرَعَةَ، وَيَجِلُّ بِالعَاملِ بِهِ العِبْرَ.

الظلم والبغي-
7. Keep away from injustice, for it is the biggest sin; and verily the unjust will surely be chastised on the Day of Resurrection because of his injustice.

8. Keep away from oppression, for verily Allah hastens chastisement for the oppressor and sends down exemplary punishments upon him.

9. Avoid the downfalls of transgression, the disgraces of deceit and the arousal of the latent, reprehensible evil.

10. Know that injustice is of three kinds: the injustice that is not forgiven, the injustice that is not left [unquestioned], and the injustice that is forgiven without being questioned. As for the injustice that is not forgiven, it is the ascribing of partners to Allah as He, the Most High, says: ‘Verily Allah does not forgive that any partner should be ascribed to Him, but He forgives anything besides that to whomever He wishes’. As for the injustice that is forgiven, it is the injustice of a person to himself in committing some small sins. And as for the injustice that is not left unquestioned, it is the injustice of the people on one another. In this case the punishment is severe, not [simply] wounding with knives or striking with whips, rather it is a punishment in comparison to which all this seems small.
11. The most loathsome of traits is aggression.

12. The quickest thing is the downfall of an oppressor.

13. The vilest oppression is [that which is practiced] when one has power.

14. The vilest transgression is transgression against the intimate [friends].

15. The most loathsome injustice is your withholding the rights of Allah.

16. The most tyrannical person is he who oppresses the one who is fair to him.

17. The actions that are most effective in bringing chastisement are oppression and ingratitude for blessings.
18. Verily the evil that brings the quickest retribution is injustice.

19. Indeed the ugliness in injustice is equivalent to the beauty in justice.

20. Injustice is [the cause of divine] punishment.

21. Oppression takes away blessing.

22. Injustice brings [divine wrath and] chastisement.

23. Injustice has adverse consequences.

24. Oppression puts an end to blessings.
25. Injustice drives away blessings.


27. Injustice causes one to enter hellfire.

28. Oppression leads to destruction.

29. Injustice is the most wicked vice.

30. Injustice is the ruination of the populace.

31. Power is expunged by aggression.
32. Injustice has a series of destructive consequences.

33. Oppression is the quickest thing to be punished.

34. Injustice destroys homes.

35. Injustice destroys the one who practices it.


37. Injustice is a crime that cannot be forgotten.

38. Oppression causes the downfall of men and brings [their] deaths closer.
39. When power prompts you to be unjust to people, then remember the power of Allah, the Glorified, to punish you; and [recall the fact] that what you have brought upon them will depart from them while it will remain with you.

40. By injustice, blessings are removed.

41. By oppression, chastisement is brought down.

42. How bad an injustice is the injustice to one who is submissive!

43. How evil a provision for the Hereafter is oppressiveness to the servants [of Allah]!

44. Continued injustice takes away blessings and brings forth chastisement.

45. Remedy injustice with justice and cure poverty with alms and charity.
46. The cornerstone of ignorance is oppression.

47. One who embarks of injustice is met with ruin.

48. Whoever rides the mount of injustice, his mount will stumble with him.

49. The most evil characteristic of the souls is oppression.

50. Two things are such that one cannot be safe from their [evil] consequences: injustice and evil (or gluttony).

51. Counter oppression with justice.

52. Submission to tyranny causes destruction and annihilates the kingdom.
52. ٍطاعةُ الجَوْرِ تُوَجِّبُ الْهُلْكَ، وِتَأَنَّى عَلَى الْمُلْكِ.

53. Being unjust to the weak is the most grievous injustice.

54. Injustice to the one who has surrendered is the greatest crime.

55. Being unjust to the people corrupts one’s Hereafter.

56. One who oppresses the people has manifested his obdurate opposition to Allah, the Glorified.

57. The injustice of a man in this world is the symbol of his wretchedness in the Hereafter.

58. Injustice to orphans and widows brings down divine wrath and takes away the blessings from those who possess them.

59. In tyranny there is transgression.
60. The destruction of the populace is in tyranny.

61. How many a blessing has been removed by injustice!

62. Injustice is enough of a dispeller of blessing and an invoker of chastisement.

63. Oppression is sufficient for the removal of blessing.

64. There is nothing that is more summoning of the removal of blessing and the hastening of chastisement than remaining steadfast upon injustice.

65. One who is praised for injustice is being plotted against [and deceived].

66. One whose injustice is excessive, his regret is abundant.
67. Whoever unsheathes the sword of oppression [on the people], his head becomes its sheath.

68. One of the most grievous injustices is the injustice of [or against] the honourable ones.

69. Do not make the nobles desirous of your cruelty [in their favour over those who oppose them].

70. Do not stretch out your hand against one who is unable to stave it off from himself.

71. Never oppress one who has no helper except Allah.

72. Consider not the injustice of the one who is unjust to you as grave, for indeed his striving only harms himself and benefits you; and it is not the reward of one who pleases you that you should offend him.
73. There is no evil like injustice.

74. There is no victory with oppression.

75. He who does not refrain from oppressing people does not believe in the Hereafter.

76. One from whose oppression people are not safe is not safe from the punishment of Allah.

77. A man may sleep after the loss of a child but he will not sleep under [the yoke of] oppression.

78. Tyranny is one of the two destroyers.

79. Injustice makes the foot slip, takes away blessings and destroys nations.
80. Injustice in this world is ruination and in the Hereafter, [it is] destruction.

81. Keep away from tyranny, for indeed the tyrant will not [even] smell the fragrance of Paradise.

82. Tyranny brings negative consequences.

83. Tyranny is the antithesis of justice.

84. One whose violations increase, his exasperation [also] increases.

85. Oppression is an eraser [of good deeds].

86. Oppression brings the quickest punishment.
The unjust

1. he most unjust of men is one who establishes the practice of oppression and abolishes the practice of justice.

2. The unjust is blameworthy.

3. Punishment awaits the unjust.

4. On the Day of Judgment, the oppressor of the people will be afflicted, chastised and despoiled because of his injustice.

5. For every oppressor there is a reprisal.

6. For every oppressor there is a punishment that he cannot escape, and a downfall that will not pass him by.
6. لِكُلٍّ ظَالِمٍ عِقوَبَةٌ لَا تُضُرُّهُ، وَصَرُعَةٌ لَّا تُخطوَهُ.

7. For the unjust there is reprisal.

8. For the unjust there is a biting of his hand.  

9. There are three signs of the unjust among the people: being unjust to the one who is above him by disobedience, and to the one below him by overruling him, and supporting the faction of oppressors.


11. One who acts unjustly corrupts his affair.

13. One who is oppressive is destroyed by his oppression.

14. One who is unjust is annihilated by his injustice.

15. One who is unjust, his downfall is great.

16. One who oppresses, his destruction is hastened.

17. One who is unjust is ruined by his injustice.

18. One who is unjust, his life is broken [and shortened].

19. Whoever oppresses the servants of Allah, it is Allah who becomes his enemy instead of His servants.
20. Whoever oppresses the people, Allah becomes his adversary.

21. One who is unjust, his life gets broken and his injustice annihilates him.

22. The destruction of one who acts with oppression is hastened by Allah.

23. Whoever embarks on the clear path of injustice, his days are abhorred.

24. How close is chastisement to the unjust!

25. How great is the chastisement of the oppressor!

26. How great is the burden [of sin] of the one who is unjust and transgresses, and acts tyrannically and oppresses!
27. He who fears falling [into hellfire] does not act unjustly.

28. Far be it that an oppressor is saved from the punishment of Allah and the greatness of His wrath.

29. Even though Allah, the Exalted, gives time to the oppressor, His grasp will not spare him and He will ambush him on the passage of his way and the place where his saliva runs down.

30. The aggressive tyrant has many opponents and enemies.

31. For the oppressor there is downfall.

32. One who oppresses is crushed.

33. Woe be to the oppressors who transgress against the Fairest of all judges and the Knower of the inner thoughts of the hidden consciences.
34. The tyrant is hated and dispraised, even if nothing of his tyranny reaches his dispraiser, and the just one is the opposite of this.

35. The most oppressive of people is the one who considers his tyranny to be justice on his part.

36. The reign of a tyrant is from the contingent [and temporary] things.

37. There is no good in the rule of a tyrant.

38. The unjust transgressor is awaiting one of two chastisements [of this world or the Hereafter].

1. Referring to Q25:27 where Allah says: The day when the wrongdoer will bite his hand and say 'I wish I had followed the Apostle’s way!'
1. Beware of the cry of the oppressed, for verily he asks Allah for his right, and Allah, the Glorified, is more bountiful than that He should be asked for a right except that He grants it.

2. Verily the cry of the oppressed is answered by Allah, the Glorified, because he is asking for his right, and Allah is far greater than that He should deny a person his right.

3. When you see an oppressed person, then help him against the oppressor.

4. The oppressors of the oppressed are given respite by Allah, the Glorified, but are not overlooked.

5. At times the oppressed are assisted.

6. Be a helper for the oppressed and an enemy of the oppressor.

7. Whoever does not seek justice for the oppressed from the oppressor, his sins are magnified.
8. Whoever does not seek justice for the oppressed from the oppressor, Allah will take away his power.

9. How close is succour to the oppressed!

10. The oppressed does not prevail without a helper.

11. The day of the oppressed over the oppressor is [going to be] more severe than the day of the oppressor upon the oppressed.

12. The oppressed awaits reward [in the Hereafter].

Usurped rights-

1. In amassing the usurped rights [of the people] there is cessation [and loss] of power.
2. In [keeping] the usurped rights of the servants, there is amassing of sins.

Conjecture - الظنّ

1. The surmise of a believer is a divination.

2. The conjecture of a man is to the extent of his intellect.

3. The conjecture of a person is the measure of his intellect and his action is the truest witness about his origin.

4. The conjecture of the people of insight and intelligence is the closest thing to correctness.

5. One whose supposition [about others] is good, overlooks [their lapses].

6. One whose assumption [about others] is negative, scrutinizes.
7. One who thinks positively [about others], his intention becomes good.

8. One who thinks ill [of others], his innermost thoughts become evil.

9. One who thinks ill [of others], his imagination becomes evil.

10. When one thinks good of you, then prove his supposition to be true.

11. One who belies the evil assumption about his brother has a sound covenant [of brotherhood] and a relaxed heart.

12. One whose thoughts [about others] are negative assumes the disloyalty of the one who is not disloyal to him.
13. One who thinks ill of one who is not disloyal ends up thinking positively of that which is not so.

14. One who does not think positively of others alienates himself from everyone.

15. Little conjecture [and uncertainty] is [a means of falling into] doubt.

16. By Allah! Allah, the Glorified, will not punish a believer after he believes except because of his thinking ill [of others] and his bad character.

17. Do not think of a word that has been spoken by someone as evil while you find a possible positive meaning in it.

18. The one who thinks ill [of others] has no faith.

19. A servant does not think positively of Allah, the Glorified, but that Allah, the Glorified, is just as his positive thoughts are of Him.
20. One who thinks positively about people earns love from them.

21. Thinking ill of a virtuous person is the gravest sin and the ugliest injustice.

22. Thinking ill of one who is not disloyal stems from vileness.

23. Thinking ill corrupts matters and incites one to evils.

24. Thinking evil (of others) destroys the one who adopts it and saves the one who avoids it.

25. One who is overcome by negative thoughts leaves no room for reconciliation between him and his friend.

26. Thinking good of others lightens one’s grief and saves one from being shackled by sin.
27. Thinking positive of others is one of the best practices and most excellent allotments.

28. The positive thinking of a servant about Allah, the Glorified, is to the extent of his hope in Him.

29. Thinking positive is one of the best attributes and the most bountiful gifts.

30. Thinking positive means making your actions sincere and hoping that Allah will forgive your missteps.

31. One who thinks positively [about others] attains Paradise.

32. One who thinks positively of Allah, attains Paradise.

33. Be careful not to think negatively, for indeed thinking ill of others corrupts worship and increases the
burden [of sin].

33. إِبْرَاهِيمُ أَنْ تُسَيِّئُ الْظَّنَّ، فَإِنَّ سُوءُ الْظَّنِّ يَفْسِدُ العبَادَةَ، وَيُعْظِمُ الوُزْرَ.

34. Conjecture is suspicion.

35. Correct conjecture is from the qualities of the people of understanding.

36. Conjecture errs, but certainty is [always] right and does err.

37. The bane of religion is thinking ill [of others].

38. In an age when righteousness prevails over a people, if a person entertains an evil suspicion about another person from whom no evil has become evident, then he has been unjust and has transgressed.

39. In an age when corruption prevails over a people, if a man thinks positive of another man then he has put himself in peril.
39. إذا استولى الفساد على الزمان وأهوه ثم أحسَ السُئل رجلٌ برجِل فَقد غَرَر.

40. Thinking positive is a comfort for the heart and security for religion.

41. There is no faith with negative thinking.

42. Correct conjecture is one for the two [possible] views.

43. Cowardice, greediness and stinginess are evil characteristics that are brought together by thinking ill of Allah, the Glorified.

Support

1. The best [form of] help is giving support.

Precaution
1. How good a foresight precaution is!

2. The best equipage is precaution.

3. One who has the backing of Allah [and trusts in Him], his subjugation [by the enemy] becomes impossible.

4. The one who is precautionary may [also at times] get afflicted.

The Exteriors-

1. Uprightness of the exteriors is a symbol of the soundness of the inner consciences.

2. For every exterior there is a hidden interior that is like it, so one who’s exterior is good his interior is also good, and whoever has a bad exterior has a bad interior.
Lightness of one's burden-

1. In having a light burden there is inner peace and the safeguarding of [one’s] status.

Servitude-

1. One who fulfils the conditions of servitude deserves to be freed.

Worship and the worshipper-

1. Sincere worship means that a person [.puts his] hopes in none other than his Lord and fears nothing but his wrongdoing.

2. Reserve for yourself the best times and portions for that which is between you and Allah, the Glorified.

3. The best worship is contemplation.

4. The best worship is safeguarding the stomach and private parts [from the forbidden].
5. Worship is [a means to] success.

6. Continued worship is proof of success in attainment of prosperity.

7. The adornment of worship is humility [and submissiveness].

8. The probity of worship is [in] having trust in Allah.

9. The goal [and purpose] of worship is obedience.

10. In secluding oneself for the worship of Allah there are treasures of benefit.

11. He who makes his worship sincere succeeds in attaining prosperity.
12. Little that is practiced continually is better than [doing] a lot that makes one weary.

13. Little which is easy for you to act upon is better than a lot that is too heavy for you to bear.

14. Little that continues is better than a lot that is discontinuous.

15. How can one who does not abstain from lowly desires discover the delight of worship?

16. How can one who has not been aided by [divine granted] success derive joy in worship?

17. One who seeks nearness [to Allah] is not brought closer [to Him] by anything other than the worship of Allah.

18. The worshipper without knowledge is like the donkey that drives a mill, it moves round and round but...
does not depart from its place.

19. Verily a group worshipped Allah, the Glorified, out of desire [for reward] – that is the worship of the traders, and a group worshipped Him out of fear [of punishment] – that is the worship of the slaves, and a group worshipped Him out of gratitude – and that is the worship of the freemen.

Servants

1. When Allah loves a servant, he inspires him with the goodness of worship.

2. When Allah loves a servant, he makes trustworthiness beloved to him.

3. When Allah honours a servant, He occupies him with His love.

4. When Allah specially chooses a servant, He inspires him with [religious] devotion.

العباد

1. إنّ قَوْمٌ عَبَدُوا اللَّهَ سَبَحَانَهُ رَعْبًا فَتَلُكَ عِبَادَةُ الْبَيْدِ، وَقَوْمٌ عَبَدُوهُ رَهْبًا فَتَلُكَ عِبَادَةُ الْأَحْرَارِ.

2. ﺍﻟْﻬُمَّةُ ﺣُﺴْنَ الْعِبَادَةِ.

3. ﺍﻟْﻬُمَّةُ ﺣُﺴْنَ الْعِبَادَةِ ﺍﻹِﻣَﺎنَةُ.

4. ﺍﻟْهُمَّةُ ﺧُلْصَ اللَّهُ ﻋَبِداً ﺍﻟْهُمَّةُ الْدِّﻳَانَةُ.
5. When Allah chooses a servant he covers him with His awe.

6. When Allah loves a servant, He adorns him with tranquillity and forbearing.

7. When Allah loves a servant, He inspires him with truth.

8. When Allah honours a servant, He helps him to establish justice.

9. When Allah loves a servant, He makes him hate wealth and shortens his hopes.

10. When Allah loves a servant, He bestows him with a good heart and an upright character.

11. When Allah wishes good for a servant, He grants him a sound intellect and upright action.
12. When Allah wishes good for a servant, He safeguards his stomach and private parts from the unlawful.

13. When Allah wishes good for a servant, He inspires him with contentment and sets his wife right for him.

14. When Allah wishes good for a servant, He makes his stomach abstain from [unlawful] food and his private parts from that which is forbidden.

15. When Allah, the Glorified, wishes goodness for a servant, He inspires him to talk less, eat less and sleep less.

16. When Allah wishes good for a servant, He makes him learned in religion and inspires him with certitude.

17. When Allah wishes good for a servant, He inspires him with contentment, so he becomes satisfied with the minimum and covers himself with chastity [and abstinence from the unlawful].
18. When Allah wishes good for a servant, He inspires him with moderation and good management and keeps him away from mismanagement and wastefulness.

19. When Allah loves a servant, He inspires him with right guidance and makes him successful in His obedience.

20. He (‘a) praised a man saying: This is one whose peacefulness benefits and injustice is not feared from him. When he says, he does and when he put in charge, he is just.

21. He (‘a) said about the one whom he praised: He is the unfolder [and clarifier] of the obscure, the guide in vast deserts and the repeller of complex difficulties.

22. The best of servants is one who is delighted when he does good and when he does evil, he repents.

23. People are created by [Allah’s] power, raised up with constraint and made to die through pangs of death.
23. ٌعِبَادُ مُضْلُوعُونَ إِفْتِدَارًا، وَمُزَوِّبُونَ إِفْتِسَارًا، وَمُقَبِّضُونَ إِحْتِضَارًا.

24. If the servants were to stop when they are ignorant [about something], they would neither apostatize nor would they go astray.

25. When Allah humiliates (or abases) a servant, He denies him knowledge.

26. When Allah wants something bad for a servant, He makes wealth beloved to him and extends his [false] hopes.

28. When Allah, the Glorified, wishes to remove a blessing from a servant, the first thing that He alters [and takes away from him] is his intellect, and losing it is the most difficult thing for him.

29. Verily, one of the creatures most hated by Allah, the Exalted, is the man who has been left on his own [by Allah] and has strayed from the right path, moving on without a guide.

30. A servant is a servant, even if he is assisted by [divine] destiny.
31. The beauty of a servant is [in his] obedience.

Taking Lessons and Examples

1. Take lesson and you will be deterred [from evil].

2. Take lesson and you will become content.

3. Take lessons from [the lives of] those who preceded you before those who are after you take lessons from you.

4. Take counsel from the examples [of others], learn lessons from the changing situations and take benefit from the Warners.

5. Where are the ‘Amāliqa2 and the children of the ‘Amāliqa?
6. Where are the tyrants and the children of the tyrants?

7. Where are the people of the cities of Rass who killed the Prophets and extinguished the light of the Messengers?

8. Where are those who rallied the troops and inhabited the cities?

9. Where are those who said, “Who is more powerful than us and is greater in assemblage?”

10. Where are those who left the best heritage, were most just in their actions and had the biggest kingdoms?

11. Where are those who vanquished the armies and travelled in the thousands?
12. Where are those who built kingdoms, paved passages, and aided the aggrieved and hosted guests?

أين الذين شيدوا الممالك، ومهدوا المسالك، وأغاثوا المهلوف، وقرأوا الضيوف؟

13. Where is the one who strived and struggled, and prepared and mobilized [all possible resources]?

أين من سعى واجتهد، وأعد، واختصذ؟!

14. Where is the one who built and erected, paved and prepared, accumulated and counted?

أين من بنى وشيد، وفرش ومهد، وجمع وعد؟!

15. Where is Khosrau3 and Caesar and Tubba4 and Himyar5?

أين كسرى وقيصر ونبع وجمير؟!

16. Where is the one who stored and amassed, and accumulated wealth upon wealth thereby multiplying it?

أين من أخدر واعتقد، وجمع المال على المال فأكثر؟!

17. Where is the one who fortified and strengthened, and adorned and decorated?

أين من حصن وأكذ، وزخرف ونجذ؟!

18. Where is the one who accumulated and increased, and stored and amassed, and considered the future of his son?

أين من حصن وأكذ، وزخرف ونجذ؟!
18. ۱۸. - أَيْنَ مِنْ جَمَعَ فَأُكْثِرْ، وَاحْتَقَبْ وَاعْتَقْدَ، وَنَظَرَ بِزَعْمِهِ لِلْوَلَدَ؟!

19. Where are those who lived longer than you and left a greater heritage?

19. - أَيْنَ مِنْ كَانَ مِنْكُمْ أَطْوَلَ أُعْمَارًا وَأَعْظَمْ آثَارًا؟!

20. Where are the ones who were larger in numbers, had stronger armies and had greater effect?

20. - أَيْنَ مِنْ كَانَ أَعْدَدًا عَدَدًا، وَأَكْثَرَ (إِكْثَرَ) جَنُودًا، وَأَعْظَمْ آثَارًا؟!

21. Where are the kings and Khosraus?

21. - أَيْنَ الْمُلْوُكُ والْأَكْسَيْرَةُ؟!

22. Where are the children of the Yellow6 and the pharaohs?

22. - أَيْنَ بَنِو الْأَصْفَرِ والْفَرَاعِينَةُ؟!

23. Where are those who ruled the extremities of this world?

23. - أَيْنَ الْذِّينَ مَلَكُوا مِنَ الدُّنْيَا أَقْاصِبَهَا؟!

24. Where are those who used to humiliate their enemies and take possession of their forelocks [by enslaving them]?

24. - أَيْنَ الْذِّينَ أَسْتَدْلُوا الأَعْدَاءَ، وَمَلَكُوا نَواصِبَهَا؟!

25. Where are those to whom the nations were subservient?
26. Where are those who attained their highest ambitions in this world?

27. Verily for those who remain [behind] there is an example in those who have passed.

28. Verily for the latter there is an admonishment in the former.

29. Verily the passing away of those who depart is a lesson for the community that remains behind.

30. Taking example yields [the fruit of] inerrancy.

31. Time shows you examples.

32. Taking lesson is beneficial in [attaining] right guidance.
32. The remembrance of the guidance.

33. When Allah loves a servant, He gives him direction through examples.

33. If Allah loves a servant, He gives him direction through examples.

34. You have been left with examples from the vestiges of those who passed away before you, so take lesson from them.

34. خُذِّلِفْ لَكُمْ عِبْرًا مِنَ آثَارِ الْمَاضِيِّينَ فَبَلَدُكُمْ لِتَعْتَبِرُوا بِهَا.

35. Continually taking lessons leads to perspicacity and bears the fruit of restraint [from evil].

35. دَوَامُ الاعْتِبَارِ يُؤْدِي إِلَى الْإِسْتِبْصَارِ، وَيَثْمِرُ الْاِزْدِجَارُ.

36. I am bound by responsibility for what I say and am answerable for it. Verily, one for whom examples [of the past] have clearly shown that which was before him of exemplary punishments [given by Allah to wrongdoers] is prevented by God-wariness from falling into dubious [and questionable] actions.

36. ذَمْتُ يَمَا أَقُولُ رَهْيَةً، وَأَنَا يَهُّ زَعِيمٌ إِنَّ مَنْ صَرَّحَتْ لَهُ الْعَبْرُ عَمَّا بَيْنَ يَدَيْهِ مِنَ الْمَثَلَاَتِ، حَجْرُهُ النَّقُوٰى عَنْ تَقْحِمِ الشَّبَهَاتِ.

37. Attest to the truth that has passed and take lesson from what has elapsed of this world, because indeed its one phase resembles the other and its end catches up to its beginning.

37. صَدِقْ يَمَا سَلَفَ مِنَ الْحَقِّ، وَاعْتِبَرْ يَمَا مَضَى مِنَ الدُّنْيَا فَإِنَّ بَعْضَهَا يُشبهُ بَعْضًا، وَآخَرَهَا لَاحِقًً أَوْلَاهَا.

38. The prolonged drawing of lessons [from the past] impels one to be precautionous.
38. طُوْلُ الاعْتِبَار يَحْدُو عَلَى الاعْتِبَار.

39. In every glance there is a lesson.

40. In every lesson that is drawn there is discernment.

41. In the succession of days there is lesson for the creatures.

42. Successful is the one who has a habit of taking lesson [from the past] and a tendency towards being precautious.

43. He who has been deterred [from evil] has taken lesson [from the past].

44. He who takes a lesson from the past [that has gone] has taken a lesson for the remaining [future].

45. Every day benefits you with lessons if you accompany it with contemplation.
46. For the people of intelligence, what they are aware of is enough of a lesson for them.

47. Lessons [from events] have indeed become evident for you, and you have been deterred by what is in it of a deterrence; and after the Prophet of Allah, none have conveyed [the message] from Allah like the Warners.

48. If you took lessons from what has passed of your life, you would safeguard that which remains [of it].

49. One who takes lesson [from the past] is cautious.

50. One whose consideration [of past events from which he draws lessons] increases, his mistakes decrease.

51. One who takes a lesson from the vicissitudes of time is careful of [the evil of] others.
52. One who does not take lesson from others does not take precaution for himself.

53. One who takes admonishment from the examples [of the past] is deterred [from evil].

54. One who does not take a lesson from the passage of days is not deterred by reproach.

55. One who takes a lesson from vicissitudes does not rely on the peacefulness of time.

56. One who recognizes the lessons [of the past], it is as if he is living among the ancients.

57. One who does not take lesson from the vicissitudes of this world, advice has no effect on him.

58. One who considers matters arrives at their [appropriate] criteria.
59. One who takes lesson from the vicissitudes of this world, his desires lessen.

60. How many the lessons are, and how few of them are learnt!

61. There is no lesson to be taken for the one who has no restraint.

62. Taking lesson steers one towards right guidance.

1. This refers to drawing lessons and examples from what happened to oneself or to others in the past.
2. These were strong and oppressive people from the children of ‘Amlāq, who was from the progeny of Nuḥ (‘a).
3. This was the title of Persian kings.
5. A father of one of the influential tribes of Yemen.
6. These were the rulers of Rome who were called ‘Yellow’ because (according to some reports) when the Romans lost a war to the Abyssinians, their womenfolk were ravaged and the children produced were of a yellowish skin colour.

**Reprimand**

1. Goodwill [and friendly admonishment] is the life of friendship [and affection].

2. Too much reprimand indicates [one’s] suspicion.
2. َكَتَرَةُ الْعَتَابِ تَوَّذَدُنَّ بِالْإِرْتِيَابِ.

3. He who seeks forgiveness (or is indigent) is not reprimanded.

4. Do not reprimand the ignorant one as he will hate you, but reprimand the wise one as he will love you [for it].

5. Never be excessive in reprimanding, for indeed it brings about ill feelings and calls toward hatred; and seek to appease the one whom you hope to reprimand.

6. When you reprimand then leave some room [to make amends and do not be excessive in reprimanding].

Emancipation-العُتِقِ والإِعْتِاقِ

1. When you become the owner [of a slave], then emancipate [him].
**Slip up**

1. The slip up of impudence cannot be pardoned.

**Conciet**

1. The most alienating estrangement is conceit.

2. Conceit is destruction.

3. Conceit is folly.

4. Conceit is the cornerstone of foolishness.

5. Conceit is the cornerstone of ignorance.
6. Conceit is the symbol of foolishness.

6. العُجْبُ عُتُوابُ الحَمَاقةِ.

7. Self-admiration prevents growth.

7. الإعِجابُ يَمْنَعُ الإزِيدَادِ.

8. Conceit is the most harmful associate.

8. العُجْبُ أَضْرَ الْقَرِينِ.

9. Self-admiration is contrary to reason.

9. الإعِجابُ ضِبْدُ الصَّوابِ.

10. Conceit corrupts the intellect.

10. العُجْبُ يُفسِدُ العِقلِ.

11. Conceit prevents growth.

11. العُجْبُ يَمْنَعُ الإزِيدَادِ.

12. Becoming conceited because of a good deed nullifies it.

12. العُجْبُ بِالحَسَنَةِ يُحْبِطُهَا.
13. Conceit is the bane of dignity.


15. The admiration of a person for himself is folly.

16. Self-admiration is contrary to reason and the bane of the intellects.

17. When you wish your merits to be glorified among the people, then do not glorify yourself.

18. When your self-importance is increased by the position [of authority] you are in, and this brings about arrogance or vanity in you, then look at the greatness of the authority of Allah and His power, the power which you do not even possess over yourself, for indeed this will mellow your recalcitrance, cure your vehemence and bring back to you that which had departed from you of your intellect.
19. By being pleased with oneself, vices and faults become manifest.

20. The fruit of conceit is hatred.

21. The evil that befalls you is better than the good that makes you conceited.

22. One who admires himself will be ridiculed because of it.

23. One who admires his [own] opinion becomes abased (or goes astray).

24. Whoever is proud [and pleased] with his action, his intellect gets afflicted.

25. One who admires his [own] speech, his intellect has departed.
26. One whose self-admiration increases, his correctness reduces.

２６. مَنْ كَثْرَ إِعْجَابُهُ قَلْ صَوَاهُهُ.

27. One who becomes conceited by his action nullifies his reward.

２٧. مَنْ أَعْجَبَ بِعُمَلِهِ أَحْبَطَ أَجْرَهُ.

28. One who admires his good state falls short of attaining good expediencies.

２٨. مَنْ أَعْجَبَ بِحُسْنِ حَالَتِهِ قَصَرَ عَنْ حُسْنِ حَيْلَتِهِ.

29. Adversity does not descend upon the one who abandons conceit and lassitude.

２٩. مَنْ تَرَكَ الْعَجْبَ وَالْتَوَايِ لَمْ يَنْزلْ بِهِ مَكْرُوْهُ.

30. No one admires his own opinion except the ignorant one.

３٠. مَا أَعْجَبَ بِرَايْهِ إِلاَّ جَاهِلٌ.


３١. مَا أَضْرَرَ المَحَاسِبَ كَالْعَجْبِ.

32. What has the son of Adam to do with conceit? His beginning is foul semen and his end is a rotting corpse, and in between these he is a carrier of waste products.

３٢. مَا لَايْبَنَ آدَمَ وَالْعَجْبَ، وَأَوَلُهُ نَطْفَةٌ مَّدْرَةٌ وَآخِرُهُ جِيَفَةٌ قَذِرَةٌ، وَهُوَ بَيْنَ ذَلِكَ
33. There is no alienation more desolating than conceit.

34. The self-admiration of a person is proof of his deficiency and a symbol of his weak intellect.

35. Keep away from self-conceit and love for praise, for these are the strongest opportunities for Satan.

36. Be careful not to be self-conceited, thereby making deficiency and enmity manifest upon [and against] you.

37. Be cautious not to consider the sin of others as great while you deem it to be small [when it comes] from yourself, or to consider your worship as abundant while you deem the same to be less when performed by others.

The Self-Admiring one-

المعجب
1. The self-admiring one has no intelligence.

2. The self-admiring one has no [valid] opinion [as he never consults with anyone else].

Inability

1. Inability accompanied by espousing goodness is better than power accompanied by embarking on evil.

2. Inability is waste.

3. Inability is ruin.

4. Inability is a cause of loss.

5. Inability is the worst riding mount.
6. Inability bears the fruit of destruction.

7. Inability makes enemies covetous.

8. The fruit of inability is losing what is sought.

9. Inability [and failure] is [in] occupying yourself with that which has been guaranteed for you instead of that which has been made obligatory upon you, and abandoning contentment with what you have been given.

The powerless

1. The most powerless of people are those who consider themselves the safest from sudden events and [from] the onslaught of their deaths.
2. Sometimes the powerless one acquires what he needs.

The Derriere-

1. The derriere is one of the two faces.

Haste and the hasty-

1. Haste is dispraised in every affair except in that which repels evil.

2. Beware of haste, for indeed it bears the fruit of regret.

3. Keep away from haste, for verily it is the symbol of loss and regret.

4. Keep away from haste, for surely it is associated with error.
5. Haste (or conceit) leads to error.

6. Haste prevents one from [successfully] achieving his goal.

7. Making haste before [having the] ability, causes distress.

8. The fruit of haste is error.

9. Being hasty before [possessing the] ability is part of foolishness.

10. With haste, errors abound.

11. The hasty one is in the wrong, even if he acquires [what he seeks].
12. The one who rides on [the mount of] haste is on the verge of stumbling.

13. In haste there is error.

14. In haste there is regret.

15. It is seldom that the view of a hasty person turns out to be correct.

16. It is seldom that the scheme of the hasty is successful or that the love of the one who is fed up lasts.

17. Few are the ones who make haste and are not ruined by it.

18. Everyone who is hastened asks for more time.
19. Too much haste makes a person slip.

20. A hasty person never gets praised [for his haste].

21. One who makes haste, errs.

22. One who is hasty makes mistakes.

23. One who makes haste, his errors increase?

24. One who acts hastily falls into error.

25. One who is hasty regrets his haste.
26. One who acts hastily is made to stumble by error.

27. One who acts hastily is bestridden by blame.

28. There is no achievement for the hasty.

29. Of all people, the one with the greatest regret and the most reproof is the hasty, rash person who is not subdued by his intellect until after his affair is lost.

30. Leave haste aside, for indeed the one who is hasty in matters neither attains what he seeks nor is his affair praised.

31. The hasty one errs or is close to [erring].
The Denumerable - المعدود

1. Every denumerable thing can diminish.

Readiness and Preparation - الاستعداد

1. The best preparation is that by which one’s Hereafter is improved.

2. Lighten your burden, for indeed the goal is in front of you and time is behind you, driving you forward.

3. Lighten your burden so as to catch up [with those who are ahead you], for indeed the last among you are only being awaited by the first among you [who have preceded them].

4. Prepare for your journey, keep your gaze on the flash of salvation and travel on swift [and girded] mounts [of good deeds].

5. Return from negligence, awake from slumber, prepare yourself for the move and gather provisions for the journey.
6. One who has prepared for his journey is delighted upon his arrival.

7. Select your abode for yourself before the day of your landing and prepare your dwelling before your arrival.

Justice and the just

1. Justice is the better of the two policies.

2. Justice is the cornerstone of faith and the accumulator of benevolence.

3. Justice is the mainstay of the populace and the splendour of the rulers.

4. Justice means that you act equitably when you are oppressed, and kindness means that when you gain authority, you forgive.
4. إِنْكَ إِذَا ظَلَمْتُ أُنصِفْتُ، وَإِنَّكَ إِذَا قَدَرْتُ عَفُوْتَ.

5. Be just and you will rule.

6. Be just and you will rule.

7. Be just and your power will last.

8. Have recourse to justice with good intention for the populace, reduced covetousness and increased piety.

9. The loftiest of endowments is justice.

10. The best [form of] justice is assisting the oppressed.

11. The most just of all people is he who is equitable to the one who has oppressed him.
12. Verily being fair in [your] ruling and eschewing oppression are part of justice.

13. Indeed justice is the scale of Allah, the Glorified, which He has placed among the creation and installed for the establishment of truth; so do not oppose Him in His scale and do not contradict Him in His authority.

14. Verily Allah, the Glorified, has enjoined justice and benevolence and has forbidden indecency and injustice.

15. Justice is brings harmony while oppression causes deviation.

16. Justice is the soul of testimony.

17. Justice is the life of decrees.
18. Justice is the best testimony.

19. Justice reforms the people.

20. Justice is a merit for the ruler.

21. Justice is the greatest of riches.

22. Justice is equity.

23. Justice is a foundation [for a healthy society]; oppression is destruction.

24. The just [ruler] is a custodian who awaits one of the two rewards (or the better of the two rewards).
25. The most just among the creation is one who judges best according to the truth.

26. The most just of all people is he who is equitable despite having power, and the one who has the greatest clemency is he who is clement despite having authority.

27. Through justice, bounties are multiplied.

28. Through justice, the populace is reformed.

29. Allah, the Glorified, made justice a mainstay for mankind, a purification from oppressions and vices, and as an opening for [the spreading of] Islam.

30. Virtuous justice is [the cause of] organization [and harmony] among the people.

31. The best of policies is justice.
32. How can one who is unjust to himself be just with others?!

33. Justice suffices as a means of governance.

34. Let your riding mount be justice, for one who rides on it gains mastery.

35. Justice can never be achieved until injustice falters [and comes to an end].

36. It is not from justice to judge a reliable person by conjecture [instead of accepting his testimony].

37. One who is just gains [and strengthens his] power [and authority].

38. The ruling of one who is just gets acted upon.
38. من عدل نفد حكمة.

39. The status of one who is just becomes great.

39. من عدل عظم قدره.

40. One whose justice increases, his days are praised.

40. من كثير عدل حميدت أيامه.

41. Allah unfolds His mercy upon one who acts justly in the lands.

41. من عدل في البلاد نشر الله عليه الرحمة.

42. One whose deed done in private matches what he does openly and whose actions are consistent with his speech, then he is the one who has fulfilled the trust and whose justice has been established.

42. من طابق سره علانيته، ووافق فعلته مقايلته فهو الذي أدى الأمانة، وتحقق عادالته.

43. Whoever acts justly, Allah fortifies his kingdom.

43. من عمل بالعدل حصن الله ملكه.

44. Take with justice but give with munificence; you will possess two virtues.

44. خذ بالعدل وأعط بالفضيل تحر المنقبتين.
45. The policy of justice comprises of three things: judiciousness in leniency, fairness in investigation and moderation in munificence.

46. Two things are such that their reward cannot be weighed: forgiveness and justice.

47. The uprightness [and betterment] of the populace is [achieved through] justice.

48. You must be just with [both] friend and foe, and moderate in [both] poverty and wealth.

49. The pinnacle of justice is for a person to be just with himself.

50. In justice there is benevolence.

51. In justice there is betterment of the people.
52. Following the way of Allah and the stability of nations lies in justice

53. In justice there is comfort; and one for whom justice is beleaguering, then oppression will be more beleaguering [and difficult] for him.

54. From the exigencies of justice is the forbidding of oppression.

55. Nothing brings prosperity to the lands like justice.

56. Do not let the weak lose hope in your justice.

57. There is no justice better than returning the right of the oppressed.

58. Justice is life.
59. Justice is the best judgment.

60. Justice is [a means of attaining]) success and dignity.

61. Justice is the mainstay of the populace (or of the creation).

62. Justice is a merit of the sultan.

63. Justice is the system of leadership.

64. Justice is the strongest foundation.

65. Justice is the best trait.
66. Justice relieves the one who acts upon it from being shackled by the rights of others.

67. The bane of justice is the powerful tyrant.

68. When your judgment is applied upon yourself [thereby showing your justice], the souls of [other] people summon each other towards your justice.

69. The bane of the just [ones] is lack of piety.

70. The coming to power of the just is from the necessities.

71. Many a just person is an oppressor.

1. Or (according to Ibn Abi al-Ḥadīd’s explanation): It is not from justice to judge upon what is known [for certain] using [mere] conjecture.
1. The best affair (of this ummah) is [taking] the middle course; to it return those who have gone to the extreme and with it join those who have lagged behind.

Enmity and the Enemy

1. Being bound by straps is better [and more preferable] than accompanying the adversary.

2. The cause of enmity is lack of empathy [and consideration for others].

3. Enmity of near ones is more unpleasant than the sting of the scorpions.

4. Too much enmity is disquieting for the hearts.

5. Whoever stubbornly opposes the people, they hate him.

6. Whoever manifests his enmity, his stratagems are reduced.
6. من أظهر عدوانته قال كيده.

7. One who tries to overcome his adversary has embarked on a struggle.

7. من غالب الضب ركب الجد.

8. One who accompanies his adversary exhausts his body.

8. من قارن ضيده ضني جسده.

9. One who reforms [and reconciles with] his enemy increases in his number.

9. من استصلح عدوه زاد في عدده.

10. Whoever is unconcerned about you, then he is your enemy.

10. من لا يبالك فهو عدوك.

11. Whoever accompanies his adversary, he will expose his flaw and torment his heart.

11. من قارن ضيده كشف عيبه وعذب قلبه.

12. One who is courteous with his adversaries is safe from battles.

12. من دارى أضداده آمن المحارب.

13. One who sleeps, neglecting his enemy, is jolted awake by [his] crafty schemes.
14. One who finds the enmity of men sweet tastes the bitterness of the hardships of war.

15. One who shows enmity towards the people reaps the fruit of regret.

16. Whoever hides your fault from you and exposes your fault in your absence, then he is your [real] enemy, so be careful of him.

17. Whoever shows enmity [with the people] his paths becomes rugged, his affair becomes difficult and his way out becomes narrow.

18. One who reforms his adversaries attains his goal.

19. One who derives benefit from harming you will never be free from his enmity for you in every situation.
20. Never do two people [or groups] quarrel but that the more foolish of the two wins the argument.

21. Acting courteously with the enemies of Allah in their domains is a safeguard from the chastisement of Allah and a caution from the raging tribulations of this world.

22. Struggling against the enemies in their dominions and fighting against them despite their power is abandoning the command of Allah and exposing oneself to the tribulations of this world.

23. Do not be adversaries of the blessings of Allah upon you.

24. Do not face your adversary before you are powerful enough [to defeat him].

25. Do not be fooled by the courteousness of the enemy for indeed he is like water, even if its heating by fire is prolonged, it is not prevented from extinguishing it.
26. Do not confront your enemy while he is charging towards you, for indeed his charge will aid him to overcome you and do not confront him when he is fleeing away from you, for indeed his flight is sufficient for you in dealing with him.

27. Do not declare your enmity to your enemy and do not rebuke your friend; and accept the excuse [you are given] even if it is a lie, and do not give [a forceful] response despite having the power to do so, even if it be your right.

28. When you have hatred [for someone] then do not disassociate yourself [completely – and leave some room for possible future friendship].

29. Let the most hated of people to you and the furthest of them from you be the one who always seeks out the faults of people.

30. One who hates you incites you [to wrongdoing].

31. The enemy has been named ‘enemy’ because he wrongs you; so one who flatters you for your faults is in actually an enemy who is wronging you.
32. Keep away from the enemies of Allah and maintain ties with the friends of Allah.

33. The worst of enemies is the one who goes to the greatest lengths and is most secretive in his plotting.

34. At times enemies may deceive [and pretend to be well-wishers].

35. One who sows enmity [and aggression] reaps loss.

36. Treating the enemy with kindness is one of the two victories.

37. Being courteous when trying to accomplish something is more effective than other means.
38. With regards to your enemy, be on the lookout for possibility [of defeating him] and seize opportunity, you will be [thus become] triumphant.

39. The weakest of enemies in plotting is the one who manifests his enmity.

40. One enemy is plenty.

41. Reforming [and reconciliation with] the enemies through good words and beautiful actions is easier than facing them and combating them with the torment of battle.

42. One who reforms [and reconciles with] his opponents attains his goal.

43. Do not consider yourself safe from an enemy, even if he is grateful.

44. Never underestimate an enemy, even if he is weak.
44. لَاتَصْعَفِنَّ عَدُوًا وَإِنْ ضَعُفَ.

45. Showing enmity towards the people is a trait of the ignorant ones.

46. One who unsheathes the sword of aggression is killed by it.

47. Stances of [enmity and] hatred anger the Most Merciful, please Satan and disgrace man.

48. One who exceeds in [his] animosity has sinned and one who falls short [and does not show enmity when it is required] is defeated.

49. He who has animosity [towards others] is not capable of fearing Allah.

50. Quarrels [and disputes] manifest the foolishness of a person and do not increase in his right.

51. One whose transgression (or antagonism) increases, his enemies increase.
51. من كثر تعدده (تعدديه) كثرت أعاديه.

52. Power is lost through aggression [and oppression].

1. Or: Do not be enemies [of each other] for the [sake of the] blessings of Allah upon you.

Apologizing and offering excuses-الأذار والإعتذار

1. Being needless of offering an excuse is more honourable than truthfulness [in your excuse].

1. والاستغناء عن العذر أعز من الصدق.

2. Apologizing necessitates pardoning.

2. الإعتذار يوجب الإعتذار.

3. Repeating the apology is a reminder of the sin.

3. إعادة الإعتذار تذكير بالذنب.

4. One who seeks pardon without having sinned has imposed the sin upon his soul.

4. من اعتذر من غير ذنب فقد أوجب على نفسه الذنب.

5. One who admits his wrongdoing deserves forgiveness.
5. من اعترف بالجريمة استحق المغفرة.

6. One who apologizes in a befitting manner deserves to be forgiven.

6. من أحسن الإعتذار استحق الاعتقاف.

7. One who apologizes has sought pardon.

7. من اعتذر فقد استقال.

8. He who seeks pardon has not sinned.

8. ما أدَّب من اعتذر.

9. How good an intercessor seeking pardon is!

9. نعم الشفيع الإعتذار.

10. Do not offer an excuse to the one who would like to find you without an excuse.

10. لا اعتذر إلى من يحب أن لا يجدلك عذراً.

11. There is no intercessor more successful than apology.

11. لااشقاق أننجح من الإعتذار.

12. Repeating the apology is a reminder of the [past] sins.
13. Seeking pardon (or taking lesson) is a sincere warner.2

14. When you do wrong, apologize.

15. Sometimes the admission of guilt for having committed a sin dispenses with the need for seeking pardon.

16. Too much apology magnifies the sins.

17. Keep away from that for which there is little denial, even if the excuses from you are many, for it is not such that everyone who speaks ill [of you] can be excused by you.

1. Or: Not doing anything that would require apology is rarer than truthfulness.
2. It is a warner in the sense that the shame it causes acts as a warning for one not to do anything that would force him to seek pardon again.
Dignity and Reputation

الأعراض


1. حَصِّنُوا الأَعْرَاضَ عَنِ الْإِموَالِ

2. Nothing preserves reputations like turning away from vile traits and evil objectives.

2. مَا صَانُ الأَعْرَاضِ كَالْإِعْرَاضِ عَنِ الدُّنْيَا وسُوءِ الأَعْرَاضِ

3. Protect your reputations by spending your wealth generously.

3. وَقُوا أَعْرَاضَكُمْ بِذَلِلِ أَمْوَالِكُمْ

4. Abundance of wealth [that is attained] by the derogation of reputations is ignobility.

4. وَفُورُ الأَمْوَالِ بِانتِقاصِ الأَعْرَاضِ لُوْمٌ

5. Plenitude of religion and dignity [that is acquired] through generously spending wealth is a sublime gift.

5. وَفُورُ الْدِّينِ والعِرْضِ بِانِبِذَاذِ الْأَمْوَالِ مَوْهِبَةَ سَنِيَّةٌ

6. Protect your dignity with your worldly possessions and you will be honoured, do good to others and you will be served, show clemency and you will be put forward (or you will advance).

6. وَقِ عِرْضَكَ بِعَرْضِكَ تَكْرِمُ، وَتَفْضِلُ تَخْدُمُ، واحْلُمْ تَقْدِمُ

7. The plenitude of dignity is [attained] through the generous spending of wealth, and the uprightness of religion is [realized] through devaluing this world.
8. Nothing safeguards reputations like spending generously.

9. Do not make your dignity a subject of the speech of every speaker [by engaging in shameful deeds].

10. One who sacrifices his dignity is abased.

11. One who sacrifices his dignity is humiliated.

12. One who preserves his dignity is revered.

13. Whoever considers his dignity to be precious, money has of little value for him.
1. Cognizance is perplexity and being devoid of it is dim-sightedness.

2. The most excellent cognizance is the human being's cognizance of himself.

3. Of all the people, the most cognizant of himself is the most fearful of his Lord.

4. The person most cognizant of his age is the one who is not astonished by its events.

5. Cognizance is the light of the heart.

6. Cognizance is the successful attainment of [purification and] the sacred.

7. Cognizance is the evidence of excellence (or nobility).
8. The fruit of cognizance is becoming averse to the evanescent abode.

9. Many a cognizance leads to misguidance.

10. Allah is known by the revocation of resolutions, the undoing of binds and the relieving of hardship and affliction from the one whose intention is sincere.

11. The pinnacle of cognizance is fear [of Allah].

12. The pinnacle of cognizance is for a person to know himself.

13. It is a sufficient cognizance for a person to know himself.

14. The conception of cognizance is through learning knowledge.
15. One whose cognizance is sound, his soul and his endeavour turns away from the evanescent world.

16. The cognizance of a scholar is the devoutness through which Allah is worshipped, through it the human being gains obedience in his lifetime and a beautiful remembrance after his death.

17. The smallest amount of cognizance leads to disinclination towards worldly pleasures (or corruption of one’s actions).

18. Meeting the people of cognizance is a means of strengthening the hearts and benefitting of wisdom.

19. One who is cognizant, refrains [from the forbidden].

20. It behoves the one who knows Allah, the Glorified, to desire that which is with Him.
21. One who is cognizant of Allah, the Glorified, will never become wretched.

22. One who relies on personal opinion and analogy in trying to know Allah goes astray and matters become confusing for him.

23. Cognizance of Allah, the Glorified, is the highest cognizance.

24. It behoves the one who is cognizant of Allah, the Glorified, not to make his heart devoid of hope in Him and fear of Him.

25. One who knows Allah believes in his oneness.

26. Whoever knows Allah, his cognizance is complete.

1. It is possible that the actions are corrupted because the cognizance is only little and thus incomplete.
2. Or: One who knows Allah opts to remain alone.
The Cognizant-
العازف

1. Every cognizant one is sorrowful.

2. Every cognizant one is averse [to the temporary pleasures of this world].

3. How can one know others when he is ignorant of himself?!

4. The cognizant one is he who knows his soul and thus frees it and purifies it from all that distances it [from the Truth] and destroys it.

5. The face of the cognizant one is cheerful and smiling while his heart is fearful and sad.

Glory and the Honored One-
العزّة والعزيز

1. One who is given honour by Allah cannot be humiliated by any king.
2. One who seeks honour through [anyone] other than Allah is abased.

3. One who seeks glory through [anyone] other than Allah is destroyed by [the] glory.

4. One who seeks glory without having any right to it gets humiliated.

5. One who seeks glory through [anything] other than truth, Allah humiliates him with [the] truth.

6. There is no glory except through obedience [to Allah].

7. The honoured is the one who becomes honoured through obedience [to Allah].

8. When you seek glory, then seek it through obedience [to Allah].
9. He whose neighbours are abased is not honoured.

10. Glory is the attainment of [the power to exact] revenge.

11. Every glory that is not endorsed by religion is a humiliation.

1. Or: One who humiliates his neighbours is not honoured.

Seclusion

1. In seclusion from the worldly people there is accumulation of goodness.

2. One who secludes [from the people] himself remains safe.

3. One who tests [the people who love this world] secludes himself [from them].

4. One who secludes himself, his indifference towards the pleasures of this world becomes strong.
4. من اعتزل حسنَت زهادته.

5. Whoever secludes himself, his piety remains safeguarded?

6. One who secludes himself from the people is safe from their evil.

7. How good a worship seclusion is!

8. One who isolates himself from the people preserves his religion.

9. One who isolates himself from the people becomes intimate with Allah, the Glorified.

10. Safety is in solitude.

11. Solitude is the comfort of the worshippers.
11. إنَّ الإنْفِرَادُ راحةٌ للمتَعيِّدينَ.

12. One who isolates himself is spared from sorrows.

13. مَنْ انْفَرَدَ كفِي الأحزانَ.

Continuous solitude is safer than mingling with the people.

14. Seclusion is the best (or the fortification of) piety.

15. Seclusion is the best trait of the sagacious.

Resolve-العزم

1. Whoever reveals his decision [to others], his judiciousness gets nullified.

1. مَنْ أَظْهَر عَزْمَهُ بطلَ حَزْمَهُ.

2. Whoever resolves to do evil, his arrow returns to him.

2. مَنْ سَاء عَزْمَهُ رَجَع عَلَيْهِ سُهمَهُ.
4. Do not resolve upon that in which you find no clear guidance.

5. There is no good in [making a] resolution without determination. 1

1. Or: There is no good in making a decision without prudence.

Adversity - العسر

1. Adversity degrades morals and alienates friends.

2. Adversity is a reproach.

3. Adversity corrupts morals.

Social Interaction and mingling - المعاشرة والخلطه

1. Social interaction with people of merits is enlivening for the hearts.
1. مَعَاشِرَةُ ذَوَّي الْفَضَائِلِ حَيَاةُ الْقَلْبِ.

2. Let not your family or those whom you love be the most miserable of people because of you.

3. Do not alienate a person whose separation will harm you.

4. The one who mingles with people is afflicted by the evil associate and the hypocrisy of the enemy.

5. Preserve [the respect of others] and your respect will be preserved.

6. Mix sternness with gentleness, and be gentle as long as gentleness is more befitting.

7. Imbibe your heart with mercy for all the people and kindness towards them, and do not oppress them or be [like] a sword over them.
8. Remember you brother who is absent in the same way that which you would like him to remember you [in your absence] and keep away from what he dislikes; and disregard from him that which you would like him to disregard from you.

9. Loathe from yourself what you loathe from others and like for people what you like for yourself.

10. Reduced mingling preserves religion and relieves one from having to associate with wicked people.

11. Be equitable to people over yourself, your family, your near ones and those from whom you desire something, and be just with both enemy and friend.

12. Be friendly with the one who is friendly with you, accept the excuse of the one who seeks your pardon and do good to the one who wrongs you.

13. Guard well the sanctities [of such things that are sacrosanct] and draw near to the people of magnanimity, for indeed guarding the sanctities [and boundaries] demonstrates an honourable character and drawing near to the magnanimous indicates nobility of purpose.
13. ﺍ阪ﺴِ ﻡٌا ﻳُهﺎ رِعاي ةِ الحُرَمَات، ﻭأَقبِلْ عَلَى أَهْلِ الْمُروَءَات، ﷺ ﻓَإِنَّ رِعاي ةِ الحُرَمَات ﻳُذُلُّ عَلَى كَرِمِ الشِّيْماة، ﻭالإِقبال عَلَى دَوَى الْمُروَءَات ﻱُغْرِبُ عَنْ شُرْفِ الْهِمْثِ.

14. Be merciful to the one who is under you and the one who is above you will be merciful to you; compare his forgetfulness with your forgetfulness and his disobedience with your disobedience to you Lord, and his need of your mercy to your need of the mercy of your Lord.

15. Cling to the people of virtue and piety, and request them not compliment you, for indeed excessive praise brings one close to being deceived [about his true status] and being pleased with it causes the displeasure of Allah.

16. Make your self a gauge between you and the other; love for him what you love for your self, and hate for him what you hate for it, and do good as you would like good to be done to you, and do not oppress just as you would like not to be oppressed.

17. Associate with people in the way that you would like them to associate with you, [by doing this] you will be safe from them and they will be safe from you.

18. Keep away from socializing with evil people for they are like fire – the one who comes in contact with
it gets burnt.

18. إياك وَمُعاشرَةَ الآشِرارِ، فَذَٰلكَ كَالنَّارِ مُبَاهِرَتِها تَحَرَّقُ.

19. Keep away from socializing with those who look for the faults (or sins) of people, for indeed even their companion is not safe from them.

19. إياك وَمُعاشرَةَ مَتَبِعٍ عِيْوبٍ (الذُّنُوبِ) النَّاسِ، فَذَٰلكَ لَمْ يَسَّلُ مُصَاحِبَهُمْ مِنْهُمْ.

20. Be sure to keep away from that which angers your Lord and alienates people from you, for the one who angers his Lord is faced with annihilation and one who alienates people renounces freedom.

20. إياك وما يُسْخَطُ رَبُّك، وَيُوحِشُ النَّاسَ مِنكَ، فَمَنْ أَسْخَطَ رَبَّهُ تَعَرَضَ لِالْمَذَٰلِكِ، وَمَنْ أَوْحَشَ النَّاسَ تَبَرَّأَ مِنَ الحَرِيَّةِ.

21. Be careful to keep away from turning your backs on each other, cutting off ties with each other, and abandoning the enjoining of good and prohibiting of evil [with respect to one another].

21. إياكمُ والتَّدَابُرَ، والْتَقَاطُعَ، وَتِرَكُ الْآمَرِ بِالْمَعْرُوفِ، والْنَهَى عَنِ المُكْرَرِ.

22. The most deserving of those whom you love is the one who does not forsake you.

22. أَوْلِي مَنْ أَحْبَبْتَ مِنْ لَا يَقَلُكَ.

23. The most equitable conduct is for you to deal with people in the way you would like them to deal with you.

23. أَعْدِلْ السَّيِّرَةَ أَنْ تَعَامَلَ النَّاسُ يَمَا تُحِبَّ أَنْ يُعَامَلُوكَ بِهِ.
24. The most unjust conduct is for you to seek equity from people while not dealing with them in the same way.

25. The most worthy of those whom you love is he whose benefit is for you and whose harm is for other than you.

26. Verily the best outward appearance [and demeanour] is that which makes you mingle with people and beautifies you among them and restrains their tongues from [speaking ill of] you.

27. Make others incline towards you instead of distancing themselves from you.

28. Man is the son of his time.

29. Through good social interaction, affection lasts.

30. Through good social interaction friendships become intimate.
30. حَسْنُ العِشْرَةِ نَأَسُ الرَّفَاقِ ۛ.

31. By good social interaction ties (or companionship) last.

31. حَسْنُ العِشْرَةِ تَدْوُمُ الوَصِلَةُ (الصَّحِبَةُ).

32. How evil an associate the spiteful person is!

32. بِئْسَ العَشِيرُ الحَقُودِ.

33. Good social interaction causes affection to endure.

33. حُسْنُ العِشْرَةِ يُسْتَدِيمُ المَوَدَةُ.

34. Interact with people through their [norms of] etiquette but separate yourself from them in [your] actions.

34. خَالِقُوا النَّاسَ بِإِخْلاَصِهِمْ وزَبَلُوهُمْ فِي الأَعْمَالِ.

35. Interact with people in such a way that when you die, they weep over you and when you are absent, they yearn for your company.

35. خَالِطُوا النَّاسَ مَخَالِطَةً، إِن مُّتْ بَكُوْا عَليَّكُمْ وَإِنَّ عَيْبَتُمْ حَنَّا إِلَيْكُمْ.

36. Interact with people through your tongues and your bodies, but part from them with your hearts and your actions.

36. خَالِطُوا النَّاسَ بِأَلْسِنَتِكُمْ وَأَجْسَارِكُمْ، وزَبَلُوهُمْ بِقُلُوبِكُمْ وَأَعْمَالِكُمْ.
37. Many an associate is not a close friend.

38. It is in times of trial that a man is [either] honoured or disgraced.

39. Associate with the people of excellence and you will gain felicity and nobility.

40. The development of the hearts is in socializing with people of intellect.

41. Cutting off [ties with] the ignorant is equivalent to establishing ties with the intelligent.

42. The intelligent person [only] cuts off ties with you after failing to find any other way out.

43. Get closer to the people in their morals and you will be safe from their malice [and evil].
44. Having many acquaintances is a tribulation, and socializing with the people is an ordeal.

45. One whose social interaction increases, his piety (or reliability) decreases.

46. One who mingles with the people is affected by their devices.

47. Whoever mingles with the people, his piety decreases?

48. One whose social interaction is good, his brother’s increase.

49. One who deals leniently with people enjoys [and benefits from] their company.

50. One whose being alive is not beneficial to you, then count him among the dead.
51. Be good in your interactions, be patient in difficulties and be equitable when you have power.

51. أَحْسِنِ الْعَشْرَةَ، وَاصْبِرْ عَلَى الْعُسْرَةَ، وَأَنْصِفْ مَعَ الْقُدْرَةَ.

52. Be pleased for [other] people with that which pleases you, then you will be a [true] Muslim.

52. أَرْضِ اللَّنَاسِ بِمَا تَرْضَاهُ لَنْفِسِكَ، تَكُنْ مُسْلِمًا.

1. Meaning that he is bound to follow the ways of the people of his time (and this is acceptable as long as it is not against the commandments of Allah).

The Lover

1. Desires have rent asunder his intellect and killed his heart while his mind is infatuated with them.

1. قَدْ خَرَقَتِ الشَّهَوَاتُ عَقْلَهُ، وَأَمَاتَ قَلْبَهُ، وَوَلَهَتْ عَلَيْهَا نَفْسُهُ.

Seeking protection from Allah

1. Whoever seeks protection from Allah, He saves him.

1. مَنْ اعْتَصَمَ بِاللَّهِ نَجَاهُ.

2. One who seeks protection from Allah is not harmed by Satan.

2. مَنْ اعْتَصَمَ بِاللَّهِ لَمْ يَضْرُّهُ شَيْطَانُ.

3. Whoever clings to Allah, his wish is fulfilled [and his goal is achieved].
4. Entrust your soul, in all your affairs, to your Lord, for indeed [by your so doing] you are turning to a secure refuge.

5. Seek protection with Allah in all situations, for indeed you will be clinging to One, Glorified be He, who is a powerful protector.

6. You must seek protection from Allah in all your affairs, for indeed this is a [means of] protection from everything.

Preserving oneself from sin

1. Preserving oneself from sin is a blessing.

2. One who is inspired with preservation [from sin] is saved from error.

3. Being unable to sin is [also] a form of preservation [against sin].
Destruction and damage- العطّب والمعاطب

1. Sometimes there is destruction is under what is sought.

2. Embarking on acts that lead to [places of] destruction is the symbol of foolishness.

3. Many a person is destroyed after having remained safe [and survived a disaster].

Empathy- المواطف

1. One whose empathy (or kind acts) increases, his acquaintances increases.

Respect- التعظيم

1. One who respects you because of your opulence, belittles you in your [time of] poverty.
2. Never regard anyone as venerable until you discover the level of his cognizance.

العفاف

1. Chastity preserves the soul and purifies it from vile demerits.

2. Chastity weakens lust.

3. Chastity is renunciation [of worldly pleasures].

4. Chastity is the best (or the root of) magnanimity.

5. Chastity is the best trait.

6. Chastity is the trait of the sagacious.
7. Chastity is the cornerstone of goodness.

8. Restraining oneself from [coveting] that which people possess is chastity and high-mindedness.

9. The people of chastity are the most honourable of the honourables.

10. Through chastity actions become purified.

11. The crown of a man is his chastity and his adornment is his equity.

12. The fruit of chastity is preservation [of oneself from chastisement].

13. The fruit of chastity is contentment.
14. Virtuous chastity is from the traits of the honourable ones.

15. The cause of contentment is chastity.

16. Espouse chastity, for indeed it is a good companion.

17. Espouse chastity and contentment, for whoever does this, his burden of sustenance is lightened.

18. Espouse chastity, for indeed it is the best trait of the honourable ones.

19. You must espouse chastity and trustworthiness, for verily these two are the most honourable of what you can do in secret and the best of what you can practice openly, and the finest of what you can preserve.
20. To the extent of modesty, there is chastity.

21. I am amazed at the one who knows the evil consequences of [forbidden] pleasures, how can he not remain chaste?!

22. Just as you desire, be chaste.

23. One who desires that which he cannot obtain has not adorned himself with chastity.

24. Whoever is granted chastity and contentment, honour becomes his ally.

25. There is no indigence with chastity.

26. Whoever is chaste, his burden [of sin] is reduced and his status becomes great in the sight of Allah.
27. One whose flanks are chaste, his attributes become good.

28. The chastest among you are the most modest among you.

29. Verily Allah, the Glorified, loves the one who is chaste, modest, pious and satisfied [with His will].

Well-being

1. Good health is such that when it lasts, it is disregarded and when it is lost, its value is known.

2. Verily well-being in religion and [in] this world is a great (or beautiful) blessing and a bountiful gift.

3. Well-being is the most pleasant of blessings.

4. There is no life more pleasant than [life] with good health.
4. لايعيش أهنا من العافية.

5. There is no attire better than well-being.

6. Every well-being is [headed] towards affliction.

7. Well-being is the better of the two attires.

8. Through well-being, life becomes pleasurable.

9. The garment of well-being is the most pleasant of attires.

10. Lasting good health is the most pleasant gift and the best portion.

11. Ask Allah for welfare [and safety] from the lustful temptations and the trials of this world.
Forgiveness and pardon

1. Hastening to forgive is from the morals of the honourable.

1. أَلْمُبَادَرَةُ إِلَىِّ الْعَفُوٍ مِنِ أَخْلَاقِ الْكَرَامِ

2. Forgiveness is the greater of the two virtues.

2. أَعْفُوُ أَعْظَمُ الْفَضْشِيلَتَيْنِ

3. Forgive and you will be supported.

3. أَعْفُ تُنْصَرَ

4. Pardon and you will be pardoned.

4. أَفْلَ تَنْقِلَ

5. Do good to the one who does evil to you and forgive the one who wrongs you.

5. أَحْسِنْ إِلَىٰ مَنْ أَسَاءَ إِلَيْكَ، وَأَعْفُ عَمَّنْ جَنِى عَلَيَّكَ.

6. Forgive the mistake of your friend, [and] your enemy will consider you to be virtuous.

6. اِعْفُ عَدْوًكَ، يُرُكِّبُكَ عَذَوُّكَ
7. Forgive that which angers you for the sake of that which pleases you.

8. Pardon wrongdoings, stave off punishment and overlook that which has not become evident for you.

9. Accept the excuses of people and you will enjoy their brotherhood; meet them with cheerfulness and you will cause their malice [and grudges against you] to die away.

10. Pardon the errors of the magnanimous, for none of them slips but that the Hand of Allah lifts him [back] up.

11. Forgiveness is the best of favours.

12. Forgiveness is the charity of triumph.

13. Forgiveness is the evidence of intelligence.
14. Forgiveness is the symbol of nobility.

15. Forgiveness is the crown of high morals.

16. Many a sin is such that the [appropriate] degree of punishment for it is informing the sinner of it.

17. Do not persist in that [action] which is followed by sin.

18. Forgiveness despite [having the] power [to exact revenge] is a shield from the punishment of Allah, the Glorified.

19. When you have been wronged, forgive.

20. Through forgiveness [of others] divine mercy is invoked.
20. Bala'uw fū tustānfūl al-rahmān.

21. Overlook despite having power [to punish] and do good while possessing authority, [for by this] your mastery will become complete.

22. Overlook missteps and pardon mistakes, [for by this] your station will be elevated.

23. Cover up offences with forgiveness, especially for those who possess magnanimity and social standing.

24. Feign heedlessness [about the mistakes of others] and your affair will be praised.

25. Reward goodness and overlook offence, as long as it is not a breach in religion or an undermining of the authority of Islam.

26. Adopt [the policy of] excusing the people and do not extend your hand to that which is disagreeable to anyone of them.
26. خُذ العفو مِن الناس، ولاتبلغ من أحد مكروهٗه.

27. Do away with revenge, for indeed it is from the worst actions of the powerful, and he who raises himself above the evil of reprisals has taken hold of the accumulation of merits.

28. It is when one possesses complete authority that the virtue of forgiveness becomes manifest.

29. Lack of forgiveness is the ugliest of flaws and rushing to exact revenge is the gravest of sins.

30. Accepting the excuse of a wrongdoer is from the acts that bring honour and the [is] the most excellent of traits.

31. Victory is a sufficient intercessor for the sinner.

32. Be graciously forgiving when you become powerful and act justly when you are in authority.
33. Be forgiving when you are powerful, generous in your affluence and altruistic despite your poverty, then virtue will become perfected for you (or virtues will become perfected for you).

34. One who forgives wrongdoings has taken hold of the accumulation of merits.

35. One who does not favour [others] with forgiveness, wrongs [them] through vengeance.

36. Whoever does not accept repentance, his sin is great.

37. Overlooking [another’s] offence is part of religion.

38. How good is forgiveness while having ability [to exact revenge]!

39. He who scolds [someone] for a sin has not forgiven it.
40. Hastening in forgiving the sins [of others] is from the lofty morals of the honourable ones.

41. Never feel regret for forgiving and never be gladdened by punishing.

42. Do not hasten the punishment for a sin and leave room between the two (i.e. the sin and punishment) for forgiveness, through this you will gain recompense and reward.

43. There is no clemency like pardon.

44. There is nothing better than the forgiveness of a powerful person.

45. A wrongdoer can never be faced with anything better than being shown forgiveness.
46. It pleases me for a person to forgive the one who oppresses him, to establish ties with the one who cuts him off, to give the one who deprives him and to respond to evil with goodness.

47. Give people your forgiveness and pardon just as you would like Allah, the Glorified, to grant [it] to you, and never regret showing forgiveness [to others].

48. Honour the one who loves you and pardon your enemy, [for by this] virtue will become complete for you.

49. The best act of a person in power is to forgive.

50. Of all people, the most behoving of [granting] forgiveness is the one who has the greatest power to punish.

51. The most deserving of [showing] mercy is the one who [himself] is in need of it.
52. Better than seeking your right is to forgive [and forego] it.

53. The best of high morals is the forgiveness of the powerful and the generosity of the poor.

54. The best forgiveness is that which is shown despite having power [to exact revenge].

55. From the people, the one who is most cognizant of Allah is the one who is most forgiving to the people, even if he does not find them having any excuse.

56. Verily, confronting evil with good and the covering up wrongs with forgiveness are from the best virtues and the most praiseworthy qualities.

57. Verily, he who gives to the one who deprives him, establishes ties with the one who cuts him off and forgives the one who oppresses him, will find in Allah, the Glorified, a Supporter and a Helper.
58. Forgiveness is a virtue.

59. Forgiveness is the best good deed.

60. Forgiveness is the ornament of power.

61. Forgiveness brings about eminence.

62. Forgiveness is the alms-tax of power.

63. Forgiveness is the best of favours.

64. Forgiveness is the best revenge.
65. Pardoning means that a person should forgive that which is done to wrong him and show forbearance with that which angers him.

66. Pardoning is the best of traits.

67. Pardon that which you are unaware of for what you are aware of, and what you are ignorant of for what you know.

68. When a wrong is done to you, then forgive.

69. The person most deserving of having his request granted is one who seeks forgiveness.

70. Be careful not to hasten towards punishment, for indeed this is detestable in the sight of Allah and brings [unwanted] changes [and removal of blessings] closer.

1. It is possible that this is an instruction of the Imam ('a) to those given the task of collecting the zakāt from the people.
2. A possible meaning for this would be: When a person does some bad to you and some good, then forgive his bad for the sake of the good that he has done to you.
Outcomes

1. For every matter there is an outcome, [be it] sweet or bitter.

1. لِكُلٍّ أُمَّرٍ عَاقِبَةٌ حَلوَةٌ أَوْ مَرَّةً.

2. One who expects [and considers] the outcomes remains safe.

2. مَنْ انتَظَرَ العَاقِبَةِ سَلِيمً.

3. One who considers the outcomes remains safe.

3. مَنْ نَظَرَ فِي العَاقِبَةِ سَلِيمً.

4. One who considers the outcomes remains safe from calamities.

4. مَنْ نَظَرَ فِي العَاقِبَةِ سَلِيمً مِنَ النَّوَائِبِ.

5. One who is careful of the outcomes is safe from peril [and destruction].

5. مَنْ رَاقَبَ العَاقِبَةِ أَمْنَ المَعاطِبِ.

6. One who awaits a [positive] outcome is patient.

6. مَنْ انتَظَرَ العَاقِبَةِ صَبَرً.

7. One who is careful of the outcomes remains safe from calamities.

7. مَنْ رَاقَبَ العَاقِبَةِ سَلِيمً مِنَ النَّوَائِبِ.
8. When you endeavour to act upon a matter, then eschew the blameworthy outcomes in it.

9. Be careful of the outcomes and you will be saved from destruction.

10. In the outcomes [of matters] there is [either] a curer or a comforter.

11. The basis of [the success of] outcomes is that which results in the pleasure of Allah, the Glorified.

Filial impiety

1. Disregarding the rights [of your parents] is from [the acts of] filial impiety.

The Intellect

1. The intellect is an honourable nobility that does not wear away.
2. The intellect is an inborn quality that increases through knowledge and experience.

3. The intellect and knowledge are joined together in one linkage, they neither separate nor do they differ.

4. The intellect is the greatest of riches and the highest honour in [both] the Hereafter and this world.

5. The intellect is the most beautiful adornment and knowledge is the most honourable merit.

6. The intellect is the root of knowledge and the herald of understanding.

7. Intelligence is an advantage, knowledge is an elevation and patience is a defence [and a means of repelling hardships].

8. The intellect is the close friend of a believer, knowledge is his vizier, patience is the commander of his army and action is his overseer.
9. The intellect is the leader of the army of the Most Merciful and vain desire is the chief of the army of Satan, and the soul is pulled back and forth between them, so whichever of them is victorious, it (i.e. the soul) is in its domain.

10. Intellect and lust are opposites; the supporter of the intellect is knowledge and the adorner of lust is vain desire, and the soul is contended for between the two, so whichever is triumphant, it is on its side.

11. Intelligence is for you to be moderate and not indulge in extravagance, to promise and not to break your promise, and to be forbearing when you get angry.

12. Intelligence is for you to speak [only] of what you know and to act upon what you say.

13. The intellect guides and saves whereas ignorance misleads and destroys.

14. The intellect is a praiseworthy friend.
15. Seek right guidance from the intellect and oppose vain desire, [by this] you will gain success.

16. Fetter your intellect, control your affair, struggle with your [lower] self, and exert your effort in working for the Hereafter.

17. Where are the intellects that light up (or that accompany) the lamps of guidance?

18. The best intellect is [that which leads one to] right guidance.

19. The best of blessings is the intellect.

20. The beginning of intelligence is being friendly [with the people].

21. The best intelligence is [that which leads to] good etiquette.
22. The best intelligence is keeping away from idle sport.

23. The best intelligence is for a person to know his self, for the one who knows his self becomes wise and the one who fails to know it goes astray.

24. The best intelligence is taking lesson [from the past], the best prudence is precaution and the biggest foolishness is being deceived [by worldly allures].

25. The best portion of a person is his intellect, if he gets humiliated it restores his honour, if he falls it raises him, if he goes astray it guides him and if he talks it directs him.

26. Verily Allah, the Glorified, loves the sound intellect and the upright action.

27. Verily the one who has been bestowed with a sound intellect and upright action by Allah has indeed been granted with a manifest blessing and a great bounty.
27. إن من رزقه الله عفلا فويا، وعملا مستقيما، فقد ظاهر لديه النعمة، وأعظم عليه المنعة.

28. Intelligence is an adornment and foolishness is a disgrace.

29. Intelligence is closeness, foolishness is estrangement.

30. Intelligence is a remedy, foolishness is misery.

31. Intellects are gifts, etiquettes are earned.

32. The intellect is the excellence of human beings.

33. The intellect is the messenger of the truth.

34. The intellect is a friend that has been cut–off.
35. The intellect is a solver of every issue.

36. The intellect is not deceived.

37. The intellect is the herald of comprehension.

38. The intellect is the strongest foundation.

39. Intellect is the best thing that is hoped for.

40. Intelligence improves deliberation.

41. The intellect is the spring of goodness.
41. Intellect is the preservation of experiences.

42. Intelligence is the preservation of [what is learnt through] experiences.

43. The intellect is the best ornament.

44. The intellect necessitates caution.

45. Intellect is the vehicle of knowledge.

46. The intellect is a sharp [cutting] sword.

47. Intellect is the most honourable merit.

48. The intellect is [like] a new attire that does not get worn out.
49. The intellect frees [one] from evil and enjoins [one to do] good.

50. The intellect is an intimate friend that is relied on in every situation.

51. The intellect is a tree whose fruits are generosity and modesty.

52. The intellect is an adornment for the one who is endowed with it.

53. The intellect gives one a sense of familiarity when he is away from his homeland.

54. The intellect elevates one to the lofty stations [in Paradise].

55. Verily, when I find a quality from the good qualities firmly ingrained in a person, I judge him according to it, and I forgive him for not possessing other than it; but I never exonerate him for not possessing
intelligence or for lacking religion, because separation from religion is departure from security, and life is not wholesome with fear, and lack of intellect is lack of life, and the dead are not interacted with.

55. إِنَّ يَا أَيُّهَا الْمُؤْمِنُُّ لِي نِّمَّ تُحَاَمِلُوا فِي الرِّجَالِ خُصْصَةً مِّنْ خُصُصِ الْخَيْرِ احْتَمَلَتْ لِهَا، وَاعْتُفِرْتُ لَهُ فَقَدَ مَا سَوَاهَا، وَلَا ابْعَرْتُ لَهُ فَقَدْ عُقِلَ، وَلَا أُعْمِدْ دِينَ، لَانَّ مُفَارِقَةَ الْحُرُمِ، وَلَا تَهْنَا حَيَاةً مَّعَ مَخْافَةٍ، وَلَا عُقِلٍ عَدِمُ الحَيَاةِ، وَلَا تَعاشِرُ الأَمْوَاتُ.

56. Verily you are gauged by your intellect, so develop it with knowledge.

57. Intellect is nothing but eschewing sin, considering the consequences [of one’s actions] and being [resolute and] prudent.

58. The bane of intellect is self-conceit.

59. When the intellect is complete, speech decreases.

60. When the intellect becomes complete, lust diminishes.
61. It is through the intellect that the deepest wisdom is brought out.

62. Through the intellect, [acts of goodness and] virtues are attained.

63. Through the intellect, the condition of the creatures is set right.

64. Through abundant intellect, forbearance becomes abundant.

65. Through the intellects, the pinnacle of sciences (or matters) is attained.

66. By leaving that which does not concern you, your intellect becomes complete.

67. Perfection of the soul is [attained] through the intellect.
68. It is through the intellect that every affair is set aright.

69. The completion of the intellect (or of action) is in its perfection.

70. The purification of a man is through his intellect.

71. The fruit of intellect is steadfastness [and uprightness].

72. The fruit of intellect is adherence to the truth.

73. The fruit of intellect is association with the virtuous.

74. The fruit of intellect is working for salvation.
75. The fruit of intellect is being affable with the people.

76. The fruit of intellect is honesty.

77. The fruit of intellect is aversion to this world and subdual of vain desire.

78. There are three things by which the intellects of people are tested: wealth, authority and adversity.

79. Three things show the intelligence of their lords: the messenger, the message and the gift.

80. A strong intellect is the beauty of the outward and inward facets [of a human being].

81. A good intellect is the best pathfinder.
82. The [highest] limit of the intellect is considering the consequences [of actions] and being pleased with what has been decreed [by Allah].

83. It is forbidden upon every intellect that is shacked by (or sick with) lust to benefit from wisdom.

84. The peak of intellect is separation from the perishing and attachment to the everlasting.

85. Preservation of the intellect is through opposing vain desire and turning away from this world.

86. The best of divine gifts [to human beings] is the intellect.

87. The indication of a person’s intellect is his speech.

88. The departure [and loss] of intellect is between vain desire and lust.
89. Kindle your intellect with etiquette just as you kindle fire with firewood.

90. The staidness of the intellect is put to the test in times of happiness and sadness.

91. A heightened intellect saves [one from perdition].

92. There are six situations in which the intellects of people are tested: association, transaction, authority, isolation, affluence and poverty.

93. There are six things that assay the intellects of people: forbearance when angry, patience when frightened, carefulness in obeying Allah in every situation, friendliness in dealing with others and reduced arguing [and quarrelling].

94. The rectitude of the intellect is [in] good etiquette.
95. The friend of every person is his intellect and his enemy is his ignorance.

96. Straying of the intellect distances one from right guidance and corrupts his Hereafter.

97. The straying of the intellect is the most serious deviation, and the abasement (or error) of ignorance is the greatest abasement (or error).

98. You must develop your intellect, for there is no wealth more profitable than it.

99. In times of trial (or perplexity) the [level of] intellects of the people are revealed.

100. In times of impromptu speech, the intellects of people are tested.

101. When covetousness and false hopes deceive, the minds of the ignorant are beguiled and the intellects of people are tested.
101. When the fulfillment of the aims, and the dreams, they use the intellects of the dulleys and they select the elders. 

102. The symbol of intellect is being affable with the people.

103. The intellect of a person is his order, his etiquette is his foundation, his honesty is his leader and his gratitude is his perfection.

104. The intellects of the erudite scholars are in the points of their pens.

105. The highest distinction of a person is the excellence of his intellect.

106. The highest degree of intelligence is admitting to [one’s] ignorance.

107. The intrinsic nature of the intellect impels it to employ justice.

108. The intrinsic nature of the intellect rejects dispraised action.
109. The mind that is sick with anger and lust does not benefit from wisdom.

110. The veil of flaws is the intellect.

111. Lack of intellect is wretchedness.

112. Corruption of the intellect is [in] being deluded by deceptions.

113. The excellence of the intellect is [in] indifference towards [the pleasures of] this world.

114. At times [relying on] the intellect alone may lead [one] astray.

115. How many a lowly person has been made venerable by his intellect.
116. Many a mind has been made subservient by a commanding desire.

117. Intelligence is sufficient as wealth.

118. It is enough of intelligence for a person to be moderate in his pursuits.

119. It suffices for your intellect to distinguish for you right guidance from error.

120. Be quick to respond to your intellect and delay in responding to your vain desire.

121. Whenever the intellect of a person increases, his faith in divine decree becomes stronger and he takes the changing events [that bring worldly loss to him] lightly.

122. The gain of the intellect is refraining from harming others.
123. The manner of action points to the measure of intelligence, so make good choices for it and be more precautious with regards to it.

124. The intellect acquires consideration and precaution whereas ignorance earns negligence and deception.

125. The perfection of a person is his intellect and his value is his benevolence.

126. The perfection of a human being is his intellect.

127. Everything has a pinnacle, and the pinnacle of a person is his intellect.

128. For everything there is an alms-tax and the alms-tax of intelligence is tolerating the ignorant ones.
129. The intellect will never be adorned until it is complemented by forbearance.

130. If the intellect was sound, every person would take advantage of [every moment of] his time.

131. One who seeks the support of the intellect is supported by it.

132. Whoever seeks assistance from the intellect, it shows him the right direction.

133. One whose intellect is weak has bad oratory.

134. Do not have any expectations from one who has no intellect.

135. One whose intellect is complete scorns lustful desires.
136. One of the most affirming [and effective] means of intelligence is showing compassion to the ignorant ones.

137. From the most perfect of blessings is abundance of intellect.

138. Keeping away from wastefulness and good management [skills] are from [the fruits of] intelligence.

139. Adorning oneself with forbearance (or knowledge) is from the best intelligence.

140. The rectitude of the creation is [achieved through] the intellect.

141. The intellect of every person is deduced by what passes upon his tongue.

142. The intellect of a man is indicated by his good speech and the purity of his roots is evinced by his beautiful actions.
143. The intellect of a man is evinced by his increased dignity and his virtuous tolerance, and his honourable lineage is attested to by his beautiful actions.

144. One whose intellect overpowers his vain desire is successful.

145. One whose vain desire overpowers his intellect is disgraced.

146. One who loses his wits is not bypassed by abasement.

147. One who is held back by intellect is driven forward by ignorance.

148. Nothing is purified in the sight of Allah, the Glorified, except the cognizant mind and the disinclined soul [from the pleasures of this world].
149. There is nothing better than an intellect with knowledge, and knowledge with forbearance, and forbearance with power [to punish].

150. The intellect of a man is indicated by his adorning himself with chastity and contentment.

151. There is no wealth like intelligence.

152. There is no intelligence like feigning ignorance [when in the company of those who lack etiquette].

153. Intellect and vain desire do not go together.

154. There is no possession more beneficial than intellect.

155. There is no beauty more exquisite than intellect.
156. There is no blessing better than intellect.

157. The intellect does not beguile one who takes it advice.

158. There is no good in an intellect that is not accompanied by forbearance.

159. There is no ailment more debilitating than lack of intellect.

160. He who has no intellect has no religion.

161. One who loses [the friendship of] an intelligent one shows the weakness of his [own] intellect.

162. One who puts his intellect before his vain desire, his undertakings become good.
163. One who masters his intellect is indeed wise.

164. One who considers [and learns from the past] with his intellect, perceives.

165. One whose intellect becomes stronger takes more lessons [from the past].

166. Accumulating provisions for the Day of Return is from intelligence.

167. One of the signs of intelligence is speaking what is right.

168. Acting on the [established] practice of justice is from the signs of intelligence.

169. Nothing embellishes virtues like the intellect.
170. Allah, the Glorified, has not apportioned anything among his servants better than intellect.

171. Allah, the Glorified, has only entrusted man with an intellect so that it may one day deliver him.

172. The basis of [the rightness of] an affair is the intellect.

173. With intellect, forbearance [and judiciousness] becomes abundant.

174. The distinguishing feature of a man is his intellect and his beauty is his magnanimity.

175. Whoever is incapable of using his own present intellect, then he is more helpless with regards to the far-off intelligence [of others] and the one who is absent from him is more useless [to him].

The Intelligent

1. The intelligent person is one who fetters his tongue.
1. The intelligent person is one who covers up sins with forgiveness.

2. The intelligent person is one who forsakes his lust and sells his world for his Hereafter.

3. The intelligent person does not speak except when he needs to or in order to present his case.

4. The intelligent person is one who abstains from sins and keeps himself free from faults.

5. The intelligent person is one who fetters his tongue except from the remembrance [and extolment] of Allah.

6. The intelligent person is one who opposes his vain desire in obedience to his Lord.

7. The intelligent person is one who performs acts of kindness and puts his effort in its correct place.
9. When the intelligent one is quiet, he reflects and when he speaks, he remembers [and extols Allah] and when he observes, he takes lesson.

10. The intelligent person is one who suspects his [own] opinion and does not trust everything that his self makes decorous for him.

11. The intelligent person is one who abstains from [the pleasures of] the lowly, perishing world and desires the sublime, everlasting, lofty Paradise.

12. The intelligent person is one who puts things in their right places, and the ignorant one does the opposite of this.

13. The intelligent person acts when he knows and when he acts, he does so sincerely, and when he becomes sincere, he secludes himself [from others].

14. The intelligent person is one who guards his tongue from backbiting.
15. The intelligent person strives in his work and shortens his hopes.

16. The intelligent person is one who overcomes his vain desire and does not sell his Hereafter for his [temporary life in this] world.

17. The intelligent one is neither pushed to the extreme by violence nor is he hampered by weakness.

18. The intelligent person is one who controls himself when he gets angry, when he desires and when he is frightened.

19. The intelligent person charges himself with performing that which is obligatory upon him and he does not charge himself with seeking that which is due to him.

20. The intelligent person is one who does not waste his [time and] energy in that which does not benefit him, and does not [strive to] acquire that which will not accompany him [after his death].
21. The intelligent person is one who overpowers his contending vain desires.

22. The intelligent person is one who submits to the decree [of Allah] and acts with judiciousness [and determination].

23. The intelligent person is one who subdues his vain desire with his intellect.

24. Be rational and you will discern.

25. Indeed, the intelligent person is one who considers the different [expressed] opinions with correct reasoning and considers the consequences [of matters].

26. The most intelligent of you is the most submissive of you.

27. The most intelligent person is one who follows the wise people.
27. أعقل الناس من أطاع العقلاة.

28. When you make an indirect reference to an intelligent person then you have tormented him with reproof.

29. The most felicitous of people is the intelligent one.

30. The most intelligent of people is the most modest of them.

31. The most intelligent person is the virtuous, fearful one.

32. The most intelligent of people is the one who forgives [and accepts the excuses of] others the most.

33. The most intelligent of people is the farthest of them from all vile things.

34. The most intelligent of people is the most submissive of them to Allah, the Glorified.
35. The most intelligent of people is the closest of them to Allah.

36. The most intelligent of people is one who sees his own fault and is blind to the fault of others.

37. The most intelligent of people is the one who does not go beyond silence in punishing the ignorant.

38. The most intelligent of people is the best of them in estimating his livelihood and the most serious of them in endeavouring to improve his Hereafter.

39. The most intelligent of people is one whose seriousness overpowers his frivolity and who overcomes his vain desire with his intellect.

40. The most intelligent of people is one who is humbled in front of the truth so he submits himself to it, and is honoured by the truth so he does not undermine its establishment and acting upon it with goodness.
40. أَعْقِلُ النَّاس مِنْ ذَلِلِ الْحَقِّ فَأَعْطَاهُ مِنْ نَفْسِهِ، وَعَزِّ بِالْحَقِّ فَلَمْ يَهْضَنِ إِقَامَتَهُ، وَحُسِنَ العَمَلِ بِهِ.

41. The most intelligent of people is the one who is most considering of the consequences [of actions].

42. Verily the intelligent one is not beguiled by covetousness.

43. Verily the intelligent person is one whose intellect is [employed] in right guidance and whose view is in [the process of development and] growth, that is why his view is correct and his action praiseworthy.

44. Indeed, the intelligent one learns through discipline while the beasts are not trained except by beating.

45. Verily the intelligent person is one who looks in his today for his tomorrow, and strives to unshackle his soul, and works for that which must come to pass and which cannot be escaped.

46. Verily it behoves the intelligent one to be cautious of death in this world, and he should make good
preparations before he arrives at the abode wherein one wishes for death but does not find it.

46. إنَّ العاَقِل يَنْبِغي أنْ يَحْدِرْ المَوْتَ في هذِه النَّارِ، ويَحْسَن لِله التَّأهِب قَبْلَ أن يُوصِل إلى دار يَتَمْنَى فيها الموت فَلا يَجِدُهُ.

47. The practice of those who possess intellect and understanding is turning towards the permanent abode, turning away from the evanescent abode and being desirous of the Garden of Paradise.

48. It behoves the intelligent one to make arrangements for his Hereafter and to develop [and build] the abode of his permanent residence.

49. The intelligent one likes the company of those who are like him.

50. A person is the friend of what he understands.

51. The intelligent one is the enemy of his delectation.

52. The intelligent person is one who fetters his tongue.
52. أَعْقَلٌ مَنْ عَقَلْ لِسَانَهُ.

53. The intelligent one seeks perfection, the ignorant one seeks wealth.

54. The intelligent one puts his self down and as a result he gets elevated.

55. The intelligent one is grieved, sorrowful.

56. The intelligent person is one who safeguards his affair.

57. Insinuation is the severest punishment for the intelligent one.

58. The intelligent person is one who is admonished by experiences.

59. The intelligent person is one who annihilates his lust.
60. The intelligent person is one who spreads his generosity.

61. The intelligent one relies on his [hard] work, [while] the ignorant one relies on his aspiration.

62. The intelligent person is one who takes a lesson from [the experiences of] others.

63. The intelligent person is one whose words are affirmed by his actions.

64. The intelligent person is one who stops at what he knows.

65. The intelligent person is one who renounces that which the ignorant one desires.

66. Indeed only he is intelligent who is admonished by experiences.
67. Only he is intelligent who takes out the grudges [from his heart].

68. As the intelligent one grows older, his intellect grows younger.

69. Hinting at [and making indirect references to] the error of the intelligent person is one of the most agonizing punishments for him.

70. The wealth of an intelligent person is in his knowledge and his action.

71. Love of knowledge, virtuous forbearance and adhering to the right are from the merits of the people of reason and understanding.

72. It is a right that is due on the intelligent one to work for the Hereafter and to seek more provisions [for it].
73. It is a right upon the intelligent one to vanquish his vain desire before his adversary.

74. The reign of the intelligent one is like the relative who longs to unite [with his dear ones].

75. The one who possesses intellect is not known except by [his] tolerance, temperance and kindness.

76. The desire of an intelligent person is in wisdom and the ambition of an ignorant person is in foolishness.

77. The lapse of an intelligent person is dangerous.

78. The lapse of an intelligent person is a crushing blow.

79. The virtues of an intelligent ruler are spread far and wide.
80. The [distinguishing] quality of the people of intellect is [their] lack of lust and negligence.

81. The quality of those who possess intellect and understanding is [their] turning towards the Eternal Abode, turning away from the evanescent abode, and yearning for the Garden of Paradise.

82. The chest of an intelligent person is the strongbox of his secret.

83. The conjecture of an intelligent person is more correct than the certitude of an ignorant person.

84. The enmity of an intelligent person is better than the friendship of an ignorant one.

85. The sufficiency of an intelligent person is through his knowledge.

86. The sufficiency of an intelligent person is through his wisdom and his honour is through his contentment.
86. غَنِّي العاَقل بِحُكْمَتِهِ، وَعَرُّهُ بِقَناعَتِهِ.

87. The ugly act of an intelligent person is better than the beautiful act of an ignorant person.

88. كُلُّ عَاَقِلٍ خَيْرُ مِنْ حَسَنِ جَاهِلٍ.

88. Every intelligent person is sorrowful (or sad).

89. Be intelligent in the affairs of your religion and simple in your worldly affairs.

89. كُنْ عَاَقِلاً فِي أَمْرٍ دِينَكَ، جَاهِلاً فِي أَمْرٍ دُنِيَاكَ.

90. The speech of the intelligent is a nourishment [for the soul] and the reply of the ignorant is [nothing better than] silence.

90. كَلَامُ العَاَقِل قُوَّةٌ، وَجَوابُ الجَاهِل سَكُوتٌ.

91. For the intelligent one, there is goodness in every action [he does].

91. لِلنَّعَاقِل فِي كُلِّ عَمَلٍ إِحْسَانٌ.

92. For the intelligent one, there is nobility in every word [he speaks].

92. لِلنَّعَاقِل فِي كُلِّ كِلَمَةٍ نُبُلٌ.

93. For the intelligent one, in every action there is self-discipline.
94. It is not for the intelligent one to move out [of his home] except for three things: to do something to improve his Hereafter, or to earn his livelihood, or to enjoy what is not forbidden.

95. He who is distracted by idle sport and seeks pleasure in amusement and song, has no intelligence.

96. One who has intelligence, comprehends.

97. One who has intelligence remains chaste [and abstains from the forbidden].

98. One who has intelligence seeks pardon [for the wrong he does].

99. One who has intelligence is kind [and tolerant].
100. One who has intelligence is content.

101. One who has intelligence remains silent [until there is a need to speak].

102. One who does not use intellect is abased, and one who is abased is not revered.

103. One who has intelligence takes more lessons [from the past].

104. One whose intellect is less, his jesting is increased.

105. One who has intelligence takes lesson from his past and takes precaution for his soul.

106. One whose intellect prevails over his lust and his forbearance [overcomes] his anger, then he is worthy of [being deemed as having] good conduct.
107. One who has intelligence awakens from his negligence, prepares for his journey and maintains [and develops] his abode of [permanent] residence.

108. One whose intellect does not have the greatest control over him does not benefit from [any] advice.

109. One who does not have an intellect to adorn him, does not become noble.

110. One whose intellect is not complete, his evils are not safeguarded against.

111. It is from the intelligence of a man that he not speak about all that he knows.

112. It is from the rights of the intelligent person to vanquish his vain desire before his adversary.

113. It is from the right of the intelligent person to count his evil action and his ugly conduct as being from the wretchedness of his circumstance and his misfortune.
114. From the perfection of your intellect is your reliance on your intellect.

115. One who lengthens his aspirations is not intelligent.

116. An intelligent person does not lie and a believer does not fornicate.

117. The magnanimity of an intelligent person is his religion and his distinction is his etiquette.

118. Half of the intelligent one is tolerance and [the other] half is feigning negligence [when encountering the bad behaviour of the ignorant].

119. There is no poverty for the intelligent one.

120. The intelligent person is never found [to be] beguiled.
121. There is none more courageous than the intelligent one.

122. He who is overcome by anger and lust should not be counted as an intelligent person.

123. It behoves the intelligent person not to remain aloof from the obedience of Allah and the struggle against his [lower] self, in every situation.

124. It behoves the intelligent person to work for the Hereafter and try to increase his provisions before he passes away and is lowered into his grave.

125. It behoves the intelligent one to prepare provisions for his Hereafter and to maintain [and develop] the abode of his [permanent] residence.

126. It behoves the intelligent person to earn praise through his wealth and to preserve himself from asking others.
126. يُنْبِعُ لِلْعَاقِلِ أَنْ يَكْتُبِ بِمِلَّةِ الْمُحْمَدَةِ، وَيَصْوُنْ نَفْسَهُ عَنِ الْمَسَأَلَةِ.

127. It behoves an intelligent person to address an ignorant one like a doctor addresses a sick patient.

128. It behoves the intelligent person to increase his association with the scholars and the virtuous ones, and to keep away from the company of the evil and wicked ones.

129. It behoves the intelligent one to protect himself from the intoxication of wealth, the intoxication of power, the intoxication of knowledge, the intoxication of praise and the intoxication of youth, for each of these have foul odours that take away intelligence and reduces dignity.

130. It behoves the intelligent person not to be harsh when he teaches, and not to scorn [others] when he gains knowledge.

131. The intellect of every person is manifested by that which is spoken by his tongue.
132. The intellect of every person is indicated by his tongue, and his merit is evinced by his diction.

133. I am amused by a man whose intellect is seen as an extension of his tongue, while his tongue is not seen as an extension of his intellect.

134. Follow the intelligent one and you will benefit.

135. At times the intelligent person becomes blind to what is right.

The Cause And The Effects

1. The branches will surely return to their roots, and the effects to their causes, and the particulars to their universals.

The celestial realm

1. He (‘a) was asked about the [beings in the] celestial realm, so he replied: [They are] forms devoid of
matter, above [the need for physical] strength and ability; divine light is illuminated upon them so they shine and it rises upon them so they gleam; then He casts in their identities His likeness, thus He manifests His actions through them. He created the human being with an articulating soul, [such that] if he purifies it with knowledge and action, it resembles the essences of its primal causes, and when its demeanour is moderate and it disassociates the contraries then it becomes associated with the seven strong [heavens].

Knowledge

1. Knowledge guides [one] to the truth.

2. Knowledge is the lamp of the intellect and the fountain of excellence.

3. Knowledge is the killer of ignorance and the earner of nobility.

4. Knowledge without action is a plague.
5. Knowledge is a great treasure that does not get exhausted.

6. Knowledge is one of the two lives.

7. Knowledge is the better of the two intimate companions.

8. Knowledge is the better of the two beauties.

9. Knowledge about Allah is the better of the two types of knowledge.

10. Knowledge is an honourable heritage and a universal blessing.

11. Knowledge saves [one] from being entangled in perplexity.
12. Knowledge is evidence of intellect, so the one who knows has intelligence.

13. Knowledge is the enlivener of the soul, the illuminator of the intellect and the annihilator of ignorance.

14. Knowledge is the fruit of wisdom and rightness is from its branches.

15. Knowledge is the greatest honour for the one who has no [honourable] past.

16. Knowledge is greater than can be encompassed [in its totality], so take the best from every [branch of] knowledge.

17. Knowledge is a governor while wealth is governed.

18. Knowledge guides you towards that which Allah has commanded you to do and renunciation of
worldly pleasures makes the path to it easier for you.

18- أَلْعَلْمُ يَرْشِدُكَ إِلَى مَا أُمُرَكَ اللَّهُ بِهِ، وَالْمَزَادُ يُسْهِلُ لَكَ الْطَّرِيقَ إِلَيْهِ.

19. Knowledge is better than wealth; knowledge guards you while you guard wealth.

19- أَلْعَلْمُ مُخْيَرٌ مِنَ الْمَالِ، أَلْعَلْمُ يَحْرِسُكَ وَأَنْتَ تَحْرِسُ الْمَالَ.

20. Knowledge is linked to action, so one who knows, acts.

20- أَلْعَلْمُ مَقْرُونٌ بِالْعَمَلِ فَمَنْ أَلْعَلْمَ عَمِلَ.

21. Knowledge calls out to action, so if it responds to it [then it stays] otherwise it departs.

21- أَلْعَلْمُ يَهْتَفُ بِالْعَمَلِ فَإِنْ أَجَابابَ وَإِلَآ إِرْتَحَلَّ.

22. Knowledge guides you and action takes you to the goal.

22- أَلْعَلْمُ يَرْشِدُكَ، وَالْعَمَلُ يُبْلِغُ بَكَ الغَاِيَةَ.

23. Knowledge is the first guide and cognizance is the final end.

23- أَلْعَلْمُ أَوْلُ دِيْل، وَالمَعْرِفَةُ أَخْرَ يَنِهَا.

24. Knowledge is of two types: the intuitive and the learnt; the intuitive knowledge is of no benefit if there is no learnt knowledge [accompanying it].

24- أَلْعَلْمُ عَلْمَانِ، مَطْبَعٌ وَمَسْمُوعٌ، وَلاَيْنْفُقُ المَطْبَعُ، إِذَا لمْ يَكْ مَسْمُوعٌ.
25. Know, then speak.

26. Seek knowledge and you will increase in knowledge.

27. Acquire knowledge, for indeed if you are wealthy it will adorn you and if you are poor it will provide for you.

28. Seek knowledge and you will be rightly guided.

29. Acquire knowledge and it will earn you life.

30. Draw water from the clear spring which has been cleansed of all impurity.

31. Seek knowledge and you will be known for it, act upon it and you will become from those who are worthy of [possessing] it.
32. Indeed, the one who does not know should never be ashamed to learn, for the value of every person is [measured by] what he knows.

33. Indeed, the one who is asked about that which he does not know should never consider it demeaning to say “I don’t know”.

34. The most useful knowledge is that which is acted upon.

35. The best knowledge is that which is accompanied by action.

36. The most honourable knowledge is that which is manifested in the organs and limbs.

37. The lowliest knowledge is that which stops at the tongue [and is not acted upon].
38. The most victorious of all people is he who overpowers his vain desire with his knowledge.

38. أَوْلَٰئِكُمُ الْأَكْبَرُ مِنَ الْعُمَّامِ مَنْ أَكَلَّمَ الْلَّهُ مَعَ الْيَتَّوِينِ.

39. The most important knowledge for you is that without which [your good] action is not accepted.

39. أَعْلَمْ النَّاسَ مِنْ عَلَمَ هَوَاهُ بَعْلَمِهِ.

40. The most obligatory knowledge for you [to acquire] is that which you are responsible for acting upon.

40. أَوْلَى الْعَلَمِ بَيْكَ مَا لاَ يَتَقَبَّلُ عَمَلُ إِلَّا يَهُ.

41. The most necessary knowledge for you is that which guides you to rectitude of your religion and separates you from its corruption.

41. أَوْلَى الْعَلَمِ عَلَيْكَ مَا أَنتَ مَسْؤُولٌ عَنِ الْعَمَلِ بَيْكَ.

42. The knowledge with the most praiseworthy end is that which increases your [good] actions in this world and draws you nearer [to the mercy of Allah] in the Hereafter.

42. أَلْزَمُكَ الْعَلَمَ بِكَ مَا ذَلَّكَ عَلَى صَلاْحٍ دِينِكَ، وأَبَانَ لَكَ عَنْ فَسَادِهِ.

43. Verily the best of knowledge is [that which leads to] tranquillity and forbearance.

43. أَحْمَدُ الْعَلَمِ عَاقِبَةً مَا زَادَ فِي عَمَلِكَ فِي العَالِمِ، وأَزْلَفَكَ فِي الْأَجْلِ.

44. Indeed fire is not diminished by what is taken from it but is extinguished when it does not find firewood; similarly, knowledge is not depleted by being acquired but the miserliness of those who possess it is the cause of its absence.
45. Verily Allah, the Glorified, bestows wealth to the one whom He loves and the one whom He hates, but He does not grant knowledge except to the one whom He loves.

46. Verily knowledge guides, directs and saves while ignorance misguides, misdirects and destroys.

47. Knowledge rescues.

48. Knowledge is through understanding.

49. Knowledge is a treasure.

50. Knowledge is honour, obedience is [a] refuge.
51. Knowledge is a guide.

52. Knowledge saves you, ignorance destroys you.

53. Knowledge is loftiness, ignorance is misguidance.

54. Knowledge is life, faith is salvation.

55. Knowledge makes one lofty, ignorance misguides.

56. Knowledge is a refuge.

57. Knowledge is through action.
58. Knowledge is the annihilator of ignorance.

59. Knowledge is the adornment of distinction [and noble descent].

60. Knowledge is the leader of forbearance.

61. Knowledge is the most excellent honour.

62. Knowledge is the lamp of the intellect.

63. Knowledge is the best guide.

64. Knowledge is the most sublime provision.
65. Knowledge is the greatest treasure.

66. Knowledge is life and a cure [for the maladies of the heart].

67. Knowledge is a veil [that protects one] from adversities.

68. Knowledge is the highest success.

69. Knowledge is the best acquisition.

70. Knowledge is the riding mount of forbearance.

71. Knowledge is the root of every good.
72. Knowledge is the symbol of intellect.

73. Knowledge is the fecundation of cognizance.

74. Knowledge aids [and strengthens] reflection.

75. Knowledge is indeed a good guide.

76. Knowledge is the most excellent (or honourable) guidance.

77. Sciences are the recreation of the men of erudition.

78. Knowledge is the root of forbearance.
79. Knowledge is the killer of ignorance.

80. Knowledge is the herald of comprehension.

81. Knowledge does not end.

82. Knowledge is abundant but action is scarce.

83. Knowledge is a great treasure that does not get exhausted.

84. Knowledge is a [means of] right guidance for the one who acts upon it.

85. All of knowledge is a proof [against its possessor] except what is acted upon.
86. Knowledge is a beauty that does not remain concealed and a relation that does not abandon you (or that is not hidden).

87. Knowledge is the adornment of the wealthy and the wealth of the poor.

88. Indeed the only thing that has made people disinclined to seeking knowledge is the frequency with which they observe that only a few people act upon what they know.

89. The bane of knowledge is to forsake acting upon it.

90. When you hear knowledge then treat it seriously and do not taint it with jesting, thereby making the hearts spit it out.

91. When you want to benefit from knowledge then act upon it and increase in your contemplation about its meanings, [for through this] it will be retained by the hearts.
92. When the knowledge of a person increases, his etiquette improves and his awe for his Lord increases.

93. Through knowledge, wisdom is recognized.

94. Through knowledge, there is life.

95. Through knowledge, the crooked is straightened.

96. Sharing knowledge [with those who deserve] is the alms-tax of knowledge.

97. Through knowledge, the station of forbearance is attained.

98. The completeness of knowledge is [in] its application.
99. The completeness of knowledge is [in] acting according to it.

100. The one who forsakes acting on [his] knowledge is not certain of getting reward for his action.

101. The fruit of knowledge is cognizance of Allah.

102. The fruit of knowledge is worship.

103. The fruit of knowledge is acting upon it.

104. The fruit of knowledge is working for [a blissful] life [in the Hereafter].

105. The fruit of knowledge is sincerity of action.
106. The wealth of knowledge saves and preserves.

107. The beauty of knowledge is [in] its dissemination, its fruit is [in] acting upon it, and its preservation is [in] placing it with those who are worthy of it.

108. The best of knowledge is that which gives benefit.

109. The best of all knowledge is that which reforms you.

110. The best knowledge is that which is accompanied by action.

111. The best of knowledge is that by which you reform your right guidance, and the worst of it is that by which you corrupt your Hereafter.

112. Take from every knowledge the best of it, for indeed the bee partakes from the most beautiful of every flower, so two precious substances are produced from it: in one of them is a cure for the people (i.e. honey), and the other is a means of illumination (i.e. wax).
113. The cornerstone of [all] merits is knowledge.

114. Many a knowledge may lead to your misguidance.

115. The alms-tax of knowledge is its dissemination.

116. The alms-tax of knowledge is granting it to the one who deserves it and exerting the self to act upon it.

117. The adornment of knowledge is forbearance.

118. The cause of fear [of Allah] is knowledge.
119. Ask about that which you must know and cannot be excused for being ignorant about.

120. The worst knowledge is that by which you corrupt your right guidance.

121. The worst knowledge is knowledge that is not action upon.

122. There are two things the ends of which can never be reached: knowledge and intellect.

123. The disgrace of knowledge is boasting.

124. You must acquire knowledge, for indeed it is an honourable heritage.

125. The knowledge of a hypocrite is [only] on his tongue.
126. The knowledge of a believer is [manifested] in his action.

127. Knowledge without action is like trees without fruit.

128. Knowledge without action is like a bow without a bowstring.

129. Knowledge that is not useful is like a medicine that does not cure.

130. Knowledge that does not reform you is misguidance and wealth that does not benefit you is a curse.

131. Knowledge without action is a proof of Allah against His servant.

132. The goal of knowledge is good action.
133. The utmost goal of knowledge is fear of [the displeasure of] Allah, the Glorified.

134. The end goal of knowledge is tranquillity and forbearance.

135. The excellence of knowledge is [in] acting upon it.

136. Saying ‘I don’t know’ is half of knowledge.

137. Little knowledge accompanied with action is better than a lot of it without action.


139. All knowledge that is not supported by the intellect is misguidance.
140. Everything diminishes when it is expended except knowledge.

141. Everything becomes precious when it becomes less (or scarce) except knowledge, for indeed it gains value when it abounds.

142. Every vessel becomes constricted by what is put in it except the vessel of knowledge, for verily it becomes wider.

143. Knowledge is sufficient as loftiness.

144. Every time the knowledge of a person increases, his concern for his soul increases, and he exerts his efforts in training and reforming it.

145. Just as knowledge guides a person and saves him, similarly, ignorance misguides him and destroys him.
146. The acquisition of knowledge is indifference towards worldly pleasures.

147. The perfection of knowledge is forbearance, and the perfection of forbearance is increased tolerance and suppression [of anger].

148. The perfection of knowledge is action.

149. For the seeker of knowledge, there is honour in this world and success in the Hereafter.

150. Knowledge will never bear fruit until it is accompanied by forbearance.

151. None will attain knowledge except the one who lengthens his [period of] study.

152. The language of knowledge is truthfulness.
153. The conception of knowledge is imagination and understanding.

154. One who seeks right guidance from knowledge, it guides him.

155. One who is alone with knowledge does not feel frightened by [his] loneliness.

156. One who is not guided by knowledge is misguided by ignorance.

157. One who acts with knowledge attains his goal and desire from the Hereafter.

158. One who is fond of knowledge has [actually] done good to his soul.

159. Whoever hides [his] knowledge, it is as if he is an ignorant person.
160. One who acts against his knowledge, his crime and sin become grave.

161. One whose knowledge exceeds his intellect, it becomes a burden for him.

162. One who learns (or lacks) the depth of knowledge proceeds (or is repelled) from the ways of wisdom.

163. One who quenches his thirst from the drinking-fountain of knowledge, covers himself with the gown of forbearance.

164. One who increases his study of knowledge [and discussion about what he has learnt] does not forget what he knows and benefits from it that which he does not know.

165. One who increases his reflection about what he has learnt safeguards his knowledge and understands that which he would not have [otherwise] understood.

166. One who does not acquire wealth through knowledge, acquires grace by it.
167. Whoever does not act upon his knowledge, it becomes a proof against him and a curse.

168. From the perfection of knowledge is acting upon what it dictates.

169. From the most honourable of knowledge is self-adornment with forbearance.

170. He who enlivens knowledge does not die.

171. Nothing increases knowledge like acting upon it.

172. Knowledge does not benefit the one who does not understand [it] and forbearance is not useful for the one who does not show clemency.

173. The basis of knowledge is its dissemination.
174. The basis of knowledge is acting upon it.

175. Coming together to study knowledge is the delight of the scholars.

176. Gatherings of knowledge are a bounty.

177. The adornments of a man are his knowledge and his forbearance.

178. How good a companion of forbearance knowledge is!

179. How good a companion of faith knowledge is!

180. How good a guide of faith knowledge is!
180. نَعَمَ قَرِينُ الإيمان الْعِلْمُ.

181. Do not make enmity with that which you are ignorant of, for indeed most of knowledge is in that which you don’t know.

181. نَعَمَ دَلِيلُ الإيمان الْعِلْمُ.

182. There is no provision like knowledge.

182. لاتُعَاذُوا مَا تَجْهَلُونَ، فَإِنَّ أَكْثَرَ الْعِلْمَ فيما لاتَعْرَفُونَ.

183. There is no honour like knowledge.

183. لَادْخَرْ كَالْعِلْمِ.

184. There is no nightly conversation partner like knowledge.

184. لَا شِرْفٌ كَالْعِلْمِ.

185. There is no treasure more worthwhile than knowledge.

185. لَا سَمِيرٌ كَالْعِلْمِ.

186. There is no distinction more honourable than knowledge.

186. لَا كَثَرْ أَنْفِعُ مِنَ الْعِلْمِ.

187. There is no guide more successful than knowledge.
188. Knowledge is not acquired except from its masters.

189. Knowledge does not benefit without [divinely granted] success.

190. Knowledge is not attained with physical comfort.

191. Knowledge is not purified without piety.

192. Nobody obtains knowledge except the one who lengthens his study.

193. One who has no insight, has no knowledge.

194. Nobody disparages knowledge and its possessors except the foolish, ignorant one.
195. A little knowledge removes a lot of ignorance.

196. People attain superiority through knowledge and intellect, not by wealth and lineage.

197. Knowledge needs action.

198. Knowledge needs forbearance.

199. Knowledge needs suppression [of anger].

200. Obey knowledge and disobey ignorance, [for by doing this] you will be successful.

201. Knowledge is the most honourable guidance.
1. Meaning: take your knowledge from a pure source.
2. Or: ...and differentiates the right religion from the wrong [and corrupt] one.
3. As seen in Q35:28

The Scholar

1. The scholar is one whose actions attest to the veracity of his words.

2. Scholars are strangers [in their own land] because of the large numbers of ignorant people.

3. The scholar is one who is not satisfied with [his] knowledge nor does he allow himself to be satiated by it.

4. The scholar recognizes the ignorant one because he used to be ignorant [himself] before.

5. The scholar who is truly a scholar, is one who does not prevent the servants from having hope in the mercy of Allah and [at the same time] does not give them false security from the scheme of Allah.
6. The scholar and the student are partners in reward; there no good in anything between this. 1

7. Scholars are the purest of people in character and the least rooted in [vain] desires.

8. The scholar is a living [person] among the dead.

9. Be careful not to disparage scholars, for indeed this will degrade you and make others think ill of you and expect evil from you.

10. The most learned among you are the most fearful of you.

11. The people who are most deserving of the [guidance of the] Prophets are those who have the most knowledge about what they came with.
12. The most learned person is the one who is most infatuated with knowledge.

13. The most learned of people about Allah, the Glorified, are the most fearful of Him.

14. The most learned of people about Allah, the Glorified, are the most satisfied with His decree.

15. The greatest of people in knowledge are the most intense in [their] fear of Allah, the Glorified.

16. The most learned of people about Allah are those who are most fearful of Him.

17. The most hated of servants in the sight of Allah is the haughty scholar.

18. Those with the greatest burden among the people are the scholars who exceed the limits.
19. The most regretful of all people at the time of death are the scholars who don’t act on their knowledge.

20. The most learned of people is one whose doubt does not dispel his certainty.

21. The person who is most learned about Allah is he who asks from Him the most.

22. Verily the narrators of knowledge are many, but those who are careful of [acting upon] it are few.

23. Verily the people who are most deserving of the [guidance of the] Prophets – peace be upon them – are those who have the most knowledge about (or act upon) their teachings.

24. The scholar is honoured because of his knowledge, the elderly because of his age, the doer of good because of his goodness and the king because of his kingship.

25. The scholars are judges over the people.
26. The scholar is alive even when he is dead.

27. The scholar is one who knows his [own] status [and worth].

28. The scholar sees with his heart and his mind while the ignorant one sees with his eyes and his eyesight.

29. The scholar is a person who does not get weary of gaining knowledge.

30. Scholars live on as long as the day and night remains.

31. The concealer of knowledge is not certain of being correct in it.

32. Only he is a scholar whose knowledge calls him to piety and God-wariness, to abstinence from the
pleasures of the transient world and to infatuation with the heavenly abode.

32. إنَّما العالم مَنْ دعاء علِمٌ إِلَى الوَرَع والتَّقى، والْزَهَد فِي عَالِم الفناء والتَّولَّد بِجَنَّةِ المَأْوَى.

33. The bane of scholars is love for leadership [and authority].

34. When you see a [true] scholar, be a servant to him.

35. Congratulations to the scholar who knows and thus restrains himself [from sin], and who fears the sudden coming [of death] so he prepares himself and gets ready. If he is questioned he articulates, and if he is left he remains silent; his speech is accurate and his silence is not because of his inability to give an answer.

36. Sit in the company of scholars and you will be felicitous.

37. Sit in the company of scholars and you will increase your knowledge.
38. The beauty of a scholar is [in] his acting upon his knowledge.

38. جِمَالُ الْعَالِمِ عَمَلَهُ بِعِلْمِهِ.

39. Sit with the scholars and your knowledge will increase, your etiquette will improve and your soul will become purified.

39. جَالِسُ الْعَلَّمَاءَ، يَزِيدُ عِلْمَكَ، وَيَحْسَنُ أدْبَكَ، وَتَرْكُ نَفْسَكَ.

40. Be close to the scholars and you will perceive.

40. جَاَوِرُ الْعَلَّمَاءَ تَسْبِبَ.

41. Many a scholar is killed by his knowledge.

41. رَبَّ عَالِمٍ قَتَلَهُ عِلْمُهُ.

42. Many a person who claims to have knowledge is not a scholar.

42. رَبُّ مِدْعٍ لِّالْعِلْمِ لَيْسَ بِعَالِمٍ.

43. Many a scholar does not benefit [from his knowledge].

43. رَبُّ عَالِمٍ غَيْرُ مُنْتَفِعٍ.

44. The rank of a scholar is the highest of ranks.

44. رَتْبَةُ الْعَالِمِ أَعْلَى الْمَرَاتِبِ.
45. The lapse [and misguidance] of a scholar corrupts entire worlds.

46. The lapse of a scholar is like the breaking up of a ship, it sinks and causes others to sink along with it.

47. The lapse of a scholar is a serious offence.

48. It is upon the scholar to learn that which he does not know and to teach the people what he has learnt.

49. It is the duty of the scholar to act upon what he knows and then seek to learn that which he does not know.

50. A scholar who opposes you is better than the ignorant person who assists you.

51. Every scholar is fearful [of Allah].
52. How many a scholar is corrupt and [how many] a worshipper is ignorant, so be wary of the corrupt among the scholars and the ignorant among the worshippers.

53. It is enough of ignorance for a scholar that his actions contradict his knowledge.

54. Be either a knowledgeable speaker or a keen listener, and beware of being the third type.

55. Be knowledgeable about the truth and act upon it, [and through this] Allah, the Glorified, will save you.

56. If the people of knowledge were to carry it as it deserves to be carried, Allah and His angels would surely love them, but they bear it in order to seek worldly gain, so Allah, the Exalted, is displeased with them and they are thus abased by it.

57. One who has knowledge asks good [and pertinent] questions.
58. One who knows must act upon his knowledge.

59. One who gains knowledge (or acts [upon his knowledge]) is rightly guided.

60. One who wastes his knowledge [by not acting upon it] faces turmoil.

61. One who reveres a scholar has revered his Lord.

62. Whoever does not nurture his knowledge in solitude, it humiliates him among the people.

63. One who claims to have reached the end of knowledge has manifested the highest level of ignorance.

64. It is necessary for every scholar to secure his sides with piety and to extend his knowledge to the
one who seeks it.

65. Considering your knowledge (or action) as little is from the excellence of your knowledge.

66. He who does not act upon his knowledge has not truly gained knowledge.

67. How many are those who gain knowledge but do not follow it!

68. Allah, the Glorified, did not make it incumbent upon the ignorant one to learn until He had made it incumbent upon the learned to teach.

69. Only two [types of] people have broken my back: the impudent scholar and the ignorant worshipper. One drives people away from the truth by his immorality and the other invites people to falsehood with his devotion.
70. The competition (or argumentation) of the scholars results in their gaining benefit and their earning merits.

71. The keepers of material treasures are annihilated while they are [still] alive while the scholars remain as long as the nights and days remain. Their bodies are lost but their examples [and teachings continue to] remain in the hearts.

72. Never disrespect a scholar, even if he is lowly.

73. There is no lapse more serious than the lapse of a scholar.

74. A scholar is not a true scholar until he stops being jealous of one who is above him, does not demean one who is below him and does not take in return for his knowledge anything of the vanities of this world.

75. The knowledge of a man should surpass his speech and his intelligence should prevail over his tongue.
76. The bane of the masses is a corrupt scholar.

1. Meaning there is no good in anyone other than the scholar and the student.

**Education and learning**

1. The most helpful thing in purifying the intellect is education.

2. Learn and you will become knowledgeable, honour and you will be honoured.

3. Be humble in front of the one from whom you gain knowledge and the one whom you teach; and do not be from among the haughty scholars, lest your ignorance rises alongside you knowledge.

4. Acquire knowledge, for indeed if you are wealthy it will adorn you and if you are poor it will provide for you (or guard you).
5. Learn the knowledge of the one who knows, and teach your knowledge to the one who is ignorant, for if you do this, he will be teach you that which you are ignorant of and you will benefit [others] with what you have learnt.

6. He who places knowledge with one who is unworthy of it has wronged it [or him].

7. Through education, knowledge is gained.

8. Gain knowledge and you will be known by it, act upon it and you will be one of its worthy possessors.

The student-المتعلم والمستمع

1. If you are not an articulating scholar then be an attentive listener.

2. The student must discipline himself in his quest for knowledge and must neither become bored of his studies nor overestimate what he already knows.
2. علی المُتَعلِمِ أن يَدْأَبْ نَفسَهُ فِي طَلَّبِ الْعَلَّمِ، وَلاِبْيِلَ مِنْ تَعْلَمِهِ وَلَا يَسْتَكِبُرُ مَا عَلَّمَ.

3. One who learns becomes knowledgeable.

3. منَ تَعْلَمَ عَلَمَ.

4. One who does not learn does not become knowledgeable.

4. مَنْ لَمْ يَتَعَلَّمَ لَمْ يَعْلَمَ.

5. One who gains knowledge so that he can act upon it is not distressed by its dullness.

5. مَنْ تَعَلَّمَ الْعَلَّمَ لِلْعَلَّمِ بِهِ لَمْ يُؤْحِشَةُ كَسَادُهُ.

6. One who does not learn in his young age, does not progress in his old age.

6. مَنْ لَمْ يَتَعَلَّمَ فِي الصُّغرِ لَمْ يَتَقَدَّمْ فِي الْكَبْرِ.

7. One who does not bear the hardships of gaining knowledge (or education) remains in the abject ignorance?

7. مَنْ لَمْ يَصَبِّرْ عَلَى مَضْضِ التَّعْلِمِ (التَّعَلِيمِ) بَقَىَ فِي ذُلِّ الْجَهَلِ.

8. One who does not discipline himself (or spend his life) in acquiring knowledge cannot gain great successes.

8. مَنْ لَمْ يَدْنِبْ (لَمْ يَذْبَّبُ) نَفْسَهُ فِي اكْتِسَابِ الْعَلَّمِ لَمْ يُحْرِزْ قَصَبَاتِ السَّبَقِ.
9. The one who does not know must never be too proud to learn.

9. لاَ يَسْتَنَكَفْنَ مَنْ لَمْ يَكُنْ يَعْلَمَ أَنْ يَعْلَمَ.

10. Do not speak to the ignorant ones about that which they do not know such that they belie you, for indeed your knowledge has a right over you and its right is that you bestow it to those who are deserving of it and deny it to those who are not deserving of it.

10. لاَ تُخَرِّبُوا الْجَهَالَ بَما لاَ يَعْلَمُونَ فِي كُلْ بُوَكَهُ، فَإِنْ لَعَلْكَ عَلَيْكَ حَقًا، وَحَقُّهُ عَلَيْكَ بَذْلَهُ لِمُسْتَحِقِّهِ وَمَنْعَهُ مِنْ غَيْرِ مُسْتَحِقِّهِ.

11. One who is haughty does not learn.

11. لاَ يَلْعَبُ مَنْ يَنْبِكَرُ.

Age and Lifespan

1. The age up to which Allah, the Glorified, accepts the excuse of human beings and warns them is sixty years.

1.١- الْعُمُرُ الَّذِي أَعْدَرَ اللَّهُ سُبْحَانَهُ فِيهِ إِلَى ابْنِ آدَمْ وَأَنْذَرَ الْسِّتْوُنَّ.

2. The age in which a person reaches maturity is forty.

2.٢- الْعُمُرُ الَّذِي يَبْلُغُ الرَّجُلُ فِيهِ الأَشْدَ، الأَرْبَعَوْنَ.

3. Be wary of wasting your lifetimes in that which will not remain for you, for that which has passed from it does not return.
4. Verily your lifetime is the dower of your prosperity if you spend it in obedience to your Lord.

5. Verily your breaths are portions of your life, so do not use them up except in the obedience that brings you closer [to Allah].

6. Verily your lifetime is the time which you find yourself in.

7. Verily your lifespan is the number of your breaths, and there is a watcher who counts them.

8. Indeed the night and day are quick in razing the lifetimes.

9. Indeed your life’s past is that which has come to pass and its future is hope, and the present is [time for] action.
10. Verily the life that is being shortened every moment and being dismantled every hour must be regarded as very short.

11. Indeed deceived is the one who is deluded with regards to his life and enviable is one who spends his life in the obedience of his Lord.

12. The lifespan [of a person] is [made up of] a specific number of breaths.

13. How can one be pleased with a lifetime that is diminished by [the passing of] hours?!

14. There is nothing more valuable than red sulphur, except that which remains from the lifetime of a believer.

15. One whose life is long, his tribulations become many.

16. One whose life is long gets afflicted by [the loss of] his dear and beloved ones.
17. One who spends his life in other than that which will save him [in the Hereafter] has missed his objective.

18. An hour of your time does not pass but that it cuts away a portion of your lifespan.

19. Do not waste your lifetime in useless pastimes, thereby leaving this world without any hope [in the Hereafter].

20. With the progression of days and nights, nothing remains of the lifetimes.

21. Nobody knows how much longer he has to live except a Prophet or a man of truth.

22. Lifetime is diminished by moments.
23. Guard your lifetime from being wasted in other than acts of worship and obedience [to Allah].

Development and prosperity

العُمْران

1. The bane of development and prosperity is the oppression of a tyrant.

Delving deep

النَّعمَة

1. One who delves too deep [in trying to understand the essence of Allah] does not return to the truth.

Actions and deeds

الأعمال

1. Action without knowledge is misguidance.

2. Righteous action is the better of the two provisions.

3. Action in obedience to Allah is more beneficial, and being truthful is more beautiful and [makes one
4. The actions of servants in this world are [brought] before their eyes in the Hereafter.

5. Honour in the sight of Allah, the Glorified, is through righteous actions, not by beautiful words.

6. Falling short in action, for the one who is certain of its reward, is foolishness.

7. Busying oneself with that which will not accompany you after death is from the greatest weakness.

8. Acting upon [one’s] knowledge is from the perfection of blessings.

9. Utterances are recorded, secrets are [going to be] revealed and every soul is held hostage by what it has earned.
10. The [most] righteous companion is righteous action.

11. Act [in this world] so that you can store [provisions for the Hereafter].


14. Act like one who knows that Allah will surely recompense him for his evil and good deeds.

15. Strive hard in your work and do not be a storekeeper for others.

16. Act upon [your] knowledge and you will be felicitous.
17. When you know, act.

18. Perform good deeds while [you are in place where] deeds benefit, supplication is answered and repentance is raised [and accepted].

19. Eschew every action that you are in no need of and busy yourself with the affair of the Hereafter, which you must [eventually] face.

20. Work for the day for which the provisions have been stored and in which the secrets will be revealed.

21. Work while you are still alive, and while the books are [still] open, repentance is [still] accepted, the one who has strayed is [still] called [back], and the sinner is [still] given hope [of forgiveness]; before action abates, time expires, life ends and the door of repentance is closed.

22. Be wary of every action which, when its doer is asked about it, he feels ashamed and denies it.
22. إِحْذِرْ كُلّ عَمَلٍ إِذَا سَقِلَ عَنَّهُ صَاحِبٌ، اسْتَحْيَى مِنْهُ وَاكْرِهْ.

23. Be wary of every action that is done in private and causes embarrassment in public.

24. Be wary of every action that the doer is pleased to perform himself but hates Muslims at large to perform.

25. Be wary of bad deeds, deceptive aspirations, loss of hope and the sudden coming of death.

26. You must keep away from evil action, for indeed it dishonours your reputation and increases your burden.

27. Keep away from every act that repels the freeman from you, or lowers your status, or brings harm upon you, or because of which you have to bear a burden on the Day of Judgment.

28. Is no one ready to work for his soul before the day of his misery [and adversity]?!
29. Act now, while the tongues are free, the bodies are healthy, the limbs can be flexed, there is room for change and the area of movement is vast; before all this is lost and death comes – so be certain about its coming and do not wait for it to overtake you.

30. Act now, O servants of Allah, while the neck is free [from the noose] and the spirit is unfettered in the period of guidance, while the bodies are at ease and the rest of your life lies ahead, while you have the free will to act, the opportunity to seek repentance and chance to rectifying your misdeeds. [So act] before you are overtaken by straitened circumstances and distress, fear and weakness, and before the approach of the anticipated hidden one (i.e. the Angel of Death) and the seizing of the Almighty, the Omnipotent.

31. Indeed you are in the days of hope after which is death; so whoever acts in the days of his hope before the coming of his death, his action benefits him and his death does him no harm.

32. Where are those who make their actions sincere for Allah and purify their hearts by the remembrance of Allah?!
33. The most honourable action is obedience [to Allah].

34. The best action is that which is done with sincerity.

35. The best action is that by which the pleasure of Allah is sought.

36. The most beneficial provision [for the hereafter] is good deeds.

37. The closest people to the Prophets are those who act upon their commandments [and teachings] the most.

38. The best of actions is restraining oneself from evil.

39. The most truthful of utterances is that which is spoken with the tongue of action.
40. The best of speech is that which is affirmed by good actions.

41. The best of actions is espousing the truth.

42. The best of actions is that which corresponds to the truth, and the best speech is that which matches with the facts.

43. Action is the symbol [and an indication] of one’s interior.

44. Good action is the mark [and distinguishing quality] of the believer.

45. Good action is the most perfect legacy.

46. Good action is the superior [form of] piety (or piety is the most preferred action).
47. Good action is the [close] companion of the believer.


49. Actions in this world are the wares for trade in the Hereafter.

50. The action done in obedience to Allah is more profitable.

51. Beautiful action indicates strong determination [and earnest effort].

52. All action is [as worthless] as scattered dust except that which is done with sincerity.

53. If you wish to work, then work for that which will save you on the Day of Presentation [of deeds].
54. Verily none of your actions will be accepted except that which you did with sincerity and without vain desire or worldly motives.

55. Verily nothing but the good deeds that you sent forward will be of any benefit to you after your death, so gather the provision of good deeds.

56. Indeed you will never carry any action to the Hereafter more beneficial than patience, satisfaction, fear and hope.

57. Verily you are recompensed for your deeds and held hostage by them.

58. Verily you are judged by what you send forth and held hostage by what you leave behind.

59. Verily you are in greater need of acting upon what you know than of learning what you don't know.
60. Surely you are in greater need of performing your actions than you are of articulating your words.

61. You are surely in greater need of earning good deeds than you are of earning wealth.

62. Verily you are in greater need of being concerned about that which will accompany you to the Hereafter than of all that accompanies you in this world.

63. Verily you are requited for your actions, so do not do anything except good.

64. Verily if you seize the opportunity to perform righteous deeds [in this world], you will attain your greatest aspirations in the Hereafter.

65. Verily a person is only rewarded for what he has sent in advance and meets [only] that which he sent ahead.

66. The bane of action is abandoning sincerity.
66. آفة العمل تُرك الإخلاص.

67. The bane of works is the inability of the workers.

68. The bane of action is idleness.

69. When you have considered [the consequences of an action], then do it.

70. Through virtuous deeds, praise becomes worthy.

71. Through righteous deeds, the strength of a believer’s faith is deduced.

72. It is by action, not laziness, that reward is gained.

73. It is by good action that the fruit of knowledge is reaped, not by good speech.
74. It is through action that Paradise is achieved, not through hope.

75. By righteous deeds, ranks are raised.

76. Delay in action is a symbol of laziness.

77. Keeping an action sincere is harder than performing the action itself.

78. Hasten towards praiseworthy actions and virtuous traits, and vie for truthful speech and generous giving.

79. The fruit of [good] action is the [divine] reward given for it.
80. The fruit of righteous action is [righteous] like its root.

81. The fruit of evil action is [evil] like its root.

82. The reward of your action is greater than your action.

83. The reward for an action is to the extent of the difficulty [endured] in it.

84. The garment of action (or knowledge) immortalizes you and does not get worn out; it preserves you and does not perish.

85. Persist in seizing the opportunity of performing the action whose reward does not perish.

86. Persist in those actions that cause you to become free from hellfire and attain Paradise.
87. The reward for an action is the fruit of the action.

88. Beautiful action declares the goodness of the source.

89. Allah has kept for every [good] deed a reward, for everything a reckoning and for every term a written appointment.

90. Virtuous action is the best provision and the greatest asset.

91. Good action is the substantiation of good words.

92. The best of your deeds are those that fulfil your duty.

93. The best of actions is that which earns gratitude.
94. The best of actions is that which rectifies the faith.

95. The best deed is that which is accompanied by sincerity.

96. The best of deeds is that which is adorned by kindness.

97. The best of actions is that which fulfils the requirements.

98. Your best action is that by which you improve your day [of reckoning] and the worst [of your actions] is that by which you corrupt your community.

99. The best action is maintaining a balance between hope and fear.

100. May Allah have mercy upon the person who anticipates death and performs good deeds for the abode of his [permanent] residence and the place of his dignity.
101. Many an action is corrupted by the intention.

102. Many a small action [that you do] is considered by you as being great.

103. Supplementing words with action is the best virtue and the abstraction of action from words is the ugliest vice.

104. Evil action is evidence of a vile origin.

105. The worst action is that which results in sins.

106. The worst action is that which destroys the good turn [that is done to others].
107. There is a great difference between the action whose pleasure wanes but its [ill] effects remain and the action whose hardship disappears but its reward remains.

108. The goodness of an action is [gauged] by the righteousness of [its] intention.


110. The two qualities without which Allah, the Glorified, does not accept any deeds are: piety and sincerity.

111. Seeking lofty stations and ranks without any action is folly.

112. You must undertake righteous actions for indeed it is the provision that leads to Paradise.

113. You must persevere in your actions in times of activeness and laziness.
114. You must perform virtuous actions and hasten towards them, and let not others become more worthy of them than you.

115. I am amazed at the one who knows that there is reward for [good] deeds, how can he not make his actions righteous?!

116. The action of an ignorant person is a curse and his knowledge is misguidance.

117. In working for the permanent abode there is attainment of prosperity.

118. The merit of an action is the sincerity in it.

119. Everyone reaps what he sows and is rewarded for what he does.
120. Every person will face that which he did and is rewarded for that which he performs.

121. It is enough of a righteous act to have a good habit.

122. Whenever you perform an action with sincerity, you attain something you hope for in the Hereafter.

123. As you deal with others, so too will you be dealt with.

124. For every action there is a reward, so let your actions be for that which remains and leave aside that which perishes.

125. Let your most reliable provisions be [your] righteous actions.

126. Action will never become pure until knowledge becomes sound.
127. Action will never be pure unless it is accompanied by knowledge.

128. One who works [for the Hereafter] yearns [for it].

129. One who works increases in strength.

130. One who falls short in his action increases his lassitude.

131. One who works for the Hereafter attains success through the right [course].

132. One who does as he wishes meets that which displeases him.

133. One who is slowed down by his action cannot be quickened by his lineage.
134. One whose action is sincere will not be deprived of what he hopes for.

135. One who acts in obedience to Allah, he is well pleased with [by Allah].

136. Whoever makes his actions good, attains his hopes.

137. One who is sincere in his action his reward will be pure.

138. One whose action is action, his requital will be good.

139. Whoever acts upon the commandments of Allah, obtains reward.

140. One who acts in obedience to Allah gains [prosperity].
141. One who makes his actions good demonstrates the abundance of his intellect.

142. One who is heedless of acting in obedience to Allah has wronged himself.

143. One who is not pleased with his action, is forced to perform even better.

144. One whose action is good attains from Allah what he hopes for.

145. One whose action is free from sin attains his hope from the Hereafter.

146. One who is incapable of performing his actions falls behind in his circumstances [and does not make progress].

147. Whoever falls short in [his] action, Allah, the Glorified, afflicts him with distress; and Allah has no need for one who spares nothing of himself or his wealth [for attaining His pleasure].
148. From the perfection of [an] action is the sincerity in it.

149. From the best actions is that which leads to Paradise and saves from hellfire.

150. He who makes his actions evil has not done well.

151. How truthful the human being is with his [own] soul and what better evidence [is there] of his nature is than his [own] action.

152. That which you beget is for the dust, that which you build is for destruction, that which you amass is to perish, that which you do is recorded in a book [of deeds] and stored for the Day of Accounting.

153. The basis of an action [and its acceptance] is the sincerity in it.
154. What a good provision [for the Hereafter] good action is!

155. How good a preparation working for the Hereafter is!

156. He who works for the Eternal Abode attains his aspiration.

157. Never do that which would tarnish you with disgrace.

158. Do not do that which will lower your dignity and your reputation.

159. Do not shoot an arrow that you are unable to turn back.

160. Never undo a knot that you are unable to firmly retie.
160. لا تَحِلْنَ عَقْداً يُعِجْزُكَ إِثِاقَهُ.

161. There is no trade like good deeds.

161. لِإِتِّقَانِ كَالْعَمَلِ الصَّالِحِ.

162. There is no provision more beneficial than righteous deeds.

162. لاَذْحَرُ أَنْفَعُ مِنْ صَالِحِ الْعَمَلِ.

163. There is no good in action without knowledge.

163. لَا خَيْرً فِي عَمَلٍ بَلَا عِلْمٍ.

164. There is no good in action except with knowledge.

164. لَا خَيْرَ فِي الْعَمَلِ إِلَّا مَعَ الْعِلْمِ.

165. There is no reward for one who has no [good] deeds.

165. لَآ تَوَارِبُ لِمَنْ لَا عَمَلٍ لَهُ.

166. Righteous action is not complete except with righteous intention.

166. لَا يَكْمِلُ صَالِحُ الْعَمَلِ إِلَّا بِصَالِحِ الْنِّيَةِ.

167. Action with God–wariness is never little, and how can something that is accepted [by Allah] be [considered] little!
168. A person cannot dispense with his need for righteous deeds until the time when his soul leaves his body.

169. Nobody abandons acting upon [his] knowledge except the one who is doubtful of its reward.

170. Nobody acts upon [his] knowledge except the one who is certain about the greatness of its reward.

171. Nobody can ever dispense with his need for increasing his good deeds.

172. There is no good in an act except with certitude and piety.

173. The deeds of a person ought to be better than his words and his words should not be better than his actions.
174. A person is tested by his actions, not by his words.

175. It is shameful for a person’s deeds to fall short of his knowledge and for his actions to be incapable of matching his words.

176. The one who abandons [a good] action has no certainty about its reward.

177. One who sows something, reaps it.

178. The tongue of action is truer than the tongue of speech.

179. The one who acts with ignorance is like one who is travelling on the wrong path, so his effort in moving forward adds nothing for him but distance from his goal.

180. The person who gains the most felicity from [that which is] good is the one who acts upon it.
181. The one who acts with knowledge is like one who travels on the clear path.

182. One who acts upon religion for worldly gain, his recompense from Allah is [nothing but] hellfire.

183. Verily you are more in need of honourable deeds than you are of eloquent words.

184. Make your weighing scales heavy with righteous acts.

185. The best of deeds is that which people compel themselves to do.

186. The worst act is that by which you spoil your Hereafter.

187. The loftiest of actions is making [your] faith sincere and [having] true piety and certitude.
188. Verily the certitude of a believer is seen in his action, and the doubt of a hypocrite is seen in his action.

189. Working for the Hereafter with desire for this world has no benefit.

190. Actions are [carried out] through know–how.

191. Deeds are the fruits of intentions.

Dealings-dealings

1. Do not make any dealings with one from whom you have no power to demand justice.

Blindness and the blind-blind
1. The blindest of people is one who is blind to our love and our excellence, and one who has hatred for us without any wrongdoing on our part towards him, except that we invited him to the truth while others invited him to temptation and [the pleasures of] this world, so they preferred it and displayed hatred towards us.

2. Sometimes the blind one arrives at his goal.

3. One who is blind to that which is in front of him instils doubt within himself.

**The Obstinate**

1. Pleasing the obstinate one is a goal that cannot be attained.

**Descent and lineage**

1. One whose lineage is wicked, his presence [in any gathering] is bad.
2. One whose lineage is honourable, his presence is good.

3. Good manners are from the [signs of] honourable descent.

Violence

1. The height of folly is violence.

2. Whoever acts violently, his goal becomes difficult [to achieve].

3. One who acts violently, regrets.

4. One who perpetrates violence, regrets.
1. Your getting involved in that which is of no concern to you is misguided ignorance.

2. Do not busy yourself with that which is of no concern to you, and do not take upon yourself more than what is enough for you, and exert all your efforts for that which will save you.

3. Leave aside that which does not concern you and busy yourself with the important work that will save you [in the Hereafter].

4. Blessed is the one who reduces his effort in that which does not concern him and exerts all his efforts for that which will save him.

5. One who discards that which is of concern to him falls into that which does not concern him.

6. One who prolongs his talk about that which he ought not to [speak of] has indeed made himself liable to dispraise.
7. The greatest inconvenience is troubling yourself with that which does not concern you.

8. One who occupies himself with that which does not concern him loses that which is important to him.

9. Whoever occupies himself with that which is unnecessary, it causes him to lose [what is more to] his benefit.

The crooked

1. At times the crooked may become straight.

Habit

1. The best worship is overcoming [a bad] habit.

2. Habit is second nature.
3. Habit is an enslaving enemy.

4. The bane of training [of the self] is the overpowering habit.

5. Through overpowering [evil] habits, there is attainment of lofty stations.

6. Superfluity [in speech] is one of the worst habits.

7. Change your habits and acts of worship will become easier for you [to perform].

8. One who submits to his [evil] habits does not attain lofty stations.

9. Habit has authority over every human being.
10. Whoever makes jesting his habit, his seriousness is not known.

1. Or: Nosiness [and inquisitiveness about that which does not concern you] is one of the worst habits.

Ressurection and the hour-

1. Blessed is the one who remembers the [Day of] Resurrection and thus increases his provisions.

2. Blessed is the one who remembers the Resurrection and thus does good [deeds].

3. You must work hard and struggle to improve your Hereafter.

4. The Hour [of reckoning] has shown its face and the sign [of its coming] is evident for the one who recognizes it.

5. The Hour has drawn near with its quakes and it has settled down with its chest on the ground.
6. They have risen from the resting place in their graves and gone towards the site of reckoning, and evidence has been brought against them.

7. One who improves his Hereafter attains success through the right [course].

8. One who is certain about the Hereafter increases his provisions [for it].

9. The goodness of the Hereafter is [attained] through good deeds.

10. When the horrors of the Day of Reckoning will be witnessed, there will be many who will show extreme regret.

11. Being occupied with improving your Hereafter will save you from the chastisement of hellfire.
The Masses-

1. Separating yourself from the masses is from the best magnanimity.

Assistance-

1. Assist and you will be assisted.

2. Assist your brother in gaining his guidance.

3. Just as you assist [others], you are assisted.

4. Do not assist a strong person over a weak one.

5. One who assists [a disbeliever] against a Muslim has indeed exited from the fold of Islam.
Seeking assistance

1. One who seeks assistance from the weak demonstrates his [own] weakness.

2. Whoever seeks assistance from one who is not independent has wasted his affair.

3. Whoever seeks the assistance of his enemy in order to fulfil his need, increases his distance from it [instead of getting it].

4. One who seeks assistance from Allah is assisted by Him.

5. Seek assistance from your Lord, and ask Him to grant you success and the abandonment of every shortcoming (or disgraceful act) that drives you into doubt or surrenders you to misguidance.

6. One who seeks assistance from the people of intellect traverses the path of right guidance.
Succor - المُعْوَنة

1. Succour descends from Allah to the extent of one’s requirement.

1. المَعْوَنة تَنزَل مِن الله عَلَى قَدْرِ المَوْعِنَة.

2. To the extent of the need, there is succour from Allah.

2. عَلَى قَدْرِ المَوْعِنَة تَكون مِن الله المَعْوَنة.

3. Whoever turns his request to you [and seeks his need from you], assisting him becomes incumbent upon you.

3. مَن وَجَّه رَغْبَتْهُ إِلَيْك وَجَبَت مَعْوَنَتُهُ عَلَيْك.

Keeping promises and fulfilling pledges - العَهَد والوَفاء به

1. Being loyal to the treacherous is treachery in the sight of Allah, the Glorified.

1. الْوَفَاء لأَهْلِ الغَدْر غَدْر عند الله سَبْحانَهُ.

2. Loyalty is the twin of trustworthiness and the adornment of brotherhood.

2. أَلْوَفاءُ توَأَم الأمانة وزَينُ الأخوَة.

3. Loyalty means preserving the rights [of others] and magnanimity means caring for one’s close relatives.

3. أَلْوَفاء حِفْظُ الدِّمَام، والمُروءةُ تَعْهُدُ ذَوِى الأَرْحَام.
4. Verily loyalty is the twin of truthfulness and I do not know of a shield that is more protective than it.

5. Loyalty is nobility.

6. Loyalty is the twin of truthfulness.

7. Loyalty is the trait of the honourable.

8. Loyalty is the symbol of abundant religiosity and strong trustworthiness.

9. If something happens between you and your enemy, which leads you to a truce and the enacting of a peace treaty, then preserve your pact with loyalty and guard your pledge with trust, and make your soul a shield between you and that which you have pledged.

10. The bane of covenants is lack of care [in fulfilling them].
11. The bane of loyalty is treachery.

12. When you make a promise, keep it.

13. When you make an agreement, fulfil it.

14. By their faithful loyalty, the virtuous ones are known.

15. The distinction of creatures is [by their] loyalty.

16. Guard your promise with loyalty and your reward will be good.

17. The abode of loyalty is never without the [presence of the] honourable, and is never occupied by the wicked.
18. The cause of intimacy is loyalty.

19. Keeping promises is the practice of the honourable ones.

20. You must espouse loyalty, for it is the most protective shield.

21. Loyalty is the ornament of the intellect and the symbol of nobility.

22. The most honourable characteristic is loyalty.

23. Loyalty is honour, friendship is compassion.

24. Loyalty is a symbol of purity.
25. Loyalty is the fortress of eminence.

26. A promise is an ailment and its cure is its fulfilment.

27. I have never slept with a promise I made to someone that had remained unfulfilled, thereby causing him to toss and turn restlessly in his bed so that he could successfully get what he needs [from me in the morning] but that my restlessness on my bed was much greater as a result of my desperation to meet him and fulfil the debt of his promise and out of fear of a hindrance that could cause its reneging, for indeed reneging on a promise is not from the characteristics of the honourable.

28. The basis of a promise is its fulfilment.

29. How good a characteristic loyalty is!

30. How good a companion of truthfulness loyalty is, and how good an associate of God–wariness piety
31. How good a companion of trustworthiness loyalty is!

32. The promise of an honourable person is immediate and swift.

33. The promise of a wicked person is delayed and full of excuses.

34. Do not promise that which you are incapable of fulfilling.

35. Do not guarantee that which you are incapable of fulfilling.

36. Never make a promise that you are not confident you will be able to keep.
37. He who breaks his promises is not loyal in his covenants.

38. Be a keeper of promises and a fulfiller of vows.

39. One who fulfils his promise demonstrates his nobility.

40. One who safeguards his covenant is considered loyal.

41. One who is unwaveringly loyal deserves to be chosen [as a friend].

42. The promise [that is made] is one of the two bondages.

43. Fulfilling the promise [one makes] is one of the two emancipations.
44. A polite refusal is better than a protracted promise.

45. Fulfilling promises is from the signs of distinction.

46. Sincere friendship and fulfilling promises are from loyalty to [one’s] pledge.

47. Be steadfast [and loyal] in fulfilling your pledges.

48. Never trust the promise of the one who has no religion.

49. One who has no loyalty cannot keep a promise.

50. The promise of one who has no intellect is not relied upon.
51. You will never abide by the covenant of the book until you know the one who has cast it away.

52. Never let the hardship that you undergo in [fulfilling] the covenant of Allah lead you to break it, for indeed your patience during the hardship from which you seek relief and a favourable outcome are better for you than the excuse [and betrayal] whose evil consequences you fear and because of which you are encompassed by chastisement from Allah.

53. The most honourable of endeavours is being careful of [fulfilling] one’s pledges (and the best trait is keeping ties with near relatives).

54. Verily fulfilling promises is part of faith.

55. Indeed promises are [like] metal collars around the necks [of people] until the Day of Resurrection, so whoever fulfils them is delivered by Allah, and whoever breaks them is forsaken by Allah, and whoever takes them lightly, they will take their plea to the One who has enjoined them and has ordered His creation to fulfil them.
56. Do not renege on your covenant and do not break your pledge; and do not double-cross your enemy, for Allah has made his covenant and his pact a safety for him.

57. One of the most honourable of traits is safeguarding [and fulfilling] your pledges.

58. One of the most honourable of traits is being faithful to your pledges.

59. He who does not observe his promises and agreements has no conviction in Allah.

60. One who enters upon the springs of loyalty is quenched by the drink of purity.

61. People are safe from the betrayal of one in whose heart resides loyalty.

62. One of the signs of faith is fulfilling promises.
63. Keeping promises is from the perfection of [one’s] magnanimity.

64. From the best [teachings] of Islam is the fulfilling of pledges.

65. How good is loyalty and how evil is treachery!

66. He who delays in fulfilling a promise has not kept it.

67. Fulfilling [one’s] pledges is the adornment of honour.

68. One who breaks his pledge earns dispraise.

69. For every pledge that is broken there is uncertainty.
Flaws and faults – العيب والنقص والقوة

1. The greatest flaw is that you fault others for what is [also] in you.

1- أَكْبَرُ الْعَيْبِ أَنْ تَعْيَبَ عِيْبَكَ بِمَا هُوَ فِيكَ.

2. The most incompetent of all people is one who is able to remove a flaw in himself but does not do so.

2- أَعْجِرُ النَّاسِ مِنْ قَدْرَ عَلَى أَنْ يَزْيِلَ النَّقْصَ عِنْ نَفْسِهِ وَلَمْ يَفْعَلَ.

3. Verily everyone has faults, so do not expose that which is hidden from you, for indeed Allah, the Glorified, has hidden them out of clemency; and hide the faults [of others] as much as possible, [and in return] Allah, the Glorified, will hide that which you would like to remain hidden.

3- إِنَّ اللَّهَ غَيْبُ عَيْبَهُ اسْتَطَعَتْ يُسْتَرُّ اللَّهُ سَيْبَانَهُ أَنْ تَحْبُّ سَتَرَهُ وَساَسَرُ العَوْرَةُ مَا اسْتَطَعَتْ يُسْتَرُّ اللَّهُ سَيْبَانَهُ ما تَحْبُّ سَتَرَهُ.

4. The inner hearts will soon become aware of the secret faults.

4- تَكَادُ ضَمَّامِرُ القُلُوبِ تَطْلُبُ عَلَى سَرَائِرِ الْعَيْبَ.

5. Scrutinizing the faults of others is a fault [in itself].

5- تَأْمُّلُ الْعَيْبِ عَيْبَ.

6. I am surprised at the one about whom it is said: ‘Indeed in him there is evil,’ and he knows it is in him,
6. عجبت لمن يقال: إن فيه الشر الذي يعلم أنه ليس فيه كيف يسقط.

7. I am amazed at the one who is described with a good trait that he knows is not in him, how can he be pleased?

8. Those with faults love to spread the faults of people so that they get a greater excuse for their own faults.

9. I am amazed at one who disapproves of the faults of people while he has more faults himself and does not see them.

10. The eyes of the lover are blind to the faults of his beloved, and his ears are deaf to the ugliness of his evils.

11. Covering up the faults [of others] is generosity and virtue.

12. A person’s own faults are enough to keep him occupied from the faults of other people.
13. Let what one knows of his own faults hold him back from disclosing what he knows of the faults of others.

14. Let that which you know of your own faults prevent you from mentioning the faults of others.

15. Let the most preferred people in your eyes be the ones who guide you to your faults and help you to reform yourself.

16. Let the most beloved of all people to you be one who guides you to the right and discloses your faults to you.

17. Not every fault is manifested.

18. If the deficient person came to know of his own deficiency, he would be greatly disturbed by what he learnt of his faults.
19. One who seeks a fault [in others] will find it.

20. One who shows you your fault has indeed counselled you.

21. One who knows what [flaw] is in himself hides the faults of his brother.

22. One who informs you of your faults is indeed your friend.

23. One who hides your faults [from you] is indeed your enemy.

24. One who discloses your faults to you guards you in your absence.

25. One who flatters you for your fault, criticizes you in your absence.
26. One who sees his own faults does not fault anyone.

27. One who is looking for the faults of people should start with himself.

28. Whoever disapproves of the faults of people but accepts them in himself, then that is a fool.

29. One who belittles others for that which he himself does, then that is an imbecile.

30. One of the greatest faults of a person is for his flaws to be hidden to him.

31. Nothing prevents any of you from meeting his brother who has a fault which he hates [and advising him to reform] except the fear that he too may meet you with a similar fault; indeed you have joined together in the love of this transitory [life] and have rejected the Hereafter.

32. He who mentions your faults has not guarded you in your absence.
32. ما حفظ غيبك من ذكر عيبك.

33. He who points you to your faults and guards [your honour in] your absence has spared no efforts in advising you.

34. A person’s cognizance of his own faults is the most beneficial knowledge.

35. Never pursue the faults of people, for indeed if you think about it, you have of your own faults that which will keep you occupied from finding faults in others.

36. Do not fault others for that which you do yourself, and do not punish (or rebuke) others for the sin that you permit yourself [to indulge in].

37. Pursuing the faults [of others] is from the gravest evils.

38. Pursuing the faults [of others] is from the most detestable of faults and worst evils.
38. بثبب العيوب من أفيح العيوب وشر السبقات.

39. Whoever exposes his brother’s veil [and reveals his flaws], the faults of his own household (or family) get exposed.

40. One who pursues the faults of people, Allah exposes his own faults.

41. One who seeks to learn about the secrets of his neighbour, his [own] curtains [of secrets] are torn apart.

42. Whoever searches for the secrets of others, Allah uncovers his own secrets.

43. Whoever pursues the hidden flaws [of others], Allah makes the affection of the hearts forbidden to him.

44. Hide the flaw of your brother because of what you know is in yourself.
45. Hide the flaws [of others] as much as you can and Allah, the Glorified, will hide for you that which you would like to remain hidden.

46. The most hated of all people is the fault-finder.

Taunting-التميير

1. Whoever taunts others for something is himself affected by it.

Lifestyle-العيش

1. The most pleasant life is [a life of] contentment.

2. The person with the worst lifestyle of all people is the jealous one.

3. The most felicitous lifestyle is achieved by abandoning unnecessary constraints [and formalities].
3. إلهي العيش إطراع الكُلف.

4. Of all the people, the person who has the best lifestyle is one in whose grace other people live.

4. أحسن الناس عيشاً من عيش الناس في فضله.

5. The person with the most blessed lifestyle is one who has been granted contentment by Allah, the Glorified, and who has been given a good wife.

5. أنعم الناس عيشاً من منحة الله سبحانه التناعة، وأصلح له زوجته.

6. Verily the person who has the happiest life of all people is one who is satisfied with what Allah has apportioned for him.

6. إن أهنت الناس عيشاً من كان بما قسم الله له راضياً.

7. Verily the person with the best lifestyle is one through whose life the lives of others are improved.

7. إن أحسن الناس عيشاً، من حسن عيش الناس في عيشه.

8. Death is preferable to abasement.

8. مميتة، ولا الدنيا.

9. Death is preferable to succumbing to disgrace (or giving up freedom).

9. موت، ولا عجزٌ بالحرية (الحرية).
10. Having less is preferable to humiliation.


12. The mainstay of life is good estimation and its basis is good management.

13. One who lives, dies.

14. One who lives [a long life], loses his loved ones.

15. Early death is better than a wretched life.

16. Life has sweetness and bitterness.
17. The bane of livelihood is mismanagement.

18. Three things don’t let their possessor enjoy a happy life: malice, jealousy and bad character.


20. One who stays in the company of his enemy does not enjoy a happy life.

21. Good estimation with sufficiency is better than striving in extravagance.

22. Preferring comfort [over hard work] cuts off the means of profit [and benefit].

Lowering the gaze

1. Lowering the gaze is a sign of magnanimity.
1. غَضُبُ الْطَّرَفِ مِنَ المُرْوَةَ.

2. Lowering the gaze is better than staring.

3. Lowering the gaze is one of the best [acts of] piety.

4. Lowering the gaze is from perfect gracefulness.

5. One who lowers his gaze relieves his heart.

6. One who lowers his gaze, his regret reduces and he is saved from harm.

7. How good an act of piety lowering the gaze is!

8. How good a curtailer of lustful desires lowering the gaze is!
9. There is no magnanimity like lowering the gaze.

9. لا مروة كفض الطرف.

10. One who does not feign negligence and lower his gaze in many situations, his life becomes bitter.

10. من لم يتغافل ولا يغض عن كثير من الأمور تنغصت عيشه.

11. One who frees his gaze occasions (or brings about) his [own] destruction.

11. من أطلق هرح جلب (اجتقلب) حتقه.

12. The eye is the scout of the heart (or of temptations).

12. عين رائد القلب (الفتن).

13. The eye is the emissary of the heart.

13. عين يريد القلب.

14. Eyes are the informers of the heart.

14. عيون طلائع القلوب.

15. Eyes are the hunting traps of Satan.
16. When the eye sees what is [lustfully] desired, the heart becomes blind to the consequence.

17. Blessed is the eye that forsakes its sleep in obedience [and worship] to Allah.

18. The day has dawned for those with two eyes.1


20. The glance is the scout of temptations.

21. There is no part of the body that is less thankful than the eye, so do not give it what it seeks thereby letting it occupy you from the remembrance of Allah.
1. This could mean: The matter is clear for those whose eyes are open to see.

Seeing

1. Seeing something [yourself] is not the same as being informed about it.

Helper

1. There is no good in a helper who humiliates.

Inarticulateness

1. The worst inarticulateness is [that which is caused by] irritation.

2. Muteness is better than inarticulateness (or error).

3. The sign of inarticulateness is repeating oneself during a debate and increased excitement during conversation.
4. No declaration can be made with inarticulateness.

5. Inarticulateness is beleaguering.

Outcome

1. Little with a praised outcome is better than plenty with a harmful consequence.

The Enviable

1. Enviable is the one whose certitude is strong.

2. Many a person is envied [by others] for something which is [actually] his affliction.

3. How many a person is envied for the blessing he has been given [in this world] while he is among those who will be destroyed in the Hereafter.
The Deceived-

1. Deceived is the one who is occupied with the world and loses his share of the Hereafter.

2. Deceived is the one whose faith is corrupt.

3. Deceived is the one who sells a lofty Paradise for a lowly sin.

4. Who is more deceived than one who exchanges Allah, the Glorified, for other than Him?!

Imbecility-

1. Imbecility is misguidance.

2. Counter imbecility with astuteness.
2. ضاذُوا العَبَاوَة بِالفِطْنَةِ.

3. It is enough of imbecility for a person to look at the faults of people when the same faults are hidden to him of himself.

3. كَفَى بِالمَرْءِ غَبَاءً أَنْ يَنْتَظِرَ مِنْ عَيْبِ النَّاسِ إِلَى ما حَفَيْيْ عَلَيْهِ مِنْ عَيْوَيْهِ.

4. Imbecility is from the most detestable of traits.

4. مِنْ أَقْبُحَ الشَّيْمِ الغَبَاءَةُ.

**Treachery**

1. Treachery by everyone is evil, but by those who have power and authority it is worse.

١. الغَدْرُ يُكُلِّفْ أَحَدَ قَبِيحٍ، وَهُوَ يَدْوَى الْفَرَقَةَ وَالْسُّلْطَانَ أَقْبَحُ.

2. Treachery increases the burden [of sin] and degrades one’s status.

٢. الْغَدْرُ يُعْضُمُ الْوَزْرَ وَيُزِرُّيَ بِالْقَدْرِ.

3. Beware of treachery, for indeed it is the ugliest betrayal; and verily the treacherous one is humiliated in the sight of Allah.

٣. إِبَاكَ وَالْغَدْرَ، فَإِنَّهُ أَقْبُحُ الخَيْبَةِ، وَإِنَّ الْغَدْرُ لَمُهْنَ عَنْدَاللَّهِ.

4. The worst treachery is divulging the secret [that has been entrusted to you].

٤. أَقْبَحُ شَيْمُ الغَدْرُ إِذَا دُعِيَ القَصْرَ وَالقُرْبَةَ. 
5. Treachery is the quality of the wicked.

6. Treachery multiplies [one’s] sins.

7. Eschew treachery, for indeed it takes you away from the Qur’an.

8. The treachery of a man is a disgrace upon him.

9. Be one who acts with goodness, forbids evil and shuns the trait of treachery.

10. One who acts treacherously is sullied by his treachery.

11. He who is certain about the place of [final] return does not act treacherously.
12. How appropriate it is for the treacherous one to be dealt with disloyally.

13. There is no faith in the treacherous.

14. With treachery, the companionship of a friend does not last.

15. Treachery with the treacherous is loyalty in the sight of Allah, the Glorified.

16. Treachery is the worst of the two betrayals.

17. The person who will face the quickest retribution is the man with whom you make a contract while having the intention of being loyal to it, whereas his intention is to betray you.
Delusion-

1. Be cautious of being deceived by the delusion of a small hindrance or being made to stumble by the joy of an insignificant transitory pleasure [of this world].

2. The consolidation of delusion is in sleeping with ease in the presence of the enemy.

3. Blessed be the one who has not been killed by the lethal poisons of deception.

4. It is enough of a delusion for a person to trust all that his soul lures him towards.

5. He (‘a) said about the one whom he praised: He has not been killed by the lethal poisons of delusion and has not been covered (or overcome) by the uncertainties of matters.

6. He who trusts in the falsehood of delusions and yearns for the false [and short-lived] joys has not thought about the consequences of matters.
7. One who is deluded by respite, is tormented by death.

7. من اغتير بالمهمل اغتص بالاعجل.

8. Delusion is suffices as ignorance.

8. كفى بالاغتير جهلاً.

9. One who is deluded by his condition, reduces his efforts.

9. من اغتير بحاله قصر عن احتياله.

10. One who is deluded by the peacefulness of the time gets distressed by the impact of calamities.

10. من اغتير بسلامته الزمن اغتص بمصادمه المحن.

11. When a person persists in sinning and [still] expects to be forgiven, then he is under a delusion about Allah, the Glorified.

11. من الغيرة بالله سبحانه أن يصر المرء على المعصية ويتمنى المغفرة.

12. There is no judiciousness with heedlessness.

12. لاحدم مع غرة.

13. There is no heedlessness [and delusion] like reliance on the times.

13. لاغره كالغيرة بالايام.

15. How many a person is deluded by the good that is spoken about him.

16. How many a person has been deluded by what is concealed from him.

17. Neither is every deluded person saved, nor is every seeker needy.

Usurpation- الغصب

1. ne usurped stone in a house is the guaranty of its ruin.

Anger- الغضب

1. Anger strikes down its possessor and exposes his faults.
2. Anger is a kindled fire, one who suppresses it extinguishes the fire and one who lets it burn freely is the first person who will be burnt by it.

3. Anger arouses hidden feelings of malice.

4. Keep away from anger, for its beginning is madness and its end is regret.

5. The person who is most capable of being on the right is one who does not get angry.

6. The best control is control over anger.

7. Leave some room from your anger for your satisfaction, and when you fly off [in a rage] then calm back down.

8. Guard yourselves from the vehemence of anger, and prepare for it the restraint and forbearance that will help you fight against it.
9. Beware of anger, for it is indeed a burning fire.

10. The best of people is one who swallows his anger and displays forbearance despite having power [to take revenge].

11. A person’s most bitter enemies are his anger and his lust, so whoever controls these two, his status is elevated and he attains his goal.

12. Anger is the conveyance of impetuosity.


14. Anger is the fire of the hearts.
15. Anger is an evil which will destroy [you] if you obey it.

16. Anger is an enemy, so do not let it control you.

17. Anger corrupts intellects and distances one from the right (or from reward).

18. Verily if you obey the vehemence of anger, it will lead you to the utmost destruction.

19. When anger comes over you, then overcome it with forbearance and dignity.

20. Through excessive anger, impetuosity comes about.

21. How evil an associate anger is! It exposes faults, brings evil closer and distances good.
22. Remedy your anger with silence and your lust with reason.

23. Repelling anger with forbearance is the fruit of knowledge.


25. Yielding to anger is the cause of destruction.

26. Counter anger with forbearance and you will make your results praiseworthy in every matter.

27. The raging fire of anger leads to the embarking of destruction.

28. Counter anger with forbearance.
29. Yielding to anger leads to regret and disobedience.

30. One who overcomes his anger has gained victory over Satan.

31. Satan is victorious over the one who has been overcome by his anger.

32. In anger there is destruction.

33. Increased anger degrades its possessor and exposes his faults.

34. Be slow in getting angry, quick in calming down and ready to accept excuses.

35. The devil has no greater lasso [to ensnare human beings with] than anger and women.
36. One who gets angry frequently makes others weary [of him].

37. One who turns his anger loose hastens his [own] death.

38. One who is overpowered by his anger is not safe from destruction.

39. One whose anger overpowers him is susceptible to its harm.

40. One who opposes his anger has yielded to forbearance.

41. Whoever submits to his anger, his ruin is hastened.

42. One whose anger is much, his pleasure is not known.
43. He who gets angry on the one whom he cannot harm, prolongs his sadness and torments himself.

44. Whoever is overpowered by his anger and lust, then he is in the category of beasts.

45. He who gets angry upon one whom he has no power over, dies with his rage.

46. When shall I vent my anger if I get angry, is it when I am incapable (of taking revenge) and it is said to me “it is better for you to be patient” or when I have the power to (exact revenge) and it is said to me “it is better for you to forgive”?

47. Let your anger never prevail over your forbearance.

48. Never be quick in getting angry, thereby letting it become your uncontrollable habit.

49. There is no etiquette with anger.
50. There is no relationship move vile than anger.

51. The glory of anger does not match the humility of seeking pardon.

1. Or: One who gets angry frequently becomes weary.

Seeking forgiveness

1. Seek forgiveness and you will be provided sustenance.

2. The best supplication (or means of coming closer to Allah) is seeking forgiveness.

3. Seeking forgiveness wipes out [one’s] sins.

4. Seeking forgiveness is the remedy of sins.
5. Seeking forgiveness has the greatest recompense and the quickest reward.

6. Sincere repentance purges one’s sins.

7. If the people were to turn in repentance [to Allah] and seek forgiveness whenever they disobeyed [or sinned], they would neither be punished nor would they be destroyed.

8. One who has been granted [the opportunity to seek] repentance shall not be deprived of forgiveness.

9. One who seeks forgiveness from Allah attains absolution.

10. What a good means [of gaining the pleasure of Allah] seeking forgiveness is!

11. There is no intercessor more successful than repentance.
12. No one gains forgiveness except he who reciprocates evil with good.

Negligence

1. The wakefulness of eyes is of no benefit with the negligence of hearts.

2. Negligence reaps delusion and brings one closer to destruction.

3. Be cautious of negligence, for indeed it is from the corruption of [one’s sensory] perception.

4. Beware of negligence and being deluded by respite, for indeed negligence corrupts deeds, and death cut off hopes.

5. Negligence is misguidance and heedlessness is ignorance.
6. Negligence is joy.

7. Negligence is the most harmful enemy.

8. Negligence is the trait of the foolish.

9. Negligence is the opposite of judiciousness.

10. Negligence is the misguidance of souls and the symbol of misfortunes.

11. Continuous negligence blinds insight.

12. The intoxication of negligence and delusion is harder to recover from than the intoxication of wines [and alcoholic drinks].
13. Counter negligence with attentiveness.

14. I am surprised by the negligence of the intelligent ones with regards to seeking provisions and preparing for the Hereafter.

15. Taking repose in negligence is delusion.

16. Pitable indeed is the negligent person whose entire life will be used as proof against him and whose days will lead him to wretchedness.

17. Listener, awaken from your negligence, reduce your hastiness, brace yourself, be on your guard and remember your grave, for indeed you must pass through it.

18. Negligence is enough of a misguidance.
19. It is enough of negligence for a person to waste his efforts in that which does not concern [or benefit] him.

20. It is enough of negligence for a person to squander his life in that which will not save him [in the Hereafter].

21. One who is negligent becomes ignorant.

1. This is because the negligent one is not concerned about anything that goes on around him.

The Negligent

1. I am amazed at the one who is negligent, while death is swift in seeking him.

2. One whose negligence is prolonged, his destruction is hastened.

3. One whose negligence overcomes him, his heart dies.
4. One who is negligent about the events of [his] days is awakened by death.

5. Woe be to the one who is overcome by negligence so he forgets his [final] journey and does nor prepare for it.

6. No deed is accepted from the negligent one.

The Victor and the vanquished

الغالب والمغلوب

1. At times the [one who is] vanquished may gain victory.

2. He who tries to vanquish the one who is above him is overpowered.

3. Every victor other than Allah, is vanquished.
Fighting - المغالبة

1. Do not pick a fight with one whom you cannot repel.

Mistake - الغلط

1. A person’s mistake about (or harshness towards) the one who is friendly towards him is one of the most forbidden things for him.

Betrayal - الغلول

1. The worst thing that can come upon the hearts is betrayal.

Rancor and perfidy - الغل و الغش و الغشوش

1. The tongue of a perfidious person is sweet but his heart is bitter.

2. The vilest perfidy is the perfidy of the leaders.
3. Verily the most perfidious of all people is the one who is most deceitful to himself and most disobedient to his Lord.

4. Perfidy is the trait of the recalcitrant.

5. Rancour is the seed of evil.

6. Rancour is the malady of hearts.

7. Perfidy earns vituperation.

8. Rancour nullifies good deeds.

9. Perfidy is the worst craftiness.
10. Perfidy is from the characteristics of the wicked.

11. Deceiving a friend and being disloyal to one’s pledges are from [the acts of] betrayal of one’s covenant.

12. Whoever deceives the people in their faith, then he is an opponent of Allah and His Prophet.

13. When one deceives you out of his enmity [with you], then do not blame him or censure him.

**Grief**

1. Grief makes one dispirited and ends one’s joy.

2. Sorrow destroys the body.

3. Sorrows are the ailment of the hearts.
3. Al-ahzān Sāmū' al-qulūb.

4. Grief is the distinguishing mark of the believers.


5. Grief wears away the body.

5. Al-lhum yudhib al-jisad.

6. Sorrow and anxiety do not bring back what has been lost.

6. Al-ahzān wa-lajż al-yirdān al-fai't.

7. To the extent of pleasure, there is distress.


8. One who bears his distress [patiently] realizes [his] opportunities.


9. Grief is one of the two senilities.


10. Cast away the sorrows that come upon you through resolute patience and virtuous certitude.
11. Grief emaciates the body.

12. Grief is an ailment of the soul.

13. To the extent of endeavours, there are anxieties.

14. How many a sorrowful person has been driven to perpetual bliss by his sorrow.

15. One whose grief increases, his sorrow becomes permanent.

16. To the extent of [one’s material] acquisition, there are heartaches.

17. For every distress there is a relief.
18. One who continuously worries is overpowered by sorrow.

19. One whose grief increases, his body becomes sick.

20. One whose entire concern is for his Hereafter attains what he hopes for.

**Being independent of others**

1. Dispense with your dependency on anyone and you will be like him.

2. One who is independent from people, Allah, the Glorified, enriches him.

3. One who becomes independent becomes an honour for his people and one who is needy becomes contemptible to them.
4. That which you have no need for is better than that through which you gain independence.

Affluence and the rich-

1. A rich person is he who becomes rich through contentment.


3. The rich person feels at home [even when he is] in a strange land.

4. The ignorance of a rich person abases him whereas the knowledge of a poor person elevates him.

5. At times a rich person may be lowlier than an ugly sheep.

6. Sometimes a rich person may be needier than a poor person.
6. رَبَّ َعَبَّىٰ أَفْقَرُ مِنْ فَقِيرٍ.

7. Few are the rich who [financially] support and assist others.

8. How many of the rich are unneeded [because of their unwillingness to help others].

9. It is obligatory upon the rich person not to withhold his wealth from the poor.

10. Never count the one from whose wealth others don’t get sustenance as a rich person.

11. There is no offence greater than the offence of the rich who deprives the needy.

12. Opulence through other than Allah is the greatest indigence and wretchedness.

13. Seek refuge with Allah from the intoxication of riches, for indeed it has an intoxication that takes long to recover from.
14. The richest of you are the most contented among you.

١٤. أغْنَاكُمْ أَفْنَعْكُمْ.

15. The greatest of all riches is the intellect.

١٥. أَغْنَى الْغَنِّي الْعَقُّلُ.

16. The most honourable wealth is abandoning [false] aspirations.

١٦. أَشْرَفُ الْغَنِّي تَرْكُ المَنِّ.

17. The best of riches is that through with one’s honour is secured.

١٧. أفْضِلُ الْغَنِّي مَا صَيْنِّ يَهُ العَرْضُ.

18. The richest of the rich is one who is not a prisoner to greed.

١٨. أَغْنَى الأَغْنِيَاء مِنْ لَمْ يَكُنْ للْحُرْصَ أَسْيَرًا.

19. The greatest of riches is contentment and toleration of poverty.

١٩. أَغْنَى الْغَنِّي القَنَاعَةُ، وَالْتَّحَمُّلُ فِي الفَاقِهَةِ.

20. Opulence brings about transgression.
21. Riches turn one who is not a master into a master.

22. Wealth and poverty manifest the essences of men and their qualities.

23. The brother of affluence is one who covers himself with contentment.

24. Arrogance in wealth sows the seed (or warns) of abasement in poverty.

25. The bane of affluence is stinginess.

26. The best affluence is the affluence of the soul.

27. Many an opulence leads to lasting poverty.
28. The alms-tax of affluence [and comfort] is being good with neighbours and keeping ties with near relatives.

29. Two things are such that their value is recognized only by one who has lost them: wealth and power.

30. Restraining oneself from that which is in the possession of [other] people is present affluence.

31. The deception of wealth leads to insolence.

32. Loss of wealth is an advantage for the sagacious and a [cause of] regret for the foolish.

33. The whole of affluence is in contentment and satisfaction.

34. One who would like to gain affluence without possessions, prestige without authority and abundance
without kinsfolk, then let him them come out of the abjectness of disobedience to Allah into the honour of His obedience, for indeed [through this] he will find all of these.

35. He who has been granted hopelessness in [obtaining] what people possess, contentment with what he is given and satisfaction with the divine decree has acquired affluence.

36. Do not be delighted by wealth and comfort, and do not be grieved by poverty and tribulation, for verily gold is tested by fire and the believer is tested by tribulation.

37. Affluence through [complete reliance on] Allah is the greatest affluence.

38. One who does not become needless of this world through Allah has no religion.

39. There is no affluence except through contentment.
40. No affluence [can be acquired] with mismanagement.

Coming to the aid of the aggrieved

1. Through aiding the aggrieved, there is a protection for you from the chastisement of Allah.

2. From the expiations of great sins is aiding the aggrieved.

3. Coming to the aid of the aggrieved is one of the best benevolent acts.

4. Nothing beings reward like aiding the aggrieved.

Backbiting

1. The one who listens to gossip is one of the two backbiters.
2. Beware of backbiting, for indeed it makes you hated by Allah and the people, and renders you rewards void.

3. The wicked of [all] people is the backbiter.

4. The most hated of creatures in the sight of Allah is the backbiter.

5. Verily the mentioning of slander is the worst falsehood.

6. Slander is the worst falsehood.

7. Backbiting is the sign of a hypocrite.

8. Backbiting is the effort of the feeble.
9. Backbiting is the food of the dogs of hell.

10. The one who listens to gossip is just like the backbiter.

11. One who listens to gossip is one of the two backbiters.

12. One who listens to gossip is the partner of the backbiter.

13. One who is fond of backbiting about others is reviled.

14. The one who listens to gossip is like its narrator.

15. Do not accustom yourself to backbiting, for indeed being accustomed to it is a great sin.
16. Even a little slander is calumny.

17. Servant of Allah, do not make haste in [exposing] the fault of a servant, for he may have been forgiven for it, and do not count yourself safe from [your] small sins as you might be punished for them.

The unseen

1. In the unseen there is wonder.

Sense of Honor And Possessiveness

1. Beware of being possessive in a situation where it is not required, for verily this will lead the soul that is sound to become sick and the one that is innocent [and calm] into suspicion [and uneasiness].

2. The proof of a man's sense of honour is his chastity.
3. A man’s sense of honour is faith.

4. The possessiveness of a woman is transgression.

5. A man’s sense of honour is to the extent of his self-respect.

6. The believer’s possessiveness is for [the sake of] Allah, the Glorified.

---

1. In the context of being possessive of one’s wife or the female members of one’s family such that no other man should look at them or have any contact with them as this would hurt one’s sense of honour.

Deviations from the right path - الغي

1. The thing with the worst outcome is deviation [from the right path].

2. Deviation is insolence.
3. One who deals offensively [with others] is dealt with in the same way.

اَلْيَتَّخِذُ الْفِتْنَةَ تَلْجِعُ

4. Woe be to the one who persists in his deviation and does not return to the right path.

إِنَّهُ لَمَّا نَمَى تَمَادَى فِي غَيْبَةِ وَلَمْ يَنْفِعْ إِلَى الْرَّشْدِ

5. There is no piety with deviation.

وَلَا عَزَّ مَعَ عَيْ.

1. Because the deviant and misguided person is heedless of God and the Hereafter.

The utmost-الْغَايَة

1. Whoever attains the utmost of what he loves, then let him expect the utmost of what he hates.

مَنْ بَلَغَ غَاِيَةَ مَا يُحِبُّ فَلْيَتَوَقَّعْ غَاِيَةً مَا يَكْرِهُ

Being optimistic-الْتَّفَاوْل

1. Be optimistic and you will become successful.

1. تَفَأَّلْ بَالْخَيْرِ تَتَجِهُ

Unrest-الْفَتْنَةَ
1. Unrest (or acquisition [of property]) is accompanied by hardship.

2. In times of unrest, be like an adolescent camel that has neither udders for milking nor a back strong enough for riding.

3. One who ignites the fire of sedition will become fuel for it.

4. One of the greatest tribulations is the continuation of strife.

5. I swear by my life that in the flames of unrest [that come after me], the believer will get destroyed while the non-Muslim shall remain safe.

The one who is enthralled

1. Not everyone who is enthralled is reproached.
Chivalry
الفتوى

1. Chivalry is a gift that is granted and a harm that is restrained.

1. الفتوى نائِلٌ مبَدُولٌ، وأذى مُكَفُوفٌ.

2. The human being has not been adorned with anything more beautiful than chivalry.

2. ما تزَين الإنسان بِزيّة أٌجمَل مِن الفتوى.

3. The order of chivalry is being tolerant of the mistakes of one’s brothers and fulfilling one’s obligation towards his neighbours.

3. نظام الفتوى إحِتمال عُترات الإخوان، و حُسن تعهد الجيران.

Wickedness and immorality
الفجور ومحاصِر الفسوق

1. Wickedness is a decrepit fortress, it does not prevent [any harm from reaching] its people, nor does it protect the one who seeks refuge in it.

1. الفجورُ دارٌ حَصِنُ ذَليل، لا يَمْنع أَهله، ولا يَحِرُز مِن لِجَا إِلَيه.

2. Beware of immoral gatherings, for indeed they anger the Most Merciful and take you to the fire of hell.

2. إياك وَمَحاصِر الفسوق، فإن‌ها مسْخَطة لِلرَّحَمن، وْمُصْلِيّة لِلنَّيران.

3. Wickedness is from the traits of the disbelievers.

3. الفجورُ مِنْ شِيَمْ الكِفار.
4. Verily the wicked comprise of all the oppressive and treacherous people.

5. The wicked is one who declares [his sins] openly.

6. There is no [sin for] backbiting for the [openly] corrupt.

7. The immoral person has no [sense of] caution.

8. The reign of the wicked is the [cause of] abasement of the virtuous.

9. Flee far away from the wicked, immoral one.

10. The cutting off ties with an immoral person is a gain.
11. There is no affluence with immorality.

11. ﻟَيَـسَ ﻣَعَ ﴿الفُـجْوَرَ ﴾ﻎَنَاءً

12. It behoves one who knows the wicked not to act like them.

12. ﻲْـتَبْـغِي لِمَنْ ﻋَرَفَ ﴿الفُجْـاَرَ ﴾أَنْ ﻻِيَـعْـمَلَ ﻋَـﻣْـلَهُمْ

13. The one who publicizes an immoral act is like the one who has committed it.

13. مَـذْيِـعُ ﴿الفَـاَحْـشَـاءَ ﴾كَـفاَعِـلَـهَا

Obscentiy-

اﻟﻔُـﺤْـشٌ

1. Be careful of obscene language and lies, for indeed they degrade the speaker.

1. ﻢُـهَـدِرُ ﴿اﻟْـفَـاَحْـشَـاءَ ﴾وِاﻟْـﻛَـذِّـبَـ، ﻓَإِـنْهُمَا ﻢُـرَـبَـيـانُ ﺑِـالْـقَاـيِـلِ

2. Using obscene language with one who is above you is destructive ignorance.

2. ﺳَـفَـهَـكَ عَـلى ﻣَـنْ ﻓَوْـقَكَ ﻟِـكَ ﻢُـرَّدُ

3. Using obscene language with one who is below you is abasing ignorance.

3. ﺳَـفَـهَـكَ عَـلى ﻣَـنْ ﻛَـوْـنُكَ ﻟِـكَ ﻢُـرَّدُ

4. Using obscene language with one who is at your level is a pecking like the pecking of two cockerels, and a quarrelling like the quarrelling of two dogs, they will never separate until they are wounded or
humiliated, and this is neither the act of the wise nor the practice of the intelligent; and it may be that he (your rival) shows forbearance towards you, thereby becoming greater than you and more honourable, while you remain lower than him and more contemptible.

5. One who uses obscene language is reviled.

6. One whose obscenity increases is regarded as vile.

7. An honourable person never uses obscene language, ever.

8. There is none more shameless than the one who utters obscenities.

9. Indeed obscene language and vulgarities are not from the morals of Islam.

10. One who uses obscene language cures [the envy of] his enviers [and brings them joy].
11. The one who is forbearing does not use obscene language.

11. ما فَحْشَ حَكِيمٌ.

12. Two people never insult each other except that the one who is wicked of the two prevails.

12. ما تَسَافِبُ إِثْنَانِ إِلَّا غَلَبَ أَحَلَّاهُما.

Pride and boasting
الفخْر والتفاخر

1. What reason has a human being to be proud when his beginning is a drop of semen and his end is a carcass; neither can he sustain himself nor can he repel his [own] death!

1. ما لَأَبْنَ آدَمَ وَالفَخْرَ، وَأوْلَهُ نُطْفَةٍ، وَآخِرَهُ جَيْفَةٍ، لاَيْزَرْقُ نَفْسَهُ، ولاَيْدِفُعُ حَتْفَهُ.

2. Never become proud of a state that you attained without [any] device [and hard work], and never be arrogant of a rank that you attained without merit, for indeed that which is built by circumstance is destroyed by entitlement.

2. لاتَدْلِنَ بِحَالَةٍ بَلَغَتْهَا بِغَيْرِ آلَةٍ، ولاَفَخْرَ بِمَرْتَبَةٍ بَلَغَتْهَا مِنْ غَيْرِ مَنْقَبَةٍ، فإنَّ ما يِبْنِيهِ الْإِتِّفَاقُ يَهْدِمُهُ الإِسْتَحْفَاقُ.

3. There is no foolishness greater than arrogance.

3. لَا حِمْقٌ أَعْظَمُ مِنَ الفَخْرِ.
4. Boasting ought to be about the greatest effort, keeping promises and being overly generous, not about the worn out bones [of one’s ancestors] and evil traits.

5. Boastfulness stems from the smallness of [one’s] status [and worth].

6. Beware of contesting with Allah, the Glorified, in His greatness, for Allah, the Most High, abases every tyrant and belittles every boaster.

Relief and waiting for relief

1. The more restricting [and difficult] the hardship, the closer the relief.

2. The time when relief is closest is when the affair becomes unbearable.

3. When the openings [and ways] get blocked, the rays of relief begin to appear.
4. When the difficulties reach their peak, there is hope for relief.

5. The first act of worship is waiting for relief with patience.

6. Expecting relief is one of the two comforts.

1. ‘Waiting for the relief’ is also used to mean waiting for the reappearance of the Mahdi (‘a) as he will bring relief and justice to the oppressed believers.

Happiness and joy

1. How many a joyful [person] has been driven by his joy towards perpetual sorrow.

2. Do not be joyful about that which is coming [to you].

3. Never be joyful about the downfall of others for verily you do not know what time will do to you.
1. Flee towards Allah, the Glorified, and do not flee away from Him, for indeed He will find you and you will not escape Him.

2. One who takes advantage of [unexpected] opportunities remains safe from distress.

3. Whoever finds a place where sweet water enters and he can quench his thirst with it but does not take advantage of it, he will soon feel thirsty and seek it, but will not find it.

4. Do not be happy with the mistake of others, for indeed you will not always be correct.
4. Many a lost thing is such that it cannot be regained.

5. It may be that he who strives and acts quickly is saved [and succeeds] while the slow seeker [only] hopes [to attain it in the future].

6. The return of an opportunity [that is lost] is far off and unlikely.

7. Seize the opportunity when it arises, for indeed you will not get it [again] after you lose it.

8. Breathe before the necks are strangled, and yield before being driven violently.

9. Take the respite of the days, protect the boundaries of Islam, and anticipate the sudden attack of death.

10. May Allah have mercy on the one who takes the benefit of respite [and opportunity], hastens towards good deeds and cowers out of fear [of Allah].
11. Opportunity is quick to pass on and slow to return.

12. The [passing of] hours diminishes lifetimes and bring [one] closer to annihilation.

13. Arrange an abode for yourself before your descent and prepare the dwelling before your arrival.

14. Make your time of comfort a [means of] preparation for the days of your tribulation.

15. Opportunities are things that are [meant to be] seized.

16. Loss [of opportunities] are [a cause of] distress.

17. Opportunity is a booty.
18. Loss [of opportunity leads to] burning regrets.


20. Losing an opportunity is distressful.

21. Times of happiness are short-lived.

22. Opportunities pass by like the passing of clouds.

23. When what you want does not happen, then want what happens [and be satisfied with it].

24. When the opportunity arises, then seize it, for indeed wasting an opportunity leads to distress.
25. Seize good opportunities, for indeed they pass by [quickly] like the passing of clouds.

26. The greatest distress is [caused by] loss of opportunities.

27. Verily that which has passed from your day has gone, and that which remains from it is not certain, so take advantage of your [present] time by performing [good] actions.

28. Verily opportunities pass away [quickly] like the clouds, so seize them when they arise in the gates of good, otherwise they will turn into regrets.

29. The fruit of loss [of opportunity] is regret.

30. For everything there is a passing away.
31. With loss there is regret.

32. There is no regret like loss [of an opportunity].

33. Preparation does not benefit when the time has elapsed.

34. What has passed of your day is lost, what is to come is uncertain; your time is a blessing, so make haste in it while you have the opportunity, and beware of relying on the future.

35. In loss [of opportunity] there is regret and (or) blame.

36. In every moment there is loss.

37. At times an opportunity may arise.
38. You will never attain that which has been taken away from you so be moderate in your acquisition.

39. Not every opportunity can be realized.

40. One who lets an opportunity pass by is crippled by its loss.

41. Whoever delays taking an opportunity at the right time, then let him be sure that he will lose it.

42. One who seizes the opportunity is saved from distress.

43. Not everything that disappears comes back.

44. One who tarries lets [the opportunity] go.
1. Or: At times an opportunity is realized.

The obligatory and recommended acts

1. The one who seeks nearness [to Allah] by performing the obligatory and the recommended [acts], doubles his gain.

2. Verily Allah, the Glorified, has made the obligatory [acts] incumbent upon you, so do not neglect them; and has delimited boundaries for you, so do not transgress them; and has forbidden you from certain things, so do not violate them; and has remained silent about certain things, though not out of forgetfulness, so do not undertake them.

3. Verily whoever busies himself with what is obligatory upon him instead of that which has been guaranteed for him, and is satisfied with what has been decreed for and against him; he will be the healthiest person in wellbeing, the most profiting from felicity and the most benefitting from happiness.

4. Verily if you were to occupy yourself with meritorious supererogatory acts instead of fulfilling the obligatory ones, then the merit you acquire will never make up for the religious obligation that you have
neglected.

4. إنك إن استغللت بعضضائل النوايَل عن أداء الفرائض فلن يقوم فضل تكسيبه
بفرضنصصيحة.

5. When recommended acts come in the way of obligatory actions, then abandon them.

5. إذا أضررت النوايَل بالفرائض فارفضوها.

6. It is upon you to preserve every matter that you cannot be excused for neglecting.

6. عليكم بحفظ كل أمر لاتعذر بإضافته.

7. Fulfilling the obligatory is from the most noble of actions.

7. قضاء اللوازم من أفضل المكابر.

8. There is no worship like the performing of obligatory acts.

8. لعبادته كأداء الفرائض.

9. No closeness is achieved through recommended actions if they hamper the obligatory actions.

9. لا قريبة بالنوايَل إذا أضررت بالفرائض.

10. Do not perform a recommended act at the time of an obligatory one; start with the obligatory [prayer]
and then pray whatever more you wish to.
Neglect

1. Be wary of neglect for verily it causes censure.

2. Neglect is an affliction of the capable.

3. The fruit of neglect is censure.

4. Counter neglect with judiciousness [and resoluteness].

Idleness

1. From idleness comes inclination towards [vain] desire.

2. With idleness there is inclination towards [vain] desire.
Seperation and isolation

الفرقة والتفقة

1. Beware of separation [from the people], for indeed the one who is isolated from the people is [a target] for Satan.

2. Beware of separation, for indeed the one who is isolated from the people of truth is [prey] for Satan just as the lonely sheep is [prey] for the wolf.

3. The worst endeavour is separating two close friends.

4. For every gathering there is separation.

5. Remain with the community and eschew separation.
**Fabrication of lies**

1. Destroyed is the one who makes a [wrongful] claim, and unsuccessful is the one who fabricates [a lie].

**Corruption**

1. One who is pleased by corruption is displeased by the Hereafter.

2. There is no rectitude with corruption.

3. One who corrupts [his relationship] with Allah will not be upright with anyone.

4. Do not corrupt the thing whose rectitude is important for you.

**Indolence and lassitude**

1. Indolence is deficiency.
2. Cure the ailment of lassitude in your heart through determination and the slumber of negligence in your eyes through alertness.

Ignominy

1. The shame of ignominy embitters the sweetness of pleasure.

Virtues and vices

1. Compel yourself to [acquire] virtues, for indeed you have a natural propensity for vices.

2. Ascending towards virtues is a hardship that saves.

3. Your knowledge conveys your merit and your generosity tells of your kindness.
4. When you keep away from the forbidden, refrain from that which you are unsure about, fulfil that which is obligatory and perform the acts that are recommended, then you have perfected the virtues of faith.

5. The peak of [all] merits is controlling anger and eradicating lustful desires.

6. During successive hardships the virtues of a person become manifest.

7. The symbol of a person’s merit is his intelligence and good character.

8. The highest of all merits is intelligence.

9. The highest of all merits is knowledge.

10. The merit of a man is known from his speech.
11. Merit is [acquired] by perfection [of character] and noble deeds, not through excessive wealth and eminent feats.

12. Virtue is overcoming [one’s bad] habit.

13. The pride of a man is by his merit, not because of his origin [and lineage].

14. The merit of a person is [lies in] doing good to others.

15. He who overcomes his anger and controls the impulses of his lustful desires has acquired virtue.

16. It suffices as a merit for a man to humble himself.

17. The perfection of virtues is [in] honourable qualities.
18. The human being has two merits: intellect and speech; he derives benefit through his intellect and benefits others by his speech.

19. Lineage is not defined by the fathers and mothers, rather [it is defined] by the praiseworthy merits.

20. One whose merits are few, his means are weak.

21. From the best of merits is accepting the excuse of the wrongdoer.

22. It is from the merit of a man not to put the one whom he has been forbearing with under obligation.

23. Performing good deeds and spreading goodness are from the greatest virtues.

24. Through the gaining of merits the enemy is subdued.
25. The consolidation of merits is in doing good to the freeman and being kind to the people of virtue.

26. Safeguarding the tongue and doing good to others are from the best merits of a human being.

27. Become distinguished by virtues and renounce vices.

28. The best of virtues is granting the wishes and fulfilling the needs of the seeker and being moderate in what one seeks.

29. The best of virtues is establishing ties with the one who has distanced himself, being cordial with the one who is averse, and holding the hand of the one who stumbles.

30. Verily only the virtuous know the merit of the people of virtue.
31. Your virtue is proven by your action and your munificence by your open-handedness.

The superfluous

1. The worst thing which a person occupies his time with is the superfluous.

2. The wastage of intellects is in seeking the superfluous.

3. Whoever restrains himself from the superfluous, his view is harmonized by the intellects.

4. Whoever occupies himself with the superfluous, the important matter that he hopes for eludes him.

Astuteness

1. Astuteness is [gained] through discernment.
2. Astuteness is [a means of attaining] guidance.

Loss

1. Loss is [a cause of] sorrows.

Poverty

1. Poverty is beneficial for the believer, and gives him comfort from the jealousy of the neighbours, the flattery of the brothers and the domination of the ruler.

2. Verily poverty is disgracer for the soul, a confounder of the intellect, and a bringer of sorrows.

3. Poverty causes forgetfulness.

4. Poverty is the adornment of faith.
5. The grave is better than poverty.  

6. Poverty with debt is [like] a red death.

7. Poverty disables the astute one from [presenting] his argument.

8. Poverty in one’s homeland is like being a stranger in it.

9. Extreme poverty is better than disgraceful affluence.

10. True poverty and wealth are [determined] after presenting [the account of] one’s deeds before Allah, the Glorified.

11. Love of poverty earns piety.
12. Many a poverty turns into with lasting affluence.

13. The disadvantage of poverty is more praiseworthy than the arrogant insolence of wealth.

14. Poverty of the soul is the worst poverty.

15. All [forms of] poverty can be redressed except the poverty of foolishness.

16. Whoever manifests his poverty, lowers his status.

17. The hardships of poverty are preferable to facing humiliation.

18. There is no poverty with good management.
19. The most apprising complaint is that which is enunciated by manifest affliction.

20. The little that one is in need of is better than the plenty that one is needless of.

21. There is no shame in being far away from one’s hometown; the only shame is being indigent in one’s one hometown.

22. One who pretends to be poor, becomes poor.

23. Displaying neediness gives rise to poverty.

24. Poverty with debt is the greatest wretchedness.

1. This is the poverty that one does not bear patiently and leads to wretchedness in this world and the next.
2. 'Red death' is a figure of speech that means a violent or bloody death.
The pauper

1. The pauper who is satisfied is saved from the traps of Satan, whereas the rich person falls into his snares.

2. The most hated of servants in the sight of Allah are: the pauper who is haughty, the elderly fornicator and the immoral scholar.

3. The most foolish of people is the arrogant pauper.

4. The richest people in the Hereafter are the poorest of them in this world.

5. The poor person is [like] a stranger (or is scorned) in his hometown.

6. The needy person is a stranger in his own homeland.

7. One who sits in the company of the poor increases in [his] gratitude.
8. Many a poor person is wealthier than all the rich people.

9. The wealth of a poor person is his contentment.

10. How many a poor person is needed by someone else.

11. How many a poor person is rich and [how many] a rich person is needy.

12. One who is overcome by poverty should frequently recite: *There is no might and no power but by [the will of] Allah, the Most High, the Most Mighty.*

13. It is obligatory on the poor that he should not put forward his request [to others] unless he has no other choice.
14. The kings of this world and the Hereafter are the poor who are satisfied [with what they have].

15. The poorest of people is one who is stingy with himself despite [his] wealth and affluence, and leaves it behind for others [in the end].

16. Many a poor person is mightier than a lion.

The Learned Scholars
الفقه والفقهاء

1. The true scholar is one who neither makes people lose hope in the mercy of Allah nor cause them to despair of the comfort of Allah.

2. The bane of scholars is not safeguarding themselves [from error].

3. When the elevated one becomes learned, he shows humility.
4. When the vile one becomes a scholar, he considers himself to be above [others].

5. When you [wish to] learn, then become learned in the religion of Allah.

Thinking and the thinker-الفكر والمنتفك

1. Think and you will perceive.

2. The root of wisdom is reflection, and its fruit is wellbeing.

3. The root of safety from error is thinking before acting, and reflecting before speaking.

4. Verily the one who observes with his heart and acts with foresight begins his action by first looking at [the consequence of] his action, is it his favour or against him; if it is in his favour then he goes ahead with it and if it is against him then he holds back from [doing] it.
5. Thinking guides, truth saves.

6. Contemplation is worship.

7. Contemplation is [a means to] right guidance, heedlessness is [a cause of] loss.

8. Contemplation illuminates the mind.

9. The benefit of thinking is finding solutions.

10. Thinking guides [one] towards the way of right guidance.

11. Thinking is the recreation of the God-fearing.
12. Contemplation leads to gaining wisdom.

\[ \text{12-} \text{الفِکَرُ يُفِیدُ الحِکْمَةِ.} \]

13. Thought is a gleaming mirror.

\[ \text{13-} \text{الفِکَرُ مِرَآةٌ صَافِیَةٌ.} \]

14. Thinking is the polish of the minds.

\[ \text{14-} \text{الفِکَرُ جَلَاءُ العَقُوْلُ.} \]

15. Thinking about the bounties of Allah is the best worship.

\[ \text{15-} \text{الِفِکَرُ فِی آلَاءِ اللَّهِ نَعْمَ العِبَادَةُ.} \]

16. Thinking outside [the bounds of] wisdom is folly.

\[ \text{16-} \text{الفِکَرُ فِی عَیْنِ الحِکْمَةِ هُوسٌ.} \]

17. Thinking about good [action] invites one to act upon it.

\[ \text{17-} \text{الفِکَرُ فِی الْحَیْمِ يَدْعُو إِلَی الْعَمَلِ يِهَ.} \]

18. Thinking about the consequences saves one from places of destruction.

\[ \text{18-} \text{الفِکَرُ فِی الْعَوَاقِبِ يَنْجِی مِنَ الْمَعَاطِیْبِ.} \]
19. When you precede all your actions with thought [and deliberation], your outcomes will be good in all matters.

20. By thinking, deliberation is improved.

21. By repeated thinking [and contemplation], doubt is dispelled.


23. By repeated thinking the outcomes become sound.

24. By considering the consequences, one is saved from harm.

25. Distinguishing the everlasting from the perishing is from the noblest discernment.
26. Think before you decide, consult before you proceed and ponder before you rush forward.

27. Your thinking leads to your gaining insight, and acquiring lessons [from the past].

28. The fruit of reflection is wellbeing.

29. Continuous reflection and caution protects from error and saves from the vicissitudes of time.

30. May Allah have mercy on the person who reflects and then takes lesson, and who takes lesson and hence perceives [the reality of things].

31. The cornerstone of insight is contemplation.

32. Deliberate before acting and you will be saved from error.
33. Deliberate before [taking] action [and] you will not be criticized for what you do.

34. The deliberation of the slow is better than the impulsiveness of the hasty.

35. Lengthy contemplation makes the end results praiseworthy and prevents the corruption of matters.

36. Lengthy contemplation improves the outcomes of planning.

37. Lengthy consideration equals [benefitting from] the opinion of the advisor.

38. You must reflect, as this is [means of] a guidance from error and a rectifier of deeds.

39. The thought of an intelligent person is guidance.
40. The thought of an ignorant person is misguidance.

41. Thinking for a short while is better than prolonged worship.

42. Your contemplation guides you to the right path and motivates you to improve your Hereafter.

43. A man’s thinking is a mirror that shows him his good actions from his bad ones.

44. The merit of thinking and understanding is more beneficial than the merit of revision and study.

45. Your thinking about worship prompts you to act upon it.

46. Your thinking about sin drives you to fall into it.
47. So think, O people, and observe; take lesson and seek advice, and acquire provisions for the Hereafter, [for by this] you will attain felicity.

48. Measure and then cut, think and then speak, verify and then act.

49. How can the thought of one who is always sated be pure?

50. Contemplation is sufficient for right guidance.

51. Not everyone who shoots hits the target.

52. One who ponders [about the past] learns a lesson [from it].

53. One whose thinking is prolonged, his observation becomes good.
54. One whose thinking increases, his end result becomes good.

55. One whose thought is prolonged, his discernment becomes good.

56. One who puts his mind to work arrives at the correct answer.

57. One who thinks before acting, his accuracy increases.

58. One whose thinking is weak, his inattention [and gullibility] is strong.

59. One who reflects on the essence of Allah apostatizes.

60. One who thinks about the consequences is saved from [places of] destruction.
61. One who thinks a lot about sins is pulled towards [committing] them.

من كثر فكره في المُعاصِي دعته إلينا.

62. One who thinks a lot about [worldly] pleasures is overpowered by them.

من كثر فكره في الْلَذَّاتِ غلبت عليّه.

63. One who reflects, perceives the outcomes.

من فكر أعْصِرَ العَوَاِقِب.

64. One who keeps his mind's eye awake reaches the height of his endeavour.

من أسره عين فكرته بلغ كنه همته.

65. One who reflects on the majesty of Allah loses hope.

من تفكَّر في عَظِمَةِ اللهِ أبَلَس.

66. One who thinks and reflects learns a lesson from everything.

من كانت له فكره فله في كل شيء عبرة.

67. He who excels in thinking never gets humiliated.

ما ذل من أَحْسَن الفِكْر.
68. There is no worship like contemplation.

69. There is no [means to] right guidance like reflection.

70. One who does not take lessons [from the past] does not reflect.

71. Thinking about the consequences [of one's action] saves one from unpleasant calamities.

72. Thinking is one of the two means of guidance.

73. Thinking about the kingdom of the heavens and earth is the worship of the sincere ones.

74. Thinking about a matter before undertaking it saves one from error.
75. Thinking leads to taking lesson, saves one from missteps and bears the fruit of precaution.

76. Reflect and you will awaken [and become alert].

77. Contemplation guides [one] to the right path.

Sucessfulness

1. One who is pleased by that which harms him will not be successful.

2. The successful one is he who [either] spreads his wings or remains peaceful and enjoys ease.

Leaving the matter to Allah

1. Whoever leaves his matter to Allah, He resolves it (for him).
Understanding

1. Understanding is [achieved] though intelligence.

2. Understanding is a sign of knowledge.

3. One who tries to understand, understands.

4. One who tries to understand increases [his understanding].

5. One who understands learns the depth of knowledge.

6. One who is not granted understanding by Allah, the Glorified, does not benefit from the advice of any adviser.
7. One who possesses understanding does not become needy.

Graves-

1. Stay near (or pass by) the graves and you will learn a lesson.

2. How excellent a son-in-law the grave is!

Facing issues-

1. One who faces [and anticipates] issues [with thought and reflection], perceives.

Turning towards Allah-

1. Verily if you turn towards Allah you have progressed, and if you turn away from Him, you have regressed.

1. In the period of Jāhiliyya the Arabs would bury their daughters alive and say “We have married them to the grave.” Later, in the time of Islam, this expression was used in a general sense to remind people that they will eventually die and be lowered into their graves.
1. Verily the most honourable of deaths is martyrdom. By He in whose hand my soul is, one thousand strikes with the sword are indeed easier [for me] than dying on the bed.

2. By turning towards [Allah] misfortunes are warded off.

3. Making a good choice, doing good to the freemen and taking adequate precaution [or support] are from the signs of turning [to Allah].

4. For every advance [and progress] there is a retreat [and a regress].

5. One of the signs of turning [towards Allah] is doing good to the people.

6. From the signs of turning [to Allah] are: correctness of speech and kindness in actions.

Martyrdom in the way of Allah—

القتلى في سبيل الله—

1. Verily the most honourable of deaths is martyrdom. By He in whose hand my soul is, one thousand strikes with the sword are indeed easier [for me] than dying on the bed.
plunging in

1. One who plunges into the depths of the sea, drowns.

power and might

1. Dominating the weak and the slave are from the exigencies (or wickedness) of power.

2. Power manifests the praiseworthy and blameworthy qualities [of an individual].

3. The bane of power is withholding favour.

4. The bane of might is aggression and defiance.

6. When power increases, desire decreases.

7. When [one’s] capability is reduced, the offering of excuses increases.

8. The alms-tax of power is even-handedness.

9. One of the best actions of the powerful person is for him to show forbearance when he is angry.

Status and worth

1. One who does not know his worth, transgresses his limits.

2. One who remains within his rank [and does not overstep his limits] is honoured by the people.
One who oversteps his limits is humiliated by the people.

One who is ignorant about the place where he steps is made to stumble by the reasons of his regret.

One who limits himself to his rightful status, it will be more lasting for him.

One who is ignorant of his own worth does not know anyone’s worth.

One who knows his worth is not disparaged among the people.

He who knows his worth does not get ruined.

He who oversteps his limits has not used his intellect.
9. ما عَقَلَ مِنْ عَدا طُوْرَهُ.

10. How good it is for a servant to know his status and not to overstep his limits!

10. نَعِمًا لِلْعَبْدِ أَنْ يَعْرِفَ قَدْرَهُ، وَلَا يَتَجاَوَّزَ حَدَّهُ.

11. Ruined is the one who does not know his status.

11. هَلْكَ مِنْ لَمْ يَعْرِفَ قَدْرَهُ.

12. Do not do that which will degrade your status.

12. لَا تَفْعَّل مَا يَضَعُ قَدْرَكَ.

13. There is no ignorance greater than transgressing [beyond] one’s status.

13. لَا جِهَلْ أَعْظَمُ مِنْ تَعْدُي الْقَدْرِ.

14. One who transgresses his limits and his status has no intelligence.

14. لَا عَقْلَ لِمَنْ يَتَجاَوَّزُ حَدَّهُ وَقَدْرَهُ.

15. May Allah have mercy on the one who knows his status and does not overstep his limits.

15. رَحِمَ اللَّهُ امْرِئَ عَرَفَ قَدْرَهُ وَلَمْ يَتَعْدَدْ طُوْرَهُ.

16. Do not rush to [occupy] the highest place in a gathering, for indeed the position that you are raised to is better than the position that you are lowered from.
**Undertaking**

1. Do not undertake that which you are afraid of being incapable of.

2. Do not close a door which you are unable to open.

**To follow**

1. When you are high, do not think of the one who is below you from the ignorant ones, rather follow [the example of] those who are above you from among the scholars.

2. When you are unable to understand something with your intellect then follow the opinion of the intelligent one and he will remove your ignorance about it.
1. The Qur’an is the better of the two forms of guidance.

2. Excel in your recitation of the Qur’an, for it is indeed the most beneficial (or the best) of stories, and seek cure from it, for it is the cure for [what is in] the breasts.

3. Follow the light that is not put out and the face that does not become old, and surrender and submit to its command, for indeed you will not go astray with submission [to it].

4. The best reminder is the Qur’an, through it the breasts are expanded and the souls are illuminated.

5. Verily the outer aspect of the Qur’an is elegant and its inner aspect is profound [in meaning]; its marvels do not end, its wonders do not cease, and the darkness [of ignorance and misguidance] is not removed except through it.

6. Verily this Qur’an is the adviser that does not deceive, the guide that does not lead astray and the speaker that does not lie.
6. إنَّ هذا القرآن هو الناصح الّذي لا يغش، والهادي الّذي لا يضلُّ، والمُهَدِّث الّذي لا يكذِّبُ.

7. Reflect upon the verses of the Qur’an and learn lessons from it, for indeed it is the best imparter of lessons.

8. Learn the Qur’an, for it is indeed the spring of the hearts and seek a cure from its light, for verily it is the cure of the hearts.

9. Hold fast to the rope of the Qur’an and take counsel from it, consider as permissible what it permits and forbidden what it forbids, and act on its injunctions and rulings.


11. He (‘a) said about the Holy Qur’an: it is an intercessor whose intercession is accepted and it is a speaker whose speech is affirmed.

12. The outward aspect of the Qur’an is elegant and its inward aspect is profound.
13. You must take this Qur’an, accept what it has permitted, stay away from what it has forbidden, act on its definitive [and clear] verses and refer its unclear verses to the one who knows their meanings; for indeed it is a witness over you, and it is the best thing that you can petition with.

14. In the Qur’an is the information about what was before you, the news about what will come after you and the rulings regarding your present time.

15. The Qur’an is sufficient as a caller [towards the right path].

16. Let your nightly conversation partner be the Qur’an.

17. There is no poverty for anyone after the Qur’an nor is there any affluence for anyone before it.

18. One who feels at ease with the recitation of the Qur’an does not become lonely by the separation of his brothers.
19. One who takes the word of Allah as a guide is directed to that which is most upright.

20. One for whom the Qur'an intercedes on the Day of Judgment, its intercession for him is accepted, and one about whom it complains shall testify to [and affirm] it.

21. One who deems what the Qur'an has forbidden to be permissible does not believe in it.

22. None has sat in the company of this Qur'an but that he has risen with an increase or a decrease – an increase in guidance or a decrease in [spiritual] blindness.

23. He said about the Qur'an: It is a light for one who seeks illumination by it, a witness for one who disputes with it, a success for one who argues by it, knowledge for one who is attentive and a judgment for one who judges.

24. In describing the Qur'an [he said]: It is what prevents the desires from deviating towards the
forbidden and the uncertainties and opinions from causing doubt.

24. In describing the Qur’an [he said]: It is the decisive word and not a jest. It is the articulator of the practice of justice and the enjoiner of virtue. It is the strong rope of Allah and the wise reminder. It is the trusted revelation of Allah and His strong rope. It is the spring of the hearts and the fountains of knowledge. It is the straight path. It is guidance for the one who follows it and an adornment for the one who beautifies himself with it. It is a protector [from sin] for the one who seeks protection by it and a firm rope for the one who holds on to it.

25. Do not seek a cure from other than the Qur’an, for indeed it is a cure for all ailments.

26. He said describing the Qur’an: Its marvels do not end and its wonders do not cease, and doubts do not get cleared save by it.

27. The people of the Qur’an are the people of Allah and His special servants.
The near one

القريب

1. The near one may [at times] become distanced.

Attaining nearness to Allah

القرب إلى الله

1. Attaining nearness to Allah is [achieved] by asking [from] Him and [gaining closeness] to the people is [achieved] by refraining from asking [them for anything].

2. Address your complaints to one who is capable of sufficing you.

3. Seek nearness to Allah, the Glorified, for verily He brings closer those who seek nearness to Him.

4. Seek nearness to Allah, the Glorified, through prostration (sujūd), bowing (rukū‘), submission to His majesty and reverence (or subservience).

5. Nothing brings one closer to Allah, the Glorified, except copious prostration (sujūd) and bowing (rukū‘).
Admission and confession of one’s sins

الإقرار والإعتراف بالذنب

1. How appropriate it is for one who knows his Lord to admit his sins.

1. ما أُخْلِقَ مِنْ عَرْفَ رَبِّهِ أَنْ يُعَتَرَفِ بِذَنْبِهِ.

2. The best intercessor for a sinner is [his] admission [of guilt].

2. نَعْمَ شَافِعُ المُذْنِبِ الإِقْرَارُ.

3. There is no apology that wipes out sins more than admission [of one’s guilt].

3. لَا آَمْحَى لِلدِّنْبِ مِنَ الإِقْرَارِ.

4. Pardon bears more fruit with admission [of one’s guilt] than it does with giving excuses.

4. يُسْتَثْمَرُ العَفْوُ بِالإِقْرَارِ أَكْثَرَ مِمَا يُسْتَثْمَرُ بِالإِعْتِذَارِ.

5. Confession is the intercessor of the wrongdoer.

5. الْإِقْرَارُ شَافِعُ الجَانِي.

6. Admission [of one’s guilt] is [a means of] seeking pardon.

6. الإِقْرَارُ إِعْتِذَارُ.
Lending to Allah—إفراض الله

1. One who gives a loan to Allah is recompensed by Him.

2. Take benefit from the one who takes a loan from you in your time of prosperity so that you may take its repayment in your time of hardship.

Knocking the door—قرر الباب

1. One who continues knocking the door insistently [eventually] enters through it.

The [allotted] Share—المقدّم

1. The most bountiful share is good health.

2. The most pleasant share is contentment and good health.

3. The wealthiest of people is one who is pleased with what Allah has allotted to him.
3. Give the people of the earth what they deserve from Allah.

4. By the measured apportionment of Allah for the servants, the balance of this world has been established and this world has been made complete for its inhabitants.

5. One who trusts in the allotment of Allah does not blame Him with regards to sustenance.

6. Do not put the worry of your [entire] year on your day. That which is apportioned for you each day suffices for you in it. Then if you are to live another year, verily Allah, the Glorified, will bring to you what He has apportioned for you in each new day and if you will not live that long then why are you worried about that which is not for you?

Hard-heartedness

1. Counter hard-heartedness with gentleness.

2. Hard-heartedness is from the greatest wretchedness.
3. There is no wickedness more ruthless than hard-heartedness.

Goals

1. Lost is the one who has a goal other than Allah.

2. One whose goal is evil, his place of arrival [in the Hereafter] will be bad.

Moderation

1. Moderation makes [that which is] little grow [and increase].

2. Moderation makes the small grow [big].

3. Moderation [in one’s expenses] is half of livelihood.
4. The bane of moderation is stinginess.

5. Be moderate in [your] affairs, for whoever is moderate, the burden of his expenses is lightened.

6. Our way is moderation and our practice is right guidance.

7. You must be moderate in your affairs, for the one who deviates from moderation is unjust and one who takes to it is just.

8. Espouse moderation, for indeed it is the most helpful thing in attaining a fruitful life; and a person will never be destroyed until he prefers his lust over his faith.

9. Espouse moderation in food, for indeed it is farther from extravagance, healthier for the body and more assisting in the performance of worship.
10. The height of moderation is contentment.

10. غَاْيَةُ الِإِقْتِصَادِ ُالْفَنَّاعَةُ.

11. Everything that exceeds moderation is extravagance.

11. كُلُّ مَا زَادَ عَلَى الِإِقْتِصَادِ إِسْرَافٌ.

12. One who is moderate will never be ruined.

12. لَنَ يُهْلكَ مَنْ اقتَصَدَ.

13. There is no wastage in moderation.

13. لَيْسَ فِي الِإِقْتِصَادِ تَلْفَ.

14. One who does not practice moderation is ruined by extravagance.

14. مَنْ لَمْ يُحْسِنَ الِإِقْتِصَادِ أَهْلَكَهُ الإِسْرَافُ.

15. Whoever is moderate, the burden of his expenses is lightened.

15. مَنْ اقتَصَدَ خَفَتُ عَلَيْهِ المَوْجُ.

16. One who is moderate in [both] affluence and poverty has prepared himself for the calamities of time.

16. مَنْ اقتَصَدَ في ُالغَنِّي وَالفَقْرِ فَقَدْ أَسْتَعْدَ لِنَوْاَئِبِ الدُّهْرِ.
17. Whoever adopts moderation, it will make his prosperity last and will make up for his poverty and deficiency.

18. Being generous without extravagance and magnanimous without wastefulness is part of moderation.

19. There is no ruin with moderation.

20. Everything that one is contented with, suffices.

21. Let your riding mount be moderation and your goal be right guidance.

One who is neglectful and falls short-

1. The tongue of the neglectful is short.

2. One who falls short is deficient.
3. One who is neglectful in his days of hope, before his death comes, has indeed made a loss in his life and is harmed by his death.

Retaliation

1. The sword rents asunder and the religion joins together; for religion commands good and the sword forbids evil. Allah, the Exalted, says: *Indeed in retaliation there is life for you.*

2. And retaliation [has been ordained] as a prevention of bloodshed and the execution of punishments [has been ordained] for realising the importance of prohibitions.

Divine decree and destiny

1. The most severely chastised of all people on the Day of Judgment will be the one who resents the decree of Allah.

2. Verily Allah, the Glorified, manages affairs in accordance with what He decrees, not according to what pleases you.
3. Verily Allah, the Exalted, does not give a servant more than what He has decreed for him in the Wise Reminder, even though his means [of seeking it] may be great, his craving for it intense and his stratagems for it strong; nor does the weakness of a person or the paucity of his means stand between him and what is ordained for him in the Wise Reminder. And indeed, the one who knows this and acts upon it will have the most comfort in benefit among all people, and verily the one who disregards it and doubts in it will have to face the most harm.

4. Divine decree works contrary to the estimations and planning [of the people].

5. Destiny overpowers the cautious.

6. Reliance on [divine] decree is more comforting.

7. Divine decree cannot be repelled by strength and struggle.
8. The impediments of divine decree are the bane of eminence.

9. When the destiny descends, caution becomes nullified.

10. When divine decree comes, the plans [of people] are nullified.

11. When destiny cannot be repelled, then cautiousness is futile.

12. Allah has set for everything a measure, and for every measure a [specified] term.

13. In the changes brought about by divine decree there is a lesson for the people of reason and intellect.

14. The verdict [of Allah] is precise and His knowledge is absolute.
15. Everything has a way out except [what has been decided by] divine decree.

16. How can one whose certitude is not true [and firm] be pleased with the divine decree?

17. One who seeks to overpower destiny is overcome by it.

18. One who is certain about destiny is not disturbed by what befalls him.

19. One who is pleased with what has been destined [for him] is not troubled by warning.

20. The tribulations of destiny overtake precaution.

21. The best expeller of distress is reliance on divine decree.
22. The descending of destiny overtakes precaution.

23. The descending of destiny blinds the sight.

24. Destiny comes to pass in accordance with divine decree, contrary to the choice and planning [of the people].

25. The worst of things is displeasure with the divine decree.

26. He ('a) was asked about destiny so he said: It is a dark path, so do not traverse it, and it is a deep sea, so do not dive into it, and it is a secret of Allah, the Glorified, so do not trouble yourself with [trying to understand] it.

27. Destiny overpowers precaution.
The most abominable (or divisive) thing is the injustice of judges.

The bane of judges is greed.

The worst of judges is one whose judgments are oppressive.

And he ('a) said about the one whom he dispraised: He is a dim-sighted person who frequently embarks on obscurities, an ignorant person who frequently embarks on unintelligent arguments, an aggressor against his own soul and an embellisher of traversing the path of the impossible and vain trivialities for it.

One whose judgments are oppressive, his power comes to an end.

1. In his description of one who does not deserve to be a judge.
1. One who cuts himself off [from Allah and turns] towards other than Allah becomes wretched and faces hardship.

\[
\text{1. من انْقَطَع إِلَى غَيْرِ اللَّهِ شَقِّي وَتَعْنَى.}
\]

Sitting back - القاعد

1. Many a person sits back from that which would delight him.

\[
\text{1. رَبَّ قاعدة عَمّا يَسْرُهُ.}
\]

Emulation - الانتقاء

1. How great is the success of the one who follows in the footsteps of the Prophets!

\[
\text{1. ما أَعْطَمْ فَوْزَ مَن اقتِفَى أَثَرَ النَّبِيِّينَ.}
\]

The heart - القلب

1. It is forbidden upon every heart which is inclined to this world that God-wariness should reside in it.

\[
\text{1. حَرَامٌ عَلَى كُلِّ قَلْبٍ مَتَوَلِّهٌ بِالْدُنْيَا أَن يَسْكُنَّهُ النَّقْوَى.}
\]

2. Wage war against these hearts [and their desires], for indeed they are quick to stumble (or get obliterated).

\[
\text{2. حَارِبُوا هَذِهِ القُلُوبَ فَإِنَّهَا سَرِيَّةٌ العِنَارُ (الدَّنْارَ).}
\]
3. Sadness of the hearts purges the sins.

3. حُزْنُ القُلُوبِ يَمْحَصُّ الذُّنُوبَ.

4. When the heart is empty of God-wariness, it gets filled with the lures of this world.

4. خَلْوُ القُلُوبِ مِنَ النَّفُوْسِ يَمْلَأُهُ مِنْ فَنَنِ الدُّنْيَا.

5. Humble your heart with certitude, make it acknowledge the transience of this life, and make it see the calamities of this world.

5. دَلَلْ قَلْبَكَ بَالْيَقِينِ، وَقَرَرْهُ بِالْفَنَاءِ، وَبَصِّرْهُ فَجَابِعَ الدُّنْيَا.

6. The adornment of the hearts is sincerity of faith.

6. زِيَةُ القُلُوبِ إِخْلاصُ الإِيمَانِ.

7. The worst of hearts is the one that doubts in its faith.

7. شَرُّ القُلُوبِ الشَاكُّ فِي إِيمَانِهِ.

8. Blessed are those whose hearts are broken for the sake of Allah.

8. طُوْبَى لِلْمُنْكَسِرَةِ قُلُوبُهُمْ مِنْ أَجْلِ اللَّهِ.

9. Blessed is the one who occupies his heart with reflection and his tongue with remembrance [of Allah].

9. طُوْبَى لِمَنْ شَغَلَ قَلْبَهُ بِالْفَكْرِ، وَلِسَانَهُ بِالْذِّكْرِ.
10. Blessed is the one whose chest is void of rancour and whose heart is safe from deception.

11. Blessed is one in whose heart the coolness [and tranquility] of certitude is made to enter.

12. Purify your hearts from the filth of evil deeds and your good deeds will be multiplied.

13. The strong muscles of the body and its height are of no benefit if the heart is empty.

14. Then listen attentively, O people, and open the ears of your hearts so that you may understand.

15. So his appearance is [in] the form of a human being but his heart is the heart of a beast.

16. The heart of a fool is in his mouth and the tongue of the intelligent one is in his heart.
17. The heart of a fool is behind his tongue, and the tongue of the intelligent one is behind his heart.

18. The pure hearts of the servants are places that Allah, the Glorified, looks upon [with His mercy]; so whoever purifies his heart, He will look upon it.

19. There are some evil thoughts that come into the hearts, but the intellects deter one from [acting upon] them.

20. Your heart must submit to Allah, the Glorified, for one whose heart submits, all the other parts of his body also submit.

21. Indeed there is a piece of flesh that has been placed inside this human being which is the most amazing thing in him, and that is his heart; it has sources of wisdom and things contrary to it. If hope enters it, covetousness humiliates it and if covetousness increases in it then greed destroys it. If despair takes control over it, grief kills it. If anger comes over it, its rage intensifies. If it is blessed with pleasure, it forgets precaution. If it is overcome by fear, it becomes preoccupied with caution. If peace prevails around it, it becomes neglectful. If a hardship befalls it, impatience disgraces it. If it gains wealth, affluence makes it oppressive. If it faces indigence, distress overtakes it. If hunger attacks it, weakness overtakes it. If its eating increases, the heaviness of his stomach pains it. Thus every curtailment is harmful to it and every excess is injurious to it.
22. One whose heart is dead enters the fire [of hell].

23. Whoever keeps knowledge about Allah in his heart has accommodated independence from the creation of Allah in it.

24. Deaf is the heart that does not have an attentive ear.

25. Nothing comes forth from a sound heart except the direct meaning.

26. There is no good in a heart that does not surrender, an eye that does not shed tears and knowledge that does not benefit.
27. Verily there are evil thoughts that come into the hearts but the intellects deters one from [acting upon] them.

28. Verily these hearts are receptacles, and the best of them are those that are most receptive to good.

29. Verily these hearts grow weary just like bodies become weary, so seek out wise sayings for them.

30. Verily hearts have desire and aversion, an advancing and a retreating, so approach them from whence they advance and desire, for indeed when the heart is forced [to do anything] it becomes blind.

31. The heart is a spring of wisdom and the ear is the place where it sinks [and enters] in.

32. Enliven your heart with exhortations and kill it with asceticism, strengthen it with certitude and humble it with the remembrance of death, make it see the transience of this life and show it the calamities of the world.
33. Indeed destitution is an affliction, and worse than destitution is sickness of the body, and worse than bodily ailment is the sickness of the heart.

34. Where are the hearts that have been presented to Allah and have been bound to the obedience of Allah?

35. The most rancorous heart is the heart of the spiteful.

36. The best of hearts is a heart that has been filled with understanding.

37. Verily the heart has an advancing and a retreating, so when it advances then make it bear the performance of supererogatory acts, but when it retreats then make it suffice with the obligatory acts.

38. The heart is the treasurer of the tongue.
39. The heart is the book of reflection.

40. The hearts are locks and their keys are inquiry.

41. Verily the heart of a youth is like an empty [cultivation] land, it accepts anything that is sown in it.

42. The hearts of men are wild, so whoever shows them affection [and tames them], they turn towards him.

Little-القليل

1. Little that is continuous is better than a lot that is discontinuous.

2. Having less is all right, but being humiliated, never!
The least

1. he least of things [required for salvation] is truthfulness and trustworthiness.

Being less

1. One who is less [in generosity and affection] is abased.

Qunut (Raising hands in supplication)

1. Prolonged qunūt and prostration saves one from the punishment of hellfire.

Despair

1. I am amazed at the one who loses hope while he has with him salvation in the form of repentance.

2. Despair kills its owner.
3. Every despairing one has lost hope.

Contentment and the contented—القائع، والقانعة

1. The contented one is saved from the woes of covetousness.

2. Be content and you will gain honour.

3. Be content with what you are given and you will be made sufficient.

4. Be content with little from your worldly possessions for the safety of your religion, for indeed the believer is satisfied with the little that he gets of this world.

5. The wealthiest of all people is the contented one.
6. A slave is free as long as he is content and a freeman is a slave as long as he covets.

6. عِبَّادِ حُرٍّ ما قَنِعَ، الحُرُّ عِبَّادُ ما طَمَعَ.

7. Contentment is the helper of poverty.

7. ٱلْقَنَاعَةُ عَنْوَانُ (عَوْنُ) الْفَاقِهِ.

8. Contentment is the most lasting honour.

8. ٱلْقَنَاعَةُ أَبْقَى عِزَّ.

9. The most at ease among the people is the contented one.

9. ٱلْمُسْتَرِيحُ مِنَ النَّاسِ ٱلْقَانِعُ.

10. Contentment is the sign of the God–wary.

10. ٱلْقَنَاعَةُ عَلَامَةُ الأَنْقِيَاءِ.

11. Contentment is the [path to the] most comfortable lifestyle.

11. ٱلْقَنَاعَةُ أَهْنَى عِيْشَ.

12. Contentment is honour and prosperity.

12. ٱلْقَنَاعَةُ عَزٌّ وَغِنَاءٌ.
13. Contentment is a sword that does not get blunt.

14. Contentment is the cornerstone of prosperity.

15. Contentment leads to honour.

16. Contentment and obedience bring about prosperity and honour.

17. Contentment is continence.

18. Contentment is a blessing.

19. Contentment is honour.
20. The contented one is rich, even if he is hungry and unclothed.

21. There is no contentment with avarice.

22. If you are content, you will gain honour.

23. Verily you are in greater need of being content with a little sustenance than being greedy of acquiring more.

24. Verily if you become contented you will gain independence [and affluence] and the burden of worldly provisions will become lighter for you.

25. When you are deprived, then be content [with what you have].

26. When you seek wealth, then seek it through contentment.
26. ﻓَﺎﻃُﻠُﺒُ ﺑِﺎﻟﻘَﻨﺎﻋَةُ ﺑِاﻟْقَﺎئِلَةِ.

27. Through contentment there is honour.

28. The fruit of contentment is prosperity.

29. The fruit of contentment is being moderate in earning [one’s livelihood] and refraining from asking [others].

30. The fruit of contentment is honour.

31. The goodness of contentment stems from continence.

32. It is enough of contentment for you to suffice with what Allah, the Glorified, has apportioned for you.

33. Preserving that which is in your possession is better for you than seeking that which is in someone
33. حَفُّظُ مَانِي يَدِيكَ خَيْرَ لَكَ مِنْ طَلَّبِ مَا فِي يَدِ غِيرِكَ.

34. Blessed is the one who covers himself with contentment and keeps away from extravagance.

35. طُوْبَى لَمْن تَجْلَِبَ بِالْقَنُوء، وَتَجْنَبِ الإِسْرَافَ.

36. You must have contentment, for indeed there is nothing that wards off poverty more than it.

37. Contentment is proportionate to the degree of continence.

38. In contentment there is prosperity.

39. The one who is content has gained honour.
40. Contentment has been paired with prosperity.

41. Every contented one is continent.

42. Contentment is enough of a possession.

43. Be contented and you will become rich.

44. Contentment will never be attained until greed is lost.

45. One who is not satisfied with the little that he gets has not adorned himself with contentment.

46. One who is content becomes rich [and independent].
47. One who is content gets satiated.

48. One who makes himself content becomes contented.

49. One who is content does not get depressed.

50. Whoever is content, his worship becomes good.

51. Whoever is content, his greed becomes less.

52. One who is contented with the allotment of Allah becomes needless.

53. One who is not satisfied with what has been decreed for him faces hardship.
54. One who lacks contentment is not made affluent by riches.

55. One from whom contentment turns away is not enriched by wealth.

56. One who is content with the sustenance of Allah has no need for the creation.

57. One who is granted contentment is preserved by it.

58. One whose soul is contented remains dignified even in hard times.

59. One who is contented is spared from the humility of asking [others].

60. Whoever clings to contentment, his poverty disappears.
61. One who desires the blessings of the Hereafter is contented with the little [he has] of this world.

62. One who is contented with the allotment of Allah becomes needless of the people.

63. One who suffices with little becomes needless of plenty.

64. One of the most honourable morals is adorning oneself with contentment.

65. Remaining contented is from the noble endeavours.

66. How good it is for a person to be contented with little and generous with much!

67. The best fortune is contentment.
68. The best attribute is contentment.

69. One who has been granted contentment has acquired honour.

70. There is no treasure like contentment.

71. Contentment is the better of the two riches.

72. Contentment is the better of the two forms of continence.

73. Indeed contentment and overcoming lustful desires are from the greatest forms of abstinence.

74. The most helpful thing in reforming the self is contentment.
75. Verily in contentment there is prosperity.

76. Contentment enriches.

77. Every contented one is rich.

78. One whose contentment increases, his submissiveness [to the people] decreases.

79. One who is content gains honour and becomes independent.

80. None has more honour than the contented one.

81. Contentment is the symbol of satisfaction [with Allah’s decree].
82. The honour of contentment is better than the humiliation of subordination.

83. There is no wealth like contentment.

1. Meaning that it makes poverty easier to bear.

Acquisitions

1. Acquisitions are [a cause of] sorrows.

2. Acquisitions are deprivation [from peace of mind].

3. Acquisitions bring about sadness.

4. Acquisitions are a spring of sorrows.
4. ضَرْعُ الأَحْزَانَ.

5. Acquisitions are the spoils of disasters.

6. The discarding of hardships [one endures for attaining worldly gain] is the best of acquisitions.

7. To the extent of [one’s] acquisitions, sorrow and grief is multiplied.

8. The fruit of acquisitions is sorrow.

Speech and speaking
الفَظَوِّ والْكَلَامِ

1. Speech is between two bad qualities, namely: too much and too little; too much [of it] is babble and too little is inarticulateness and speechlessness.

2. Speaking too much makes the wise one stumble and makes the tolerant one weary, therefore do not talk so much that others get fed up and do not be so reticent that you are humiliated.
3. Speech is in your control as long as you have not uttered it, but once you utter it you become shackled by it.

4. Speech is like medicine, a little of it is beneficial but too much of it can be fatal.

5. Reduce [your] speech and you will be safe from blame.

6. Reduce your speech and you will remain safe from censure.

7. Beware of offensive speech for indeed it fills the hearts with spite [and hatred].

8. Beware of excessive speech for indeed it increases errors and brings about weariness.

9. Beware of excessive [and impertinent] speech, for indeed it manifests your hidden flaws and provokes
your silent enemies.

9. إِيَّاكَ وَفُصُّولُ الكَلَامِ، فَإِنَّهُ يُظهِرُ مِنْ عِيْوَكَ ما بَطِنَ، وَيُحْرِكُ عَلَيْكَ مِنْ أَعْدَائِكَ مَا سَكَنَ.

10. Beware of speech which is offensive, for indeed it confines you to [the company of] vile people and repels the honourable ones from you.

11. Beware of speaking about something whose way you are unfamiliar with and whose reality you are unaware of, for indeed your speech indicates your intellect, and your expression informs about your level of understanding, so limit your long tongue to that which keeps you safe, and make your speech concise to [the extent of] what is deemed good, for indeed this is more beautiful for you and more indicative of your merit.

12. There is no benefit in speech without action.

13. The most veracious speech is that which conforms to the truth.

14. The best of utterances is that which is affirmed by action.
15. The people who most resemble the Prophets of Allah are those who speak the truth the most and are most patient in acting upon it.

16. The closest of servants to Allah, the Glorified, is one who speaks the truth even if it is against him and one who acts upon the truth even if there is something he dislikes in it.

17. It is worse than inarticulateness for one to speak more than [what] is necessary.

18. The most accurate shot is speech that is prudent.

19. The best speech is that which is adorned by good arrangement and understood by [both] the elite and the general public.

20. The most conveying eloquent speech is that which is easily passed on [and understood] correctly and which is appropriately concise.
20. The most honourable speech is the truth.

21. The best speech is that which is not dismissed by the ears and is not difficult for the minds to comprehend.

22. Verily polite speech and the propagation of peace are forms of worship.

23. Indeed the preference of speech over action is a shortcoming, and the preference of action over speech is indeed a beauty and an adornment.

24. The practice of the wicked is [using] vulgar speech.

26. The one who listens to obscene speech is a partner of the speaker.
27. Bad speech degrades one’s prestige and magnanimity.

28. Offensive speech degrades one’s status and corrupts brotherhood.

29. The worst speech is that which contradicts itself.

30. The worst of narrations is one that has the most falsehood.

31. I am amazed at the one who speaks about that which neither benefits him in this world nor for which reward is written for him in the Hereafter.

32. Eschew speaking about that which you do not know, and making statements about that which you are not responsible for, and hold yourself back from a path when you fear its deviation.

33. Many an utterance is hurtful.
34. Many an utterance is like a [sharp] sword.

35. Many an utterance has taken away a blessing.

36. Many a syllable has brought death.

37. Many an utterance is more severe than an assault.

38. Many a strife has been instigated by a word.

39. Many a speech is such that the [appropriate] reply for it is silence.

40. Many an utterance is such that silence is better than it.
41. Many a war has been started because of a [single] word.

42. Many a word is more piercing than an arrow.

43. Think and then speak, [for by this] you will remain safe from error.

44. Speech may, at times, be harmful.

45. Speaking less hides [one’s] faults and decreases [one’s] sins.

46. Speaking less conceals shameful flaws and keeps one safe from missteps.

47. Reduce your speech and shorten your hopes.
48. How many a war has been started by a single word.

48. كم من حرب جنبت من لفظة.

49. How many a word has taken away a blessing.

49. كم من كلمة سلبت نعمة.

50. Too much talking makes the ear weary.

50. كثرة الكلام تمثل السمع.

51. Excessive talking makes one’s brothers fed up.

51. كثرة الكلام تمثل الإخوان.

52. Excessive speech is such that its marginal issues are expanded and its meanings are reduced, so no end is seen for it and nobody benefits from it.

52. كثرة الكلام يبسط حواشيها، وتنقص معانيها، فلا يرى له أمل، ولا ينتفع به أحده.

53. For every statement there is a reply.

53. لكل قول جواب.
54. One who speaks less, his sins are less.

55. One whose speech is less, his fault is nullified.

56. One who speaks that which he ought not to, hears that which he does not like.

57. One who makes his speech prudent proves the abundance of his merit.

58. One whose speech is good, success is in front of him.

59. One whose speech is bad, his censure increases.

60. One whose speech is accompanied by modesty, corruption [and destruction] is removed from his action.
61. One who talks a lot increases his babble and one who jokes a lot increases his silliness.

62. One who does not make his speech appropriate (or is not able to bear [others’] speech) does not hear beautiful words.

63. One whose words are evil, his lot will be evil.

64. The place where speech is infixed is the heart, its repository is the mind, its strengthener is the intellect, its initiator is the tongue, its form is letters, its soul is [its] meaning, its adornment is [correct] syntax and its order is appositeness.

65. Never say anything the reply for which will hurt you.

66. Do not speak that which you fear others will consider a lie.

67. Do not speak of everything you know, for that is [itself] a sufficient ignorance.
68. Do not look at who has spoken, look at what he has said.

69. Do not say that which will make your burden [of sin] heavy.

70. Do not speak of that which you do not know, for indeed most of the truth lies in that which you do not know.

71. Do not relate to the people all that you hear, for this suffices as silliness (or foolishness).

72. Do not contest all that the people relate to you, for this suffices as foolishness.

73. Never say that which conforms to your vain desire, even if you say it playfully or assume it to be idle talk, for many a playful talk may alienate a freeman from you and [many] an idle talk may bring evil [consequences] upon you.
74. Never speak when you cannot find an appropriate situation to speak.

75. Never debate except with one who is fair and never guide anyone but the seeker of guidance.

76. Do not talk so much that you annoy others and do not speak so less that you fall [in the eyes of others].

77. Never say that which you do not do, for indeed you will never become free of the failure that attaches itself to you and the blame that you earn.

78. Do not say that which you do not know, for indeed Allah, the Glorified, has prescribed obligations upon all your body parts which He will use as proof against you.

79. Let not what people say about you dishearten you, for indeed if what they say is true then it is a sin whose punishment has been expedited and if it is not true then it is [as] a good deed that you have not performed [but has been recorded in your book of deeds].
80. Do not be, in that which you mention, like the one who collects firewood at night or like the froth over the flood.

81. Do not say that which you do not know, thereby making others suspicious of your statements about what you do know.

82. None is careful of evil in his actions but he who is careful of evil in his speech.

83. Good speech is not completed except by good action.

84. Words are the moulds of meanings.

85. The elocution of a man apprises of the strength of his heart.
86. Speak and you will be known, for indeed a man is concealed under his tongue.

87. Beautiful speech is proof of abundant intelligence.

88. Preservation of that which is in the vessel is [achieved] by fastening the cover.

89. Deliberation [and carefulness] in speech saves one from faltering and error.

90. Speaking the truth is better than inarticulateness and silence.

91. If you would like to remain safe and conceal your faults, then reduce your speech and increase your silence, [by this] your thinking will abound, your heart will become illuminated and people will remain safe from you.

92. I am more capable of turning away that which I haven’t spoken than I am of taking back that which I have said.
92. أنا علی رَبِّيُّ الْأَرْضِ وَالْجَهَنَّمَ عَلَیْهِ شِرْكًا

93. Verily you are accountable for your speech, so do not say anything except [that which is] good.

94. The bane of transmission is distortion of the narration.

95. The bane of speech is lying.

96. The bane of speech is prolongation.

97. When you speak, be truthful.

98. When you relate [something], be truthful.

99. When speech is reduced, accuracy is increased.
100. Be pleased with what you say if it is free from mistakes.

101. Reduce your speech and shorten your hopes, and do not say that which will earn you sin or will alienate a freeman from you.

102. Be cautious of every statement or action that will lead to the spoiling of your Hereafter and religion.

103. The best speech is that which is pertinent.

104. Be good in your speech, beautiful in your actions, for indeed the speech of a person is the evidence of his merit and his action is the symbol of his intellect.

105. The speech of a man is the measure of his intellect.
106. Your speech is recorded, forever to remain in your book of deeds, so make it about that which brings you closer [to Allah] and beware of uttering that which will destroy you.

108. When the intellects decrease, impertinent speech increases.

109. When you make your speech good, then make your action good also so that you can bring together excellent speech with virtuous benevolence.

110. When the speech corresponds to the intention of the speaker, the listener accepts it but when it is against his intention, it does not take up a good position in his heart.

111. Through moderate [and unbiased] speech loftiness is affirmed.

112. Whoever speaks too much, others get fed up with him.
113. When you are overcome by speech then be careful not to be overcome by silence.

112. إذا غُلْبْتَ عَلَى الْكَلَامِ فَإِيَّاكَ أَن تَغْلِبَ عَلَى السَّكْوَتِ.

114. I am amazed at the one who speaks about that which, if it is related from him, will harm him and if it is not related from him, will not benefit him.

113. عَجِبْتُ لَمْنَ يَتَكَلَّمْ فِيما إِنْ حَكَى عَنْهُ ضَرَّهُ، وَإِنْ لَمْ يُحْكَ عَنْهُ لَمْ يَنْفِعَهُ.

115. For every situation there is an appropriate thing to say.

114. لِكُلِّ مَقَامٍ مَّقَالٌ.

116. Speech has some banes.

115. لِلْكَلَامِ آفَاتٌ.

117. Speech will never be beneficial unless it is joined with action.

116. لَنْ يَجْدِ الْقُوْلُ حَتَّى يَنْصِلَ بِالْفَعْلِ.

118. One who increases [his talk] makes others weary.

117. مَنَ أَكْثَرَ مُلَ.

119. One whose speech is polite, loving him becomes unavoidable.

118. مَنْ لَانَتِ كَلِمَتُهُ وَجَبَتُ مَحْبُوْتُهُ.
120. One whose speech is excessive, his lapses increase.

119. مَن كَثُر كَلَامَهُ كَثُر سَقْطُهُ (الْخَطْطَهُ).

121. Whoever reviews his speech, his mistakes reduce.

120. مَنْ يَتَقَلَّد مَقَايِضَهُ فَلْ غَلَطَهُ.

122. One whose speech is excessive is never free from lapses.

121. مَنْ كَثُر مَقَايِضَهُ لَمْ يَعْمَدَ السَّقْطَ.

123. One who knows that he is accountable for his speech should shorten his speech.

122. مَنْ عَلِمَ أَنَّهُ مَوَاحِدٌ يُقَوَّلُهُ فَلْيَقْصِرَ فِي المَقَالِ.

124. The worst of speech is babble.

123. أَسْوَءَ القَوْلِ الْهُذُرِ.

125. Excessive speech is annoying.

124. أَلَكْنَ أَطْبَاحُ إِضْجَارُ.

126. Deliberation in speech saves one from error.

125. أَلْتَرْوَى فِي القَوْلِ يُؤْمِنُ الزَّلِلَ.
127. The best speech is that which is neither boring [because of its length] nor too brief.

126. خَيْرُ الكَلَامِ ما لا يَمِلُّ ولا يَقِلُّ.

128. The best speech is truth.

127. خَيْرُ الكَلَامِ الصِّدِّيقُ.

129. Eschew speech about that which does not concern you, and in situations that are inappropriate, for many a word has taken away a blessing and [many] an utterance has brought about bloodshed.

128. دَعُ الكَلَامِ فيما لا يَعْنِيكَ، وَفِي غِيْرِ مَوْضُعِهِ، فَرَبُّ كُلِّمَةٍ سَلَبَتْ نَعْمَةً، وَلَفْظَةٌ أَنْتَ عَلَى مُهْجِةً.

Steadfastness-الاستقامة

1. Steadfastness is safety.

1. الاستقامة سَلَامَةً

2. There is no path that is nobler than steadfastness.

2. لَا سَبِيلٌ أَشْرَفُ مِنَ الاستقامة.

3. There is no course more secure than steadfastness.

3. لَا مَسَّك أَسْلَمُ مِنَ الاستقامة.
4. How can the heart of one whose faith is not steadfast be upright?

4. كَيْفَ يَسْتَقِيمُ قَلْبُ مَنْ لَمْ يَسْتَقِيمَ دُيْنُهُ.

5. One who remains steadfast is not bereft of safety.

5. مَنْ لَزِمَ الإِسْتِقَامَةَ لَمْ يَعْدِمَ السَّلَامَةَ.

Establishing the command of Allah—إبراهام

1. The command of Allah, the Glorified, is not established [and executed] except by one who neither corrupts nor beguiles, nor is he deceived by [that which he] desires.

1. لَا يُقِيمُ أُمَرُ اللَّهِ سُبُحَانَهُ إِلَّا مَنْ لَايُصِبْعُ وَلَايَخَادُعُ وَلَايُغْرُهُ المَطَامِعُ.

The strong—القَوِيِّ

1. A strong person is one who subdues his pleasures.

1. أَلْقَوِيُّ مَنْ قَمَعَ لَذَّتَهُ

2. The bane of the strong person is underestimating the enemy.

2. آفَةُ الْقَوِيِّ إِسْتَضْعَافُ الخَصْمِ.

3. When you [wish to] become strong, then be strong in the obedience of Allah, the Glorified.
Arrogance

1. Arrogance is an inviter towards plunging into sins.

2. Arrogance is a destructive trait, one who seeks to increase by it, diminishes.

3. Arrogance grips the hearts just like a fatal poison.

4. Suppress the manifestations of pride and restrain the flashes (or risings) of arrogance.

5. Beware of arrogance, for it is the cornerstone of tyranny and disobedience to the Most Merciful.

6. Beware of arrogance, for indeed it is the greatest of sins and the vilest of faults, and it is the ornament of the Devil.
7. Beware of behaving haughtily with the servants of Allah, for every haughty one is crushed by Allah.

8. The ugliest character is arrogance.

9. The lowliest of all people is one who considers himself to be great.

10. Arrogance humiliates.

11. Arrogance degrades the elevated.

12. Arrogance shows [one’s] depravity.

13. Arrogance is the worst of faults.
14. Arrogance is the same as foolishness.


16. Being arrogant about [one’s status in] this world is deficiency.

17. Arrogance is the basis of ruin.

18. Arrogance is the great trap of the Devil.

19. Verily, if you become arrogant, Allah will abase you.

20. The bane of nobility is arrogance.
21. Due to arrogance there is loathing.

22. Through increased arrogance, loss [and ruin] comes about.

23. The arrogance of a man abases him.

24. The arrogance of a lowly person invites his insult.

25. The fruit of arrogance is vituperation.

26. The worst of morals is arrogance.

27. The worst of all woes of the intellect is arrogance.
28. Counter arrogance with humility.

29. Fear Allah O servants of Allah; do not put on the garment of arrogance, for indeed arrogance is the greatest trap of the Devil which he grips the hearts just as fatal poisons [rush through the body and] overcome [it].

30. Arrogance is sufficient as a [cause of] loss [and destruction].

31. Arrogance is enough as an abasement.

32. If Allah were to make arrogance permissible to any one of His creation He would make it permissible to His Prophets, but He made it hateful for them to be arrogant and approved of their humility.

33. One who shows haughtiness is crushed.
34. From the ugliest forms of arrogance is a man’s arrogance towards his close relatives and members of his [own] tribe.

35. Nothing brings hatred like arrogance does.

36. Never turn your face away disdainfully and be courteous [to others]; and be humble in front Allah, who has elevated you.

37. There is no praise with arrogance.

38. There is no quality uglier than arrogance.

39. It does not behove one who knows Allah to become haughty.
1. The haughty oppressor is destroyed by his sins.

2. I am amazed at the arrogant one who was [nothing but] a drop of semen yesterday and will tomorrow be [just] a corpse.

3. At times the haughty one is humiliated.

4. Every arrogant one is low.

5. The arrogant one has no friend.

6. One who becomes arrogant is abased.

7. One who shows arrogance is loathed.
8. One who is arrogant towards the people gets humiliated.

9. One who is haughty with the one who is below him gets broken [and pulled down from his position].

10. One who is arrogant will not be devoid of loss [and injury].

11. Whoever shows haughtiness, Allah belittles him and abases him.

12. One who wears the attires of arrogance and extravagance takes off the attires of merit and honour.

13. None is arrogant except the vile.

14. The actions of a haughty person are not pure [and righteous].
15. No one shows arrogance but the vile, unknown one.

The book and writing

1. The book is one of the two interlocutors.

2. When you write something then take another look at it before putting a seal on it, for indeed [by putting a seal on it] you are only putting a seal on your intellect [as your intelligence will be gauged by your writing].

3. The writing of a man is the symbol of his intellect and the evidence of his merit.

4. The writing of a person is the gauge of his merit and the measure of his nobility.

5. How good an interlocutor a book is!
6. Writing is the interpreter of intention.

7. Books are the gardens of scholars.


Secrecy-

1. Secrecy is the basis of confidential conversations.

Loquaciousness-

1. Loquaciousness has been paired up with boredom.

2. One who is loquacious is abandoned.
3. One who talks too much makes others fed up.


5. One who speaks too much gets rebuked more.

6. One who does too much of something is known by it.

Amassing [wealth]-

التكاثر-

1. Amassing that which does not last for you and for which you will not remain is from the greatest ignorance.

Lying-

الكذب-

1. Lying destroys the one who accompanies it and saves the one who eschews it.
2. Lying is [a cause of] disgrace in this world and [leads one to] hellfire in the Hereafter.

3. The most repulsive quality is dishonesty.

4. Lying is treachery.

5. Lying makes one fall [into destruction].

6. Lying is the enemy of truthfulness.

7. Dishonesty is a disgraceful flaw.

8. Lying is alien to [and incompatible with] faith.
9. Lying is disgrace and treachery (and regret).

10. Lying degrades a person.

11. Lying leads to slander.

12. Lying tarnishes one’s character.

13. Lying corrupts everything.

14. Lying destroys you even if you are [apparently made] safe by it.

15. The ugliest thing is falsehood.
16. Lying leads to hypocrisy.

17. Lying is the disgrace of the tongue.

18. Lying and treachery are not from the qualities of the honourable.

19. Lying is the deviation of speech from the divine order [of creation].

20. It is through lying that the hypocrites adorn themselves.

21. How evil a speech lying is!

22. The fruit of lying is disgrace in this world and chastisement in the Hereafter.
23. Eschew lying for indeed it alienates one from faith.

24. The sickness of dishonesty is the worst sickness and the lapse of the cautious one is the gravest lapse.

25. The consequence of lying is rebuke and regret.

26. Lying is the corruption of [one’s] prestige.

27. And [Allah has ordered the] abandoning of lying as a means of honouring the truth.

28. A person may lie about himself regarding that which he did not do when he is faced with severe tribulation.
29. Excessive lying leads to slander.

30. Excessive lying takes away a person’s prestige.

31. Excessive lying corrupts the religion and increases the [burden of] sin.

32. Telling lies is not from the moral teachings of Islam.

33. How repulsive is dishonesty by the people of virtue!

34. The spoiler of knowledge is dishonesty and the spoiler of seriousness is idle play.

35. Lying and magnanimity don’t go together.
36. There is no trait more repulsive than lying.

37. The most prevalent thing [among the people] is lying and treachery.

1. Or: ...dishonesty to the people of virtue.

**The liar**

1. The [one who is known to be a] incessant liar is suspected in his speech, even if his proof is strong and his tone is truthful.

2. The incessant liar and the dead are similar, for indeed (or because) the merit of the living over the dead is the ability to rely on him, so if his words are not reliable then [it is as if] his life is nullified.

3. The furthest of all people from goodness is the incessant liar and the brazen-faced.

4. The liar is disgraced and humiliated.
5. A liar is at the brink of an abyss [of ruin] and disgrace.

6. Your knowing that you are a liar suffices as a rebuke for lying.

7. There is no trustworthiness in an incessant liar and there is no safeguarding [from sin] in the morally corrupt.

8. One who lies corrupts his magnanimity.

9. One who lies excessively is not believed.

10. One who is known for lying, [even] his truth will not be accepted.

11. One whose lying increases, his prestige decreases.
12. One who is known for lying, the trust [of others] in him decreases.

13. One who eschews lying, his words are accepted as true.

14. From the disgrace of the incessant liar is his readiness to swear [that he is truthful] for one who does not [even] ask him to swear.

15. The habitual liar has no shame.

16. There is no good in the words of liars.

17. There is no good in the knowledge of habitual liars.

18. There is neither any good in those who are habitual liars nor is there any good in dishonest scholars.
19. The liar earns three things by his lies: the wrath of Allah upon him, scorn of the people and hatred of the angels.

Nobleness and munificence

1. Being noble-minded means having a good character and eschewing lowly traits.


3. Nobleness is [in] preferring the pleasantness of praise over the love of wealth.

4. The best munificence is altruism.

5. The highest level of munificence is self-sacrifice.
6. The most excellent munificence is completing [one’s] favours.

7. Munificence is excellence and loyalty is nobility.

8. Nobleness is the source of goodness.

9. Munificence is the best eminence.

10. Munificence is the best of traits.

11. Nobleness is [being] free from jealousy.

12. Nobleness is bearing the wrongdoings [of others].
13. Nobleness is having good patience [and tolerance].

14. Munificence is bearing the [heavy] burdens of [other people’s] liabilities.

15. Nobleness is preferring dignity over wealth.

16. Nobleness is [being] more compassionate than close relatives.

17. Nobleness is control over one’s tongue and doing good to others.

18. Nobleness is the result of lofty endeavour [and high resolve].

19. Nobleness is nothing but refraining from [committing] sins (or misdeeds).
20. Munificence is nothing but granting the wishes and fulfilling the needs of the seeker.

21. The fruit of nobleness is keeping ties with near relatives.

22. The best munificence is being generous without seeking [any] recompense.

23. It is not from munificence to spoil the favours [one does to others] by [putting them under] obligation.

24. Completion of favours is part of munificence.

25. It is part of nobleness to have good [and praiseworthy] traits.

26. Completing [one’s] favours is from the perfection of munificence.
27. Fulfilling one’s obligations [and pacts] is part of nobleness.

28. Doing good to the one who wrongs you is from the best [forms of] nobleness.

29. One of the signs of nobleness is hastening in [giving] reward.

30. Part of nobleness is doing good to others and granting [them] support.

31. From the perfection of munificence is hastening [to give] reward.

32. It is from nobleness for you to overlook the wrong that has been done to you.

33. The order of nobleness entails successively doing good to others and assisting one’s brothers [financially].
34. The nobleness of a man is evinced by his cheerfulness and his kindness [to others].

The noble-minded and the munificent-

1. The noble-minded person is one who keeps away from the forbidden and steers clear of [disgraceful] flaws.

2. The munificent person is one who brings [and gives away] whatever is available.

3. A noble-minded person is one who repays evil with good.

4. A noble-minded person is repulsed by that which the wicked take pride in.

5. The munificent one cuts off his favour when he is approached harshly and is soft [and kind] when he is entreated [politely]
6. When a noble-minded person is able [to take revenge] he forgives, and when he gains possession [of something] he grants generously, and when he is asked [for something] he accords [it].

7. A noble-minded person rejects disgrace and honours his neighbour.

8. A noble-minded person considers his virtuous actions as a debt that he has to repay.

9. The noble-minded person raises himself above [the expectation of] rewards in everything good that he does.

10. When a noble-minded person needs you he excuses you [from helping him] and when you need him he suffices you.

11. The noble-minded person forgives despite having the power [to exact revenge], is just in his rule, restrains his harm [from others] and bestows [favours] generously.
12. The noble-minded person is felicitous and worthy of reward in the sight of Allah, and is loved and venerated in the sight of the people.

13. A noble-minded person is one who safeguards his honour with his wealth while the wicked person is one safeguards his wealth by [sacrificing] his honour.

14. Be cautious of the noble-minded person when you offend him, and the forbearing one when you injure him, and the courageous one when you torment him.

15. Be cautious of the assault of the noble-minded person when he is hungry and the insolence of the wicked one when he is satiated.

16. Be cautious of the authority of the noble-minded person when he is humiliated and the vehemence of the wicked one when he is elevated [to a position of power].

17. The noble-minded person feigns inattention and pretends to be deceived.
18. Noble-minded people have the most patient souls.

19. The noble-minded person makes [his] ownership righteous.

20. A noble-minded person is one who initiates his act of kindness [before it is requested of him].

21. The noble-minded person shows gratitude for little whereas the wicked one is ungrateful for much.

22. The munificent person is one whose giving precedes his being asked.

23. When the noble-minded person promises [something], he keeps his promise and when he threatens [to punish], he forgives.

24. When the munificent person is well-to-do, he fulfils the needs [of others] and when he faces hard times, he lightens the burden of others [by not seeking their assistance].
25. When the core of a man is noble, [both] his absence and presence are [considered] noble.

26. The authority of a noble-minded person manifests his positive attributes.

27. The possessor of noble-mindedness has beautiful traits, grants favours [to others] and keeps ties with near relatives.


29. The success of noble-minded people is [through] forgiveness and benevolence.

30. The shadow of noble-minded people is vast and pleasant.

31. In times of [their] altruism, the excellence of the noble-minded people become manifest.
31. Und the indifference of the self leaves the exteriors of the karmas.

32. Generosity is the habit of the noble-minded people.

33. Doing good to others is the habit of noble-minded people.

34. Be cautious of the noble-minded person if you offend him, and of the wicked one if you honour him and of the forbearing one if you force him into a difficult position.

35. The merit of initiating good deeds and performing generous acts belongs to the noble-minded people.

36. The one who has honoured you has made you uncomfortable if you are noble-minded and the one who has offended you has made you comfortable if you are forbearing.

37. Indeed I am happier to [get to] know a noble-minded person than to acquire an expensive and precious jewel.
37. لَأَنَا أَشْدُ أُعْتِبِاطاً بِمَعْرَفَةِ الْكَرِيمِ مِنْ إِمْسَاكِي عَلَىِ الْجَوْهِرِ النَّفِيْسِ الْغَالِيِ
الْثَّمِنِ.

38. It is not the habit of noble-minded people to delay bounties.

38. لَيِسَ مِنْ عَادَةِ الْكَرِامِ تَأْخِيرُ الْإِنْعَامِ.

39. Being hasty in taking revenge is not from the traits of noble-minded people.

39. لَيِسَ مِنْ شَيْءِ الْكَرِامِ تَعْجِيلُ الْإِنْتِقَامِ.

40. Remaining alongside a noble-minded person in humiliation is better than accompanying the wicked in order to gain favour.

40. لَدْنَةُ الْكَرِامِ عَلَىِ الهَوْانِ خَيْرُ مِنْ صَحِبَةِ الْلَّهِيَمِ عَلَىِ الإِحْسَانِ.

41. The pleasure of the noble-minded people is in feeding [others] whereas the pleasure of the wicked people is in eating [themselves].

41. لَدْنَةُ الْكَرِامِ فِيِ الإِطْعَامِ وَلَدْنَةُ الْلَّهِيَمِ فِيِ الطَّعَامِ.

42. One of the most honourable actions of the noble-minded person is feigning inattention towards that which he knows.

42. مِنْ أَشْرَفِ أَفْعَالِ الْكَرِيمِ تَغَافِلُهُ عَمَّا يَعْلَمُ.

43. Giving generously is from the traits of the munificent.

43. مِنْ شَيْءِ الْكَرِامِ بَدْلُ الْنَّدِى.
44. The munificent person is never deserted.

45. The propensity of a noble-minded person is always towards the [positive] traits of his forefathers.

46. The happiness of noble-minded people is in giving generously [to others] while the joy of the wicked is in evil retribution.

47. A high-minded person is never spiteful.

48. None deserves to be called munificent except the one who gives before he is asked.

49. A person does not ennoble himself until he belittles his wealth.

50. The munificent person is one who bestows his favours generously [to others].
51. It is not from the traits of a noble-minded person to wear the cloak of disgrace.

52. The noble-minded one is bright whereas the wicked one is immature.

**High-esteem**

1. One who is not set aright by high esteem is put right by indignity.

2. One who is not reformed by high esteem is reformed by indignity.

3. It is a right upon one whose esteem has been increased by Allah that he should [in turn] be more respectful to the people.

4. One who is raised by disgrace is made vain by high esteem.
Noble traits and deeds-

المكارم-

1. When you desire to acquire noble traits then keep away from the forbidden.

2. Rush towards noble deeds, make haste in bearing the liabilities [of others] and hurry to fulfil the needs of the one who is unaware [of your assistance], your reward will thus be good in both abodes, and you will acquire a great prize from Allah.

3. Work hard to acquire noble traits and bear the burden of [others’] liabilities, [as a result] you will achieve the greatest gains.

4. The best of noble traits is altruism.

5. End your day’s work with noble deeds and begin the night by fulfilling the needs of the one who is asleep [and unaware of your assistance].

6. Acquire noble traits and do good to the people, for indeed these two things protect one from falling into difficulties and lead to loftiness.
7. The pinnacle of noble traits is altruism.

8. From the best noble deeds is bearing the liabilities [and debts of others] and being hospitable to one’s guests.

9. One of the best noble deeds is spreading goodness [and virtue].

10. One of the best noble deeds is keeping away from the forbidden.

11. Noble traits [and deeds] are not complete except with chastity and self-sacrifice.

12. Noble traits are [attained] by [bearing] that which is disliked.
The disliked- المكرّه

1. The disliked act which has a praiseworthy result is better than the action which one loves [but] whose outcome is dispraised.

المكاسب وكسب الأموال

1. The purest of earnings is lawful earning.

2. The worst kind of earning is the unlawful [earning].


4. One who earns by unlawful means accumulates sins.

Laziness and the lazy- الكسل والكسلان

1. One who is always lazy, his hopes get dashed.
1. Do not rely on a lazy person in your affairs.

2. Revealing and removing distress

1. One who reveals his distress to others has accepted humiliation.

2. No action is more beloved to Allah, the Most High, than for a person to remove the distress [and adversity] from another person.

2. Supressing anger

1. The suppressor of anger is one who extirpates his grudges.

2. Suppress [your] anger and you will increase in forbearance.
3. Suppression [of anger] is the fruit of forbearance.

4. The cornerstone of forbearance is suppression [of anger].

5. Blessed is the one who suppresses his anger and does not let it loose, and [who] disobeys the command of his [carnal] soul and thus is not destroyed by it.

6. How many a time is anger suppressed out of the fear of that which is more severe than it.

7. Whoever suppresses his anger, his forbearance becomes complete.

8. Suppress [your] rage when you are angry and overlook [the fault of others] despite having authority, [in this way] the outcome will be in your favour.
1. Doing good to an ingrate is from the greatest of crimes.

2. Being ungrateful for a blessing causes it to be taken away and being thankful for it causes it to last.

3. Ingratitude for blessings makes one stumble and strips away the blessings.

4. Ungratefulness for a blessing is vileness, and accompanying a fool is [a cause of] misfortune.

5. Being ungrateful for a blessing is the cause of its removal.

6. The one who is unthankful for blessings is ungrateful for the bounty of Allah.

7. Ingratitude for blessings is the thing that brings [divine] retribution.
8. The one who is ungrateful for blessings is dispraised in the sight of the Creator and the creation.

9. Ingratitude for blessings is not a success [rather it is a failure].

10. There is no blessing with ingratitude.

11. Verily ingratitude for blessings is vileness and accompanying the ignorant is [a cause of] misfortune.

12. Blessings are stripped away by ingratitude.

13. The bane of blessings is ingratitude.

15. In ungratefulness for blessings is [the cause of] its removal.

الكافر

1. The disbeliever is a vile deceiver, perfidious, deluded by his ignorance and duped.

2. For the disbeliever, this world is his Paradise, the transient is what he strives for, death is [the cause of] his wretchedness and hellfire is his final end.

3. The disbeliever is an immoral, ignorant person.

4. The disbeliever is ill-tempered and has an evil manner.

5. The disbeliever is a misleading deceiver, hard-hearted, [and] perfidious.
Disbelief - الكفر

1. Disbelief is disappointment [and failure].

2. Counter disbelief with faith.

3. Disbelief is loss.
1. Or: Disbelief is abandonment [by Allah].

Restraint

1. Restraining yourself from that which others possess is one of the two generosities.

2. إن الکف عند حيرة الضلال خير من ركوب الأهوال.

3. Verily restraint during the confusion of misguidance is better than embarking on terrors.

4. There is no piety like self-restraint.

Sufficiency

1. Being pleased with what is sufficient is better than striving for lavishness.

2. الرضا بالكفاية خير من السعى في الإسراف.

2. Being pleased with what suffices leads to virtue.

3. Blessed is the one who adorns himself with virtue and is satisfied with what suffices.
3. طُوِّبٌ لِمَنْ تَحْلَىٰ بِالْعَفَافِ وَرَضِيٌّ بِالْكَفَافِ.

4. One who is content with that which suffices is led by it towards virtue.

4. ﻣَنْ افْتَنَعَ بِالْكَفَافِ أُدَاءُ إِلَىَّ الْعَفَافِ.

5. One who limits himself to what suffices hastens comfort and lives in an abode of ease.

5. ﻣَنْ اقْتَصَرَ عَلَىَّ الْكَفَافِ تَعَجلُ الرَّاحَةَ وَتَبْنَوَءُ خَفْضُ الدُّعَةِ.

6. No one can dispense with the need to seek his sustenance and that which he requires of provisions.

6. لَا غَنِىٰ بَأَحَدٍ مِنْ الْإِرْتِبَادِ، وَقَدْرُ بَلَاغُهُ مِنَ الْرَّادِ.

Recompense
المكافات

1. Extend your hand in recompense to the one who has done good to you, and if you are unable [to do this] then the very least you should do is thank him.

1. أَطْلِعْ يَدَكَ فِي مُكاَفاَةٍ مِنْ أُحْسَنَ إِلَيْكَ، فَإِنْ لَمْ تَقْدِرَ فَإِنَّ أَقلَّ مِنْ أَنْ تَشْكُرُهُ.

2. Recompense is liberation.

2. ﺍًلْمُكاَفاَةُ عِنْقٌ.

3. One who endeavours to recompense the good that is done to him has indeed recompensed it.

3. ﻣَنْ هُمُّ أَنْ يَكَاْفِيٰ عَلَى مَعْرُوفٍ فَقُدْ كَاَفِيٰ.
4. One who does not recompense offence with favour is not from the noble-minded ones.

5. Recompensing the wrongdoer with favour is from the perfection of faith.

6. The most severely punished of all people is one who recompenses good with evil.

7. When your hand is short and unable to recompense [the one who does good to you] then lengthen your speech with gratitude.

8. Return the stone from whence it came to you, for indeed evil is not repulsed except by evil.

1. This is in situations where forgiveness and patience may bring greater harm.

الكفاية

1. One whose competence is good is loved by his sovereign.
2. One who is raised [to a high rank] without competence is dropped without wrongdoing.

3. One whose competence is good deserves [to be given] authority.

Duty

1. One who imposes upon you a duty that you are unable to bear has indeed asked you to disobey him.

2. Affectation is from the morals of the hypocrites.

3. Verily Allah, the Glorified, commanded His servants by choice and forbade them by warning. He made duties easy and did not impose difficult duties. For a little He gave plenty. He is not disobeyed out of defeat nor is He obeyed by force. He did not send prophets for sport, nor did He reveal the Book to the creation for amusement. He did not create the Heavens and the earth in vain: That is a conjecture of the faithless. So woe to the faithless for the Fire.
1. For every speaker there are times [and conditions where he is able to speak].

2. You have started flying while still a nestling and growling before coming of age.

The ideal one-

1. The ideal [person] is one whose seriousness prevails over his jesting [and frivolity].

Perfection-

1. Perfection is in three things: Patience in calamities, piety in pursuits and fulfilling the needs of the seeker.

2. Perfection [of what is desired] is non-existent in this world.
3. You will never attain perfection until you rise above imperfection.

4. From the perfection of a human being and the abundance of his merit is his own feeling of imperfection [in himself].

Plots

1. One who is not cautious of [evil] plots before they occur, does not benefit from regret after their assault.

The sagacious

1. The foundation of a sagacious person is his intellect, his magnanimity is his character and his religion is his distinction.

2. The sagacious person is one whose today is better than his yesterday and [one who] keeps blame away from himself [by not doing anything blameworthy].
2. The sagacious person is one who enlivens his virtues and kills off his vices by subduing his lust and his vain desires.

3. The sagacious person is one who is inattentive towards others while expecting much from [and constantly judging] himself.

4. The sagacious person is one who controls the reins of his lustful desires.

5. The most sagacious person of all is one who loathes this world, cuts off his hope and aspiration from it, and turns his desire and expectation away from it.

6. Verily the sagacious people are those who have loathing for this world and lower their eyes from its splendour; they turn their hearts away from it and yearn passionately for the everlasting abode.
9. Verily the sagacious person is one who restrains his lustful desire and subdues his outburst in times of anger by quelling it.

10. The sagacious person’s friend is truth and his enemy is falsehood.

11. Only he is sagacious who seeks forgiveness when he does wrong and regrets when he commits a sin.

12. For the sagacious person there is admonition in everything.

13. Sagacity is [in] fearing Allah, the Glorified, eschewing the forbidden and improving one’s Hereafter [through good deeds].

14. The most sagacious among you is the most pious among you.
15. The greatest sagacity is God-wariness.

16. The determination and effort of the sagacious one is for the improvement of his Hereafter and for acquiring more provisions [for it].

17. The sagacious person is one who shortens his hopes.

18. The sagacious person is one who knows himself and is sincere in his actions.

19. It is a sufficient sagacity for a person to recognize his own flaws.

20. It is a sufficient sagacity for a person to remain moderate in his goals and reasonable in his quests.

21. It is a sufficient sagacity for a person to overcome his vain desire and possess intelligence.
22. It is a sufficient sagacity for a person to discover his own flaws [instead of dwelling on the flaws of others] and be moderate in what he seeks.

There is no God but Allah—لَإِلَهٌ إِلَّا اللَّهُ

1. 'There is no God but Allah' is the declaration of faith, the first step towards good deeds and acquiring the pleasure of the Most Merciful, and a means of repelling Satan.

Vileness—اللُّؤْم

1. Vileness is preferring the love of wealth over the delight of praise and commendation.

2. Vileness is the opposite of all the virtues and the combination of all the vices, evils and lowly traits.

3. The greatest vileness is praising the blameworthy.

4. Vileness is the foundation of evil.
5. Vileness is the accumulator of dispraise.


7. Vileness is preferring wealth over people.

8. Vileness is ugly so do not make it your attire.

9. Hastening punishment is one of the signs of vileness.

10. Betraying [one’s] agreements is one of the signs of vileness.

11. Being a bad neighbour is from the signs of vileness.
11. من علامات اللؤم سوء الجوار.

12. Slandering the righteous is one of the ugliest vile traits.

13. It is from vileness for a person to preserve his wealth and sacrifice his dignity [instead].

14. It is from the greatest vileness for a man to protect himself while surrendering his wife.

15. Being ill-natured is from vileness.

The vile

اللئيم

1. When the vile one attains a position above his status, his condition changes [for the worse].

2. The vile one is harsh when he is approached entreatingly and becomes soft when he is berated.
3. The vile person does not follow anyone except the one who is like him and he does not incline towards anyone but the one who is similar to him.

4. No good is expected from a vile person, and no one is safe from his evil and secure from his ills.

5. The vile one dons the attire of dishonour and harms the freemen.

6. The vile one considers his favours as debts that he will demand repayment for [in the future].

7. The vile one is such that when he needs you he puts you in difficulty, and when you need him he torments you.

8. Be cautious of the vile one when you honour him, and the depraved one when you bring him forward, and the lowly one when you raise him.

9. The vile one spares no effort in seeking evil vengeance for the wrong that has been done to him.
10. Beware of depending on the vile one, for indeed he forsakes the one who depends on him.

11. The most difficult objective is seeking that which is in the possession of the vile ones.

12. The vile ones are the most patient physically [but are weakest in spirit].

13. The vile one has no magnanimity.

14. The vile person is never ashamed.

15. The vile person is one who puts a lot of obligation [on others when he does any good to them].

16. The vile one is such that when he has the power, he commits atrocities and when he makes a promise, he breaks it.
17. The vile one is such that when he gives, he does begrudgingly and when he is given something, he is ungrateful.

18. When you come upon vile [and miserly] people then give the excuse of fasting [so that you may leave them without partaking of a meal].

19. When the vile one attains a position above his status, his condition changes [for the worse].

20. When the vile one increases his reverence for you then increase your scorn for him.

21. The authority of a vile person manifests his evil traits and flaws.

22. The dominion of the vile is the humiliation of the honourable.
23. The ascendency the vile ones is from the calamities of the times.

24. The one who seeks good from vile people is deprived of it.

25. The triumph of a vile person leads to destruction.

26. The triumph of vile people leads to haughtiness and defiance.

27. The shadow [and patronage] of the vile ones is [an] endemic adversity.

28. The habit of vile people is to repay good with evil.

29. The habit of vile people is denial [the blessings they have been given].
30. The habit of vile people is ugly slander [and backbiting].

31. Harming honourable and liberated people is the habit of the vile and ignorant ones.

32. The honour of a vile person is humiliation and the deviation of the intellect is the worst deviation.

33. Flee as far as you can from the foolish, vile one.

34. The poverty of the honourable one is better than the wealth of the vile one.

35. Absence of vile people is a [source of] comfort for the people.

36. Every time the rank of a vile person is raised, the people around him diminish, whereas the honourable one is the opposite of this.
37. One who is vile, [the occasion of] his birth is evil.

38. One who needs something from the vile ones has indeed been forsaken.

39. Hard-heartedness is from the traits of the vile ones.

40. The one who accompanies vileness is censured.

41. The withholding of the honourable one is better than the granting of the vile one.

42. The vile one is recognized by [his] evil action, ugly character and blameworthy miserliness.

43. The practice of the vile ones is denial.
Confusion

1. There is nothing after clarification but confusion.

Milk

1. Milk is one of the two meats.

The stubborn

1. The stubborn one has no [valid] opinion.

2. The stubborn one has no planning.

3. Never argue with a stubborn person in a gathering.

4. A stubborn person has no [valid] opinion.
Stubbornness

1. Stubbornness causes its rider to stumble.

1. أَلْلَجَاجُ يَكُوِّنُ بِرَاكيَةً.

2. Stubbornness gives rise to hostilities and kindles rancour in the hearts.

2. أَلْلَجَاجُ يُنْتَجُ الحُرُوبَ، وَيُؤْغِرُ القُلُوبَ.

3. Stubbornness is the most harmful of all things in this life and the next.

3. أَلْلَجَاجُ أَكْثَرُ (أَكْبَرُ) الأَشْيَاءِ مَضَرَّةً فِي العَاجِلِ وَالآجِلِ.

4. Beware of blameworthy stubbornness, for indeed it provokes hostilities.

4. إِبَاكَ وَمَذُمُومَ اللَّجَاجُ، فَإِنَّهُ يَنْثِرُ الحُرُوبَ.

5. Stubbornness is ill-fated.

5. أَلْلَجَاجُ شَوْمً.

6. Stubbornness is the seed of evil.

6. أَلْلَجَاجُ بَذْرُ الشَّرِّ.
7. Stubbornness tarnishes the soul.

8. Stubbornness is the provoker of hostilities.

9. Stubbornness causes its rider to fall off.

10. Stubbornness is the symbol of destruction [and ruin].

11. Stubbornness is followed by detriment.

12. Stubbornness corrupts opinion.

13. Stubbornness brings to a person that which he is not in need of.
14. The fruit of stubbornness is ruin.

15. The rider of stubbornness is exposed to affliction.

16. Stubbornness is the cause of turmoil [and war].

17. Stubbornness may bring about that which a person is not in need of.

18. There is no mount more insubordinate than stubbornness.

Importunity-الإلحاح

1. Importunity is an inviter of deprivation.

2. Importunity is enough as a [reason for] deprivation.
2. كَفَى بِالإِلَّاحٍ مَّحْرَّمَةً.

3. Excessive importunity leads to refusal.

3. كَثَّرَةُ الإِلَّاحِ تُوجِبُ المَنْعَ.

4. The excessive importunity of a man leads to his deprivation.

4. كَثَّرَةُ إِلَّاحِ الرَّجُلِ تُوجِبُ حَرْمَانُهُ.

5. One whose importunity increases gets deprived.

5. مَنْ كَثَّرَ إِلَّاحُهُ حُرُمَ.

6. One who is importunate in asking irritates [people].

6. مَنْ أَلْحَ فِي السؤَالِ أَبْرَمَ.

7. One who is importunate in asking gets deprived.

7. مَنْ أَلْحَ فِي السؤَالِ حُرَمَ.

8. One who is importunate in his asking invites his own deprivation.

8. مَنْ أَلْحَ فِي سَؤَالِهِ دَعَا إِلَى حُرُمَانِهِ.

Important events- الملاحم
1. One who understands the times [in which he lives] does not neglect to prepare [for what is to come].

1. مَنْ عَرِفَ الْأَيَامَ لَمْ يَغْفِلْ عَنِ الإِسْتِهَادِ.

2. One who is crippled by the hardship of the times is raised by the assistance of the noble-minded ones.

2. مَنْ أُقْعِدَتْهُ نِكَاحُ الْأَيَامِ أَقَامَتْهُ مَعْوَةً الْكَرَامِ.

3. How quick the hours pass in the day and how fast the days pass in the month and how quick the months pass in the year and how fast the years pass in the lifetime!

3. مَا أَسْرَعُ السَّاعَاتُ فِي الْأَيَامِ وَأَسْرَعُ الْأَيَامِ فِي الشَّهُورِ وَأَسْرَعُ الشَّهُورُ فِي السَّنَةِ وَأَسْرَعُ السَّنَةِ فِي الْعَمَّ.

4. Days are the pages of your lifetime so eternize [or bind] them with your best deeds.

4. الْأَيَامُ صَحَائِفُ أَجَالُكُمْ فَخَلِدُوها (فَخَلِدُوها) أَحْسَنَ أَعْمَالَكُمْ.

5. Hours are the lurking place of banes.

5. السَّاعَاتُ مُكْمَنُ الآفَاتِ.

6. Hours plunder lifetimes.

6. السَّاعَاتُ تَنهَبُ الأَعْمَارَ (الْآجَالَ).

7. The passing of days brings the benefit of experiences.
8. Hours diminish lifetimes.

8. السّاعات تَنْقَصُ الأعْمَارَ.

9. The passing of days reveals the hidden secrets.

9. أَلَايَامُ تُوْضِيْحُ السَّرَايْرُ الكَامِنَةَ.

10. Verily you are only [the sum total of] a fixed number of days, and every day that passes you by takes a piece of you with it, so reduce your desires and be moderate in your earning.

10. إِنَّمَا أَنْتَ عَدْدُ أَيَامٍ فَكُلٌ يَوْمٌ يُمْضِي عَلَيْكَ يُمْضِي بَعْضُكُ، فَخَفَضَ فِي الْطَّلْبِ، وأَجْمَعْ فِي المُكْتَسِبِ.

11. Verily the previous generations were only wiped out by the alternation of movements and stillness.

11. إِنَّمَا أَبَادَ الْقُوُونَ تَعاَقُبُ الحَرَكَاتِ وَالسُّكُونِ.

12. The early morning hours of Saturdays and Thursdays are a blessing.

12. بَكْرُ السَّبْتِ والخَمِيسِ بَرَكَةُ.

13. The era of the just [ruler] is the best of eras.

13. زَمَانُ العادِلِ خَيْرٌ الأزْمَنَةِ.
14. Verily your moments are portions of your life, so do not pass your time except in that which will save you [in the Hereafter].

15. In every instance there is an action [that should be performed].

16. There will come a time upon the people when nothing of the Qur’an will remain except its written text, and nothing of Islam [will remain] but its name; on that day their masjids will be marvellously constructed buildings, but will be empty of (or desolate with regards to) guidance.

17. A time will come upon the people when none will be given a high position except the slanderer, none will be deemed witty except the corrupt and none will be regarded as weak but the just. People will consider charity as a loss, keeping ties with near relatives as an obligation and worship as a means of gaining superiority over people. Vain desires will overcome them and guidance will disappear from among them.

18. The camel growls after its silence, and time pounces [attacking] like a rapacious beast of prey.
19. By the One who split the seed and created humankind, there will surely come forth amongst you a community that will strike the heads on the interpretation of the Qur’an just as Muhammad (s) began [conveying to you] its revelation, this is the decree from the Most Merciful upon you in the end of days.

20. Do not plunge into the surge (or fire) of sedition that comes your way, and move away from its path while opening up the middle of the road for it [to pass].

21. He will direct desires towards guidance when [people] will have turned guidance towards desires, and he will turn his opinion towards the Qur’an when they turn the Qur’an towards their opinions.

22. You have forgotten what you were reminded of and felt safe from that which you were warned about, so your opinion has gone astray and your affair has dispersed.

23. Do you see (or observe) anyone other than a poor man suffering poverty, or a rich man who shows ingratitude in return for the blessings that Allah has bestowed on him, or a miser who denies the right of Allah in order to increase his wealth, or an unruly person who closes his ears [as if he is deaf] to all [wise] counsel.
24. By the One who sent Muhammad (s) with the Truth, you will verily be mixed [and shaken] a complete mixing, and sifted a total sieving and fully mixed as by a ladle in a cooking pot, until those who are low from among you become high and the high ones become low, and those who have fallen behind will come forward and those who are in front will fall behind.

25. The masses are not reformed except by justice.

26. It was said to him (a): Verily nothing can reform the people of Kufa except the sword. To this he (a) replied: If nothing but my destruction reforms them then may Allah not reform them!

27. The bane of the masses is disobedience [to the rightful ruler].

28. How many an owner of great wealth has been turned into a lowly pauper by [the passage of] time.
28. كم من ذي ترُوا خطيء صيارة الدهر فقيراً حقيراً.

29. كيف تبقى على حالتك والدهر في حالتك؟!

29. How will you remain in your current state when time is [in the process of] transforming you?!

30. One who blames [the vicissitudes of] time, his blame will be lengthy.

30. من عنب على الدهر طال معتبه.

31. People do not say about anything, “[what a great] blessing!” except that time has hidden a bad day for it.

31. ما قال الناس لشيء طويب إلا وقّد حبا له الدهر يوم سوء.

32. Verily you are [living] in an age when those who speak about the truth are few, and tongues are weary of uttering the truth, and those who stick to the truth are humiliated. The people of this time are engaged in disobedience and make peace with each other upon treachery [and deceit]. Their youths are violent [and wicked] while their elders are sinful. Their scholars are hypocrites and their speakers are deviants. Their young do not respect the elderly and their rich do not support the poor.

32. إنكم في زمن القائل فيه بالحق قليل، والنسان فيه عن الصدق كليل، واللذة فيه للحق ذيل، أهله متعكرون على العصيان، مصطلحون على الإدمان، فتأحم عارم، وشيهم آثم، وعاليهم منافق، قارئهم ممارق، لايعظم صغيرهم كبيرهم، ولايعول غنيهم فقيرهم.

33. Verily you will be faced with my vilification and repudiation, so revile me [if you must], but beware of repudiating me.

33. إنكم ستعرضون على سبي والبراءة مبني، فسبوني، وإياكم والبراءة مبني.
34. We have come upon an age of intransigence and an era of ingratitude. In it the good–doer is counted as an evil–doer and the unjust increases in his insolence.

35. The people may become brothers in wickedness and desert one another in religion, and [they may] love each other over falsehood and hate each other over the truth.

36. So fear Allah with the fearing of one whose body has become fatigued by fright, and who has been kept awake from his little sleep by his night worship, and who has been made thirsty in the heat of his days by hope [of attaining nearness to Allah].

37. How amazing it is; and why would I not be amazed by the mistake of this community (or these groups) with their different arguments with regards to their religion. They neither follow the footsteps of the Prophet nor do they emulate the actions of the vicegerent. They do not believe in the unseen and do not restrain themselves from [sins and] shortcomings. They act on uncertainties and tread in [the way of] their passions. For them good is whatever they [like and] consider good and evil is whatever they [dislike and] consider evil. Their reliance for resolving problems is on themselves and their confidence in regard to dubious matters is on their own opinions, as if each one of them is his own leader, even though he has formed his opinion without turning to reliable sources and strong proofs.
38. Indeed, you have again reverted to the position of the Bedouin Arabs after migration [to Islam] and have become [divided into] different parties after once being closely united.

39. Indeed those who [would] remember and remind [the people about Allah] have left you and only those who forget [Allah and the Day of Resurrection] and cause others to forget have remained behind.

40. Indeed the reins of destruction are dragging you and locks of darkness [and malice] lay fixed on your hearts.

41. Indeed you have become devoted to one another in the love of this transient world and the rejection of the Hereafter.

42. Indeed the religion of one among you has become like the licking of his tongue, [or like] the hobby that is pursued by one who is free from his work and has gained the approval of his master.
43. They have plunged into the seas of temptations and have taken to innovation rather than following the practices of the Prophet, and they have gone deep into ignorance while abandoning knowledge.

44. Do not lose hope in time when it withholds, and do not rely upon it when it gives, and always be extremely cautious of it.

45. Verily time will pass for those who remain [in this world] just as it passed for those gone by. That which has gone shall not return and that which is in it will not remain forever. Its later deeds are the same as the former ones. Its affairs try to excel each another and its banners follow each other. Its companion is never separated from hardship, annihilation, pillage and war.

46. Verily time has its bow stretched [and ready], and its arrow does not miss, and its wound does not heal. It afflicts the healthy with sickness and the [one who is] safe with destruction.

47. Time is responsible for the separation of loved ones.
48. An hour of humiliation is not compensated for by a lifetime of honour.

49. Be flexible with time when it submits itself to you and do not put anything in danger out of hope for gaining more [than it].

50. Time has indeed made its gratitude incumbent on the one who attains what he seeks.

51. Time wears out the bodies, renews hopes, brings death closer and takes aspirations further away.

52. Time consists of two days: a day for you and a day against you, so when it is for you then do not become vain and ungrateful, and when it is against you then have patience.

53. Time has two states: destruction and bestowal; that which it destroys does not return and that which it bestows does not last.

54. Verily time is an enemy who is not shown enmity, a [chosen] judge who is not unjust and a fighter
who has not [and cannot be] fought.

54. إن الدُّهر لخَصم غيير مَحصوْم، ومُحتَكِم غيير ظَلْوم، ومحارِب غيير مَحروْب.

55. One who resists time is compelled by it and one who submits to it is not safe [from it].

56. The age of the tyrant [ruler] is the worst of ages.

57. Every day is driving towards its morrow.

58. Calamities are born from the passage of time.

59. There is no guarantee on time.

60. One is neither safe from the passage of time nor secure from the calamities of the days.
61. It behoves the one who knows about time not to feel secure from its adversities and vicissitudes.

62. Obedience is the shield of the masses and justice is the shield of the [rulers of] nations.

63. So the hearts are heedless of right guidance, too hard to accept their [good] fortune, traversing on the wrong paths as though the one being addressed is someone else, and as though the fortune lies in amassing worldly gains.

64. How effective these admonitions [would be] if only they were received by pure hearts, attentive ears and unwavering minds.

65. From them mischief will spring up and all wrong will turn towards them. They will fling anyone who isolates himself from it (i.e. the mischief) back into it and they will drive anyone who stays back from it towards it.

66. If falsehood dominates, it has [always] been so in the past, and if truth diminishes, that too has often occurred and may [again] happen. It is seldom that a thing lags behind and remains behind.
67. Indeed the evil people have emerged and the righteous people have hidden; and falsehood has become abundant while truth has diminished.

68. Time has indeed come full circle to its [initial] state, as it was when the heavens and earth were first created.

69. The abominable has become so rampant that the shame one feels from it has reduced.

70. Dishonesty has increased so much that there are only few who can [now] be trusted.

71. Why is it that I see you as bodies without souls, and souls without prosperity, and devotees without righteousness, and traders without profits?!
73. When the epoch becomes corrupt, the wicked gain mastery [over the people].

74. In time there are vicissitudes (or lessons [to be learnt]).

75. One who busies himself with [the worldly activities of his] lifetime becomes occupied by it [and pays no heed to the Hereafter].

76. Whoever feels safe from time is betrayed by it and whoever regards it as great is humiliated by it.

Insults-

1. Whoever insults [and disputes with] the people, his enemies increase.

Pleasure and delight-
1. Pleasure distracts.

2. Pleasures are corrupters.

3. Pleasures are woes.

4. The root of [all] woes is being distracted by [worldly] pleasures.

5. Many a pleasure has death [hidden] in it.

6. Few are those who are enticed by pleasures but that their destruction is caused by it.

7. How many a vile pleasure has prevented one from [attaining] lofty stations.
8. Nobody delights in any of the pleasures of this world but that it will be a distress for him on the Day of Resurrection.

9. There is no good in a pleasure that does not last.

10. There is no pleasure in transient desires.

11. The pleasure of disobedience is not worth the chastisement of hellfire.

12. The sweetness of [worldly] pleasure does not compensate for the bitterness of adversities.

13. The pleasure of disobedience does not equate to the disgrace in the Hereafter and its painful chastisements.

14. There is no good in the pleasure that brings about regret and the desire that is followed by pain.
15. With every pleasure remember its [eventual] end, and with every blessing [recall] its removal, and with every hardship its [ultimate] relief; for indeed this makes the blessings last longer, subdues lustful desires more, takes vanity further away, brings relief closer, and is more conducive for the relieving of distress and attainment of aspirations.

The tongue

1. The tongue is a gauge that is given weight by the intellect and made light by ignorance.

2. Safeguard your tongue just as you treasure your gold and your money.

3. Protect your head from the slips of your tongue, and constrain it with reason, judiciousness, God-wariness and intellect.

4. Restrain your tongue before it prolongs your incarceration and destroys your soul, for there is nothing more worthy of long imprisonment than a tongue that has strayed from the right and is hasty in responding.
4. إحبِس لسانك قِبَلَ أن يُطِبِّل حَيْسَكَ، وَيُرَدُّي نَفسَكَ، فَلا شَيء أُولى بِطُولِ سِجْنٍ مِن لِسان يُطِيل عَن الصَوَابِ، وَيَتَسْرَعُ إِلَى الجَوابِ.

5. Be cautious of the tongue for indeed it is an arrow that can miss its mark.

6. Beware of making your tongue a medium for slandering your brothers, or of saying that which will become proof against you and a reason for harming you.

7. Know that the tongue is a part of a person’s body, so when he desists, speech will not assist him and when he opens up [and is ready to speak], speech will not give him time to pause.

8. Now surely the good repute of a man that is preserved for him by Allah among the people is better than the wealth that is inherited by those who do not praise him.

9. Verily your tongue demands from you that which you have made it accustomed to.
10. The tongue is the interpreter of the heart.

11. The tongue is recalcitrant to its owner.

12. The tongue is the interpreter of the intellect.

13. A person is hidden under his tongue.

14. The tongue is a beast of prey, if you let it free it will injure [you].

15. The tongue is the gauge of a human being.

16. The tongues reveal that which is concealed by the inner consciences.
17. The affliction of a human being is in his tongue.

18. The edge of a spearhead severs the appendages [of the body] whereas the edge of the tongue cuts short lifetimes.

19. The edge of the tongue is sharper than the edge of a spearhead.

20. Many a tongue destroys a person.

21. The slip of the tongue is more harmful than the thrust of the spearhead.

22. The slip of the tongue is more severe than the injury caused by a spearhead.

23. The slip of the tongue causes the greatest destruction.
24. Restraining the tongue is [a means of attaining] fortune and authority while setting it free is [a cause of] destruction.

25. The piercing of the tongue is more injurious than the piercing of the spear.

26. Accustom your tongue to polite speech and you will remain safe from reproach.

27. It is very rare for the tongue to remain fair in spreading [news about] the ugly and the good acts [of others].

28. Set your tongue aright and you will be secure.

29. Every person is held accountable for the offence committed by his tongue and his hand.

30. How much blood has been spilt by the mouth!
31. How many a person has been destroyed by the tongue!

31. كَمْ مِنْ إِنسَانٍ أَهْلَكَهُ لِسَانُهُ

32. The tongue of the intelligent person is behind his heart.

32. لِسَانُ العاِقَلِ وَرَاءَ قَلْبِهِ

33. The tongue of the ignorant person is the key to his destruction.

33. لِسَانُ الْجَاهِلِ مَفتَاحٌ حَتَّىْ

34. Your tongue demands from you that which you have made it accustomed to.

34. لِسَانُكَ يُقْتَضِيكَ مَا عَوْدَتْهُ

35. He ('a) said about the one whom he reproached: His tongue is like honey but his heart is a prison for rancour.

35. وَقَالَ عَلَيْهِ السَّلَامُ. فِي حَقِّ مِنْ ذَمَّهُ: لِسَانُهُ كَالْشَهْدِ ولَكِنْ قَلْبُهُ سَجْنٌ لَّلْحَقِّ

36. The tongue of a virtuous person is enthralled by the continued remembrance of Allah.

36. لِسَانُ الْبَرِّ مُسْتَهْتَرُ بِدُوَامَ الْذِّكْرِ
37. If you restrain your tongue, it will save you and if you set it free, it will ruin you.

37. لسانك إن أمسكته أنجاك، وإن أطلقته أرداك.

38. Your tongue demands from you that which you have accustomed it to and your soul requires from you that which you have familiarized it with.

38. لسانك يستدعيك ما عودته، ونفسك تقضيك ما ألفته.

39. One whose tongue is sweet [and polite], his friends increase.

39. من عذب لسانك كثير إخوانه.

40. One who protects his tongue honours himself.

40. من حفظ لسانه أكرم نفسه.

41. One who does not control his tongue regrets.

41. من لم يملك لسانه يندم.

42. One who imprisons his tongue remains safe from regret.

42. من سجن لسانه أمن من ندمه.

43. One who sets his tongue aright adorns his intellect.

43. من قوام لسانه زان عقله.
44. One who makes his tongue his master has decreed his own death.

45. One who restrains his tongue is safe from regret.

46. One who sets his tongue free demonstrates his own foolishness.

47. Guarding the tongue is part of faith.

48. One who does not guard his tongue has not completed his faith.

49. Without a tongue, the human being would be nothing more than lifeless statue or a wild beast.

50. Nothing attracts the heart of a human being more than a [sweet and eloquent] tongue, and none beguiles the soul more than Satan.
51. Do not move your tongue except to say that which will earn you reward and that which behoves you to speak [of] openly.

52. Never use the sharpness of your tongue against the one who has made you speak or the eloquence of your speech against the one who guides you [to the right path].

53. The slips of the tongue cannot be controlled.

54. Nothing is more beneficial for a human being than guarding the tongue and doing good to others.

55. This tongue is recalcitrant to its owner.

---

1. i.e. as long as he doesn't speak, his intellect and personality remain hidden from others.
2. i.e. because of what one speaks.
3. i.e. the intelligent person ponders before speaking.

**Courteousness**

1. When you are the cause of someone’s affliction, it is obligatory upon you to show courtesy [and
kindness] in trying to remedy his affliction.

Vain talk - اللغو

1. Many a vain talk results in evil [action].

Meeting - اللقاء

1. Good meetings strengthen the bond of brotherhood.

2. Good encounters (or meetings) are one of the two successes.

Meeting Allah - لقاء الله

1. One who loves to meet Allah, the Glorified, forgets this world.

1. من كُنت سببا له في بلائه، وَجَبَ عَلَيكَ التَّلْطِف في عِلاجِ دَائِهِ.

1. رَبَ لُغْوٍ يَجْلِبُ شَرَاء.

1. حُسْنُ اللِّقاء يَزِيدُ في تَأْكُدِ الإِخَاة.

2. حُسْنُ المَلََقِاء (اللِّقاء) أَحْدُ النَّجْمِين. 

1. مَن أُحْبِبَ لُقَاءَ اللَّهِ سَبِيحَانَهُ سَلا عَن الْدُنيَا.
1. One who settles for hinting [and indirect reference] becomes needless of declaration.

2. The easiest thing is censuring the ignorant ones.

3. When you [have to] censure [someone], make it short.

4. Many a person who is reproached has done nothing wrong.

5. When slips and errors increase, reproach increases.
6. Blame may at times be beneficial.

7. Reproof is one of the two punishments.

8. Repetition of [the] reprimand is more severe than the pain of a beating.

9. Too much reproach instils hatred in the hearts and alienates the companions.

10. One whose reproach increases, his disgrace increases.

11. The blamer should not blame anyone but himself.

1. Or: The thing of least importance is the censure of the ignorant ones.

**Amusement**

1. Amusement corrupts serious resolutions.
1. Аллаху ясси эрэйм гид.

2. Keep away from amusements for indeed you have not been created aimlessly so that you may be amused, and you have not been left without purpose so that you may indulge in vanities.

3. The furthest of all people from righteousness is one who is [excessively] fond of amusement.

4. The beginning of amusement is play and its end is war.

5. The furthest of all people from prosperity is one who is fond of amusement and jest.

6. Amusement is from the fruits of ignorance.

7. Amusement is the provision of foolishness.

8. Many an amusement alienates a freeman.
9. The worst thing that one’s lifetime can be wasted on is idle sport.

10. One whose amusement increases is considered a fool.

11. One whose amusement increases, his intelligence decreases.

12. Whoever is overpowered by amusement, his seriousness is nullified.

13. Gatherings of amusement corrupt the faith.


15. One who takes pleasure in idle sport and is fond of amusement and entertainment does not become successful.
Night and day

1. The night and day are pursuing their courses in covering those who remain and wiping out the traces of those who have passed away.

2. Verily your night and day are not enough to meet all your needs, so divide them between your work and your relaxation.

3. Verily the night and day are working in you [by making you older] so work in them, and they are taking from you so take from them.

4. The succession of the night and day is the hiding place of calamities and the herald of separation [from loved ones].

5. The succession of days are [like] dreams, their pleasures are [causes of] agonies and their gifts are [fraught with] evanescence and maladies.
6. One whose nights and days pass him by is made old by them.

7. One whose nights and days pass him by is chastised and afflicted, and brought closer to his death by them.

8. Verily one whose riding mount is the night and day is carried [forward] by it even when he is stationary, and he traverses the distance even if he is settled in one place.

**Gentleness and softness**

1. Through gentleness, the souls feel at ease.

2. Be soft without being weak and stern without using force.

3. One whose nature is gentle, loving him is unavoidable.
4. One whose wood is soft, his branches become thick.  

Meaning that one who is gentle has many friends.

5. One who has a gentle demeanour makes his community’s love [for him] last.

6. One who is not lenient with the one who is under him will not obtain what he requires.

7. Make your demeanour gentle and humble yourself in front of Allah, He will elevate you.

8. Make your demeanour gentle for indeed whoever has a gentle demeanour, his community’s love [for him] will last.

1. Meaning that one who is gentle has many friends.

**Distinction**

1. Earily distinction is nothing but your giving that which you owe [of the rights of others] and forgiving the offences [of others].
2. He who has been forgone by praise does not attain distinction.

2. لَمْ يُدْرِكِ المَجْدَ مِنْ عَداَةِ الحَمْدِ

3. He who has been forgone by praise will not acquire distinction.

3. مَانَالَ المَجْدَ مِنْ عَداَةِ الحَمْدِ

4. One who lacks diligence does not attain distinction.

4. مَا أَدْرَكَ المَجْدَ مِنْ فَاتَهُ الجِدِّ

**Tribulations (المحن)**

1. Verily tribulations have certain extents that have to be passed so remain in slumber until they pass, for indeed trying to find a solution before this only increases [and prolongs] it.

1. إِنَّ لِلمَحَنِ غَابَاتٍ لَمْ يَأْبِدَ مِنْ انْقِضَائِها، فَقَالُوا لَهَا إِلَى حِينَ انْقِضَائِها، فَإِنْ إِعْمَالُ الْحَيْلَةِ فِيهَا قَبْلَ ذَلِكَ زِيَادَةٌ لَهَا.

2. Verily tribulations have certain extents, and the extents have limits, so remain patient until you reach their limits, for trying to find a solution for them before they have passed only increases [and prolongs] them.

2. إِنَّ لِلمَحَنِ غَابَاتٍ، وَالْغَابَاتِ نَهَایَاتٍ، فَأَصِبْرُوا لَهَا حَتَّى تَبْلُغُ نَهَایَاتِهَا، فَالْتَحْرِكُ لَهَا قَبْلَ انْقِضَائِها زِيَادَةَ لَهَا.

3. Tribulation is linked with love of this world.
3. Tribulation has been linked to love of this world.

Praise and extolment—المدح والثناء

1. Be on your guard against excessive flattery and praise for indeed these two have a foul odour in the heart.

2. Beware of praising anyone for something that is not in him, for indeed his action affirms his attribute and belies you.

3. The ugliest truth is a person’s praise for himself.

4. Verily the person who praises you is surely a deceiver of your intellect, [and] a cheater who cheats you about yourself with false compliments and spurious praise; so if you deprive him of your grant or withhold from him your favour, he will label you with every scandal and will attribute every ugly act to you.
5. Commendation causes vainglory and brings one closer to heedlessness.

6. When you praise, be brief.

7. When one of the pious believers is extolled [for his virtues], he fears what is said about him, so he says: I know myself better than others, and my Lord knows me better than myself. O Allah! Do not hold me accountable for what they say and make me better than what they think of me.

8. Recommendation of the evil ones is one of the greatest sins.

9. Love for compliments and praise is from the surest opportunities of Satan.

10. The best praise is that which flows from the tongues of the righteous.

11. The worst praise is that which flows from the tongues of the wicked.
12. Seeking praise without deserving it is foolishness.

13. How many a person is thrilled by the praise showered upon him.

14. Excessive praise is flattery; it causes vainglory and brings one closer to heedlessness.

15. Every praiser has the right to a good reward or a handsome gift from whom he praises.

16. One who praises you has [actually] slaughtered you.

17. One who praises you for what is not in you is indeed likely to blame you for that which you have not done.

18. One who is praised for that which is not in him is ridiculed by it.
19. Whoever praises you for that which is not in you, then it is actually a criticism of you if you think about it.

20. One of the ugliest blameworthy acts [of a person] is praising the wicked.

21. The one who praises a person for that which is not in him is mocking him.

22. The one who praises you for that which is not in you is [actually] mocking you, and if you do not give him that which fulfils his wants, he will be excessive in his blame and defamation of you.

The human being-الرجل

1. A person is in the position where he places his soul through his devotion and obedience, so if he purifies it, it becomes pure and if he sullies it, it becomes sullied.
2. A person is in the position that he chooses for his soul. If he preserves it, it becomes elevated and if he does not preserve it, it becomes abased.

3. A person is gauged by his two small parts: his heart and his tongue. If he battles, he fights with his heart and if he speaks, he speaks by his articulation.

4. The human being changes in three instances: when he is close to kings, when he gains positions of authority and when he becomes wealthy. So whoever does not change in these conditions, then he is one who possesses a strong intellect and an upright character.

5. A man is gauged by his astuteness not by his appearance.

6. A person is valued by his endeavour [and effort], not by his [material] acquisition.

7. A man is gauged by his endeavour.
8. A person is [judged] by [what is in] his heart.

9. A person is [gauged] by his faith.

10. The distinction of a man is [by] his wealth but his honour is [by] his religion.

11. The distinction of a man is his intellect and his magnanimity is [by] his [good] character.

12. The distinction of a person is [by] his knowledge and his beauty is his intellect.

13. The evidence of a person’s roots is his action.

14. The value of every person [gauged by] is what he knows.
15. The value of every person is his intellect.

16. A person's worth is based on the extent of his merit.

17. The worth of every person is [measured by] that which he does well.

18. Every person has a need (or for every affair there is [a proper] etiquette).

19. The good and evil of every person, and the purity or impurity of his origin is evinced by what he manifests of his actions.

20. When the virtues of a man are more than his vices, then that [person] is ideal, and when his virtues and vices are equal then he has protected himself [from destruction], but if his vices are more than his virtues then he is doomed.
21. The evil man does not think positively about anyone because he does not see anyone but through the depiction of his own soul.

22. The worst person is he who sells his religion for the worldly life of others.

23. At times people are deceived.

24. A person is weighed by his speech and valued by his action, so say that which is weighty and do that which has great value.

25. A person’s value is indicated by his knowledge and intellect.

26. Every person is answerable for what is in his possession and his family.

Magnanimity- المُروءة
1. Magnanimity is a person’s eschewal of that which dishonours him and his earning that which embellishes him.

2. Magnanimity is [displaying] equity when in authority, showing forgiveness despite having the power [to take revenge] and being financially supportive [to those in need] in one’s society (or in times of hardship).

3. Magnanimity is spreading goodness and being hospitable to guests.

4. Magnanimity is a title that encompasses all the [other] merits and virtues.

5. The most honourable magnanimity is loyal brotherhood.

6. The best magnanimity is preserving goodwill [and affection].

7. The root of magnanimity is modesty and its fruit is chastity.
8. The most honourable magnanimity is controlling one’s anger and killing one’s lustful desires.

9. The most excellent magnanimity is tolerating the offenses of one’s brothers.

10. The most excellent magnanimity is for a man to preserve his dignity.

11. The beginning of magnanimity is obedience to Allah and its end is keeping away from vile traits.

12. The beginning of magnanimity is [having] a cheerful mien and its end is being affectionate towards the people.

13. The beginning of magnanimity is cheerfulness and its end is persistence in righteousness.

14. The most excellent magnanimity is modesty, and its fruit is chastity.
15. The most excellent magnanimity is financially supporting your brothers with [your] wealth, and treating them as your equals in status.

16. Magnanimity is fulfilling one’s promise.

17. Magnanimity is eschewing vile traits.

18. Concealing [one’s] poverty and sickness is part of magnanimity.

19. Magnanimity is bereft and devoid of every [form of] vulgarity.

20. Magnanimity impels [one] towards noble traits.

21. There is no magnanimity like remaining free from sins.
22. Magnanimity is contentment and tolerance (or patience).

23. Magnanimity prevents every vileness.

24. Magnanimity is being free from every [form of] wickedness.

25. Magnanimity is being free from vulgarity and disloyalty.

26. There is magnanimity in three things: lowering one’s gaze, lowering one’s voice and walking with modesty.

27. Three things are the consolidators of magnanimity: Giving without being asked, being faithful without having made a promise and being generous despite having less.
28. Three things amount to magnanimity: generosity despite poverty [and hardship], tolerance of everything other than humiliation and refraining from asking others.

29. The completeness of magnanimity is for you not to do in private what you would feel ashamed of doing in front of others.

30. Two qualities have in them the consolidation of magnanimity: a person’s eschewing that which disgraces him and his acquiring that which embellishes him.

31. One’s magnanimity is to the extent of the nobility of his soul.

32. He who is not careful of his obligation towards his friends and does not treat his enemies justly cannot be attributed with magnanimity.

33. If magnanimity was not difficult to acquire and heavy to bear, the wicked and ignorant ones would not have left from it anything even for a single night, but its acquisition is difficult and its burden is heavy, so the wicked and ignorant turned away from it and the honourable and virtuous ones adopted it.
34. Part of magnanimity is going beyond one’s [normal] capacity in working for [the pleasure of] Allah.

35. Lowering the gaze and walking with modesty are part of magnanimity.

36. Obedience to Allah and good estimation are part of magnanimity.

37. Keeping away from the forbidden is one of the conditions of magnanimity.

38. From the completeness of magnanimity is for one to feel ashamed of himself.

39. Magnanimity is one of the most excellent religious teachings and there is no good in a religion which has no magnanimity in it.
40. Staying clear of vile traits is from the completeness of magnanimity.

41. Keeping ties with near relatives is from the most excellent magnanimity.

42. Maintaining resoluteness [and judiciousness] is from the most excellent magnanimity.

43. It is from the completeness of magnanimity for you to forget your right upon others while recalling their right upon you.

44. It is from magnanimity for you to go out of your way when you are asked [for something] and to lighten [your requests] when you ask [someone for anything].

45. It is part of magnanimity for you to be moderate and not extravagant, and to keep the promises you make.

46. Bearing the offences of one’s brothers is from magnanimity.
46. من المروة احتمال جنایات الإخوان (المعروف).

47. Nobody has carried a burden heavier than magnanimity.

48. With affluence, magnanimity becomes manifested.

49. The magnanimity of a person is to the extent of his intellect.

50. The magnanimity of a person is [gauged by] the truthfulness of his speech.

51. A person’s magnanimity is in his tolerance of his brothers’ mistakes.

52. The basis of magnanimity is truthful speech and doing good to others.

53. The establishment of magnanimity is in struggling with your brother to make him obey Allah, the Glorified, and restraining him from disobeying Him, and increasing your censure [of him] for it.
54. Magnanimity is not perfected except for the intelligent one.

55. There is no magnanimity like keeping clear of sins.

56. There is no magnanimity in one who has no determination.

57. Magnanimity is not completed except by bearing the hardships of good acts.

58. Magnanimity is evinced by increased modesty, generous giving and refraining from harming others.

59. The magnanimity of a person is evinced by [his] spreading goodness, granting favours and abandoning [putting others under] obligation.
Sickness-

1. Sickness is [a form of] confinement of the body.

2. There are two things that should not be scorned: sickness and the poor relative.

3. One who hides his sickness from the physicians has betrayed his body.

4. Whoever conceals his hidden ailment, his physician becomes incapable of curing him.

5. Sickness in one of the two confinements.

Disputation and argument-

1. Disputation is the seed of evil.
2. Argument in religion corrupts certitude.

3. The fruit of disputation is hatred.

4. Too much disputation is the cause of hatred [and enmity].

5. One should not dispute with six types of people: the jurist, the leader, the low, the lewd, the woman and the child.

6. One whose disputation increases does not remain safe from error.

7. Whoever accustoms himself to disputation, it becomes his habit.

8. One who makes disputation his habit will not turn his night into day [and will remain in the darkness of ignorance].
8. من جعل دينه المراة لم يصبح ليلاً.

9. One whose false disputations increase, his blindness from the truth persists.

9. من كثير مزاح بالباطل دام عماوه عن الحق.

10. One who disputes with a fool has no intelligence.

10. من مارى السفينة فلا عقل له.

11. With excessive disputation, there can be no affection.

11. لا حببة مع كثرة مراة.

Joking- المزاح

1. Joking is a [cause of] separation that is followed by rancour.

1- المزاح فرقة تتبعها ضغينة.

2. Beware of recalling that which was funny in the speech [of others], even if you narrate it from someone else.

2- إياك أن تذكر من الكلام (ماكان) مضحكاً، وإن حكيته عن غيرك.

3. Excessiveness in joking is foolishness.

3- الإفراط في المزاح خرق.
4. Abandon [excessive] joking for indeed it is the conception of rancour.

5. In impudence and excessive joking there is foolishness.

6. Too much joking diminishes one’s reverence [and dignity].

7. Too much joking takes away prestige and brings about enmity [and rancour].

8. Everything has a seed, and the seed of enmity is joking.

9. One who jokes [excessively] is taken lightly.

10. One whose joking increases is deemed ignorant.
11. One whose joking is excessive is considered a fool.

12. One whose joking increases, his reverence [and dignity] decreases.

13. One whose joking increases, his dignity diminishes.

14. Whoever jokes excessively will never be without one who bears a grudge against him and one who takes him lightly.

15. Any time a person makes a joke, he parts with a portion of his intellect.

16. Do not make fun of a noble person such that he ends up bearing a grudge against you.

17. Never make fun of a friend thereby turning him into an enemy, or of an enemy thereby making him [want to] destroy you.
17. لاَتُمازِحُنَّ صَديقًا فِيمَعاديَكُ، ولاَعِدُوا فِيرِديكَ.

Walking - المَشَى

1. Keep walking in your customary way (or with your ailment) as long as you can.

1. امْشِ بِدَابِكَ (بِدَابِكَ) ما مَشِى بِكَ.

Delay - المَتَلٍ

1. Delay and obligation are the spoilers of [the] favour [one does to others].

1. آلَمَتَلٍ والَّمِن مُّنكَدَا الإْحسانُ.

2. Delay [in giving] is one of the two refusals.

2. آلَمَتَلٌ أَحَدُ المَنْعَيِنِ

3. Delay [and procrastination] is a chastisement of the soul.

3. آلَمَتَلٍ عَذَابُ النَّفْسٍ.

Scheming - المَكْر

1. Scheming and malice are things that keep faith away.

1. سُمِّهِ بِذَبَأكَ (ذَبَأكَ) ما سُمِّى بِكَ.

1. This is how it appears in Nahj al-Balaghah.
1. إيمانًا مجانًا الإيمان.

2. Beware of scheming, for indeed scheming [and plotting] is a blameworthy quality.

3. Scheming is wickedness, deception is evil.

4. Scheming is the practice of the mutinous.

5. Scheming is the trait of the wicked.

6. Scheming against one who trusts in you is ingratitude [and betrayal].

7. The bane of cleverness is scheming.

8. The cornerstone of wisdom is eschewing deceptions.
9. Many a plotter has been struck down by his own stratagem.

The devising of Allah—مكر الله

1. One who feels secure from the devising of Allah is destroyed.

2. One who feels secure from the devising [of Allah] meets with harm.

The schemer and the plotter—الماكر والمكرر

1. The one who always hatches plots [against others] is a devil.

2. The one who is always scheming [against others] is a devil in the form of a human being.

3. One who schemes is afflicted by his own scheming.
3. من مكر حاق به مكره.

4. Whoever schemes against people, Allah, the Glorified, turns his scheme back on him.

5. There is no trustworthiness in the schemer.

6. Evil scheming does not beset anyone but those who practice it.

Flattery-المقل

1. Beware of flattery, for indeed flattery is not from the characteristics of faith [and the faithful].

2. Flattery is not part of the character of Prophets.

3. One whose flattery increases, his [sincere] joyfulness is not recognized.
4. Verily only the one who does not flatter you [truly] adores you, and [only] one who does not make you hear his praise for you [truly] praises you.

Kings and rulers

1. A tyrant ruler and an immoral scholar are the most harmful of all people.

2. Accompany the ruler with caution, the friend with humility and cheerfulness, and the enemy with that which you can [use to] establish your proof over him.

3. Verily the ruler is a trustee of Allah on earth, the establisher of justice in the lands and among the people, and the one who deters people from misdeeds in the land.

4. The tyrant king frightens the innocent.

5. An evil commander commissions the vulgar one [to work for him].
6. The bane of kings is evil intentions.

7. The bane of viziers is wicked inner thoughts.

8. The bane of leaders is weakness in politics.


10. When you become the ruler then be kind [to your subjects].

11. When a king builds his kingdom on the foundations of justice and sustains it on the pillars of reason, Allah helps his friends and forsakes his enemies.
12. When the ruler makes you come closer to him, then increase your exaltation of him.

13. Kings have no affection.

14. Transient and fleeting kingship is wretched and insignificant.

15. Being independent of [and not seeking anything from] kings is the best kingship.


17. The adornment of kingship is justice.

18. The wrath of kings is the messenger of death.
19. The merit of a king is in building prosperous cities.

20. It is seldom that the affection of kings and traitors lasts.

21. The friendship of kings seldom lasts.

22. The hearts of the people are the treasuries of their leader, so whatever he deposits in them, be it justice or oppression, he will find it there.

23. There is no reward with Allah, the Glorified, greater than the reward of a just ruler and a benevolent man.


25. One who becomes haughty in his kingship has belittled it.
26. One whose aggression is prolonged, his rule [soon] comes to an end.

27. One whose kingship is tyrannical, his destruction becomes great.

28. Whoever is betrayed by his vizier, his administration gets corrupted.

29. One who fears your whip wishes for your death.

30. One who relies upon your goodness is concerned about [the end of] your rule.

31. One who boldly [and defiantly] faces the ruler becomes vulnerable to disgrace.

32. Whoever betrays his king, his security is nullified.
32. من خان سلطانه بطل أمانه.

33. One who is just in his kingship becomes needless of his aides.

34. One who is concerned about his kingship curtails his aggression.

35. Whoever treats the people unjustly, Allah causes his reign to end and hastens his ruin and destruction.

36. One who is tyrannical in his kingdom, the people wish for his annihilation.

37. One who unsheathes the sword of aggression is stripped of the grandeur of kingship.

38. One who seeks the favour of a king without [the proper] etiquette moves out from safety into harm.

39. Whoever is tyrannical in his reign and increases his aggression, Allah will demolish his foundation.
and tear down his pillars [of kingship].

40. Whoever is just in his rule and shows kindness [to the people], Allah will elevate his stature and will strengthen [and grant victory to] his helpers.

41. One who makes his kingship subservient to his religion, every king will submit to him.

42. When one makes his religion subservient to his kingship, every person will covet it.

43. One who is occupied with [serving] the king will not [have time to] attend to his brothers.

44. It is a right upon the king to govern himself before his soldiers.

45. Disputing with kings takes away blessings.
46. Evil viziers are the helpers of tyrants and the brothers of wrongdoers.

47. Oppressive governors are the worst of the *ummah* and opponents of the [true] leaders.

48. Do not separate from your [rightful] ruler, thereby making the consequence of your affair blameworthy.

49. Never visit kings frequently, for they are such that if you accompany them they will become weary of you and if you advise them sincerely they will debase you.

50. Do not desire to mingle with kings, for indeed they consider replying salutations to be too much speech and striking the necks to be insignificant punishment.

51. Do not associate with the king in times of disturbance and upheaval, for indeed the sea is such that even when it is calm, the seafarer barely manages to remain safe in it, so how would he fare with its turbulent winds and the tumultuous waves?!
51. لا تطلبّ بالسّلطنان في وقت اضطراب الأمور عليهم فإنّ البحر لا يكلد يسلم
منه راكةً مع سكونه، فكيف مع اختلاف ريحه واضطراب أمّواجه.

52. Never desire to gain the affection of kings, for indeed they will forsake you when you are most
intimate with them and they will cut you off when you are closest to them.

53. There is no prosperity [in the place] where the king passes (or is oppressive).

54. When the intention of the king changes, the times change (or get corrupted).

55. When the king becomes enraged, Satan takes control [over him].

56. Seeking power [and sovereignty] is from the deceptions of Satan.

57. The justice of a king is the life of the populace and the prosperity of the creatures.
58. The worst of all rulers is one who is ruled by his vain desire.

59. The worst of rulers is one whose subjects are oppressed.

60. The king’s courtier is like a person who is riding on a lion, people are envious of his status while he is more aware of his own [dangerous] position.

61. Partnership in sovereignty leads to turmoil.

62. Holding a post with kings is a key of tribulation and the seed of affliction.

63. The best king is the just one.

64. The best king is the one who has the most continent soul.
65. The best of all kings in character is one whose justice prevails over all the people.

66. The most exalted of rulers is one who is not ruled by his vain desires.

67. The most exalted of kings is one who has control over himself and spreads justice.

68. The best of kings is one whose action and intention are good, and who is just with his army and his people.

69. The king who is in the best condition is one whose subjects become prosperous in his prosperity and whose justice prevails over all his people.

70. The people whom one should be cautious of the most are the tyrannical king, the powerful enemy and the disloyal friend.

71. The most intelligent of kings is he who governs himself for the people in a way that will remove any proof against him and governs the people in a way that affirms his proof against them.
71. أَقْلِلُ المُلُوكَ مِنْ سَاسَ نَفْسَهُ لِلرُّعِيَةِ بِما يَسْقُطُ عَنْهُ حَجْتُهَا وسَاسَ الرُّعِيَةَ، بما تَقْبِلُ بِهِ حَجْتُهُ عَلَيْهَا.

72. The kings are [supposed to be] defenders of the religion.

72. آلَمُلُوكُ حُماةُ الدِّينِ

73. The king’s crown is his justice.

73. تَاجُ المَلِكِ عَدْلُهُ

74. It is a right upon the king that he should govern himself [first] before his troops.

74. حقٌ عَلَى المَلِكِ أنْ يَسْقُطَ نَفْسَهُ قَبْلَ جَنْدِهِ

75. The best of commanders is one who has command over himself.

75. خَيْرُ الأُمَرَاءِ مِنْ كَانَ عَلَى نَفْسِهِ أمِيرًا

76. The best king is one who annihilates oppression and enlivens justice.

76. خَيْرُ المُلُوكِ مَنْ أَمَاتَ الجَحْوَرَ وأَحْيَى العَدلِ

77. The lassitude of a king is more harmful for the people than the oppression of a king.

77. خَوْرُ السَّلَطَانِ أَشَدَّ عَلَى الرُّعِيَةِ مِنْ جَوْرِ السَّلَطَانِ

78. The alms–tax of the king is assisting the aggrieved.
78. زَكاَةُ السُّلطانِ إِغاثَةُ المَلِهُوفِ.

79. The worst of kings is one who opposes justice.

80. The worst of viziers is one who is a vizier to the vicious.

81. Guard your position near your king, and be cautious of not being lowered from it by negligence towards that which raised you to it.

82. Works are [only] accomplished by the [right] workers.

Malik al-Ashtar-

1. He (‘a) said about al-Ashtar al-Nakha’ī when he was informed about his death (may Allah have mercy upon him): If he was a mountain, he would have been a great one, no hoofed animal would have reached its peak and no bird would have been able to fly over it.
2. He (‘a) said about al-Ashtar al-Nakha‘ī: He is the sword of Allah that does not fail to strike and is not blunt in its edge; he is not impressed by any innovations nor is he led astray by misguidance [and temptation].

\[
\text{وَقَالَ عَلَيْهِ السَّلَامُ فِي حَقٍّ الْآشْتَرِ النَّخْعِيُّ: هُوَ سَيْفُ اللَّهِ لَا يَنْبُوءُ عَنِ}
\text{الْضَّرْبِ، وَلَا كَلِيلٌ الْحَدِّ وَلَا نَسْتَهْوَيْهِ بِدَعَةٍ، وَلَا تَنْتِهِ بِغَوَائِهِ.}
\]

Angels-الملائكة

1. Verily with every person there are two angels who protect him, and when his time is up they leave him alone with his impending death, and verily the [decreed] lifetime [of a person] is a strong protective shield.

\[
\text{إِنَّ مَعَ كُلِّ إِبْنِ إِسْرَائِيلّ مَلْكِينَ يَحْفُظُانِهِ، فَإِذَا جَاءَ أَجْلُهُ خَلَعْتُهُ بِرَبِّهِ، وَإِنَّ الأَجْلَ لَجَنَّةٌ حَصِينَةٌ.
\]

2. He (‘a) said about angels: They are captives of faith; neither divergence nor deviation breaks them from its hold.

The slave-المملوك

1. Many a slave is such that one cannot bear his separation.
Disposition

1. One whose disposition is good [with those who are under him] remains safe from annihilation.

One who is fed-up

1. One who is fed-up has no [sense of] brotherhood.

2. One who is fed-up has no magnanimity.

3. Never feel secure from the one who is fed-up [with you] even if he is endowed with gifts for indeed there is no enjoyment in lightening for the one who is plunged into darkness.

4. There is no brotherhood for the one who is fed-up.

5. There is no friendship for the one who is fed-up.
Irritation

1. Irritation (or kingship) corrupts brotherhood.

The inaccessible

1. Every inaccessible thing is difficult to obtain and seek.

To put [others] under obligation

1. Putting someone under obligation blackens the favour.

2. Obligation is the corruptor of good actions.

3. Obligation spoils the favour.

4. Obligation corrupts the good act.
5. Obligation corrupts the favour.

6. There is wickedness with obligation.

7. Doing acts of kindness along with obligation is vileness.

8. The bane of generosity is obligation.

9. Through obligation the favour is spoilt.

10. By putting a lot of obligation, the good action is spoilt.

11. Prolonged obligation spoils the pureness of a good turn.
12. One who puts an obligation [on others] by his good action has oppressed magnanimity.

13. The oppression of favours is [through] the repulsiveness of [putting others under] obligation.

14. Too much obligation spoils the good action.

15. One who puts an obligation [on others] with his kind act drops [and forgoes] his gratitude.

16. One who puts obligation with his goodness has spoilt the good act that he has done.

17. Whoever puts an obligation with his favour, it is as if he has not done a favour.

18. One who puts obligation with his good action corrupts it.

20. He who puts an obligation [on others] has not made his grant pleasing.

21. One who puts [others under] obligation with his good act has not perfected it.

22. He who puts [others under] a lot of obligation has not made his good turn felicitous.

23. The sin of the charity given by the one who puts obligation is greater than its reward.

24. One who puts [others under] obligation does no good to others.

25. There is no good deed with obligation.
26. There is no pleasure in the good turn of the obliger.

27. There is no evil quality more repulsive than [putting others under] obligation.

28. People of goodness and beneficence, do not put [others under] obligation with your favours for indeed favours and good turns are nullified by the repulsiveness of [putting others under] obligations.

29. Beware of putting obligations with your good acts for indeed [putting others under] obligation spoils favours.

Death-

1. Death clings to you more closely than your own shadows and has greater authority over you than [you have over] yourselves.
2. Continuously remember death and remember what you will face after death; and never wish for death except after being sure that you have fulfilled the condition for security [in the Hereafter].

3. Increase your remembrance of death and of the place you have to go suddenly and return to after death, until it comes to you while you are on your guard against it and have prepared yourself for it, and let it not come over you suddenly thereby taking you by surprise.

4. Prepare yourselves for death for indeed it overshadows you.

5. Let your ears hear the call of death before it calls you.

6. Remember the destroyer of pleasures and the spoiler of lustful desires and the caller towards separation.

7. Beware of death and be adequately prepared for it, [for by this] you will be happy in your place of [final] return.
8. Beware of insufficient provisions and increase your preparations for your departure.

9. Is there nobody who is ready to meet his Lord before his soul leaves [his body]?

10. The best gift for a believer is death.

11. More severe than death is that which one seeks to be freed from through death.

12. Verily one who walks on the face of the earth will surely end up inside it.

13. Verily it behoves you to prepare for the matter about the timing of whose sudden occurrence you have no knowledge of before it overcomes you.

14. Verily this matter has not started with you nor will it end with you, for this companion of yours travels,
so consider him to have gone on one of his travels, and if he comes back to you [then so be it], otherwise you are [all] going towards him [and will meet him].

15. Verily the one who approaches, bringing with him [either everlasting] felicity or wretchedness, is deserving of the best preparation.

16. Indeed the absent one who is driven forward by the [succession of the] new night and day, is indeed worthy of a quick return.

17. Verily in front of you there is a path that covers a long distance, and severe hardships, and you cannot do without good exploration and acquiring the necessary amount of provisions.

18. Verily our statement: “Indeed we belong to Allah” is an affirmation we make to ourselves that we are owned and our statement: “Indeed we will return to Him” is an affirmation to ourselves that we will die.

19. Verily before you is an arduous mountain-pass [that is difficult to traverse] where the one with a light burden will be in a better condition than the one with a heavy burden and the one who has to go through
it slowly will be worse off than the one who can pass through swiftly. Indeed its place of descent for you inevitably leads either to Paradise or hellfire.

Verily this death is a swift seeker – neither does the steadfast escape it nor does the fleer frustrate it.

Verily death has agonies that are more terrible than can ever be described or comprehended by the intellects of the people of this world.

Verily death has been tied to your forelocks whilst this world coils behind you.

Verily death is a visitor who is not loved, a killer who is not held accountable and an invincible adversary.
24. إِنَّ الْمَوْتَ لَزَائِرٌ غَيْرٌ مَّحِبًّوبٍ، وَوَائِرٌ (وَوَائِرٌ) غَيْرٌ مَّطلُوبٍ، وَقَرْنِ غَيْرٌ مَّفْلُوبٍ.

25. Departure [from this world] is imminent.

26. Death is soothing.

27. The matter is near.

28. Death is expiration [and loss of opportunity].

29. Death is a heedless watchman (or friend).

30. Death is the gate of the Hereafter.

31. White hair [of old age] is a messenger of death.
32. Death is the first justice of the Hereafter.

33. Death is preferable to vileness.

34. Death is separation from the transient abode and a journey to the everlasting abode.

35. Verily you are on the run from the death whose fleer is not saved and must eventually meet it.

36. Verily behind you is a swift seeker in the form of death, so do not be negligent.

37. Verily you are all running away from the death which will take you if you remain steadfast [to resist it] and will catch up with you if you [try to] flee.

38. When death arrives, hopes are exposed.
38. إذا حضرت الميتة اقتضحت الأميَّة.

39. When one cannot remain secure from the onslaught of death, then not being prepared for it is incompetence.

39. إذا كان هجوم الموت لايؤمن، فمن العجز ترك التأهِب له.

40. Deaths cut off hopes.

40. ألمَّايا تقطعُ الآمال.

41. When you are moving away [from this world] and death is moving towards you, then how quickly you will meet each other!

41. إذا كنت في إدبار، والموت في إقبال، فما أسرع الملتقي.

42. When the bringer of the news of death comes frequently to you, he will [soon also] announce your death to others.

42. إذا كثر الناعي إلّيّك، قام الناعي بك.

43. The one who does not prepare for death and take benefit of respite is negligent of the onslaught of death.

43. تارِكُ التأهِب للموتِ، واعتنام المهل غافِل عن هجومِ الأجلِ.

44. Begin your journey for you have been pushed forward and prepare for death for it has overshadowed you.

44. ابدأ سَرِّك، لَهُمْ ضُهْرُكَ، وَأَنْتَ تَطْأَبِهِ، وَاعِتِنَآمُ المهلِ غَافِلٌ عن هجومِ الأجلِ.
45. Remembrance of death makes the means [and comforts] of this world seem trivial.

46. Sometimes the choker (or drinker) is choked by water [and dies] before quenching his thirst.

47. Death is the cause of loss.

48. Fill yourselves with desire for the bounties of Paradise, [and] you will love death and loathe [this worldly] life.

49. I am amazed at the one who forgets death while he sees others dying [around him].

50. I am amazed at the person who sees his body and his lifespan decreasing every day and still does not make preparations for death.
51. I am amazed at the one who fears the ambush [of death] and still does not desist.

52. The end of death is loss.

53. The absent death is more deserving of being awaited and is closer in its approach [than any other traveller whose return is expected].

54. In death there is [either] delight or regret.

55. In every soul there is death.

56. In death there is comfort for the felicitous.

57. Death may [at times] be hastened.
58. Every expected thing [eventually] arrives.

59. Every comer is near.

60. Every near one is close by.

61. Every person will meet his death.

62. How can one who is sought by death remain safe?

63. How can you forget death while its signs are [constantly] reminding you [of it]?

64. For every rising one there is a setting.
65. For every [being with a] soul there is death.

66. For every living thing there is death.

67. For all [beings with] souls there is death.

68. The affluent person will never be saved from death because of his abundant wealth.

69. The poor person will never be saved from death because of his poverty.

70. If death could be bought, the affluent would have surely bought it.

71. One who dies, passes away.
72. One who is certain of the [eventual] departure [from this world] prepares for the journey.

73. One who sees death with the eyes of his certitude, sees it nearby.

74. One who sees death with the eyes of his hope, sees it far away.

75. One who remembers death forgets his aspirations.

76. One who recalls the distance of his journey, prepares [for it].

77. One who frequently remembers death is saved from the deceptions of this world.

78. One who is missed by the arrow of death is fettered by old age.
79. One who anticipates death hastens towards good deeds.

80. One who visualizes death before his very own eyes, the affairs of this world become easy [and trivial] for him.

81. One who frequently remembers death is pleased with whatever suffices him of this world.

82. Whoever frequently remembers death, his desire in [the pleasures of] this world is reduced.

83. Whoever frequently remembers death is satisfied with the little he possesses of this world.

84. Whoever has [the angel of] death given charge over him, is overrun and annihilated by it.

85. One who is sought by death cannot be saved from it.
86. One who counts tomorrow as part of his lifetime has not recognized the reality of death.

87. How beneficial death is for the one who has filled his heart with faith and God-wariness!

88. The deaths of this world are easier to bear than the deaths [and chastisements] of the Hereafter.

89. We are the helpers of death and our lives are targets of mortality, so how can we expect to live forever while the night and day do not elevate anything in status but that they quickly destroyed that which they have built and separated that which they have brought together.

90. Are the people who have been given time to live [in this world] awaiting anything but the time of death, while the hour is close and the journey is at hand?

91. Can the near ones repel [death] from you, or can the wailing [of the women and children] be of any benefit to you?
92. Far be it for death to lose the one whom it seeks or for the one who flees it to get saved [from it].

93. The arrival of death cuts off action and exposes [false] hopes.

94. The arrival of death expunges respite, brings the appointed time closer and dashes [one’s] hope.

95. There is no soother like death.

96. Death does not desist from extermination [and will annihilate all].

97. There is none whose arrival is nearer than death.

98. There is no absent one that approaches quicker than death.
98. لاَ غَائِبٌ أُقْدُمُ مِنَ الْمَوْتِ.

99. There is no blame on the one who flees from his death.

100. ﺎَﻟْوَامَ لَهَارِبٍ مِنْ حَتْفِهِ.

100. Destiny holds sway over the expectations [and plans of man] until death occurs in the [execution of his own] plans.

101. يَعْلِبُ (تَذَلُّ الْأَمْوَرِ لِلْمُقَادِيرِ) المُقَادِرُ عَلَى التَّقْدِيرِ حُتَّى يَكُونَ الْحَتْفُ فِي التَّدِبِيرِ.

101. It behoves the one who knows about the quickness of his departure to be well prepared for the move.

102. מُوْتُ يَلَعِبُ لِمَنْ عَرَفَ سَرَعةَ رَحْلِيهِ أَنْ يُحْسِنَ التَّأَهِبَ لِنُقَلْبِهِ.

102. Death is preferable to the shame of disgrace.

103. مُوْتُ وَلَا اِبْتِدَالُ الْخَيْرِيَّةِ.

103. Death comes to every living thing.

1. Or: In every breath there is death.
2. Here the 'comer' being referred to is death.

The dead- الموتى
1. Do not remember the dead negatively [by recalling their bad actions] for this suffices as a sin.

Wealth and riches

1. Wealth honours its possessor in this world and abases him in front of Allah, the Glorified.

2. Wealth honours its possessor as long as he spends it and abases him when he is miserly with it.

3. Wealth and children are the ornaments of this worldly life while good action is the tillage of the Hereafter.

4. Wealth elevates its possessor in this world but lowers him in the Hereafter.

5. Wealth is a burden for its possessor except that which he sends ahead from it [for the Hereafter].

6. Wealth is the tribulation of the soul and the plunder of calamities.
6. أَلْمَالُ فِتْنَةُ النَّفْسِ وَنَهْبُ الرَّزَّاِيَا.

7. Wealth is reduced by spending [it] whereas knowledge grows when it is given away [and shared with others].

8. Hold on to wealth according to the extent of your need, and forward the rest for the day of your indigence.

9. Beware of reserving for yourself (or concealing) that which all the people have an equal right to and turning a blind eye to what is manifest for the onlookers otherwise it will surely be taken from you and given to someone else.

10. The best wealth is that by which the freemen become enthralled.

11. The best of all wealth is that by which men become enthralled.

12. The purest wealth is that which has been earned by its lawful means.
12. أَزْكِي الْمَالِ مَا اكْتُسبَ مِنْ حَلَّهِ.

13. The most beneficial wealth is that by which the obligatory is fulfilled.

14. The purest wealth is that with which the Hereafter is bought.

15. The best wealth is that which has been earned by its lawful means.

16. The best wealth is that which has the best effect upon you.

17. The best wealth is that by which the rights [of others] are fulfilled.

18. Verily your wealth is for the one who praises you in your lifetime and the one who vilifies you after your death.

19. Verily a person comes to that which he has sent forward [of his good deeds] and regrets [about] that
which he has left behind.

19. إنَّ المرء عليه ما قدَّم قادِمٌ، وعلى ما خَلَف نادِمٌ.

20. Verily Allah, the Glorified, has ordained the provisions of the poor in the wealth of the rich, so no poor person goes hungry but because of the withholding of the rich, and Allah will question them about this.

20. إن الله سبحانه فرض في أمور الأغنياء أقوات الفقراء، فما جاع فقير إلا بما منع غنيه، والله سائلهم عن ذلك.

21. Surely the person with the greatest regret on the Day of Resurrection will be the man who earns wealth without obeying [the commandments of] Allah, then a man inherits his wealth and spends it in obedience to Allah and through it enters Paradise whereas the first one enters Hell because of it.

21. إن أعظم الناس حُسْرَة يوم القيامة، رجل اكتسب مالاً من غير طاعة الله، فورته رجلاً أفتقده في طاعة الله، فدخل به الجنَّة، ودخل به الأول النار.

22. Verily when a man dies people say: ‘What has he left behind?’ while the angels say: ‘What has he sent forward?’ Your forefathers are for Allah! Send some of your wealth forward, so that it may be a provision for you [in the Hereafter], and do not leave all of it behind such that it becomes a [heavy] burden on you.

22. إن المرء إذا هلك قال الناس ما ترك وقالت الملائكة ما قدَّم؟ الله أباوكم، فقدموا بغاضاً يكن لكم ذكر، ولاتخلقو كلاً فيكون عليكم كلاً.

23. Verily the best wealth is that which earns praise and gratitude and brings about reward and recompense.

23. إن خير المال ما كسب نداء وشكر، وأوجب نوافا وأجراً.
24. Verily the best wealth is that which bequeaths to you a provision [for the Hereafter] and a legacy, and earns you praise and reward.

25. Indeed the best wealth is that by which the freeman is enthralled and [by which] reward is earned.

26. Verily your wealth cannot fulfil the needs of all the people, so reserve it specifically for the followers of the truth.

27. Wealth is reckoning [in the Hereafter].

28. Wealth is a borrowed loan [and will not remain with you forever].

29. Verily that which is in your possession has had an owner before you and will go to someone after you. You are only amassing [wealth] for one of two kinds of people: either the one who will use what you amassed in obedience to Allah, thereby becoming felicitous by that which made you wretched, or the one who will use what you amassed in disobedience to Allah, thereby becoming wretched by what you amassed, and neither of these two deserve to be preferred by you over yourself or of being carried by you on your back.
30. Wealth is the plunder of calamities.

31. Wealth is a solace [and comfort] for the heir (or heirs).

32. Wealth strengthens one who [is weak and] lacks support.

33. People serve wealth, wealth does not serve people.

34. Wealth is the leader of the wicked.

35. Wealth is the object of desires.
36. Wealth strengthens one’s hopes.

36. ْاَﻟْﻤﺎلُ ﻲُﻗْوِيُّ الآمَالَ

37. Wealth manifests the intrinsic natures of the people and their characters.

37. ْاَﻟْﻤﺎلُ ﻲُبَدِّيُ جَوَاهِرَ الْرَّﺟَالِ وَخَﻼَئِقَهَا

38. Wealth corrupts the outcomes and extends the [false] hopes.

38. ْاَﻟْﻤﺎلُ ﻲُفْسَدُ الْمَ آـَلَ وَيُوْسَعُ الآمَالَ

39. Wealth is the cause of trials and the plunder of calamities.

39. ْاَﻟْﻤﺎلُ ﻲُفْتَنُ سَبَبَ، وَلِلْحَوَارِثِ سَلْبَ

40. Wealth is the inviter of difficulty and the riding mount of hardship.

40. ْاَﻟْﻤﺎلُ دَاعِيَةُ التَّعَبِ وَمَطْيَةُ النَّصَبِ

41. Wealth does not benefit you until it parts from you.

41. ْاَﻟْﻤﺎلُ لَا يَنْفُعُكَ حَتَّى يُفارَقِكَ

42. Verily only the wealth which you send ahead for your Hereafter is yours, while that which you leave behind belongs to your heirs.

42. إِنّمَا لَكَ مِنْ مَالِكَ مَا قَدَمْتَهُ لَآخِرَكَ، وَمَا أَخْرَتَهُ فَإِلَّا وَارْتِ
43. When you accumulate wealth, then you are [actually] a representative for another person who will rejoice with it while you become miserable.

44. When you send forth your wealth for your Hereafter and leave [the affair of] your heirs in the hands of Allah, you will be felicitous by that which you have forwarded and Allah will take good care of those whom you leave behind.

45. It is by overcoming [one’s] fears that wealth is acquired.

46. The affluence of this world is the poverty of the Hereafter.

47. Abundance of wealth causes destruction, makes one rebellious and perishes.

48. Love of wealth is the cause of tribulations and love of leadership is the root of tribulations.

49. Love of wealth corrupts the [final] outcome.
50. Love of wealth strengthens [false] hopes and corrupts actions.

51. Love of wealth weakens faith and corrupts certitude.

52. The best of your wealth is that which safeguards your dignity.

53. The best wealth is that which enthrals a freeman.

54. The best wealth is that which helps one perform noble deeds.

55. The best of your wealth is that which suffices you.

56. Take from the most precious of your possessions and spend it on that for which your Lord will elevate your lofty deeds.
57. Many a person accumulates [wealth] for one who is not grateful to him.

58. The alms-tax of wealth is benefitting others [with it].

59. The worst [type of] wealth is that which earns censure.

60. The worst wealth is that which does not benefit [and fulfil the need of] its owner.

61. The worst wealth is that from which nothing is spent in the way of Allah and the [obligatory] zakāt of which is not paid.

62. The worst wealth is that from which the right of Allah, the Glorified, is not given.
been defeated.

63. صاحبُ المال متعَوبُ، والغالبُ بالشر مُغْلوبُ.

64. Little [wealth] that suffices is better than a lot which makes one insolent.

65. The little that saves [one from hellfire] is better than plenty that destroys.

66. Send forth some [of your wealth] as it will be [beneficial] for you [in the Hereafter], and do not leave all of it behind as this will become a burden for you.

67. How many a person accumulates that which he will leave behind.

68. How often it is that one who gets less, benefits while one who gets more, loses.

69. Increased wealth corrupts the hearts and gives rise to sins.
70. Be a [generous] donor with your [own] wealth while being cautious with the wealth of others.

71. That portion of your wealth which teaches you a lesson and earns you gratitude will never go [to waste].

72. He who does not reform his [means of earning or spending] wealth has not earned it.

73. One who does not spend [his] wealth [in the way of Allah] has not been blessed with wealth.

74. That portion of your wealth which is used to safeguard your dignity has not gone [to waste].

75. That part of your wealth which is used to fulfil your obligations has not been lost.

76. A person does not give his wealth to the one who has no right to it, or his favour to one who is not deserving of it, but that Allah deprives him of their gratefulness and their love, too, would be for others.
77. One who gives [generously from] his wealth makes [others] subservient [to him].

78. One who earns his wealth from unlawful sources damages his Hereafter.

79. One who accumulates wealth so that he can benefit people [with it] is obeyed by them and one who accumulates [it] for himself is disregarded by them.

80. One who considers wealth to be precious, regards people as insignificant.

81. Whoever spends his wealth in the way of Allah, He quickly replaces it [for him].

82. Whoever withholds wealth from the one who praises him bequeaths it to one who does not praise him.
83. One who earns wealth from sources that are unlawful, spends it in the places that are unworthy [and inappropriate].

84. One who does not let go [of his wealth] while he is praised will have to leave [it] while he is vilified.

85. One who does not forward his wealth for his Hereafter while he is [sure to be] rewarded [for it], leaves it behind while he is sinful.

86. One whose wealth is stripped away by disasters, gains from it the benefit of caution.

87. Never waste your wealth in other than what is good [and right].

88. Do not spend your wealth in sinful acts thereby coming before your Lord without any [good] deed.

89. Never leave behind anything from this world, for indeed you will [only] be leaving it for one of two types of people: either the man who uses it in obedience to Allah, so he becomes felicitous by that which made you wretched, or the man who uses it in disobeying Allah, in which case you will have been a
helper for him in his disobedience, and neither of these two deserves to be preferred by you over yourself.

90. Love of wealth and praise do not go together.

91. There is no pride in wealth except when accompanied with generosity.

92. Little that suffices is better than a lot which makes one insolent.

93. Worldly wealth and power turns the mistake of its owner into a proper act and the proper act of his opponent into a mistake.

1. Meaning the natural feeling of indebtedness a person feels when someone helps him, financially or otherwise.
2. The Arabs use this phrase to show reverence and respect for a person or persons by connecting them to Allah.
3. Or: People acquire wealth, wealth does not acquire [and win over] people.

Inclination-الميل والأواء
1. Everything inclines towards its [own] kind.

2. Every person inclines towards one who is like him.

3. Every bird stays close to its [own] kind.

**Nobility and the noble—النُبل والنبلاء**

1. Nobility is [attained] by adorning [oneself] with generosity and fulfilling [one’s] promises.

2. Verily nobility is nothing but the shunning of disgraceful actions.

3. The habits of the noble ones are: generosity, suppressing anger, forgiveness and forbearance.

4. The symbol of nobility is doing good to people.
5. It is from nobility for a man to spend his wealth and safeguard his dignity.

6. Acting on the principle of justice is from the signs of nobility.

7. The nobility of a man is evinced by the paucity of his speech and his merit is deduced from his abundant tolerance.

Attentiveness-الانتباه

1. Be a community that is cried out to so they wake up.

2. Alertness of the eyes does not benefit while the hearts are negligent.

3. Is there no one who will wake from his slumber before the time of his death?!
Prophets, Messengers and Imams- الأنبياء والرسالة والأئمة

1. Listen to your godly leader, keep your hearts open for him and listen [to him] if he calls out to you.

2. Listen to (or accept) advice from the one who gifts it to you and preserve it in your minds.

3. Messengers of Allah, the Glorified, are interpreters of the truth and intermediaries between the Creator and the creation.

4. The Messengers of Allah have a clear elucidation for every [divine] command.

Success, prosperity and salvation- النجاح والنجاح والرفاه

1. The most successful of you are the most truthful among you.

2. The person who attains his objective the most is one who has intelligence and is mild-mannered.
3. If you seek prosperity, then reject negligence and diversion, and espouse diligence and effort.

4. The bane of success is laziness.

5. At times success may be attained.

6. The healing of a wound may at times lead to disability.

7. How close is success to one who is quick to release [and send forth his provisions for the Hereafter].

8. The basis of salvation is espousing faith and [having] true certitude.

9. None is successful in attaining salvation but the one who fulfils the requirements of faith.
10. There is no salvation for one who has no faith.

11. He from whose evil people are not safe, is not saved from [the punishment of] Allah, the Glorified.

12. There is salvation in three things: espousing truth, shunning falsehood and working hard.

13. How can one who flees from Allah be saved?!

Help and seeking help

النجد والاستسقاء

1. One who seeks help from the lowly is abased.

2. One who does not help [others] is not helped.
Secret conversation

المناقشة

1. There is no good in secret conversation except for two people: the articulating scholar or the cautious listener [who can keep secrets].

Remorse and regret

الندم والندامة

1. Remorse is one of the two [forms of] repentance.

2. Be remorseful about the evil that you have done and do not regret the good act that you have performed.

3. Remorse is [a form of] repentance.

4. Being remorseful for a misdeed causes it to be wiped off.

5. Being remorseful for a misdeed is [a form of] repentance.
6. Being remorseful for [committing] a sin prevents one from returning to it.

7. Remorsefulness of the heart covers up the sin and purges the wrongdoing.

The remorseful

1. Blessed is every remorseful one who regrets his mistake and makes up for his past error.

2. One who is remorseful has repented.

Warning

1. Warning is vindication.

Dispute

1. Do not argue with a vile person for he will be bold [and disrespectful] with you.
2. Do not dispute with the fools and do not be infatuated with women, for indeed this degrades the intelligent ones.

3. Disputing with the ignoble ones disgraces the [status of the] eminent ones.

The home—المنزل

1. A beautiful home is one of the two Paradises.

2. One whose space is restricted, his comfort is less.

3. Avoid [building homes in] places of negligence and wickedness and [places where] there is a paucity of supporters for the obedience of Allah.

4. How many a builder has built that which he does not reside in.
Remaining pure and free from sin

1. Remaining free from sins is the worship of the penitents.

2. Keeping away from sin is the essence of astuteness.

3. Remaining free from sin is the beginning of nobility.

4. Keeping away from sin is the sign of chastity.

5. Keeping away from sin is one of the traits of the immaculate souls.

6. Be free from sin and you will be pious.
Outing

1. Sometimes an outing may turn into a bitter experience.

2. An outing may turn into an agony.

The devotee

1. A person may be a devotee while he [actually] has no religion.

Women

1. Women are the greater of the two temptations.

2. Women are [like] meat on the butcher’s block, except that which is protected [and defended].

3. Beware of evil women, and be on your guard [even] from the good among them.
4. Beware of excessive infatuation with women and being tempted (or deceived) by the pleasures of this world, for indeed the one who is infatuated with women faces trials and the one who is tempted by the pleasures [of this world] is abased.

5. Beware of consulting with women, for indeed their opinions are inclined towards immaturity and their decisions are infirm; and restrain their gazes [by keeping them behind the veil], for your veiling them is better than being suspicions about them, and their coming out [in public] is not worse than your letting one who cannot be trusted enter their abode; and if you are able to ensure that they do not get acquainted with anybody other than you then do it.

6. Verily women are [only] concerned about the ornaments of this world and [creating] mischief herein.

7. Being infatuated with women is the trait of the foolish.

8. If you see something suspicious from your women, then assign to them a guard who will watch over the old and young [among the family, and not for the women in particular as this will cause them
unease], and beware not to continuously scold them for this will incite them to commit sins and make it easy for them to bear the scolding [as they will become accustomed to it].

9. The best of traits for women is the worst of traits for men.

10. Obedience to women is the height of ignorance.

11. Obedience to women degrades the noble ones and destroys the intelligent ones.

12. Obedience to women is the trait of the foolish.


14. People! Verily women are deficient in faith, lacking in intellect and deficient in shares. As for their deficiency in faith, it is their abstention from prayers and fasting during their menstrual periods, and as for their deficiency in shares, it is due to their inheritance being half of what is inherited by men, and as
for their lacking in intellect, it is because the testimony of two women equals the testimony of one man; so beware of the evil women and be on your guard [even] from those of them who are good.

14. معاشر 난اس إن النساء نواقص الإمام، نواقص العقول، نواقص

الحُظُوظ. فأما نقصِ إيمانهن فقعودهم في أيام الْحَيْضَعَن الصلاة، والصيام، وأما نقصُ عقولهن فقاوريتهم على نصف مواريث الرجال، وأما نقصُ

عقولهن فشهادة إمرأيتين كشهادة رجل، فأتقوا شرار النساء، وكونوا من خيارهن على حذر.

15. Do not obey women in good [actions] such that they expect [your obedience] in evil.

16. Never be frequently alone with women, for they will become weary of you and you will also become weary of them, and leave a part of yourself and your mind to tarry [away] from them.

17. Let women not bear your burden and [try to] be independent from them as much as possible, for indeed they put many obligations [on you] and are ungrateful for [many of your] favours.

18. The woman is wholly evil, and more evil than her is the fact that man cannot do without her.
19. A woman is a scorpion whose sting is sweet.

19. المَرأَةُ عَقرَبّ حُلْوةُ اللَّسْعَةِ (اللْسَبْيَةِ).

20. Verily a woman is only [considered] a plaything, so whoever takes her should cover her.

20. إِنْماَ المَرأَةُ لَعبَةٌ فَمَنْ اتَّخَذَهَا فَليْغَطْهَا.

21. Guarding the woman [from people and places that would harm her chastity] is better for her condition and more lasting for her beauty.

21. صِبَائِنُ المَرأَةَ أنَعُمُ لِحَالَهَا وَأَدُومُ لِجَمَالَهَا.

22. Do not give a woman the responsibility that she cannot bear for indeed a woman is [like] a sweet basil and not a strong ruler [who can govern the people].

22. لَاتَمْلِكِ المَرأَةَ ما جَآؤَرَ نَفْسَها، فَإِنَّ المَرأَةَ رِيحَانَةُ، وَلَيْسَتْ بِقَهْرِمَانَة.*

Forgetting Allah*_

1. Whoever forgets Allah, He makes him forget himself.

1. مَنْ نَسيَ اللَّهُ أَنْساهُ نَفسُهُ.

2. Forgetting [Allah] is darkness and loss.

2. النِّسِيَانُ ظَلَمَةٌ وَفَقْدٌ.
3. One who forgets [Allah,] the Glorified, Allah makes him forget himself and blinds his heart.

Sincere advice

1. Sincere advice reaps affection.

2. Giving sincere advice is a characteristic of the noble ones.

3. Sometimes advice is given by one who is not sincere.

4. At times one from whom sincere advice is sought, deceives.

5. Blessed is the one who follows the adviser who guides him and keeps away from the misguided person who leads him to destruction.

6. He who seeks advice from his enemies is indeed ignorant.
6. قد جهل من استنصح أعدائه.

7. You have been advised so take the advice, you have been shown [the truth] so see [it], and you have been guided aright so accept the guidance.

8. You have been guided if you seek guidance and have been admonished if you seek admonishment and have been advised if you seek advice.

9. How can one who takes pleasure in [acts that bring] disgrace benefit from sincere advice?!

10. One who trades with you by [giving you] advice has indeed made your profit abound.

11. One who trades with you in advice is your partner in profit.

12. One of the best forms of advice is disclosing the ugly traits [of a person to him so that he may change].


15. The bitterness of sincere advice is more beneficial than the sweetness of deceit.

16. Your sincere adviser is concerned about you, shows kindness to you, considers your outcomes and rectifies of your shortcomings; so in obedience to him lies your development and in opposition to him, your corruption.

17. Your advice [when given] in front of other people is [considered] a rebuke.

18. Never reject the [advice of a] sincere adviser and never assume the one who counsels you to be a deceiver.

19. Do not take advice from one who has lost his senses and do not trust one who has an ignoble
background, for indeed the one who has lost his senses deceives while he thinks he is offering good advice, and one who has an ignoble background corrupts while he thinks he is rectifying.

20. There is no sincerity like [giving] sincere advice.

21. There is no admonisher more effective than sincere advice.

22. There is no good in a community that does not sincerely advise [each other] and does not love sincere advisers.

23. The wicked one does not sincerely advise anyone except out of desire or fear, so when the desire or fear disappears, he returns to his true nature.

24. People, accept advice from the one who advises you and receive it from the one who carries it to you with obedience, and know that Allah, the Glorified, has not praised but the most attentive of hearts to wise counsel and only those people who are quickest in responding to the truth; and know that the greater struggle is the struggle against one’s self, so occupy yourself with struggling against your selves and you will be felicitous, reject idle talk and you will be safe, increase in your remembrance of Allah and
you will gain, [and] be brothers to each other, O servants of Allah, and you will be prosperous with the everlasting bounty [of Allah].


25. There is no advice like warning [against evil].

26. One who disobeys his sincere adviser has assisted his adversary.

27. One who turns towards the sincere adviser turns away from evil.

28. One who considers the sincere adviser to be a deceiver is engulfed by evil.

29. One who shuns the advice of a sincere adviser is burnt by the evil schemes of the one who harbours enmity against him.

31. At times the [only] benefit a sincere adviser gains [for his advice] is suspicion [about his motives].

32. The one from whom [good] advice is sought may at times deceive.

33. At times one who is not a sincere adviser may give good advice.

34. How can one who deceives himself give sincere advice to others?

35. Sometimes the reliable advisor may betray [you] and the one who is [deemed] disloyal may give good advice.

36. Whoever gives you sincere advice has indeed helped you.
37. Do not deceive the one who seeks advice from you.

38. One who gives you sincere advice has shown concern for you.

39. He who deems the sincere adviser to be a deceiver, considers evil to be good.

40. One who accepts [good] advice remains safe from disgrace.

41. Sincere advice reaps affection.

Supporting the truth

1. If you must be fanatical, then be fanatical in assisting the truth and aiding the aggrieved.

2. If you had not turned away from assisting the truth, you would not have felt weakness in overpowering falsehood.
2. لَوْ لَمْ تَتَخَادَلُوا عَنْ نُصْرَةِ الْحَقِّ لَمْ تَهْيَوا عَنْ تَوْهِينِ الْبَاطِلِ.

3. One who assists the truth shall be successful.

4. Assist Allah with your heart, your tongue and your hand, for indeed Allah, the Glorified, has guaranteed assistance to one who assists Him.

5. One who neglects to assist his friend is awoken by the footsteps of his [advancing] enemy.

6. He who sharpens the spearhead of anger for the sake of Allah acquires the strength to defeat the stalwarts of falsehood.

7. One who seeks assistance through patience will not be deprived of victory.

Supporting falsehood

1. One who assists falsehood faces loss.
Seeking support

1. Whoever seeks support from the enemies of Allah deserves to be forsaken.

2. Whoever seeks support from Allah attains a glorious victory.

One whose supporter is Allah

1. One whose helper is Allah gains victory over his enemy and gains [in Him] the support [like that] of a [large] group.

Seeking justice

1. The virtuous one does not seek justice from the vicious.

2. A scholar does not seek justice from an ignorant person.
2. لا ينتصف عالم من جاهل.

3. The noble person does not seek justice from the wicked.

3. لا ينتصف الكريم من اللثيم.

4. Justice can never be sought from the foolish one except by being forbearing with him.

4. لا ينتصف من سقيه قط إلا بالحلم عنه.

Equity

1. Equity is [a source of] comfort, evil is [a sign of] impudence.

1. الإنصاف راحة، الشر وقاحة.

2. Equity is a symbol of nobility.

2. الإنصاف عنوان النبل.

3. Equity is a trait of the honourable ones.

3. الإنصاف شيمة الأشراف.

4. Equity is the most superior of merits.

4. الإنصاف أفضل الفضائل.
5. Equity removes differences and brings about harmony.

٥ - الإنصاف يرفع الخلاف ويوجب الاختلف.

6. Being equitable with others is like being just [while] in authority.

٦ - الإنصاف من النفس كالعدل في الإمرة.

7. Indeed the greatest reward is the reward of [justice and] equity.

٧ - إن أعظم المثوبة منوبة الإنصاف.

8. Equity is the best of traits.

٨ - الإنصاف أفضل الشيم.

9. Equity causes love to last.

٩ - الإنصاف يستديم المحبة.

10. Equity unites the hearts.

١٠ - الإنصاف يَلَفُّ (يَلَفُّ) القلوب.

11. Verily if you show fairness to others, Allah will bring you closer [to Him].

١١ - إنك إن انصفت من نفسك أزلفك الله.
12. Through fairness relationships last.

13. Three types of people never seek justice from three other types: the intelligent person from the fool, the virtuous from the vicious, and the noble one from the wicked.

14. It is on equity that affection is established.

15. Treat all the [other] people with equity but treat the believers with altruism [and prefer them over yourself].

16. The height of equity is for a person to be equitable with himself.

17. Whoever is equitable [to others] will be shown fairness.

18. One who is not equitable is not associated with [by others].
19. Whoever does not show fairness, Allah takes away [his power and] ability from him.

20. One whose equity increases, [all the] people bear witness to his justice.


22. One who does not show fairness to you out of his [sense of] shame will not be fair with you because of his religion.

23. With equity brotherhood lasts.

24. Equity is the ornament of [power and] authority.
The equitable
المُنَصِفُ

1. The equitable person has many friends and intimates.

2. The most equitable of people is one who shows fairness himself, without being compelled to do so by any authority.

3. Indeed it is from the merit of a man to be fair with others, and to do good to the one who does him evil.

4. The equitable person is noble whereas the oppressor is wicked.

The viewed
المَنَظَّرٌ

1. There is no good in that which is viewed except when accompanied with a good source of information [or good elocution].

1. Or: There is no good in the viewable exterior except when the interior is [also] good.
Being systematic in work - النظم في العمل

1. Assign for each one of your servants work that you hold him responsible for, as indeed this is more appropriate to ensure that they do not depend upon one another in your service.

Blessing - النعمة

1. Blessing is linked to gratitude and gratitude is linked to increase [in blessings], and these two are linked together in one chain, for increase [in blessings] from Allah, the Glorified, will never cease until the gratitude of the thankful one ceases.

2. Seek good out of every blessing that Allah has bestowed upon you and do not waste any favour of Allah over you.

3. Let the effect of that which Allah, the Glorified, has blessed you with be seen on you.

4. Seek the perfection of Allah’s blessing upon you through patience in obedience to Him and preserving that which He has commanded you to preserve [and act upon] of His book.
5. Beware of the slipping away of blessings, for not everything that runs away comes back.

6. Indeed, one of the blessings is affluence, but good health is better than affluence, and the God-warness of the heart is [even] better than good health.

7. The best things that Allah, the Glorified, has blessed his servants with are: knowledge, intelligence, power and justice.

8. The person who is in the best condition of all people is he who makes present blessings last by being grateful for them and gets those that are lost restored through patience.

9. The least that you must do for Allah, the Most High, is ensure that you do not use His blessings as a means of disobeying [and sinning against] Him.

10. Verily Allah, the Glorified, has certain selected servants upon whom He bestows blessings for the
benefit of the people, causing these [blessings] to remain in their possession as long as they grant them [to the people], but if they withhold them [from the people], He takes away these blessings from them and transfers them to others.

10. إنَّ للهِ سُبْحَانَهُ عِبَادًا يَخْتَصُّهُمْ ﺑَالْنِعْمَ لِمَنَافِعِ الْعِبْرَاء، يُقِرْهُ هُمْ فِي أَيْدِيهِمْ مَا بَذَلُوهَا فَإِذَا مَنَعُوهَا نَزَعْهَا مِنْهُمْ وَحُوْلَاهَا إِلَى عَيْنِهِمْ.

11. Verily Allah, the Most High, bestows the blessing of benevolence in [times of] ease and the blessing of purification [in times] of hardship.

12. Blessings last through gratitude.

13. If you are able to ensure that there is no [other] benefactor between you and Allah then do so.

14. The only way that the value of blessings can be known is by suffering their contraries.

15. When you see Allah continuously sending blessings upon you despite your sins, then [know that] it is a means of driving you [towards greater punishment].
16. When a blessing comes down to you then receive it with gratitude.

17. When you see your Lord sending continuous blessings upon you, then be careful.

18. By the befalling of calamities blessings become roiled.

19. Many a blessed person is gradually being driven [towards punishment] by those blessings.

20. The alms-tax of blessings is doing good to others.

21. The adornment of blessings is keeping ties with [one’s] near relatives.

22. The cessation of blessings is [caused] by withholding the rights of Allah from them and falling short in showing gratitude for them.
23. The cause of cessation of a blessing is ingratitude.

24. In every blessing there is a reward.

25. Every bounty of this world is [headed towards] destruction.

26. Every blessing from which good is done [to others] is indeed safe from being taken away and is protected from vicissitudes.

27. Whenever the blessing of an ignorant person becomes good, his ugliness in it increases.

28. Let the effect of what Allah has blessed you with be visible on you.

29. Nothing has the ability to make blessings last like showing gratitude for them and nothing beautifies them like granting them [to others].
30. Whoever enumerates his favours [on others] effaces his munificence.

31. One who takes the help of a blessing [in order] to sin is indeed an ingrate.

32. The one upon whom the blessings of Allah are abundant, the people’s needs towards him also abound (so if he fulfils with it what Allah, the Glorified, has made obligatory for him, then he makes it last, and if he refuses what Allah, the Glorified, has made obligatory from it, then he has exposed it to cessation).

33. Whoever extends his hand to bestow favours [to others] has protected his [own] blessing from cessation.

34. It is incumbent upon the one whom Allah has munificently blessed to be generous in granting favours to the people.
35. A truthful friend is one of the blessings [of Allah].

36. Being adorned with generosity and chastity is one of the most perfect blessings.

37. Nothing safeguards blessings like granting them to others.

38. Nothing guards blessings like gratitude.

39. How great are the blessings of Allah, the Glorified, in this world, yet how small they are in comparison to the blessings of the Hereafter.

40. How close bounty is to woe!

41. Allah has not bestowed any blessing on a servant who then does injustice with it but that he becomes deserving of it being taken away from him by Allah.
42. The blessings of the ignorant are like a garden on a cesspit.

43. The blessing that is not appreciated is like the evil that is not forgiven.

44. The blessings of Allah, the Most High, are greater than can be appreciated, except with the help of Allah, and the sins of mankind are greater than can be forgiven, except what Allah pardons [out of His mercy].

45. We ask Allah, the Glorified, for the completion of His favours [upon us] and for the ability to hold on to His rope.

46. Do not waste any of the blessings that Allah, the Glorified, has blessed you with, and let the effect of what He has blessed you with be visible on you.

47. Blessings are not guarded but by gratitude.
48. Son of Adam, when you see Allah, the Glorified, continuously sending you His blessings then beware of Him, and secure the blessings by being grateful for them.

49. The least that is owed to the one who bestows blessings is that no sin should be committed with his blessing.

50. Verily the inability to commit sins is a blessing.

Trouble-التنغيص

1. To the extent of happiness there is trouble.

2. There is no pleasure with trouble.
Aversion-النفرة

1. Everything is averse to its opposite.

اﻟﻨﻔﺮة
1. ﺗُذْرَى ﻣﻦْ ضِدِّهَا.

2. Turn away from the path of mutual aversion and abandon the crowns of boastfulness.

1. ﻋِرْجُوا ﻋَنْ طَرِيقَ اﻟْمَنﺎﻓَرَةَ وَضَعُو اﻹﻧْﺟَﺞَانَ اﻟْﻣُفَاﺧْرَةَ.

The soul and holding it to account-النفس ومحاسبتها

1. The noble soul is not affected by misfortunes.

اﻟﻨﻔﺲ وﻣﺤﺎﺳﺒﺘﻬﺎ
1. اَﻟَدْرايَةُ ﻳَتْوَرُرُ ﻓِﻳﻬَا اﻟْﻧِﻜَبَاتُ.

2. The honourable soul does not find it difficult to [spend wealth in order to] acquire provisions.

اَﻟَدْرايَةُ ﻳَتْنِقُ ﻋَلَیْهَا اﻟْمُؤْنَاتُ.

3. The ignoble soul does not separate from [its] vile attributes.

اَﻟَدْرايَةُ ﻳَتْنِفُكُ ﻋَنْ اﻟْدَنْاﺋَاتِ.

4. A person’s upbraiding of his own soul is evidence of the gravity of his intellect and the symbol of his abundant merit.

اَﻟَدْرايَةُ ﻋَلَیْ نَفْﺴِهِ ﻳَرْهَبُ ﺔَرْزَانَةَ ﻋَقْلِهِ وُﻨْوَانَ وُؤْفُورَ ﻗَضْلِهِ.
5. Souls are free but the hands of the intellects hold their reins and protect them from [wretchedness and] misfortune.

6. One who is pleased with himself is cheated and one who is overconfident is faced with affliction.

7. The one who is pleased with himself cannot see his own faults but if he were to know the merits of others, he would cover up (and feel ashamed of) the faults and flaws that are in him.

8. The refractory, alluring soul flatters as the hypocrite flatters and feigns the attribute of an assenting friend, until such a time when it deceives and gains mastery, then it dominates as an enemy would dominate and dictates as the tyrant would dictate, thereby taking one into the places of evil.

9. Honour your soul as long as it aids you in the obedience of Allah.

10. Humiliate your soul as long as it makes you recalcitrant in the disobedience of Allah.
Have fear of Allah in your soul, wrest away the control that Satan has over you, turn your attention towards the Hereafter and make [the pleasure of] Allah the object of your striving.

Ennoble your soul from every vile quality, even if it drives you to your desires, for indeed you will never be able to compensate for what you have lost of your soul.

Make yourself a guardian over your soul and reserve a portion of this world for your Hereafter.

Move closer to your soul by retracting from it (I mean that you should move towards your loftier and higher self which has been adapted from the light of your intellect and acts as a barrier between you and the inclinations of your base nature; and by retracting I mean you should retract from the soul that commands to evil and shakes hands with defiance).

Restrain your soul from lustful desires and you will remain safe from calamities.
16. Be equitable yourself before equity is sought from you, for indeed that is loftier for your status and more deserving of the pleasure of your Lord.

17. Gain control over your souls by your continuous struggle against it.

18. Occupy yourselves with [acts of] obedience [to Allah], and your tongues with the remembrance [of Allah], and your hearts with acceptance [of His will] in what you love and hate.

19. Restrain these souls for indeed they are very desirous, and if you follow them, they will lead you towards the worst evil.

20. Knowledge about oneself is the more beneficial of the two types of knowledge.
21. Beware of being pleased with yourself thereby increasing the number of those who are displeased with you.

22. Beware of overconfidence for this is one of the biggest traps of Satan.

23. Indeed there is no price for your souls other than Paradise, so do not sell them except [in return] for it.

24. The greatest affliction is poverty of the soul.

25. He who is controlled by lustful desires and enslaved by (worldly) aspirations has degraded his soul.

26. The strongest of people is one who has the greatest command over his soul.

27. The weakest of people is one who is unable to reform his soul.
27. أعْجِرُ الْنَّاسِ مَنْ عَجَرَ عَنْ إِصْلَاحِ نَفْسِهِ.

28. The person with the greatest control over his soul is the one who subdues his anger and kills off his lustful desire.

29. Verily when souls are in harmony they become close [with one another].

30. Verily your souls have [great] value, so do not sell them except for Paradise.

31. Indeed the one who sells his soul for anything other than Paradise suffers great tribulation.

32. Verily these souls are very desirous, if you obey them they will lead you to the depths of evil.

33. Verily obeying the self and following its vain desires is the root of every tribulation and the cornerstone of every aberrance.
34. Verily the soul has far-reaching desires and continues to be inclined towards disobedience in its desires.

35. Verily this soul commands towards evil so one who neglects it [and does not discipline it] is indomitably driven by it towards sins.

36. Verily your soul is a deceiver; if you trust it, Satan will lead you to commit forbidden acts.

37. Verily the soul commands towards evil and indecency, so whoever trusts it, it deceives him and whoever has confidence in it, it destroys him and whoever is pleased with it, it makes him enter the worst of places.

38. Verily the true believer does not enter his evening and morning but that he distrusts his soul, so he continues to belittle [and find fault with] it and seeks more [good] for it.

39. Verily the soul is a valuable gem, whoever guards it elevates it and whoever does not preserve it abases it.
39. إن النفس اجْهَرَةٌ ثَمِينَةٌ مِّن صَائِمْهَا رَفَعَهَا وَمِنْ ابْتِدَالِهَا وَضَعْهَا.

40. Verily the soul that seeks short-lived desires will surely perish in its quest and will be wretched in its place of return [in the Hereafter].

41. Verily the soul that struggles to acquire the everlasting desires will surely achieve its goal and will be felicitous in its place of return [in the Hereafter].

42. Verily the soul is like the camel that likes to eat bitter grass, and the ear does not retain much of what it hears, so do not cut off your understanding by being importunate with your soul because for each part of the body there is [need for] repose.

43. Verily your soul is your riding mount, if you make it carry more than it can bear, you will kill it and if you treat it with kindness, you will save it.

44. Verily if you contravene this division [and allotment of specific times for specific deeds] then the supererogatory acts you perform do not take the place of the obligatory that you have neglected.
45. Being preoccupied with disciplining the soul is better [for you].

46. Overconfidence [in oneself] is one of the strongest opportunities for Satan.

47. Redressing the corruption of one’s soul is the most beneficial accomplishment.

48. Your preoccupation with your own flaws is sufficient to keep [the] shame [of searching for others faults] away from you.

49. If you do not restrain your soul from many of the things that you love out of fear of its displeasure, then vain desires will drive you towards a lot of harm.

50. Verily if you give your [carnal] soul control over yourself, you will corrupt your Hereafter and put you into unending affliction and incessant wretchedness.
51. Verily if you obey your [carnal] souls, they will lead you towards the worst end.

52. Indeed you are just like the one who stabs himself in order to kill the one who is sitting behind him.

53. When you make your soul obey Allah you have honoured it, and if you allow it to disobey Him you have humiliated it.

54. When your soul becomes obstinate with you then be obstinate with it and it will be humble to you, and deceive your soul with regards to yourself, it will yield to you.

55. When you desire the uprightness of your soul then you should adopt moderation, contentment and the reduction of [your] wants.

56. Uprightness of the soul is [attained] through struggle.
57. Take it upon yourselves to discipline your souls and turn them away from their harmful habits.

58. Demand from your soul [the performance of] that which it obligatory upon it and you will be safe from the demands of others, scrutinize it and you will have no need for the scrutiny of others.

59. He (a) said about the one whom he was censuring: His [lower] self dominates him by means of that which he assumes, and he cannot overpower it with what he is certain of. He has made his vain desire his master and he obeys it in all his affairs.

60. Try yourself in the obedience of Allah through patience in performing obligatory acts and perseverance in performing supererogatory acts and duties.

61. Hold yourselves to account [for your deeds] and you will be safe from the fear of Allah and will attain what you desire [from that which is] with Him.

62. Hold yourself to account for your [own] soul for indeed other souls have someone else who will hold them to account.
63. Hold your souls to account before they are held to account and weigh them before they are weighed.

64. Hold your souls to account for their deeds and seek from them the fulfilment of what is obligatory on them and their taking from the evanescent for the eternal; and gather provisions and make preparations before you are resurrected [on the Day of Reckoning].

65. Beautify your souls with chastity and keep away from wastefulness and extravagance.

66. The best souls are the purest among them.

67. Take [good deeds] from yourself for your soul [in the Hereafter], gather provisions today for your tomorrow, benefit from the slumber (or respite) of time and seize the opportunity [to do good while you can].

68. Deceive your heart into worshipping and be gentle with it (or do not compel it), and engage it [in
worship] when it is free and lively, except for what has been prescribed as obligatory, for indeed that must be fulfilled [in any case].

68. خادع نفسك عن العبادة، وارفق بها (ولا تفهرها)، وخذ عفوها، ونشاطها، إلا ما كان مكتوباً من الفريضة، فإنه لابد من أدائها.

69. Take from your bodies and bestow them generously to your souls, and strive to free yourselves before your ransoms are blocked.

70. Oppose your [carnal] soul and you will become upright, mingle with scholars and you will learn.

71. Serving the soul means protecting it from [unlawful] pleasures and acquisitions, training it with knowledge and wisdom and making it strive in performing acts of worship and obedience, for in this lies the salvation for the soul.

72. The cure of the soul is abstaining from vain desires and abstinence from the pleasures of this world.

73. The highest peaks [of success] are not attained but by those who espouse discipline and hard work.
74. Have humility in your soul and honour in your faith; preserve your Hereafter and be open-handed with your worldly possessions.

75. Humble your souls by abandoning [bad] habits, lead them towards performing acts of obedience [and worship], make them bear the burdens of [others’] liabilities, beautify them through noble deeds, and protect them from the filth of sins.

76. Humble your soul through obedience and adorn it with contentment; reduce your wants and be moderate in your earning.

77. May Allah have mercy on the person who holds back the reins of his soul from acts of disobedience to Allah and steers it towards the obedience of Allah by its reins.

78. May Allah have mercy on the person who subdues the inclinations of his soul towards vain desires thereby protecting it, and steers it towards the obedience of Allah by its reins.
79. Deterring the soul from vain desire is the greater Jihad.

80. Deterring the soul from vain desire is the Jihad that is beneficial.

81. Deterring the soul from the vanities of this world is the fruit of reason.

82. Deterring the soul from the temptation of vain desire is the fruit of nobility.

83. Turn your soul away when faced with lustful desires and make it steadfast on the book of Allah when faced with doubts.

84. Restraining the soul and struggling against its vain desires raises one’s ranks and multiplies the good deeds.
85. Your satisfaction with yourself is an indication of the corruption of your mind.

86. The person’s satisfaction with himself is [always] accompanied by the displeasure of his Lord.

87. A man’s satisfaction with himself is evidence of his feeble-mindedness.

88. Turning away from [the pleasures of] this world is the means of reforming the soul.

89. Governing one’s soul is the best [form of] administration and the eminency of knowledge is the most honourable pre-eminence.

90. The worst indigence is poverty of the soul.

91. The worst thing is being pleased with oneself.
92. The uprightness of the soul is [in] reduced greed.

93. Reformation of the soul is [achieved by] struggling against vain desires.

94. The misguidance of souls is between the impulses of lust and anger.

95. The fruit of self-appraisal is reformation of the soul.

96. Weigh your souls before they are weighed and hold them to account before they are held to account, and breathe before the throat is constricted, and follow submissively before you are driven by force.

97. Restrict your souls by holding them accountable and control them by opposition [to their whims].

98. One who holds himself to account, gains.
99. One who holds himself to account becomes felicitous.

100. One who undertakes to hold his soul to account is safe from flattery [and deceit].

101. One who holds himself to account becomes aware of his faults and realizes his sins so he seeks forgiveness for his sins and tries to correct his faults.

102. Blessed is the one who has in his soul that which keeps him preoccupied from the [faults of other] people.

103. Blessed is the one who strives to free his soul before the shortness of breath and the severity of despair [at the time of death].

104. Blessed is he who considers himself as low, gains honour through his obedience [to Allah] and becomes free from want through his contentment.
105. Blessed is the one who has in his soul that which keeps him preoccupied [from others] and the people are at ease from him, and who acts in obedience to Allah, the Glorified.

106. Blessed be the soul that fulfils its duty to its Lord.

107. Purify your souls from the filth of lustful desires and you will attain lofty stations.

108. Whoever disobeys Allah and obeys Satan has oppressed his soul.

109. Whoever is satisfied with the temporary abode in place of the everlasting abode has oppressed himself.

110. Accustom your soul to virtue, for indeed it will make that which is spoken about you good and will make your reward great.
111. Accustom yourself to being engrossed in remembrance [of Allah] and repentance, for indeed this will wipe out your sin and make your reward great.

112. Habituate yourself to [performing] noble deeds and bearing the burden of [others'] liabilities, [for through this] your soul will become honourable, your Hereafter will thrive and those who praise you will increase.

113. Habituate yourself to good intention and virtuous purpose, you will attain success in your aspirations (or endeavours).

114. Habituate yourself to forbearance and eschewing importunity, [and as a result] righteousness will adhere to you.

115. I am amazed at the one who knows himself, how can he feel at ease in the temporary abode [of this world]!?
116. عجبتُ لِمَن يَنْشَدُ ضَالَّتَهُ وَقَدَ أَصْلَ نَفْسَهُ فَلا يَطْلُبُهَا.

117. I am amazed at the one who oppresses his own soul, how can he be fair to others?!

117. عجبتُ لِمَن يَطْلُمُ نَفْسَهُ كَيْفَ يَنْصِفُ غَيْرَهُ.

118. I am amazed at the one who is ignorant about himself, how can he know his Lord?!

118. عجبتُ لِمَن يَجِهُلُ نَفْسَهُ كَيْفَ يَعْرِفُ رَبَّهُ.

119. Compel your souls to abandon acts of disobedience and it will become easier for you to lead them towards acts of obedience [and worship].

119. غالبُوا أنفسكم على ترك المعاصي تسهيل عليكم مقاتلتها على الطاعات.

120. Compel your souls to abandon bad habits and you will overcome them; fight against your vain desires and you will gain control over them.

120. غالبُوا أنفسكم على ترك العادات تغلبها وجاهدوا أهوانكم تمليكوها.

121. Perfection of righteousness is in struggling against the [carnal] soul.

121. في مَجاهدةِ النَّفْسِ كَمَالُ الصَّلاةِ.

122. The guidance of the soul is in opposing it.
123. The misguidance of the soul is in obedience to it.

124. The corruption of the soul is [caused by] vain desire.

125. Your power over your soul is the best power and your authority over it is the best authority.

126. How can one who is not content with little have the ability to reform himself?!

127. Being preoccupied with one’s soul is enough to keep a person distracted from the people.

128. At the time when you are most confident in your soul be equally cautious (or fearful) of its deception.

129. Be the guardian of your soul, and do with your possessions that which you would like others to do...
129. كُنْ وَصِيّ نَفْسِكَ وَأَفْعَلْ فِي مَالِكِكَ مَا تَحْبُبْ أَنْ يَفْعَلْهُ فِيهِ غَيْرَ كَ.

130. Hold yourself to account and struggle against your evil nature, and beware of blaming your sins on your Lord.

131. Be a preventer and a forbider for yourself [from evil], and a suppressor and a subjugator for your wealth (or outburst) during zeal (or anger).

132. The souls have certain evil natures [and characteristics] and wisdom forbids [one from] them.

133. There is no price for your souls except Paradise, so do not sell them for anything but it.

134. There is no expectation [of goodness] from the one who wrongs his own soul.

135. There is none on the face of this earth more honoured in the sight of Allah, the Glorified, than the soul that is obedient to His commands.
135. ليَسَ عَلَى وَجْهِ الأَرْضِ أَكْرَمُ عَلَى اللَّهِ سُبُحَانَهُ مِنَ النَّفْسِ المُطِعَةِ لَأَمْرِهِ.

136. One who considers himself to be more [important or powerful than others] becomes less.

137. One who humbles himself is honoured.

138. One who reforms his soul gains mastery over it.

139. One who neglects his soul destroys it.

140. One who honours his [carnal] soul is abased by it.

141. Whoever trusts his [carnal] soul is betrayed by it.

142. Whoever neglects his soul incurs loss.
142. من أهمل نفسه خسير.

143. One who knows himself divests himself [of all worldly desires].

143. من عرف نفسه تجرد.

144. Whoever obeys his soul kills it.

144. من أطاع نفسه قتلها.

145. Whoever disobeys his soul has awarded it.

145. من عصى نفسه وصلها.

146. One who is ignorant of his soul neglects it.

146. من جهل نفسه أهملها.

147. Whoever considers himself to be great is humiliated.

147. من عظم نفسه حقير.

148. Whoever protects his soul [from evil] is revered.

148. من صان نفسه وقم.

149. Whoever controls his [carnal] soul, his affair [and status] is elevated.
150. Whoever is controlled by his [carnal] soul, his status is lowered.

151. whoever loathes his [carnal] soul is loved by Allah.

152. Whoever abases his [carnal] soul is honoured by Allah.

153. Whoever knows himself knows his Lord.

154. Whoever knows himself, his matter becomes sublime.

155. One who deceives himself cannot [sincerely] advise others.

156. One who governs [and trains] his soul has [truly] comprehended [the art of] administration.
157. Whoever takes care of his soul with vigilance, remains safe.

158. One who fears for his soul does not oppress others.

159. Whoever wrongs his [own] soul, no goodness is expected from him.

160. Whoever protects himself from asking others becomes exalted.

161. One whose soul is noble, his affection [and compassion] increases.

162. One who does not govern [and train] his own soul, destroys it.

163. Whoever is displeased with himself pleases his Lord.
164. Whoever is pleased with himself angers his Lord.

165. Whoever is able to gain control over his [carnal] self has attained the highest degree of strength.

166. Whoever struggles with his soul in order to reform it, becomes felicitous.

167. Whoever neglects his soul [as it indulges] in its pleasures becomes wretched and distanced [from the mercy of Allah].

168. One who does not struggle against his [carnal] soul in his young age does not become noble in is old age.

169. Whoever continually disciplines his soul derives [great] benefit.
170. Whoever is pleased with himself, many are angry with him.

171. Whoever indulges his soul in that which it loves, its wretchedness in that which it does not love gets prolonged.

172. Whoever preoccupies himself with that which is not necessary, lets the matters that are obligatory slip by.

173. Whoever holds himself accountable preserves his standing and the outcomes of his affair are praised.

174. Whoever neglects his soul corrupts his affair.

175. Whoever commands you to reform yourself is most deserving of your obedience.

176. Whoever scrutinizes himself remains safe from the scrutiny of others.
177. Whoever oppresses himself is more oppressive to others.

178. Whoever is great in his own eyes is low in the sight of Allah.

179. One who is ignorant about himself is more ignorant about others.

180. Whoever is miserly with himself is more miserly with others.

181. One whose soul is honourable endeavours to purify it from the lowliness of worldly pursuits.

182. One who knows the value of his soul does not abase it with transient things.

183. Whoever troubles himself with that which does not benefit him gets caught in that which harms him.
184. One whose soul is content is assisted by it to become pure and remain chaste.

185. One whose soul is noble finds it easy to give generously and help others.

186. One who considers his soul to be honourable does not abase it by sinning.

187. One whose soul is vigilant and careful has protectors from Allah watching over him.

188. One who knows himself understands others better.

189. One who considers his soul to be honourable, his [lustful] desires become insignificant to him.

190. One who is lenient with his soul in that which he loves is troubled by it in that which he hates.
190. من سامح نفسه فيما يحب أتعمه فيما يكره.

191. Whoever accuses himself has indeed overpowered Satan.

192. Whoever opposes his [carnal] soul has indeed defeated Satan.

193. Whoever obeys his soul in its lustful desires has indeed helped to destroy it.

194. Whoever is pleased with himself, his flaws become known.

195. Whoever reprimands his soul for [its] faults, it is deterred from many of the sins.

196. One who has in his soul a restrainer [from evil], has a protector over him from Allah.

197. Whoever knows himself has indeed attained the highest goal of every cognizance and knowledge.
198. One who does not discipline [and purify] his soul, will not benefit from the intellect.

199. Whoever does not benefit from his [own] soul, people do not benefit from him.

200. One who does not humble himself in his own eyes will not be elevated in the sight of others.

201. One who does not reform himself cannot reform others.

202. One whom Allah does not help [to fight] against his [carnal] soul will not benefit from the advice of the adviser.

203. One who leaves his [carnal] soul free [to do as it wills] will be taken by it to the paths of darkness [and evil].
204. Whoever deals leniently with [and flatters] his soul, it makes him rush towards forbidden sins.

205. Whoever does not set right his soul by reforming it, his malady becomes worse and curing it becomes impossible, and he will not find any physician [who can treat it].

206. One whose grief over his soul is prolonged in this world, Allah will give him delight on the Day of Resurrection and put him in the Eternal Abode [in Paradise].

207. Whoever preoccupies himself with other than his [own] soul falters in the darkness and becomes entangled in [a web of] destruction.

208. One who does not know himself is distanced from the path of salvation and stumbles in misguidance and ignorance.

209. One who advises [and admonishes] himself is worthy of giving advice to others.
210. One who deceives himself is more deceitful with others.

211. One whose soul is honourable, his dissension and disagreement [with the people] is reduced.

212. Whoever blames his soul, reforms it.

213. Whoever praises his soul, slays it.

214. One whose soul is honourable, this world becomes insignificant in his eyes.

215. Whoever sells his soul for other than the bliss of Paradise has indeed oppressed it.

216. One who does not discipline his soul is disgraced by [its] bad habits.
217. One who thinks good of his [own] soul has indeed done more harm to it.

218. Being obedient [to Allah] is from the nobility of the soul.

219. Being obedient [to Allah] is from the God-wariness of the soul.

220. Hastening towards obedience [of Allah] is a merit of the soul.

221. Being satisfied at all times is a sign of an honourable soul.

222. None abases his [carnal] soul but the intelligent one.

223. None considers himself to be imperfect [and disparages his carnal soul] but the perfect one.
224. One who sincerely advises others does not deceive himself.

هَمَا أَغْشَّىْ نَفْسَهُ مِنْ يَنْصَحُ غَيْرَهُ

225. How blind is the covetous soul to the terrible [and painful] end [it will face]!

مَا أَعْمِى النَّفْسُ الطَّامَعَةَ عَنِ الْعَقْبَىِ‏ الفَاجِعَةِ

226. mankind, what has made you pleased with the destruction of your soul? Is there no cure from your ailment and no awakening from your slumber?! Do you not feel compassion for yourself as you have mercy on others?

لَكَ ﻣَنْ ﻋَلَى إِنْسَانٍ ﻃَّرَاذِكَ ﻦَفْسَكَ أَمْ دَايِكَ ﻟَوْلَ أَمْ لَيْسَ لَكَ ﻣِنْ نَوْمَتِكَ يُقْطَا، أَمْ ﷲَ أَرْحَمُ مِنْ نَفْسِكَ مَا ﷲَ أَرْحَمُ مِنْ غَيْرِكَ

227. No servant considers his soul to be honourable but that the world becomes lowly [and insignificant] in his eyes.

مَا كَرَمْتَ عَلَى عَبْدٍ نَفْسُهُ إِلَّا هَانَتِ الدُّنْيَا فِي عِيْنِهِ

228. Cognizance of the self is the most beneficial of all [types of] knowledge.

مَعْرِفَةُ النَّفْسِ أَنْفُعُ المَعْارِفِ

229. Your [carnal] soul is the closest of all your enemies.

نَفْسُكَ أَقْرَبُ أَعْدَائِكَ إِلَيْكَ

230. Purify your soul of every lowly trait even if it drives you towards the things that you desire.
230. نَزَّل نُفْسَك عَنْ كُلِّ دُنْيَا، وَإِنْ سَافَتْكِ إِلَى الرِّجَائِبِ.

231. Introspection turns one’s attention to self-reformation.

232. One who is successful in knowing himself has achieved the greatest success.

233. Purify your souls from the filth of [forbidden] pleasures and the evil consequences of lustful desires.

234. Your [carnal] soul is a hostile enemy and an aggressive adversary, if you are unmindful of it, it will kill you.

235. Lower yourself from your [rightful] position and people will raise you higher than your rightful position.

236. The souls of the virtuous are averse to the souls of the wicked.
237. Purify your soul from every vileness and make an effort to perform every noble deed, you will become free from sins and will achieve noble qualities.

238. The souls of the virtuous are repulsed by the actions of the wicked.

239. The one who is pleased with himself and relies on that which his soul has made decorous for him, is destroyed.

240. The ardent desire of the soul for [forbidden] pleasures misguides and destroys.

241. Maintain your self-respect by keeping away from jokes, funny narrations and useless speech.

242. Safeguard yourself from the fire whose fuel is men and stones by advancing towards obedience to Allah, eschewing His disobedience and seeking His pleasure.
243. Do not sanction for yourself that [action] which you would disapprove of from others.

244. Do not permit yourself to engage in any evil speech or action.

245. Do not have fear of injustice from your Lord but fear the injustice of yourselves.

246. Do not be lenient with your [carnal] soul when it entices you.

247. Do not defy your soul when it guides you to the right path.

248. Do not let your soul be devoid of a thought that increases your wisdom and a lesson that safeguards you [from sin].

249. Never seek the obedience of others while your [own] soul refuses to obey you.
250. Do not be ignorant of yourself for indeed the one who is ignorant about himself is ignorant about everything.

251. Do not abandon struggle in reforming yourself, for indeed nothing but diligence will assist you [to achieve this].

252. Never declare war against Allah for there is no power that can protect you from His wrath and you can never be free from need for His mercy.

253. Do not permit yourself to submit to vain desires or to prefer the pleasures of this world such that your faith gets corrupted and cannot be reformed and your soul loses and does not gain.

254. Do not surrender yourself to the deception of covetousness and do not respond to the call of greed, for indeed these two [traits] reap wretchedness and disgrace.

255. One who cannot control his [carnal] soul is not safe from [the wrath and punishment of] Allah.
256. A person has no enemy worse than his [own carnal] soul.

257. The soul does not become devoid of hope until it comes upon death.

258. There is none stronger than he who overpowers his soul thereby gaining mastery over it.

259. There is no one more powerless than he who neglects his soul thereby destroying it.

260. It behoves the one who knows himself to espouse contentment and chastity.

261. It behoves the one who knows the honour [and value] of his soul to purify it from the lowliness of this world.

262. It behoves the one who knows himself not to separate [himself] from sadness and caution.
263. It behoves a man to guard his soul, watch over his heart and protect his tongue.

264. It behoves the one who wants to reform himself and protect his religion to avoid mingling with people who seek [the wealth and pleasures of] this world.

265. It behoves the one who knows himself not to be separated from caution and regret out of fear of falling into error.

266. How befitting it is for a person to have a fixed time, when he is not distracted by anything, in which he holds his soul to account and looks at what he has earned for and against it in its night-time and daytime.

267. None is enviable except the one whose endeavour is [to purify] his soul and who does not neglect to regularly hold it to account, demand answers from it and struggle against it.
268. A person’s rebuking [and finding fault with] his own soul is evidence of the soundness of his intellect and the symbol of his abundant merit.

269. The greatest mastery is mastery over the soul.

270. Control the passion of your soul, the intensity of your rage, the power of your hand and the sharpness of your tongue, and guard against all these by delaying the initiation of any action and refraining from using force until your rage subsides and you recover your senses.

271. Take control over your vain desires and the distress of your soul, for indeed the distress of the soul lies in acting equitably in [both] the things which it loves and [in those which it] hates.

272. The one who keeps his soul steadfast against the temptations of worldly pleasures is a master [over it] and the one who neglects it is destroyed.

273. Self-restraint during times of anger saves one from situations that lead to harm.
274. Self-restraint during desire and fear is from the most excellent etiquette.

275. Every person who relies on himself [instead of Allah] is thrown [into destruction].

276. Whoever is deceived by his soul is delivered by it to places of destruction.

1. Meaning give charity from it during your lifetime and do not leave this for others to do after your death.
2. Or: One who cannot control his [carnal] soul does not submit to Allah.

Giving and withholding charity-الإنفاق والإمساك

1. Beware of withholding [charity], for indeed you are [only] a treasurer for someone else in that which you withhold from what is in excess of your daily requirement.

2. If you spend your wealth for the sake of Allah, then [know that] indeed Allah is quick in recompense.

3. When you are blessed with sustenance then give charity.
3. إذا رزقت فأنفق.

4. When you are blessed with sustenance then give generously.

4. إذا رزقت فأوسِع.

5. Your garments are more lasting for you when worn by others rather than yourself.

5. ثيابك على غيرك أبقى لك منها عليك.

6. A dirham that benefits [others] is better than a dinar that throws one into ruin.

6. دَرْهَم يَنفَع خَيرٌ مِن دِينار يَصْرِعٌ.

7. The dirham of a poor man is purer in the sight of Allah than the dinar of the rich.

7. دِرَّهَم الفقير أَزُكِي عِند اللَّهِ مِن دِينار الْغَنِّي.

8. Many a thing that is little grows and develops much more than that which is plenty.

8. رُبْ يَسِير أَنْمَى مِن كَثِير.

9. Little that belongs to you is better than plenty that belongs to others.

9. قَلِيل لَكَ خَيْرٌ مِنْ كَثِير لِغَيْرِكِ.

10. Nobody gains anything from his worldly life except that which he spends on others.
11. One who gives with a short arm is given with a long arm.

12. Verily you are more in need of giving charity from what you have earned than acquiring what you accumulate.

---

1. The dirham is a silver coin and the dinar is a gold coin (which is typically valued as ten times as much as the dirham).
2. Sayyid Raḍi (r) has explained the meaning of this aphorism thus: it means the human being gets much reward for the little charity that he gives. For the entire explanation refer to the commentary of Nahj al-Balāgha, Hikma no. 232

---

Hypocrisy

1. Beware of hypocrisy, for indeed the two-faced person is not eminent in the sight of Allah.

2. Hypocrisy is the brother of polytheism.

3. Hypocrisy is a disgraceful character.

4. Hypocrisy is the twin of disbelief.
5. Hypocrisy corrupts [one’s] faith.

6. Hypocrisy is from the andirons of ignominy.

7. Hypocrisy is founded on falsehood.

8. How reprehensible it is for a human being to have a sick interior and a beautiful exterior.

The Hypocrite

1. A hypocrite’s tongue pleases but his heart causes harm.

2. A hypocrite’s words are beautiful but his actions are a painful malady.
3. The hypocrite is a shameless, foolish, wretched sycophant.

4. The hypocrite flatters himself but maligns others.

5. The most obvious of hypocrite among the people is one who enjoins obedience [to Allah] but does not act upon it himself, and forbids sin but does not refrain from it himself.

6. Be cautious of the hypocrites for indeed they are misguided and misguide others, they have erred and make others err, their hearts are diseased while their outward appearance looks pure.

7. The hypocrite is sceptical [and puts others in doubt].

8. The hypocrite is sly, harmful and suspicious.

9. I fear for you from every eloquent speaker who is a hypocrite at heart, he says what you know [to be
good] but does what you dislike [and know to be bad].

9. إِنِّي أَخَافُ عَلَيْكُمْ كُلَّ عَلِيمٍ اللَّهُ السَّانِ منافقِ الْجِنَّانِ، يُقُولُ مَاتَعْلُمُونَ وِفَعَلُّ ما
نَتْنَكَرُونَ.

10. He (‘a) described the hypocrites thus: they are jealous of [those in] comfort, intensify [the] distress [of the distressed] and destroy hopes [of the hopeful]. Their fallen victims are lying on every path, they have means to approach every heart and they have false tears for every [occasion of] grief.

11. It is the habit of hypocrites to change their character [depending on their circumstances].

12. He (‘a) said about the hypocrites: They have indeed prepared for every truth a falsehood, and for every straight thing something crooked, and for every living thing a killer, and for every [closed] door a key, and for every night a lamp.

13. Every hypocrite is a sceptic [who puts doubts in the minds of the people].

14. One whose hypocrisy abounds, his sincerity will not be recognized.
15. How repulsive is it for a human being to agree externally while being hypocritical internally.

16. How repulsive it is for a human being to be two-faced.

17. The example of the hypocrite is that of a colocynth, its leaves are green but its taste is bitter.

18. The hypocrisy of a person stems from the inferiority [and humiliation] he finds within himself.

19. About the hypocrites [he (a) said]: They are the congregation of Satan and the dwellers of hellfire. These are the party of Satan, and indeed it is the party of Satan who are the losers.

20. They walk stealthily and tread slowly, hiding behind trees. Their words are [like] a cure but their actions are incurable diseases. They exchange praise [with each other] and come near each other through (or are careful of) reward. They obtain what they covet by means of despair. When they talk they create doubts, they dissemble in their speech and when they speak they delude (or distort).
20. يُمشون الخُفاه ويدعون الضَّرباء قولهم الدَّواء وفعلهم الدَّاء الْعَيْاء يتقارضون
الْثناء ويتتاريقون (يتراقبون) الجزاء يتوصلون إلى الطَّمع باليأس ويقولون
فَيَشْهُون ينافقون في المقال ويقولون فيهمون (فيهمون).

21. The [person who is] most severe in his hypocrisy is one who enjoins obedience but does not act
upon it himself, and forbids sin but does not refrain from it himself.

Deficiency- المنقصة

1. It suffices as a deficiency for a man to consider himself as great.

The Deficient- المنقوص

1. The deficient one is he whose faults are hidden from him.

Revenge- الانتقام

1. Rushing to take revenge is from the traits of the wicked.
2. The most revolting act of a powerful person is revenge.

2. أَقِيمُ أَفْعَالَ المُقْتَدِرِ الْإِنْتِقَامُ.

3. Evil retribution [and revenge] is from the vileness of victory.

3. سَوْءُ العُقوْبَةِ مِنْ لُوْمِ الْظُّفْرِ.

4. One who punishes the guilty [instead of forgiving him], his merit [and kindness] gets corrupted.

4. مَنْ عَاقِبَ المُذَنِّبَ فَسَدَ فَضْلُهُ.

5. Whoever takes revenge on the wrongdoer nullifies his merit in this world and loses the reward of the Hereafter.

5. مَنْ اِنْتَقَمَ مِنَ الْجَانِي أَبْطَلَ فَضْلُهُ فِي الدُّنْيَا وَفَاتَهُ تَوَابُ الْآخِرَةِ.

6. Being hasty in taking revenge is from the traits of the wicked.

6. مُعَاجِلَةُ الْإِنْتِقَامِ مِنْ شَيْمَ الْلَّيْلَمِ.

1. How is it that you are not kept awake by the [fear of] Allah’s punishments that befall you by night while you lie in the way of Allah’s wrath because of your disobedience to Him?!
2. How close is the punishment of Allah to the oppressors (or the unjust) and wrongdoers!

The Defaulters, The Iniquitous And The Transgressors - الناكثون والقاطعون والمارقون

1. Indeed Allah has commanded me to fight against those who revolt and break pledges and create strife on the earth. As for the defaulters, I have fought them and as for the iniquitous, I have struggled against them and as for the transgressors, I have vanquished them. As for the Satan of the pit, I have dealt with him with an overpowering scream, until I heard the restless beating of his heart and the trembling of his chest.

Marraiges- المناكح

1. One who marries many women is engulfed by embarrassments.

Talebearing- النسيمة

1. Beware of talebearing, for indeed it plants [the seed of] rancour and distances one from Allah and the people.
2. The worst [type of] truthful speech is gossip.

3. Talebearing is the characteristic of a traitor.

4. Talebearing is an offense [and a sin] that cannot be forgotten.

5. The worst trait is talebearing.

6. One who seeks to slander [others] by talebearing is fought by the near one and hated by the one who is far [from him].

7. One who narrates to you [about others] narrates [to others] about you.

8. Do not be quick in accepting the words of a talebearer, even if he resembles the good advisers, for indeed the slanderer oppresses the one whom he slanders [about] and deceives the one whom he slanders to.
9. Be neither scandalmongers nor revealers of others’ secrets.

10. Trustworthiness and talebearing do not go together.

11. Belie slander and talebearing, whether it is false or true.

12. The slanderer is a liar to the one whom he spreads his slander and an oppressor to the one whom he slanders about.

People

1. People are like writings on a scroll [of parchment], whenever part of it is rolled up, another part of it is unrolled.

2. People are children of this world, and a child is naturally inclined to love its mother.
3. People are divided into two types of seekers, and each seeker is also sought after; so whoever seeks this world is sought after by death until it takes him out from it, and whoever seeks the Hereafter is sought after by this world, until he gets his sustenance from it in full.

4. People are of three types: the godly scholar, the student who is on the path of salvation and the uncultivated rabble who run after every caller, neither seeking light from the effulgence of knowledge nor taking recourse to any strong support.

5. People are like trees, their drink is one but their fruits are different.

6. People are made deficient and flawed, except those whom Allah, the Glorified, protects. The questioner among them aims to embarrass and confuse while the answerer creates trouble. It is not long until the one who has the best views among them is turned away from his good opinion by pleasure or displeasure, and at any moment the most strong-willed among them will get affected by a single glance or transformed by a single expression.
7. The people who work in this world are of two types: one works in this world for this world; his world has indeed distracted him from his Hereafter. He fears poverty for those whom he will leave behind but feels safe from it himself; so he spends his entire life for the benefit of others. The other one works in this world for that which is to come after it, so that which is [allotted] for him comes to him without [extra] work. Thus he acquires both the shares together and gains possession of both the abodes collectively.

8. Out of fear of humiliation, people are hastening [towards] humiliation.

9. The best of people are those who benefit others the most.

10. The most felicitous person is the intelligent believer.

11. The most excellent person is the generous one who possesses certitude.

12. The best people in fulfilling the rights of others are the best in their [following of] Islam.
12. أَحْسَنُ النَّاسِ ذِمَامَهُمْ أَحْسَنُهُمْ إِسْلَامًا.

13. The loftiest of people is the one who humbles himself.

14. The strongest person is one who gains an upper hand over his [carnal] soul.

15. The strongest person is one who overpowers his vain desires.

16. The most sagacious person is one who rejects [the pleasures of] his worldly life.

17. The person who makes the most profit is one who buys the Hereafter with this world.

18. The person who suffers the greatest loss is one who settles for this world in exchange for the Hereafter.

19. The best person is one whose own faults distract him from the faults of others.
20. The people who are most felicitous are those who are least interested this world.

21. The best person is one whose soul is pure and who is indifferent towards this world despite being wealthy.

22. The most enviable person is the one who rushes to perform good deeds.

23. Of all the people, the most deserving of compassion are: the scholar upon whom an ignorant person passes judgment, the noble person who is dominated by a vile person and the virtuous person who is under the command of a vicious person.

24. The best people in this world are the generous ones, and in the Hereafter, the God–wary.

25. The person in the worst condition is one whose material wealth is cut off but his habit [of spending] remains.
26. The person who has the weariest heart is one whose endeavour is great and whose magnanimity is abundant, yet his [financial ability and] resources are minimal.

27. The person living in the most straitened circumstances is one whose desire is much, whose endeavour is great and whose provisions are plenty but his support is less.

28. The best person is one who resists his vain desires and better than him is he who rejects [the pleasures of] his worldly life.

29. The most wretched person is one who is overcome by his vain desire so his worldly life gains mastery over him and he corrupts his Hereafter.

30. Verily people are only either scholars or seekers of knowledge, all others are rabble.

31. Indeed the elite among the people are only those who have admirable intellects, honourable ambitions and are possessors of nobility.
31. إنما سِيَّةُ الْعَالِمِ أَيْدُوْهُ الْرَّحْمَةِ وَإِلَى الْحَقِّ الشَّريَّةِ وَذُوْ النَّبِلِ.

32. Let the person who enjoys your favour the most be he who is most protective of the weak and acts most in accordance with the truth.

33. The best person is he who shows forbearance if he is angered, forgives if he is oppressed, and does good [in return] if is wronged.

34. The best person is one who benefits the people.

35. The best person is he who bears the responsibility of providing for the people.

36. The best of people are the most pious amongst them and the worst of them are most immoral amongst them.

37. The best person is one who shows gratitude when he is given, remains patient when he is tested [with tribulations], and forgives when he is wronged.
38. The best person is one who removes greed from his heart and resists his vain desires in obedience to his Lord.

39. The best person is one who purifies his soul from lustful desires, quells his anger and pleases his Lord.

40. The best person is one who is generous and thankful in times of prosperity.

41. The best person is one who is altruistic and patient in times of hardship.

42. The best person is one whose soul is uninterested in worldly pleasures, whose desire is less, whose lust is dead, whose faith is pure and whose certitude is true.

43. The entry of people into [discussion about] a thing is the prelude to its [coming into] existence.

44. The worst person is one who deceives others.
44. شرُ النَّاس مَن يُعْشَ النَّاس.

45. The worst person is one who oppresses others.

46. The worst person is one who neither accepts excuses nor pardons offences.

47. The worst person is one who considers himself to be the best of them.

48. The worst person is one who does not care if people see him doing evil.

49. The worst person is one who does not give thanks for blessings and does not respect the inviolable boundaries [of others].

50. The worst person is one who slanders his brothers and forgets the favours [done to him by others].

51. The worst person is one from whom good is not expected and from whose evil people do not feel
secure.

51. شَرُّ النَّاسِ مَنْ لَا يَرْجِى خَيْرَهُ وَلَا يَؤْمِنُ شَرَهُ

52. The worst person is one who neither keeps the trust [that has been placed in his care] nor does he avoid treachery.

53. Sharr al-nass min la yi'ajdi' al'amana wa la yajtib al-ikhanda.

54. The worst person is one who neither forgives mistakes nor covers up the faults [of others].

55. Sharr al-nass min la yafgu' on al-za'la wa la yister al-awwara.

56. The worst person is one who assists [the oppressor] against the oppressed.

57. The worst person is he who puts on the armour of vileness and helps the unjust.

58. Sharr al-nass min na'dar al-lum wa nasar al-zulm.

59. The worst person is one who looks for the faults of others while turning a blind eye to his own faults.

60. Sharr al-nass min kan ma'thba' la 'uyub al-nass 'umyi l'mu'aihi (un' mua'ini).

61. The worst person is one who fears the people with regards to [fulfilling the commandments of] his Lord but does not fear his Lord with regards to the people.

62. Sharr al-nass min la yafad al-lum wa nasar al-zulm.
58. The worst person is one who hopes for calamities to befall on others.

59. The worst person is one who does not trust anyone because of his suspicion and who is not trusted by anyone because of his evil actions.

60. The worst person is one whom people are cautious about out of fear of his evil.

61. The worst person is one who repays good with evil while the best of people is one who repays evil with good.

62. The worst person is he who has lengthy aspirations and does evil deeds.

63. One who knows [the true nature of] the people, isolates himself.
64. One who wishes ill for the people will not remain safe from affliction.

65. Whoever knows the [true nature of the] people does not rely on them.

66. Whoever is ignorant about people has confidence in them.

67. Whoever deals with the people in a beautiful manner, they respond to him in a similar fashion.

68. The best person is one who deals most gently with others and the most sagacious of them is one who is most persevering on the truth.

69. The person who has the most hope of reformation is one who hastens to change himself when he learns of his faults.

70. The person who is most concerned about you is the one who is most helpful to you in improving [and reforming] yourself and is most sincere in advising you with regards to your religion.
71. Verily the best person in the sight of Allah is one who enlivens his mind, kills off his lust and exerts himself for the betterment of his Hereafter.

72. People are of two types: the seeker who does not find [what he is looking for] and the finder who is not satisfied [with what he has found].

73. People are of two types: the generous one who does not possess [anything to bestow] and the one who possesses [plenty] but does not help others [with it].

74. People are only [one of] of two types: the follower of [divine] law or the innovator of an innovation.

75. It behoves the one who knows the [true nature of] people to be uninterested in that which they possess.

76. People are fine as long as they are dissimilar from one another.
77. The best-off people in the Hereafter are the poorest of them in this world.

78. The most eminent person is one who is humble despite his high standing and who shows humility despite his might.

Sleep-

1. Sleep is a relief from pain and its counterpart is death.

2. What a bad rival sleep is! It wastes the short life [a person has] and causes one to lose a lot of reward.

3. One who sleeps a lot at night loses the [opportunity to perform the] deeds that he cannot make up for during the daytime.

4. What a rescinder sleep is for the resolutions of the day!
4. من أَنْقَضَ النَّوْمَ لِعُرَازِمِ اللَّيْلِ.

5. One who is deep in sleep is belied by his dreams.

6. Woe to the sleeper, how great is his loss! His actions fall short and his reward is little.

Deputyship

1. When you are appointed as a deputy, then be resolute [in fulfilling your obligation].

Obtainment

1. Whoever obtains [great wealth or power] becomes overbearing.

Intention

1. Righteous intention is one of the two actions.
2. The best of provisions is having good inner consciences.

3. The closest intentions to success are those that are nearest to righteousness.

4. The most effective thing in making mercy flow forth [and surround you] is having mercy in your heart for all the people.

5. Verily Allah, the Glorified, knows the hidden intention of every concealer, the speech of every speaker and the action of every doer.

6. Verily making intentions sincere and free from corruption is more difficult for the doers [of good deeds] than a prolonged, difficult struggle.

7. Verily Allah, the Glorified, likes a person’s intention towards the people to be good just as He likes his intention in His obedience to be strong, not shaky.
8. Actions are the fruits of intentions.

9. Intention is the basis of action.

10. Having a good intention brings about reward.

11. When the intention gets corrupted, affliction befalls.

12. Through good intentions, what is sought is attained.

13. The servant attains nearness to Allah through the sincerity of his intention.

14. Making intentions sincere and free from corruption is more difficult for the doers [of good deeds] than a long, hard struggle.
15. Having good aims [and intentions] is an indication of legitimate birth.

16. Having a good intention is a means of attaining one’s aspiration.

17. Good intention is the beauty of the innermost consciences.

18. Good intention is from the soundness of [one’s] conscience.

19. Many an intention is more beneficial than action.

20. Evil intention is a hidden malady.

21. The sincerity of [one’s] intention is to the extent of the strength of [his] faith.
22. When the intention becomes corrupt, blessings are taken away.

23. In sincerity of intentions lies the success of [all] matters.

24. If the intentions became sincere, the actions would become pure.

25. Whoever has an evil intention is deprived of his aspiration.

26. Whoever makes his intention sincere is purified from vileness.

27. One whose intention is good, his reward is increased, his life becomes good and affection for him becomes inevitable.

28. One whose intention is good is assisted with God–given success.
29. A person’s attainment of all that he wishes for, such as a good life, the security of his flock and an increase in wealth, is through the goodness of his intention and excellence of his character.

30. He who has no intention has no action.

31. He who has no knowledge has no intention.

32. One whose resolve [and intention] is evil, his death is a cause of happiness.

1. Meaning it is considered a good action in and of itself, aside from the actual good deed.

Reliance on Allah

1. whoever relies upon Allah becomes free from need.

2. Whoever relies upon Allah puts his trust in Him.
3. Whoever relies upon Allah has preserved his certitude.

4. Whoever is certain that what Allah has decreed for him will never escape him, his heart becomes relaxed.

5. Many a person who relies on something [or someone] gets ashamed.

**Attainment-الوْجُدْانُ**

1. Attainment [of one’s goal] is solace.

**Pain-الرَّجٌعُ**

1. Whoever hides a pain that has afflicted him for three days and complains of it [only] to Allah, the Glorified, then Allah will be the one who restores his good health.
Affection and friendship-
الودّ والتوعد والمودة

1. Honour your friendship and keep your promise.

1- أكرِمْ وْدُكَ، واحفظْ عهْدَكَ.

2. Affection is an auspicious blessing.

2- أَلْتَوْدَدُ (التوودة) يمْنِ.

3. When you love [something or someone] then do not be excessive [in your love].

3- إِذَا أَحْبَبْتَ فَلا تَكْثِرْ.

4. When friendship gets established then [mutual] co–operation and support becomes necessary.

4- إذا ثَبَتَ الْوُدُّ وَجَبَ التَرَافُدُ والِتَعاَضُدُ.

5. Through affection comes love.

5- بِالْتَوْدِ يُكْونُ المَحْبَةُ.

6. The best person in granting favours is the one who begins by [showing] friendship.

6- أَفْضَلُ النَّاسِ مِنْ بَدَأٍ بِالْمَوْدَةِ.

7. The quickest friendships to get cut off are the friendships of wicked people.

7- أَسْرَعُ المَوْدَاتِ انْقُطاعًا مَوْدَاتُ الأَشْرَارِ.
8. Verily friendship is expressed by the tongue whereas love is expressed by the gaze (or the eyes).

9. Friendship is kinship.

10. Friendship is affinity.

11. Friendship is the closest relationship.

12. Friendship is the closest kinship.

13. Friendship is an acquired affinity.

14. Being friendly with people is the cornerstone of intelligence.
15. Friendship for the sake of Allah is the best relationship.

16. Friendship for the sake of Allah is stronger than the bond of blood-relationship.

17. By [showing] affection love is strengthened.

18. Three things bring about love: religion, humility and generosity.

19. Three things bring about love: good character, good companionship and humility.

20. The best choice is making friends with the virtuous.

21. The cornerstone of intelligence is being friendly with the people.
22. Many a [seemingly] friendly person is only feigning [friendship].

23. Ask the hearts about [your] affections, for indeed they are witnesses that do not accept bribes.

24. Soundness of friendship is part of honouring one’s promise.

25. In times of hardship and adversity, the value of [one’s] friendship becomes apparent.

26. Every friendship [and affection] that is based on [anything] other than seeking proximity to Allah is misguidance, and relying on it is impossible.

27. Be an upholder of friendship even if you do not find any custodian [for it].

28. One whose friendship is sincere, his audacity is tolerated.
29. Whoever befriends a silly person proclaims his own silliness.

30. One who befriends you for a [specific] objective, turns his back [on you] once it is accomplished.

31. Nothing brings about love like generosity, companionship and good character.

32. One who does not give good advice is not sincere in his friendship.

33. The friendship of the religious ones does not get severed quickly and is ever firm and lasting.

34. The friendship of a fool is like a tree of fire, part of it consumes [its] other parts.

35. The friendship of a fool vanishes the way a mirage vanishes and is dispersed the way mist gets dispersed.
36. The friendship of ignorant people constantly changes [with changes in circumstances] and quickly transforms [into enmity].

37. The friendship of lay people parts like the parting of clouds, and disappears like the mirage disappears.

38. The friendship of worldly people is cut off when its [worldly] motives are severed.


40. Have affection for those whom you befriend [only] for the sake of Allah and hate those whom you dislike [only] for the sake of Allah, the Glorified.

41. Do not grant your friendship to one who has no loyalty.

42. Do not be keen in befriending a person whose true nature you have not known.
43. Do not befriend the disbeliever and do not accompany the ignorant.

44. Do not rely on the friendship of the one who does not fulfil his promise.

45. Never extend your friendship when you do not find a [suitable] place for it.

46. No one shows compassion like the sincere friend.

47. No one befriends the wicked except those who are like them.

48. The friendship of one who has no faith is not something to be envious about.

49. The loyal friend does not turn away from his friendship even if he is far away.
50. Friendship that lacks equity does not last.

51. It is befitting for the person who values the friendship of a fool to be humiliated.

52. The most beneficial of treasures is the love of the hearts.

53. Friendship is one of two [close] relationships.

54. Friendship for the sake of Allah is the more perfect of the two kinships.

55. Friendship is the [mutual] empathy of the hearts and the harmony of the souls.

56. The closest proximity is the affection of the hearts.
56. أَقْرَبُ الْقُرُبِ مَوَدَّاتُ الْقُلُوبِ.

57. The farthest remoteness is the aloofness of the hearts.

58. Beware of loving the enemies of Allah or having sincere affection for other than the friends of Allah, for indeed whoever loves a group of people is resurrected with them.

59. Seek the love of Allah, the Glorified, by desiring that which is with Him.

60. Endear yourself to the people by being uninterested in their possessions and you will be successful in gaining their love.

61. How can one in whose heart love for this world resides, claim to love Allah?!

62. Friendship does not become pure [and sincere] with one who is not well–mannered.
Piety

1. Piety reforms the faith, protects the soul and adorns magnanimity.

1- الْوَرَعُ يَصْلِحُ الْدِّينَ، وِيَصْوُنُ النَّفْسَ، وِيَزْينُ المَروءَةَ.

2. Restraining oneself from the forbidden [actions] is from the traits of the intelligent and is the quality of the honourable.

2- الْإِنْقِبَاضُ عَنِ المَحَارِمِ مِنْ شَيْءِ العَقْلَاءِ، وَسَجِيْبَةُ الأَكْرَمِ.

3. Abandoning sins is better than seeking repentance [after sinning].

3- أَفْضَلُ مِنْ طَلَبِ التَّوبَةِ تَرْكُ الْذَنْبِ.

4. The most authoritative thing is piety.

4- أَمْلِكُ شَيْءِ الْوَرَعِ.

5. The most beneficial thing is piety.

5- أَنْفَعُ شَيْءِ الْوَرَعِ.

6. Piety is the best attire.

6- أَحْسَنُ الْلِّيْبَاسِ الْوَرَعِ.
7. The pious person is one whose soul is pure and whose attributes are noble.

8. Piety is stopping when faced with doubt.

9. Be cautious of [your duty towards] Him just as He has warned you of Himself and fear Him with a fear that would prevent you from [doing] that which causes His wrath.

10. Beware of falling into doubts and being inclined towards lustful desires, for indeed these two lead you towards falling into the forbidden and committing many sins.

11. The best [and most virtuous] thing is piety.

12. The best piety is thinking positively [about others].

13. Keeping away from evil deeds is better than earning [reward through] good deeds.
14. The root of piety is keeping away from sins and refraining from the forbidden.

15. The best [form of] piety is keeping away from lustful desires.

16. He who divests himself of piety has corrupted his faith.

17. The most excellent attire is piety and the best provision is God-wariness.

18. The most pious of people is one who is most free from wants.

19. Verily the most beautiful characteristics are piety and chastity.

20. Piety is eschewal [of the forbidden].
21. Piety is a shield.

22. Piety is the most excellent attire.

23. Piety is the best companion.

24. Piety is nothing but the purification of oneself from sins.

25. Piety is nothing but scrutinizing one’s earnings [to ensure lawfulness] and abstaining from worldly pursuits.

26. Lack of contentment is the bane of piety.

27. Through piety there is purification from lowly traits.
28. Through true piety, religion is protected.

29. It is through piety that a believer is purified.

30. The fruit of piety is the uprightness of one’s soul and faith.

31. The fruit of being pious is purity [from sins].

32. The indication of a man’s piety is his purity [from sins].

33. The proof of good piety is the soul’s refrainment from the disgrace of avarice.

34. May Allah have mercy upon the person who refrains from the forbidden, bears the liabilities [of others] and vies in hastening towards the abundant prizes [of the Hereafter].
35. The cornerstone of piety is lowering one’s gaze.

36. The cause of integrity of faith is piety.

37. The cause of righteousness of the soul is piety.

38. Two things cannot be matched in weight by any [other] action: virtuous piety and kindness towards the believers.

39. Espouse piety, for it is indeed the best protection.

40. You must espouse piety, for indeed it is a helper of the faith and a trait of the sincere ones.
41. Espouse piety and beware of the deception of avarice, for indeed it is a pasture without herbage.

42. During the presence of lustful desires and pleasures, the piety of the God-warly becomes evident.

43. Piety has been paired with God-wariness.

44. How can one who is possessed by avarice possess piety?

45. Let your piety be true, your striving for the right be intense and your intention be sincere in the trust [you take] and the vow [you make].

46. One who is not reformed by piety is corrupted by avarice.

47. One who is truly pious keeps away from the forbidden actions.
48. Whoever shuns lustful desires has safeguarded his soul.

49. One who lacks piety, his heart is dead.

50. One whose piety increases, his sins decrease.

51. One who adopts piety, his worship becomes good.

52. Whoever divests himself of piety puts on the attire of disgrace.

53. One of the prerequisites of piety is refraining from sins.

54. It is from the most excellent piety that you not do in private what you would be embarrassed to do in public.
55. Eschewing forbidden actions is from the most excellent piety.

56. Nothing reforms the faith like piety.

57. The basis of piety is refraining from the forbidden [actions].

58. With piety, actions bear fruit.

59. Piety is indeed a good companion and avarice is certainly an evil associate.

60. The piety of a man is to the extent of his religiosity.

61. Be pious and you will become pure.
62. The piety that saves is better than the avarice that ruins.

63. The piety that dignifies is better than the avarice that humiliates.

64. The piety of a person frees him from every vileness.

65. The piety of a believer is manifested in his action.

66. The piety of a hypocrite is not manifested but on his tongue.

67. There is no piety like overcoming [one’s] lust.

68. There is no purity like piety.
69. There is no piety like eschewing sins.

70. Nothing reforms faith like piety.

71. Piety and avarice do not go together.

72. There is no stronghold more protective than piety.

73. There is no safeguard for the one who has no piety.

74. There is no piety more beneficial than eschewing the forbidden.

75. There is no piety more beneficial than abandoning the forbidden and eschewing sins.
76. There is no action better than [practicing] piety.

77. It pleases me for a person to be righteously pious, free from avarice, abundant in kindness and lacking in [making others feel a sense of] obligation.

78. One of the prerequisites of piety is refraining from sins.

79. Piety is the distinguishing mark of the God–wary.

80. Piety is a shield against evil deeds.

81. Piety is the lamp of success.

82. Piety is an exalter.
83. Piety is the fruit of chastity.

84. Piety is a trait of the learned scholar.

85. Piety is the basis of God-wariness.

86. Piety restrains one from committing acts that are forbidden.

87. Piety is better than the disgrace of avarice.

88. Verily if you adopt piety, you will become free from the filth of evil deeds.

Financial support
1. Verily supporting [one’s] companions financially is a sign of noble descent.

1- إنّ مُواساة الرَّفَاق مِن كَرَمِ الأَعْرَاقِ.

2. Giving financial support [to a believer] is the best of actions.

2- أَلْمُواساة أَفْضُلُ الأُعْمَالِ.

3. Nothing preserves brotherhood like financial support [in times of need].

3- مَا حُفْظَتِ الَّذِينَ يَمِّنُ مُواساة.

---

**Tattletale**

1. Whoever believes [the words of] a tattletale spoils his friendship.

1- مَنْ صَادِقُ الْواشِيَ أَفْسَدَ الصَّديقَ.

---

**Getting connected to Allah**

1. You will never get connected to the Creator until you sever your ties with the creation.

1- لَنْ تَتَّصِّلَ بِالخَالِقَ حَتَّى تَنْقَطَعُ عَنِ الخَلْقِ.

2. Connecting to Allah is in severing ties with the people.

2- الْوُصْلَةُ بِاللَّهِ فِي الْانْقِطَاعِ عَنِ النَّاسِ.
Establishing ties and relations

1. Establish ties [with each other] and come to agreements, and beware of severing ties and forsaking one another.

2. Establish ties with the one who cuts you off, give the one who asks you, and initiate in giving to the one who does not ask from you.

3. The one who establishes ties with you while he has nothing is better than the one who shuns you while he has plenty.

4. Whoever establishes ties with you through the sanctity of Islam has associated [with you] through the firmest means.

5. Being connected [and keeping ties] with the people of excellence leads to loftiness.

6. Establish ties with the one whom you keep relations with for the sake of Allah, and sever ties with the one whom you disassociate with for the sake of Allah, the Glorified.
7. The ties established [with you] by a pauper is better than the shunning of the affluent.

8. The one who consociates with the people is he who establishes ties with the one who cuts him off.

9. Never let your brother be stronger in severing ties with you than you are in establishing ties with him.

Humility-

1. Humility is the more superior of the two honours.

2. Humility in spite of [having a] high rank is like forgiveness in spite of [possessing the] power [to punish].

3. Humility is the cornerstone of intelligence and pride is the cornerstone of ignorance.

4. Be humble and you with be elevated.
5. The greatest of people in loftiness is one who humbles himself.

6. The most honourable of attributes is humility, forbearance and affability.

7. Humility elevates, pride abases.

8. Humility is the fruit of knowledge.

9. Humility elevates the abased.

10. Humility is the symbol of nobility.

11. Humility spreads [one’s] virtue.
12. Humility is the alms-tax of honour.

13. Humility is the most honourable eminence.

14. Humility is the ladder of honour.

15. Humility is one of the snares [for capturing] of honour.

16. Verily if you become humble, Allah will elevate you.

17. It is through humility that one gets elevated.

18. Through humility the loftiness [of a person] is measured.
19. Through increased humility, honour is perfected.

20. Humble yourself before Allah and He will elevate you.

21. The humility of a person elevates him.

22. The completeness of honour is [in] humility.

23. The humility of a noble person is the cause of his honour.

24. The fruit of humility is love.

25. The result of humility is honour.
26. Humility suffices as an honour.

27. Humility suffices as loftiness.

28. As you become humble, you become great.

29. One who has humility is elevated.

30. One who is humble is never bereft of honour.

31. Whoever has humility, Allah honours and elevates him.
32. Ma tawassun ala rafee.

33. Nothing earns honour like humility.

34. Nobody shows humility but that Allah, the Exalted, increases his loftiness.

35. How good is the humility shown by the wealthy towards the poor in order to attain that which is with Allah, the Glorified, and how good is the pride of the poor in front of the wealthy out of [their] trust in Allah, the Glorified!

36. There is no honour like humility.

37. By being humble, matters are put in order.

1. Or: Through humility, loftiness is adorned.
1. It is from the restriction of means to remain in one’s homeland [and not travel].

Admonition – الواعظ والموعظة

1. Take light from the flame of the preacher who practices what he preaches, accept advice from the adviser who is vigilant, and act upon what he teaches you.

2. Indeed the most hearing ear is one that listens to admonition and heeds it.

3. The most beneficial of admonitions is that which deters [someone from sin].

4. The most effective admonition is taking a lesson from the place where the dead lay.
5. The most effective admonition is looking at the places where the dead lay, and taking a lesson from the outcome of one’s forefathers and foremothers.

6. The most effective adviser for you is this world, if only you took a lesson from what it shows you of the changing circumstances and what it informs you of disunion and separation.

7. Verily there is a lesson and an admonition in everything for the people of wisdom and understanding.

8. Verily the most sincere of people is one who admonishes himself and is most submissive to his Lord.

9. Verily the admonition that is neither discarded by the ears nor matched in benefit is that which is not expressed by the speaking tongue, rather it is exhibited by the tongue of action.

10. Accepting admonition means taking a lesson [and putting into action].
11. Admonitions are the means of enlivening the hearts.

11. ﺍَﻟْﻤَوْاﻋِدُ حَيَاةُ ﺍﻟْﻘُﻠُﻮبِ

12. Sincere advice bears the fruit of affection.

12. ﺍَﻟْﻨَﺴِﻴﺤَةُ تَثْمِرُ ﺍﻟْوُدٌّ

13. Admonition is a curative advice.

13. ﺍَﻟْﻤَوْاﻋِدُ ﺍَﻟْﻤَوْاﻋِدُ ﻧَﻤْﻮَاءُ شَافِئَةٌ

14. Admonitions are a sanctuary for one who heeds them.

14. ﺍَﻟْﻤَوْاﻋِدُ ﻧَهْجُ لَمْنَ وَعَاها (دَعَاها، رَعَاها)

15. Admonitions are a remedy for the one who acts upon them.

15. ﺍَﻟْﻤَوْاﻋِدُ شَفَاءُ لَمْنَ عَمِلَ بِهَا

16. The beneficial admonition is that which deters [from sin].

16. ﺍَﻟْﻤَوْاﻋِدُ ﺍَﻟْﻮَاءُ ﻧَاتِفٌ ما رَذَّعَ

17. Admonitions are the sheen of the souls and the polish of the hearts.

17. ﺍَﻟْﻤَوْاﻋِدُ ﺍَﻟْﻤَوْاﻋِدُ ﺍَﻟْﺮَؤْوَاءُ، ﺍَﻟْﻤَوْاﻋِدُ، ﺍَﻟْﻤَوْاﻋِدُ ﺍَﻟْﻤَوْاﻋِدُ ﺍَﻟْﻤَوْاﻋِدُ ﺍَﻟْﻤَوْاﻋِدُ ﺍَﻟْﻤَوْاﻋِدُ ﺍَﻟْﻤَوْاﻋِدُ ﺍَﻟْﻤَوْاﻋِدُ
18. Through admonitions heedlessness is dispelled.

19. Between you and the admonition there is a veil of heedlessness and negligence.

20. The fruit of admonition is awareness.

21. The best of admonitions is that which deters [from sin].

22. May Allah have mercy on the person who accepts admonition, is deterred [from sin] and benefits from the lessons [he has] learnt.

23. Many a commander [towards good] does not follow [his own] commands.

24. Many a preventer [of evil] does not prevent himself [from it].
25. Many an admonisher does not [follow his admonishment and] deter himself [from sin].

26. Hearing with the ear does not benefit when the heart is heedless.

27. In admonitions there is polishing of the hearts.

28. Comprehension [and acceptance] of admonitions invites one to caution, so take admonition from the examples [of the past], and take lesson from the [sudden] changes in circumstances, and take benefit from the Warners.

29. For the people who possess intellect, what they experience is sufficient as an admonition.

30. One who finds tranquillity in thinking positively about the [passing] days has not understood the admonitions of time.

31. Do not shun the one who admonishes you [to good].
31. من وعَطَكَ فَلا تُوحِّشْهُ.

32. Whoever admonishes you [to act righteously] has done you a favour.

33. Whoever does not take lesson from [what happens to] the people, Allah makes an example out of him for the people.

34. Whoever understands the admonitions of time will not be at ease with positive thoughts about his days.

35. Admonition is an excellent gift.

36. He (‘a) said about the one whom he was rebuking: He is bold in his words but falls short in his actions. He rebukes others but flatters himself. He has been given respite by Allah along with the heedless ones. He leaves in the morning in the company of sinners without a [straight] path to follow or a leader to [act as a] guide, without any clear knowledge or strong faith. He fears death but does not fear loss [of opportunity to do good deeds for his Hereafter].
37. Never be one of those who do not benefit from admonition unless you give him a painful punishment, for indeed the intelligent one takes admonishment from discipline whereas beasts are not deterred except by beating.

38. people, how much admonition will you be given yet you decline it? How much have the preachers preached to you, the warners warned you, the preventers prevented you and the scholars conveyed [the message] you! The Prophets and Messengers have guided you to the path of salvation, presented their proof and shown you the clear way. So hasten towards good deeds and take advantage of the time [you have in this world], for indeed today there is action without accounting and tomorrow there will be accounting without action, and the wrongdoers will soon know to what final place they will return.

39. He loves to be obeyed while he disobeys and to be given his full share while he does not give others their dues. He loves to be described as generous while he does not give [anything to the needy] and to seek from others what is due to him while not letting others ask for their rights from him.

40. He speaks of the world with the words of the abstemious yet acts in it with the actions of the desirous.
41. He manifests the traits of the virtuous yet secretly performs the actions of the wicked. He hates death because of his numerous sins yet does not abandon them in his lifetime. He expedites sins but delays repentance. He loves the righteous ones but does not follow their actions. He hates the sinful yet he is one of them. He says: ‘Why should I act and become weary, instead I will sit and aspire.’ He always hastens towards what perishes and leaves aside that which remains. He is incapable of being thankful for what he is given yet always seeks more in what remains. He guides others to the right but deceives himself. He forbids the people from that which he does not forbid himself from and enjoins them to perform that which he does not perform. He takes upon himself more responsibility from people than what is required yet he neglects from his own soul what is more important [and necessary].

He commands the people but does not follow the commandments [himself] and he warns them but does not heed the warnings. He hopes for the reward of an act which he has not performed and feels secure from the punishment of an act which is undoubtedly a sin. He attracts the attention of people through his religiousness yet he conceals within himself the opposite of what he displays. He knows the right that he has on others but does not recognize the right that others have on him. He fears for others more than [he fears about] his sins and hopes for himself more than [he deserves by] his actions. For big things he puts his hope in Allah but for small things he puts his hope in the people, so he gives the servant that which he does not give the Lord. He fears the servants with regards to [the commandments of] his Lord yet does not fear his Lord with regards to the servants.
42. The one who accepts admonition has indeed awoken.

God-given success-

1. God-given success is the more honourable of the two shares.

2. God-given success and God’s abandonment each pulls the soul towards itself, so whichever [of the two] prevails, it enters its fold.

3. Verily when Allah, the Glorified, wishes good for a servant, He grants him success in spending his lifetime doing the best deeds and blesses him with the ability to quickly use his available time to perform acts of worship, before [the coming of] his death.


5. God-given success is a mercy.
6. God-given success is a means of advancement towards Allah.

7. God-given success (or kindness) is the key to sustenance.

8. God-given success is the leader towards righteousness.

9. God-given success is from the attractions that pulls one towards the Lord.

10. God-given success is the beginning of many blessings.

11. God-given success is a supporter of the intellect.

12. God-given success is the cornerstone of felicity.
13. God–given success is the fountainhead of prosperity.

14. God–given success is the favour [and special attention] of the Most Merciful.

15. God–given success is the best virtue.

16. Through God–given success felicity is achieved.

17. God–given success is the best leader.

18. God–given success is the best helper and good action is the best associate.

19. There is no succour like God–given success.
20. There is no blessing greater than God-given success.

21. One who considers evil to be good and turns away from the words of the sincere adviser does not become successful.

22. Whoever is granted success does good [work].

23. One who is assisted by God-given success does good work.

24. One who is not assisted by God-given success does not turn towards the truth.

25. Taking [and acting upon] good advice is from the biggest success.

26. Part of the success of a freeman (or a person) is his earning wealth through legitimate means.
27. From the success of a man is putting his secret in the hands of one who conceals it and [placing] his goodness with one who spreads it [and makes it known to others].

28. We praise Allah, the Glorified, for the ability He has granted us to carrying out [acts of] obedience and to keep away from disobedience.

29. One who is supported [by Allah] in his affairs is successful in achieving his goals.

30. Whoever takes Allah to be His adviser attains success.

1. This is a condition where Allah forsakes those who disobey Him and leaves them to their own devices (see Q3:160)

Agreement

1. Excessive agreement is hypocrisy.
Shamelessness and the shameless

1. The worst countenance is [that of] the shameless.

2. How shameless the ignorant one is!

3. The shamelessness of a man disgraces him.

Impudence

1. Beware of impudence, for indeed it drives you to embark on ugly acts and to rush towards evil deeds.

2. Impudence is the symbol of evil.

3. The cornerstone of every is impudence.
Reverence
التوقيع

1. Revere Allah the Glorified, keep away from what He has forbidden and love those whom He loves.

2. Revere your elders and your youngsters will revere you.

Precautionary dissimulation
الタイミング

1. Espouse precautionary dissimulation for indeed it is a trait of the praiseworthy.

2. He who has no precautionary dissimulation has no religion.

3. Precautionary dissimulation is religiosity.

God-wariness
التقير

1. God-wariness is a fortified stronghold for the one who takes refuge in it.
2. God-wariness is the accumulator of [all] purity and chastity.

3. God-wariness is the fruit of faith and the sign of certitude.

4. The exterior of God-wariness is honour in this world while its interior is honour in the Hereafter.

5. God-wariness is the strongest connection between yourself and Allah if you hold on to it, and it is a shield against the painful chastisement [of the Hereafter].

6. God-wariness is such that there is no alternative or substitute for it.

7. God-wariness is for a person to be cautious of all [the things] that could lead him towards sin.

8. Be God–wary and you will succeed [in this world and the next].
9. Fill your heart with God-wariness and oppose your vain desires, [by this] you will overcome Satan.

10. Fear Allah with some God-wariness, even if it be little, and place between yourself and Him a veil [of shame], even if it be thin.

11. Fear Allah by obeying Him, and obey Allah by fearing Him.

12. Be wary of your duty towards Allah, whom you must eventually meet, and with other than whom you have no ultimate end.

13. Be wary of your duty towards Allah with regards to that which He has created you for.

14. Be wary of your duty towards Allah, [the Lord] who hears when you speak and knows when you conceal something in your heart.
15. Be wary of your duty towards Allah with the wariness that is due to Him, and strive to attain His pleasure, and be cautious of what He has warned you about from His painful chastisement.

16. Be wary of your duty towards Allah with the wariness of one who hears [the message of guidance] hence humbly submits, commits a misdeed hence confesses [and repents], learns [the truth] hence trembles in fear, is cautious [about the Hereafter] hence takes the initiative [to do good] and performs an action and does it well.

17. Turn to God-wariness, for indeed it is an impenetrable shield. Whoever turns to it, it protects him and whoever holds on to it, it preserves him.

18. Hold on to God-wariness, for indeed it has a rope with a firm handle and a stronghold with an insurmountable peak.

19. Indeed God-wariness is like trained [and docile] riding mounts with their riders on them and their reins given to them, so they take them into Paradise.
20. The most protective shield is God-wariness.

21. The most impenetrable fortress of religion is God-wariness.

22. Verily God-wariness is a protection for you in your life and a means of gaining nearness [to Allah] after your death.

23. Verily Allah the Most High has enjoined God-wariness upon you and has made it the means by which His pleasure is attained by His creation. So fear Allah, [the Lord] who is closely watching you and in whose grip are your forelocks.

24. Verily the wariness of their duty towards Allah has shielded His friends from what He has forbidden and has made their hearts bound by His fear, so much so that their nights pass in wakefulness and their midday's in thirst; thus they take comfort in hardship and are quenched by thirst.

25. Verily the fear of Allah is a provision and a place of return. It is a provision that takes one to his destination and a prosperous place of return. The best inviter has called towards it and the most heedful [of people] have heeded to it. So the inviter has told the people about it and those who have given heed
25. إنَّ تَقْوَى الَّهِ هِيَ الزَّادُ والمَعَادُ، زادَ مِثْلَهُ، ومَعَادٌ مَّنْجِحٌ، دَعا إِلَيْهَا أَسْمَعَ دَاعٍ، وَوَعَاهَا خَيْرٌ وَاعٍ، فَأَسْمَعَ دَاعِهَا، وَفَازَ وَاعِهَا.

26. Verily God-wariness is the right of Allah, the Glorified, upon you and it necessitates your right over Allah, so seek Allah’s help to achieve it and use it as a means of attaining proximity to Allah.

27. Verily the fear of Allah [and God-wariness] has continually presented itself to the people of the past and those who came after them, because they will [all] need it tomorrow when Allah resurrects what He has created and takes back what He has given; but how few are those who undertake it the way it deserves to be undertaken!

28. Verily the fear of Allah has a rope with a firm handle and a stronghold with an insurmountable peak.

29. Indeed God-wariness makes Allah most pleased with His servants and it is what He demands from His creation. So be wary of your duty towards Allah who knows what you do in secret and records what you do openly.
30. Verily God-wariness is a strong fortress [of protection] for the one who takes refuge in it, and impiety
is the dilapidated fortress [of humiliation] which does not protect its people and does not offer security to
the one who takes refuge in it.

31. Verily God-wariness is today a safeguard and a shield, and tomorrow [it is] a pathway to Paradise;
its path is clear and the one who travels on it, gains.

32. Indeed the fear of Allah is the maintainer of faith and the pillar of certitude, and it is surely the key to
righteousness and the lamp of success.

33. Verily the one who has been shown what is in front of him by the examples of the exemplary
punishments of the past is prevented by God-wariness from falling into doubts.

34. Verily the one who abandons God-wariness is lured by pleasures and lustful desires, and falls into
the wilderness of sins and is constantly plagued by grave (or many) [evil] consequences.
35. Indeed the fear of Allah is a key to rightness, a store for the Hereafter, emancipation from every [form of] bondage and safety from every destruction. Through it the runaway is rescued, what is sought is attained and what is desired [of the Hereafter] is acquired.

36. God-wariness dignifies, immorality disgraces.

37. God-wariness is eschewal [of the forbidden].

38. God-wariness is the best provision.

39. God-wariness is the most fruitful cultivation.

40. God-wariness is the cornerstone [all] of good deeds.

41. God-wariness is the leader of moral virtues.
42. God-wariness is a fortified stronghold.

43. God-wariness is the reserve for the place of return [in the Hereafter].

44. God-wariness is the strongest foundation.

45. God-wariness is the key to uprightness.

46. God-wariness is the fortress of the believer.

47. God-wariness is a safeguard for the one who adopts it.

48. God-wariness is the strongest fortress and the most protective sanctuary.
49. If you fear Allah, He will protect you.

50. Indeed you are in greater need of the provisions of God-wariness than you are of the provisions of this world.

51. When you [wish to] guard yourself, then be wary of the things that Allah has forbidden.

52. The sting (or blackness) of sins is cut off by God-wariness.

53. It is with God-wariness that preservation from sin has been paired.

54. Through God-wariness, actions become pure.

55. The garment of God-wariness is the most honourable of attires.
55. تَؤْبُ النَّقُى أُشْرَفْ الملائِسِ.

56. Treat your [spiritual] ailments with God-wariness and anticipate [and prepare for] your death by it; take a lesson from those who have neglected it and ensure that those who heed to it do not take a lesson from you [for having neglected it].

56. دَاوْوا بِالْتَّقْوَى الأَسْقَامَ، وَبَادِروا بِهَا الْجِمَامَ، وَاعْتِبَرُوا بِمَنْ أَضْعَاهَا، وَلَا يَعْتِبِرُنَّ بِكَمْ مِنْ أَطَاعَهَا.

57. The cornerstone of God-wariness is abandoning lustful desires.

57. رَأسُ الْتَقْوَى تَرْكُ الشَّهْوَةِ.

58. The cause of the probity of [one’s] faith is God-wariness.

58. سَبْبُ صَلاحِ الإِيْمَانِ الْتَقْوَى.


59. صَلاحُ الْتَقْوَى تَجْنُبُ الْرِّيْبِ

60. Blessed is the one who fills his heart with God-wariness.

60. طُوْبِي لِمَنْ أَشْعُرُ الْتَقْوَى قَلْبَهُ.

61. Espouse God-wariness, for indeed it is the character of the Prophets.

61. عَلَيْكَ بِالْتَقْوَى فَإِنَّهُ خَلْقُ الْإِنْبِياءِ.
62. Espouse God-wariness, for indeed it is the most honourable distinction.

63. Espouse God-wariness in hiding and in the open, and adhere to the truth in anger and pleasure.

64. Espouse God-wariness, for it is indeed the best provision and the most protective accoutrement.

65. So be wary of [your duty towards] Allah with the God-wariness of one who listens hence humbles himself, who commits [a sin] hence he confesses, who becomes afraid hence he performs virtuous acts and is cautious hence he hastens [towards good deeds].

66. So be wary of [your duty towards] Allah with the God-wariness of one who attains certitude hence he does good, who is given lesson [from the happenings of this world] so he takes it, who is warned so he desists, who is shown [the right path] so he sees [it], and who fears the chastisement [of the Hereafter] and works for the Day of Reckoning.

67. So be wary of [your duty towards] Allah, O servants of Allah, with the God-wariness of one who has preoccupied his heart with reflection, who [always] has the remembrance [of Allah] on his tongue and who advances [good deeds out of] fear for his safety [in the Hereafter].
68. So fear Allah in relation to the purpose for which He has created you, and be cautious of [your duty towards] Him just as He has warned you of Himself. Make yourself deserving of what He has promised you by having confidence in the truth of His promise and being afraid of the terror of Day of Resurrection.

69. So be wary of [your duty towards] Allah, O servants of Allah, with the God-wariness of one who tucks up his clothes in preparation [for fulfilling the commandments of Allah] and makes great effort, who acts quickly during the short period [he has] and hurries out of fear [of losing the opportunity].

70. So be wary of [your duty towards] Allah with the God-wariness of one who thinks about returning towards the Hereafter, the end [and consequence] of his life’s journey and the place of his [final] return, so he remedies his past errors and increases his righteous actions.

71. Increased God-wariness is a symbol of abundant piety.

72. Whoever would like success in the Hereafter should espouse God-wariness.
73. Whoever takes off the attire of God-wariness will not be able to cover himself with anything from the devices (and means) of this world.

74. Whoever puts on the attires of God-wariness, his garments will not get worn out.

75. Nothing reforms faith like God-wariness.

76. The basis of God-wariness is rejection of this world.

77. Guided is the one who fills his heart with God-wariness.

78. And fear Allah, who is justified [in punishing you for disobedience] by the warning He has issued, and has a strong argument because He has made the [right] path clear and has warned you of the enemy who enters into the hearts stealthily and whispers secrets in the ears.
79. Neither [should you] advance nor retreat except with the fear of Allah and in obedience to Him, [in this way] you will become victorious by attaining success and [finding] the right way.

80. There is no honour like God-wariness.

81. There is no provision like God-wariness.

82. There is no God-wariness like desisting from the forbidden.

83. There is no fortress more impenetrable than God-wariness.

84. The thing that is rooted in God-wariness is never destroyed and the plant that grows on it never remains thirsty.

85. There is no dignity loftier than God-wariness.
86. The most virtuous of you is the most God–wary among you.

87. Do not dishonour the one who has been elevated by God–wariness.

88. Be wary of [your duty towards] Allah with the God–wariness of one who was called so he answered, who was penitent so he returned back, who was warned so he became cautious, who passed by [a place] so he took lessons [from it] and who feared so he remained safe.

The God–wary and God fearing people–الأنجام والمتنون

1. The God–wary is one who guards against sins, and the purified is one who purifies himself of faults.

2. The God–wary are those whose souls are chaste and whose needs are few; people hope for good from them and feel secure from their evil.
4. The God-wary are those whose souls are content, whose lustful desires are dead and whose faces are cheerful while their hearts are sad.

5. The God-wary are those whose actions are pure, whose eyes are tearful and whose hearts are fearful.

6. The God-wary person is one whose lustful desire is dead, whose anger is suppressed, and who is thankful in times of comfort and patient in times of hardships.

7. Verily the God-wary are all those [believers] who are generous, chaste and benevolent.

8. Verily the God-wary have taken [and gained in both] the evanescent world and the Hereafter. They have shared with the people of this world in their worldly benefits, while the people of this world shall not share with them in their Hereafter.

9. The God-wary are those whose hearts are sad and from whose evil people are safe.
8. The God-wary person is content, free from sin and chaste.


10. Indeed successful is the God-wary person who [always] remains silent.

11. For the God-wary person there is guidance towards the right path, restraint from corruption and [a strong] desire for reforming the Hereafter.

12. There are three signs of a God-wary person: [his] sincerity in action, [his] shortening of hopes [and aspirations] and [his] taking advantage of respite.

13. If the heavens and earth were closed upon a servant and then he became God-wary, Allah would surely make for him a way out from them and provide for him from whence he does not reckon.
16. One who is on his guard remains safe.

17. One who is God-wary reforms [his Hereafter].

18. Whoever fears Allah, He protects him.

19. One whose heart is God-wary, jealousy does not enter into it.

20. Whoever fears his Lord is [indeed] honourable.


22. Whoever fills his heart with God-wariness, his endeavour becomes successful.
23. Whoever fears Allah, the Glorified, He dispels all worries and gives him a way out of every distress.

24. Whoever fears Allah, He protects him.

25. Nobody becomes God–wary but that Allah makes his way out [of difficulties] easy.

26. One who guards himself from sins is like the one who does good deeds.

27. The kings of Paradise are the God–wary and the sincere.

28. Those who are wary of [their duty towards] their Lord are driven to Paradise in throngs, having being saved from the chastisement, cut off from the punishment and delivered from the fire [of Hell] into the Abode of tranquillity, and they will pleased with their dwelling and residence.
1. Trusting in Allah is an honourable sufficiency for the one who relies upon it.

2. Trusting in Allah means distancing oneself from [reliance upon one’s] strength and power, and waiting for what is brought by divine decree.

3. Beware of choosing [a path] for yourself [instead of putting your trust in Allah], for indeed most of the success lies in that which is not reckoned.

4. The root of the heart’s strength is in putting [one’s] trust in Allah.

5. Verily the perfection of trust in Allah stems from the verity of certitude.

6. Trusting in Allah is [a means of] sufficiency.

7. Trusting in Allah is an asset.
8. Trusting in Allah is the best pillar [of support].

9. Trusting in Allah is the fortress of wisdom.

10. Trusting in Allah is the best action.

11. Trusting in Allah stems from strength of certitude.

12. It is through the strength of one’s trust in Allah that the level of one’s faith is evinced.

13. Trust in Allah the Glorified, for indeed He has guaranteed the sufficiency of those who put their trust in Him.

14. The strength of a servant’s trust in Allah is to the extent of his reliance on Him.
15. It is sufficient for your trust [in Allah] that you consider no one else as a channel for acquiring your sustenance other than Allah, the Glorified.

16. It is in trusting Allah that the true essence of conviction lies.

17. Whoever puts his trust [in Allah] is catered for.

18. One who trusts in Allah does not get worried.

19. One who trusts in Allah is catered for.

20. Whoever trusts in Allah, He suffices him.

21. Never allow yourself to trust in anyone but Allah, and you should have no hope in anyone but Allah.
21. لا تجعلن لنفسك توكَّلَ إلا على الله، ولا يكَن لك رجاء إلا الله.

22. Everyone who puts his trust in Allah is catered for [and provided for by Him].

23. Have trust in Allah and you will be catered for [by Him].

24. There is no trouble [and distress] for the one who trusts in Allah.

25. One who puts his trust in Allah will never lose His support.

26. One who trusts in Allah has no need for [seeking help from] His servants.

27. Whoever trusts in Allah is catered for and becomes needless [of others].

29. Whoever trusts in Allah, doubts get cleared for him, his sustenance is catered for and he is saved from tribulations.

30. Whoever trusts in Allah, difficulties become tolerable for him, means become easy for him and he enters into [a place of] comfort and honour.

The Child-والولد

1. A righteous child is the more beautiful of the two recollections.

2. A child is one of the two enemies.1

3. The worst of all children is the undutiful one.

4. The loss of a child burns the heart.
5. The death of a child is [like a] tear in the heart.

6. An evil child destroys one’s honour and disgraces one’s ancestors.

7. An evil child dishonours one’s ancestors and corrupts one’s descendants.

8. The undutiful child is a tribulation and a misfortune.

1. In reference to the context of Q64:14

The close friends and lover of Allah—أولياء الله وأحبائه

1. Verily the friends of Allah, the Most High, include all those who consider their death to be near, belie their [false] hopes, and have many good deeds and only a few mistakes.

2. Verily the friends of Allah are those who remember Him the most, are constantly grateful to Him and have greater patience in the face of His trials.
3. Verily the most beloved of servants in the sight of Allah is the servant whom He helps to reform his soul such that he feels sadness [on the inside] and dons the attire of fear [on the outside]; so the lamp of guidance is illuminated in his heart, and he has prepared [for himself] a hospitable reception for the day which he will come upon.

1. Lethargy causes loss in this world and regret in the Hereafter.

2. Lethargy is wastage [of one’s lifetime].

3. Lethargy is [a cause of] loss.

4. Lethargy is the trait of the foolish.
5. Loss comes about through lethargy.

6. Counter lethargy with resolve.

7. One who submits to lethargy forfeits his rights.

8. One who submits to lethargy is encompassed by regret.

9. It is from lethargy that laziness originates.

The grant-

الموعمة-

1. any a grant is such that misfortune is better than it.
Delusion

1. Delusion is not the same as comprehension.

Suspicion

1. whoever exposes himself to suspicion should not blame those who suspect him.

True guidance from Allah

1. The best reserve is true guidance.

2. Through true guidance discernment increases.

3. He who takes guidance from other than the guidance of Allah has gone astray.

4. Blessed is the one who hastens towards true guidance before its doors are closed.
4. طَوِّبِي لِمَنْ بَادَرَ الْهُدَىَّ قَبْلَ أَنْ تَغْلَِقَ أَبُوَابُهُ.

5. Following true guidance leads to salvation.

6. Successful is the one who gets illumination from the lamp of guidance, opposes the calls of [his] vain desire, makes faith the equipage for his Hereafter and [makes] God-wariness his reserve and provision.

7. How can the one who is astray be guided aright when the guide [he follows] is heedless?! 

8. How can one who is himself astray guide others to the right?! 

9. How is the one who is overcome by [his] vain desire able to get true guidance?! 

10. Let your garment be true guidance.
11. One who is guided attains salvation.

12. Whoever seeks true guidance through the guidance of Allah is guided to the right path by Him.

13. He who takes guidance from other than the guidance of Allah, the Glorified, has gone astray.

14. He who seeks true guidance through the guidance of Allah disassociates [himself] from the opponents [who oppose His command].

15. One who seeks guidance from those who do not possess it is led astray.

16. One who seeks guidance from the misguided becomes blinded to the course of true guidance.

17. The guidance of Allah is the best guidance.
18. There is no deviation with true guidance.

19. There is no guide better than true guidance.

20. There is no guidance for one who has no knowledge.

1. Or: How can the one who is astray be guided aright while he is negligent about the guide?

Gifts—الهدية

1. Gifts bring about affection.

2. Nothing gains the favour of the ruler, quells the rancour of an enraged person, attracts the deserter [to come back], makes difficult matters easy and keeps wickedness [and evil] at bay like the [giving of a] gift.

Idle talk—الهدر
1. Keep away from idle talk, for the least of its damage is blame.

2. Beware of idle talk, for the one whose talk increases, his sins [also] increase.

3. Idle talk takes one closer to [unpleasant] changes [in circumstances].

4. Idle talk harms the soul.

5. Excessive idle talk earns disgrace.

Joking

1. Too much joking is a sign of ignorance.

2. Whoever jokes too much is considered ignorant.
2. من كثر هزله استجهل.

3. Whoever jokes a lot, his seriousness becomes ineffective [and is considered just another of his jokes].

4. Whoever is overcome by jest, his intellect becomes corrupt.

The causes of downfall and ruin-

المهلكات والمؤبقات والمحرقات-

1. Three things cause [one’s] ruin: obedience to women, yielding to rage and submitting to lustful desires.

2. Three things cause ruin: boldness in front of the ruler, trusting a disloyal person and tasting poison as an experiment [to see how effective it is!].

3. Three things break one’s spirit and cause downfall: poverty after wealth, humiliation after dignity and loss of loved ones.

4. Three things weaken one’s spirit: loss of loved ones, poverty in a strange land and unending hardship.
The scandal monger

1. The scandal-monger is dispraised and reviled.

Endeavours

1. The farthest endeavours are those that are closest to nobleness.

2. Worries [and concerns] are [proportionate] to the extent of [one’s] endeavours.

3. The best endeavours are the loftiest of them.

4. Be lofty in your endeavours when you seek something and honourable in victory when you overpower [your enemy].
5. One whose endeavour is great, his care [and attention towards it] becomes great.

6. One whose endeavour is insignificant, his merit is nullified.

7. One whose endeavour is honourable, his value becomes great.

8. One whose endeavour is great, his cause is worthy.

9. Confine your endeavour to that which is necessary for you and do not enter into that which does not concern you.

10. One who rises to the [higher] levels of endeavour [and determination] is glorified [and considered as great] by the nations.

11. One whose concern is not for [attaining] that which is with Allah, the Glorified, does not realize his aspiration.
12. Never concern yourself with anything except that which will earn you recompense and do not strive except in gaining reward.

13. One’s zeal is [proportionate] to the extent of one’s endeavour.

14. The value of a man is proportionate to his endeavour and [the value of] his action is to the extent of his intention.

15. Nothing raises a person like his [earnest] endeavour and nothing lowers him like his lustful desire.

16. The worries of a man are to the extent of his endeavour and his sense of honour is to the extent of his zeal.

17. Do not make your family and children your greatest concern, for indeed if they are friends of Allah, the Glorified, then Allah does not forsake His friend, and if they are the enemies of Allah then what is your concern for the enemies of Allah?
17. لا تجعل أكبَر همك بأهلك وولدك، فإنهم إن يكونوا أولياء الله سبحانه فإنه الله لا يضيع ولاية، وإن يكونوا أعداء الله فهما همك بأعداء الله.

18. Do not allow yourself to feel sorrow for what you have lost such that it preoccupies you from what is [yet] to come.

Irresponsibility-التيوزر

1. One who acts irresponsibly regrets.

1- من تهوّر ندم.

The frightful-الأعمال

1. Whoever embarks on the frightful [and risky] earns wealth.

1- من ركب الأهوال اكتسب الأعمال.

Disdain-الإسْتِهَانة

1. Whoever treats people with disdain, [his status] diminishes.

1- من استِهان بالرجال قلّ.
Vain desire

1. Overcome your vain desires and flee from them, for indeed if they capture you they will take you into the farthest depths of destruction.

2. Beware of allowing vain desire to gain control over you for indeed its beginning is temptation and its end is tribulation.

3. Indeed, the thing I fear most for you is [the result of your] following vain desires and having lengthy aspirations.

4. Vain desire destroys.

5. Vain desires are passions of youth.

6. Vain desire is the enemy of reason.

7. Vain desire is the bane of the intellects.
8. Vain desire is an obeyed enemy.

9. Verily if you follow your vain desire, it will make you deaf and blind, ruin your place of [final] return and destroy you.

10. Verily if you allow vain desire rule over you, it will deafen you, blind you and destroy you.

11. The bane of the intellect is vain desire.

12. When your vain desires overcome you, they drag you into places of destruction.

13. Oppose vain desire and you will be safe; turn away from this world and you will benefit.

14. May Allah have mercy upon the person who fights his vain desire and breaks loose from the
entanglements of this world.

14. رُحِمَ اللهُ امرَءًا غَالِبَ الْهَوَى وَأَقَلْتَ مِنْ حَبَائِلِ الدُّنْيَا.

15. The cornerstone of religion is opposing vain desire.

16. The cornerstone of reason is struggling against vain desire.

17. Deterring [the self from] vain desire is a trait of the intelligent ones.

18. The cause of corruption of the intellect is vain desire.

19. The cause of corruption of faith is vain desire.

20. Counter vain desire with the reason.
21. Blessed is the one who endures [the temptations of] his vain desire, rejects his [false] aspiration, hits the target and acquires recompense.

22. Yielding to vain desire corrupts the intellect.

23. Submitting to vain desire causes ruin.

24. Vain desire is victorious over the one who is led by his lust.

25. He who overcomes his vain desire is victorious in attaining the Paradise of the [everlasting] Abode.

26. The delusions of vain desire beguile.

27. Being overcome by vain desire corrupts [one’s] faith and reason.
28. Combat vain desire just as an adversary would combat his adversary, and battle it the way an enemy would battle his enemy; [if successful] you may gain mastery over it.

٢٨ - غالب الهوى مغالبة الخصم خصمًا، وحاربة محاربة العدو عدوًا عليك تملكته.

29. In succumbing to vain desire there is every [form of] deviation.

٢٩ - في طاعة الهوى كل الغواية.

30. He who overcomes his vain desire and controls the urges of his [carnal] soul is successful.

٣٠ - فاز من غالب هواه، وملك دواعي نفسه.

31. Indeed the one who is deceived by the temptations of [his] vain desire has gone astray.

٣١ - قد صنل من انخدع لدعاوى الهوى.

32. Combat your vain desire with your intellect and you will acquire right guidance.

٣٢ - قاتل هواك بعقلك، تملك رشدك.

33. Combat your vain desire with your knowledge and your anger with your forbearance.

٣٣ - قاتل هواك بعلمك، وغضبك بحلمك.

34. Be a conqueror of your vain desire and a seeker of your salvation.

٣٤ - درعك لهواك ودهنك.
35. If vain desire were to be lifted, the insincere person would despise [and feel ashamed of] his [own] action.

36. One who is controlled by his vain desire goes astray.

37. Whoever yields to his vain desire is destroyed.

38. Whoever overcomes his vain desire is honoured.

39. Whoever controls his vain desire acquires intelligence [and wisdom].

40. Whoever agrees with his vain desire opposes his rectitude [and reason].

41. One whose vain desire is strong, his resolve becomes weak.
42. Whoever embarks on his vain desire slips.

43. Whoever follows his vain desire destroys himself.

44. Whoever opposes his vain desire has followed [the path of] knowledge.

45. One who proceeds with vain desire falls into destruction.

46. With vain desire there is no [reason and] intellect.

47. Whoever embarks on vain desire is afflicted by blindness.

48. There is no faith with vain desire.
49. Whoever yields to his vain desire has sold his Hereafter for his worldly life.

50. One whose vain desire overpowers his intellect is overcome by disgrace.

51. Whoever wishes to attain lofty stations should overcome his vain desire.

52. One who is controlled by vain desire does not accept the advice of any sincere adviser.

53. One whose actions are free from vain desire, his effect [and result] is good in every matter.

54. Whoever follows his vain desire, it blinds him, deafens him, humiliates him and misguides him.

55. Whoever is led by his vain desire, Satan prevails upon him.
56. Whoever looks with the eye of his vain desire falls into temptation and wrongdoing, and deviates and turns away from the clear open path.

57. Nothing opposes reason like vain desire.

58. Nothing destroys religion like vain desire.

59. Vain desire is a riding mount that throws down its rider.

60. Opposing vain desire is a cure for the intellect.

61. The one who is overpowered by vain desire is always wretched and forever enslaved.

62. He is drawing in large buckets [from the well] of his vain desire and exerting a lot of efforts for his
63. Following vain desire is indeed a good aide to Satan.

64. Ruined is the one who is led astray by vain desire and pulled by Satan towards the path of blindness.

65. Your vain desire is a greater enemy towards you than all [other] enemies, so overpower it otherwise it will destroy you.

66. Never let your vain desire relegate your knowledge.

67. Do not follow [your] vain desire, for whoever follows his vain desire becomes disconcerted.

68. Do not incline towards your ignorant people (or your ignorance) and do not follow your vain desires, for indeed the one who alights at this stop is on the brink of a collapsing bank.
69. Vain desire is the greater of the two enemies.

70. Vain desire is a worshipped deity.

71. Because of succumbing to vain desire and misguidance, [only a] few will be saved from hellfire.

72. Control your vain desire and be stingy with yourself [by keeping away] from those things that are forbidden for you, for indeed being stingy with oneself is the essence of honour.

73. Be cautious of the vain desire that pulls the souls down, dropping them [to the lowest levels], and causes them to become more distanced from [the place of] success [and prosperity].

74. The smallest vain desire can corrupt the intellect.
There is no damage [and loss] greater than [what is brought about by] vain desire.

The most destructive thing is vain desire.

Beware of yielding to vain desire, for indeed it leads [one] towards every [form of] tribulation.

The best of people is one who struggles against his vain desire.

The beginning of vain desire is temptation and its end is tribulation.

Vain desire is the partner of blindness.

Vain desire is a hidden ailment.
82. Vain desire is a bane of the intellects.

83. Vain desire is a pernicious associate.

84. Vain desire is the opposite of reason.

85. Vain desire is the foundation of tribulations.

86. Vain desire is the riding mount of temptations.

87. Vain desire is a [cause of one’s] fall to the lowest of the low.

88. Do not be a slave to vain desires and coveted objects.
89. There is no enemy like vain desire.

90. Vain desire is a riding mount of temptation.

1. Taken from Khutba no. 83 of Nahj al-Balāgha where the human being and his life on this earth is beautifully described.

Dread and awe—البيبنة

1. Dread is [a cause of] failure.

2. Dread is accompanied by failure.

3. The bane of awe is jest.

4. Dread has been paired with failure.
Loss of Hope

1. Loss of hope [in others] is one of the two successes.

2. The root of sincerity is losing hope [and desire] in that which others possess.

3. Verily the most honourable of all people is one who loses hope [in others], espouses contentment and piety and is devoid of greed and covetousness, for indeed covetousness and greed are a ready indigence and verily loss of hope [in others] and contentment are a manifest affluence.

4. Loss of hope [in others] is freedom.

5. Loss of hope [in others] is liberty.
6. Loss of hope [in this world] is a solace.

7. Loss of hope [in this world] is a ready affluence.


10. Loss of hope [in others] is a renewed liberty.

11. Loss of hope [in others] is a comforting liberty.

12. Loss of hope [in others] exalts the prisoner.
13. Loss of hope [in others] is better than entreating the people [for what you need].


15. Adorn yourself with loss of hope in that which people possess and you will become safe from their malice and you will acquire their affection.

16. Hastening the loss of hope [in others] is one of the two triumphs.

17. The virtue of loss of hope [in others] is better than the humiliation of asking [for their help].

18. Loss of hope may [indeed] be an achievement [in times] when covetousness is destructive.

19. One who loses hope in a thing forgets about it.
20. The bitterness of despair is better than turning entreatingly towards the people.

21. The beginning of sincerity is losing hope in that which people possess.

1. The concept of losing hope here is one where hope is not placed in the help (and possessions) of creatures, rather one places his hope only in Allah.

**Orphans**

1. Be good to your orphans, help your poor folk and be kind to the weak amongst you.

2. Whoever oppresses an orphan has severed his ties with his children.

3. Whoever takes care of the orphans, his children will be cared for.

4. The one who takes charge of caring for the orphans and the needy is considered [to be] among the honourable ones in the sight of Allah.
5. One who takes charge of caring for the orphans is favoured in the sight of Allah.

Alertness and vigilance - البقظة والتنظف في الدين

1. Vigilance in religion is a blessing for the one whom it is bestowed upon.

2. Alertness is illumination, negligence is delusion.

3. Alertness is perspicacity.

4. Indeed you have been alerted so become vigilant, and you have been guided so follow the guidance.

5. One who does not take support through vigilance will not benefit from [the presence of] guards.

6. Alertness is [a cause of] grief.
7. Recover, O listener, from your stupor, and wake up from your heedlessness, and curb (or cut short) your haste [towards sins].

8. Is there nobody who will wake up from his [slumber of] negligence before his time [on this earth] ends?

Certitude-اليقين

1. Attain certitude (or proficiency) and you will be successful.

2. The best faith is certitude.

3. The root of patience is [having] definite certainty about Allah.

4. The root of indifference towards worldly pleasures is certitude, and its fruit is felicity.
5. Certitude is worship.

6. Certitude is light.

7. Certitude is the symbol of faith.

8. Certitude is the best [means of] indifference towards [the pleasures of] this world.

9. Certitude is the pillar of faith.

10. Certitude is the gown of the sagacious.

11. Certitude eliminates doubt.
12. Certitude bears the fruit of indifference towards worldly pleasures.

13. Certitude is the cornerstone of religion.

14. Certitude is the best worship.

15. Verily I am upon complete certitude from my Lord and do not have any doubt about my religion.

16. Through certitude worship becomes complete.

17. The fruit of certitude is asceticism [and indifference towards worldly pleasures].

18. The cornerstone of religion is true certitude.
19. The cause of sincerity is certitude.

20. Cling to certitude and eschew doubt, for there is nothing more destructive for a person with regards to his religion than the prevailing of doubt over his certitude.

21. Cling to certitude and God-wariness, for indeed these two will deliver you to the Garden of [everlasting] Refuge.

22. The strength of one’s certitude is [proportionate] to the extent of one’s faith.

23. The highest form of certitude is sincerity.

24. Certitude is sufficient as worship.
25. The certitude of one who is extravagant in his wants and exerts himself in acquisition [of wealth] it is not true.

26. If your certitude was sound, you would not have exchanged the everlasting for the evanescent, nor would you have traded the lofty for the lowly.

27. One who has certitude is successful.

28. One who has certitude is saved.

29. One whose certitude is firm, has hope.

30. One who has certitude works diligently.

31. One who is certain about [divine] reward does good [deeds].
32. One whose certitude is strong does not [have any] doubt.

33. One who is certain about the Hereafter does not covet this world.

34. One whose conviction is firm, his worship becomes good.

35. One whose certitude is true does not [have any] doubt.

36. One whose certitude is sound abstains from dispute.

37. One whose heart does not have certitude, his actions do not submit to it.

38. One who has certitude is hopeful.
38. من أيقين رجاء.

39. How great is the felicity of one whose heart is filled with the coolness of certitude.

40. Certitude is an excellent dispeller of doubt.

41. Sleeping with certitude is better than praying while in doubt.

42. One who sells certitude for doubt, truth for falsehood, and the Hereafter for this world is destroyed.

43. Do not turn your certitude into doubt and your knowledge into ignorance.

44. He who has no certitude has no faith.

45. Certitude is evinced by the shortening of hopes, sincerity in action and indifference towards the pleasures of this world.
46. Certitude is corrupted by doubt and the onslaught of vain desire.

47. The weapon of the possessor of certitude is patience in [times of] hardship and thankfulness in well-being.

48. Have certitude and you will become strong.

49. Whoever possesses certitude does good [deeds].

50. Those who possess certitude, the dedicated [and sincere] ones and the altruistic ones are from the people of the Elevations.

51. The possessor of certitude is the most sorrowful of all people about [the condition of] his soul.
52. Where are the possessors of certitude who have cast off the attires of vain desire and cut themselves off from the ties of this world?

1. The People of the Elevations are those referred to in Q7:46.
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